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INTRODUCTION

READERSHIP

The book is aimed at four kinds of reader. The first is the student of Arabic at a 

relatively advanced level who is looking for a conveniently classified repertoire 

of forms and constructions. It is not a pedagogical work in itself, but a 

supplement to a teaching grammar or language course: it can profitably be 

consulted, for example, for details of the actual use of subordinating conjunctions 

or the different patterns of negation, extending the token (and usually made-up) 

specimens in the textbooks.

The second type of reader is the specialist in Arabic linguistics who needs 

data on which to base theories about Arabic, or to support or refute existing 

theories, such as the different interpretations of the copula, conditional syntax,

etc. Here a good knowledge of both Arabic and linguistics is presupposed.

Another category of Arabist reader is the historian of the language, who will 

find in this work a relatively narrow tranche of material reflecting the current 

state of the language in some detail. To give this aspect of the book more depth, 

there are cross- Syntax of Modern Arabic Prose (but see 

p. 4).

Finally, the work is designed to be accessible to general linguists with no 

knowledge of Arabic. For them, this book will provide the kind of information 

which would be relevant to comparative studies, e.g. questions of word order, 

agreement, predication, tense and aspect, and so on.

ISSUES OF DEFINITION

Chronologically the range is rather narrow, as all the data were found in texts 

appearing from 1990. This is an arbitrary date, to be sure, but the intention is to 

provide a highly focused snapshot of Arabic as it was being written at the end of 

the twentieth century. It happened occasionally that a particularly fruitful source 

of examples turned out to have been a reissue of something first published a 

decade or two before 1990. What to do? We consulted our consciences, sighed 

deeply, and left the material in.

Geographically the data are taken from publications from the entire Arab 

world, though with an inevitable imbalance. Fortunately the written varieties of 

Arabic have not diverged as far from each other as the spoken, and the syntax and 

morphology seem to be relatively consistent throughout the Arabic-speaking 
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lexical indicators (cf. 12.1.3), rather as varieties of English reveal themselves 

more clearly in vocabulary and spelling than in differences in syntax.

It is far too early to tell whether Modern Written Arabic (MWA) will ever 

break up into discrete languages reflecting the extreme variations in the spoken 

forms, but if it ever happens, this book may serve as a record of the state of 

Arabic before the fission.

PRINCIPLES OF THE BOOK

The language described in this work is Modern Written Arabic (MWA), in theory 

everything written in Arabic from graffiti to high literature (but excluding poetry 

as being artificial and often archaic), which is why another possible name for the 

language, Modern Literary Arabic (MLA), was rejected as being too narrow. The 

term MWA was also chosen to avoid such ill-

genuinely attempting to write correctly in the modern equivalent of Classical 

Arabic (CA), the language defined by the medieval grammarians and in principle 

still the norm for the Arab Academies in making their decisions about MWA.

Naturally we do not regard everything written in Arabic as MWA: pure 

colloquialisms and written-down speech have been excluded. An exception is the 

reports of interviews in which the dialogue has consciously been converted into 

MWA, i.e. a strictly CA morphology and syntax. This has been accepted as 

evidence on the grounds that the Arabic is seriously intended to conform to the 

rules of the written language, and the resulting document is not, therefore, a mere 

transcript of colloquial discourse, however unnatural it ultimately is. Under this 

heading, drama scripts intended to be declaimed as Classical dialogue would also 

qualify for inclusion, but there is probably nothing in this book which has been 

taken from such a source, though occasional reference is made to written material 

heard in the form of broadcasts, such as news bulletins, read out from texts.

When colloquialisms do creep in, they can be rather obvious, e.g. the spelling 

n , although the rest of the 

sentence in which this occurred was perfectly good MWA. A phrase such as 

mistake) offers another example: it should have been ¨al ¨atu 
fin, but exhibits a non-existent plural *hid f, perhaps because it is a re-

analysis of the colloquial tala t-ihd f, where the feminine -t suffix of the numeral 

becomes prefixed to the following noun. When written down, this detached -t
suffix of the numeral became prefixed to the following noun. It was correctly 

restored to the numeral but the spelling of the noun remained unaltered, the result 

still closely reflecting the original colloquial pronunciation.

Obvious mistakes have also been excluded, such as ´ al-sajj d
- , without 

the extra final letter found only in the verbal suffix ), or d for 

which either l du she 
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Clearly, there are many important differences between CA and MWA, and 

this work will try to signal as often as it can the more obvious divergences from 

the classical norm, without invoking notions of decay, error, decline and all the 

other purist reactions which greet the process of linguistic change. The 

differences exist, and we hope to identify them: how much they become part of a 

co

the reservation that the list is neither complete, nor does it claim that the 

innovations are all very recent: some, in fact, are already observable in medieval 

Arabic, e.g. the now very productive nisba ending -aw¥ (12.3).

MWA also reveals an enormous influence, lexical, syntactic and stylistic, 

from Western languages: as is well known, for example, journalistic Arabic often 

consists of material hastily translated from English or French press agencies. It 

would be difficult to separate the numerous calques and imitations of western 

expressions from those features which do seem to represent spontaneous 

linguistic change. Where it seems obvious that a calque exists, this will be 

pointed out, but we have probably erred on the side of caution, not least because 

many apparently innovative features of MWA turn out to be based on ancient CA 

models.

Since this is probably one of the last works on this scale to be written at a time 

when the status of MWA is still volatile, we shall always present the data in 

its purest fu  form (e.g. Æ , not Æ wa-ttaÆaÄa not 

wa- ÆaÄa etc.) and leave open the question of whether they have already been 

definitively replaced by the newer conventions of reading aloud. Pure fu is 

now restricted to a very narrow range of contexts, but as long as it remains the 

ideal it must be respected.

Finally, there is no stylistic evaluation here: certainly not everything in this 

work can be recommended as a model to be copied, but it is not the task of this 

grammar to influence the style of anyone who wishes to write Arabic.

DATA, SOURCES AND PRINCIPLES OF SELECTION

As already indicated, all material is post-1990, and as far as possible every item 

of data in this work has been taken from written, invariably public sources. For 

practical reasons these are largely Egyptian and Gulfi, with a sprinkling of 

Lebanese, Syrian, Yemeni, Maghribi and Iraqi texts, but we feel confident that 

the resulting material is neither immoderately biased towards those two Arab 

regions nor unrepresentative of usage throughout the whole area.

Since the harvesting of data was carried out in a totally random way, by 

reading as broad a selection of texts as possible, from bus tickets to high 

literature, this is not a corpus-based grammar. Moreover, the logic of a corpus-

based grammar requires that missing items are deemed non-existent, which the 

educated Arab will not wish to concede. Accordingly, on the rare occasions 

where evidence of a construction could not be found in published sources, data 

have been drawn from the personal written usage of our Egyptian co-author: the 
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proportion of such material is very small indeed, and its authenticity is assured by 

and contemporary linguistic and 

literary competence.

An exception has been made for purely lexical material, where for 

convenience Wehr and other dictionaries have been used to supplement the found 

data for orthography (Chapter 1) and neologisms (Chapter 12).

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER WORKS 

The debt to Cantarino will be obvious: his Syntax of Modern Arabic Prose is the 

largest and most systematically classified anthology of material available to date 

and was a major inspiration in the arrangement of the present work. Detailed 

cross-references to Cantarino (thus C1:13 = vol. 1, p. 13) are given, first to 

allow comparison with the state of MWA at an earlier stage (effectively the first 

half of the twentieth century), and, second, to offer an alternative analytical

approach to the same kind of data. 

is taken from literary sources, and it therefore represents a very narrow corpus, 

which is likely to be exceedingly conservative: many constructions are listed 

which are now very hard to find in MWA as we have defined it, and must 

certainly be regarded as archaisms or even as obsolete. However, the literary 

continuum available to an Arab writer is broad and deep, and where a 

construction noted by Cantarino has not been found in our data, it will still be 

listed, because there is no proof that it is extinct, e.g. the -muÆaffafa (see 

3.2.1.1).

idiosyncratic and always Eurocentric: one has the impression that the Arabic has 

first been translated and then analysed according to the parsing of the resulting 

English. We have felt free to ignore his interpretations whenever they seemed 

irrelevant or mistaken, but there is no point in engaging in a polemic here, so the 

reader who follows up a reference to Cantarino may well find that the data are 

differently analysed or even appear in a different category from the one expected.

, and so there is little 

opportunity for cross-references in our early chapters. Moreover, there are 

differences in the relative weight given there and here to the topics. Finally, there 

will be potential cross-references which have escaped our notice, largely due to 

lies hidden in some larger section. The absence of a cross-reference therefore 

does not mean that Cantarino failed to deal with the item.

This having been said, we are happy to admit that it has been a constant 

some of his perceptions. Future descriptive grammars will rest, of course, on 

large, electronically gathered and processed corpora, with the possibility for 

realistic statements about frequency, register and genre, but until then the work of 

Cantarino must be acknowledged for the pioneering achievement that it was.
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It might have been desirable, for those wishing to compare MWA with CA, to 

provide cross-references to Wright also, but in the end this task was not 

undertaken, partly out of exhaustion and partly because Wright is well enough 

indexed to cause the reader few problems. The Bibliography offers some 

guidance on this and the other standard sources of classified data for CA, namely 

Reckendorf (1967) and Fleisch (1979). El-Ayoubi and others (2001) follow the 

same principles as the present work and in considerably more detail. However, 

since the data are presented in untransliterated Arabic script with German 

translation only, the usefulness of the collection is limited.

TRANSLITERATION

Since this is a grammatical work the data must be transliterated into complete CA 

morphology (fu ) with all junctural features even in utterance-final position, 

regardless of the possible MWA reading. The only exceptions will be cases where 

the modern practice is of reading fu  in pausal form (i.e. with reduced or elided 

inflections) or in such highly restricted cases as the type kufta ba\d di
- ariable adjective (see 2.1.1.5), where an exact CA 

kuftatun ba\d diyyun
If the inflectional vowel is uncertain it will be enclosed in [ ] in the 

transliteration, e.g. fa- , or sometimes left as # if an authentic CA case 

ending cannot be determined, usually in situations where no-one ever would 

supply a vowel anyway, e.g. with some numerals (cf. 2.12).

Proper names are a real problem: they have been inconsistently transliterated 

in this work because modern names are not usually inflected, whereas CA names 

The definite article will always be transliterated with l regardless of its 

e juncture (wa§la) vowel will be placed, 

hyphenated, on the previous consonant, e.g. min-a-l-rajuli
min al-rajuli. An exception is the definite article on the derived stems, 

e.g. al-inti b tu, not al-i-nti b tu.

Elsewhere these stems will be spelt rigorously with the vowel (whether 

inflectional or junctural wa§la) on the previous word, thus yawma tiq lihi
lihi, and certainly not yawm

lihi as it would now be read (and often printed, see 1.2.1.1) in the modern 

style. 

Where there is a choice of vocalization, the first offered in Wehr will be 

al  waÁki 
wuÁki. 
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PRESENTATION

As this is a Reference Grammar, it will present non-verbose data, tables rather 

than narrative, examples rather than detailed analysis, keeping the explanation of 

structural and syntactic principles as brief as possible. 

The material is quoted in the minimal quantity sufficient to support the 

grammatical point, i.e. words only at word level, phrases at phrase level, simple 

sentences at basic sentence level, and so on. Compound structures, e.g. 

conditionals and discourse elements, will be mostly cited in full, but subordinate 

clauses may be given without the main verbs if the syntax is clear enough. 

Occasionally the text will be truncated to omit parts not grammatically relevant: 

these will be indicated as ... , and sometimes a phrase may be quoted in the 

independent case where it has been taken from a context in which it had some 

other case.

All the punctuation of the original will be preserved and reproduced in the 

transliteration, as well as in the translation, even if the punctuation is not natural 

in English. The Arabic is reproduced as printed, though extra diacriticals may 

unavoidably have crept in during transcription and retyping: however, in cases 

where the vocalization is the specific object of concern the data are cited exactly 

as they were found.

There will inevitably be considerable repetition of topics (though of hardly 

any data) where it was felt that an item belonged in more than one category. This 

will be especially apparent in the treatment of negation, circumstantial qualifiers, 

coordination and certain kinds of subordination. However, the full survey of the 

topic is generally confined to one section, with shorter treatments elsewhere, 

linked by extensive cross-references.

TRANSLATION

The translation will be as literal as is consistent with good English, with the aim 

of highlighting the grammatical issue. Additional explanatory material will be 

supplied in square brackets [ ], which may be grammatical glosses or suppletions. 

All other types of parenthesis are from the original Arabic texts.

Pronouns will be translated according to their reference in context, even if this 

is not given in the example. Since the agreement rules (see 1.12.2.1) require fem. 

sing. for many plurals, and since there is 

, and will be so translated if necessary.

Occasionally the context will require a translation into a different formal 

tense, particularly in narratives, where the Arabic imperfect may correspond to 

past, present or future, e.g. §arif´

The grammatically relevant part of the text will be transliterated and 

translated in bold, with parsing and other comments in square brackets, e.g. 

munÄu tawall¥hi mah mma man§ibihi 
[verbal noun] the duties
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TECHNICAL MATTERS

This work follows no particular linguistic line, but it is hoped that both the 

taxonomy and the analysis will be found reliable and transparent. Most important 

is the authenticity and accuracy of the data, in which we have tried to maintain 

the highest standards: as for the interpretation and analysis, these are matters 

about which disagreement is always possible.

Since this is not a corpus grammar we can make no statistical judgments. This 

means that there is no reliable way to indicate the relative frequency or canonicity 

of structures, except through necessarily impressionistic comments. While it is 

true that with some constructions it was difficult to find adequate illustrations, 

this is no guide to their actual rarity, still less their possible archaic or obsolete 

status. Nor does it follow that an item illustrated by three or four specimens is 

common: we may just have been lucky. 

Traditional Arabic grammatical terms are supplied whenever appropriate, but 

largely for the purpose of making it easier to trace discussion of the topics in 

other sources. To compare the indigenous and western systems in detail would 

require a completely different book, hence not every Arabic grammatical term 

will be found here.

ARRANGEMENT AND USE

The chapters are arranged in ascending order of linguistic size and simplicity, 

starting with individual words and concluding with the discourse level, followed 

by a chapter on lexical topics, as follows: 1. Word level: all forms and their full 

morphological range; 2. Phrase level: phrase structure of all kinds; 3. Simple 

sentence patterns; 4. Negation; 5. Relatives, adjectival and nominal; 6. Coordina-

tion; 7. Subordination; 8. Conditionals; 9. Exceptive sentences; 10. Interrogatives; 

11. Hypersentence, discourse and larger units; 12. Lexicon. There is a short 

bibliography of recommended further reading, and an index of words, topics and 

terms in both English and Arabic. 

This work thus attempts to identify and classify every variety of expression in 

MWA from the phoneme to the paragraph, and to arrange the data in a 

conveniently accessible form, with a minimum of quantitative and qualitative

intervention. It will be for others to decide whether the classification is exhaustive 

and the data valid, but the next step will require an electronic corpus and an 

adequate technology for the various goals of linguistic enquiry, statistical, 

pedagogical, historical, etc. Meanwhile it is hoped that this book will at least 

point in the right direction.



1 FORMS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This chapter sets out the complete morphological range of Arabic in preparation 

for the syntactic treatment to follow, listing the closed classes exhaustively and 

the open classes by paradigms and tokens. The word level grammatical categories 

of gender, case, number and definiteness are described, and a brief survey of 

orthographical and punctuation practices is given. The contents of this chapter are 

purely formal, and are complemented by the treatment of a number of the 

semantic/lexical aspects in Chapter 12 (with some inevitable duplication).

Arabic exhibits all the features of the Semitic family to which it belongs, most 

notably the root+pattern system, in which the semantic components of a word are 

distributed between a root, usually consisting of three consonants which express 

the basic meaning (e.g. k-t-b = write  and a pattern which expresses the class of 

meaning (e.g. C1- -C2-i-C3 = agent or active participle), the resulting compound 

(which has aptly been defined as a series of interdigitated discontinuous 

morphemes ) constituting an actual word (in this case k tib writer , writing ) to 

which inflections, etc. are then added.

The topic will be discussed again below: at this stage it is important to remark 

that this root and pattern system is not only rather elaborate (more so in Arabic 

than any other Semitic language) but also still extremely vigorous. Although 

there are signs that the morphology of Arabic is moving away from the 

constraints of the CA syllable structure, loan words are still accommodated into 

the pattern system as far as possible, so that the plural of bank bank  is bun´k
 and of f¥lm film  is m . 

1.1 PHONOLOGY

Only items affecting orthography or reading MWA aloud are mentioned here: 

dialect differences are therefore only relevant to the spelling of loan words and 

transcriptions of foreign words, and will be dealt with in 1.2.6.1. The general 

issue of the loss of inflections is discussed in 1.2.8, 1.2.9. 

To date there has been no successful attempt to change or simplify the Arabic 

writing system, still less to replace it with a European one after the Turkish 

model. Nevertheless there have been some spontaneous changes in writing habits, 

occasionally sanctioned retrospectively by the language academies, see 1.2.1. 

To review the transliteration systems used in the West would be an interesting 

exercise in cultural history but not directly relevant to the purposes of this book. 
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The one used here exploits the advantages of current word-processing to match 

each Arabic character with a single Roman letter, thereby avoiding digraphs (or 

worse: nineteenth-century Germans had to interpret such monsters as al-

îadschdsch dsch for the more transparent al-îajj j, but the latter only succeeds 

for English speakers, and would become al-îa- - -  for continental readers).

11.1.1 Phoneme inventory 

(See Fischer in Hetzron 1997, 189ff.)

The CA phoneme inventory has been slightly modified in all dialects, either by 

redistribution or neutralization of contrasts, and this inevitably affects the 

pronunciation of MWA, rather as English will be read differently by British, 

American, Australian speakers, etc. However, this topic is beyond the scope of 

the present work, which can deal only with phonological matters which affect 

either spelling or reading aloud. There are two items affecting the written 

language which may be considered here.

1 Orthographical doublets arising from dialect influences, e.g.:

CA qiÁ a cream  v. MWA alternant qiÁda , with voicing of 

 to d

CA dam\a stamp v. MWA alternant tam\a , with 

devoicing of d to t

The proper name Ab´ Dahab  may represent a phonetic spelling of 

the colloquial form of Ab´ l-ìahab, lit. father of gold , since there is no CA 

word dahab.

Mistakes such as ú fièan  for fi½an preserving , muktaèèa
 for mukta½½a crowded , merely indicate the latent changes in the 

spelling system which have hitherto been kept in check by the power of CA: 

such mistakes have been happening for centuries, and editors have been 

correcting them in manuscripts for many years.

It is too early to say whether MWA spellings will diverge in the manner of 

English into British, American and other varieties. While, for instance, it is 

quite probable that a CA number such as Æ 500 . would be 

read out by an Egyptian as Æ , the absence of vocalization makes it 

impossible to say whether the latter pronunciation has now become standard 

in an Egyptian variety of MWA.
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2 Influence of vowel quality on the choice of consonant, where emphatic 

consonants tend to occur in the context of dark  vowels in foreign words:

§¿d soda not s¿d (and note no è here!) 

·vol . volt

ar ar t tartrate ar ¥ tartride

In the Tunisian transliteration maqn  for Magna (as in Leptis Magna) both 

the back vowel and the Tunisian voiced q = g are observable. This pair illustrates 

the effect of vocalic environment well:

m¿èa fashion (dark vowel) v. m¿dÙl model  (light vowel)

11.1.2 Syllable structure 

The CA syllable was restricted to CV and CVC (prosodically C+long V is 

also conventionally represented as CVC, e.g. f¥ in  = fiy, Ä´ possessor of

= Äuw, though this cannot account for , as the second element never has a 

phonetic value, so m what  cannot be analysed as * , which would have to 

be * , though it has the same prosodic value, CVC). Under certain conditions 

CVCC was permitted, namely, when a long vowel is followed by identical 

consonants, e.g. ú rrun hot  (syllabically ú r-run), or between word 

boundaries, e.g. f¥ l-yadi in the hand  (syllabically fiyl-ya-di, but shortened 

in pronunciation to fil-), and there was a global rule that no syllable onset could 

consist of more than one consonant. MWA preserves this system ortho-

graphically, of course, but in reading and pronunciation there are now con-

siderable divergences.

1.1.2.1 Juncture

In CA most words end in short vowels which prevented non-canonical clusters of 

consonants arising between words in juncture, e.g. yadu l-maliki the hand 

of the king , syllabically ya-dul-ma-li-ki, not *yad-lma-li-ki, and words ending in 

unvowelled consonants acquire an arbitrary vowel under these conditions, thus 

min from  becomes min-a  in min-a l-maliki from the king ,

syllabically mi-nal-ma-li-ki. The default juncture vowel is -i, and in this book all 

juncture vowels are indicated by hyphenation. See further 1.2.1.1.

These constraints are now under some pressure to change, though only two 

aspects can be dealt with here as directly affecting MWA:

1 Because of the elimination or reduction of word-final vowels, non-canonical 

consonant clusters arise in juncture. In those dialects which tolerate such 

clusters they will be read out as such, while other dialects will insert a default 

vowel (i.e. not an inflectional one); contrast CA ni§fu Áahr¥
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semi-monthly , which would be read aloud as ni§f Áahr¥ in dialects which 

tolerate the cluster §-f-Á and as ni§f-i Áahr¥ in others (the default vowel is 

usually i). 
2 The adoption of loan words (cf. 12.1), especially those whose structure is 

outside the CA morphological range. Again the absence of vocalization 

makes it difficult to determine pronunciation, but it is likely that words will 

be read out according to the conventions of the dialect, and a word like 

d(?)r m drama  may be read out as dr ma or dir ma depending on the 

tolerance of initial consonant clusters in the dialect.

Occasionally the explicit vocalization (usually pedagogical) clearly indicates a 

non-CA syllable structure:

¥qy Africa , with the over-long syllable -r¥q-

See also 1.2.6.1 on the transliteration of foreign words.

11.2 ORTHOGRAPHY

A number of changes are visible in the MWA writing system, some merely 

extensions of medieval practices and some genuine innovations. 

1.2.1 Hamza  

This is a glottal stop and a full consonantal phoneme, for which the original 

Arabic alphabet had used the letter , but when this character lost its 

consonantal value it became necessary to invent a new symbol, which was 

derived from the symbol for the phonologically similar

the pre-existing consonantal spellings.

Even in CA the spelling of hamza was inconsistent, partly because in the 

was not (and is still not) pronounced in several vocalic environments.

The CA spelling conventions are theoretically still in place but in some 

contexts a new spelling has been conceded by the academies. In the following, 

hamza spelling will be treated by position, initial, medial and final. 

1.2.1.1 Initial hamza in CA is always written with (i.e. as -, - or -), 
but the position of the hamza sign follows that of its vowel, hence with - and 

- it is above the  ( ) and with - below it ( ). This distinction is tending to be 

ignored in MWA, so that words beginning with - are indistinguishable from 

those beginning with -, e.g.  and  may both appear as . The 

following examples

ú jaw win prizes  (CA irbaú )

Æw n brothers  for Æw n
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d removal  for d

suggest that the variable initial vowel in CA has become standardized to  in 

spelling at least, though it is not possible to be sure how they would be 

pronounced. On the other hand, doublets such as afr¥qiy ¥qiy
Africa  probably represent local variants (with  being the CA original).

The sequence  was notated by a special sign  (called madda), but there are 

indications that it is being replaced by , e.g. b im of their fathers ,

written , contrast CA b . 

A particularly important subset is the artificial hamza created in utterance 

initial position to prevent a syllable from beginning with two consonants: *CCVC 

becomes VC-CVC, but since no syllable can begin with a vowel a hamza is 

pronounced, namely, C-CVC. For historical reasons this extra syllable was 

notated with an , but it never bore a hamza sign in CA, because it was 

automatic, so *ktub write!  was written with a prefixed  and 

pronounced in initial position , while in any other position the dummy 

syllable was unnecessary, e.g. q la ktub  (syllabically 

q -lak-tub CVC-CVC-CVC), though the  was retained in writing, now 

marked with a sign indicating that it had no syllabic value viz , now seldom used.

This junctural hamza, called hamzat al-wa§l the hamza of joining  to 

hamzat al-qa the hamza of 

cutting  (i.e. which begins a new syllable) is now commonly spelt identically with 

the consonantal hamza, especially in verb stems VII X (see 1.9.0.2), an 

innovation which has largely been sanctioned by the language academies: 

al- ½ r    parking   

(also written al- i½ r    with hamza above the ) 

Á had´ inhiy ra l-man zili     

they witnessed the collapsing of the houses

al-raj ittib  qaw n¥ni l-mur´ri     

it is requested to follow the traffic laws

For some time it has been the practice when reading aloud from MWA scripts to 

pronounce the hamzat al-wa§l as a hamzat al-qa , e.g. h Ä -waz¥r instead of 

h Ä  l-waz¥r this minister ; proper names likewise are read as separate 

words, e.g. ú fi½ - , not ú fi½u l-'asad. This undoubtedly results from the 

loss of final short vowels/inflections in the reading of MWA generally (see 1.2.8).

The consequences of this for the poetic system are still unknown: the CA 

metres are syllabic, and the MWA practice of treating hamzat al-wa§l as a full 

consonant changes the syllable structure. 

Loan words beginning with al-, el-, etc. are usually spelt with unmarked ,

e.g. elektr´n¥ electronic , but note ´m album  with inital 

hamza, perhaps to avoid confusion with al-b´m the owl . 

11.2.1.2 The CA spelling of medial hamza varied according to the vocalic 

environment: broadly the hamza was written over a consonantal bearer , either a 
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glide or  selected by the following rule: the highest vowel on both sides of the 

hamza in the hierarchical sequence i-u-a-0 (0 = no vowel) determines the bearer

in the parallel sequence y-w-alif- zero. Thus ¥s leader  is written with y
(i is higher than a, and note that the y as a bearer is always written without dots), 

d heart  is written  , with w (u is higher than a), and he was asked

is written  (i is higher than u). It follows that if one of the vowels is zero, the 

bearer is determined by the other vowel by default, head ,

violence , well . A sub-rule deletes the as bearer if two consecutive 

s result, thus s to ask someone  should be written *  but becomes 

. A further sub-rule reduces three s to two in the rare cases where the rule 

produces them, e.g. l much given to asking, importunate , originally *

(two hamzas + ) to  with Áadda instead of two hamzas. 

This system is largely maintained in MWA, but there are now signs of 

standardization to y as the bearer of the hamza sign (approved by the academies) 

in many contexts: 

Á ´n   matters , affairs , CA  

´l   responsible , CA  

Perhaps through reluctance to repeat a letter, the medial hamza now sometimes 

lacks a bearer:

´b   accustomed , CA  

or the combination is conflated into one character:

´s   headed , led , CA  

There are also signs that hamza in 3rd radical position in verbs is becoming 

standardized (lexicalized) to  when it becomes medial through the addition of 

suffixes: he reads  is the same in CA and MWA, but when pronoun 

suffixes are added the hamza is no longer final, and we find ´na they 

read  spelt in MWA as  v. CA . Similarly, Æ ´ they erred , MWA 

 v. CA ; ´ that they seek refuge , MWA  v. CA . 

In nouns an originally final hamza also reverts to medial hamza spelling 

before suffixes, but it is occasionally omitted:

CA  Áurak    

but MWA sometimes: 

Áurak hu   his associates

A noticeable tendency (and of considerable antiquity, cf. bid ya beginning ,

a medieval spelling for bid  from the root to begin ) is for 

medial hamza to be replaced by the glide y in those words where y is its original 

bearer:

riy sa leadership , CA sa

tahniya congratulation , CA 
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or even other vocalic contexts, by analogy:

daf ya warmth , CA daf

aff ya extinguishing , CA aff

In some words the sequence  is now regularly replaced by , notably t r¥Æ
history , date , CA ¥Æ  (note that both have the plur. taw r¥Æ  ), f r

mouse , CA , and cf. tasawwala to wonder , a new verb (see 

12.8.3) from the root to ask , in which the original hamza has been 

replaced by a glide.

Conversely, a hamza has intruded in the word timed ,

temporary , a neologism from the root w-q-t, namely, muwaqqat timed ,

perhaps as a hypercorrection, though the alternation of initial hamza and w is very 

ancient.  

11.2.1.3 Final hamza follows the CA rules in the main, with one notable 

innovation (or rather, generalization of an earlier practice), namely, that a final 

hamza after the vowel i is now commonly written after the bearer y instead of 

over it (perhaps because it is not a true y this letter seems never to be printed with 

dots, cf. 1.2.2):

q     reader , CA  

mab principles , CA  

ma     fire extinguishers , CA  

aw     emergencies , CA 

Strictly speaking, this creates an incorrect long vowel before the hamza (e.g. 

*q r¥ ) but this is ignored in pronunciation; another result is that words which 

really do have a long vowel before the hamza, such as rad¥ bad , will have 

the same spelling (usually also with undotted y). There are also occasional 

hypercorrections such as *  for bar¥ innocent . 

1.2.2 CA spelling 

A number of variant spellings from CA still occur:

Äan either  or therefore, since

hundred  either  or 

Most of the scriptio defectiva spellings in a number of very common words are 
                                                             
retained, e.g. h Ä this , Ä lika that .  

h, normally spelt  as a family name there is a 

variant with explicit long  in -l h-, namely, . 
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The compound interrogatives such as li-ma why  (see 1.6.10 for the complete 

list) retain the short spelling of the second element, thus  , etymologically li-m
for what . 

Certain common relative collocations are always spelt in their assimilated 

form, thus about which  = , mimm from which  = 

min m  (see 5.5.2; 5.6.3), and note Á something or other ,
pronounced Á -m  and so often written  to indicate the assimilation 

(see 1.12.4.1) 

In some verbs the 3rd radical may assimilate to the pronoun suffix, e.g. 

qa§ad-tu I intended , often pronounced qa§attu and therefore sometimes 

spelt  to indicate this. With sakat-tu I was silent , 3rd radical t, the 

assimilation is automatic, and it is spelt  accordingly.

In many regions the final y  is consistently printed without dots, thereby 

obliterating the distinction btween the values ¥ ( ) and  ( ) of this letter, thus 

 may represent ¥ ¥  (proper name) or on  (see also 1.2.8).

lasta
bi-mu§ay irin  (S´ra 88 verse 22) I am not in control of them ,

with the spelling of mu§ay ir showing assimilation of the original s (musay ir) to §
under the influence of the following , though this is no longer observed in MWA.

§al tun
prayer  with w as the long vowel marker (suggesting the vowel originally had a 

back quality), the word úay tun life  is spelt conventionally as , even though 

. 

11.2.2.1 Spelling instructions were often incorporated into medieval texts to 

ensure the correct vocalization and pointing, and this is still occasionally seen: 

waqq r (bi-taÁd¥d al-q f)   waqq r [name of a fish] (with 

1.2.3 MWA Spelling innovations

The spelling of apocopated verbs is showing signs of becoming lexicalized, i.e. 

the zero-vowel marker (suk´n) is inserted even where it would automatically be 

replaced by a vowel in juncture (cf. 1.1.2.1). This example is from a medieval 

text which has been vocalized by a modern editor and shows the words exactly as 

printed: zam na lam yuÆlaq l-n su at a time when 

people had not yet been created , where the suk´n on yuÆlaq would automatically 

be replaced by a vowel, namely, yuÆlaq-i l-n su  in CA. 

The same practice is spreading to the spelling of interrogative man who?  in 

juncture, thus man l-rajulu? who is the man?  for man-i l-rajulu?
In some printing and display styles the initial forms  and h  are found in 

medial positions, presumably for decorative purposes. 

Symbols from other Muslim languages have been borrowed to represent 

sounds not notated in the CA script, namely,  for p, for Å, · for v , in each 
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case with three dots instead of one, and variously arranged in pyramid or inverted 

pyramid form. See further 1.2.6.1, 1.2.6.3. 

Several innovations in the placing of vowel signs have arisen, probably in 

response to the labour-saving instincts of typesetters: 

The short vowel sign for i (kasra) and the double kasra (tanw¥n) are often 

printed together with the Áadda sign, instead of underneath the affected 

consonant, e.g. mujaddid renewing , formerly written . 

As stated above, the spelling of initial hamza is tending to become 

regardless of the vowel, where formerly hamza + i was always written . 

The dep. indef. ending -an (see 1.5.2.1) is now regularly printed with the 

tanw¥n over the , namely,  instead of before it, namely, e.g. now 

kit ban book  [dep.], formerly .

11.2.4 Digits and number notation 

(Cf. numbers in 2.12 for more examples.)

Numbers are usually written with numerals, with the highest numbers on the 

left (i.e. in the opposite order to the alphabetic script): 

1465 iÁtaraytu 1465 kit ban  I bought 1465 books

The number in this context would be read in full CA (with the units preceding the 

tens) - -Æamsatan wa-sitt¥na, but the general practice 

is now to read all numbers in pausal, i.e. uninflected form. In the Western Arab 

world (the Maghrib) the European forms of the original Arabic  numerals have 

always been dominant, and this is now spreading to other Arab countries.

In the same manner as Roman numerals, Arabic alphabetical characters are 

often used for subheadings, preliminaries etc. The numerical values are based on 

the most ancient alphabetical order: the first dozen being 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

and so on through the tens and hundreds to one thousand. All numbers can be 

represented, but the higher values are rarely seen, though the system was used for 

mathematical notation until recent times. The letters are often printed without 

dots and in truncated form.

1.2.5 Abbreviations (e.g. with measures, see also under 
numbers, 22.12.) 

CA had a number of abbreviations, some of which are still in use, e.g.   

(from intah it has ended ) to mark the end of a quotation (cf. below 1.3.1).

One still common is:  for §all  ll -sallama
may God bless him and give him peace  (cf. Optatives, 3.25). 
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Secular abbreviations are: 

 km kilometre ; k¥l´ kilogramme ; m  for mitr metre ; §  for 

page ( §afúa); 

currency units, such as l  for l¥ra lira , j  for junayh pound, 

guinea , s  for sant¥m (also centimetre), often specified, e.g. l.l. .

for l¥ra lubn niyya Lebanese pounds ; 

political: j  for jumh´riyya republic  , e.g. . the United 

Arab Republic , i.e. al-jumh´riyyatu l- -muttaúidatu
. 

11.2.6 Loan words

1.2.6.1 Loan words and ad hoc transcriptions (for latter see next section) both 

employ the same general principles of orthographical accommodation, often 

showing regional variations reflecting the local phonology (for lexical variations 

due to difference in origin, e.g.  v. lokanda hotel  see 12.1.3). 

This is especially noticeable with the pair j and (hard) g, hence the word garage

may appear as  in Egyptian MWA (pronounced gar Å, and the second  may 

be additionally distinguished by three dots underneath, cf. 1.2.3).

The sound of (hard) g in loan words is usually transcribed with \  in those 

regions where j  is soft (j or Å), e.g. \r m gramme (the initial consonant 

cluster non-canonical, see 1.1.2), \iy n Guyana , \ l´n gallon . 

For English, French v  and p  there seems to have been a shift in 

transliteration practice: a nineteenth century borrowing such as w b´r
steamboat  from French vapeur, uses entirely indigenous graphemes, but we

now find, for example for video , the new grapheme v · with three dots, 

namely, v¥diy´  , though as often as not a simple f  suffices.

For English ch  the group tÁ  is used, e.g. s ndiw¥tÁ sandwich

or nÁ  , e.g. l nÁ  for both lunch  and launch . In Iraq, however, where è
is a dialect phoneme, the sound is represented in writing with the Persian letter 

with the three dots either in pyramid or inverted pyramid arrangement.

Occasionally doubled letters are written instead of using the Áadda  :

mill¥gr m t    milligrammes  (Egyptian) 

billawr    crystal , CA  

    Oh

The suffix -Ùh for French -é, -eé , e.g. m t¥nÙh matinée , suw rÙh
soirée , is evidently becoming productive, see 12.10.1. 
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A general principle for notating foreign vowels whether long or short is to use 

a long vowel: 

f k´n    wagon  (French),  k mÙr     camera ,

l´g r¥tm t   logorithms

But there is therefore sometimes variation in notating short vowels:

film/f¥lm    film ,  a las/a l s    atlas ,   

titr/t¥tr   caption, titling

The notation of the vowels e and o (long or short) is currently not a settled issue: 

in the unvowelled script they appear identical with the long vowels, thus both ¿
and ´ are rendered with , both ¥ and Ù with . Hence hotel  (from French) is 

spelt , but the narrow orthographical transliteration ´t¥l is problematical. To 

date no unambiguously vowelled versions of  have been sighted: however, 

the logic of MWA strongly indicates that the true orthography of Ù and ¿ is 

actually ay and aw, the CA diphthongs, but now in their modern reflexes Ù and ¿,

hence , if ever it were fully vowelled in MWA, should have the form ,

CA now to be pronounced , likewise  is to be pronounced 

kloroform, not k[i]l´r´f´rm. Secondary sources such as dictionaries are extremely 

inconsistent, and a place name such as Holland  sometimes occurs with a vowel 

neatly printed, namely, , presumably to be read as h´landa but nevertheless 

transliterated as holanda. 

The transliteration of foreign diphthongs goes some way to confirm this, since 

they are often written as combinations of a plain long vowel and the requisite 

semi-vowel, thus English aw/au = +w , ay = +y , e.g. h wis House ,

see next section. If the CA values aw for  and ay for  had been preserved in 

reading MWA, this procedure would not have been necessary.

11.2.6.2 Transcription of foreign words

This section deals with ad hoc transcription of proper names or words as yet 

unnaturalized, though the orthographical principles are identical with those 

described for loan words above.

Understandably there is no requirement for transliterated words to fit into 

Arabic patterns, e.g. tÁ¥koslov kiy Czechoslovakia , with initial 

consonant cluster tÁ-  and default f  for v, nor can an absolutely accurate re-

transcription into English be guaranteed, as the short vowels in particular can 

only be guessed at, e.g. z´duwitÁ ts ytung Süddeutsche 

Zeitung ; note ´y (= oy) for the diphthong oy (German eu), same principle as w
for English diphthong ou. 

Arabic morphemes may nevertheless be attached:

al- ´Áiyat¥dbr¥s the Associated Press

al-h fir Le Havre  (contrast l  h y The Hague  i.e. La Haye)
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The various spellings of danm rk/d nm rk/d nim rk Denmark

show that both vowel length and syllable structure are still indeterminate, cf. the 

first syllable of ostr ly /¿str ly Australia  (and see above on 

the quality of the vowel o here). 

Diphthongs: h wis House  (in trade names), w ym n Wyman ,

war Eisenhower , w y Wye , bir yil braille . 

11.2.6.3 Re-transcription sometimes results in the loss of the Arabic original, 

though so far the phenomenon seems to be restricted to commercial names, shop 

signs and the like: 

´¨m n ¨m n, originally  ¨m n  

f t¥ma   for F ima, originally  f ima  

ab    and  ¥ , for    and  ¥     

Arab, Arabic

s rw t     (sic, including quotation marks) for äarwat, originally 

¨arwat    (and note also the colloquial reflex s for CA ¨) 

1.2.7 Vowels 

Although vowels are rarely indicated in most contexts, they can always be printed 

if it is felt necessary. This happens usually for the following purposes:

To indicate that the verb is passive, e.g.  to show that the passive rufièa
[it] was refused  is to be read (cf. 3.12).

To ensure the correct reading of words which would otherwise be read 

differently, e.g. tajallin revelation , becoming clear  (would be read 

tajalli), nin meanings  (would be read ni, see 1.2.8), m  min 
 (with min fully vowelled) [there is] no nation  (see 4.1.1

on this neg.), yarqa [might] rise  (to avoid confusion with yarqi use 

magic ). 

Sometimes vowels are inserted where they may not seem absolutely 

necessary, e.g. mood vowels in he is happy ,

makes him hear . 

Cf. 1.2.9 on the inflections, or rather the lack of them in unvowelled texts.

1.2.8 Pausal pronunciation

The practice of reading MWA with pausal pronunciation (broadly, with elision of 

final short vowels and change of fem. -at-  to -ah , see tables in 1.8.2, 1.8.3)

has had some slight effects on the writing system:
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The fem. suffix (t ´ a)  sometimes loses its dots and is spelt as if 

pausal (notably in sign writing), e.g. Áarika company ; the occasional 

confusion between the consonant -h  and -at  may also be taken as a sign 

of transition, e.g. muwajjahun directed , sent , spelt muwajjatun 
on one page, and mawjatun wave , spelt mawjah , on the next 

page.

Final -¥  and and the adj. suffix -iyyu  (nisba, see 1.8.6.3) are no longer 

distinguished in normal contexts, hence  may be interpreted as qawm¥
my people  or qawmiyy- popular , though both would in any case now be 

read out as qawm¥. 
 A further development along these lines is that there is often no distinction 

between final -¥  of either kind and the variety of final -  spelt (=

maq§´ra), which are now both commonly spelt without dots, so that the 

sequence  may denote either ¥ ¥/high  or on . The 

fact that so many typographical inconsistencies can occur even in the same 

text, e.g. f¥ ¨n  mi§ra printed as ,

with the dots absent from f¥ but present in , merely indicates that the 

system is still unstable. 

The pausal spelling -¥ in weak 3rd radical indef. nouns is also spreading, e.g. 

\ n¥  or  instead of CA \ nin songs , also:

f¥ mar ¥ ariyy tin    

in [free range] farms or batteries  for  mar   

n d¥ layl¥    night club  for  n din  

m Á¥ bi-Æu watin sar¥   walking with a quick step   

for  m Áin

Certain common words in dep. form are pronounced with tanw¥n (final -n) in all 

contexts, perhaps because they are felt to be loan words from CA, e.g. èan
also , Æ §§atan especially , together . Note that ma¨alan
for example  will be pronounced either masalan or ma¨alan, i.e. always with 

final -an but with locally variant reflexes of the CA ¨ ; contrast mitl like , a 

native  word with the colloquial reflex t for the CA mi¨la . 

On the other hand, the standard pausal pronunciation of indefinite dep. -an
as -  seems to be confirmed by such innovative (though not yet productive) 

collocations as: ¨aruh  dr m  wa-\um´ the most 

dramatic and obscure of them , lit. the most of them as to drama and as to 

obscurity  (see 2.4.4 on the syntax of this comparative construction). 

11.2.9 Case and mood markers 

Case and mood markers (see 1.5.2), being mostly vocalic, seldom appear in 

MWA, which generally uses the unvowelled script, following the CA practice, 

where vowels were only inserted where felt necessary or in certain text categories 
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such as religious or poetic works. Moreover, the pausal pronunciation (1.2.8)

removes nearly all inflections.

Certain morphological features remain unambiguous, especially where long 

vowels are involved, e.g. in nouns:

Sound masc. plural, indep. -´na   (but dep. -¥na  is graphically identical 

with dual dep. -ayni , though usually easy to distinguish by context). 

Dual indep. - ni  . 

Dep. sing. masc. indef. -an, spelt  with final  (and so identical in 

unvowelled texts with dual indep. annexed ending - , but the contexts 

never overlap). 

In verbs, the dep. and apocopated verb endings which are marked by elision of -n
 are all visibly different from the indep., e.g. yaktub´na they are 

writing  v. yaktub´ [that] they might write , (see 1.5.2.2).

Many distinctions require the application of a complex set of contrasts 

involving the stem, the pattern, the lexicon and the context, e.g.: lam y-ú-t-j
 as printed can be read lam yaútaj he did not need  from the hollow 

root, stem VIII iút ja or as lam yaútajja he did not argue , this after 

ruling out a verb *úataja, which does not exist.

f-l-n-Á-y-d-h  must be read fa-l-nuÁayyidhu so let us build it ,

assuming that the context suggests that fa-li- is the prefix so let  (see 3.24.2 for 

the syntax and verb form) and a dir. obj. is required by the sense, leaving n-Á-y-d
to be interpreted. Since the required verb form with this prefix is apocopated, the 

only reading is nuÁayyid, stem II, active (since there is an obj. suffix), because the 

other closely similar stems (I and IV) would have the short middle syllable -Áid-
(namely, fal-naÁid  or fal-nuÁid ) and no -y- would be visible in the 

written form, which would also rule out further possible readings involving the 

doubled root Áadda  (e.g. fa-l-naÁuddahu so let us tie it ) or weak 3rd 

radical Áad  (e.g. fa-l-naÁduhu so let us sing it ).

The above are merely hints at the disambiguation strategies practised 

unconsciously by the native reader: they require a complete knowledge of all the 

possible morphological and syntactical combinations, and an awareness of the 

lexical and contextual factors. See 3.12 for a large-scale application of these 

principles to passive verbs, which differ from active verbs only in their internal 

vocalization which is seldom visible in print. 

11.3 PUNCTUATION

There was no Western-style punctuation in CA which relied on a very small 

number of symbols and abbreviations to indicate the end of a passage or 

quotation, and the use of different coloured ink to separate or emphasize parts of 

the text, often involving formulaic introductory expressions. In general, the 

coordinating conjunctions (Chapter 6) and discourse markers (Chapter 11)
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served as punctuation, and texts were mostly written and printed in solid blocks 

without paragraph division.

MWA has adopted, and adapted, Western punctuation, without abandoning 

certain features of the CA system (especially noticeable in coordination, see 

Chapter 6). The result is that there are some differences from the conventions 

familiar to Western readers. The positioning of punctuation is evidently deter-

mined more by rhetorical and acoustic factors than by the contents of the periods 

and phrases, so that punctuation marks may occur more frequently in MWA than 

they do in Western writings. Note that in examples, the punctuation is reproduced 

exactly, even if it is not natural English and that [...]  is not part of the text but 

merely indicates an omission. 

The following is a typical case:

wa-lahu, f¥ h Ä yni l- ´ tin, minh , f¥ l-Á  [ ] 
:   

by him, in these two genres, are a number of anthologies, among them, in 

poetry : [ ] 

Full stops, commas and the compound signs colon and semi-colon are used in 

more or less the same way as in Western languages, that is, to separate the larger, 

sentence units from the smaller, clausal and phrasal units. 

A colon often introduces direct questions:

èa l-mu¨aqqaf¥na: m Ä  ta lub´na min-a l- ¥si?  

  

we asked some of the intellectuals: What do you require from the 

President?

and sometimes seems to serve merely to mark parenthesis: 

datan  l-n bi\ata min: wa-l- ¨in   
wa-½ur´fin   

  
we have our will which flows from: and is an expression of: our heritage and 

our circumstances

A noticeable innovation is what might be called a horizontal colon .. , which 

serves to indicate significant pauses of various kinds, e.g.: 

kullu l- lami..Áarqan wa-\arban.. Áim lan wa-jan´ban..ú liyyan 
wa-mustaqbalan  

  
the whole world .. east and west .. north and south .. present and future
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wa-l-mulaÆÆa§ - -kaf   

the long and the short of it is .. that the instrumentalities are not performing 

with competence

It is even used after wa- and  to introduce a certain suspense:

úammal-i l-istimr ra f¥ l-istim

and .. I could not bear to continue listening to them

Sometimes larger numbers of dots are used for the same effect:

wa- -  l-q -kar¥mu  

now then, .... perhaps you, most noble reader   

(See 1.2.1.3 for the spelling .)

The em dash is frequently used to introduce dialogue in paragraph form. It also 

serves as a separator for such adverbs as èan  and ka-Ä lika also ,

ma¨alan for example : 

wa-l-mahraj nu sa-yamnaúu èan j izatan li- èali l- li

and the Festival will award also a prize for the best works

There are examples of the enterprising use of hyphens in the Western manner: 

li-l-(man zil  mak tib Áarik t) 

for (homes  offices  businesses)   

Exclamation marks are sometimes doubled:

-úud´¨i k ri¨atin nat¥jata h Ä  l-tak suli wa-l- li!!
!!

in order to prevent the occurrence of a disaster as a result of this laziness and 

negligence!!

Question marks occur in three different functions:

In direct questions (see Chapter 10):

man yans Ä lika l-man½ara? 
  

who will ever forget that sight?
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In indirect questions (see Chapter 10):

tas Ä  ya§¥ru l-waè Áar¥ Ær  lahu .. ? 
  

wondering what the situation would be if he were to find another partner 

...?

As exclamation marks:

iúÄ ¥z¥ l-muÁtariku??
  

beware, dear subscriber??   

(See 1.2.1.1 for the spelling of .)

Question marks are also seen, redundantly, in rhetorical questions (see 10.13):

wa-kayfa l ? wa-l- mu l-úan¥fu d¥nu l-waf -l-

how could it be otherwise? when true Islam is the religion of fulfilling 

covenants

The plus sign + can appear for and : 

al-bi qatu l-ÁaÆ§iyyatu li-l-i il §uratun minh
  

personal ID card for inspection + a photocopy of it

The diagonal stroke is used with and/or : 

Æil la marúalati l- úalati l-ta§d¥ri 

during the production and/or export stage

Finally, it is not uncommon to see words run together, usually in set phrases, 

e.g. (word boundaries shown by hyphens in transliteration) l -budda must ,

m -yal¥ as follows , fa-y -laytan if only we , m -bayna
between , m -d ma as long as . 

Conversely the prefix wa- and  (but never fa- ) quite often appears 

detached from its noun, e.g. wa ll hi by God! , not , and even isolated at 

the end of a line.

11.3.1 Quotation marks

Quotations in CA were usually introduced by q la he said , with -h
(short for intah it is finished ) often marking the end of the quotation.
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MWA follows Western conventions in the main, with either English ( ... ) or 

French («...») quotation marks demarcating the text, sometimes introduced by em 

dashes. Increasingly, in dialogues, the quotations are on separate lines, introduced 

by em dashes.

11.4 MORPHOLOGY  

This section deals with the morphological categories of noun, verb and the 

particles, together with items common to some or all members, e.g. number, 

gender, inflection/mood, definiteness. The aim is to present an exhaustive list of 

the closed classes (e.g. particles, conjunctions) by item and the open classes (e.g. 

nouns, verbs) by category: particles will be listed in groups by function, likewise 

the uninflected nouns, and inflected nouns and verbs will be listed by patterns. As 

far as practicable, cross-references will be given to the syntactic sections, and 

occasional items in the inventory will be repeated if they have more than one 

function.

Only features common to all words are dealt with here: for the indivi- 

dual morphemes and paradigms see 1.5 (mostly bound forms), 1.6 (mostly free 

forms), 1.7 (pronouns, demonstratives, relatives), 1.8 (nouns) 1.9 (verbs), 1.10

(stem system). The functions of the cases and moods are summarized in 1.12.5. 

1.4.1 Morphologically defined categories

This book will observe the following, mainly morphologically defined, categories:

1 Nouns, i.e. all those elements with nominal inflection or function (including 

invariables) and mostly free: this category also includes adjectives, adverbials and 

prepositionals, which are formally nouns in particular functions, and demon-

stratives, relatives and pronouns of all types, which are nouns in status but not 

form. The case and mood terminology used here attempts to replace the 

somewhat misleading Latin-based set.

Nouns have three cases: independent [ nominative ], dependent [ accusa-

tive ], oblique [ genitive ], three numbers: sing., dual, plur., two genders: masc., 

fem., and two states of definiteness: def., indef. They are either common nouns, 

e.g. rajulun man  or proper nouns, e.g. muúammadun Muúammad

(see definiteness 1.12.3). Pronouns and demonstratives have the syntactic status 

of proper nouns.

2 Verbs, i.e. all those elements with verbal inflection, including a few fossilized 

items. They are all free forms, though as such they incorporate an agent pronoun 

and may thus stand alone as complete sentences (cf. 3.7).

Verbs have three moods: independent [ indicative ], dependent [ subjunc-

tive ], apocopated [ jussive ] (treating energetic as a subset of apoc.), three 

numbers: sing., dual, plur., two genders: masc., fem., and two aspects: perf., 
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imperf. (treating the imperative as a subset of imperf.). It will be seen that in 

case/mood the nouns and verbs share two (indep. and dep.) and have one peculiar 

to each (obl. for nouns, apoc. for verbs).

3 Particles are morphologically indeterminate and can only be defined by their 

function. They are often bound, and comprise the prepositions, conjunctions, 

negatives, interrogatives, conditionals, exceptives, exclamations, and all the 

bound morphemes not included in the other two categories.

Particles are uninflected and devoid of number, gender and definiteness.

11.4.2 Patterns

Nouns and verbs, as well as being inflected, belong each to their own range of 

characteristic morphologies, which are usually represented as patterns. Following 

the traditional grammarians, the patterns will be represented by using the letters 

f  and l  of the word he did , with the appropriate affixes and 

vowels: thus, the word makt´b written  has the pattern ´l , while 

the word yaktub´na they [masc.] write  has the pattern ul´na . 

By this means it is possible to identify immediately the radical consonants, in this 

case k-t-b , and to distinguish them from any consonantal augments, here 

m, w, y, n  , and furthermore to recognize the particular arrangement of 

vowels and augments constituting the pattern in question and hence the category 

of the word, noun or verb, which in turn determines the set of inflections proper 

to that word.

If for no other reason, this procedure has to be mastered in order to look up 

words in a dictionary, since the citation form for any root is the 3rd. sing. masc.

perf. verb, and all other cognates (see 1.10!) will be indexed under that heading.

All Arabic words except the majority of the particles can be expressed in 

these terms, i.e. the three (or sometimes four and rarely two, five or six, the last 

two only in non-Arabic roots) radical consonants representing the semantic root

are set in a pattern  of vowels and affixes which express the grammatical 

category of the word, e.g. noun/agent or verb/imperf./derived stem, usually 

forming a stem to which additional affixes for number, gender, case/mood and 

definition are then attached.

Note that although many roots embody a single semantic notion, or at least a 

coherent group of related notions, it is not unusual for a root to contain not only 

different but even contradictory meanings, though these are mostly rendered 

unambiguous by context, e.g. wajada to find  or to feel intense emotion . 

There are a great many patterns and most of them are listed below, but in the 

end they will have to be looked up in the classical teaching and reference 

grammars (see Chapter 13) to cover all the morphophonological variants arising 

from the presence of weak or assimilating consonants. The following table simply 

presents a selection of words from the same root in order to give some idea of the 

range of possibilities. The root letters (radicals) are d-r-s  and the root 
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meaning(s) are study  (also decay , crumble , which will not be taken into 

account here), and from it the following words are derived, among others:

Pattern Meaning of pattern Resulting form Lexical product
Noun, sing. dars

´l Noun, plur. dur´s
Place noun madrasa

maf Plur. of mad ris
la Verbal noun dir sa

 Imperf. verb,  

1st sing. 

Factitive verb II darrasa
mudarrisa Active part. II fem. mudarrisa

¥l Verbal noun II tadr¥s

The citation form of the root of all the above words and any others in the 

same set is darasa he studied , and they will all be listed under that word in 

a dictionary. 

A minimal example of a quadriliteral root: jamhara to gather , collect

(see further 1.9.0.7). Note that in the  system the 3rd consonant is 

arbitrarily doubled to represent the fourth radical, to give a base : 

Pattern Meaning of pattern Resulting form Lexical product
Agent noun mutarjim
Perf. passive turjima 
Verbal noun tarjama
Reflexive (V) tatarjama

The CA root and pattern system in principle survives intact in MWA, though 

the increasing number of morphologically unassimilated loan words is tending to 

destabilize the CA system. A word such as film film , which has the pattern 

 and thus fits into the indigenous system, may also be written as f¥lm ,

with a long vowel which violates the CA syllable rules (see 1.1.2, hence there is 

no CA word of the pattern *f¥ ), as the price of guaranteeing the value i for 

the vowel so that the word cannot be read as *falm or fulm (see 1.2.6.1).

1.4.3 Inflection

Nominal inflection (or declension) is of three kinds, full (mun§arif lit.

fully current ), partial (\ayr mun§arif not fully current ) and zero (or 

invariable, mabn¥ [permanently] constructed [in that form] ), and applies 

equally to adjectives and the other nominals such as prepositionals and 

adverbials. 
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1 Full inflection is the norm, i.e. all three cases marked, namely, indep., dep. 

and obl., with -n suffix (tanw¥n, see 1.5.1) on the indefinite forms, see complete 

paradigms in 1.8.2. Because the tanw¥n is present, the cases where the complete 

set of inflections is precluded for phonological reasons are nevertheless treated as 

full inflection, in contrast with the partial inflection below.

2 Partial inflection (see paradigm 1.8.3). The principal feature is that these 

words never have tanw¥n, and their indef. obl. forms are the same as the dep. 

forms, though they are fully inflected when definite. 

Partial inflection is determined either by pattern or semantic status. Certain 

patterns are partially inflected by form, the commonest of which are:

  e.g. larger, largest

  e.g. úasn most beautiful

  e.g. wuzar ministers

   e.g. §diq friends

faw   e.g. úaw di¨u events

maf   e.g. mak tibu offices

  e.g. biru seniors

maf ¥l   e.g. maf t¥úu keys

¥l   e.g. ¥lu squadrons . 

Quadriliteral roots (note that these plural patterns are structurally identical with 

the corresponding triliteral plurals above, e.g. maf ¥lu, with appropriate re-

assignment of the consonants): 

lil   e.g. §iru elements

l¥l    e.g. jam h¥ru masses

Other nouns are partially inflected by meaning, and are mostly proper nouns, e.g. 

Umar ; makkatu Mecca ; mi§ru Egypt . 

Loan words which do not conform to CA patterns are theoretically in this 

group, but since they are hardly ever printed with case endings it can only be 

assumed. Occasionally (in pedagogical contexts, for example) inflection is 

provided, e.g. fikratu ta the idea of Arabsat  is vocalized as 

partially inflected (not uninflected t , or fully inflected 

tin).

However, many personal names are fully inflected, e.g. ¥ ,

and although there are principles for determining this, it is now becoming 

irrelevant as these names are no longer inflected in normal MWA reading 

practice, and the matter is best treated as a lexical feature.

3 Pure invariability is found only with words bearing the fem. suffix - , e.g. 

kubr largest [fem.]  or its variant , as in baq y remnants  (see 

1.8.4). It is true that nouns with 3rd weak radical ending in -an  are invariable 
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for case, but they still take tanw¥n in their indef. form and are therefore treated 

here as a subset of the fully inflected nouns (see 1.8.2). 

Number is marked in two ways: dual is always by suffixation, plural either by 

suffixation in both genders or by a change of pattern (see 1.12.1.2). The inflection 

of all types is independent of number and gender, being a property of the pattern 

or class.

Gender is either marked, usually by the suffix -at , or is natural, or gram-

matical. Grammatical and natural gender are not always the same (see 1.12.2.1). 

11.4.4 Inflection of adjectives

Morphologically the nouns include also adjectives, which have identical 

inflections, e.g. kab¥run old , large  inflects in the same way as waz¥run
minister , with the same range of case, number, gender and definition markers as 

the noun, including full and partial inflection under the same conditions. One 

result of this is that a word such as úasanun  may represent either the 

adjective good  or the proper name îasan  (but remaining fully inflected), 

similarly kab¥run may mean large , old  or an old man . 

There are no patterns unique to adjectives (see 1.8.2 for their limited range).

Adjectives occur (1) attributively, in which case they follow their noun or (2) 

predicatively (see 2.1.3.2 for agreement rules). 

1.4.5 Nouns as adverbs and prepositions

An important subcategory of nouns is the set of space and time nouns whose 

functions overlap both the adverbs and the prepositions of Western languages.

Since in Arabic these always remain nouns, they will be referred to as 

adverbials  and prepositionals  in this book, to contrast them with the relatively 

few genuine adverbs and prepositions (see 1.6.11, 1.6.12).

The characteristic formal feature of the adverbials and prepositionals is that 

they invariably have dep. form (for the adverbial  case par excellence, see 2.4,

3.29).  See 1.8.7 for adverbials and 1.8.8 for prepositionals.

1.4.6 Pronouns

(See 1.7.1). Although invariable, pronouns carry number, gender and case 

information and are either bound or free. Bound pronouns are (1) possessive 

suffixes and (2) object suffixes; the two paradigms differ only in the 1st sing. 

Free pronouns are usually topics, less often predicates (3.1.2.1), appositional 

reinforcements of various kinds (3.9), or separators, (3.5).
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11.4.7 Verbs 

For the purposes of this section only the morphological aspects are taken into 

account, and questions of transitivity, aspect v. tense, etc. are left aside. It is a 

particularly important feature of Arabic verbs that they incorporate their agent, 

i.e. there are no agentless or non-finite verbs, and the verb can by itself constitute 

a complete sentence (see 3.7).

All verbs have active and passive conjugations, distinguished only by their 

internal vocalization (see paradigms 1.9). There are three persons, with gender 

distinction in the 2nd and 3rd person, and three numbers, with no dual in the 1st 

person.

Verbs have two patterns or conjugations, perfect and imperfect, of which the 

general formal properties are as follows:

Perfect verbs are purely a suffix conjugation, i.e. the verb stem is suffixed 

with agent pronouns, e.g. katab-ti you [fem. sing.] wrote  (see 1.9.1 for 

complete paradigms). The perfect has no moods, and expresses events either 

actually completed or regarded as such.

Imperfect verbs are an affix conjugation, broadly with person assigned to the 

prefix, and number (as well as gender and mood in some instances) to a 

suffix (not the same as on the perf. verb), e.g. ta-ktub-¥-na you [fem. 

sing. indep.] are writing . This segmentation does not actually correspond 

either to the traditional Arab analysis or to the likely historical origins, but is 

adopted for its convenience in marking the various morphological elements 

in the tables (see 1.9.2). Imperf. verbs have three moods, indep., dep. and 

apocopated: see 1.5.2 for the similarities with and differences from the 

nominal inflectional system. Imperfect verbs denote actions either not 

completed or regarded as such.

Within this system a great many variations occur when phonology and mor-

phology conflict: the compromises generally involve a loss of either a radical 

consonant or an agent morpheme, and in some cases a neutralization of contrasts 

results, e.g. of gender or number, or (in certain participles) of voice. The whole 

CA system has been preserved, and although these phenomena can be reduced to 

a set of morphophonogical rules it is probably better to look closely at the 

paradigms in 1.9 to infer the operating principles directly. 

1.5 INFLECTION

This section simply itemizes the bound morphemes marking definiteness, case/

mood, number and gender. For the contexts in which these morphemes occur it 

will be necessary to consult the complete paradigms in 1.8 and 1.9. For the 

syntactic categories of definiteness, case/mood, etc. see 1.12. 

The uninflected classes are largely conjunctions, prepositions and various 

particles such as interrogatives, negatives, conditionals, etc., whose syntactic 

functions will be dealt with in the appropriate sections (see 1.6 for precise 

references). 
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The sequence definiteness/indefiniteness  case/mood  number/gender has 

been chosen in this section because the def./indef. affixes enclose the case 

markers which in turn enclose the gender markers, and moreover many of the 

morphemes involved perform dual functions of indications of number/gender or 

number/case, and they cannot be dealt with in separate sections.

As far as is convenient, and where appropriate, morpheme boundaries  

will henceforth be indicated in the transliteration by hyphens, e.g. al-jar¥d-at-u
the newspaper , representing def. art. - stem - fem. affix - case marker, 

jar¥d-at-u-n a newspaper , stem - fem. affix - case marker - indef. marker.

This will hopefully be easily linked with the relevant categories, and spare the 

need for detailed and cumbersome morphological parsing, which will be used 

only rarely: 

al- jar¥d -at  -u the newspaper

Def. Art - Stem - Fem. Affix - Indep. Case

jar¥d -at  -u  -n  a newspaper

Stem - Fem. Affix - Indep. Case - Indef.

Since the morphemes are for the most part short vowels the tables will only show 

them in their transliterated forms. 

1.5.1 Definiteness markers

Definiteness markers are bound, being either the prefix al- the  or the suffix -n,

termed tanw¥n, lit. making an n , which marks indefiniteness on common nouns.

They are normally in complementary distribution, but see below on the 

exceptions. 

Definiteness with al-: 

al- is prefixed to all nouns except those which are def. by nature, e.g. 

makkatu Mecca , by convention, e.g. úmadu Aúmad , or by 

position, e.g. ism-u l-walad-i [the] name [def.] of the boy  (see 

1.12.3 on definiteness), thus al-walad-u the boy , al-mad¥natu
the town . 

The l of the def. art. is always written as such, but it assimilates in 

pronunciation to all apical consonants (namely, t, ¨, d, Ä, r, z, s, Á, §, è, , ½, l,
n), thus al-rajul-u the man  is pronounced ar-rajulu, al- -at-u

the aeroplane  as a - , and al-saf¥r-u the ambassador  as 

as-saf¥ru etc. This assimilation is marked by the Áadda (doubling sign) above 

the consonant concerned.

Moreover, the initial element of the article is a default syllable which occurs 

only in utterance-initial position or after a pause (see 1.2.8): in all other 

contexts a vowel is provided by the previous word and replaces the first 

element of the article, e.g. f¥ l -at-i in the aeroplane , not *f¥
- . The elided syllable is marked by a sign over the .
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Indefiniteness with tanw¥n:  

The tanw¥n was not primarily an indef. marker in CA and is therefore found 

regularly on proper names, e.g. muúammad-u-n Muúammad , but with 

common nouns it contrasts with def. nouns prefixed with al-, e.g. walad-u-n
a boy , al-walad-u the boy , jar¥d-at-u-n a newspaper , al-jar¥d-at-u 

the newspaper ; note that the case inflections and gender markers are 

unaffected by either affix.

For historical reasons the tanw¥n is written as a doubling of the relevant vowel 

sign, e.g. bayt-u-n bayt-i-n house ; from the dep. form bayt-a-n  it 

becomes clear that the spellings were based on the pausal forms (1.2.8), namely 

-0 in indep. and obl., and -  in dep., to which the double vowel signs were only 

added later. 

For the dual and masc. plur. allomorphs of tanw¥n see 1.5.3: there is an 

inconsistency in these markers, which are dropped like tanw¥n in annexation but 

which remain in the presence of the def. article:

bayt- -ni two houses  v. al-bayt- -ni the two houses

§uúuf-iyy-´-na journalists  v. al-§uúuf-iyy-´-na   

the journalists

but in annexation: 

muslim-´ balj¥k the Muslims of Belgium   

not muslim-´-na   

However the fem. plur. inflects normally: 

lib- t-u-n [fem.] students  v. al- lib- t-u the [fem.] 

students , lib t-u balj¥k the [fem.] students of Belgium

11.5.2 Case and mood markers  

Case and mood markers are bound, and may be divided into simple and complex

morphemes. The simple morphemes are the short vowels -u, -a, -i and  

-0 (zero-vowel, suk´n, vowellessness) and denote only case/mood, while the 

complex markers are long vowels and consonants and mark both number and 

case/mood, with definiteness being a hybrid feature. See 1.12 for the general 

description of the case and mood system.

These morphemes overlap in their distribution, some being common to both 

nouns and verbs, but the relationship between apparently identical forms (e.g. 

masc. plur. -´na) and between sing. tanw¥n, dual and masc. plur. -ni/-na is not 

symmetrical. Nevertheless the formal and functional similarities between 

indep./dep. nouns and indep./dep. verbs justify using the same nomenclature, 

though in Western grammars these are usually separated into nom./acc. case for 

nouns and indic./subj. mood for verbs. However, case and mood will still be used 

as the umbrella term for these features (see further 1.12). 
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The pausal form (waqf, lit. stopping ) is the reduced form originally 

restricted to utterance-final and other breaks at the phrasal level, and its most 

conspicuous features are (1) the elision of final short vowels and (2) the reduction 

of the endings of fem. words from at+inflection to -a(h), thus libatun
female student  is read as liba (the h of  is seldom heard and is now 

merely an orthographical remnant), but has now been generalized for the reading 

of all varieties of Arabic up to the highest levels, though a fully vocalized reading 

style will always be invoked if the solemnity of the context dictates it. It will be 

apparent from the tables below that the reading of MWA in pausal form has the 

effect of obliterating most of the inflectional system. See further 1.2.9. 

In the tables below a complete set of nominal and verbal inflections is given 

separately: 

11.5.2.1 Regular nouns

   Def. Annexed Indef. Pausal
Indep. Sing. m. -u  -u- -u-n -0
  f. -at-u -at-u -at-u-n -ah 

Dual m. - -ni -  - -ni - -n 
  f. -at- -ni -at-  -a-t -ni -at- n

Plur. m. -´-na -´ -´-na -´-n 
f. - t-u - t-u - t-u-n - t 

Dep. Sing. m. -a -a -a-n -0 
f. -at-a -at-a -at-a-n -ah 

Dual m. -ay-ni -ay -ay-ni -ay-n 
  f. -at-ay-ni -at-ay -at-ay-ni -at-ay-n

Plur. m. -¥-na -¥ -¥-na -¥-n
f. - t-i - t-i - t-i-n - t 

Obl. Sing. m. -i -i -i-n -0
  f. -at-i -at-i -at-i-n -ah 

Dual m. -ay-ni -ay -ay-ni -ay-n
f. -at-ay-ni -at-ay -at-ay-ni -at-ay-n

Plur. m. -¥-na -¥ -¥-na -¥-n
  f. - t-i - t-i - t-i-n - t
Note:  means with def. art. prefixed.

Partially inflected nouns (applies in sing. and broken plur. only).

  Def. Annexed Indef. Pausal Def.
Indep. Sing. m. -u  -u- -u -0

f. -at-u -at-u -at-u -ah 
Dep. Sing. m. -a -a -a -0 

f. -at-a -at-a -at-a -ah 
Obl. Sing. m. -i -i -a -0
  f. -at-i -at-i -at-a -ah 
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11.5.2.2 Regular verbs

Imperfect (1.4.7, and see 1.9.2 for the complete paradigms, where also the agent 

prefixes -/ -, na-/nu-, ta-/tu-, ya-/yu- are given). 

  Indep.   Dep..  Apoc.  
Juncture Pause Juncture Pause Juncture Pause  

Sing. 1st  -u  -0 -a -0 -0 -0
 2nd m. -u -0 -a -0 -0 -0
 2nd f. -¥-na -¥-n -¥ -¥ -¥ -¥

3rd m. -u -0 -a -0 -0 -0
3rd f. -u -0 -a -0 -0 -0

Dual 2nd m. - -ni - -n -  -  -  -
 3rd m. - -ni - -n -  -  -  -
 3rd f. - -ni - -n -  -  -  -
Plur. 1st -u -0 -a -0 -0 -0

2nd -´-na -´-n -´ -´ -´ -´
2nd f. -na -na -na -na -na -na 

 3rd m. -´-na -´-n -´ -´ -´ -´
3rd f. -na -na -na -na -na -na

In the above tables it becomes clear that: 

1 Nouns and verbs have in common the indep. and dep. set of inflections, with 

internal variations specific to each, while the obl. form is unique to nouns and 

the apoc. to verbs.

2 The dual and masc. plur. indefinition markers, unlike tanw¥n, are compatible 

with the def. art., but, like the art. and tanw¥n, are incompatible with 

annexation (see 2.3.1). 

3 Fem. plur. verbs are invariable in -na.  

4 The distribution of verbal -na in fem. sing., duals and masc. plurals is 

completely unrelated to that of nominal -ni/-na in the duals and masc. plur.

5 The apocopated paradigm is identical to the dep. in all forms except those 

marked by short vowels.

Imperatives are formed by removing the personal prefixes from the 2nd person 

apocopated forms and resolving any resulting non-canonical initial consonant 

clusters with a hamza (see 1.2.1.1). Partial vowel harmony occurs, the prefix 

being u- for verbs with medial vowel -u- (e.g. u-ktub write ) and i- for the 

other two, (e.g. i-Árab drink! , i-èrib hit! ); no prefix is required 

where no consonant cluster results, e.g. stem II, qarrib bring near! . 

An energetic  form survives, though it is less common than in CA. It is 

formed by suffixing the syllable -anna  to the 3rd radical of the imperf. verb, 

e.g. yaktubanna he most certainly will write ; because of the morpho-

phonological problems it raises, it is not likely to be seen outside the unsuffixed 

forms (see 3.26).
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Verbs, perfect (see 1.9.1 for paradigms)

  Juncture Pause 
Sing. 1st  -tu  -t 
 2nd m. -ta -t 
 2nd f. -ti -t(¥) 
 3rd m. -a -0 
 3rd f. -at -at 
Dual 2nd m. -tum  -tum
 3rd m. -  -
 3rd f. -at  -at
Plur. 1st -n  -n
 2nd m. -tum -tum
 2nd f. -tunna -tunna
 3rd m. -´ -´
 3rd m. -na -na 

1.5.3 Number/gender markers

The nominal markers are already set out in the table above, since they are affixes 

which combine number, gender, case and definiteness features. Note that number 

affixes apply only in the dual and the so-called sound  plurals, i.e. those formed 

on the unaltered singular stem. The broken  plur. (see 1.12.1.2) inflects like a 

singular. 

All the suffixes below are given in their normal form: they vary according to 

the phonology of the stems to which they are suffixed (see paradigms in 1.8.2).

The nominal suffixes consist of two or more elements (separated below by 

hyphens and morphologically parsed), a number, a case, a gender and a 

component with a mixed distribution, labelled here Def. for convenience. 

 Indep. Dep. Obl. 
Dual m. - -ni -ay-ni -ay-ni

-[Num+Case]-[Def]   

Dual f. -at- -ni -at-ay-ni -at-ay-ni
-[Gen]-[Num+Case]-[Def]   

Plur. m. -´-na -¥-na -¥-na
-[Gen+Num+Case]-[Def]   

Plur. f. - t-u-n - t-i-n - t-i-n
-[Gen+Num]-[Case]-[Def]   

The final element -n remains with the def. art and is only dropped in annexation, 

so its function as a def. marker is inconsistent (see examples below):

al-muslim-´na wa-muslim-at- ni
  

the male Muslims and two [indef.] female Muslims
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li-l-muslim- ti

for the female Muslims

li-taqb¥li yad-ay wa-qadam-ay h r´na l-raÁ¥di 
for the kissing of the hands and feet [dual] of Harun al-Rashid  (see 2.3.7

on binomial annexation)

In annexation a default vowel i is added if required in juncture before hamzat 
al-wa l (see 1.1.2.1; seen only with dual in practice):

f¥ yaday-i l-maliki    in the two hands of the king

In imperf. verbs (see 1.4.7) number/gender is shown by the suffixes listed below.

Again, the morphemes are complex, indicating mood as well as number/gender 

(the fem. plur. ending -na is common to all three moods).

 Indep. Dep. Apoc.
2nd Sing. f. -¥-na -¥ -¥

[Gen+Num]-[Mood]   

2nd Dual m. and f. - -ni -  -
[Num]-[Case]   

2nd and 3rd Plur. m. -´-na -´ -´
[Gen+Num]-[Mood]   

2nd and 3rd Plur. f. -na -na -na
[Gen+Num]   

In contrast to the nom. suffix -´-, the verbal suffix is spelt with a following 

 for reasons which can only be conjectured (see example, taÄhab´
below):

taÄhab-¥na   you are going [fem. sing. indep.]

hal tur¥d-´na Ähab-´   do you want [masc. plur. 

indep.] to go? , lit. want that you go? [masc. plur. dep.]   

In perfect verbs, number and gender are coded in the agent pronoun suffixes (see 

1.5.2.2, paradigms 1.9.2).

1.6 UNINFLECTED WORDS: PARTICLES

This section is reserved for the class of particles, few of which are derived from 

full consonantal roots, with the occasional nominal form. In any case no inflect-

tions are involved (see 1.8.4 for uninflected nouns).
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11.6.1 The vocative 

The vocative (2.15) is effected through the following particles. 

Bound prefix - , prefixed to the noun:

a-muú la O Muúammad, come here!

The free particles y , hay , a-y (a combination of  and y ) and 

are much more common, especially y  and : 

y   O man, come here!

 l-sayyid tu   O Ladies

See 2.15.1 and 2.15.2 for the syntactical rules. See also 1.6.2, for y  in 

exclamations. 

1.6.2 Exclamations

Most exclamations are particles, and they are either bound or free. See 2.16.5,

2.17 for the general syntax.

Bound exclamations: 

w -... h  encapsulates the object of the exclamation, 

e.g. w -zayd- h Woe upon Zayd!

wa- with obl. nouns is found in oaths, 

e.g. wa-ll hi by God!  (ta- in this sense is now obsolete)

Free exclamations are of a number of different types, mostly particles, though a 

few are (fossilized) nouns. 

Agreement or dissent (cf. 10.12):

    and      yes

l   no , bal     and  kall     not at all, by no means

Warnings: 

úaÄ ri    beware , an invariable word with imperative force

ka  + pronoun mind , be careful of  (2.16.4, 3.27.4) 

Surprise: 

hayh ta/i/u   (not in C) how unlikely , how remote  (2.16.5) 

See also the m  construction in 3.27.1. 
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Sorrow: 

waylun   etc. woe to

y  li-    woe to , woe on

h  oh

Enthusiasm: 

halumma [bi-]  ( C2:303, see 3:11 with apoc.) used to introduce 

proposals, ,   

Wishes: 

y  layta-  + noun or pronoun would that, if only , see 3.2.6. 

Commands: 

h ti  give it here §ah    shush

¥h    eh? say that again   mah    what!?

ruwayda   + pron. gently does it

Presentative: 

h   here is  ( C2:30; see also 3.3.5) 

Quantitative: 

rubba  how much! , how few!  (see 3.28.1) 

11.6.3 Coordinating conjunctions 

See Chapter 6 for syntax.

Bound:

wa-    and  fa-    and , and so

Free: 

    or ,     or ,  ¨umma then ,   

saw 'un same , whether ,  bal    rather , nay ,   

úatt   even, until ,  l kin    but

rubbam     perhaps , maybe

imm     either

  that is , i.e.

úay¨u    where  (but subordinating in combination with 

that , see 7.6.9) 
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11.6.4 Subordinating conjunctions 

See Chapter 7 for the general topic and other locations where indicated.

Bound subordinating conjunctions:

wa- and  is subordinating in two contexts, (1) in the meaning of with

(w the wa- which means , see 3.29.8) and (2) 

introducing circumstantial clauses (w w al-ú l the wa- of circum-

stance , see 7.3.2) 

fa- and so  is subordinating when introducing consequential clauses (f
al-sababiyya the causal fa- , see 7.4.1) 

Free subordinating conjunctions may be divided into those which subordinate 

a single clause and those which subordinate two clauses. They may be further 

divided into those which introduce nominal sentences (for which see 1.6.7,

where they are treated as emphasizers) or verbal sentences, which are dealt 

with here.

Single-clause conjunctions: 

The basic sub. conj. is that  (7.5.2). 

Other conjunctions are either separate words or combinations of  and 

another element. 

Purposive (7.6.1.3 and 7.6.2):

li- , kay , li-kay , all meaning in order to  (note also kay-m
 in the same sense, with rel. m  suffix)

(= that not ), li- , both meaning lest , so 

that not

úatt until , in order to

Locative (7.6.9):

úay¨u where  (subordinating only with that , see 7.6.9) 

ray¨am when(ever)  (see 5.9.13) 

Comparative: ka- (7.7.1 and 7.7.3), often with rel. m  suffix (see 

5.9.9), here transliterated with a hyphen to indicate the components:

ka- , ka-m as if  (see also ka-  in emphasizers, 1.6.7) 

Two-clause conjunctions (excluding conditionals, see 1.6.5). These are 

mostly temporal:
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Ä , Ä , lamm , (see 7.6.4, 7.6.5, 7.6.3) and -m  (see 

5.9.8) all meaning when

As well as -m , there are several other conjunctions formed with the 

rel. m  suffix:

ú¥na-m when , bayna-m while , qalla-m seldom , la-
m long , kulla-m every time , the more ... the more  etc. (see 

5.9.10) 

Rel. m is also a conj. in its own right, especially in the temporal sense as m
d ma for as long as  (see 5.6.1). 

Likewise, this m  is also found with prepositionals making idiomatic 

compound conjunctions, e.g. f¥m regarding , concerning , bim in 

connection with  (usually with that  in this sense, see 5.7). 

11.6.5 Conditionals 

See Chapter 8. 

Simple conditional particles:

, law , Ä , all meaning if , when  (but see 7.6.5 on Ä ) 

unless , and also in apodoses as a resumptive particle (see 11.3) 

lawl if not for , were it not for

man whoever , m whatever , rel. nouns in conditional meaning

Compound conditional particles are formed from interrogatives suffixed with 

m whatever , mostly written as one word (the common exception is mat  m   

):

mahm whatever  (note the change from m  to mah for euphony in the 

first syllable)

mat  m whenever     kayfa-m

úay¨u-m however , wherever    ayyu-m

-m wherever

Note the non-conditional set of conjunctions ending in rel. m , see 1.6.4. 

1.6.6 Exceptives 

See Chapter 9. These are of three types:

The particle except , unless , etymologically if not

The nouns \ayr  and siw , which both mean other than

The former and now fossilized verbs m , ú Á  and m Æal
, all of which mean excluding . 
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11.6.7 Emphasizers 

Emphasizers are a somewhat heterogeneous class of mostly particles serving to 

introduce or emphasize topics or phrases.

The only bound example is la- , prefixed to both nouns and verbs:

Prefixed to nouns (and pronouns) it emphasizes topic or comment (see 

3.2.1.1):

la- §   
   

he is indeed a difficult author

Prefixed to verbs it often strengthens an asseveration (see 3.26.1):

la-   

I most certainly will kill him

and is regularly found in the apodosis of law  clauses (see 8.2). 

Free emphasizers fall into several groups according to distribution and meaning:

A set of sentence introducers (see 3.2): 

    indeed ,   perhaps ,  [y ] layta [ ] if only ,

introducing independent sentences

  that ,  li-     because ,  [wa]-l kin-[na]   [ ] but ,

introducing subordinate clauses (here ka- as if  may also be 

included, in a different sense from the purely comparative in 1.6.4, see 

5.9.9.4) 

Topic focus (see 3.3.4) is effected with:

    as for  (followed by fa- then  introducing the comment)

Verb reinforcers:

qad  in the sense enough  is now archaic, but the same particle is 

regularly used to reinforce the past/perfect aspect of verbs (see 3.10.4,

3.10.5). 

qa u ever , reinforcing neg. verbs (see 4.2.8). 

Exclamatory sentences are introduced by:

kam how much , followed by nouns or verbs (3.28.2) 
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11.6.8 Restrictives 

Similar to English only  (see 3.30). 

, faqa  (not in C) only

bal  ,  l kin    but , but rather

úasbu ,  fa-úasbu   are invariable nouns meaning and enough ,

and no more

rubbam     often , frequently , perhaps

n h¥   not to mention  (see 2.5.7(1)) 

1.6.9 Negatives

The selection of neg. particle is determined by the context (see Chapter 4). 

The following are all used in various senses of not : 

l   , lam  ,  m   , lan ,   , (only in the combination m   
)

lamm   not yet (now rare: see 4.2.4) 

The following are used with nouns: 

l and bi-l     no , not

\ayr  and siw , are both nouns in the meaning of other than , (see 

2.9.2.3, 2.9.2.4) hence in annexation \ayr acts as a virtual prefix meaning 

un- , non-  etc. (see 1.10.3, 12.6) and in exceptive clauses both \ayr and 

siw  are used in the meaning except  (see 9.5.1 and 9.5.2). 

1.6.10 Interrogatives 

Interrogatives are always at the beginning of the sentence in direct questions (see 

Chapter 10).

The only bound interrogative particle is - ? . When prefixed to words 

already bearing the def. art. al-  the  of the article is usually elided:

-l-mud¥ru mawj´dun   is the director present?

Free interrogative elements are either particles or originally adverbial nouns.

Particles:

hal ?  introducing positive questions, hall not ... ?  introducing 

neg. questions.
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The combination ?  with neg. particles:

-l   , -m , -lam  , -lan , -laysa  (cf. 10.13.1) 

Relative nouns used as interrogatives:

man(Ä )   who? , m (Ä )   what?

Compounds of these, which are always spelt with a short second syllable 

(partly to distinguish them from relatives):

li-ma    why? , lit. for what? bi-ma    with what?

-ma on what? -ma    until what?

(contrast relatives with long second syllable, e.g. li-m for that 

which , bi-m by/with which , etc., see 10.5.2)

Qualitative and quantitative questions:

  which?  kam how much?

  where? mat     when?

kayfa    how?   how?  (archaic)

11.6.11 Adverbs 

(See 1.8.7 on the adverbial function of nouns.) These are either bound or free.

The only bound adverb is sa- , prefixed to imperfect verbs to give a specific 

future meaning (see 3.10.3).

Free adverbs, all invariable:

sawfa  the noun from which the prefix sa- is assumed to be derived, 

giving future meaning to verbs (see 3.10.3); qa u ever  after neg. (see 

4.2.8); faqa   only , esp. with neg. (see 4.2.8.3); yesterday ;

¨umma then ; ¨amma(ta) , there   

hun , hun ka , hun lika here

A subset is the non-productive invariable form of two nouns which are otherwise 

inflected normally and also occur as adverbials (see 1.8.7; 2.5.4):

afterwards , qablu before , invariable even after prepositions 

(see 2.5.4; C2:260), e.g. min qablu after[wards]  (adverbial phrase)

Here may be included úay¨u where  (cf. 7.6.9), though it has no regular 

noun correlate. The -u ending in these words is historically not the same as the 

indep. ending (1.5.2.1), it may be a remnant of an old locative.
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11.6.12 Prepositions 

(See 1.8.8 on nouns with prepositional function.) Prepositions are either bound or 

free.

Bound prepositions are prefixed to their nouns and the latter take oblique 

form as in annexation (the translations are minimal, for details see the appropriate 

section in 2.6):

bi-   with , li-  for ,  ka - like

wa-    by  (only in oaths or as a synonym of rubba , see 1.6.2)

ta-  by  (in oaths, now obsolete: see 2.17) 

Free prepositions are annexed to their nouns:

min  from     to

f¥   in   about

  on úatt   until

  with     at

lad   at muÄ/munÄu  since

All these lie outside the derivational system. Only one of them ( on ) has 

a surviving productive Arabic root, and although some were doubtless originally 

nouns ( with  still has an indef. adverbial variant together ,

see 2.6.11), this is no longer synchronically relevant.

1.7 UNINFLECTED AND PARTIALLY INFLECTED NOMINALS

These are pronouns, demonstratives and relatives. The latter are originally deictic 

elements which have assumed nominal status. 

1.7.1 Pronouns 

Pronouns are either bound or free. Bound pronouns are indep., dep. (objective) 

and oblique (possessive). Indep. bound pronouns are found only as agents of 

verbs and are dealt with there (see 1.5.2.2). Free pronouns are normally indep., 

i.e. topics or predicates (3.1.2.1), but can occur in apposition to elements of any 

case, see 2.2.7 and 2.8.5. 

There are no gender distinctions or dual in any 1st person pron.

1.7.1.1 Bound objective and possessive pronouns are identical but for the 1st 

sing., and their interpretation is naturally detemined by their context: noun+pron 

= possessive (including prepositionals), verb+pron = objective.
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  Sing. Dual Plur.
1st  (Nominal) -¥ (none) -n
 (Verbal) -n¥ (none) (same) 

2nd m.  -ka  -kum  -kum
2nd f.  -ki (same) -kunna
3rd m.  -hu  -hum -hum
3rd f.  -h (same) -hunna

The noun with possessive pron. is in a state of annexation (see 2.3.1) and 

therefore loses all def. markers:

kit bu-hu   his book , lit. [the] book of him

f¥ kutubi-him   in their books , lit. in [the] books of them   

Note the vowel harmony in 3rd pers. pron only (excluding fem. sing. -h )

when the previous syllable contains i or y, including verbs, e.g. yakf¥hinna
. it suffices for them [plur.]  for -hunna . 

The 1st pers. sing. is alone in being vocalic and it has a number of morphological 

consequences: 

It displaces the short vowel inflections on its noun:

Ä-¥    my professor  = Äu + -¥
manzilat-¥   my status  = manzilatu + -¥

When 1st pers. -¥ my  is suffixed to words already ending in long vowels or 

diphthongs (namely, semi-vowels , w and y) it changes to -ya: 

duny -ya   my world  = duny  + -ya
-ya    on me  =  + -ya

With min and  only, the -¥ suffix causes the doubling of the final n,

minn¥ from me , ¥ about me , and with the  set (see 3.2), there 

are light (assimilated) and heavy (unassimilated) alternants, evidently in free 

variation, ¥  and ¥ indeed I , ¥  and ¥ that I , 

l kinn¥  and l kinnan¥ but I , etc., and also in the plur. 

indeed we , that we , l kinnan /l kinn
but we , ka- /ka- as if we . 

Note that with ¥ ¥ maybe I , the alternation is between 

the nominal and the verbal form of the suffix.

The preposition li for , to  (2.6.9) changes to la- before all pron. except 1st 

sing. (l¥ ), e.g. la-ka to you  [masc. sing.], la-hu to him , la-n to us ,

etc. 

Examples of verbal suffix:

Á hadat-n¥    she saw me
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§ úab´-n¥ they accompanied me  ( , with regular loss of 

redundant final  on the masc. plur. verb, both perf. and imperf.)

11.7.1.2 The free pronouns are invariable and often occur as topics (3.1.2.1):

 Sing. Dual Plur.
1st  (none) naúnu
2nd m. 

2nd f.  (same) 

3rd m. huwa  hum hum 
3rd f. hiya  (same) hunna

  I am with you

huwa §ad¥qun l¥    he is a friend of mine

naúnu munta½irat ni   we are waiting [dual fem.]

A compound free pronoun is formed by suffixing the bound pronouns above to 

- (a word whose origins are still unexplained):

 Sing. Dual Plur.
1st  -ya  (none) -n
2nd m. -ka -kum -kum 
2nd f. -ki  (same) -kunna 
3rd m. -hu -hum -hum 
3rd f. -h (same) -hunna 

Note that the rule for the 1st pers., -¥ becomes -ya after a long vowel, applies also 

here.

These are used almost exclusively as free object pronouns in three situations: 

1 Preposed direct object (see 3.11.1.1): 

iyy -ka na lubu    you we want ,

for the usual 

na lubuka  we want you

2 When a dir. obj. cannot be annexed to its operator (see 2.10.1 for the 

conditions):

iyy -hum   his killing them

3 In warnings (see 2.16.4, 3.27.4): 

iyy -ka wa-l-   !   watch out for the lion!
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11.7.2 Demonstratives (see 2.2.5) 

These are a closed set, consisting of a core deictic element Ä  (cf. 3.3.5) supple-

mented by other deictic elements. Several variants survive from a larger range in 

CA and are still occasionally seen. Only the duals inflect for case, and the plural

is the same for both genders. The archaic spellings are retained (cf. 1.2.2).

The core deictic element. Ä look there , is still used as a presentative (see 

3.3.5): 

this/these , characterized by the prefix h -  

 Sing. Dual Plur.
Masc. h Ä h Ä ni h
Fem. h Äihi h t ni  (same) 

  that/those , characterized by the suffix ka

 Sing. Dual Plur.
Masc. Ä lika Ä nika
Fem. tilka t nika  (same) 

Other forms are still occasionally found, e.g. Ä ka that  (esp. as 2nd element 

of time expressions, 1.8.7.2), h tihi this  fem. sing. ( C1:151). 

-ka as if it were a 2nd person 

pron. (see 1.7.1.1) is still followed in highly formal style, somewhat like the 

English there for you : 

tilkum §´ratun r Ær  tajallat f¥ §ulúi l-úudaybiyati  
  

that was another splendid image for you, [masc. plur.] which revealed itself 

in the Treaty of îudaybiyya

The ancient Ä´ the one with  belongs here: it is used idiomatically, always in 

annexation, to denote the possessor of a quality or thing (see 2.3.8). 

 Sing. Dual Plur.
Masc. Ä´ Äaw Äaw´
Fem. Ä t Ä t Äaw t

Masc. sing. Ä´  inflects exactly like the biliteral roots (see father

1.8.2), the others are regular (cf. the annexed forms in 1.5.2.1). 

The related element Ä  can be included here: it is originally a noun 

meaning time , and now survives, with its dep. variant Ä , as a conjunction 

since , when  (7.6.4, 7.6.5; indirect questions 10.9), and when introducing 

sentences with  the meaning of lo , all of a sudden  (3.31); also with nouns of 
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time annexed, e.g. ú¥ Äin then , at the time of that  (1.8.7.2), and 

finally as an indef. adverbial Äan then , in that case  (2.5.4), also spelt 

phonetically as  (cf. 1.2.2). 

11.7.3 Relatives (see 55.2) 

These are also a closed set consisting largely of similar deictic elements to the 

demonstratives. Again only the dual inflects for case, but this time the plur. has

different forms for masc. and fem. The prefix al- in juncture behaves like the def. 

article (cf. 1.5.1), to which it is historically related.

 Sing. Dual Plur.
Masc. allaÄ¥ allaÄ ni allaÄ¥na
Fem. allat¥ allat ni allaw t¥

A common variant of the fem. plur. is all t¥ , and less commonly all ¥
. 

1.8 INFLECTED CLASSES

These contain only nouns (and their sub-categories, adjectives and adverbs) and 

verbs. They form two morphologically distinct sets with a minimum of homology 

(the only common pattern occurring in both classes is  , see 1.8.6.1 and 

1.8.6.2). Both nouns and verbs occur in a variety of stem patterns, basic (i.e. 

unaugmented) and derived (i.e. augmented). The nouns in their basic patterns are 

dealt with here, in their derived patterns in 1.10, and verbs in their basic patterns 

are in 1.9, derived stems in 1.10. 

Biliteral roots are limited in number but are found in some very common 

words, namely, father , ibn son , Æ brother , fam mouth

(rarely also f´ , like Ä´ ), and the pron. Ä´ possessor of  (see 1.8.2 for 

forms and 2.3.8 for syntax of the last).

A few nouns have unique irregularities, of which the following are still 

frequently seen:

  man   with vowel harmony in the other two cases,   

[dep.],    [obl.]

  woman   changes to al-     when prefixed with 

def. art. There is no internal vowel harmony.

True compound nouns are invariable, see 1.8.10. 
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11.8.1 Noun patterns

There are many basic patterns for nouns. The following list excludes all the 

deverbatives from the augmented stems (see 1.10) and includes both sing. and 

plur. patterns (those with permanent fem. ending are given in pausal form, many 

of the others may also take fem. ending, as indicated). All indigenous words fit 

into one of these patterns, and in principle all imported words are required to 

accommodate to them, though this was often not enforced in CA and is now 

breaking down, or rather, foreign patterns are tending to become productive (cf. 

12.1.2).

Minimal patterns, i.e. without affixes: , , , ,

, , , , all of which may also carry the fem. 

suffix -at-  e.g.  etc.

Extended patterns, with affixes, including vowel lengtheners (those with fem. 

variants are indicated): f , , l(a) , l ,

l¥ , , ¥l(a) ), ´l(a) ), f , l(a)
), ´l(a) ), , faw , , l ,

, ¥l(a) ), ´la , ), 

), , l(a), ), l , maf ,

maf ¥l  . 

Quadriliteral and longer roots (the CA theoretical maximum is four radicals 

with up to three augments) are accommodated in the  system by 

repeating the third radical: (a) ), lil , l¥l . 

Other patterns containing augments will use the same scheme, so (with 

radicals here capitalized) maê Liî , BiR , taJ RiB , all 

have the same pattern as BaN DiQ , namely, lil , and maÚ H¥R
î D¥ä  and taF ê¥L , have the same pattern as 

êaN D¥Q , namely, l¥l . 

Many patterns carry a semantic load of their own. Apart from plurals (see 

1.12.1.2 for broken plur.) and abstract nouns, there are patterns denoting 

intensity, diminutive, and a large set of abstract nouns (see next paragraphs) 

as well as a number of pure deverbatives denoting the instrument, location, 

manner or instance of an action, on which see 1.11. 

1.8.1.1 Habitual or intensive action is principally expressd by the pattern l
. In nouns this pattern often denotes a professional, e.g. Æabb z baker

from Æubz bread , Æayy tailor  from Æ a to sew , §arr f
moneychanger  from §arafa to circulate (currency) ; the fem. of these 

occurs for even greater emphasis, raúú la great traveller  (see 1.12.2.1).

As adjectives, they imply intensity, e.g. kaÄÄ b great liar , from kaÄib
lying . 

Another, less common intensive pattern is l , e.g. mi§d q
very truthful , from §adaqa to tell the truth . 
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11.8.1.2 The diminutive is used mainly for denoting small entities but also to 

express contempt. The basic dim. pattern is  and this is extended to 

 for words of longer stems or quadriliterals, where f-w- -l represent 

the four radicals or three radicals plus any augments. Note that they both contain 

the same sequence of central vowels u-ay-(i): since this sequence is unique to the 

dim., it could be said to carry that meaning.

The principle of formation is simple, namely to redistribute the radicals of the 

original word in the dim. pattern, e.g. kalb dog , kulayb little dog . It 

is best seen in the proper names, e.g. úasan asan  v. úusayn
usayn , i.e. Little asan , hi h  v. hi

ull h , i.e. h . With longer stems the procedure is the 

same: Á poet  gives Á poetaster , kahrab electron

has the dim. kuhayrib electron . In all cases the fem. affix is retained 

if present in the original noun, e.g. alúatu $alúa , dim. ulayúatu
Little $alúa  (retaining also the partial inflection, if present in the original name).  

Morphologically, diminutives are fully inflected nouns; occasional plurals are 

seen, e.g. t little times , from the plur. t  of waqt
time , i.e. spare moments, and it is particularly significant that two preposi- 

tionals (see 1.8.8) form diminutives, e.g. a little after , from 

after  and qubayla a little before  from qabla before . 

1.8.1.3 Abstract nouns are often expressed by the nisba ( gentilic ) adjective in 

its fem. form (see 1.8.6.3), an ancient practice which has now become extra-

ordinarily productive, e.g. niyya possibility , from the verbal noun 

n being possible , man iqiyya logicality , from man iq
logic . These are dealt with in more detail in 12.4. 

1.8.1.4 For the various deverbatives, e.g. ma baÆ place where cooking is 

done , i.e. kitchen , mustaÁf place where treating is done , i.e. 

hospital , see the comprehensive review in 1.11. 

1.8.2 Inflection of nouns

Regular fully inflected nouns have three case endings, and -n (tanw¥n, see 1.5.1)

in their indefinite forms, e.g. -walad- boy . 

Def. Annexed Indef. Pausal
Sing.:     
Indep. al-walad-u   walad-u   walad-u-n   walad   

Dep. al-walad-a   walad-a   walad-a-n   walad-
Obl. al-walad-i   walad-i   walad-i-n   walad
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Def. Annexed Indef. Pausal
Dual:     

Indep. al-walad- -ni   walad-   walad- -ni
  

walad- n  

  

Dep. al-walad-ay-ni   walad-ay   walad-ay-ni
  

walad-ayn

Obl. al-walad-ay-ni   walad-ay   walad-ay-ni
  

walad-ayn

This class comprises most sing. and broken plur. nouns (see 1.12.1.2),

including those with fem. affix -at-, thus al-mad¥n-at-u the town ,

mad¥n-at-u , mad¥n-at-u-n , mad¥n-ah  etc., dual mad¥n-at- -ni
, mad¥n-at-ay-ni  etc. (see 1.5.2.1 for complete list of endings). 

Plural: the inflection of the broken plural  (see 1.12.1.2) is the same as the 

singular, either fully or partially according to the pattern or phonology, hence, for 

the broken plur., d- boys , the endings will be the same as above. But 

the two sound  (i.e. suffix) plurals will be tabulated here. 

Sound masc. plur. ban-´na sons : 

Def. Annexed Indef. Pausal
Indep. al-ban-´-na   ban-´   ban-´-na   ban-´n   

Dep. al-ban-¥-na   ban-¥   ban-¥-na   ban-¥n
Obl. al-ban-¥-na   ban-¥   ban-¥-na   ban-¥n

Sound fem. plur. ban- tun daughters : 

Def. Annexed Indef. Pausal
Indep. al-ban- t-u   ban- t-u   ban- t-u-n   ban- t   

Dep. al-ban- t-i   ban- t-i   ban- t-i-n   ban- t
Obl. al-ban- t-i   ban- t-i   ban- t-i-n   ban- t

There are five (some say six) defective nouns (i.e. biliteral roots) whose short 

vowel inflections are replaced by long vowels in the annexed form only, e.g. 

father.

Def. Annexed Indef. Pausal
Indep. al- -u   -´   -u-n     

Dep. al- -a   -   -a-n   -
Obl. al- -i   -¥   -i-n   

In MWA the inflections have largely been abandoned in compound names, e.g. 

Ab´ Dhabi , now uninflected (see 1.8.5).

Two subsets of the fully inflected noun have reduced case markings for 

phonological reasons, though they retain the -n suffix in their indef. forms:
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3rd weak radical nouns where the weak radical is preceded by -i- reduce the 

inflections in both sing. and sound plur., where incompatible sequences arise, e.g. 

al-muú m¥ the lawyer  (not *al-muú miyu).

Def. Annexed Indef. Pausal
Sing.:     
Indep. al-muú m¥

  

muú m¥   muú mi-n   muú m¥   

Dep. al-muú miy-a
  

muú miy-a muú miy-a-n muú miy-

Obl. al- muú m¥
  

muú m¥   muú mi-n   muú m¥

The fem. is completely regular, al-muú miyatu female lawyer  as above.

Dual is completely regular.

Def. Annexed Indef. Pausal
Indep. al-muú miy- -ni muú miy-

  

muú miy- -ni
  

muú miy- n

Dep. al-muú miy-ay-ni
  

muú miy-ay
  

muú miy-ay-ni
  

muú miy-ayn

Obl.  al-muú miy-ay-ni muú miy-ay muú miy-ay-ni muú miy-ayn

Sound masc. plur. eliminates any sequence -iyu-, -iyi-

Def. Annexed Indef. Pausal 
Indep. al-muú m-´-na

  

muú m-´   muú m-´-na
  

muú m-´n
  

Dep. al-muú m-¥-na muú m-¥   muú m-¥-na muú m-¥n

Obl. al-muú m-¥-na muú m-¥   muú m-¥-na
  

muú m-¥n

Sound fem. plur. is completely regular, al-muú miy- tu , etc.

3rd radical nouns where the weak 3rd radical is preceded by -a- lose the case 

distinctions entirely but retain tanw¥n in the indef. form (this class is to be 

distinguished from the invariable class of words where -  is a suffix, see 1.8.4):

e.g. -hud - guidance , root letters h-d-y. 

Def. Annexed Indef. Pausal
All cases al-hud   hud   hudan   hud   

Duals and plurals of these words are hardly ever seen.
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There are no weak 3rd radical nouns where a single final radical is preceded 

by -u-: wherever the pattern system produces the sequence -uw-/-uy- it is changed 

to -¥ and follows the inflections of muú m¥, e.g. aggression  for 

* . This is particularly important for the deverbal nouns from weak 3rd 

radical roots, cf. 1.11.1. 

11.8.3 Partially inflected nouns 

Partially inflected nouns never have tanw¥n, and their inflections are reduced to 

two in the indef. forms only. The sing. nouns in this class are mostly proper 

names, but there are many plur. patterns which are partially inflected, e.g.

- - scholars , experts : 

Def. Annexed Indef. Pausal
Indep. al- -u

  

-u   -u   

Dep. al- -a
  

-a   -a     

Obl. al- -i
  

-i   -a   

1.8.4 Suffix -   

Completely invariable are nouns ending in the suffix - (either . or  , not a 3rd 

weak radical, contrast hud  above). They have neither tanw¥n nor inflections, 

e.g. -Äikr memory  (with fem. suffix ).

Def. Annexed Indef. Pausal
All cases al- Äikr   Äikr   Äikr   Äikr   

Duals are hardly ever seen but plurals are common: sound, Äikr y t memories, 

broken,-had y gifts  (plur. of hadiyya , with suffix ).

Def. Annexed Indef. Pausal
All cases al- had y   had y   had y   had y   

1.8.5 Proper names 

Proper names ( C2:26; see also definiteness 1.12.3) are usually uninflected now 

(with approval from the Academies): wa- maúm´d kulla §ab úin [...]
 [...] Maúm´d every 
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, not CA maúm´dan  marked with dep. form as 

dir. obj. 

But inflection is still seen: ¥mahu l-Á ab  nuw sin
he summoned his drinking partner the poet Ab´

Nuw s , with  marked dep. in apposition to the dir. obj. al-Á
the poet  (see 2.2.3 on apposition). 

Sometimes usage is inconsistent within the same text: ¥fan
that ¥f [marked as dep., see 1.2.9]  but elsewhere ¥f

¥f  with no dep. case marking as required after perhaps

(see 3.2.2 and 3.2.5 on the syntax).

Fem. names may be printed with pausal form (1.2.8), e.g. n diyah
alternating with n diyatu Nadia . The name may even be printed in 

parenthesis to avoid problems of inflection, e.g. al-r (hadiyya)
Hadiyya the shepherdess  (note the word order, cf. 2.2.3). In 

§adra ab´ úmad) filled the breast of Ab´ Aúmad  the 

name is also uninflected, for § ab¥ úmada . 

In the particular case of family names modelled on the Western system an 

inflection consistent with CA rules is impossible: in a name such as Muúammad 

-Wahh b  agreement by apposition of the first (son) with 

the second (now family name, not direct parent) would be genealogically 

incorrect.

11.8.6 Adjectives

Adjective patterns are rather few, but are supplemented by the participial patterns 

(see 1.11) which often fulfil adjectival functions. The only common adjectival 

patterns are:

¥l  e.g. kab¥r   big , §a\¥r    small ,

§aú¥ú    true , qaw¥   strong   

  (= qaw¥y with weak 3rd radical)

 e.g. úasan   good

 e.g. kaÄib    mendacious

 e.g. èaÆm    fat

Note that these patterns are not unique to adjectives: there are many nouns in the 

same patterns (see noun patterns above). 

For the emphatic adj. patterns l  etc. see 1.8.1.1. 

1.8.6.1 Colours and defects are expressed through a particular set of patterns.

The table shows the complete set (indep. form) of úmar red  and raÁ
deaf , and the inflections in the singular are identical with those of 

 above, while the dual and plur. are regular.
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 Sing. Dual Plur.
Masc. úmaru úmar ni úumrun

raÁu raÁ ni urÁun
Fem. úamr   úamr w ni úumrun

arÁ arÁ w ni urÁun

The sing. forms are partially inflected and never have tanw¥n (see 1.8.3), the dual 

endings are regular (see 1.8.2, and note the substitution of -w- for - - before the 

suffix) and the plur. is regular and common to both genders (see 1.8.2).

1.8.6.2 Elatives (Arabic tafè¥l ‘making superior’)

This is the name for a graded adjective which corresponds to both the 

comparative and superlative in English (see 2.11 for syntax). The forms are very 

similar to the previous set but the historical relationship is not entirely clear. The 

table shows the complete set (indep. form) of bigger , biggest : 

 Sing. Dual Plur.
Masc. ni ´na
Fem. kubr   kubr y ni kubray tun

The masc. sing. is partially inflected and never has tanw¥n (see 1.5.1), the 

fem. sing. is invariable, the dual endings are regular (see 1.5.3) and the plur. is 

regular, either sound masc. or sound fem. (see 1.5.3).

1.8.6.3 The nisba (‘gentilic’) subset

CA had a well-developed mechanism for indicating membership of a class, 

originally a tribe or location, with the suffix -iyy-un, e.g. quraÁiyyun from 

the QurayÁ tribe , makkiyyun from Mecca , subsequently generalized to any 

class, e.g. miyyun of Islam , Islamic , of science ,

scientific , malakiyyun of the king , royal . 

This suffix, termed nisba ( relationship , and usually both realized and 

transcribed as -¥, see 1.2.8) has since become very productive, and in the process 

the CA morphological rules restricting the stem patterns have been more or less 

abandoned, with the consent of the academies, and almost the only remaining rule 

is that any fem. endings are removed before the nisba suffix is added.

MWA now makes nisba adjectives as the need arises (see 12.4.3 for further 

examples), e.g. riy d¥ pioneering  from riy da exploration , dr m¥
dramatic  from dr m drama , ´m t¥ pertaining to 

information [technology] , muÆ bar t¥ pertaining to the security 

services , from muÆ bar t security services , etc.

Variants: -aw¥, e.g. tanmaw¥ developmental  from tanmiya
development , - w¥ , e.g. w¥ tragic , from h tragedy . 

Complex nisbas: b´ ¥d¥ of/from Port Said , and cf. Áar ¥
Middle Eastern , from al-Áarq al-awsa the Middle 

East  (see 2.1.3.5). For l¥ of capital , capitalist  see 1.8.10.1. 
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There are also a few nouns with this ending, e.g. iútiy ¥ reserve , bard¥
papyrus . 

11.8.7 Adverbials

The class of pure adverbs in Arabic is extremely small (see 1.6.11), and the same 

method of classification will be used as for preposition(al)s (see 1.8.8), namely,

elements which are completely invariable and non-productive, both bound and 

free, will be called adverbs , and the term adverbials  will be applied to the 

open class of nouns in the dependent form which appear to correspond to English 

adverbs. A further distinction between adverbs and adverbials is that the former 

do not always have etymologies linking them to nouns.

Adverbials are dep. nouns, generally indef., and all are free forms; the class is 

now open, though in CA it was much much restricted (as adverbial qual. was 

largely effected through the various comps., see 2.4.2 2.4.7): the following are 

now more or less fossilized equivalents of Western adverbs  which have been in 

use since the medieval period:

èan    also

  ever  (usually reinforcing neg., as never , see 4.2.8) 

d     always jiddan    very

al-battata    at all , absolutely jam¥   wholly

mu laqan   absolutely Æ § atan   specially

See further in 2.5 for the wide range of MWA adverbials, and note that a few of

these also have an invariable form, e.g. afterwards  (see 1.6.11). 

1.8.7.1 An extremely productive subset is the adverbial (dep.) form of the 

nisba adjective (see 1.8.6.3), e.g. nisbiyyan relatively  from nisba
relation , siy siyyan politically  from siy sa politics  (see 2.5 and 

examples in 2.5.1 2.5.4). 

1.8.7.2 Compound adverbs

There is a group of compound words of which the first element is an adverbial 

(time noun in dep. form, cf. 2.5.2) annexed to the deictic elements iÄ  or Ä ka
that : 

ú¥ Äin  at that time ,  lit. at the time of that

Äin  on that day ,  lit. on the day of that

waqtaÄ ka at that time ,  lit. at the time of that

Also to be included here are the compounds: kaÄ lika thus , lit. like that ,

h kaÄ thus , lit. like this . 

1.8.7.3 For convenience a few specimen phrasal adverbs are listed here (see

2.5.8 for details): 
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bi-   quickly , lit. with speed

bi-wuè´úin   clearly , lit. with clarity

More elaborately:

bi-§´ratin Æ §§atin   specially , lit. in a special form

bi-Á mmin   generally ,  lit. in a general form

The occurrence of such forms such as min-a l- na from now  (not obl. 

al- ni), úatt  l- na until now , f¥ na in the time of ,

suggests that final vowel may now have become atrophied in some classes of 

words which most commonly occur as adverbials.

11.8.8 Prepositions and prepositionals

Arabic has two categories of word which map on to the Western class of 

prepositions, though they have different origins and should not be equated. There 

are true prepositions (1.6.12, 2.6, including a few whose original nominal quality 

is now extinct) and there are pure nouns with adverbial inflection (see 2.7) and 

prepositional function (cf. English in front of , at the back of ). Syntactically 

both behave identically, i.e. they form an annexation unit with their nouns (see 

2.3), which accounts for the two types often being classed as undifferentiated 

prepositions . 

In this book the two groups will be kept terminologically distinct: the name 

prepositions  will be restricted to the closed class of items which have 

traditionally been identified as prepositions and with which any possible nominal 

status has long ceased to be recognisable, and these elements are now invariable. 

The name prepositionals  will be applied to those nouns whose function is 

superficially that of prepositions but which have not lost their nominal status and 

still inflect under certain conditions even in their prepositional  function. Their 

nominal status is further confirmed by their ability to form diminutives, e.g. 

qubayla a little before  from qabla before  (see diminutive 1.8.1.2).

The class of prepositionals is probably still open. On occasions the form 

preposition(al)  will be used where the original grammatical status of the item is 

not relevant.

Prepositionals are all free forms. Since the class is still somewhat ill-defined, 

the following list is merely a sample to show the close correspondence between 

these nouns and the English prepositions (see 2.7 for treatment of all the nouns 

which appear to have achieved lexical status as prepositionals): 

bayna    between     after qabla   before

taúta   under fawqa    above   naúwa    towards

Æil la    during iz   opposite jiw ra   beside

úawla   around Æ rija    outside  d Æila   inside

èidda   against war     behind qudd ma    in front of
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For preposition(al)s + relatives, such as after  (conjunction), see 

5.7. 

11.8.9 Nominal exclamations (cf. 3.27.4; 3.28)

waylun li-    woe to...!

subú na   glory be to...! , wayúa- oe to...!

  what...! ,  kam    how much ...!

1.8.10 Compound and quasi-compound nouns

True compound nouns are rare, and are intrinsically invariable. This class is now 

represented only by the numbers 13 19 (see 2.12.4 and 2.12.5), one or two 

phrases such as layla nah ra night and day  (2.5.2) and an occasional 

place name. The hundreds from 300 are orthographically compounds, but they 

inflect internally (see 2.12.8). The other candidates, the so-called naút types (see 

1.8.10.2, 12.5), would inflect if CA rules were applied, though in practice they do 

not.

A few cases of sentences behaving as a noun exist, e.g m  jaray t
happenings , a fem. plur. of the phrase m  jar what happened , al-m -

war tu things transcendental , lit. what is beyond  with the 

abstract noun plur. suffix -iyy t  (12.4), al-l ´na sceptics ,

lit. the I . There are CA precedents for this but it is not apparently 

very productive.

To reproduce compound nouns from Western languages MWA predominantly 

uses either noun+adj. or annexation units (see 2.3.4 and cf. also 1.8.10.3). 

1.8.10.1 In the case of l¥ of capital , capitalist  ( C2:97) the 

adjective seems to be a genuine compound, but the structure is evidently not 

productive, and the noun is the regular annexation unit -m li
capital , lit. the head of the money . Among other specimens noted is Áibhijumla

quasi-sentence , and there is evidence that the intervening vowel may 

even be spelt long, e.g. ¥úarb¥ . post-war  (see next section).

1.8.10.2 There is a large set of compounds, apparently all adjectives and 

scientific coinages, using the CA principle of naút, lit. sculpting , i.e. fusing 

two words into one, to form compounds from the components of other words, e.g. 

bay¨aq f¥ intercultural  from bayna between  and ¨aq fa
culture  (see 12.5 for more examples). 

Scientific terms show a more adventurous morphology, e.g. úad¥d¥k
and úad¥dos  to reproduce ferric  and ferrous  respectively, using the 

Arabic úad¥d iron  and adding the Western suffixes. However, their impact 

on ordinary MWA is slight so far. 
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11.8.10.3 Quasi-compounds

Many compound nouns equivalents are formed by preposing or annexing with the 

appropriate negative or quantifier or the like. A few specimens only are provided 

here: see 12.6; 12.7 for more examples.  

Negatives: un- , non- l not ; \ayr other than ; lack of ,

e.g.: 

al- -l -maúd´du unlimited support ,

lit. the no-limited

Quantifiers:

quasi- Áibh like ; semi- ni§f half

re- dat repetition of

Others: trans- across ; mid- was a in the middle of ; pre-

qabla before , post- after , e.g.: 

muna½½am tun Ær

other transnational organizations , lit. across of national

-able  q bil receptive , e.g. (this example combines with \ayr un- ) 

\ayru q bilin li-l-taks¥ri 
  

unbreakable , lit. other than receptive of breaking

1.9 VERB MORPHOLOGY

Verb morphology encodes five grammatical categories: stem, aspect, voice, mood 

and agent, some being interlocking. As elsewhere, the citation form of the verb 

will be used by default, namely, the 3rd masc. sing. perf., e.g. kataba he 

wrote  and to write , and patterns may also be referred to by the 

convention (see 1.4.2). Since stems are the main issue here, the transliterations 

will capitalize the radicals, e.g. KaTaB-. 

1.9.1.1 The stem of the verb is either basic or augmented (the latter often 

referred to as derived forms  but stems  is preferred here because the emphasis 

here is on the creation of a new paradigmatic base). Basic stems consist of the 

minimal consonants of the root (normally three, but also four, see 1.9.1.7). In the 

perf. these consonants enclose the characteristic vowels of the perf. aspect, e.g. 

KaTaB- (where the final radical further carries the agent suffixes), and in the 

imperf. the three consonants are embedded in the imperf. affixes, e.g. ya-KTuB- 
(where the final radical carries further markers of mood, number, etc.).
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The vowels vary in both aspects, originally perhaps on the grounds of verb 

class (stative, transitive, intransitive, etc.), but now best treated as a lexical 

feature: while it is true that all verbs with -u- as their medial vowel in the perf. are 

intransitive and also have -u- in their imperf., the  form may be transitive.

Even the crude generalization that most verbs are of the pattern  in the perf. 

and  in the imperf. is unreliable.

In the perf. there are three patterns of stem vowels: (l) a-a, as in KaTaB-,
to write ; (2) a-i, as in ÚaRiB- to drink  and (3) a-u, as in îaSuN- to 

be good . 

In the imperf. there are three possible stem vowels, namely, -a-, as in yaÚRaB-
he drinks , -i-, as in yaëRiB- he hits  and -u- as in yaKTuB-

he writes . 

11.9.1.2 Augmented (derived) stems (or forms) are expansions of the basic stem 

by various means, and are conventionally numbered from II to XV, each of which 

implies (though not consistently) a specific semantic extension of the root 

meaning. The following brief characterizations of those extensions should be 

reinforced by consultation of more detailed sources, and as always the likelihood 

that a stem has more than one root meaning can never be ruled out. In addition, 

the fiction will be maintained that the augmented stems are in fact derived 

directly from the base stem, though in practice this is not always the case:

Stem II, , i.e. doubled middle radical, e.g. QaRRaB- to bring 

near , from QaRuB- to be near . Stem II verbs are largely factitive or 

causative as shown, but an extremely important stem II function is to create 

delocutives, e.g. KaBBaR to say all ,

SaLLaM- to say -sal [peace upon you] , both of which 

contrast with a factitive KaBBaR- to enlarge , magnify  from KaBuR-
to be big  and SaLLaM- to preserve from injury  from SaLiM- to be 

safe from harm . 

Stem III, f  , i.e. with lengthened first syllable, makes the indirect 

obj. (nearly always human) of a verb into its direct obj., e.g. K TaB-   

to write to someone , from KaTaB- to write . This pattern also has a 

conative sense, e.g. Q TaL- to fight against , i.e. try to kill  from

QaTaL- to kill . 

Stem IV, , i.e. prefix -, with loss of an internal syllable, another 

causative, e.g. êLaîa to reform , improve , from êaLuî- to be 

sound , healthy . Among the other meanings of stem IV which is still 

active is that of performing in a certain manner, e.g. îSaN- to do 

something well , äaR- to do something frequently , see 2.5.8, 3.23.4. 

Stem V, , i.e. stem II with prefix ta-, is often the reflexive of

stem II, e.g. taQaRRaB- to approach , to be brought near . 
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Stem VI, taf  , i.e. stem III with prefix ta-, is often the reflexive of 

stem III, hence has largely reciprocal meaning, e.g. taK TaB- to write 

to each another , cf. 3.11.4. 

Stem VII,  , i.e. with prefix -n- (see 1.2.1.1 for the resolution of 

the initial consonant cluster which arises), conveys a middle or passive sense, 

e.g. inFaTaî- to come open [by itself] . For phonological reasons

verbs with 1st radical w-, y-, and the liquids n-, l-, r- do not form stem VII 

verbs (though they do occur in some colloquials).

Stem VIII, , i.e. with infix -t- (the resulting consonant cluster is 

resolved in exactly the same way as in stem VII, and it may help with the 

paradigm to observe that prosodically these two forms are identical, namely,

iCCaCaC, thus VII = inCaCaCa, VIII = iCtaCaCa). The meanings of stem 

VIII are impossible to define with accuracy: it seems mostly to be used when 

the action has some personal importance to the agent, e.g. - to 

gather together [e.g. for a meeting] , from to gather , iJTaHaD-
to exert oneself  from JaHaD- to strive . 

Assimilation problems: the phonology of stem VIII is complicated by the 

fact that the infix -t- assimilates to the first radical of the verb in various 

ways:

Partial assimilation, progressive t > , t > d: 

i§ abara   to endure  from §abara
iè araba   to be confused  from èaraba
izdahara   to flourish  from zahara

The case of i arada to be uninterrupted  from arada  probably 

belongs here rather than under complete assimilation.

Complete assimilation, progressive, t > d, t > Ä, t > ½
idda\ama to assimilate  from da\ama   

iddaÆara to store , from ÄaÆara  (less commonly iÄÄaÆara
) 

i½½alama to be wronged  from ½alama  (also explained as stem 

VII, *in½alama ) 

Complete assimilation, regressive, w > t and  to t: 
ittafaqa to agree , from wafaqa
ittaÆaÄa to adopt  from ÆaÄa

Note that in all the above the characteristic stem VIII syllable structure is 

preserved, iCCaCaCa. 

Stem IX, , i.e. with doubling of 3rd radical, which probably 

acounts for the compensatory clustering of the initial syllable. This stem is 

restricted to verbs indicating colours or physical defects, e.g. iîMaRR- 
to be or go red , cognate with îMaR- red . 
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Stem X,  , i.e. with prefix sta- (and the same problems with 

initial consonant clusters as VII, VIII and IX), conveys an estimative sense, 

e.g. istaîSaNa to regard as good , to approve , from îaSuN-
to be good . It can also denote requests, e.g. - to enquire ,

i.e. to ask for knowledge, from - to know . 

The remaining stems are exceedingly rare, with the exception of XII.

Stem XI, lla  is a longer form of stem IX and has the same functions, 

with somewhat more emphasis, e.g. iîm RRa to be very red . 

Stem XII, , with reduplication of the middle radical and the 

infix -aw-, e.g. iîDawDaB- to be hunchbacked , cognate with îDaB
hunchbacked ; this form is by no means rare.

The following were not seen in the data:

Stem XIII, , a variant of XII. 

Stem XIV,  , with infix -an- and reduplication of 3rd radical. 

Stem XV, , a variant of XIV with suffix - instead of reduplica-

tion.

A small number of verbs still lie outside the system, e.g. to desist ,

conventionally treated as a stem IX, though no examples were found outside the 

dictionaries.

For quadriliteral stems see 1.9.1.7. 

11.9.1.3 Aspect (also tense, since the distinction is no longer clear in MWA) is 

expressed by the appropriate stem, perfect or imperfect. All the examples above 

are given in the perfect. 

1.9.1.4 Voice is either active or passive and is marked entirely by the vowel

pattern. While there is some variation in the sequences of vowels in the active 

throughout all the stems (complicated by differences in the vowels of the personal 

prefixes), the vowels of all passive verbs are uniform, perf. -u-i-, with a spread 

left (so -u-i- becomes -u-u-i) and imperf -u-a-, with a spread right if the stem has 

more than one syllable, including now the affixes (so -u-a- becomes -u-a-a-).

Perf.  Imperf.  
Stem I -u-i-  -u-a-  

KuTiB-  yuKTaB- 
Others -u-u-i-  -u-a-a- 

tuQuRRiB-  yutaQaRRaB-  

uJtuHiD-  yuJtaHaD-

ustuîSiN- it was approved yustaîSaN-  
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The Arabic passive is essentially impersonal (cf. 3.12.4), hence the translations 

above are more literal than idiomatic. 

11.9.1.5 Mood is a property of imperf. verbs only, and is marked by changes in 

the suffixes (see 1.5.2 for a complete list). 

1.9.1.6 Agents are marked by suffixes in perf. and a combination of prefixes 

and suffixes in imperf. verbs (see 1.5.3 for complete list). 

1.9.1.7 Quadriliteral verbs, i.e. those with four radicals, are not a homogen- 

eous category, and are conventionally divided into four groups: a basic stem QI 

and its augmented stem QII, then two unrelated stems QIII and QIV. Paradigms

are at 1.10.12. 

QI  (the symbolic  acquires an extra 3rd radical) has the 

same prosodic structure as stem II of the triliteral verbs, i.e. with a medial 

consonant cluster, compare QaRRaB- (C1aC2C2aC3), yuQaRRiB- (yuC1aC2C2iC3)

with JaMHaR-(C1aC2C3aC4), yuJaMHiR- (yuC1aC2C3iC4), and likewise QII is 

prosodically the same as triliteral stem V, i.e. with ta- prefixed, .  

Their patterns are as follows, using the verb jamhara to crowd 

together . 

  Active Passive
QI Perf. JaMHaR- JuMHiR-  
 Imperf. yuJaMHiR- yuJaMHaR-
QII Perf. taJaMHaR- tuJuMHiR-
 Imperf. yataJaMHaR- yutaJaMHaR-

These roots are often reduplicated, e.g. ZaLZaLa to shake  (trans.), 

taZaLZaLa to quake , to be shaken . 

QIII  is rather rare. Historically, it is an extension of triliteral or 

quadriliteral roots by infixation, e.g. iSLan$aîa to be broad , to be 

wide , where for dictionary purposes the -n- is treated as an infix. Examples are 

still listed in Wehr, but none have been found in the data; however, the paradigm 

has the same prosodic structure as the triliteral stem X, cf. yaSTaïRiJu
he extracts  (yaSTaC1C2iC3) and QIII yaSLan$iîu (yaC1C2aNC3iC4) it is 

broad . The QIII stem is also prosodically identical with triliteral stem XIV.

QIV , on the other hand, is quite common, and always involves 

doubling of the final radical, hence these verbs display the same structure as 

stem X doubled verbs, cf. yastaîiMMu he bathes  (yaSTaC1iC2C2), 

yastaîMiMna they [fem. plur.] bathe  (yaSTaC1C2iC2na) and 

yaëMaîiLLu, it fades away  (yaC1C2aC3iC4C4) yaëMaîLiLna
they [fem. plur.] fade away  (yaC1C2aC3C4iC4na).
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11.9.1.8 In all of the above no account has been taken of the morphonologically 

determined variants. These are certainly numerous, but are almost entirely rule 

governed, and the tables below should give sufficient information for the correct 

production of every form in all the paradigms. 

The following general rules may be helpful:

From stem II onwards the range of possibilities is reduced to one (except for 

the verbal nouns), in other words, these verbal paradigms contain no 

alternatives. 

Non-canonical sequences are all resolved in the same way, on the model of 

one of the verbs listed in full below, e.g. all passive verbs with 3rd weak 

radical -w or -y conjugate like laqiya in the perf. and ram  in the 

imperf., regardless of stem number, e.g. iÆtaf to hide , stem VIII, 

passive perf. uÆtifiya , imperf. yuÆtaf ; all hollow verbs have 

the same alternation of a long and short stem in all forms, e.g. inq da to 

be led  with long stem -q d- before vowels both in the perf. and the imperf 

and the short stem qad- before consonants, inqad-tu I was led ,

yanqad-na they [fem.] are led , etc. (which means that all the 

unvowelled apocopated forms will also have the short stem, e.g. lam yanqad
he was not led ).

A few anomalies survive, but will be immediately apparent from the lexicon: 

a few verbs retain a strong semi-vowel -w-, e.g. úwala  (imperf. 

yuúwilu ) to be squint-eyed , istaúwaÄa  (imperf. yastaúwiÄu
) to overwhelm . Some doublets are now observable, e.g. strong 

istajwaba  (imperf. yastajwibu ) to interrogate , contrasting 

with weak istaj ba  (imperf. yastaj¥bu ) to answer a request . 

These conjugate exactly like regular verbs, but it is not clear whether this 

class will become productive. 

1.9.2 Stem I phonological variants 

The following paradigms show stem I in all phonological variants (vocalization 

of the Arabic is, however, kept to a minimum). For the augmented stems see 1.10. 

To obtain the passive paradigm make the stem substitutions indicated. Participles 

are given even if sometimes rather implausible (though a pass. mak´n  from 

k na be  is recorded as an impersonal: in which being has been done ). For 

verbal nouns, basically non-predictable, see 1.11. Energetic  forms are not listed: 

see 1.5.2.2. 

Regular verb with three sound radicals, bala\a to reach , active stems 

perf. bala\- , imperf. -a-blu\- , active part. b li\ , pass. part. mabl´\
. For variations in medial vowels see 1.9.1.1. 

The passive stems are perf. buli\-  and imperf. -u-bla\- .. 
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Perfect

 Sing. Dual Plur.
1st bala\-tu  (none) bala\-n
2nd m. bala\-ta bala\-tum- bala\-tum
2nd f. bala\-ti  (same) bala\-tunna
3rd m. bala\-a bala\- bala\-´
3rd f. bala\-at bala\-at- bala\-na

Imperfect

 Indep.  Dep. Apoc.  Imperat. 
Sing.     

1st  -blu\-u -blu\-a -blu\   

2nd m. ta-blu\-u ta-blu\-a ta-blu\  u-blu\
2nd f. ta-blu\-¥-na ta-blu\-¥ ta-blu\-¥   u-blu\¥
3rd m. ya-blu\-u ya-blu\-a ya-blu\   
3rd f. ta-blu\-u ta-blu\-a ta-blu\   

Dual     

2nd  ta-blu\- -ni ta-blu\- ta-blu\-  u-blu\
3rd m. ya-blu\- -ni ya-blu\- ya-blu\-   

3rd f. ta-blu\- -ni ta-blu\- ta-blu\-   

Plur.     

1st na-blu\-u  na-blu\-a  na-blu\
2nd m. ta-blu\-´-na ta-blu\-´ ta-blu\-´  u-blu\´
2nd f. ta-blu\-na ta-blu\-na ta-blu\-na  u-blu\na
3rd m. ya-blu\-´-na ya-blu\-´ ya-blu\-´   

3rd f. ya-blu\-na ya-blu\-na ya-blu\-na   

The various phonologically determined deviations from the above scheme can be 

summed up in tables for each kind, with the rule that all simple and derived stems 

will follow the same principle, as will be explained before each paradigm.

Doubled verbs (2nd and 3rd radical identical), èamma to bring together ,

to embrace . With these verbs the two identical radicals are either assimilated or 

remain unassimilated, hence, like the hollow verbs (see below), they have two 

stems, one long (in this case unassimilated) and one short (assimilated), selected 

by the same criterion, namely, the long stem, here perf. èamam- , imperf. -a-
èmum-  before unvowelled agent suffixes (and by definition then in the 

apocopated form, but see further below), and the short stem, here perf. èamm-
, imperf. -a-èumm-  before vowelled suffixes (actually the opposite 

distribution to that of hollow verbs).

In these verbs the archaic and morphologically quite regular apocopated 

taèmum naèmum  etc, have been entirely replaced by the ancient variant 
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taèumma , naèumma  etc. and the paradigm is thus now identical in every 

way with the dep. form. The imperatives likewise are now based on the dep. 

rather than the apoc. form. Passive stems are perf. èumm- , èumim- ,

imperf. u-èamm- , u-èmam- , active part. mm , pass. part. 

maèm´m . 

Perfect

 Sing. Dual Plur.
1st èamam-tu  (none) èamam-n
2nd m. èamam-ta èamam-tum- èamam-tum
2nd f. èamam-ti  (same) èamam-tunna
3rd m. èamm-a èamm- èamm-´
3rd f. èamm-at èamm-at- èamam-na

Imperfect

 Indep.  Dep.  Apoc.  Imperat. 
Sing.     

1st  -èumm-u -èumm-a -èumm-a   

2nd m. ta-èumm-u ta-èumm-a ta-èumm-a èumm-a 
2nd f. ta-èumm-¥-na ta-èumm-¥ ta-èumm-¥ èumm-¥

3rd m. ya-èumm-u ya-èumm-a ya-èumm-a 
3rd f. ta-èumm-u ta-èumm-a ta-èumm-a   

Dual     

2nd  ta-èumm- -ni ta-èumm- ta-èumm- èumm-

3rd m. ya-èumm- -ni ya-èumm- ya-èumm-   

3rd f. ta-èumm- -ni ta-èumm- ta-èumm-   

Plur.     

1st na-èumm-u  na-èumm-a  na-èumm-a   

2nd m. ta-èumm-´-na ta-èumm-´ ta-èumm-´ èumm-´

2nd f. ta-èmum-na ta-èmum-na ta-èmum-na u-èmum-na

3rd m. ya-èumm-´-na ya-èumm-´ ya-èumm-´

3rd f. ya-èmum-na ya-èmum-na ya-èmum-na 
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1st radical w- verbs. In these verbs the perfect is completely regular, and the 

imperfect has a short stem lacking the 1st radical, e.g. wajada to find , perf. 

stem wajad- , imperf. -a-jid- . The passive stems are perf. wujid-  and 

imperf. -´-jad- . (where the 1st radical is retained in the context of the u-

vowel in the prefix), active part. w jid , pass. part. mawj´d . 

Perfect

 Sing. Dual Plur.
1st wajad-tu  (none) wajad-n
2nd m. wajad-ta wajad-tum- wajad-tum
2nd f. wajad-ti  (same) wajad-tunna
3rd m. wajad-a wajad- wajad-´
3rd f. wajad-at wajad-at- wajad-na

Imperfect

 Indep.  Dep. Apoc.  Imperat. 
Sing.     

1st  -jid-u -jid-a -jid   

2nd m. ta-jid-u ta-jid-a ta-jid jid 
2nd f. ta-jid-¥-na ta-jid-¥ ta-jid-¥ jid-¥

3rd m.  ya-jid-u ya-jid-a ya-jid   

3rd f. ta-jid-u ta-jid-a ta-jid   

Dual     

2nd  ta-jid- -ni ta-jid- ta-jid- jid-

3rd m. ya-jid- -ni ya-jid- ya-jid-   

3rd f. ta-jid- -ni ta-jid- ta-jid-   

Plur.     

1st na-jid-u  na-jid-a  na-jid   

2nd m. ta-jid-´-na ta-jid-´ ta-jid-´ jid-´

2nd f. ta-jid-na ta-jid-na ta-jid-na jid-na 
3rd m. ya-jid-´-na ya-jid-´ ya-jid-´

3rd f. ya-jid-na ya-jid-na ya-jid-na   

The pattern wajila to be afraid , with imperf. yawjalu , retaining the w-
in the stem, is rare (not seen in the data but listed in the dictionaries).

Doubled verbs with 1st rad w- retain the w- in all positions and are 

effectively the same as regular doubled verbs. They thus have two stems, e.g. 
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wadda to like , perf. stems wadd-  and wadad- , imperf. -a-wadd-
and -a-wdad-  (though the latter, occurring only in the fem. plur., is so rare 

that it has never been sighted), active part. w dd , pass. part. mawd´d . 

Middle weak radical verbs, i.e. those whose middle radical is -w- or -y-. In
these so-called hollow  verbs in both perfect and imperfect there are two stems, 

one long, e.g. q la to say , has long stems: perf. q l- , imperf. -q´l- ,

and a short stem, -qul-  in both aspects. The stems are selected automatically 

by the suffix: if the suffix begins with a consonant the short stem is used (hence 

also in those apoc. and imperat. forms where the 3rd radical is unvowelled 

anyway), otherwise the long stem is used (the opposite principle is applied with 

doubled verbs, see above).

There are three sets of stem patterns, mostly reflecting the quality of the 

middle radical: (1) middle radical -w-, perf. stems - - and -u-, imperf. stems -´-
and -u-, as in the example just given; (2) middle radical -y-, perf. stems - - and 

-i-, imperf- stems -¥- and -i-, e.g. s ra/sirtu, yas¥ru/yasirna (see full paradigm 

below); (3) a historically heterogeneous group in which the middle radical is 

mostly -w-, with perf. stems - - and -i-, imperf. stems - - and -a-, e.g. n la to 

obtain , perf. stems n l- , nil-  and imperf. -n l- , -nal- . This is now 

best regarded as a lexical feature, as there are only a half dozen or so such verbs 

in common use, though they are frequent, especially k da to almost do  and 

z la to cease  (see 3.21.3 and 4), also Æ fa to fear . 

In all these the active part. replaces the weak radical with hamza, e.g. active 

part. q saying  (root q-w-l), z increasing  (root z-y-d).

The passive follows the same double stem system but is uniform in all hollow 

verbs, e.g. middle radical -w- z ra to visit , with perf. stems z¥r- , zir- ,

imperf. -u-z r-  , -u-zar- ., pass. part. maz´r , middle radical -y- z da
to increase  (trans.): perf. z¥d- , zid- , imperf. -u-z d- , -u-zad- , active 

pass. part. maz¥d . Note that the pass. participles preserve the middle radical at 

the expense of the pattern, maz´r (not *mazw´r), maz¥d (not *mazy´d). 

Paradigm of type (1), middle radical -w-, q la to say , active.

Perfect

 Sing. Dual Plur.
1st qul-tu  (none) qul-n
2nd m. qul-ta qul-tum- qul-tum
2nd f. qul-ti  (same) qul-tunna
3rd m. q l-a q l- q l-´
3rd f. q l-at q l-at- qul-na
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Imperfect

 Indep.  Dep. Apoc.  Imperat. 
Sing.     

1st  -q´l-u -q´l-a -qul   

2nd m. ta-q´l-u ta-q´l-a ta-qul  qul 
2nd f. ta-q´l-¥-na ta-q´l-¥ ta-qul-¥  q´l-¥

3rd m.  ya-q´l-u ya-q´l-a ya-qul   

3rd f. ta-q´l-u ta-q´l-a ta-qul   

Dual     

2nd  ta-q´l- -ni ta-q´l- ta-q´l-  q´l-

3rd m. ya-q´l- -ni ya-q´l- ya-q´l-

3rd f. ta-q´l- -ni ta-q´l- ta-q´l-

Plur.     

1st na-q´l-u  na-q´l-a  na-qul   

2nd m. ta-q´l-´-na ta-q´l-´ ta-q´l-´  q´l-´

2nd f. ta-qul-na ta-qul-na ta-qul-na  qul-na 
3rd m. ya-q´l-´-na ya-q´l-´ ya-q´l-´

3rd f. ya-qul-na ya-qul-na ya-qul-na 

Paradigm of type (2), middle radical -y-, § ra to become , active.

Perfect

 Sing. Dual Plur.
1st §ir-tu  (none) §ir-n
2nd m. §ir-ta §ir-tum- §ir-tum
2nd f. §ir-ti  (same) §ir-tunna
3rd m. § r-a § r- § r-´
3rd f. § r-at § r-at- §ir-na

Imperfect

 Indep.  Dep. Apoc.  Imperat. 
Sing.     

1st  -§¥r-u -§¥r-a -§ir   

2nd m. ta-§¥r-u ta-§¥r-a ta-§ir §ir 
2nd f. ta-§¥r-¥-na ta-§¥r-¥ ta-§¥r-¥ §¥r-¥
3rd m.  ya-§¥r-u ya-§¥r-a ya-§ir   

3rd f. ta-§¥r-u ta-§¥r-a ta-§ir   
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Dual     

2nd  ta-§¥r- -ni ta-§¥r- ta-§¥r- §¥r-
3rd m. ya-§¥r- -ni ya-§¥r- ya-§¥r-
3rd f. ta-§¥r- -ni ta-§¥r- ta-§¥r-
Plur.     

1st na-§¥r-u  na-§¥r-a  na-§ir 
2nd m. ta-§¥r-´-na ta-§¥r-´ ta-§¥r-´ §¥r-´
2nd f. ta-§ir-na   ta-§ir-na ta-§ir-na §ir-na 
3rd m. ya-§¥r-´-na ya-§¥r-´ ya-§¥r-´
3rd f. ya-§ir-na   ya-§ir-na ya-§ir-na   

Paradigm of type (3), middle radical usually -w-, n ma to sleep , active:

Perfect

 Sing. Dual Plur.
1st nim-tu  (none) nim-n
2nd m. nim-ta nim-tum- nim-tum
2nd f. nim-ti  (same) nim-tunna
3rd m. n m-a n m- n m-´
3rd f. n m-at n m-at- nim-na

Imperfect

 Indep.  Dep. Apoc.  Imperat. 
Sing.     

1st  -n m-u -n m-a -nam   

2nd m. ta-n m-u ta-n m-a ta-nam  nam 
2nd f. ta-n m-¥-na ta-n m-¥ ta-n m-¥  n m-¥

3rd m.  ya-n m-u ya-n m-a ya-nam   

3rd f. ta-n m-u ta-n m-a ta-nam   

Dual     

2nd  ta-n m- -ni ta-n m- ta-n m-  n m-

3rd m. ya-n m- -ni ya-n m- ya-n m-

3rd f. ta-n m- -ni ta-n m- ta-n m-

Plur.     

1st na-n m-u  na-n m-a  na-nam   

2nd m. ta-n m-´-na ta-n m-´ ta-n m-´  n m-´

2nd f. ta-nam-na ta-nam-na ta-nam-na  nam-na 
3rd m. ya-n m-´-na ya-n m-´ ya-n m-´

3rd f. ya-nam-na ya-nam-na ya-nam-na   
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Third weak radical verbs are of three common kinds (the others are rare and 

in any case follow the same principles): (1) 3rd radical -w with medial vowel u; 

(2) 3rd radical -y with med. vowel a, 3rd. radical -y with med. vowel i (see further 

1.9.1.1 on the medial vowel system).

In the following paradigms the transliteration reproduces the consonantal 

spellings uw (realized as ´) and iy (realized as ¥) in order to emphasize the 

underlying regularities in the stem and allow the third radical to be identified as 

far as possible. 

Third radical -w, to call : perf. stem - , imperf. -a- -
, and see below for the exceptions.  Irregularities in this verb arise from 

conflicts between the 3rd radical and the agent suffixes: in the perf. the 3rd sing. 

masc. and fem., 3rd. dual fem. and the 3rd plur. masc. are irregular, while the 

sequence -aw- in all the other forms represents the normal 3rd radical consonant 

(cf. bala\-), even though a diphthong results. In the imperfect the 

morphophonological compromises have different results: wherever the word-final 

and non-canonical sequence -uwu- would occur it is reduced to -´ (= -uw); the 

2nd sing. fem. sacrifices the 3rd radical altogether, while the 2nd and 3rd plur. 

masc. fuse the 3rd radical with the plur. suffix, hence uw+´na = -´na, thus 

obliterating the gender distinction. By comparing these two masc. plurals with 

their fem., it will be seen that the fem. plurals are actually completely regular, 

namely, stem -/ - + -na (cf. yablu\-na).

The imperf. dep. is completely regular, and the apoc. is produced by eliding 

the final radical, thus indep. ´ (= ) becomes , etc. The fem. sing. 

imperative would have to be ¥ according to 1.5.2.2, but, like most of the 

examples in the tables, none has been seen in the data. The same applies to irm´
(urm´?) in the next paradigm.

The passive stems are, perf.  (= ¥ before a consonant) and imperf. 

-u- -  (conjugates exactly like laqiya/yalq , see below).

Active part. d n , pass. part. . 

Perfect

 Sing. Dual Plur.
1st -tu  (none) -n
2nd m. -ta -tum- -tum
2nd f. -ti  (same) -tunna
3rd m. - - -aw
3rd f. -at -at- -na

Imperfect 

 Indep.  Dep. Apoc.  Imperat. 
Sing.     

1st  - - -a - -u   

2nd m. ta- ta- -a ta- -u  u-
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2nd f. ta- -¥-na ta- -¥ ta- -¥  i- -¥
3rd m.  ya- ya- -a ya- -u 
3rd f. ta- ta- -a ta- -u   

Dual     

2nd  ta- - -ni ta- - ta- -  u- -

3rd m. ya- - -ni ya- - ya- -   

3rd f. ta- - -ni ta- - ta- -

Plur.     

1st na-  na- -a  na- -u 
2nd m. ta- -na ta- ta-  u-

2nd f. ta- -na ta- -na ta- -na u- -na 

3rd m. ya- -na ya- ya-

3rd f. ya- -na ya- -na ya- -na 

An infrequent stem with medial vowel -u- is listed in the classical dictionaries, 

e.g. saruwa to be magnanimous  but has not been seen in the data. The imperf. 

in any case follows  exactly, namely, yasruw , etc.

Third radical -y, type one: ram to throw , perf. stem ramay-, imperf. 

-a-rmiy-, active part. r min , pass. part. marmiyy . This class has a 

different set of compromises from the 3rd radical -w verbs, losing the contrast 

between 2nd fem. sing. and plur.

Perfect

 Sing. Dual Plur.
1st ramay-tu  (none) ramay-n
2nd m. ramay-ta ramay-tum- ramay-tum
2nd f. ramay-ti  (same) ramay-tunna
3rd m. ram- ramay- rama-w
3rd f. ram-at ram-at- ramay-na

Imperfect

 Indep.  Dep. Apoc.  Imperat. 
Sing.     

1st  -rmiy -rmiy-a -rm-i   

2nd m. ta-rmiy ta-rmiy-a ta-rm-i  i-rmi 
2nd f. ta-rm-¥-na ta-rm-¥ ta-rm-¥  i-rm-¥
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3rd m.  ya-rmiy ya-rmiy-a ya-rm-i
3rd f. ta-rmiy  ta-rmiy-a ta-rm-i   

Dual     

2nd  ta-rmiy- -ni ta-rmiy- ta-rmiy-  i-rmiy-

3rd m. ya-rmiy- -ni ya-rmiy- ya-rmiy-

3rd f. ta-rmiy- -ni ta-rmiy- ta-rmiy-   

Plur.     

1st na-rm-iy  na-rmiy-a  na-rm-i
2nd m. ta-rm-´-na ta-rm-´ ta-rm-´  i-rm-´
2nd f. ta-rm- iy -na ta- rm- iy -na ta-rm- iy -na i-rm- iy -na 

3rd m. ya-rm-´-na ya-rm-´  ya-rm-´

3rd f. ya-rmiy-na ya- rmiy-na ya-rmiy-na 

Third radical -y, type two: laqiya to meet , perf. stem laqiy-, imperf. -a-
lq -, active part. l qin\ , pass. part. malqiyy . This class also compromises 

by neutralizing the number distinction in 2nd and 3rd fem. plur. The passive 

stems are perf. luqiy- (conjugates like laqiy-) and imperf. yu-lq  (conjugates like 

ram ). 

Perfect

 Sing. Dual Plur.
1st laqiy-tu  (none) laqiy-n
2nd m. laqiy-ta laqiy-tum- laqiy-tum
2nd f. laqiy-ti  (same) laqiy-tunna
3rd m. laqiy-a laqiy- laq-´
3rd f. laqiy-at laqiy-at- laqiy-na

Imperfect

 Indep.  Dep. Apoc.  Imperat. 
Sing.     

1st -lq- -lq- -lq 
2nd m. ta-lq- ta-lq- ta-lq-a  i-lqa 
2nd f. ta-lqay-na ta-lqa-y ta-lqa-y  i-lqay 
3rd m.  ya-lq- ya-lq- ya-lq-a   

3rd f. ta-lq- ta-lq- ta-lq-a   

Dual     

2nd  ta-lqay- -ni ta-lqay- ta-lqay-  i-lqay-
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3rd m. ya-lqay- -ni ya-lqay- ya-lqay-

3rd f. ta-lqay- -ni ta-lqay- ta-lqay-   

Plur.     

1st na-lq-  na-lq-  na-lq-a 
2nd m. ta-lqaw-na ta-lqaw ta-lqaw  i-lqaw 
2nd f. ta-lqay-na ta- lqay-na ta-lqay-na  i-lqay-na 
3rd m. ya-lqaw-na ya-lqaw ya-lqaw   

3rd f. ya-lqay-na ya- lqay-na ya-lqay-na   

First radical w-, waq to be next , to be in control over , perf. stem 

waqay- , imperf. -a-qiy- . These verbs combine the behaviour of 1st radical

w- verbs (see above) and 3rd radical -y of both kinds, with the result that in 

several parts of the paradigm only the middle radical is left embedded in the 

affixes (the imperative stem is thus reduced to a single consonant, but in any case 

is exceedingly rare). The passive stems are perf. wuqiy-  and imperf. -´-q -
, active part. w qin , pass. part. mawqiyy . 

Note that the final element in the imperf. behaves exactly as in -a-rm¥
from ram , see above.

Perfect

 Sing. Dual Plur.
1st waqay-tu  (none) waqay-n
2nd m. waqay-ta waqay-tum- waqay-tum
2nd f. waqay-ti  (same) waqay-tunna
3rd m. waq- waqay- waq-aw
3rd f. waq-at waq-at- waqay-na

Imperfect (imperative not seen in data, listed for information only) 

 Indep.  Dep. Apoc. [Imperat.]
Sing.     

1st  -qiy -qiy-a -qi   

2nd m. ta-qiy ta-qiy-a taqi [qi  ]

2nd f. ta-q-¥-na ta-q-¥ ta-q-¥   

3rd m.  ya-qiy ya-qiy-a ya-qi   

3rd f. ta-qiy ta-qiy-a ta-qi   

Dual     

2nd  ta-qiy- -ni ta-qiy- ta-qiy- [qiy-  ]

3rd m. ya-qiy- -ni ya-qiy- ya-qiy-   

3rd f. ta-qiy- -ni ta-qiy- ta-qiy-
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Plur.     

1st na-qiy  na-qiy-a  na-qi   

2nd m. ta-q-´-na ta-q-´ ta-q-´  [q´  ]

2nd f. ta-qiy-na ta-qiy-na ta-qiy-na   [qiy-na ] 

3rd m. ya-q´-na ya-q-´ ya-q-´   

3rd f. ya-qiy-na ya-qiy-na ya-qiy-na   

All weak 3rd radical verbs fit into one of the paradigms above, as do all the 

derived stems below, the medial vowel being the determinant: when it is -a- the 

verb follows ram-  in the perf. or yalq-  in the imperf., and when it is 

-i-, it follows laqiy-a  in the perf. and yarm-¥  in the imperf. regardless of 

voice or stem number. The doubly weak waliya to be next  is unusual in 

being the only weak 3rd radical verb with the same vowel in both perf., stem 

waliy-  and imperf., stem a-liy- ., though there are several verbs which, for 

phonological reasons, retain -a- as their stem vowel in both perf. and imperf., e.g. 

waè , yaè to put , where the guttural 3rd radical luences the 

stem vowel. 

1.9.3 Anomalous verbs

There are only four verbs which could be described as anomalous, i.e. which are 

not fully accounted for by the morphophonological rules.

laysa not to be  (see 4.2.8), which is anomalous (1) in that it has no 

imperf. forms; and (2) in that it has a diphthong for its long stem vowel (contrast 

hollow verbs above).

 Sing. Dual Plur.
1st las-tu   las-n   

2nd m. las-ta las-tum las-tum
2nd f. las-ti  (same) las-tunna
3rd m. lays-a lays- lays-´
3rd f.  lays-at lays-at- las-na

ra to see

completely in the imperf. forms (the final weak radical behaves normally, exactly 

like yabq  above). 

 Sing. Dual Plur.
1st -r   na-r
2nd m. ta-r ta-ray- -ni ta-raw-na
2nd f. ta-ray-na  (same) ta-ray-na
3rd m. ya-r ya-ray- -ni ya-raw-na
3rd f. ta-r ta-ray- n-i    ya-ray-na
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Active part. r , pass. part. . Note also that this verb retains 

the same stem vowel, -a-, in both perf., and imperf., as do many verbs with a 

gutteral radical in any position (here hamza, cf. , to decline ,

refuse ).

The middle radical is also elided in stem IV, yur¥ , etc. and the 

passives of I and IV, yur  etc. The imperative is rare, and only the stem I 

masc. sing. form ra  is likely to be seen, if at all.

how good!  and bi sa how bad!  (see 3.27.2 for their syntax) 

are only anomalous in that their stem vowels have been transposed and a syllable 

elided, *  >  > -]ma (the historical reconstruction 

is purely speculative, however). These verbs are found only in the 3rd singular, 

masc. and fem. ( , ).

Some other fossilized verbs such as perhaps , maybe  (see 3.15.4

for syntax), Æal except , ú Á except , except  (see 9.5.3)

have become invariable words.

11.10 DERIVED STEMS 

See 1.9 for the general principles.

1.10.1

Here will be given examples of all patterns in common use, in all stems, by class.

Only the basic parts will be listed, from which the rest can be derived by 

substitution. The forms given are 3rd masc. sing. active and passive perf. and 

imperf. with their participles and the verbal noun, following the same order of 

root types as above.

For verbal nouns of stem I see 1.11.1. 

1.10.2 Stem II 

Sound verb: qarraba to bring near , verbal noun taqr¥b

Active Passive
Perf. qarrab-a qurrib-a
Imperf. yu-qarrib-u yu-qarrab-u
Participles mu-qarrib-un mu-qarrab-un

Doubled verb: úaddada , to  noun taúd¥d

Active Passive
Perf. úaddad-a úuddid-a
Imperf. yu-úaddid-u yu-úaddad-u
Participles mu-úaddid-un mu-úaddad-un
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First radical w-: wajjaha , to  , verbal noun tawj¥h

Active Passive
Perf. wajjah-a wujjih-a
Imperf. yu-wajjih-u yu-wajjah-u
Participles mu-wajjih-un mu-wajjah-un 

Hollow -w-: qawwama , to taqw¥m   

Active Passive
Perf. qawwam-a quwwim-a
Imperf. yu-qawwim-u yu-qawwam-u
Participles mu-qawwim-un mu-qawwam-un 

Hollow -y-: \ayyara rans.), verbal noun ta\y¥r   

Active Passive
Perf. \ayyar-a \uyyir-a
Imperf. yu-\ayyir-u yu-\ayyar-u
Participles mu-\ayyir-un mu-\ayyar-un 

Weak 3rd radical: Æall , to taÆliya   

Active Passive
Perf. Æall- Æulliy-a
Imperf. yu-Æall-¥ yu-Æall-
Participles mu-Æalli-n mu-Æalla-n 

Weak 1st and 3rd radical: wall tawliya   

Active Passive
Perf. wall- wulliy-a
Imperf. yu-wall-¥ yu-wall-
Participles mu-walli-n mu-walla-n 

General comments: stem II verbal noun patterns are mostly predictable: sound 

verbs and most others will use the pattern ¥l , all weak 3rd radical and 3rd 

radical hamza verbs use the pattern , e.g. fragmentation

from  (which is also found with a relatively small number of sound 

verbs, e.g. tajriba experimenting ), and there is a third rather uncommon 

pattern l , e.g. takr r repetition  from karrara . Occasionally a 

verb may use more than one verbal noun pattern, e.g. tafr¥q  and tafriqa 
, from farraqa to separate , to divide , with no apparent difference in 

meaning.
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11.10.3 Stem III 

Sound verb: k taba to write to someone , verbal noun muk taba

Active Passive
Perf. k tab-a k´tib-a
Imperf. yu-k tib-u yu-k tab-u
Participles mu-k tib-un mu-k tab-un

Doubled verb: dda to be contrary to , verbal noun mu dda   

Active Passive
Perf. dd-a è´dd-a
Imperf. yu- dd-u yu- dd-u
Participles mu- dd-un mu- dd-un

First radical w-: w faqa to agree with , verbal noun muw faqa

Active Passive
Perf. w faq-a w´fiq-a
Imperf. yu-w fiq-u yu-w faq-u
Participles mu-w fiq-un mu-w faq-un

Hollow -w-: ú wala to attempt , to try , verbal noun muú wala

Active Passive
Perf. ú wal-a ú´wil-a
Imperf. yu-ú wil-u yu-ú wal-u
Participles mu-ú wil-un mu-ú wal-un

Hollow -y-: s yara to travel with , verbal noun mus yara

Active Passive
Perf. s yar-a s´yir-a
Imperf. yu-s yir-u yu-s yar-u
Participles mu-s yir-un mu-s yar-un

Weak 3rd radical: b r to contest , to compete , verbal noun mub r h
  

Active Passive
Perf. b r- b´ray-a
Imperf. yu-b r-¥ yu-b r-
Participles mu-b ri-n mu-b ra-n
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General comments: stem III verbs only have two verbal noun patterns, though 

the principle of selection is not clear and is best left as a lexical item: some verbs 

use both forms, e.g. jih d , muj hada , from j hada to struggle 

against , often with a difference in meaning, as here, where Jihad  is a specific 

cultural and legally defined term, with muj hada denoting the general process of 

struggling. Similarly Æil f being opposed , disputing  v. muÆ lafa
being against , disobeying , from Æ lafa to be different , to be opposed ;

wi§ l joining , having relations  v. muw §ala continuing ,

persisting  from w §ala  and so on.

Note that 1st radical w- verbs will produce an unusual configuration in the 

perf. passive, namely, the opening syllable w´-, e.g. w´§ila . The same 

happens in stem VI, tuw´§ila . 

General comments: the remaining stems have only one verbal noun pattern, 

with the usual variations arising from the phonology of the stem, of which the 

most striking is that hollow verbs produce fem. verbal nouns, but note also the 

change from the non-canonical *  to ¥  [= iy] in the first radical w- verbs. 

11.10.4 Stem IV 

Sound verb: §laúa to reform , to repair , verbal noun §l ú

Active Passive
Perf. -§laú-a -§liú-a
Imperf. yu-§liú-u yu-§laú-u
Participles mu-§liú-un mu-§laú-un

Doubled verb: §arra to persist , verbal noun §r r

Active Passive
Perf. -§arr-a -§irr-a
Imperf. yu-§irr-u yu-§arr-u
Participles mu-§irr-un mu-§arr-un

First radical w-: to bring into being , verbal noun ¥j d

Active Passive
Perf. -wjad-a -wjid-a
Imperf. yu-wjid-u yu-wjad-u
Participles mu-wjid-un mu-wjad-un
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Hollow -w-: ba to answer , verbal noun ba 

Active Passive
Perf. -j b-a -j¥b-a
Imperf. yu-j¥b-u yu-j b-u
Participles mu-j¥b-un mu-j b-un

Hollow -y-: da to inform , to benefit , verbal noun da   

Active Passive
Perf. -f d-a -f¥d-a
Imperf. yu-f¥d-u yu-f d-u
Participles mu-f¥d-un mu-f d-un

Weak 3rd radical: to throw , to deliver , verbal noun 

Active Passive
Perf. -lq- -lq-
Imperf. yu-lq-¥ yu-lq-
Participles mu-lqi-n mu-lqa-n

Doubly weak: to fill , verbal noun ¥f

Active Passive
Perf. -wf- -wfiy-a
Imperf. yu-wf-¥ yu-wf-
Participles mu-wfi-n mu-wfa-n

1.10.5  Stem V 

Sound verb: taqarraba to be brought near , verbal noun taqarrub   

Active Passive
Perf. ta-qarrab-a tu-qurrib-a
Imperf. ya-ta-qarrab -u yu-ta-qarrab-u
Participles mu-ta-qarrib-un mu-ta-qarrab-un

Doubled verb: taraddada to hesitate , verbal noun taraddud   

Active Passive
Perf. ta-raddad-a tu-ruddid-a
Imperf. ya-ta-raddad-u yu-ta-raddad-u
Participles mu-ta-raddid-un mu-ta-raddad-un
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First radical w-: tawakkala to rely on , verbal noun tawakkul   

Active Passive
Perf. ta-wakkal-a tu-wukkil-a
Imperf. ya-ta-wakkal-u yu-ta-wakkal-u
Participles mu-ta-wakkil-un mu-ta-wakkal-un

Hollow -w-: ta§awwafa to be a mystic , verbal noun ta§awwuf   

Active Passive
Perf. ta-§awwaf-a tu-§uwwif-a
Imperf. ya-ta-§awwaf-u yu-ta-§awwaf-u
Participles mu-ta-§awwif-un mu-ta-§awwaf-un

Hollow -y-: ta\ayyara to be changed , verbal noun ta\ayyur   

Active Passive
Perf. ta-\ayyar-a tu-\uyyir-a
Imperf. ya-ta-\ayyar-u yu-ta-\ayyar-u
Participles mu-ta-\ayyir-un mu-ta-\ayyar-un 

Weak 3rd radical: talaqq to meet , verbal noun talaqqin   

Active Passive
Perf. ta-laqq- tu-luqqiy-a
Imperf. ya-ta-laqq- yu-ta-laqq-
Participles mu-ta-laqqi-n mu-ta-laqqa-n

Doubly weak: tawall to take charge of , verbal noun tawallin   

Active Passive
Perf. ta-wall- tu-wulliy-a
Imperf. ya-ta-wall- yu-ta-wall-
Participles mu-ta-walli-n mu-ta-walla-n

1.10.6 Stem VI 

Sound verb: tak taba to write to one another , verbal noun tak tub   

Active Passive
Perf. ta-k tab-a tu-k´tib-a
Imperf. ya-ta-k tab-u yu-ta-k tab-u
Participles mu-ta-k tib-un mu-ta-k tab-un
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Doubled verb: ta dda to be mutually opposed , verbal noun ta dd   

Active Passive
Perf. ta- dd-a tu-è´dd-a
Imperf. ya-ta- dd-u yu-ta- dd-u
Participles mu-ta- dd-un mu-ta- dd-un

First radical w-: taw faqa to agree mutually , verbal noun taw fuq   

Active Passive
Perf. ta-w faq-a tu-w´fiq-a
Imperf. ya-ta-w faq-u yu-ta-w faq-u
Participles mu-ta-w fiq-un mu-ta-w faq-un

Hollow -w-: wana to cooperate , verbal noun wun   

Active Passive
Perf. ta- wan-a tu- ´win-a
Imperf. ya-ta- wan-u yu-ta- wan-u
Participles mu-ta- win-un mu-ta- wan-un

Hollow -y-: taz yada to exceed each other , verbal noun taz yud  

  

Active Passive
Perf. ta-z yad-a tu-z´yid-a
Imperf. ya-ta-z yad-u yu-ta-z yad-u
Participles mu-ta-z yid-un mu-ta-z yad-un

Weak 3rd radical: tar to be mutually satisfied , verbal noun tar in
  

Active Passive
Perf. ta-r - tu-r´èiy-a
Imperf. ya- ta-r - yu-ta-r -
Participles mu-ta-r i-n mu-ta-r a-n

Doubly weak: taw l to follow consecutively , verbal noun taw lin   

Active Passive
Perf. ta-w l- tu-w´liy-a
Imperf. ya- ta-w l- yu-ta-w l-
Participles mu-ta-w li-n mu-ta-w la-n
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11.10.7 Stem VII 

Sound verb: infataúa to come open , verbal noun infit ú   

Active Passive
Perf. in-fataú-a (no passive verbs) 

Imperf. ya-n-fatiú-u   

Participles mu-n-fatiú-un mu-n-fataú-un

Doubled verb: inèamma to become combined , verbal noun inèim m   

Active Passive
Perf. in-èamm-a  (no passive verbs) 

Imperf. ya-n-èamm-u   

Participles mu-n-èamm-un mu-n-èamm-un

Hollow -w-: inq da to be led , verbal noun inqay d   

Active Passive
Perf. in-q d-a  (no passive verbs) 

Imperf. ya-n-q d-u   

Participles mu-n-q d-un mu-n-q d-un

Hollow -y-: ins ba to flow away , verbal noun insay b   

Active Passive
Perf. in-s b-a  (no passive verbs) 

Imperf. ya-n-s b-u   

Participles mu-n-s b-un mu-n-s b-un

Weak 3rd radical: insal to be consoled , verbal noun insil   

Active Passive
Perf. in-sal-  (no passive verbs) 

Imperf. ya-n-sal¥   

Participles mu-n-sali-n mu-n-sala-n

General comments: there are no 1st radical w- or y- verbs in this stem. 

Although there are no passive verbs in this stem the pass. part. is still seen as 

a noun of place (see 1.11.2).
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11.10.8  Stem VIII 

Sound verb: iÆtalafa o differ , verbal noun iÆtil f

Active Passive
Perf. i-Ætalaf-a   u-Ætulif-a
Imperf. ya-Ætalif-u yu-Ætalaf-u
Participles mu-Ætalif-un mu-Ætalaf-un

Doubled verb: iútakka to rub , verbal noun iútik k   

Active Passive
Perf. i-útakk-a   u-útukk-a
Imperf. ya-útakk-u yu-útakk-u
Participles mu-útakk-un mu-útakk-un

First radical w-: ittaúada to unite , verbal noun ittiú d

Active Passive
Perf. i-ttaúad-a   u-ttuúid-a
Imperf. ya-ttaúid-u yu-ttaúad-u
Participles mu-ttaúid-un mu-ttaúad-un

Hollow -w-: iút ja to need , verbal noun iútiy j

Active Passive
Perf. i-út j-a   u-út¥j-a
Imperf. ya-út j-u yu-út j-u
Participles mu-út j-un mu-út j-un

Hollow -y-: imt za to be distinguished , verbal noun imtiy z

Active Passive
Perf. i-mt z-a   u-mt¥z-a
Imperf. ya-mt z-u yu-mt z-u
Participles mu-mt z-un mu-mt z-un

Weak 3rd radical: iÆtaf to be hidden , verbal noun iÆtif

Active Passive
Perf. i-Ætaf-   u-Ætufiy-a
Imperf. ya-Ætaf-¥ yu-Ætaf-
Participles mu-Ætafi-n mu-Ætafa-n
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Doubly weak: none. 

General comments: for problems with assimilation of first radical, see 1.9.1.2. 

11.10.9 Stem IX 

Sound verb: úmarra to redden , to go red , verbal noun iúmir r   

Active Passive
Perf. i-úmarr-a  (no passive)

Imperf. ya-úmarr-u   

Participles mu-úmarr-un   

Hollow -w-: iswadda to blacken , to go black , verbal noun iswid d   

Active Passive
Perf. i-swadd-a  (no passive) 

Imperf. ya-swadd-u   

Participles mu-swadd-un   

Hollow -y-: ibyaèèa to whiten , to go white , verbal noun ibyi   

Active Passive
Perf. i-byaèè-a  (no passive) 

Imperf. ya-byaèè-u   

Participles mu-byaèè-un   

Like the doubled verbs these have long and short stems, perf. iúmarr- and 

imperf. -úmarr- before vowels, perf. iúmarar- and imperf. -úmarir- before 

consonants. They also follow the doubled verbs in their apocopated form (see 

1.9.2). Other stem IX roots are rare, probably only 3rd radical -y occurring, but 

not seen outside dictionaries.

1.10.10 Stem X 

Sound verb: istaúsana to approve , verbal noun istiús n

Active Passive
Perf. i-sta-úsan-a u-stu-úsin-a
Imperf. ya-sta-úsin-u yu-sta-úsan-u
Participles mu-sta-úsin-un mu-sta-úsan-un
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Doubled verb: istaúaqqa to deserve , verbal noun istiúq q

Active Passive
Perf. i-sta-úaqq-a u-stu-úiqq-a
Imperf. ya-sta-úiqq-u yu-sta-úaqq-u
Participles mu-sta-úiqq-un mu-sta-úaqq-un

First radical w-: istaw ana to settle , verbal noun ist¥ n

Active Passive
Perf. i-sta-w an-a u-stu-w in-a
Imperf. ya-sta-w in-u yu-sta-w an-u
Participles mu-sta-w in-un mu-sta-w an-un

Hollow -w-: istaÁara to seek advice , verbal noun istiÁara

Active Passive
Perf. i-sta-Á r-a u-stu-Á¥r-a
Imperf. ya-sta-Á¥r-u yu-sta-Á r-u
Participles mu-sta-Á¥r-un mu-sta-Á r-un

Hollow -y-: istaf da to derive benefit , verbal noun istif da

Active Passive
Perf. i-sta-f d-a u-stu-f¥d-a
Imperf. ya-sta-f¥d-u yu-sta-f d-u
Participles mu-sta-f¥d-un mu-sta-f d-un

Weak 3rd radical: istaq§ to investigate , verbal noun istiq§

Active Passive
Perf. i-sta-q§- u-stu-q§iy-a
Imperf. ya-sta-q§-¥ yu-sta-q§-
Participles mu-sta-q§i-n mu-sta-q§a-n

Doubly weak: istawl , to take control , verbal noun ist¥l ; this 

class of verbs has exactly the same conjugation as ram  in both perf. and 

imperf. (see 1.9.2). 

Active Passive
Perf. i-sta-wl- u-stu-wliy-a
Imperf. ya-sta-wl-¥ yu-sta-wl-
Participles mu-sta-wli-n mu-sta-wla-n
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11.10.11 Higher triliteral stems

Higher triliteral stems are rare, only XII being seen at all. 

XII: iúdawdaba be hunch-backed , verbal noun iúd¥d b

Active Passive
Perf. i-údawdab-a  (no passive) 

Imperf. ya-údawdib-u   

Participle mu-údawdib-un   

1.10.12 Quadriliterals 

These seldom have defective or weak radicals, except in second position, e.g. QII 

taJaWHaRa to become substance , where, however, no morphological 

irregularites arise. 

QI (same structure as triliteral stem II): jamhara to flock together (trans.) ,

verbal noun jamhara

Active Passive
Perf. jamhar-a jumhir-a 
Imperf. yu-jamhir-u yu-jamhar-u 
Participles mu-jamhir-un mu-jamhar-un

QII (same structure as triliteral V): tajamhara to be massed together ,

verbal noun tajamhur

Active Passive
Perf. ta-jamhar-a tu-jumhir-a
Imperf. ya-ta-jamhar-u yu-ta-jamhar-u
Participles mu-ta-jamhir-un mu-ta-jamharun 

QIII is rare, and no examples were found in the data: see 1.9.1.7. 

QIV is commonly seen: ièmaúalla to fade away  verbal noun ièmiúl l

Active Passive
Perf. i-èmaúall-a None

Imperf. ya-èmaúill-u   

Participle mu-èmaúill-un   
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Like the doubled verbs (1.9.2), this class has a long and short stem according 

to context, namely, perf. ièmaúall-  and imperf. -èmaúill-  before 

vowels, and perf. ièmaúlal-  and imperf. -èmaúlil-  before 

consonants. They also follow the doubled verbs in their apocopated form, i.e. it is 

identical with the dep., e.g. lam yaèmaúilla it did not fade away  (see 

1.9.2).

From the original QIV stem i to be at peace  two simplified 

stems have evolved, a causative QI to pacify  (variant 

) and a pure triliteral stem II ammana  in the same sense.

11.11 NOUN PATTERNS, DEVERBATIVES 

In addition to the basic noun patterns set out in 1.8.1 etc., all stems have a number 

of regularly derived nouns. Since inflection is not the issue here, pausal forms are 

given.

1.11.1

Three of them, namely, (1) the verbal noun (ma§dar , lit. source  of the 

verb); (2) the agent noun (f , lit. doer ); (3) the patient noun ( ´l
, lit. thing done ) are found with all verbs, the others (see 1.11.2) are 

restricted largely by semantic considerations.

For stem I the verbal noun pattern is not predictable:

èarb     from èaraba 
wu§´l   from wa§ala 
kit ba    from kataba  
qawl from q la  

§ayd     hunting from § da  

Áif      cure from Áaf   

jaray n     running from jar
muè¥     passing from ma

Moreover, some verbs have more than one verbal noun pattern, e.g. liq ,

luqy n , luqy , luqya , luqan , all from laqiya to meet

(admittedly a somewhat extreme case).

But the other stems become progressively more predictable as the number 

rises: stem II has four patterns, stem III has two and verbs from stem IV upwards 

have only one. Any variations arise for purely phonological reasons. All verbal 

nouns for the derived stems are included in the paradigms above.

Agent and patient nouns are completely predictable for all stems, and are also 

included in the paradigms above.
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11.11.2 Other deverbals

The other deverbals are not found with every root. 

The noun of place (ism mak n ) in stem I has the pattern  or 

with or without fem. affix:  

madrasa    school , lit. place of study ,

from darasa to study

maktab   office , lit. place of writing ,

from  kataba    to write

maktaba   library ,  a differentiation of the above 

ma baÆ    kitchen , lit. place of cooking ,

from abaÆa    to cook

manzila    status , lit. place of stopping ,

from nazala    to dismount , dwell

    seat , lit. place of sitting ,

from     to sit

The higher stems all use the passive participle: 

mustaÁf hospital , lit. place of seeking cure  from stem X istaÁf
to seek a cure

muntah end point  from stem VIII intah to reach an end

multaq meeting place , from stem VIII iltaq to meet

munta§af mid-point , from stem VIII inta§afa to be halved   

mun alaq point of departure  from in alaqa to depart , stem VII, 

which has no passive verbs but may still use the passive participle in this 

sense 

The noun of instrument la  has only the pattern , with fem. 

variant  and a long form l  (the selection seems to be 

arbitrary): 

mi§ lift , elevator  from § to rise , ascend

mift h key  from fataúa to open

mi baÆ oven , from abaÆa to cook  (cf. kitchen  above)

mibrad file  from barada to file

Note that the pattern la  (see 1.8.1.1) is also used for instruments and 

tools, e.g. ¨all ja refrigerator  from ¨alj ice , \ass la washing 

machine , from \asala to wash . 

Two other CA patterns are still in use:

The noun of instance (ism marra noun of time ) has the pattern 

 (plur. t ) and indicates the countable occurrences of an action.

It does not occur itself with any great frequency, but can be seen in 
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jalsat ni, ¨al ¨u jals tin two sessions, three 

sessions were held Æil jals tin in seven 

sessions , contrasting with the regular verbal noun jul´s sitting down 

[generic type of action] . 

The noun of manner (ism al- noun of type ) as its name 

suggests, denotes the manner of an action, and has the pattern . 

Again it is relatively infrequent, e.g. jilsa way of sitting , m¥ta
way of dying , manner of death , and may by now have become a purely 

lexical rather than productive item.

11.12 MORPHOSYNTACTIC CATEGORIES: NUMBER, 
GENDER, DEFINITENESS, CASE, AGREEMENT

1.12.1 Number

There are three numbers for nouns, pronouns and verbs, singular, dual and plural. 

In nouns and adjectives the singular is the unmarked form, the other two being 

marked either by suffixes (dual and sound plural ) or by a change in pattern 

( broken plural ).

1.12.1.1 The dual suffixes (1.5.3) are attached to both masc. and fem. 

(morpheme boundaries are shown by hyphenation): 

rajul- -ni úasan- -ni    two good men

-at- -ni maÁh´r-at- -ni     

two famous women writers

There are signs that the dual is being abandoned in favour of a default plur.: 

m# 19 wa- ¥l 20 19
yawmay

Contrast a signature with the form: mur qib-  l-úis b ti the

two inspectors of accounts with the naming of two assistant producers as

mus -´ l-muÆriji assistants [plur.] to the producer , followed by 

the two names of the assistants. 

Contrast also the default (but strictly speaking irregular) plur. in rakkazat 
´nah  l-wasn nata f¥ wajhih  l-mudawwari

she fixed her sleepy eyes [plur.] on her round face with the regular CA 

dual a few lines later in the same text: tanaddat h  bi-l-dum´
her [two] eyes moistened with tears . 

Loan words are accommodated into the system as far as possible; if a dual 

ending cannot be directly suffixed an -h- is interposed (see below, sound fem. 

plur., from which this feature has been transferred to the dual): li-sin ray´-h-ay-
ni Æarayni for two other scripts
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11.12.1.2 The plur. is  ( lim sound plural ), so 

called because it is marked by suffixation (1.5.3: note that there are masc. and 

fem. suffixes):

murasil-´-na mu\ dir-´-na    departing correspondents

Æayy - t-un m hir- t-un   skilful seamstresses

Words ending in long vowels (mostly loan words, though the phenomenon is

observable in CA) interpose an -h-: 

ist´diy´-h- t-un   studios  (see further in 12.10.1) 

or the plural can be broken  ( broken plural ), so called 

because it involves a change from the sing. pattern (see 1.4.2):

bil d-un    countries  (pattern fi l ), sing. balad-un   a country

kutub-un    books , sing. kit b-un  (pattern also l ) a book

The example also shows that it is the change in pattern which marks the plural: 

the pattern itself is not distinctive and may be found, as above, in both sing. and 

plur. nouns.

CA had some forty patterns, all of which survive in MWA. The commonest 

are (in addition to the two illustrated immediately above): 

´l-un   e.g. bayt-un/buy´t-un    house(s)

l-un   e.g. ifl- f l-un    infant(s)

-u    e.g. waz¥r-un/wuzar -u    minister(s)

-u    e.g. §ad¥q- §diq -u   friend(s)

Some patterns are not fully inflected (see 1.4.3).

The principles of selection of a given pattern cannot be reduced to a set of 

rules, and it is best to treat the plur. as a lexical feature. The exception is certain 

of the longer patterns, i.e. either affixed or quadriliterals, which are predictable, 

e.g.: 

maktab-un   office

plur.  mak tib-u   offices   (prefix ma- +k-t-b) 

funduq-un   hotel ,   

plur.  fan diq-u    hotels   (quadriliteral, f-n-d-q) 

jumh´r-un    mass , crowd ,   

plur.  jam h¥r-u    masses   (quadrilit. j-m-h-r + infix ´) 

The system is still productive and loan words are fitted into it wherever possible:

fab rik-u   factories   from  fabr¥k-atun   

Arabic has a similar range of collective and mass nouns to those of Western

languages, and their default form is singular masc., though in agreement they may 

be treated as sing. or plur. (cf. 2.1.1.2, 3.1.1; 3.8):
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qawm-un   people , m -un    water ,  baqar-un   cattle

Their plurals mean different kinds of , e.g. m-un peoples . 

Countables have a triple contrast between an unmarked generic, a sing. (marked 

fem.) and a plur., cf.: 

samak-un    fish [in general]

samak-at-un   one/a fish

k-un    [some] fish[es]

Note the unique suppletive plur. nis -un women , sing. -at-un
woman . 

11.12.1.3 Pronouns

Number is a feature of pronouns, see tables in 1.7.1. Note that there is no 1st 

person dual in Arabic.

1.12.1.4 Verbs

Verbs incorporate their agents as pronouns, which carry number and gender 

features (see tables in 1.5.2.2; 1.5). These properties are an important element of 

agreement rules at sentence level: briefly, verbs which precede their overt agents 

are marked for gender but not for number, while those which follow their overt 

agents must agree in both number and gender. See 3.8 for details.

1.12.2 Gender

There are two genders, masc. and fem., both of which are agreement features in 

nouns/adjectives, pronouns and verbs.

1.12.2.1 Nouns and adjectives

Gender is either marked or unmarked, and for agreement purposes the formal and 

grammatical gender may differ (see 2.1.1, 3.1.1).

Masc. is normally unmarked and fem. is marked with the suffix -at-
(followed by case inflections) and its allomorphs (see 1.5.2.1), e.g. lib-un
male student , lib-at-un female student , lib- t-un female

students . 

However, one class of fem. nouns is regularly used for males, namely, the 

emphatic pattern (see 1.8.1.1) la  (pausal form henceforth used in 

transliteration, see 1.5.2), as in ma a very learned man , raúúala
a great traveller . The fem. noun Æal¥fa caliph  is an old abstract which 

now denotes males, and there are several fem. proper names for men, e.g. alúa
. The plur. pattern  (cf. 1.8.1) is used both for common nouns,

e.g. as tiÄa professors , and for ethnic and other groups, e.g. riqa
Africans , and grammatically these also remain masc.
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Unmarked fem.: a number of common words, among them Æamr wine ,

Áams sun , d r house , úarb war , n r fire , s´q
market ; a few have both genders, e.g. ú l state , situation , ar¥q
way , but these are best left as a lexical feature.

Also in this group is a small number of adjs referring only to female 

properties, e.g. ú mil pregnant  (but note fem. ú mila carrying

when used in the literal sense), qir barren , murè nursing  (also 

found in fem. murè ).

Names of towns and countries are almost all fem., regardless of spelling, 

probably taking their gender from the fem. words mad¥na town  or dawla
state , thus in the context of Kuwait its inhabitants  is sukk nuh

with fem. suffix h . 

The CA rule that parts of the body which occur in pairs are fem. is largely 

retained. However, nose  is now feminine, probably by attraction to the 

set of paired body parts: 

al- ¥ tak du tul misu l-Äaqana
  

[her] nose, which almost touched [fem.] her chin

The sound fem. plur. is regularly used for abstract notions (a CA usage), e.g. 

iqti§ diyy t economics , lit. economical [things] , cf. 12.4.1. 

There seems to be a tendency for words like mustaÁf hospital  to 

become fem., presumably by association with the fem. -  suffix found on other 

words.

Loan words in -  are treated as feminine, as the fem. adjs in the following 

examples show: dr m ramziyyatun a symbolic/ist drama , úda¨u
teknolojiyy mut úatin the most modern technology 

possible , b n´r m naqdiyyatun a critical panorama , likewise 

the pron. here: al-s¥nam  lah the cinema for it  (i.e. the cinema 

has ... ).

Note the rule that non-human plurals are grammatically fem. sing., see 2.1.1. 

11.12.2.2 Pronouns

Gender is a feature of pronouns, see tables in 1.7.1. It is particularly relevant in 

anaphora to non-human plurals, which are grammatically fem. sing. (cf. 2.1.1). 

The feminine may be used as a default gender for vague notions, e.g. l
´luh  muj malatan I am not saying it [fem.] out of flattery ,

though such cases can always be explained as implying a fem. such as kalim t
words , similarly in rubbam  najidu jaw bah perhaps 

we shall find the answer to that [fem.] , namely, those questions.
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11.12.2.3 Verbs

Gender in verbs is coded in the agent affixes (see 1.5.2.2; 1.5.3). Note that there 

are no gender distinctions in the 1st person, nor in the 2nd person dual. Gender is 

an important agreement feature in verbal sentences (see 3.8). 

1.12.3 Definiteness 

Definiteness ( C2:5) is a property of nouns (and hence adjectives, see 2.1.1) and 

is either formal (marked) or semantic (unmarked). Indefiniteness is now the 

unmarked state, since the original marker (tanw¥n, see 1.5.1) is not realized in 

pausal reading or spelling.

Definiteness (or the equivalent) is a required feature of topics (see 3.1).

1.12.3.1 Formal definiteness is effected in three ways:

1 Prefixing of the definite article al- ( C2:10, and see 1.5.1), contrast kit b-u-n
a book  with al-kit b-u the book ; note that al- and tanw¥n are in 

complementary distribution. 

The definite article confers two types of definiteness: 

(a) as illustrated above, it particularizes an entity known to both speaker and 

listener

(b) it denotes a generic meaning ( C2:13), e.g. m -a l-nuú si  
l-maúf´ri a table of engraved brass  (note that the 

adj. is also def., see 2.1.1), which could as well be rendered an engraved 

brass table , contrasting with other possible materials.

Indef. phrases also occur in a similar sense, e.g. rièu \al¥½atun min ÆaÁabin
rough joists of wood , but here the intention is not generic 

but rather made of some kind of wood  with no particular contrast with any other 

possible material.

Generic articles occur idiomatically in a number of contexts:

(a) Time expressions (see 2.14.6), e.g. ni§fu l-s half an hour

(b) Parts of the body, e.g. ariba l-qalbu the heart rejoiced

(c) With quantity adjs. in an idiomatic partitive construction: al-ka¨¥ru min-a
´m ti a great deal of information , al- ¥du min-a 

l- z ti numerous accomplishments  (see 2.6.12 and 

2.1.5.1).

2 Annexation to an already def. noun of any category, e.g. kit bu l- libi
 book , kit bu-hu his book ; note again that tanw¥n is

in complementary distribution with the second element of annexation. 

Note that not all annexation units are def., see kull all  (2.9.1) and the 

superlative adj. (2.11 and 5.1.1).
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Annexation units may therefore have either particular or generic sense

according to the type of def. art.: k´bu l-Á yi  can mean a [generic]

cup of tea , the cup of [particular] tea  or a [generic] teacup  or the 

[particular] teacup , cf. finj nu l-qahwati llaÄi Átahara f¥hi l- qu
the [generic] cup of the coffee for which Iraq is famous ,

luqmatu l- ¥ a/the [generic] morsel of bread  (see further 2.3.2). 

3 A formally indef. noun becomes def. enough to function as a topic (see 3.1) if 

it is further qualified, usually adjectivally or by a rel. clause, e.g. kutubun 
ka¨¥ratun many books . The status of such noun phrases is termed 

specification  (taÆÁ¥Á) rather than definiteness  in the Arab grammatical 

tradition.

11.12.3.2 Semantic definiteness is a property of three categories of words:

1 Pronouns, demonstratives, relatives, e.g. huwa libun he is a 

student , h Ä § this is difficult , m ta llaÄ¥ s
the one with whom I travelled has died  (see 5.3).

2 Proper names, of people, e.g. úmadu Aúmad , muúammadun
Muúammad , or places, e.g. makkatu Mecca , Aden ; note that 

the tanw¥n is not originally a mere indefiniteness marker and is thus also found on 

personal names (though very rarely with place names, and even here the tendency 

is for them to lose the tanw¥n).

There is and always has been considerable variation in the presence of the def. 

art. with proper names: many doublets occur, e.g. al-iskandariyya  v.

iskandariyya Alexandria , al-suways  v. suways , Suez ,

al-malik al-úusayn King [al-]Hussein  v. §add m úusayn 
Saddam Hussein . 

A special case is n §ir  for [Gamal Abdel] Nasser without an article, a 

calque on Western usage.

There are variations in the inflection of proper names: the MWA trend is not 

to inflect them at all, but the CA system and hybrids of the two are often found 

(see 1.8.5). 

The dummy name ful n Mr So-and-so  is grammatically def., and its 

fem. ful natu  is partially inflected (see 1.4.3).

For the indef. instances of proper names, see 1.12.4. 

3 Words used in the metalanguage are treated as proper names: kataba h Ä
this [instance of the word] kataba with demonstr. following, see 

2.2.5.2. 
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11.12.4 Indefiniteness 

Indefiniteness ( C2:21) was originally marked by the absence of def. art. or of

positional definiteness (see previous section), in which tanw¥n (see 1.5.1) became 

a default ending. It was not the original primary function of tanw¥n to mark 

indefiniteness, but it is now so interpreted, even though in most cases it is no 

longer pronounced, e.g. kit b-u-n a book [indep.] , usually read as kit b
(see 1.2.8; 1.2.9 on pausal forms and inflections).

It can correspond to English one , e.g. in ¨aru min mak n-i-n
more than one place , and also to instances where no article is used in English:

§irtu ¥s-a-n li-lajnati l-¨aq fati
  

I became head of the Culture Committee

uhu mud¥r-a-n li-ma§laúati l-fun´ni

I recognized [or knew him] him as director of the Arts Department

In annexation the definiteness of the second element determines that of the first 

( C2:95, and see 2.3.2), hence the following annexation unit is indefinite:

¥su úuk´mat-i-n lubn nayyat-i-n
  

a [or the] head of a Lebanese government , i.e. a Lebanese government 

head

Some annexed items are formally def. but may be syntactically indef., especially 

the superlative adj. (see 2.11) and nouns with the generic article may also 

function as indef. (see rel. clauses, 5.2.4). 

Proper names can become formally indefinite, usually for rhetorical purposes:

mi§r-i-n ¨aq fayyatin ¨ara zdih ran wa-riay datan

for the sake of a more flourishing and avant- Egypt ,

in contrast to the normal, partially inflected form (see 1.4.3) mi§r-a
for the sake of Egypt . 

1.12.4.1 Periphrastic indefiniteness

Periphrastic indefiniteness is effected in a variety of ways:

The m  of vagueness m  al- m (cf 5.6.3) placed after (but 

never suffixed to) an indef. noun, where the resulting juncture between tanw¥n
and m  usually results in assimilation of the n to the m-: 
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f¥ mak n-i-n m
  

in some place  read as f¥ mak nim-m

al-wu§´  taswiyat-i-n m
  

reaching some sort of settlement  (read taswiyatim-m ) 

-a-n m

when he begins some job or other  (read -m ) 

The preposition min from , of  (see 2.6.12) is used in several 

constructions which convey indefiniteness.

Partitive min : 

majm´ min-a l-muttaham¥na
  

a group of suspects

Cf. 4.1.1 for partitive min  after negatives. 

Paronomastically, together with a partitive min  (cf. 2.3.2):

al-j ru èarbun min èur´bi l-qar bati
  

a neighbour is a kind of relation , lit. the [generic] neighbour is a kind from 

the kinds of the [generic] relation

... waz¥ran min wuzar

he sent ... one of his ministers

Æ ni l-mu radati
  

one kind or another [dep.] of persecution  (here reinforced with Æara
other ) 

The quantifier è some of  (cf. 2.9.4) frequently expresses an indeter-

minate number or quantity, often paronomastically (cf. 3.9.4):

rubbam èu l- ¥na
  

perhaps someone may comment , lit, perhaps someone of those who 

comment may comment
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The quantifier/interrogative which, any  ( C1:151, and see 2.9.5.2)

is very commonly annexed to nouns in order to make them explicitly 

indefinite:

alone

f¥ ayyi zam nin wa- ayyi èin
  

at any time and in any land   

Note that on the second occasion  does not agree in gender with fem. è
, which is a common occurrence (see 2.9.5.2 and the next example). 

ka- ayyi ´zin Áam
  

like any grey-haired old woman

 + partitive min  (cf. above):

li-l-iÁtir ki f¥ ayyin min-a l-Æidmatayni
  

to subscribe to any of the two services

It is frequently expanded with the paronomastic min structure (see above): 

ayyu b bin min bi l-

any sort of work at all , lit. any sort from among the sorts of work

li- ayyi sababin min al- bi

for any reason at all , lit. for any reason from among the reasons

bi- ayyati ú lin min al- úw li

under any circumstances at all   

Note fem. agreement in  , which is now optional, see 2.9.5.2. 

For the idiom na who/whatever he/it may be  see 3.16.4

( C1:155).
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For the idiom an x of mine  the possessive preposition li-  (2.6.9) is used:

k na zam¥lan lan   
  

he was a colleague of ours , lit. a colleague [belonging] to us

11.12.4.2 Although the generic article (see 1.12.3.1) is predominantly used for 

referring to categories, the indef. is common in prepositional phrases with verbal 

nouns (ma§dars) and similar abstracts: 

bi-muÁ rakat-i-n min al-saf¥ri
  

with participation from the ambassador

bi-f yat-i-n 
  

effectively , lit. with effectivity

bi-Áar úat-i-n wa-wuè´ú-i-n

with candour and clarity

bi-stimr r-i-n 

continuously , lit. with continuation

bi-bas at-i-n

simply , lit. with simplicity

bi-l tan suq-i-n

with no coordination  (see Chapter 4 on negation of nouns) 

1.12.4.3 Indef. verbal agents are sometime expressed paronomastically (see 

3.9.4): 

Ä badarat b diratun min al-
  

when some initiative appeared from the enemies , lit. when some 

emerging thing emerged
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11.12.5 Syntactic functions 

The syntactic functions of the cases are summarized here to complete the mor-

phological outline, but they are dealt with in detail in their respective sections.

The independent case is the basic marker of nouns in the function of 

subject/topic, pred. and agent (Chapter 3). The independent mood of the verb 

(formally identical with the indep. case in nouns) is also the default state, namely,

in predicates (Chapter 3) until subordinated by one of the operators (Chapters 7,

8, 9).

The oblique case is specific to nominals and is the basic marker of nominal 

subordination, namely, of noun by noun in annexation, and after prepositions and 

prepositionals (Chapter 2).

The dependent case is the basic marker of subordination of nouns to verbs, 

namely, dir. object and all other noun complements, including those of existential 

verbs (Chapter 3) and adverbials (Chapter 2). It also marks subordination to 

the sentence modifiers  etc. (Chapter 3). In contrast with the indep. case, 

the dep. may be thought of as a kind of disagreement feature, marking elements 

which are not in the same constituent, where membership is marked by 

agreement. 

The dependent mood in verbs (formally identical with the dep. case in nouns) 

likewise marks their subordination to other verbs, usually through an operator 

such as a subordinating conj. (Chapter 7).

The apocopated mood is specific to verbs and is the marker of non-occurring 

events, either because they are imperatives (Chapter 3), negated (Chapter 4) or 

conditional (Chapter 8). 

1.12.6 Agreement  

These topics are dealt with in detail in their syntactical contexts, and are merely 

summarized here. 

Nouns and adjectives (Chapter 2): attributive adjectives agree in all four 

features of number, gender, case and definiteness; predicative adjectives agree 

only in number and gender. Formal and grammatical number and gender may be 

different (see 1.12.2.1 for further references). Pronouns likewise agree with

grammatical gender.

With verbs (Chapter 3), agreement depends on word order: if the verb 

precedes its agent it remains sing. though agreeing in gender (3.7), while if it 

follows its agent the verb shows complete number and gender agreement in its 

bound agent pronoun (see 3.7.2.1).



2 NOUN PHRASE
STRUCTURE

2.0 NOUN PHRASE, GENERAL CHARACTERIZATION

The common property of all elements in this chapter is that they do not form 

complete sentences. This chapter sets out the following structural units: the noun 

phrase, consisting of noun and modifier (adjectival 2.1, appositional 2.2), the 

annexation unit (2.3), dependent noun phrases of all types (2.4), together with the 

remaining phrase structures, which usually share one or more of the features of 

these categories (2.5 2.18). Coordination at phrase level is also dealt with (2.19,

see Chapter 6 for clause level).

Finally, token examples are given of items which, though phrases of one kind 

or another, are more fully dealt with at the syntactical level, namely rel. clause 

(2.20.1), complementized clause (2.20.2 and verb phrase (2.20.3). Except where 

the environment is essential for understanding, all examples will be quoted as 

phrases only, in whatever form (case, gender etc.) they originally had. Many 

examples will, of course, be in the default indep. form. In inflectional terms the 

structures described below may be grouped as follows.

Agreement or concord structures, namely, adjectival modifiers and 

appositionals, all of which agree at least in case with their antecedents or 

heads (this includes relative structures, on which see 2.20.1 and Chapter 5).

Subordinating or annexation structures, in which the head word is a noun, 

adj., adverbial or preposition(al), and the subordinated element is in the obl. 

case.

Dependent structures, in which the nouns have dep. case and are mostly 

operated on by verbs as comps. They share the feature of non-agreement or 

discord with their antecedents, i.e. the dependent case typically marks non-

identity or structural redundancy.

Some types of noun phrase involve more than one of the above cases and are 

thus treated as separate items, and most of the functions associated with 

adverb(ial)s and preposition(al)s, quantifiers and emphasizers, comparative/

superlative adjs, the numerals, the vocative, exclamations and oaths, the 

categorical negative and coordination. It will also be the case that some items, 

such as adjs, involve other structures (e.g. annexation) out of sequence, but there 

is no way to avoid inconsistency in the arrangement of topics.
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The examples here will show full inflection in every word so that the concord 

is clearly visible, except in certain cases where the complete classical vocalization 

cannot be used, marked *, with # indicating an uncertain vocalization.

22.1 ADJECTIVAL QUALIFICATION 

(See 1.8.6, Arabic §ifa  or .)

This is realized through various structures:

qi§§atun aw¥latun

long

qi§§atun -Æit mi

with a bad ending  (expanded adj. qual., see 2.1.3.2)

qi§§atun ya ´lu Áarúuh

whose explanation is long

(adj. clause, see Chapter 5)

qi§§atun luh ´f´na

-kn

(adj. clause, see Chapter 5)

qi§§atun min -layla
   

from One Thousand and One Nights
position, see 2.6)

Only the first two examples and their expansions are dealt with in this section as 

agreement phenomena, namely, members of the formal class of adjs (which 

includes participles, see 1.9.1 and 1.10 for forms).

Agreement varies according to whether the adj. is attributive (2.1.1) or 

predicative (2.1.1.10, 3.1.1).

2.1.1 Attributive adjectives

Attributive adjs follow their head noun and inherit all the features of definiteness 

(1.12.3, 1.12.4; C2:48), gender (1.12.2; C2:53), number (1.12.1; C2:53) 

and case (1.12.5). Non-human broken plurals are with few exceptions treated as 
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grammatically fem. sing. (see 1.12.2.1), and there are some variations in agree-

ment with collectives (2.1.1.2):

Indep. case:

Æabarun qad¥mun  old story, old

matúafun d permanent

úarbun aw¥latun (úarb  is unmarked fem., 

1.12.2.1)

al-hizzatu l- ¥fatu  violent

baw diru muÁ encouraging

al-wik l tu l-§iúúiyyatu health 

Obl. case:

f¥ l- ´ l-m èiyayni 

bi-l-muÁkilatayni l-s biqatayni

previous

Dep. case:

Æadaman mu ¥ ¥na obedient

tin Áw random

Sound fem. plur. nouns (see 1.8.2 for forms):

Sound fem. plur. for female human beings and some broken plur. nouns take two 

different adj. forms, especially when they refer specifically to females (see also 

2.1.1.1):

al-zawj tu l-hindiyy tu Indian

(see nisba 2.1.6)

al-èa y l-d tu permanent

Fem. sing. for most non-human nouns (but see also 2.1.1.1).

úis b tin ma\l´ atan  falsified e]

Proper nouns, being def. (1.12.3.2) require def. adj.:

¥la l-m èiya last

Active participle:

[bi-taft¥Ái] manzilihi l-k  bi-Á

[being]
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Colour and defect adjs (see 1.8.6.1):

al-baúru l- úmaru  Red Sea

al-d ru l-bayè     Casablanca  (d r
1.12.2.1)  

man iqu Æaèr   green

22.1.1.1 Although the fem. sing. form is commonly found after broken plur. 

nouns (1.12.1.2), a broken plur. adj. is often used to qualify a human being plur. 

noun (normally referring to males):

al- tiÄatu l- revered professors

li-l-musta¨mir¥na l- nib foreign investors

rij lun Áidd strong men

èu l-lu\awiyy¥na l-qud m

ancient language specialists

al-mi§riyy´na l- earliest Egyptians

[ ¥nu] muwa½½af¥na jududin

new officials

rij lun ki run

However, broken plur. adjs may also qualify non-human nouns:

kalim tun qal   few

(although sound fem. plur. qal¥l tun  is also used)

2.1.1.2 With certain collective nouns the agreement varies: 

n s
n sun muÆtalifatun/muÆtalif´na f¥ l- -l- ni 

\
differing [fem. sing. / sound masc. plur.] in tongues 

and colours

Á ´b  : 

Á ´bun misk¥ n¥ / mas k¥na n´na min-a l-faqri wa-l-jahli 
wa-l-maraèi 

\
wretched people [fem.sing / broken.plur.] suffering [fem.sing / masc. plur.] 
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However, with other collectives there is normally only one possibility, e.g., with 

qawm only sound masc. plur. is found: 

wa-yata§ yaúu l-qawmu mutaúaddi¨¥na

the people call out loudly to one other, talking

circ. quals 7.3) 

This kind of agreement is also seen in verbs which have these nouns as their 

agents, see 3.8.2. 

22.1.1.3 Attraction of number or gender is not uncommon, especially with 

predicative adjs (cf. 3.1.1):

èu l-ma niyyatun

of the restaurants are Lebanese

2.1.1.4 With numbers the adj. generally agrees with the grammatical form of 

the noun, not its logical number (see numbers and adjs in 2.12.5, 2.12.9, 2.12.13

and 2.12.15).

88 jalsatan mmatan
88

general [fem. sing.] meetings [fem. sing.]

72 n § mitan 
72

silent

2.1.1.5 With food items in menus gender agreement is found:

kibbatun maw§iliyyatun Mosul kibba

kun maqliyyatun wa-maÁwiyyatun fried and 

grilled

But it is often ignored:

* kuftatun ba\d diyyun in Baghdad style

* qahwatun turkiyyun Turkish [style] 

* úalawiyy tun §iy miyyun fasting style

[i.e., lawful during Christian orthodox fasts]

* jibnatun r´miyyun Greek cheese

kun maqliyyun wa-maÁwiyyun fried and grilled
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Gender agreement is also ignored in fashion terms: 

mal bisu j hizatun rij liyyun wa-úar¥miyyun  

-made men s and women s

(see further in sporting vocabulary 2.1.3.6) 

and also in the following:

f¥ l-qahwati l-baladiyyi  

traditional style

(see 1.12.3.1 for generic art.)

and also loan words such as:  

al-fat tu l-modern modern 

22.1.1.6  Some adjs do not use a fem. form. This applies specifically to adjs that 

can only qualify female nouns: zawjatuhu l- mil pregnant

nisun 

al- al- ´du insurmountable obstacle

al- natu l-úan´nu  tender person [fem.]

Æ ´bun treacherous

2.1.1.7  Adjective sequences 

2.1.1.7.1  Asyndetic sequences of adjs occur when the two (or more) adjs are 

inseparable qualities of the noun, or when the meanings of the adjs are very 

similar. In such sequences the determinative element appears to precede the 

qualitative one which only describes the noun (cf. C2:50, 52, 56, 490). 

With asyndetic sequences the translation order tends to be the opposite, 

meaning that the English equivalent maintains the proximity of the adj. to the 

noun, so Arabic noun + adj. (1) + adj. (2) will be translated as English adj. (2) + 

adj. (1) + noun as in: 

al-ni½ mu l-iqti§ diyyu (1) l- lamiyyu (2) l-jad¥du (3)
  

the new (3) global (2) economic (1)

Other examples:

faqratun ikatun mubhijatun musalliyatun 

enjoyable, merry, cheerful, entertaining paragraph
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Äun j biqun
  

former university

However, in longer sequences an alternative translation order might be prefer-

able:  

h Ä  l-rajulu l-faq¥ru l-mad¥nu l-b - ayyibu l-\alb nu  

poor wretched indebted miserable nice hopeless

Note that in sequences containing postpositioned quantifiers (see 2.9.1) such as 

w úid , the translation rule does not apply:

lun w ú mmun one general

Compound adjs are always linked asyndetically:

al- q tu l- ¥ziyyatu l-faransiyyatu

Anglo-French

(Note that two or more adjs as verbal attributes are always linked asyndetically, 

see circ. quals 7.3.1.) 

2.1.1.7.2 Syndetic adj. sequences are where more than one adj. is coordinated 

with wa- , or any other coordinator ( C2:490, 492, 496). This occurs 

when the meanings of the adjs are in contrast to each other (also C2:50):

li- bin t ¥Æiyyatin wa-nafsiyyatin
  

historical and psychological reasons

al- wunu l-iqti§ diyyu wa-l-tij riyyu
  

economic and commercial

al-§in tu l-§a\¥ratu wa-l-mutawassi atu
  

small and medium (sized) crafts

2.1.1.7.3 When the two entities of a dual noun are each qualified by an adj. the 

latter takes the sing. form:

f¥ l-qi l- mmi wa-l-Æ §§i 

public or private sectors
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al  l-§ ¥dayni l-iql¥miyyi wa-l-duwaliyyi

regional and international levels

 l-j¥layni l- n¥ wa-l- li¨i 

second and third generations

22.1.1.8  Sequences of two or more nouns are qualified by only one adj., with 

the normal agreement rules of gender, number, case and definition applying, e.g.:

Dual:

al- -l-fannu l-jayyid ni  

good literature and art

tar -Æawfun kab¥r ni

major drawing back and fear

§aru mas fatin wa-waqtin mumkinayni

possible 2.1.1.9 for agreement rule, and 

2.11.5 for superlatives) 

Plural:

wa-yataúawwal´ tin wa-mufakkir¥na miyy¥na

Islamic preachers and thinkers

 l-ra\ rifihi wa- §ú bihi l-ka¨¥r¥na  

many

2.1.1.9 When two head words of different gender are qualified by the same 

adj. the default gender is masc. (see 3.1.1):

ÆuÄh  siw bnihi wa-bnatihi l-úab¥bayni  

his beloved son and daughter 9.5.2) 
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22.1.1.10 Predicative adjs agree only in number and gender: as predicates they 

are nearly always indef. and in indep. case unless affected by k na
its related verbs (see 3.16). A token example only here, for details see 3.1.1: 

wa-l-laú½atu maÁú´natun bi-l-Ä -l-taraqqubi
    

is loaded

2.1.1.11 Compounds

In compounds using qabl 
m 5.4) with the sense of pre- and post- respectively (see 

12.7.1), the whole structure, including m , is treated as the adj. With def. heads 

there seems to be an option to put al-  at the head of the compound adj., but the 

inflection of the adj. itself is indeterminate:

allat¥ ttajahat naúwa taj wuzi l-bun l-m -qabla l- liyyat#

aded towards transcending the pre-capitalist

al- m - -§in

post-industrialist

2.1.2  

When qualifying annexation and appositional units the adj. follows the completed 

unit and agrees with whichever noun it qualifies ( C2:101 and see further in 

annexation: 2.3 and apposition 2.2).

2.1.2.1 Qualifying annexation units

fura§ úaq¥qiyyatun

real

d´ru kutubin mi§riyyatun 

Egyptian lib 2.3.1) 

ban tu l-úayyi l-§a\¥r tu 
  

 young
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Ambiguity is always possible, especially where the case inflections are not visible 

(see 2.3.5 for alternative way of expressing such constructions): 

§ úibu q n´ni l- ti l-d¥niyyati l-Áah¥ru/i  

the famous [indep. therefore qual. § úibu] author of the law of religious 

famous [obl. therefore qual. q n´ni] law of 

religious minorities

maÁr´ q n´ni l-Æidmati l-madaniyyati l-jad¥di

the new project for the law of community

project for the new law of community 

but often gender differences make it clear which element the adj. qualifies: 

úiw r tu l- l-\ -i l-s úati

the dialogues of creativity absent

irtif  darajati l-úar rati l-

the expected rise [masc.]

majlisu wuzar úuk´mati r´siy  l-ittiú diyyati l- ´

the weekly assembly of the government ministers of Federal

or contextual knowledge will enable disambiguation:

min -Æaymati l- ¥miyyatu

educational area of Ras al-Khayma , where Ras al-Khayma is known to 

be a place name

kulliyyatu l- ¥ri sul na l-

Private College, 

22.1.3 Complex agreement and expanded adjectival phrases

2.1.3.1 Adjs are occasionally annexed to the noun they qualify for emphasis.

These phrases are rather stylized and restricted: 
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¥qu htim mikum deep concern

kib ru l- tiÄati senior

(contrast as tiÄatun l-kib ru great

jaz¥lu l-Áukri abundant thanks

bi-k mili l- qati full

In this category belongs the common participial pattern with muÆtalif

f¥ muÆtalifi mar ú §´rih

various stages of its [historical] periods

muÆtalifi l- § various

22.1.3.2 An adj. may have its scope specified by annexation ( C2:107; 2.3). 

 ( fa \ayr úaq¥qiyya
) because adjs do not properly occur as the first element of an annexation 

construction, hence this is not a true possessive relationship: 

marh´bu l-j nibi
   

of awesome presence , lit. feared of aspect ]

az¥zu l-kalimati mighty of word

\ar¥bu l- w ri  , lit. strange

úasanu l- ¥ having a good opinion (of)

l-juÄ´ri wa-l-tarbiyati

of Azhari 

In context, when qualifying indef. nouns the adj. agrees in case, gender and def., 

but without tanw¥n since it is annexed to the following noun. The adj. occurs 

either attributively: 

b li\atu l-dal lati  

extremely significant question

muú walatun ¥matu l-jadw

fruitless 12.6)
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\ liyatu l-¨amani  

high-priced

[ ÆuÄu] Áaklan ram diyya l-ma½hari

[it takes on] an ash-grey form

quww tun -jinsiyy ti

multinational

Or predicatively (with preds normally being indef., see 3.1.1):

[qad tak´nu l- ] k milata l- ´¨ati

completely feminine

(see 1.12.3.1 for generic art., 3.10.5 for qad  with indep. imperf. verb and 3.16.2

for syntax of k na

 [wa-ka-  muÆa a un] jayyidu l-tan½¥mi wa-l- di wa-l-tanf¥Äi 
  

as though it were a well-organized, well-prepared and well-executed plan ,

lit.  a plan good of organization, preparation and execution (see 5.9.9.4

for ka- ) 

 [ ½ mah ] ¨un -lu\ati

bilingual

 When qualifying def. nouns the adj., unlike the head of a true annexation unit 

(see 2.3), can take the def. art.:

li- z tihim-i l-b li\ati l- ahammiyyati l- -l-m ddiyyati

nts of outstanding scientific and material importance   

al-daw -mustawradu l-b hi½u l-tak l¥fi  

outrageously expensive 

but in MWA the def. art. is frequently omitted (note that the examples are not 

equational sentences): 

al-Æu a u ¥datu l-mad

long-term plans
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kammiyyatun kab¥ratun min-a l-mal bisi l-j hizati 
l-§

-made clothes of foreign manufacture

ismu l-l §a\¥ri l-sinni 

young [lit. young of age ] player

al- \Äiyatu qal¥latu l- ti

low-calorie

al-duwalu mutawassi atu l-daÆli

middle-income

[bi-l- ] l-maú l¥li liyati l-tark¥zi

highly concentrated solvents

Note use of pron. for repeated phrase (coordination of agents, 3.8 and cf. also 

6.2.2):

qar¥ba l-d ri ¥dah

near of abode or far 

Nominalized type (see also 2.1.5): 

h Äihi l-zumratu min muÆtall¥ l- útariq¥ l-qalbi

feeble minds and burnt-out hearts

22.1.3.3 Another type of expanded adj. phrase contains the participle (normally 

pass.) of an indirectly transitive verb, i.e., one that requires a preposition (see 

3.11.4, and note that the same elements may also function as circumstantial 

qualifiers, see 2.4.6).

The part. remains invariable for number and gender (i.e., is masc. default) but 

agrees in case and def. with the head noun, to which it is linked by a pron. on the 

preposition associated with the verb. The structure involves no annexation, but is 

closer to an (adj.) rel., and is often best translated as such, especially as the 

agreement of the underlying passive verb is often expressed: 
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Passive part:

mutan
   

disputed 

úam sun mub la\un fihi  

exaggerated

al-jihatu l-man u bih Ætiy ru l-mus fir¥na

with which the choice of travellers has been entrusted

muÆ lifatun li-l-qaw l- ´li b¥h   

ciples operated on

iútim l tu l-faÁali l-masm´úu bih

permitted possibilities of failure

al-duy´nu l-maÁk´ku f¥ taú§¥lih

doubful will be recovered

al- tu l-man§´§ layh

specified categories

al- tu l- d¥miyyatu l-

acknowledged

22.1.3.4 na‘t sabab¥  (C.3:160)

Attraction occurs where the adj. (again normally a part.) structurally qualifies the 

preceding noun but logically qualifies a following noun. Its agreement features 

are shared between the two, agreeing in def. and case with the antecedent, i.e., the 

head noun, and in number and gender with the following noun. The latter is 

invariably the agent of the preceding part. and thus always has indep. case. 

Because it qualifies only indirectly it is called in the Arabic tradition the 

sabab¥ s

always links the second noun to the first. 
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Both the presence of an obligatory linking pronoun and the agreement of the 

part. with the number and gender of its following noun, as if it were a verb, make 

this construction very similar to rel. clauses, see 5.1, 5.2, cf. al- l-j lisu 
zawjuh -sitting-down [masc. sing.] her 

al- llat¥ yajlisu zawjuh , l

woman, that one is sitting down [masc. sing.] her husband

and the rel. noun respectively marking the definiteness of the entire unit. In 

practice they translate best as relative clauses.

Def.:

min-a l-mal bisi ... l-maú½´ri st¥r duh   

whose import is prohibited

jam¥ -tajh¥z ti l-ma l´bi tawaffuruh

required to be available

al-min aqatu l-maú½´ru ayar nuhu f¥h

it [the enemy] is prohibited to fly

bi-½ur´ -taúr¥riyyati l-muú ruh

fiercely blazing 

-a l-maÁ r¥ l-j r¥ tanf¥Äuh

in current execution

(see particip. adj. 2.10.2) 

muú ar tuhu l-s biqu Äikruh

aforementioned lectures

§baún Á -a l-muÁarrad¥na wa-l-jiy -l-maq   
l-subulu 

s [of escape]  

cut off [def. sing. fem. obl.] from us the ways
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Indef.:

ni§fu jumjumatin muú

with a burnt-out eye

f¥  j ffin m

whose water is dry

mahm  bala\tu diy ran mu\ yiran tawq¥tuh

with different times  (see 8.5.1) 

22.1.3.5 Compound adjs of place names

Compound adjs of place names are not uncommon. Since they are compounds 

only the adj. element takes gender concord, although the whole compound agrees 

with the head noun in def. The inflection of the noun element in the compound is 

difficult to specify. Therefore, # will be inserted in place of the inflection in many 

cases: 

li-duwalin Á iyyatin

Middle Eastern nations

al-§ahy´niyyatu l-Áarq# al- iyyatu

Middle East Zionism

al-n d¥ l-mi§riyyu l-b´ ¥diyyu

Port Said

firqatu l-qan arati Áarq#

East 

2.1.3.6 Miscellaneous and difficult combinations, largely sporting terms, 

bearing influence of foreign languages. In many of these examples inflection is 

also difficult to specify (cf. numbers 2.12 and cardinal points, 2.1.4) since the 

annexation is to a compound unit.: 

wazn# Æaf¥f# al-r¥Áa# featherweight

bu lat# al-fard¥# singles

and note invariable masc. adj.: 
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bu latu fard¥# li-l-sayyid ti

women s singles championship

bu latu zawj¥# li-l-sayyid ti

women s doubles championship

bu latu l- lami li-l-Áab bi f¥ kurati l-m

world junior water-polo  championship

bu latu - lami li-kurati l-m -l-Áab bi

world cup junior water-polo  championship

l- lami taúta 17 sanatin
17

under-17s world

MWA has accommodated compound constructions of the type described in 

12.7.1 such as fawqa l-banafsaj¥ -

Conflicts of agreement such as definiteness, however, have not been fully 

resolved.

mub r tu nih -
   

the cup final

This seems to be a failed attempt.

22.1.4 Cardinal points and directions 

In theory inflection in many of the following examples is easier to predict since 

the 1st element of annexation is generally an adv. of place (in the dep. case), and 

the 2nd element is in the obl. case. However, it is worth noting that the inflections 

are often omitted when such examples are read aloud, e.g., in news broadcasts: 

 mas fati 20 km jan´ba Áarqi ba\d da
20

lometres south-east of 

f¥ ttij hi jan´biyyi Á siy

south-east 
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al-Áam lu l-Áarqiyyu li-s´ry

north-east

Áarqiyya l-b´snati

east of

f¥ mad¥nati l-bilaydati jan´bi \arbi l- §imati l-jaz

south-west of

maw úuk´miyyatun Áarqiyya l-mad¥nati

positions east of 

istiql lu jan´biyyi Áarqiyyi turkiyy

south-east 

al- tu l-muú¥ atu bi-jan´biyyi k bula

southern Kabul

f¥ \arbi k¥ny west

mak tibu taÆdumu Áam la wa-was a wa-jan´ba l-q hirati

north, central and south 

 (see 2.3.7)

22.1.5 Nominalized adjectives (C.2:17,61)

Any adj., including participles (2.10.2) can function as a noun, referring to either 

a previously mentioned or implied noun: 

h Äihi l-jam¥latu l-\aniyyatu l- ¥qatu

charming, rich and beautiful [girl

ka¨¥r´na min ½am  l-fikri wa-l-¨aq fati

great figures of thought and culture
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jad¥di ibbi l- f li
  

what is new ne of 

ka¨¥r tun yudrikna

many [women] realize

[bayna] úasn w ti l-qa§ri

the beautiful [ladies] in the palace   

al-maèb tu

goods

n diran m  najidu minh l- ab¥ ata

natural

(cf. 5.8.5 on n diran m

lu l-dawriyyi

league

qismu stibd li l-faw ri\i 

ging the empties [bottles]

al- nibu foreigners

§i\ run young ones

al-f riqu  ... ...  the difference

Adjs also occur as nouns as a result of ellipsis: 

waznu l-f ri\ati  

of the empty [vehicle

bayna laú½atin wa- uÆr

another [moment]
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waz¥ru l-Æ rijiyyati  

external [affairs

wiz ratu l-m liyyati  

Finance [matters]

Participles with nominal function (see also 2.1, 2.10.2, 2.10.3) 

min-a l-muútamali ´ arafan f¥ l-niz

it is possible [lit. it is part of the possible ] that they could find themselves 

3.1.4)

al-w ka farqan kab¥ran

the reality is that there is a big difference

al-q ´na bi-l-dir sati 

those carrying out the study

al-maúk´  bi-l- mi

the condemned person

sa- Äuru l- ÆÆir¥na
   

the late-comers

sib qun li-l- q¥na

the handicapped

22.1.5.1 ‘many’ (see quantifiers 22.9.1) (cf C2:19)

Some adjs, such as al-ka¨¥ru  and al- ¥du ,

in idiomatic phrases with the preposition min  (see 2.6.12). The adj. is normally 

def.:

ladayhi l-ka¨¥ru min-a l-hum´mi

he has a lot of worries
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al-ka¨¥ru min-a l- ´m ti

a lot of information

al-ka¨¥ru min-a l-§afaq ti

many deals

al- ¥du min-a l-mur qib¥na

many observers

al- ¥du min-a l-

many members

Æ lu l- ¥di min-a l-Æadam ti

many 

but it may also be indef.:

ka¨¥run min-a l-sayyid ti   many women

ka¨¥r´na min ½am -fikri many great 

Attraction with ka¨¥run min : preds following this construction normally 

agree with the noun, not with the adj. construction (see 3.1.1, 3.8.2):

¨¥ran min by ti l-d¥w ni tataÁ bahu - y ti l- niyyati

lines in the collection of poetry resemble nic 

ka¨¥run min-a l-sayyid n¥na l-

many women suffer

2.9.1): 

Idiomatic phrase with pass. part. in either def. or indef. form with prep. min : 

al-maz¥du min-a l- -l-¨aq fati

more support for culture
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al-maz¥du min-a l-Áubb ni wa-l-§iby ni

more

As with the ka ¥run min
tends to be with the noun, not with the adj. construction (see 3.1.1, 3.8.2):

al-maz¥du min ibb - ni yan§aú´na bi- li

dentists advise

Indef. paraphrase variant:

yu libuhu bi-maz¥din min-a l-§abri

more patience of

22.1.6 Nisba  category

(Morphology 1.8.6.3, 12.2, and see 12.4 for abstract nouns in -iyya -) (cf. 2.2.5) 

Adjectives of the nisba type ending in -iyy(a). The nisba adj. 

denotes a relationship of belonging, originally of kinship, but already in CA it 

could denote any kind of relationship. (There are occasions when a broken plur. 

adj. is used in preference to the nisba , see 2.2.5.) 

Names of nationalities and peoples (see 2.2): 

´l´na mi§riyy´na

Egyptian officials

al- q tu l-mi§riyyatu l-s´d niyyatu

Egyptian Sudanese

al-Á l-lubn niyyu Lebanese

Association with a style, trend or organization: 

al-  l- ar¥qati l-kilint´niyyati  

Clinton way

-tadr¥si l-j

university
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22.2 APPOSITION (see also 22.20.5)  

There are at least three easily identifiable types of apposition of noun to noun 

(2.2.1). In addition to those listed here see also emphasizers (2.8), quantifiers 

(2.9.1), elf  (2.8.1.2) and ike  (2.9.2.1). In apposition, which can only be of 

non-adjectival elements, there is agreement in case since the second element, i.e., 

the one in apposition, can stand by itself in the function of the first element.

2.2.1 Nouns to nouns

2.2.1.1 Nouns in apposition or simple annexation for material
substances

In CA material substances were rendered either by apposition to the noun or by 

simple annexation (2.3.1). MWA preserves both structures:

Apposition:

al-sikkatu l-úad¥du rail

(and cf. annexation)

al- mu l-ra§ §u    lead

Annexation:

d´l bu ÆaÁabin  wooden

With weights and measures, however, MWA dispenses with inflections (see also 

2.14.9.3):

k¥l´ sukkar#  kilo of sugar

fadd n qamú# of wheat

litru banz¥n# of gas

Hence it is no longer clear whether these are a development from the regular CA 

spec. comp. or whether they have fallen together with the kind of annexation 

constructions set out in 2.3.1. 

2.2.1.2 Noun + noun where the apposition conveys an explanatory sense (see 

kull , jam¥ , è 2.9.1), nafs 2.8.1), 

mi¨l 2.9.2.1) as restrictive appositions) ( C2:67,72):

juÄ´ru l- ni nin

[of] any man

dahana l-ingil¥zu l-nuq´Áa bi-l-lawni l-abyaèi l-lawni l-taql¥diyyi 
li-l-mustaÁfay ti

the English painted the wall carvings white, the traditional colour for 

hospitals
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èu l-mas jidi Ä ti l-Áuhrati

famous Ä´  /Ä t 2.8.3) 

jam¥ -duwali l-

member states

bi-waúd niyyati ll hi Æ liqi kulli Á

Creator of everything

½ hirat ni jtim ni l-faqru wa-l-intiú ru

 poverty and suicide

li-l-fikri l- niyyi mar tibihi wa-§un´fihi

its levels and categories

min zam¥lihim-i l-n -dukt´ri ...

MP Dr ...

Appositional elements need not, however, agree in definiteness:

Á bi-l-  yasr¥ f¥ § l¥, Á Äu úalaltu
bi-landan

warmth [generic art.] running through my joints, a warmth which I 

had not felt since I had come to live in London

wa-r úat f¥ duww matin min-a l-buk  l-ú rri ... buk laman¥

crying [generic article] ... crying

[indef.] which hurt me

al-§iúúatu li-l-jam¥ muw in¥na wa-muq¥m¥na

citizens and residents
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22.2.2 Proper names

Proper names also occur frequently in apposition:

rajulu qab¥latin min qab - Áiyyi l-hun´di l-úumri

tribesman of a Red Indian Apache tribe

(see 1.12.4.1 on periphrastic indef.)

 nad¥mahu l-½ar¥fa l-Á  nuw sin  

inking companion, the poet Ab´ Nuw s

(see 1.8.5 for inflection of proper names)

But proper names are often uninflected:

maúm´d 

Maúm´d

The convention that names within a genealogical sequence do not take tanw¥n
(thus muúammadu bnu úasani bni hammad son 

¥ ful nun   

so-and-so (1.12.3.2):

k na min úad¥¨i l- -Á bba ful na bna ful nin Æa aba ful nata

Mr. So-and-so had proposed to Miss 

So-and- -and-so son of So-and-

with dep. ful na, not ful nan ; the fem. ful natu  is semi-declinable and 

therefore lacks tanw¥n anyway. (The spelling of bna  here is post-

classical and should be simply .)

2.2.3 Titles

Title + name: 

d. î. al- Äu bi-l-j -

Dr H. U., [the] professor
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Æab¥ru jtim  bi-l-markazi l-qawmiyyi li-l-buú´¨i l-ijtim

Dr A. F., an expert in sociology at the National Sociological Research 

Centre

d. H la S. Äatun mus  bi-kulliyyati l-iqti§ di

assistant professor in the faculty of economics

al-sayyid kilint´n ¥su l-wil y ti l-muttaúidati

the President of the United States

Titles are not necessarily def., even if formally so:

èwu l-lajnati l-tanf¥Äiyyati

a member of the Executive Committee

al-dukt´ ra ¥su qismi l-tarbiyati l-fanniyyati  
.

chairman of the fine arts education department

(cf. the periphrastic al- èwu f¥ l-lajnati the member of [lit. in ]

hoice of def. noun makes annexation impossible)

However, to ensure indefiniteness partitive min may be used (see 1.12.4.1 and 

2.6.12):

M. B. B. ...  l- - -

 a member

Title + name or noun: 

al-ÁayÆu z yid 

Zayed  , cf. 1.2.1.2)

n - ¥si g´r 

-President Gore

al-sayyidu l-waz¥ru l-liw -dukt´ru l-muú fi½u úmadu

Ahmad
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22.2.4 Ethnic names (contrast nisba  above 22.1.6) 

In their masc. plur. forms a restricted group of ethnic names takes a broken plur., 

not the nisba form:

al-muslim´na l-hun´du

Indian Muslims

2.2.5 Demonstratives ( C2:29, 43, 46; see 11.7.2 for forms)

The Arabic demonstratives are nouns (and thus may function independently, see 

2.2.5.3). They follow the agreement rules for non-human plur. set out in 2.1.1. 

The demonstratives precede their nouns, the latter being in apposition to them, 

agreeing in all features (number, gender, case, def.), thus h  l-rajulu 
2.2.5.2

for the exception) the preposed demonstrative can be seen as an extension of that, 

creating a cluster of quasi-prefixed deictic elements:

Ä lika l-yawmu  that day

h tayni l- tayni these two

h Äihi l-mul úa½ tu these

The noun may be further qualified by adjs:

h Ä  l-w l-muta\ayyiru changing reality

Ä lika l-Æawfu l-\ mièu  obscure

2.2.5.1 When demonstratives qualify annexation units ( C2:51, 102) the 

demonstrative noun must follow the completed annexation structure in apposition 

to it:

úatt  yawmin h Ä

, lit our day, this one (see 2.14.5 on personalized time 

expressions) 

úad¥¨uhu Ä lika

that

kit bun h Ä

this book of ours this our book
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na½ariyyatu l-ta awwuri tilka

that theory of evolution

yatun h Äihi

this concern of ours

s¥ratuhu l- h Äihi

this brilliant career of his .], this one

Á r tu l-marúalati tilka

those

When the annexation is not strictly possessive, partitive min
2.6.12) is used: 

h Äihi l-wijhatu min-a l-na½ar of view

h Ä  l-naw min-a l-Á of

22.2.5.2 With proper names the dem. generally follows (C.2:45):

nu h Ä this

bayr´tu h Äihi  this

(fem. as name of town, cf. 1.12.2.1) 

But note that it may precede the noun for emphasis or to denote disdain:

m Ä  ya½unnu nafsahu h Ä nu? 

Words quoted in the metalanguage also have the status of proper names:

h Äihi this [word] gada
From this perhaps arises the construction in which the dem. follows an adjectival 

unit, almost as if capitalized:

al-úad atu l- ´r´bbiyyatu h Äihi

this 

(treating European Modernism as a category, not as a simple noun + adj. group)  

jam¥latu l-ismi h Äihi this [girl] with the beautiful name

al- ´nu l-murhiqatu tilka those
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22.2.5.3 Nominalized and with rels. As nouns, the demonstratives may stand 

alone and have any nominal function: 

Subj. (3.1.2.2):

h Ä  m  rafaèathu wiz ratu l-¨aq fati

this

Obj. of verbs:

¥ ´lu h Ä  wa-Ä ka

this and that

Obj. of prep.:

wa-l- f¥ Ä lika  ... on that

2nd element in annexation:

datu h Ä   this

which may in turn be expanded by apposition, as in 2.2.6: 

datu h Ä l- ab¥bi

this doctor this doctor s clinic

(contrast datu l- ab¥bi h Äihi this clinic

úas siyatu tilka l-sayyidati  that lady

Heads of rel. structures:

min tilka llat¥  l-wardu

that

The MWA range of dems. is fairly limited (see 1.7.2) but certain archaic forms 

are still used for effect: 

tilkum §´ratun r Ær

that [fem. plur.] is another glorious image [for you]

Ä likum k na  wa l -yaz lu - ¨amana l-úurriyyati

that, [O readers] [masc. plur.], was  and still is, the price of freedom
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22.2.6 Pronouns (see 11.7; C2:77; 2:431) 

Personal prons. may occur in apposition to a noun or bound pron. for emphasis. 

They are therefore different in function from the resumptive pronouns in 

3.5.2: 

yuÁ¥  muÁ Ær hiya l- Æ ara  

[it] to be the more 

serious

fa-m lun naúnu f¥ l- lami l- li¨i 

our

2.2.7 Lack of agreement in case or def. ( C2:76)

Nouns may occur as indef. as a type of taÆ§¥§ particularization 2.3.5) after a 

def. plur. or collective noun (see vocative 2.15). In such cases the indef. noun is 

in the dep. case:

l ¥na l-muslim´na úukk man wa- ¥yyatan  bi-\ayri
 l-muslim¥na

rulers and subjects  seeking help 

from non-

2.3 ANNEXATION

Annexation (Arabic fa, -

status constructus and the genitive construction, is 

the collocation of two elements, usually both nouns, in a fixed and inseparable 

unit, broadly conveying the sense of possession and its metaphorical extensions, 

e.g. noun + noun: wiz ratu l-  noun + 

pron.: lawnuhu  or noun + sentence: Áar¥ ´na f¥ mak ni
¥

7.5.1.11).

Annexation of nouns to clauses: nouns of time are frequently annexed directly 

to clauses (see, for instance, 7.2.1, 7.5.2.6):

yawma tujr  l-intiÆ b tu

the day the elections are conducted
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In this category the noun ú¥na  functions as a very common temporal 

 (see 7.6.6). 

For annexation of adjs to nouns see 2.1.3. 

The inseparability of the two elements of annexation has been weakened (see 

2.3.7) but is still manifested in pron. annexation, where it will already have been 

noted that the pron. is physically suffixed, hence lawnuhu r  is 

 (see further 1.7.1.1). 

The 1st element of the annexation structure is called al-mu f
al-mu

the polarity of the construction in the Arabic theory: the first element is annexed 

to the second). A string of annexation components may incorporate several 

elements with each element acting as a mu f to the following one, and as a 

mu to the preceding component, e.g.: 

d Á ´ni l-muwa½½af¥na

(see 2.3.2 for even longer strings)

Annexation is the most dynamic method in Arabic of linking structural units to a 

head noun and virtually the only way for nouns to subordinate other elements.

Features of annexed elements are as follows:

1st element:

(i) If a noun, it has no definiteness (al- ) or indefiniteness markers tanw¥n (see 

1.5.1 on these); if an adj. it may take def. art. only, see 2.1.3.2. 

(ii) Bears the case which marks the function of the complete annexation unit.

2nd element:

(i) It may take def. or indef. markers or, if itself annexed, follows rule (i) for the 

1st element in having no definition markers. 

(ii) If a noun, it always takes obl. case (and see 1.7.1.1 for the unique case 

differentiation in 1st pers. sing. pron.). 

The annexed forms of nouns are set out in 1.5.2.1 and in the paradigms in 1.8.2:

note that dual or sound masc. plur. nouns as the 1st element of annexation lose 

their final -ni  or -na  respectively.
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22.3.1 Standard annexation

Definiteness is inherited from the 2nd element, so when annexed to a def. noun 

the 1st element acquires complete definiteness (irrespective of generic or 

individual definiteness):

sa u l-manzili
  

the roof 

sayy r tu l-fatay ti
  

the cars

jawwu l-Áit i  the winter weather , 

atu l-Æal¥ji the Gulf crisis , 

úiw ru l- urÁ ni  the dialogue of the deaf

Æa u l- ji  the production line

Annexation to pronouns:

Æ¥   brother

(see 1.7.1.1 on the special case of suffix -¥ ) 

aú´ka  brother

(see 1.8.2 on inflection of Æ , etc.)  

úim ruhu  donkey

maÆ wifuhum  fears

f luhunna  children

Sound masc. plur.:

muh jir´ l-sitt¥niyy ti  the emigrants [indep.] 

li-muÁ hid¥ l-tilifizy´n  viewers

Duals:

saf¥r  bir¥ niy  wa-l- qi

the two ambassadors [i

(see 2.3.3 on annexation to proper names) 
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du úaflatay-i l-iftit i wa-l-Æit mi

[two] ceremonies

Indef. annexation:

barqiyyatu ta   a telegram

al-tawa§§ulu li-ttif qi sal min
agreement

jir atu tajm¥lin surgery

22.3.2 ’I fa strings, or extended annexation

In theory there is no maximum limit to the number of components that may be 

used in an annexation construction (see C2:98 where a 4- i fa is noted). 

Media Arabic in particular seems to produce long annexation strings, and 

sequences of four, five and even six elements are not not uncommon (the 

translations are more literal than elegant):

rafèa manú zati l-

leave of the [generic] working

nat¥jatu rtif ri qi -ma§ rifi 

of

n ¥ rati \urfati l-§in l-nas¥jiyyati

the deputy of the chairman of the committee of the administration of the 

chamber of the textile [adj.] industry

Annexation in book and play titles (see 1.8.5). In titles of plays, books, television 

programmes, etc. the title itself as a 2nd element functions as a separate unit and 

does not take case endings:

taú ni ½ -baúr

Thirst of the Sea

barn maju man-i l- ´l?
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Who is responsible?

The same applies to such idiomatic constructions as the following: 

ar¥qati ÆuÄ al-nuq´da wa-hrub

take the money and run

22.3.3 Annexation and proper names 

Proper names quite regularly appear as the 1st element: 

yamanu l-Æams¥niyy ti  the Yemen 

mi§ru l-s d t  Sadat s

q hiratu l-     - Cairo

(note that, with the first and last examples, the def. arts. of al-yaman 
Yemen , and al-q hiratu  are removed in accordance with the 

annexation rules) 

As 2nd elements, they automatically confer definiteness on the whole unit, 

whether or not they bear a def. art. themselves ( C2:115; 1.12.3.1, 1.12.3.2):

mad¥natu bayr´ta   city of Beirut

maqh ¥z¥s#  

-shop of Isis

(it is unlikely that the name ¥z¥s would be inflected, cf. 1.8.5) 

2.3.4 Meanings of annexation

As well as indicating possession annexation may be used to indicate substance or 

material (cf. 2.2.1.1):

kursiyyu Æayzur nin    

It also functions as a means of reproducing compound nouns and collocations 

from other languages (see invariable compound nouns 1.8.10) ( C2:96): 

lin a business man

plur. rij lin   (see 12.5.1)

mujrimu úarbin a war criminal

èin -

\aÄ nch

Definiteness is conferred by the second element, contrast: 
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\urfatu nawmin / \urfatu l-nawmi    

bedroom

limu nafsin a psychologist  / limu l-nafsi  

22.3.5 Questions of definiteness 

(See numbers al-¨al atu kutubin 2.12.3),

unreal annexation (2.1.3.2) and \ayr 2.9.2.3.2) for examples of where the 

traditional rules of def. in annexation structures have been overridden.) 

As seen above (2.3.1) the 1st element of annexation inherits definiteness from 

the 2nd, contrast nuq atu l-è the weak spot  with nuq atu è
a ; this can serve to distinguish between such pairs as 

finj nu Á yin a cup of tea , and finj nu l-Á yi the tea-

the

further 1.12.3.1).

It follows that annexation to pronouns results in def. units: wajhuh
the face of her  which will show in adj. agreement, wajhuh   

l-jam¥lu beautiful

Indef. annexation units have intermediate status with regards to definiteness 

(termed taÆ§¥§ particularization

considered def. enough to function as subj. of an equational sentence (see 3.1):

rij lin hu waú

God only knows what they are! 

When an unambiguously indef. annexation is required it can be created by using 

partitive min 2.6.12) ( C2:99, 274, and cf. 1.12.4.1):

úd  l-j ti kat¥ tiÄatih  wa- alabatih

a large group [indef.] of its professors and 

students

The other principal mechanism for unambiguously indef. annexation is the para-

phrase with li- , denoting general possession ( C2:285; 2.6.10);  

contrast §ad¥quhu the  with §ad¥qun lahu 
a

f¥ sti l -l-
   

an opinion poll
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wajhun úaz¥nun li-

of a woman  belonging to

The following example is ambiguous owing to the idiomatic use of li- , although 

the context should determine which of the two meanings is intended:

kit bun li-l- ¥bi muú -w id al-úij z¥

a book by -W hid al-Hij z¥ a book 

belonging to

li- is used in def. annexation constructions for two kinds of reasons:

where the structure prevents annexation, e.g, because the 1st element must remain 

indef. (as in purposive obj., for example, see 2.4.5), or because there are two 1st 

elements;  or in order to avoid using an ambiguous (though correct) or clumsy 

construction (although such combinations do occur, see 2.1.2.1 for examples):  

èu l- riqati l-duwaliyyu li-l-kit bi

ah International Book Fair [lit. for the book

musta ru l-itti di l-sw¥sriyyi li-l-Á ´ni l-iqti diyyati l- rijiyyati  

for

al-q - l li-l-quww ti l-musallaúati
  

'the supreme commander of the armed forces'

The same construction is used whenever a deverbative has to retain its indef. 

marker and cannot therefore be annexed to its dep. comp. (see 2.10): 

hal tusamm¥ h Äihi l-masraúiyyata taÆ§¥§an li-l-Áuqaqi li-man 
yastaúiqquh ?

designating

For indef. of  annexation see 2.11.5, also kull , 2.9.1.1 ( C3:150). 

22.3.6 Multiple annexation

Although in CA only one element normally occupied the first position, MWA is 

extending the possibilities (see 2.3.7). 
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22.3.6.1 In annexations of one 1st element to two 2nd elements the latter are

coordinated mostly with wa- 2.3.7), but other coordinating con- 

junctions may be used:

n d¥ l-muhandis¥na -i l-èubb i 

or

However, repetition of the 1st element is also possible for emphasis or stylistic 

reasons (see 11.7.1 for obligatory repetition of noun for structural reasons):

huwa nu l-karami wa- nu l-sharafi

the sign of generosity and [the sign of]

2.3.6.2 For the annexation of two different 1st elements to the same 2nd noun 

( C2:105), see phrasal coordination 2.19.1. CA, with rare exceptions, repeated 

the phrase, replacing the 2nd noun with an attached pron., and this is still 

common in MWA: 

tu l-\aèabi wa-kabtuhu
  

the silencing and suppression of anger

the suppression of it

tawj¥h tu -d¥ni wa-taúaffu½ tuhum
   

the instructions and reservations of the religious scholars

instructions of the religious scholars and the reservations of them

taÆf¥fu l- ´b ¥quh

the reduction or suspension of penalties

or the suspension of them

d Æila mab n¥ l-wiz r ti wa-Æ rijah

inside and outside the ministry buildings

and outside them

Note that the definiteness of the 2nd element is not relevant, as pronouns may 

refer to indef. antecedents:

r yatu sul atin siy siyyatin wa-úim yatuh

preservation and protection of an economic authority ,

an economic authority and the protection of it
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22.3.7 Binomial/polynomial annexation 

MWA is increasingly making use of binomial (or indeed now polynomial) 

annexation, in which two or more 1st elements are coordinated (by any of the 

coordinators) before annexation to the 2nd element ( C2:107). The fact that the 

first member of the pair lacks def. markers (cf. 2.3), particularly tanw¥n, has 

ceased to be of importance, probably because neither the tanw¥n nor the case 

endings are used in ordinary reading of MWA (see 1.2.9). The CA system 

(2.3.6.2) is still fully active, but there seem to be few restrictions now on the use 

of the MWA variant (though the meanings of the annexed nouns are always 

closely related), and qualified approval has been given by the Academies:

-èam¥ru l-

the mind and conscience of the nation

salbu wa-nahbu li l-banki

the robbing and plundering of bank funds

faúsu wa-jardu l-maèb ti

the inspection and inventorying of the confiscated goods

mawqifu wa-dawru l-kan

the position and role

Units containing three 1st elements are now very frequent:

f¥ taúd¥¨i wa-tajd¥di wa-ta w¥ri fur´

updating, renewal and development of its branches

Á ´ra wa- ús sa wa- l ti h - f li

the feeling, perception and emotions of these children

bar miju wa- Ái atu wa-maÁ r¥  l-maktabi

the programmes, activities and projects

Extended binomial annexation occurs where the first element itself consists of an 

annexation unit coordinated to another noun (the internal units are shown with  

< > in the paraphrases): 
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\urfatu tij rati wa-§in  dubayy

chamber of commerce and industry

commerce and of industry> of

maÁr´ w¥ri wa-taúd ¥¨i masraúi l-b l´n 

the project to develop and modernize the Balloon theatre   

lopment and of modernization> of the Theatre of the 

2.3.1) 

Variant with two or more prepositionals (see 2.6 for prefixing of more than one 

preposition). Two or more prepositionals (2.7) may also be coordinated as the 1st 

element: 

qabla wa-  l- mi

before and after Islam

instead of CA:

qabla l- mi wa-
  

qabla wa- ¨n - l-ziy rati

before, during and after the vi

It is now common to see compound ranks and titles, consisting of an uninflected 

(or at least anomalously inflected) noun + adj., themselves further annexed:

mud¥ mm# d -§i ti

the director general of the health d

wak¥ wiz rati l- rijiyyati 

first undersecretary

22.3.8 Idiomatic annexation phrases

Ä´  [masc.] and Ä t  [fem.] literally for 

ownership and idiomatically for the possession of qualities ( C2:119; see 1.7.2

for paradigms). The noun following Ä´  must agree with the noun preceding it 
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in definiteness (or indefiniteness). These phrases form annexation units which 

function attributively (in apposition, see 2.2) or predicatively.

Masc. sing. Ä´  [indep.]:

Ä´ l-úajmi l- §\ari

sized one possessor of the smallest size

l  yaúdu¨u Á Ä´ b lin

of importance

Ä  [dep.]:

h Ä  l-ihtim mu ½alla Ä Æ §§in

of a special nature

(see 3.17.14 on ½alla
Ä¥  [obl.]:

iÆtiy ru ni½ min suwaydiyyin Ä¥ Áuhratin lamiyyatin

of a world-famous 

f¥ wajhih  l-mudawwari Ä¥ l-wajnatayni l-b rizatayni

with the prominent cheeks

Masc. plur.:

Äaw´  [indep.]: 

rij lun Äaw´ nuf´Äin

influential men possessors of influence

Äaw ¥  [dep. and obl.]:

istiq latu l- ¥di min Äaw¥ l-Æibrati

many experienced people

possessors of experience

raddu l-úuq´ Äaw¥h

those who own them
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Fem. sing.: Ä tu  [indep.]:

wa-hiya qaèiyyatun Ä tu Áad¥di l-\ar bati

with an extremely strange character

possessor of a character

(see 2.1.3.2 on extended adj.) 

al-man iqu Ä tu l-nuf´Äi l-firansiyyi

with French influence

Áah d tu l-iddiÆari Ä tu l-  l-muta\ayyiri

with variable interest

sayy r tu l-h tÁb k Ä tu l- bi l-Æamsati

five-door hatch-back c -back cars possessors of five 

doors

(see 1.2.6.1 on transliteration of foreign words)

Ä ta  [dep.]:

k nat Äata Áaklin diyyin

possessor of a normal form

Ä ti  [obl.]:

li-muma¨¨ilatin Ä ti Áuhratin

possessor of fame

Fem. plur.: Äaw tu  [indep.]:

al-sayyid tu Äaw tu l- ´liyyati

with responsibility

Äaw ti  [dep./obl.]:

min mudarris tin Äaw tin mun sibatin 

possessors of

appropriate qualifications
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The fem. sing. form Ä ta also occurs in the dep. case followed by a time 

expression (cf. adverbials in 2.5.2):

Ä ta §ab in 

Ä ta yawmin 

Ä ta marratin , [on]

or a place expression (cf. 2.5.3):

Ä ta l-yam¥ni wa-Ä ta l-yas ri

right and [on the] left

Ä t  after duals is default sing.:

bi-fikratayni muzdawijatayni Ä ti Æibratayni

based on

§ ib  plur. § b -

ally in the same sense as Ä´ C2:119), but functions only 

as a noun-phrase: 

§ ibu l-riúlati

the owner of

§ ibu l-na§§i  

the author of

§ buh

the ones who made them [namely,

§ ibu ¥din

a man of

or commonly for titles:

§ ibu l-jal lati , possessor of

§ ibatu l-sumuwwi    , possessor of
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§ ibu l-niy fati
   

possessor of

Orthodox Church) 

§ ibu l-faè¥lati

lit. possessor of

occurs in a plur. sense 

( C2:120), and functions only as a noun-phrase, unlike Ä´
(2.3.8):

l- § fi wa-l-

people

 l-fikri  

, lit. people of thought

min l-¨iqati

from people of

Æibratin wa-ba§arin

people of

Kinship terms are also used to express the possession of qualities or 

membership of groups ( C2:123), and they can function attributively:

m  z lat úay tun úay ta -qur

of the villagers

(see 11.7, 3.21.4 on m  z la

l- riki 

the mother

rajulun Æ´ ¨iqatin

who can be trusted
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22.4 DEPENDENT ELEMENTS ( C2:161–3)

These are dealt with here at the phrase level only, i.e. without their full context 

(unless indispensable): for examples of dep. elements in their context see dir. objs

(3.11), verbal complements (3.29) and the other items mentioned below.

complements of verbs, e.g. the dir. obj. (2.4.1) and the various adverbial 

complements (2.4.2 2.4.7). However, dep. cases also occur in topic position after 

the sentence modifiers (3.2) and pred. position with k na
3.16.2) and its related verbs (3.17, etc.). For dep. verbs see 7.5. 

An important distinction must be made between three kinds of dep. comps. 

now used in MWA: (1) the traditional CA comps described below in 2.4.1 2.4.7,

which are all nouns or noun phrases, (2) a number of free dep. nouns and adjs, 

nearly all indef., many of which may historically be the remnants of elliptical dep. 

comp. constructions but can no longer be reliably analysed as such, discussed in 

2.4.8, and (3) the dep. indef. nisba  adjs (on this form see 1.8.6.3, 2.1.6) with 

adverbial function, an innovation of MWA which is dealt with in 2.5. 

There is no theoretical limit to the number of dep. comps a verb may take, 

though the maximum of seven is only reached artificially by pre-modern 

grammarians. However, it is not unusual to find three or four such comps in the 

same sentence: 

wa-taraktu wa an¥ h riban min-a l-Äikray ti baú¨an -i l-
  

my home country [dir. obj.] escaping [circ. qual. 2.4.6] from 

[my] memories, searching [purposive obj. 2.4.5] f

2.4.1 Direct object

Direct obj., Arabic ´l bihi [the action]

( C2:163; 3.29.1). The directly transitive verb (3.11) takes dir. objs. in dep. 

case: 

naÁara na§§a riúlatihi

the text

 naÄkuru mahraj na a 

festival

-i l-Áarikatu l-mily r ti  l-mus him¥na

billions
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laqiyat naj an masraúiyyan b hiran

success

Some verbs may take two dir. objs ( C2:166; 3.11.2, 3.29.2):

wa- h Ä  l-liq Áaklan Ák li l-tahd¥di  

this meeting [1st obj.] a kind

(see 1.12.4.1 on periphrastic indef.)

22.4.1.1 Detached obj. pron. ’iyy ( C2:168; 33.11.1)

For detached pronominalized single dir. obj. with  see 3.11.1. For 

after verbal nouns and active participles see 2.10.1.6. 

When both objs of a doubly transitive verb are pronouns they may be 

suffixed, as long as the order 1st > 2nd > 3rd person is observed, thus 

aytukahu aytuhuka
This structure was not uncommon in CA, although MWA tends to favour the 

alternative structure, i.e., to detach the 2nd obj. and suffix it to the dummy 

element , to create, for example, hu
ka

2.4.2 Absolute obj. 

Absolute obj., Arabic ´l mu laq
( C2:170; see 3.29.3). Both trans. and intrans. verbs, active or passive, take abs. 

objs. This complement is mostly a verbal noun, usually cognate with its operating 

occurrence. It can also denote the number of times an act has been carried out, or 

the type of action and, when expanded by adj. qualification (2.4.2.2) or 

annexation (2.4.2.3), the additional content gives the sense of an English adverb 

of manner. A literal translation is seldom possible.

2.4.2.1 The abs. obj. may be a single, unqualified verbal noun:

k na l-damu yan§abbu min Äir n§ib ban d´ ´
ús sin bi-l-

the blood was pouring from his arm [a pouring] without his appearing to 

It may also be the verbal noun of a different root from the operator, either a 

different stem:
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wa-qabbalah qublata l-wid

kissed [Stem II] her a goodbye kiss
[Stem I]   

¨¨ ¨ uran w iúan

is affected [Stem V] an affecting  [Stem II]   

or a synonym:

wa-qahqaha èaúkan bi-§ lin
    

a laugh

22.4.2.2 The abs. obj. can be expanded by adjectival qualification (2.1):

ya§ifu wa§fan daq¥qan

accurately

istaslamat-i stisl man mu¨¥ran li-l-dahÁati

in a surprising way

ibtasamat lahu btis matan kab¥ratan

a big smile

tadullu dal latan q
  

decisively

also by an adjectival clause: 

qaèat  l- bi ... qa  yak ´na nih

has put an end to terrorism ... in a way

(see 3.21.3 on k da ) 

fariútu faraúan l  maz¥

I rejoiced with a rejoicing which had 
n

The noun may also take the generic article which is quasi-indef.:

wa-htazzat-i l-§´ratu l-ihtiz zata l- Æ¥rata

shook with one last shake
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22.4.2.3 The abs. obj. can also be displaced by the annexation (2.3) of a 

qualifier or quantifier to it:

yasta\ill´ § ba l-ma§ \l lin  

in the worst way

yaftaris´nahu Áarra ftir sin

in the most evil way

apart

¥ li-Ä lika \ yata l- ji

extremely upset because o

kull 2.9.1.1) or è 2.9.1.3):

fa- ta¨iqu bihi èa l-¨iqati wa-l ah

to trust in him a certain trusting

Extensions of quantifiers:

wa-bi-l-t l¥ ¨ara fa- ¨ara l-Áarik tu l-mu§ -l-nu½umi 
l-l -silkiyyati wa-l-r d

systems are resorting more and more

(contrast with asyndetically reduplicated circ. quals. below, 2.4.6.3)

tansaúibu l- qal¥lan qal¥lan

little by little

2.4.2.4 The abs. obj. may be replaced by an explanatory term, and the abs. obj. 

is elided:

wa-l-naÄkur jam¥ ¥ l-m  k \aèiba l-   
l-fall i èarabahu saw an Áall´tan
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let us all remember that in the past when the feudalist became angry with a 

peasant he would hit him with a whip [èarba saw in with the 

hitting of a whip ] or a kick [èarba Áall´tin 
kick

(see 3.4 for the pron. on èam¥r al-Á ), and 8.3

for conditional if , when ) 

22.4.2.5 The abs. obj. also occurs in verbless (equational) sentences (3.1):

al-úulmu ¨aq¥lun ¨iqala l- úl mi  

heavy as dreams are heavy 

or qualifying a previous noun, adj. or part. (or rather, the verbal notion implicit in 

these words):

al-muÁkilatu l- li¨atu l-murtabi atu rtib an wa ¥qan bi-l-muÁkilatayni  
l-s biqatayni

closely connected

-

k na radduhu \ar¥ban kulla l-\ar bati

totally strange

(cf. 2.4.2.3 for expansion with kull   

li- l §iqatun bihi ½¥ma l-ilti§ qi

sticks to it mightily

ikan èaúkatahu l-Æ §§ata

laughing his special laugh

(see circ. qual. 2.4.6) 

wa-k na s  f¥ tilka l-laylati
  

shining amazingly

2.4.2.6 Objects may be cognate without being abs. obj.:

lan §a
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I asked him a difficult question

wa-kallamathu kalimatayni f¥ Änihi
   

she spoke two words to him

(see 3.29.3)

22.4.2.7 Abs. obj. occurs also as a coordinated variant for the gradualness of an 

action: 

Á -Á  wajadtun¥ úibbu sam  l-kal mi minhu
  

little by little

2.4.3 Locative objs

Locative objs, Arabic ´l f¥hi [the action]

also ½arf ,

as complements in dep. case (3.29.4) qualifying the verb.

In MWA this category overlaps considerably with the locative/temporal 

adverbials and prepositionals in 2.5.2, 2.5.5. A working distinction is that 

loc./temporal objs. are always full nouns which can also have all other nominal 

yawmu l-Æam¥si yawmun jam¥lun 
Thursday is a lovely day  while the adverbials and prepositionals (see 2.6

and 2.7 for these terms) in particular tend to be words which, though originally 

nominals, have generally become restricted to a prepositional function (e.g. 

As for adverb(ial)s (see 2.5 for this term), they comprise a mixed class of dep. 

nouns and adjs, usually indef. and always invariable. The difference can be seen 

by contrasting a true loc. obj. such as the dep. noun Áahran
with an invariable dep. adj. in adverbial function, Áahriyyan . 

2.4.3.1 Time

( C2:173; 3.29.4) (see periods of time, 2.14.5, dates, 2.14.7) 

As loc. of time these may be def. or indef.

dawman

al- na 

fajran 

laylan 

al-laylata 
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yawman 

al-yawma 

nah ran

§ab an 

mas

laylan wa-nah ran 

(these last two also occur ; and cf. the 

variant:

layla nah ra with invariability of comp. word, 

1.8.10) 

\adan
ú¥nan

úy nan ú¥na 7.6.6)

marratan 
mir ran

For a number of adjs and parts. (already current in CA) see 2.4.8. 

Examples in context:

h Äihi l-sanata ] this year

al-sabta l-m iya Saturday

h Ä  l-mawsima [in] this season

laú½ata muf raqat¥ l-bayta

[at] the moment

(see annexation to sentence 7.5.1.11 and dir. obj. after verbal noun, 

2.10.1.3) 

Æ¥ran taú¥nu laú½atu l-Æur´ji

at last

l- na j midu l-qalbi

now

(note flexible word order in both, see 3.7.4, and see unreal annexation, 2.1.3.2)
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h Ä  l-tamarrudu l-k minu l-q

ever

(see 4.2.7 for use of in neg. sentences)  

Note that n ef. noun: 

f¥ nin w idin time

wa§al  f¥ nin the same time

Paired times:

t ratan ... t ratan ,  t ratan...t Ær
 (t ratan  is rarely used alone); 

ú¥nan ... ú¥ ara ; also Ær

marratan ... wa-marr tin

¥ mubakkiran t ratan wa- ÆÆiran t Ær

tabn¥ m lan lahum ú¥nan wa-tuhaddimuh ú¥nan Æara

sometimes and other times

Time expressions are often personalized or annexed (see dates 2.14.7): 

laú½atah

(see also 2.14.5) 

The function of the time noun ú¥na  is virtually restricted to adv. (2.4.8),

prepositional (2.7), or conjunction (7.6.6 and 7.8):

ú¥na l-èar´rati time

22.4.3.2 Place ( C2:180; 33.29.4)

Even in CA loc. objs. denoting a place were uncommon. Unlike points of time, 

which may be specific or vague, loc. objs of place are vague and effectively 

restricted to directions and relationships:

Áarqan 

\arban 
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jan´ban

Áim lan ,

yam¥nan 

(See 2.6 for fuller discussion of expressions of space)

Examples in context (cf. 2.1.4):

Áarqan wa-\arban 

Áim la bayr´ta 

Note the idiom where a loc. obj. is used metaphorically:

yaqifu l-yawma mawqifa l- jizi

today in the standing place

(cf. 11.7 and 3.29.4) 

All other spatial positions are expressed with the prepositions f¥ bi-
, 2.6):

bi-l-q hirati in

f¥ l-matúafi in

f¥ l-s¥nam at

22.4.4 Specifying complement 

Specifying complement, Arabic tamy¥z C2:

184; 3.29.5): a dep. noun which particularizes an otherwise general feature of its 

antecedent, roughly equivalent to English 

an indef. dep. noun (often a verbal noun), and it may qualify nouns, adjs or verbs.

It is also used with weights and measures, although there are some signs that the 

system is breaking down: 

bi-l- fati ¥n#
150

in addition to
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22.4.4.1 Spec. comp. in general use

Qualifying verbs:

fa-l- ab¥ ú an wa- Æu§´batan

nature can produce a drought and afterwards be bursting with fertility

(see 3.10.5 on qad with indep. imperf.)

wa-l ú -úad¥¨a ya Áar¥ b ½a nan wa-fann nan
  

as a human 

being and artist

Note the spec. comp. with verbs of increasing and decreasing (see 3.23.3):

muzawwadan bi- tazd

which increases as to 

depth

(see 5.1 on adj. rel. clause)

e

expressed by a spec. comp.: 

huwa ¨aru l- ´mi útiw  l-½aw hiri l-salbiyyati 

it is the science embracing the most negative phenomena , lit. the most of 

the sciences in terms of embracing   

wa-l Á -rayya bi-l-tanq¥ i kan li-l-miy hi min-a
l- uruqi l-taql¥diyyati

and there is no doubt that irrigation by dripping consumes less water than 

is less in terms of consumption of water

Note how the verbal noun in the position of spec. comp. must remain indef. and 

therefore can not be annexed to its dir. obj. In these circumstances it can only be 

linked to its dir. obj. by the prep. li- (cf. 2.10.1.7 and 2.4.5) 

Qualifying nouns:

f¥ ruqiyyi l-muw in¥na fikran wa-wijd nan wa-sul´kan

in thought, feeling and behaviour
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With the numbers from 11 to 99 ( C2:183; see 2.12.4, 2.12.5 for details):

Æams´na dirhaman 

Qualifying elative/superl. adj. (1.8.6.2; 2.11.8):

al-muntaj tu l- Ær l-

lower quality

l-Á ´bi ruk´ban li-l-baúri

the most ancient people in sailing the sea

(see obj. of verbal nouns with li- 2.10.1.7)

min  l-kutt bi Áuhratan f¥ zam nihi

the widest of writers 

in terms of fame

Periphrastic use with colours:

ta§ -baúra f¥ §iqilliyyata ¨aru zurqatan
  

(from 1.8.6.1) 

The spec. comp. is also used with certain fixed adverbial expressions (2.5.8.2):

bi-§ifat¥ ¥san li-

as chairman

An example of MWA innovation can be seen in a limited number of cases where 

an adj. is further qualified by a comparative such as  ak¨aru
preference to the use of a spec. comp.:

maÁ\´lun ¨ara minh more busy than 

22.4.5 Purposive obj.

Purposive obj., Arabic ´l lahu  (or li-
sake of] which [the action] C2:172; 3.29.6): a dep. comp. always in 

the form of a dep. verbal noun indicating the reason for, or cause of, an action, 

usually indef. and usually alone

of : 
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l ´luh muj malatan

to be nice

Æawfan

out of fear

Indirectly transitive verbs (3.11.4) retain their prep.:

Æfiya qalaqahu Æawfan min ½hara è ¥fun

from fear of

útij  tilka l- malati l-½ limati

Transitive verbs

Since as a rule the purposive comp. must retain its indef. status, it cannot be 

annexed to a dir. obj., and therefore the periphrastic alternative with li-  (see 

2.10.1.7 and 2.4.4.1) is used:

talbiyatan li-l- j ti l- niyyati

in response to

takr¥man li l-èayfi l-kab¥ri  

The purposive comp. can be expanded by annexation, either to another verbal 

noun, with generic sense:

yur¥du l- Æara bu\yata kaÁ rihi

in the desire to uncover its secrets

or to a clause:

ÆaÁyata -l-è

out of fear that she would be suspected of we

(see 7.5.1.3 on annexation of clauses)
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22.4.6 Circumstantial qualifier 

Circumstantial qualifier, Arabic l C2:186; 

3.29.7): normally a part. (less often an adj.) indicating the circumstances of an 

event, always dep. and nearly always indef., agreeing only in number and gender 

with the antecedent. In this section only noun phrases will be noted; for the 

subordinated sentence as a circ. qual., see 7.3.

2.4.6.1 Classes that may function as circ qual. ( C2:193)

Active part.: 

\ dara l-q mutawajjihan  j¥b´t¥

heading

maÁaytu mutamahhilan

slowly

q bal n¥ Æ rijayni f¥ mahammatin jilatin

whilst they were going out

wa- -i l-èa y  nat¥jatan li-hub i l- fali mutad ¥na  sullami 
l-madrasati

pushing 

one another

Passive part.:

tafawwaqa l- nu l-mi§riyyu l-qad¥mu kiman wa-maúk´man

the Ancient Egyptian was superior both as ruler and ruled   

wa-tah d  l- Áu maúm´lan  l- qi

carried

¨ ´ ma\Á

ey fall unconscious

(cf. passive participial adjs, 2.10.3) 
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Nouns:

Act. part. 

taÆarraja l-waladu bi an f¥ l-baúriyyati 

as an officer

Verbal

li-yaúèur´ l- èa iw la s -ni§fi l-s wuq´fan

standing up

(see clock times 2.14.6) 

For the now autonomous dep. indef. nouns and adjs with adverbial function see 

2.4.8. 

22.4.6.2 Sequences

Sequences of circ. quals. occur both syndetically and asyndetically ( C2:190; 

490; Chapter 6 for coordination, 7.3.1 for sequences of circ. qual. clauses). 

Syndetic:

lad  l-muÁta\il¥na bi-§in -kalimati, masm´  wa-maqr´   
wa-

heard, read and seen

wa- nu nisan wa-muÁ

n smiled in a friendly and encouraging way

Asyndetic:

yantaqilu bayna l-maw muraúúiban ikan mud nisan

laughing, welcoming, joking and 

entertaining

al- Ä¥ qa  nafsihi muÆli§an § diqan

sincerely and honestly
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22.4.6.3 , pairs of circ. quals. are used, mostly 

asyndetically ( C2:492 3, and see 11.7):

taqÁuruh abaqatan abaqatan

layer by layer

úarruki l-Äarrati w idatan w idatan

one by one

Äakkarah  bi-qi rin úay¨u l-maq ¨nayni ¨nayni

two by two

Contrast these with the abs. obj. Á -Á
2.4.2 in which the latter qualify the kind of action being performed, not the state 

of the noun. 

2.4.6.4 Although the circ. qual. is normally indef., it can be annexed to a 

following noun ( C2:191):

fa-jalastu èayyiqa l-§adri

, li

(cf. annex. adj. in 2.1.3.2 and circ. quals in subordinate clauses 7.3.1)

ú fiyata l-qadamayni

bare-footed

The expression waúda-  pronouns in the sense 

. quals should always be 

indef.:

duwalu l-Áam li waúdah

alone

waqaf´ waúdahum

alone

l úadda¨u hun ¨aq fati l- ¥na waúdahum

alone
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laysa l-naj u úu waúdan

alone

22.4.7 Accompanying obj.

Accompanying obj., Arabic ´ thing with which [the 

action is] done  always introduced by wa- w and

wa-  at 6.2

( C2:213; 2.19.1; 3.29.8). The construction is now rather limited, mainly with 

verbs denoting agreement or conformity (cf. 3.11.4).

In unvowelled texts the assumption of a dep. case is not certain, e.g.:

m  yattafiqu wa- ab¥  l-muútaway ti

with the nature

bi- ar¥qatin tatan sabu wa-qaw  l-naúwi l-

with the rules

allat¥ tataz manu wa-Áahra rama na l-mub raka

with the blessed month 

but the following example shows an unambiguously marked dep./obl. case: 

wa-hum f¥ takl¥fihim bi-l-Æar ji wa-l-èar wa-l-muslim¥na

equal with the Muslims

It is also found with rel. clauses:

- ma yatrukuhum wa-m  yad¥n´na

with what they 

believe in

See also 3.11.4, and 2.6.11 for 

adverbial . Cf. also the idioms m  laka wa-  and m
Á -  about ...? ,

10.13.3.1. 
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22.4.8 Intermediate forms

Here are consolidated the various dep. indef. nouns and adjs functioning 

autonomously as adverbs. In CA they were usually interpreted as quals or 

synonyms of an elided noun comp., but that analysis is no longer reliable for 

MWA. Thus for present users it is not relevant that jalastu aw¥lan ,

obj., (2.4.2) namely, jalastu [jul´san] aw¥lan
or an elided loc. obj.of time (2.4.3.1), namely, jalastu [waqtan] 

aw¥lan
In practice these dep. elements have purely adverbial function and thus lie 

structurally between the pure noun comps. (2.4.2 2.47) and the dep. indef. nisba
 (2.5). Since they always remain dep. nouns and adjs, they cannot strictly be 

distinguishes them from the few genuine adverbs in Arabic, such as faqa
1.6.11, 2.5.1). The same distinction is made between true prepositions 

and nouns with prepositional function, hence termed  (see 1.6.12,

2.6, 2.7).

By grouping them here the historical aspects are set aside. Moreover by 

avoiding semantic subclassifications (which in any case have no specific 

corresponding structural manifestation) the problem of assigning them to one or 

another of the comps listed above is also bypassed.

The adverbial status of these items is confirmed by the fact that many of them 

have synonymous equivalent prepositional phrases, e.g. §udfatan -

bi-l-§udfati  (see 2.5.6.1).

Dep. nouns:

jiddan èan 

§udfatan

san §lan  

úaqqan 

mub Áaratan ma¨alan

¨an majj nan 

úatman taqr¥ban 

jumlatan k ffatan 

Æu§´§an  tib

´man

al-battata 
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Dep. adj.:

b ilan maúèan
(cf. 2.8.6, emphasizer annexed) 

jayyidan sar¥

qal¥lan kat¥ran

\ liban jam¥

tam man mu laqan 

d Æ¥ran 

aw¥lan qad¥man 

úad¥¨an d Æilan 

Æ rijan 

The part. types m ÆÆaran muqaddaman mustaqbalan
are invariable and therefore can not be seen as circ. quals. etc.:

Áifat ÆÆaran [fem.] has been discovered lately

[masc.]

The same applies to the following:

lan jam¥ all [masc.]

lam tanjaú h Äihi l- Ák lu jam¥  f¥ waqfi l-½ hirati

4.2.1)

not succeed these forms all of them 

22.5 ADVERBS AND ADVERBIALS

This is a class in which MWA shows considerable divergence from the CA 

norms. CA had a very limited range of true adverbs, that is, invariable words used 

to qualify any element of a sentence, e.g. faqa
closed and is listed in 1.6.11. A somewhat larger set, but still very restricted, 

consists of dep. indef. nouns or adjs, formally once comps of verbs (e.g. as circ. 

qual. or loc. obj.) but now autonomous, i.e. they are now invariable, see in 2.4.8.

All other adverbial qualification in CA was expressed either by the formal comps. 

described in 2.4.2 to 2.4.7, or periphrastically, through phrases (2.5.8), or by 

verbs (2.5.9), all of which are still used in MWA.

But MWA has greatly extended the dep. indef. nisba  adj. (see 2.1.6), 

seemingly as a calque of Western adverbs, by a process which can usefully be 

-

- en 
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unanalysable, but theoretically they could be regarded as an elliptical extension of 

one or another of the CA dep. comps such as the abs. obj. (2.4.2). For example, 

al-ihtim mu bihim ¨aq fiyyan wa-§iúúiyyan wa-jtim  wa-riy iyyan
culturally, medically, 

socially and athletically al-ihtim mu bihim-i
htim man ¨aq fiyyan etc. 

a cultural being concerned

However, since they are invariable, they cannot always be considered as 

simply alternative forms of the comps, thus in taÆsaru l-úarba siy siyyan
politically siy siyyan

this case the verbal noun is fem. Æas ra , so that the abs. obj. construction 

would be Æas ratan siy siyyatan
would not fully account for the invariable siy siyyan 'politically'

This leaves MWA with three types of adv. qual. (a) the inherited set of CA 

dep. noun comps. already described; (b) a quantity of indef. dep. adjs and nouns 

set out in 2.4.8, which may or may not be the residue of elliptical or variant 

comps; and (c) an enormous number of nisba  adjs, which are not always 

analysable as comps but function in the same way (though more flexibly) as the 

English adv., for which see 2.5.1, 2.5.2 and 2.5.5. These may be considered a 

form of new free adv.

All three sets are open, but not necessary commutable: it is unlikely that the 

sentence Ærajah tilifiziy´niyyan through the 

medium of television -  ever be 

expressed in the form of an explicit abs. obj., namely, * Ærajah Ær jan 
tilifizy´niyyan a television-

type [now an adj.] producing Ærajah mutalfizan
he produced it [as one] televising

lexical objections.

The semantic classification below is purely arbitrary and doubtless in many 

cases disputable: it certainly makes no claims that any of the adverbials are direct 

paraphrases of the CA dep. comps.

For completeness, demonstratives and the underived and non-nominal adverbs 

are also listed in each category. In the following sections the adverbial phrases are 

then listed, divided into indef. adverbials with dependent nouns (2.5.7) and 

prepositional phrases (2.5.8). For verbs expressing the manner of an action see 

2.5.9, and for interrog. adverbs see 2.5.6 and 10.7 10.10.

22.5.1 Adverbials of manner, quantity and degree 

(See 2.5.6 for adverbial phrases, and also 2.4.2)

iqti diyyan 

lu\awiyyan 
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qiyyan 

ÁaÆ§iyyan

Áw

Áafawiyyan 

siy siyyan

above) 

rasmiyyan

nisbiyyan

kulliyan

A few examples in context:

èar´ratu l- wuni duwaliyyan

internationally

talq¥nuhum maÄhabiyyan

sectarian sectarianly

¨abata 
    

scientifically pr

22.5.2 Adverbials of time

(cf. 2.4. for loc. obj.; see 2.5.7 for phrases)

Again these examples are given with an implied syntactic function:

liyyan sanawiyyan

yawmiyyan Áahriyyan 

´

2.5.3 Adverbials of time annexed to deictics and 
demonstratives

Adverbials of time can be annexed to the deictics and demonstratives Ä
ka 1.8.7.2, 2.5.6):
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Äin

ú¥ Äin 

Äin 

Äin 

s Äin

na ka

Äin

(see 2.7.21 on the prepositional 

Äin  

Examples in context:

wa-k  tilka l-mustaÁf Äin

at the time

k na l-qalamu na ka ka-l-mustaú¥li

in those times

(see 2.6.8 on ka-

Not annexed:

¨umma 2.19.3 and 6.4)

22.5.4 Invariable time nouns

The expressions - qabl-
adverbials they occur in the invariable forms qablu

qablan also occurs). They cannot therefore be 

annexed in this form, though as prepositionals qabla
2.7.6, 2.7.31 respectively). However, they both 

occur after the prep. min  (see 2.6.12), without change of inflection, 

, min qablu :

Æbarah min qablu

before

ist¥r duhu min qablu previously

sa-yatimmu ba later

sa- ka f¥-m later on
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(see 5.7 on f¥m

(f see lamm  with 4.2.3)

22.5.5 Adverbials of place 

(cf. loc. obj. 2.4.3.2, and phrases 2.5.7)

markaziyyan 

maúalliyyan

lamiyyan 

wa-yatimmu tajm¥ -sayy rati maúalliyyan

locally

fa- h lamiyyan

globally

Invariable nouns, demonstratives:

hun hun ka

¨amma ¨ammata

(see 3.1.3.1 for these as fillers in inverted sentences)

Note  hun ka 2.6.7).

úay¨u  (see further 7.6.9.3) followed by noun(s) in indep. case:

wa-yaúlumu bi-l- Ái f¥ ´rubb úay¨u l- -l-úay tu l-kar¥matu

where there is security and a decent 

life

2.5.6 Other adverbials

Demonstratives etc.:

Äan C1:42)

Äan  is an adverbial whose exact position in the sentence is unpredictable, 

although it tends to occur more towards the beginning because it notes a reaction 

or response to a previously stated proposition:
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sa-naltaq¥ Äan f¥ l- Árata

so

wa- Äan fa-bi- mk nin
   

hence it is in our capability to 

Äan wa-bi-kulli l-wuè´úi wa-l-§ar ati najaúa l- bu f¥ qatli 
mawsimin siy iyyin

well then, with all clarity and frankness, terrorism succeeded in 

ka C3:29)

Note the phrase ka
incorporates both elements and is sometimes written as one word:

¨ - §w u tadr¥jiyyan wa-tan - ru kulluh
wa- ka -sit ratu wa- - èu

d at that 

point the curtain goes up and the show begins

li-

li-  lam yanta½ batan

for that reason

h ka

k na w qifan h ka

like this

h ka  bad  lah  l-

that is how

(see 3.17.4 on bad

ka lika
tending to replace èan 12.12.1)
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ka lika rij lu l-Áur ati

likewise

tadr¥buhum bi-l- riji wa-ka lika maúalliyyan

also

ka

wa-ka \ayru l-muslimi

likewise the non-

faqa 3.30.3; for use with negs. see 4.9)

´ li- milihi Æams¥na junayhan faqa

y pounds only

fa-úasbu Invariable (see 4.9 in neg. sentences):

iya bi- fa-úasbu

he has to fulfil his promise and that is all

See also qa u al-battata 
reinforcing adverbials, 4.2.7.

For interrogatives kam , kayfa , mat ,  etc., see 10.7 10.10 for 

syntax.

22.5.7 Adverbial phrases: dep. nouns

MWA preserves the CA usage of dep. indef. verbal nouns as a loose type of qual. 

(e.g., circ. qual., abs. obj.), e.g. \a§
retains the prep. of its underlying verb. In MWA, however, perhaps in response to 

the wide range of conjunctions and connectors in the Western languages, this 

construction has been greatly extended.

Some of these also occur in the form of prepositional phrases or annexation 

units. Here only those which occur exclusively as dep. indef. nouns are listed, and 

the others are grouped together in 2.5.8 if they have only prepositional phrase 

alternants. If they have all three forms they are treated as variants of 

prepositionals in 2.7.
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For further functions, see 7.5.1.11 and 11.1.2

badalan min 

f¥ yawmin w idin badalan min min

instead of

badalan min-a l- \d §un´fi l-bi -raÆ¥§ati

instead of

bin

bin  taw§iyatin min-a l-lajnati l-tanf¥Äiyyati

based on a recommendation from the Executive Committ

faè

faè -a l-ittif qiyy ti

not to mention

faè ¥dih  li- ¥di stimr -sal mi

not to mention her confirmation that she would support the 

r
2.5.8.5):

´sin wa-had y yniyyatin

in the form of

2.5.6.5)

in il qan min

in il qan min úir§  taf d¥ l-tan qu ti l- ´l´jiyyati

starting from his desire to avoid ideological contradictions
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ittif

wa-ttif  ra\batihi f¥ - q ti l-wuddiyyati

in agreement with his desire

n h¥
but is included here because it functions exactly as faè

n h¥ - ti wa-l-muta arrif¥na

not to speak of

n h¥ -i ftiq  tan½¥min siy siyyin yataúammalu 
l- ´liyyata f¥ \iy bihi

to say nothing of his need for a political system which will bear the 

na½aran li-

na½aran li- ´di mar fiqa f¥ h ihi l-min aqati

in view of

(cf. 12.6 on -

na½aran li-dawri l-maktabati f¥ l- -madrasiyyi

in view of t

niy

wa-q ma waz¥ru l- rijiyyati niy -i l- ¥si bi-stiqb li
l-sufar -jududi

and the Minister of Foreign Affairs undertook on behalf of the president 

-

-m  j miruhu

according to

(see 3.11.4.1 )
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ibqan li-  (see 2.7.39

wa-yatimmu tawz¥ -Áuqaqi ibqan li-l-Áur i l-
    

in accordance with the advertised 

(see impersonal pass. 3.12.4, and tamma 3.23.1)

22.5.8 Adverbial phrases: prepositional phrases 

( C2:81, 253 for general treatment)

In addition to the expansion of the nisba  type adverb(ial), there are many 

prepositional phrases with adverbial function. The class is completely open and 

only a selection of examples will be given here. The phrases occur in various 

patterns.

2.5.8.1 bi- 2.6.4) + verbal or other nouns ( C2:306)

The noun may be either def. (generic, see 1.12.3.1) or indef. (often so with 

verbal nouns, see 1.12.4.2):

bi-l-taúd¥di 

bi-l- ¥di

bi-l- t  (see 2.8.3.3

bi-l-§udfati  (cf. §udfatan

bi-l-k mili

bi-l-

bi- atin

bi-darajatin kab¥ratin 

bi-Æti§arin

Example in context: 

úmilu h  l-mujallada bi-l-taúd¥di

exactly

2.5.8.2 bi-
A wide range of adverbial expressions is rendered by bi-Áaklin

bi-§´ratin , bi-§ifatin ,

qualified by the appropriate adj., easily translatable into the equivalent English 
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adverb or adv. phrase, thus bi-Áaklin w iúin clearly

bi-Áaklin simin decisively .

This is an open class. Other examples are:

bi-Á mmin in lin
mub irin mutaz yidin ,

although these and many other adjs also go with the variants listed below.

The neg. of this construction is formed with \ayr  (see 2.9.2.3), e.g. bi-
Áaklin \ diyyin

An expanded variant with adj. (rel.) clause (see Chapter 5):

bi-Áaklin yaf´q -f -naqdiyyi

in a way

bi-Áaklin yafèaúu bihi nafsahu

in a way 3.13.1 for reflexives) 

bi-Áaklin l  y´ú¥ bi- ´¨atih

in a way 

With the various periphrastic indef. constructions (1.12.4.1):

bi-Áaklin m some form or other

bi- Áaklin min-a l- Ák li any

The following variants are listed without subcategories, though they mostly 

follow the pattern of bi-Áaklin :

bi-§´ratin 

bi-§´ratin d permanently

bi-§uratin greater

(see elative 2.11.1)

bi-§´ratin \labu l-muntaÆib¥na

which the majority of the voters did not expect Chapter 5)

bi-§ifatin
annexation and usually with spec. comp. (see 2.4.4)

bi-§ifatin Æ atin

specifically
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bi-§ifatihi li¨a l-Æulaf -r id¥na

third of the Rightly 

bi-§ifatihi min-a l-ÁaÆ§iyy ti l-qib iyyati l- ´fati

as one of the well-

(note partitive min 2.6.12)

bi-wa§fi  synonym of bi-§ifati
comp., 2.4.4:

bi-wa§fihi muw inan mi§riyyan

as an Egyptian citizen

bi-wa§fi kawnih lihi

of its being his last work

(see kawn 3.16.2)

Further examples:

bi- ar¥qatin

bi- ar¥qatin d¥m´qr iyyatin democratic

bi-wajhin

bi-wajhin mmin  a general

bi- ´bin 

bi- ´bin mub irin direct

bi- ´bi l-jazz ri

of a butcher

22.5.8.3 There are many other prepositional phrases of which the following is 

only a selection (cf. also under the individual preps. in 2.6):

f¥ l-w

úaddin saw

li-l-
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22.5.8.4 2.14.5)

min ú¥ ú¥nin

min ú¥ ara  \

bayna l-ú¥ni wa-l-ú¥ni

f¥ èi l- úy ni

f¥ nafsi l-waqti nafs 2.8.1)

f¥ l-waqti nafsihi

f¥ l-waqti l- liyyi

f¥ nin w idin  

f¥ s lifi l-zamani 

bayna l-faynati wa-l- Ær

f¥ fatratin m 5.6.3)

2.5.8.5 A group based on the word r
several forms, which will give an idea of the complex developments in 

conjunctions and adverbial phrases:

Dep. indef. (cf. 2.5.7) ran min :

ran min \adin

with effect from

ran min 21 al-Áahria l- liyyia
21

effective from

Prepositional phrase bi- ri-  either annexed to a single notion:

bi- rihi èaúiyyatan by virtue of his being

or to a statement (see 3.11.2.4 on verbs which take statements as double objs.):

bi- rihi úi§nan li-l-dif úurriyyatihim

by virtue of its being [topic as dep. pronoun suffix] a fortress [pred. as dep.] 

Prepositional phrase ri
annexed to statements (cf. 7.5.2.9):
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ri èuy´fun

on the consideration 

è  [ lika]

k nat ta lubu min sam¥ra -  f¥
tan½ifi l-úad¥qati

she would ask of Samira that she help her clean the garden in addition to 

22.5.9

The CA construction using (mainly) stem IV verbs (1.9.0.2) to express the 

manner of an action (the latter expressed as the verbal noun in the position of dir. 

or indir. obj.) is still productive, see further 3.23.4. They invariably translate best 

as adverbs or as transferred epithets:

úsana taúd¥da l- , wa- da taúr¥ra l-jumali, wa-  f¥ l-§iy \ati

excellently, constructed the sentences well and used an 

eloquent

constructing ... he acted eloquently in the st

2.6 PREPOSITIONS ( C2:253 for general treatment).

These are elements that correspond to the the class of true prepositions and also 

 Arabic and will henceforth be labelled 

prepositionals to keep them separate from the true prepositions.

The distinction between the prepositions listed in 2.6.2 to 2.6.13 and the 

prepositionals listed in 2.7 is now hopelessly confused in the secondary literature, 

and the radical formal and functional differences between the two almost totally 

obscured. Formally, prepositions are underived elements (synchronically at least 

they lie outside the derivational system, cf. 1.6.12), hence their Arabic name 

úur´f al-jarr
nouns, in Arabic ½ur´f 2.4.3). Prepositions 

have only one function, while prepositionals also function as adverbials (see 2.5),

as well as (mostly) retaining their original noun status in other contexts. Hence 

prepositionals may, like nouns (in principle, though seldom), be def., e.g. 

al- mu man sir
diminutive (1.8.1.2), e.g. ayda
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prepositions (but never by other prepositionals), e.g.  l- mi 

In addition to the obvious formal differences there is a major distributional/

semantic distinction: only true prepositions can connect verbs with their indirect 

objs. (cf. 3.11.4), while prepositionals merely denote the environment in which 

the act occurs.

22.6.1 Prepositions

Prepositions, as their Arabic name indicates, are particles that precede the noun.

Nouns following prepositions always take the oblique case. Individual 

prepositions are dealt with in 2.6.2-13. Here are some general syntactic features 

common to them all.

2.6.1.1 When a prep. operates upon two or more nouns the repetition of the 

prep. is optional so long as there is no structural nor semantic reason for its being 

repeated ( C2:256).

Repetition of prep. with noun:

bi-l-nisbati li-l-niq bati wa-li-l-mihnati

to the guild and to

bi-Áaklayh bi-maèm´nayhi

in its two forms or [in

Non-repetition with noun:

è  maÁr´ li- úl li l-mustaÁf  l-kuwaytiyyi bi-l- riqati 
wa-bin  mustaÁfan jad¥din wa-l-  f¥ mustaÁf  l-q simiyyi

for relocating the Kuwaiti hospital in Sharjah and 

building a new hospital and expanding

Repetition of the prep. is compulsory when the coordinated item is a pronoun, as 

there are no free obl. pronouns (see 11.7.1):

taqè¥ n  wa- h

us and it

It is also common when the the prep. conveys a different sense:
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hiya ...  al-mu miyatu bi-l-dust´riyyati wa-bi-maúkamati l-tamy¥zi

 ..., the lawyer of constitutionality and in

22.6.1.2 Preps. with intransitive verbs (see 3.11.4) are often omitted, though 

there is no discernible principle involved ( C2:261):

r \ibu l-iÁtir k ption

(for al-r \ibu f¥ )

Prepositions are also often omitted after l  budda  , l Áakka  , l úaraja
 (see 7.5.1.6 and 7.5.1.7) ( C2:261 and cf. 226, again in C3:145).

Individual preps are listed below in English alphabetical order of 

transliteration, ignoring diacriticals. The meanings of a prep. can be classified 

into three: the basic, literal meaning; extensions of the literal meaning; and 

metaphorical meanings. In each section there will also be examples of compound 

prepositional phrases. Although the groupings here are based essentially on 

lexical rather than syntactic distinctions, this type of information is not found in 

such readily classifiable groups in Arabic dictionaries, and is provided here as a 

useful source of reference.

2.6.2 Ôal ( C2:321) ‘on’, ‘over’, ‘above’

wa-  j nibay-i l-n¥li fayèun min-a l-èaj¥ji

on

 l-sar¥ri

she threw her head upon 

wa-  qasam tih  btis matun mal

on

(cf. inverted nom. sentence 3.1.3):

wajadtu m¥r y tajlisu -l-qurbi minn¥

on

Obligation ( 3.15.2):
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we must

 l-nis - ba

women have to 

Antonym of li- (see 2.6.10.) ( C2:325) as in ú
úaqqa li-

Extended obligation, i.e., bearing a sense of burden:

úay¨u nazal´ jam¥ ¥ funduqin  nafaqati [l-dawlati]

at the expense of [the state]

wa-sa- §l u l-wuj´di yadayhi

 universe right will be carried out at

Circumstances, states or conditions ( C2:328):

li- m kunn

where we were

úatt  l  tas´ latu l-far¥ ¨ara mimm  hiya

than it is

Ä  tilka l- lati min-a l- bati

in

This category includes adversative phrases ( C2:330) (see 7.3.2 for adversa-

tives in circ qual. clauses):

Ætil

with

Location:

¨n ´sihi  maqhan

in a coffee hous

Direction (esp. verbs like daÆala 
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wa-daÆaltu l- ab¥bi wa-qultu lahu bi-d´ni muqaddim tin

into

Temporal:

hal úada¨a lika kulluhu  mad Æamsatin wa- Ár¥ man?

did all of that occur over a period of twenty-

With many phrases (see also 2.5.8.3) of the which the following are just a 

few examples:

 l-aqalli

 l-naúwi l-t l¥

ú ¥rihi

 l- l qi 

Prep. + noun as compound:

¨ri  followi ¨ra 2.7.22)

si  

si l-mu rakati f¥ l-qiyami  
on the basis of

 ni qi   (cf. f¥ ni q 2.6.5

 ni qi ni§fi qarnin on a scale of

 ni qin w on a wide scale

 sab¥li

 sab¥li l-mi l  i by way of

For with the complementizer , see 7.5.2.11; also C2:331)

22.6.3 Ôan ( C2:276) ‘about’, ‘away from’, ‘on (topic)’

h qati l-Áur ati bi-l-quw  l-kubr  f¥ l-

about relations between the police force and the major 
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With verbs in the sense of resistance:

f¥ sab¥li l-dif  kar matihim

to defend

or surpassing:

fa-l yatamayyaz´na bi-Á di l-fuqar

they are in no way distinguishable from

wa-l  yaz¥du jam luh  darajatin maqb´latin

does not exceed

(for  with superlatives/comparatives see 2.11.2.1)

or ceasing, refraining:

lam yakun hun dun li-l-tan -i l-jawdati

there was no readiness to compromise on

 daww mati al- bi

she distanced herself from

 l- -i l-tadÆ¥ni

the fasting person must refrain from

Miscellaneous phrases

ar¥q

ar¥qi l-Áabakati l-qawmiyyati
    

via

ar¥qi wini l-sintr l

via

+ m  / man  

Combinations of + m  / man  sometimes contract into or

respectively ( C2:256; 5.7):
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wa- ´

about (anyone)

But contraction is optional:

 qar¥bin taftaúu l-mad bah

soon

22.6.4 bi-  ( C2:298) ‘in’, ‘at’, ‘with’, ‘by’

Loc. with sense (cf. f¥ 2.6.5):

bi-madrasati l-§ab iyyati l- nawiyyati

at the al-

al-maktabu llaÄ¥ bihi

in

bi-k f¥tiriy  l-funduqi l-kab¥ri

in

saf¥ru dawlati l-kuwayti bi-l-q hirati

in

Can be interchanged with f¥ 2.6.5 (C 2:299; 309):

bi-min aqatin r f¥ min aqatin Á

in a developed region or in

Accompaniment ( C2:301):

bi-§uúbati zawj¥

in
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bi- -¨iqatin

with

bi- yati muúammad bin r id

under the superv

tanahhadtu bi- ¥qin

with

For idiomatic bi-  with the verbs j  and Äahaba
3.11.4.1:

bi-labanin wa-zab d¥ wa-jubnin wa-bayèin wa- §¥rin

brought

Instrument (

bi-kulli qatihi with

bi- Áatin with

masaúat jab¥n¥ bih

with

Quantity/time expressions (cf. f¥ 2.6.5) ( C2:306) (see numbers, etc. 

2.12):

himu f¥ m¥z niyyati l- bi- tin

with seven 

iÁtar h bi-Æams¥na d´l ran

for

bi-úul´li l- mi l-jad¥di

at

bi- ti l-waqti

at
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qabla úul´li tilka l-laú½ati bi- b¥

by weeks

Áaq¥qatuh  llat¥ takburuh bi- min qal¥latin

a few years

f¥m bi-ka¨¥rin

by

For bi-l C2:308), only with indef. nouns 

(see 4.1.6):

bi-l  ma Æu atin muktafiyatin

without

Phrases and prep. + noun compounds with bi-  ( C2:306) (for other bi-
phrases see, for instance, bi-nafsi  2.8.1.3, bi- 2.8.2.2, bi-

2.9.1.10, bi-  with laysa 4.2.8.1, -
5.9.9.4, - 3.31.1, and bi- in adverbial phrases, 2.5.6):

bi-jiw ri 2.7.25)

bi-úasabi úasaba 2.7.16)

bi-Æu§´§i
bi-Æu§´§i l-mu dar ti concerning the 

bi-sababi 
bi-sababi §§ubihi

because of his ignoran

bi-sababi wu§´lihi mub aratan min dubayy#

because of

bi-Æil fi 2.7.18)

bi-Á
bi-Á úarbi l-Æal¥ji

in the matter of
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bi-l-qurbi min qur bata , etc. 2.7.32)

bi-l-nisbati li 11.1)

bi-l-nisbati li-mawqifi l-muraÁÁaúayni

with regard to

bi-l-nisbati li-l-duwali l-muj wirati

in relation to

bi-qa -na½

bi-qa -na½ari ¥
    

irrespective of

bi-§arfi l-na½ lit. by averting the 

gaze from

bi-§arfi l-na½ari -i l-nuq´di llat¥ ¥

regardless of li- 2.6.10 and 

2.6.2 idioms for owing, and)

bi-\aèèi l-na½

bi-\aèèi l-na½ n mad §iúúatihi

without taking into consideration the extent of its authenticity

22.6.5 f¥  ( C2:309) ‘in’, ‘within’, ‘into’

f¥ stift - - ¥kiyyatu li-l-mutaq ¥na

in

taj´ ya f¥  l-mak ni

all over

f¥ mu in min-a l-fas di

in an ocean of corrupti
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irmihi f¥ l-úabsi

into 

wa- m´run f¥ ri l-rim li

in

(see wa- , 5.9.9.5)

f¥  and bi-  , overlap (see under bi- 2.6.4; also C2:298):

quww tu úilfi Áam li l- lasiyyi f¥ k´s´f´

in 

al-taúawwulu l-d¥m´qr iyyu f¥ ´n¥sy

atic transformation in

mubtasiman f¥ úay -

in shyness and politeness 7.3.1)

f¥ j rfard at

f¥  /bi-maj li  / h  l-§adadi :

f¥ maj li l-dif in 

and bi-maj li l-§a fati in

f¥ h  l-§adadi   / 
bi-h  l-§adadi  in

Time (2.14.6, 2.14.7):

f¥ ´r´biyyatin Æal¥jiyyatin

at the beginning of a European-

f¥ mi sittatin wa-sitt¥na

in
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Proportion and multiplication (see 2.12):

y  sayyid¥ ¨al a# f¥ ¨al a# tus w¥ nat ka lika f¥-l-m
wa-sa-ta½allu

times three equals nine ... it was like that in the past and 

 2.6.3):

l¥s ns f¥ jar ati ibbi l- ni

in

Prep. + noun as compound:

f¥ ¨n ¨n 2.7.5)

f¥ lati  

f¥ lati wuj´di Æa arin

in the case that

f¥ lati wuj´di úa½ -sayy r ti

f¥ úud´di  
f¥ úud´di 3 Áuh´rin  3 within

f¥ ri  
f¥ ri úir§i l- ¥si

in the framework of the 

f¥ ari  huwa úuk´miyyun wa-qi mmun

in the framework of selling everything that is governmental or 

f¥ Æil li  Æil la 2.7.19)

f¥ Æu§´§i
f¥ Æu§´§i -Äimmati

regarding
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f¥ ni qi

(cf.  ni q 2.6.4)

f¥ ni qi l- li l-maÁr´

within the scope of

f¥ maj li

f¥ maj li taqw¥mi l- ni

in the field of

f¥ maj li ¥mi l- f li wa-l-Áab bi

in the field of

f¥ sab¥l  interest see 7.5.1.11)

f¥ sab¥li l-dif matihim

in the interest of 

For f¥m  phrases ( C2:314), see m at 5.7

22.6.6 úatt  ( C2:296) ‘until’ 

6.11 and subordinate clauses 7.6.7)

úatt

úatt iri qa rati dim

until

munÄu fajri l- mi wa-úatt yawmin  ha

up to

lan yuf riqahu úatt  l-mawti

will not leave him until
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22.6.7 ’il ( C2:290) ‘to’, ‘as far as’

ved from its original sense of (contrast 

úatt 2.6.6):

-a l-nuj´ -l-kuf´ il  l- imi l-kubr

up to

al-wu§´ ttif qiyyatin

coming to an

fa-qad- -suyy i  dubayy
    

to

Verbs expressing motion, either physically or metaphorically:

sa- Ähabu  l-èaffati l-\arbiyyati

go to t

Äahaba hun ka li-dir sati l- ibbi

he went there

fa-hiya tuÁ¥ru min jihatin  l- iri l-úa riyyati l- bitati

it indicates 

ta hu lati l-istiqb li

we followed him to

Juxtaposition with min :

fa- min hun  wa-tarkuèu  hun ka

from here and run [to

With sense of úatt 2.6.6):

tar -i rtid -úij bi m èi masraúiyyati
ú ¥
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until after the end of the play 

Muhammad Ali Street

 l- na m  ziltu l úibbu l-samaka (note: not  l- ni 1.8.7.3)

until now I sti

wa-l kinnaka lika
(...)

in addition to that

wa-m lika min Æadam tin

other additional

Interchanged with li-  ( C2:282). Verbs that used to take the prep. ,

and also some phrases, are now commonly found with li-  :

-ta mih  l-k mili
    

led to

yuwajjih´na rahum li-

they direct their eyes upward

inèim muh  li-muna½½amati l-y´nis¥f

its attaching itself to

u urra ÆÆaran li- \ èi l-masraúiyyati

he was forced recently to

 l- mi  / li-l- mi  

22.6.8 ka- ‘like’, ‘as’ ( C2:338)

Original sense of comparison:

lajnatun raf¥ u l-mustaw ka-h ihi

-level committee like 2.5.5)
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ka-l- dati

as

probably a calque ( C2:339) (cf. spec. 

comp 2.4.4):

dawru l-majlisi ka-kullin

the role of the parliament as

lam yakun muwaffaqan ka-mulaúúinin

as 

istiÆd h ka-nuq ati n il qin

 use of its territories as a take-

ka- ab¥bi taÆd¥rin

as 

- -mawè´ ka-l-tur i

such as

22.6.9 lad , ‘with’, ‘amongst’, ‘upon’

In MWA lad conveys a general sense of presence or possession and is 

sometimes used where one might expect to find 2.7.21 or even li-
2.6.10. lad in its sense of possession has been associated historically more 

with abstract than concrete things, and its usage in MWA confirms this 

distinction:  

lad mu hadatihim man½aran jam¥lan

up]on their seein

al-saf¥ru l-mi§riyyu lad  dimaÁqa

to

lad  l-úuk´mati with
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fa - -kalimata l- -l-mutad walata lad jam¥ -fuqah

amongst all jurists 

:

ladayhi l-ka¨¥ru min-a l-hum´mi

he has

ladayhi buhu
    

he has

wa-lad  l-yamani ¨al atu ma r ¥siyyatin f¥ § -
wa-

Yemen has

22.6.10 li- ‘belonging to’, ‘for the purpose of’ ( C2:282)

C2:286) (future and past see k na ,

3.16.3.1)

wa-hiya waúdah lah Áaklun un mumayyazun

she alone has a special distinguish

kunn ¨al li-kullin minn úujratun

each one of us had

wa-li-kulli min aqatin lahjatuh

each region has

lahu ban´na f¥ l-j m -bnun wa-bnatun f¥ l-marúalati 
l- nawiyyati

he has sons in the university and a son and daughter at the 

Antonym of (see 2.6.2), C2:284)
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lahum mi¨lu m li-l-muslim¥na wa- ¨lu m  l-muslim¥na

for] Muslims and they have the same 

, in order to 7.6.1.5):

li- in f¥h
    

because of

li- -a l-kab

for this [reason

li-baú¨i l-mawqifi

in order to

li-stiqb li muwa½½af¥ l-dawlati

to

úaq¥batun kab¥ Æa§§i§uh li-naqli l-kutubi

for

Paraphrase of annexation structures for general sense of possession (see 

2.3.5):

When subj. is def.:

s´qu l-kuwayti li-l- qi l-m liyyati

Or indef.:

q tun li-l- Ái ati l-¨aq fiyyati

for

Interchanged with (2.6.7):

al-wu§´lu  ttif qiyyatin  / al-wu§´lu li-ttif qiyyatin

at
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Indicating authorship:

wa-kit bun §a\¥run li-mawl n muúy¥ l-d¥ ¥

by our master Muhyi al-

lahu
    

by him

Temporal (2.6.4, 2.6.5, 2.14.5):

li- atin for

Idioms:

li-l-\ yati

muhimmun li-l-\ yati extremely

to the extreme

al-y´suf li-l-tawz¥

´

al- w´s li- li l-li mi

al-Tawoos for

22.6.11 ma>a  ‘with’, ‘in spite of’ ( C2:315; 11.6.12)

zumal with 

tarakan¥ with him

naÁ  l- with 

-

allat¥ ji l-j¥li l- -a l-

with
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baynam  l-mub a tu j riyatun liyyan Áarik tin f¥ l-
wa- ¥r na

 currently taking place with companies in Jordan 

wa-nam  al-zamani

with

tammat Ætif -

with

intahat  nih yati l-qarni l-t Áara

it ended at

Literal possession ( C2:316) (cf. lad 2.6.9):

¥ l- na 71,5 frank

71.5
with me seventy-

Adversative ( C2:317)

with nouns:

Áakkin  f¥ ... in spite of 

with nominalized clauses (see 7.5.2.11):

wa-  qad Áaraún  h ihi l-wijhata min-a l-na½ari 
bi-taf§¥lin ... fa- -nu§´§a

...

although we have explained this point of view in detail ... the 

Collocations with (mainly) stem VI verbs (cf. 3.11.4). Some of these are 

perhaps natural, others possibly calques (see è 2.9.1.3 and recipro-

cals 3.14):

al-taj  kulli m ¥n  min-a l-Æ riji 
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Dep. invariable as obj. qual.:

§ idn  l-b a

the bus together

rajulun kab¥run wa-misk¥nun 

man and wretched at the same time  (see 2.4.8)

22.6.12 min ‘from’ ‘of’

( C2:262; C2:272, see also under negs. 4.1.1, (adj.) rel. structures 5.4.4,

rhetorical questions 10.2 or in comparative, C2:273, also  syntax in 

2.11.2, 2.11.11)

Physical point of departure (locative):

min sw¥nd´n f¥ l-mamlakati l-muttaú  dubayy

from Swindon in the

hiya min-a l- riji w iúatun mumayyazatun ka-l-wuj´hi l-baÁariyyati 
wa-min-a l-d ili fa-hiya \ayru maú

from outside she was clearly distinguishable like human faces and 

from inside

Partitive ( C2:18, 266):

¨am n´na mily ran min-a l-d´l r ti

of 2.12.14)

al- ¥du min-a l-maÁr´ ti l-mustaqbaliyyati

of

kawkabatun min rij li l- mi wa-l-§a fati

of

¥run min-a l-

of 1.12.4.1)
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wa-min z tihi f¥ ha  l-§adadi

among 

wa-min-a l-jad¥ èan

among 

Subset with partitive min :

fa-laysa hun ka min niyyatin Äakiyyatin

there is not of clever 

4.2.8.1)

wa- min ú¥latin

of  (see neg 4.2)

¨  wajhin w idin min-a l-wuj´hi l-qad¥mati

of

f¥ h ihi l-marúalati min-a l- amali l-niq biyyi

of

Explanatory (

-tak l¥fi l-m liyyati min Æar jin wa-èar

obligations by way of 

bi-kulli m  yaúw¥hi min úuznin wa- Áaf¥fin

contains of m  ... min 5.4)

¨¥ru l-m¥diy min §a fatin wa- -tilifiziy´nin

such as 

Temporal point of departure:

min ú¥ ara

from
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wa-min ¨  majlisi l-wuzar

and from there

Point of origin of cause:

-rajulu min Äuh´lihi

from [lit on account of  the severity of his 

min mal miúihi

from

As part of prep. phrase:

min qibali 3.12.1 for periphrastic agreement of pass. verbs)

§ -  min-a l-safari min qibali l-maúkamati

by

In expressions such as min \ayri Áakkin :

wa-yusajjilu l-t r¥Æu li-l-muslim¥na min \ Áakkin úir§ahum 
 ...

...

without the slightest doubt their 

Prep. min  + noun in compounds ( C2:260) (see m 2.7.6). 

The prep. min , like bi- , frequently forms compound prepositional struc-

tures.

 being originally a noun)

ratahu l- ibbiyyata 
   

from off

min j nibi  (and bi-j nibi )

min j nibi l- r fi l-mutaf wièati

on the part of
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al- str t¥jiyyatu llat¥ stuÆdimat min j nibi l-muraÁÁaú¥na

on the part of

 ta w¥ri l- ¥mi l-j

for the sake of

 ziy dati l-iddi ri

for the sake of

min úawli (see úawla 2.7.17)

al- ´ru min úawlin around us

min Æil li  (see 2.7.19)

min Æil li fatúi maj l tin jad¥datin

through

min n iyati

min n iyati l-mis ti wa- -sukk ni

from the point of view of

min-a l-n iyati l-na½ariyyati

from the theoretical point of view

min taúti  etc. (see taúta 2.7.36)

min taúti  ( C2:351)

yasta min taúti l- èi

from under

An exception to the above qablu ,

 and úay¨u :

al-ta awwur tu l-duwaliyyatu l-r hinatu min úaythu ntih -úarbi l-b ridati
current international 

developments in terms of 7.6.9.4).
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22.6.13 munÄu ‘ago’ ‘since’

( C2:344) (and see Chapter 7.6.8 for munÄu as a conjunction with and 

without  also 6.2.7, 7.3.2 for munÄu  with wa- . (The distribution of muÄ
 appears to be restricted mainly to verbs in MWA, see 7.6.8 also).

munÄu  with temporal meaning of 

either def. or indef.) (see also in dates and times):

munÄu sanaw tin ago , for

munÄu bid yati l-úamlati l-inti biyyati 

since the beginning 

munÄu §i\ar¥

since

with tt  and  ( C2:346) (see 2.6.6 and 2.6.7)

munÄu -Æal¥qati úatt §rin  h

from the beginning of creation until this era o

munÄu l-§ab i l-b  munta§afi l-layli

until

2.7 PREPOSITIONALS

The preposition(al)s (see above 2.6 and 2.6.1 for definition) below are in English 

alphabetical order of transliteration, ignoring diacriticals and the difference 

between [ ]and[ ]. The preposition(al)s are an open class. Although the following 

list contains many of the more common ones there are others such as Áa ra 
bad la úi tilq

The prepositionals are often reinforced by preps to make compound preps, 

e.g., bi-d´ni 2.7.11, a feature that is becoming increasingly 

common in MWA ( C2:260, 275). If there is a reason for this development, it 

may lie in the gradual erosion of the obl. elements as case endings disappear in 

normal reading (cf. 1.2.8, 1.2.9), compensated for by an explicit prep. to assure 

that the phrase will be recognized as having that function.

Adverbial compounds may also be operated upon by a prep. ( C2:261): min
Äin from
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22.7.1 >abra  ‘through’, ‘by means of’, ‘via’

l-n fiÄati through 

 mawj ti l-r diy´ l-mutawassi ati

by medium-

 l- ri l-§in

via

For - 12.7.1.

2.7.2 <am ma ‘in front of’

wa-taqifu qal¥lan ma l-Æaymati

in front of

waqafat al-mirs¥dis al-sawd ma l-k z¥n´

in front of

2.7.3 ‘aqiba ‘after’ with sense of ‘subsequent to’

(also )

 fawzihi after 

 ta§ di l- after

 l-muq balati after 

2.7.4 ’asfala ‘underneath’, ‘at the bottom of’

¥Æu l- ji l-

on the bottom of

úda¨a ú ¥qatan  l-sayy rati
    

underneath
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22.7.5 ’a¨n ’a ‘during’, ‘while’

¨n  l-mub r ti  during

¨n jul´  l-maqh

while he was sitting i

f¥ ¨n

f¥ ¨n  wil  mi§ra

during

2.7.6 ba‘da  ( C2:340) ‘after’

Temporal:

¥  l-q hirati

after

 waf jihinna

after the death of their husbands

Locative:

 l-maúa ati bi-

after 2.6.4)

Diminutive  ( C2:256)

ma 1965
1965
a little after

i ( C2:342) [sometime] after

 l-

[sometime] after the o
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For Äin  ( C2:342) see 2.5, and for and 

 ( C2:342) see 7.5.1.10. For f¥m  see relatives, 5.7. For 

- 12.7.1.

22.7.7 bayna  ( C2:332) ‘between’, ‘amongst’ 

li- ¥zi l- q ti bayna l-baladayni

to strengthen relations between the two countries  (see li- 2.6.10)

In correlative constructions bayna (like all preps and prepositionals) must be 

repeated when personal prons occur as the first component of the correlate (see 

2.6.1, 11.7):

baynah  wa-bayna l-muntaj ti l- Ær

between them and [between

li- dati l- q ti baynah  wa-baynahu

between her and [between

Unlike the prepositional(al)s, however, bayna is usually repeated when both 

are nouns:

qa -§ilati bayna tur in  l-¨aq fiyyi wa-bayna ¨aq fatin  l- irati

between our cultural heritage and [between] our 

Áahru l- -taql¥diyyu bayna l- ¥si l- ¥kiyyi wa-bayna l-Á
wa- - mi

between the American president and [between]

(note how this example contains a 

third correlative but bayna is not repeated for a third time).

bayna l-muslim¥na wa-bayna \ayrihim

between the Muslims and [between

This occurs especially when the two correlates are some distance apart in the 

clause, and maybe separated by a further clause:

wa-w zana f¥ §amtin úaz¥nin bayna l-siy dati llat¥ úaluma bi-mum rasatih
 l- rati wa-bayna masú úÄ
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between the control he has been dreaming to 

exercise over the lane and [between]

But it does not always need to be repeated between nouns:

bayna l-  wa-l- ari

between

wa-jar  l-tawq¥  ha  l-ittif bayna ´n¥sy  wa-l-burtu\ l

between

bayna zumal

amongst

in il yati tab duli l-Æibrati bayna l-muÆta§§¥na

between [among] 

wa-min baynih  ...

...

among

bayna bayna C2:335):

rajulun bayna bayna -l  lawnan wa-l  r úatan

in between know ] in him any taste, colour 

Idiomatic bayna yaday-  ( C2:333).

naúnu l-yawma naqifu bayna yaday lati l-maúkamati

before the j

For bayna - 12.7.1.

(For [f¥]m  bayna  ( C2:337) see m  5.7.)
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22.7.8 d ila  ‘inside’, ‘within’

d ila l-miy hi l- ¥miyyati

inside

d ila l-úizbi

inside

l kinnah  mawj´datun d ila sijnin niqin min-a l-wuj´di nafsihi

within a stifling 

min d ili

min d ili wa anin
   

from inside

2.7.9 èidda  ‘against’

èidda l-tayy ri against the current 

èidda l-jam h¥ri against

al-intiq d tu l-mustamirratu l-muwajjahatu èiddah

against it

2.7.10 èimna ‘among’, ‘within’

èimna fi l-Áarikati

(with)in 

èimna l-rus´mi

included in

èimna mub ray ti l-majm´ - niyati

among the matches of the second g
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22.7.11 d´na  ( C2:347) ‘excluding’, ‘without’, ‘less’, ‘lower 
than, ‘below’

C2:348):

li-muw inin d´na ara

to the exclusion of

laysat muÁkilatan maúalliyyatan f¥ baladin d´na ara wa-l kinnah
muÁ lamiyyatun

to the exclusion of another but it 

lam yakun f¥ l-taÁr¥ - miyyi m  yu\liqu d´na -Äimmati
b bi l- li

any professions to the exclusion of

d´na l-na½  millatihim

without

wa- - da d´na Æawfin

without

wa-qad tazawwaja min fat tin min mustawan d´na mustaw hu
l-ijtim

below

l  taqbilu l-madrasatu f lan d´na l-s disati min-a l- - ¨ara 
min Áahrayni

under

bi-d´ni :
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bi-d´ni Áakkin  without

bi-d´ni l- without

bi-d´ni tawaqqufin without

min d´ni :

min d´ni \y¥rin  without

exclamatory d´naka ( C2:347; 2.16.4)

d´ (conj.) ( C2:350) see subord. clauses, 7.5.1.10

For d´na - 12.7.1.

22.7.12 fawqa  ( C2:352) ‘above’, ‘over’, ‘on’

yaútallu manzilatan atan fawqa l-baÁari

l place above 

hal sa- Á¥ Ær fawqa l-ra§¥fi?

on ?

wa-tas -m ½allat san hiratan fawqa \urfat¥

 asked why San  had continued to stay up late above my 

úatt  tahbi a fawqa ffati Áubb ki l-mustaÁf

on

For fawqa - 12.7.1.

2.7.13 fawra ‘immediately upon’ 

(cf. 2.7.3)

fawra wu§´lihim upon

fawra talaqq¥ l-Áakw

upon

fawra l-intih Æm di l-n¥r ni
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immediately after finishing

22.7.14 Æalfa  ‘behind’

Æalfa n fiÄatih  l-mu  l-baúri

behind

wa- úlata l-hub i Æalfa lika l- -w -

and [the sun] begins its journey of descent behind that wide vast 

min Æalfi :

min Æalfi n fiÄati úujratihi

from behind the window of his room

2.7.15 rija  ‘outside’

rija d -sintr li

outside 

rija l-bayti

outside 

Nominal:

ta§d¥ru h ihi l- li-l- riji

exporting these gadgets abroad

2.7.16 úasaba ‘according to’

úasaba l- ¥f ti l-

according to

úasaba m
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according to

(see úasabam 5.9.5)

bi-úasabi :

li- nin bi-úasabi qatihi wa-juhdihi wa-kaf

being according to

bi-úasabi èi k tib¥ s¥ratihi

according to some of [or: one of]

(see è 2.9.1.3)

22.7.17 úawla  ‘around, about’

jawl tun n jiúatun úawla l- lami

around

al-jadalu l-muta úawla l-munÁ ti l-nawawiyyati

about

(For min úawli  see 2.6.12):

2.7.17.1 úaw l  ‘around’

For quantities and time expressions (2.14.6) only:

úaw l  1500 ÁaúÁin
1500

about 

úaw l  7 k¥l´ mitr
7

about 2.14.9.3)

úaw l l-r -ni§fin Æ  l- ar¥qi

at around

2.7.17.2 úiy la  ‘concerning’

úiy la h l-mawè´ concerning
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22.7.18 fa  ‘other than’

min muhandis¥na wa-fanniyy¥na wa-Æil fihim

of engineers, artists and others

laysa ladayn  ma§r´f tun atun  ma§r´f tu tamw¥ Æil fuhu

otherwise

bi-Æil fi

wa- lika bi-khil fi barn miji l-úizbi l-jumh´riyyi

contrary to

bi-Æil fi sal¥m bu rus wa- úmad f ris al-Áidy q

contrary to Salim Bu rus and Ahmad Faris al-Shidyaq

\urafin li-l-nawmi wa- lika bi-Æil fi  yu  li-l-
wa-l- ¥Áati

besides

bi-Æil fi l-waqti l- ¥ l-nawmi

besides

Invariable Æil fan :

Æil fan li-l-taq l di wa-l- ´fi

contrary to tradition and common procedure

2.7.19 la  ‘within’, ‘during’

Mostly with time expressions. It conveys the sense that something will/has taken 

place up to and including the duration of the time expressed:

wa- du Áaúnuhu Æil la s idatin

within 

li-m  taq -i l-tawaddudi Æil la l- mi l-m iyati

during
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wa-Æil la laúa -darajati l- ´l l-wa¨¥ri

within moments I was sitting on the comfortable first-

f¥ Æil li :

f¥ Æil li l- ´di l-¨al ati l-m iyati

throughout

min Æil li :

min Æil li l-b bi l-maft´úi

through

min Æil li ha  l-mafh´mi

through 

-tarw¥ju wa- ¨u al-¨iqati min Æil li l-bun´ki

tion of the market and renewal of confidence begins with

wa-k nat-i l-taúq¥q tu tatimmu min Æil li l-Áur ati l-

through the milit

22.7.20 ’ib na ‘during’

na l-sitt¥niyy ti

during

f¥ qur ubata na §rih  l- -z hiri

during

Also with f¥  , and note that it is invariable (1.8.7.3).

2.7.21 ‘inda ( C2:318-19) ‘at’ (temporal and locative 
(cf. French chez) ‘upon’, ‘to have’

Temporal:

nih yati l- ¥n ti
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at

wa-  mawti t wÁisk´

on

l-\ur´ Áurfati l-funduqi

at sunset 

al qatu l-wajhi  liq

on

 l-hub i wa-  l-

on landing and on take-

Locative:

wa- -ibtiz za l  yaqifu úaddin
    

at

wa-taúdu¨u ta\ayyur tun r´úiyyatun Áatt ¥

and all kinds of spiritual changes are taking place within me

 qabri fi½in

at the site of

li-l-tawaqqufi §´rati l- ¥rati s r

at the picture of Princess Sarah

al-waqtu l- na  yaqtaribu min-a l- li¨ -½uhri
    

with him now is approac

:

mawhibatun fi riyyatun f¥ Ætiy ri l- Áati l-jayyidati

she has
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compound with min :

al-mas fatu min ¥  manzilika tus w¥ l-mas fata min 
 manzil¥

I am to where you live is equal to that from 

where you are 11.7)

Nominal:

al-samaku l-maqliyyu ¥

( C2:320) (see 5.9.8)

Äin v.) ( C2:321) (see 2.5.3)

22.7.22 ’i¨ra ‘after’ (temporal)

¨ra Æur´ji ra atin bi- ar¥qi l-Æa

after

istamarrat Áahrayni wa-ni§fa l-Áahri ¨ra iyyatin li-l-qalbi

 for two and a half months after

Also ¨ri al ):

¨ri l-èarbati l- r´Æiyyati

after

¨ri l-haz¥mati l- niyati

after 

2.7.23 ‘iwaèa  ‘in return for’, ‘in compensation for’ 

èa l-mat ¥ sabbab´h  lahum

in compensation for

or è instead of, in compensation for  as conj. see 7.5.1.10
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2.7.24 ’i ’a ‘towards’

l-§ir [his attitude] towards

mawjatu l-istiy - mmi  l-nuÆabi l-siy siyyati

towards

2.7.25 jiw ra ‘next to’, ‘beside(s)’

jiw ra s¥nam  sfinkis next to

bi-jiw ri :

bi-jiw ri maúa ati sikkati úad¥di l-j¥zata

near

wa-bi-jiw rih besides these

2.7.26 liq ’a  ‘in return for’

f lah liq  mal ma

] children for

2.7.27 muq bila ‘opposite’, ‘in return for’

muq bila tim li l- ki
   

opposite

Often with money and payments:

muq bila l-úu§´ ´m tin

in return for

muq bila  min-a l- i

in return for
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muq bila Ær jihi lan min-a l-\urfati llat¥ sujina f¥h

in return for his immediate removal from the room in which he was 

wa-l- ¥n¥ yahbi u muq bila l-d´l ri
    

against

Note: d´na muq bilin reward d´na 2.7.11)

With bi-  (also f¥ ):

bi-l-muq bili tar n¥

...

in return

In sports results [soccer scores]:

w id muq bila l -Á

[to] 2.14.9.2)

22.7.28 naúwa ( C2:357) ‘towards’

wa-ttajaha bi-nafsihi naúwa mi§ra

and he went himself towards

wa-lam takun tubd¥ ifah naúwahu

she did not show her feelings towards him

Approximation:

Äu naúwi Áahrayni

approximately two mont

naúwa 27% min-a l-muwa½½af¥na
27

approximately
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22.7.29 na½¥ra  ‘in exchange’, ‘in return for’

Specified quantities:

-l-\ayri na½¥ra 15% min-a l- ¥r di l-yawmiyyi
15

for

na½¥ra mab li\

in return for

For abstract amounts:

na½¥ra l-iÁtir ki l-mub iri

in return for direct participati

2.7.30 nu§ba ‘in front of’ (restricted usage)

è nu§ba ¥ ...
...

before

2.7.31 qabla ( C2:343)

Temporal:

qabla min before

wa-wa§al´ qabl¥ bi-s milatin

by a whole hour before (see 2.6.4 for bi- ):

fa-yu\ diruhu qabla maúa ati l-maúkamati bi-maúa atin

before 

, by one ...

Diminutive:

qubayla jawlati kl¥nt´n

a little before
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Compound min qabli 

úadan min qablika

before you

min qablu 2.5.4)

For qabla - 12.7.1.

22.7.32 qurba  ‘near’

Locative:

qurba wis dat¥ f¥ l-layli near my pillow at 

k nat mustalqiyatan qurba l-funduqi nafsihi

she was lying down near 

bi-l-qurbi min :

bi-l-qurbi min n y´nus

near 

bi-l-qurbi min-a l-madrasati

in

Temporal qur¥bata :

qur bata ni§fi qarnin close to

2.7.33 ra\ma ‘in spite of’ 

ra\ma r¥ Áarqan wa-\arban

in spite of

ra\ma lihim-i l-b liyati

in spite of
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ra\ is still used:

ra\ ¥ ranatan bayna \ayb´batihi l- dati wa- ¥
l-murhaqi

in spite of myself I made a comparison between his happy unconsciousness 

 (see bayna 2.7.7)

For ra\ 7.5.2.11

22.7.34 rahna ‘under’

wuè -sabta l-m iya rahna l- li

he was put last Saturday under

2.7.35 §awba   ‘towards’

¨umma taúarruka l- -èaÆmati ... §awba l-mamarri

towards

§awba - diyyati

on the way to

§awba l-ta awwuri wa-l-d¥m´qr iyyati

towards

2.7.36 taúta  ( C2:350) ‘under’, ‘underneath’

Literal:

taúta l- mati under

taúta l- under

Figurative:

taúta yati l-far¥qi l-

under

For taúta - 12.7.1.
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22.7.37 tilwa ‘after’

-riúl ti l- ´r´bb  w idatan tilwa l- Ær

his literary trips to Europe one after the 

2.7.38 tuj ha ‘towards’

ma tuj ha l- ar¥na

your feelings towards

al-siy satu l- ¥kiyyatu tuj ha l-§¥ni

towards

´liyyatuhu tuj ha m  kataba

for

 l a½at na½ar tihi l- miyata tuj hah

 passionate glances towards her

2.7.39 , ‘in accordance with’

ibqa l- §li

in accordance with

nusÆatun ibqa l- § ¥hi

lit. in 

accordance with

ibqan li-

ibqan li-l- §´li l-t r¥Æiyyati

in accordance with
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22.7.40 i  ‘during’, ‘throughout’

iw la ¨ ¥na sanatan

for

iw la l- ´ -m

during the whole

iw la l-riúlati

throughout

2.7.41 lata  ‘during’, ‘throughout’

lata l-waqti for the whole

lata Ár¥ man for twenty whole

lata l- ´ -m throughout all

2.7.42 wafqa  ‘in accordance with’

bu\yata kti lamin jad¥din wa-wafqa qaw abbaqatin

in accordance with previously 

wafqan li-

wa-yumkinu wafqan li- lika dir satu kutubi l-riúl ti l-

 in accordance with

2.7.43 war ’a ‘behind’

war  maj li l-ba§ari

behind

wa-war b bun ka ratun

behind
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with min 

ru l-buy´ti l-muw jihati min war  l-sat -bay

from behind

(note the min  here)

For war - - 12.7.1.

22.7.43  ‘amongst’, ‘in the middle of’

was a kulli h in the middle of

was a birkatin min-a l-dim

in the middle of

was a Äuk´riyyin

in the middle of

For was a - 12.7.1; for the 

determiners mi¨la see 2.9.2.1 and \ayra see 

2.9.2.3.

2.8 EMPHASIZERS

A number of nouns function as emphasizers or corroborators of other nouns. In 

some cases these emphasizers occur as 1st elements of annexation + noun, and in 

others as appositionals (also annexed) + pron. suff., or both.

2.8.1 nafs  ( C2:138) ‘self’, ‘same’

See also reflexives (3.13).

2.8.1.1 Annexed, always sing.

lahu nafsu l-f -nafsu l- ¨¥ri l-§iúúiyyi

the same effectiveness and the same

min nafsi l-ma diri

the same 
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mulawwa¨un bi-nafsi l-m ddati

he same 

22.8.1.2 Appositional, agrees in case, number and gender and always annexed 

to a pron. agreeing and linking with the antecedent.

-

¥sa l-markazi nafsahu

himself

al- nafsuhu

the meaning itself

Plur. form -s 2.8.1.3 for its use 

with bi-

f¥ l- ´ nafsihi llaÄ¥ raúalat f¥hi diy n

the same week in which

f¥ l-waqti nafsihi

the same tim

yatakallam ni l-lu\ata nafsah

the same

2.8.1.3 With bi-nafsi , the prep. being superfluous ( C2:141, 304)

When emphasizing plur. and dual nouns the plur. form  is used:

q m´ bi-talw¥nih bi-

themselves

wa-qad taúaqqaqat bi-  min kulli kalimatin q¥lat

personally of every wor

Sing. form nafs - bi-nafsi  is also used in this way
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22.8.2 ‘ayn  ‘same’, ‘self’ 

Agrees in case, number and gender (with or without bi- )

2.8.2.1 Appositional without bi-

s likan-i l-mamarra 
   

the same 2.10.2)

2.8.2.2 Appositional with bi-

-jun´nu bi- itself

With indef. antecedent:

tawq¥ -  s riqin bi-

to apply the punishment to one thief in particular

2.8.3 t  ‘self’, ‘same’

( bi- C2:304) (see also under verbs 3.13,

and contrast with Ä´ set in annexation 2.3.8). 

2.8.3.1

f¥ ti l-laú½ati the same

2.8.3.2 Appositional, pron. agrees in number and gender with noun

al-Á - ¥kiyyu tuhu
itself

al-ma diru tuh themselves

taúmilu l-isma tahu

the very

2.8.3.3 With adv. phrase, no pron. suffix bi-l- ti itself

hun bi-l- ti  specifically

li-h a l-sababi bi-l- ti for this very

abaqatu l-talawwu¨i bi-l- ti

itself
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f¥ h  l-waqti l-úariji bi-l- ti

particularly

22.8.4 mujarrad  ‘mere[ly]’ 

(See also below annexed to sentences, 7.5.1.11, also cf. restrictives faqat etc., 

3.30.3)

As 1st element of annexation:

mujarradu Æabarin §a\¥rin

mere

yataqarraru úaqqu l- ni bi-mujarradi

the mere

laysat mujarrada mad¥ imatin

merely 4.2.8.1)

2.8.5 Pronouns 

( C2:77) cf. 3.5.2 for pron. emphasizing pred., 3.9 emphasizing agreement, 

3.11.1 emphasizing dir. obj.

Pronouns may also be used in emphatic apposition to any element:

f¥ ÁaÆ§ihi huwa very own bi- ihi
2.8.6)

h  laysa kal m¥ not my own

wu§´luhu huwa own

hiya  tuw s¥n¥  l-\ar¥bata

she me

2.8.6 Miscellaneous emphasizers

bi-ÁaÆ§ihi 
laysa bi-l-èar´ úèura l-saf¥ru bi-ÁaÆ§ihi 

it is not necessary for the ambassador himself
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maúèu

As 1st element of annexation:

wa-k na úad¥¨ b maúèa Ætil qin

a mere 2.4.8)

laysa bi-maúèi l-§adaqati

mere 4.2.8.1)

As adj.:

h  kaÄibun maúèun

pure

Agreement in gender is variable:

§udfatun maúèatun  / maúèun

22.9 NOMINAL DETERMINERS

There is a set of nouns, including a group of quantifiers, that have as their 

principal or sole function the status of determiners, annexed for the most part to 

the following noun or occurring in apposition.

2.9.1 Quantifiers (for numerals see 22.12)

True quantifiers in Arabic are nouns (but see 2.1.5.1), unlike in English where 

they are adjs.

2.9.1.1 kull ‘each’, ‘every’, ‘all’

Annexed:

kullu mill¥min naú§

every millie

kullu èaúiyyatin min èa y  l-zalz li

every
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(cf. kullu èa y  l-zilz li all

ya kulla rannati tilif´nin

[each and] every

fa- kulla l-ra\¥fi the whole 

kullu l-Áarik ti all

To rel. clauses (5.4.1)

wa-l-úaq¥ kulla man Æaraj´ laylata 23 y´liy´ ... ´
bi-l-qalami wa-q l´ kalimatahum

23
all those who went out on the night of the 23rd July ... 

Generic:

bi-kulli l-wuè´úi wa-l-§ir ati

all clarity and frank

Appositional (and annexed) ( C2:24, 73, 124, 128):

li-l- lami kullihi 

the whole

 mustaw  l-min aqati kullih

the entire

For kull in abs. obj., see 2.4.2.5.

For agreement with pred. see 3.1.1, for verbs 3.8.4.

kil  (

kil (fem. kilt ) (indep.) and kilay (masc.), kiltay (fem.) 

kull that is still used in MWA. It functions only 

as the 1st element of annexation + noun or attached pron. Inflection for dep./obl. 
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only occurs when kil is attached to pron. Verbal and adj. concord is always 

sing.:

bi- kil  l-ú liúan li-l- b¥

...

both [dep. with noun] 

4.2)

f¥ kilt  l- latayni

both [obl. with noun]

With attached pron.:

li-yak´ úaduhum kil hum úallan li-qaèiyyati l- ¥na

both of them [indep. with pron.] may be a 

kilayhim -sal mi

both of them [dep. with pron. see Chapter 3] support the 

al- kinu l-muÆa§§a§atu li-kilayhim

both of them

kullun min

Unlike kil , kull  can often be found with min 
The reason for this distinction is that kull is used distributively, expressing the 

individuality of each entity. It is often found with the dual but can be used to 

enumerate more than two entities, and inflects like kull in 2.9.1.1

kullun min-a l-úizbayni l-jumh´riyyi wa-l-d¥m´qr iyyi

both parties 

al-iddi ru wa-l-isti¨m ru wa-l-irtif - kullin minhum

both of them

f¥ kullin min mi§ra wa-l-kuwayti

in both
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Verbal concord is generally sing.:

kullun minn  k  l- ari

each of us

(see 2.9.1.6 for the same construction)

Also used with plur.:

kullun min -q dati every one of

al-kull / kullun  (

kull is still commonly used as a free form, either def. or indef.:

al-kullu maÁ\´lun  everybody

al-kullu yataúadda¨u  everybody

dawru l-majlisi ka-kullin

as a whole

nu§annifuh kullan úidatin

each one

li-kullin tak l¥fuhu

everyone has his

22.9.1.2 jam¥‘ ( C2:132) ‘all’

As 1st element of annexation

f¥ jam¥  ta§arruf tihim

all

jam¥  l- ti l- rijiyyati

all overseas operations

nuraúúibu bi-jam¥  l- ir¥na

all 
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f¥ jam¥ l- §´ri

all

Appositional:

§w tu l-mu rib ti jam¥

 [fem.], all of them

al-jam¥

al-sal è ´liyyatu l-jam¥

is the responsibility of all

´na l-jam¥ mu rik¥na
   

all

jam¥ (see 2.4.8) ( C2:189)

Invariable dep. case sing. with adverbial function:

wa- úzanan jam¥  mawè´ - bi

all

fa-l-n su jam¥ §lin w idin

all

 ( C2:133) sing. or plur. in dep. case with or without pron.:

da ll hu h ihi l-  l- lami bi-l-Æayri wa-l-barak ti

all 3.25.1 for optative verbs)

¥na

of its sons of them

7.5.1.10 for )
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Annexed with prep. bi-

bi-  with attached pron. linking to the antecedent:

¥ -Á bi-  yaqifu war

the people in their entirety

22.9.1.3 è C2:134) (see 1.12.4.1 on periphrastic indef-

initeness)

Annexed:

èu l-jinsiyy ti l-

certain

wajadn èa l-mas jidi ta lubu ...

...

some

bi- fati èi l- ¥l ti

certain

li-ta\ iyati na tin èuh úaq¥qiyyun wa- èuh  wahmiyyun

some of which are real [masc. sing.] and some imaginary 

For more issues of agreement see 3.1.1 for pred., 3.8.4 for verbs.

al- è ( C2:134; 3.14.3)

Ä yuma¨¨ilu l- èa l-qalba wa-l- èu l- aru yuma¨¨¥lu l-

some represent the heart and the others

l- èa lahu taúaffu tun

some
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Without def. art.:

lam yaÆu§§a èan d´na èin

some to the exclusion of (some) others

èaytu bihi èan min waqt¥

some

Reciprocity and in apposition:

èuh  bi- èin

22.9.1.4 ½am

1st element of annexation followed by plur. noun:

f¥ ½ami l-duwali l- ´r´biyyati

majority

Dep. sing. noun occurs in generic time expressions: ½ama l-waqti 
most 3.1.1 for pred., 3.8.4 for verbs.

2.9.1.5 biè  (cf. 1.12.4 on indefiniteness; see also under numbers, 

see 2.12.17

3 10)

As 1st element of annexation + 2nd element in indef. plur. As with numerals 

3 10 gender polarity rule applies i.e., masc. noun in sing. form requires fem. form 

biè , and fem. noun in its sing. form requires masc. form biè :

biè rin a few

biè  daq a few 

For nayyif 2.12.15. For ni§f (

2.14.2.

2.9.1.6  or  ( 10.6 and exclam-

atory 3.28.3; also see indef. 1.12.4.1)

 is always annexed to the following noun; gender agr. is no longer 

compulsory
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With gender agreement:

 was atin  any

l -a l- fi

any

lan yaúmila jad¥din

anything 2.1.5)

Without gender agreement:

d´  stij batin

e] any

l  yumkinun¥ úaddida bi-l-  sa-yahbi

I cannot predict of course which of them

Subset with min  (cf. kullun min 2.9.1.2):

d´ a irih Á ibiyyatih

any of

lam yuqaddimh  ma ¥ l-sayy r ti l- Ær

other car manufacturers offered it

li-l-iÁtir ki f¥ -a l-Æidmatayni

any of

22.9.1.7 k ffa

Annexed (cf. kull 2.9.1.1):

f¥ k ffati l-ma fili l-duwaliyyati

all

f¥ taúl¥li k ffati l-qa y

all
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t r¥Æu l- mi f¥ k ffati mar ilihi
    

all

Invariable dep. case sing. adverbial form (see 2.4.8):

 l-muslim¥na k ffatan

altogether

Á ´bu l- lami k ffatan

the peoples of the world altogether

22.9.1.8 s

Found only in annexation (cf. kull 2.9.1.1 and k ffa  above):

s Á ´nihim all

2.9.1.9 Áatt

Invariable

Annexed:

f¥ Áatt l-maj l ti l-siy siyyati wa-l-iqti§ diyyati wa-l-¨aq fiyyati

all

Appositional variant:

ta\ayyur tun r´úiyyatun Áatt

various

Ák lun Áatt  min-a l- n ti

all 

2.9.1.10 The following quantifiers require an attached pron. linking them to 

the antecedent (cf. nafs , 2.8.1.2).

bi- -

al-kawnu bi-

in its entirety
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kalim tun d  l- bi-

its entirety

bi-úa f¥ri-

takarrara l-úulmu bi-úa f¥rihi

ed itself in all its details

bi- -

al-mad¥natu bi- the whole

22.9.2 Miscellaneous determiners, ‘same’, ‘other than’. ‘un-’

2.9.2.1 mi¨l (plur. l ) (

Annexed, with following def. noun in either sing. or plur.:

mi¨lu h ihi l-mal bisi l  tatan §ra l-úad¥¨ati

like 

clo

f¥ mi¨li h ihi l-½ur´fi

like

mi¨lu h ihi l-m ddati

like

Apposition, with attached pron.:

hun Áar tun mi¨luhu like it

jam¥ - ibb lika like you

min s´qin mi¨li h like this

(Note: s´q is one of the nouns that may be masc. or fem. although it is nor-

mally fem., 1.12.2.1)

mi¨la as prepositional (C 2:145) (cf. 2.7)

When the annexed phrase is adverbial mi¨l takes dep. case (as does \ayr 
2.9.2.3, for example, and the annexed quantifiers in 2.9.1):
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mi¨la l-ma biri l-úad¥¨ati like (for conj.

mi¨lam  see 5.9.11.)

22.9.2.2 §ibh - - 12.7.1 for comp. nouns quasi-,

etc.)

1st element of annexation followed by noun or adj. in the indef. or def. form, 

either sing. or plur.:

Noun:

f¥ mawè Áibhi qi rin

in-like place

Ä lika l-úam su sibhu l-d¥niyyi

that semi-religious zeal

wa- Án  f¥ Áibhi l-\urbati llat¥ h  li-

the semi-

Adj. (attrib. and pred.):

wa-hiya Áibhu maÁl´  l-sar¥ri

semi-

ziy r tun Áibhu yawmiyyatin

almost  (here as type of adj. determiner)

jahata l-majlisi li-l-úuk´  h  l-úaddi Áibhu 
mustaú¥latin

virtually

2.9.2.3 \ayr often

\ayr  functions predicatively or attributively (in the latter sense functioning as 

a type of adjectival determiner, as does Áibh 2.9.2.2), or nominally 
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( C2:147) (see also relatives \ayra m 5.9, exceptives 9.5.1, 12.6 for 

comp. words - -

Annexed to adj. or noun for neg.: pred. \ayr -than-

3.1 for pred.):

h ihi l-kaw diru \ayru mawj´datini-l- na

-existe other than

ra\ab tun \ayru marèiyyatin

un other than

Can also be used with pron.:

al-úad atu f¥ ´r´bb \ayruh f¥ l-§¥ni

nity in Europe is different from 

Attributive:

Indef.:

´m tun muwa¨¨aqatun \ayru q bilatin li-l-Áakki

other than capable of being 

d

f¥ \ayri mutak

12.6) other than .

Def. (adj. takes def. art.):

al-qaw \ayru l-mudawwanati

the , lit. other than

faè -i l-man½ari \ayri l-úa riyyi wa-l- niyyi

other 

than

Note the following with unreal annexation, see 2.1.3.2:
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al- f lu l- \ayru muktamil¥ l-numuwwi

lame children not fully developed other than 

\ayr  sometimes takes the def. art. now in spite of its noun status (cf. un-

real annexation 2.1.3.2 which might have been the model for this extension):

al- kinu al-èayyiqatu l-\ayru muhaww tin

[the] the confined places the other than 

the 

al-was l-\ayru maÁr´

[the] illegal means the other than

(note generic art. on the nouns) 

Nominal function, annexed to noun or pron.:

wa-qad raka \ayru l- ¥

and non-Arabs other than

jam -a l-mas¥úiyy¥na wa-\ayrihim

other than

h ihi l-ú¥ ´ \ayrihi

other than

min \ayr 2.6.12., 7.5.1.11 for min \
as conj.) ( C2:149, 152)

min \ayri without

al-\ayr 

f¥ ji l-\ayri

others

f¥ sab¥ ¥rih  li-l-\ayri

others
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úa li-l-\ayri bi-s li tilif´nihi

someone else 

When the annexed phrase is adverbial \ayr takes dep. case (as does mi¨l
2.9.2.1, for example, and the annexed quantifiers in 2.9.1) exceptives, 9.5

( C2:150); \ see 7.5.2.11. For l \ayru  see 2.18.

22.9.2.4 siw

Similar to \ayr  in that they both function in an exceptive sense (see 9.5.2).

However, siw never occurs with def. art. (cf. 2.9.2.3.5) and cannot be 

followed by an adj. (cf. 2.9.2.3.2).

as synonym of \ayr  in exceptive sense with neg:

l  ya§ifu siw  l-mam liki l- ¥qati úa ratan

only

(see 2.11.8 for tamy¥z with elative)

non-exceptive affirm. sense:

wa-siw h  min-a l- li

other m 5.4.4)

For siw  ( C2:355) see subord. 7.5.2.11.

2.9.2.5

tawa§§ulih  li-úallin

her not reaching

dati tajm¥di

not to refreeze - 12.7); 

l-luj´  l- ab¥ -èar´rati l-qu§w

not to visit

(see neg. compound nouns at 12.6)
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22.9.2.6 s´ - 12.7)

s´ l-fahmi mis

bi-s´ niyyatin ill-

s´  l- rati mis

2.10 VERBAL NOUN AND PARTICIPIAL PHRASES

Verbal nouns may be annexed to their agents or their objects, or may operate 

directly on the obj., while participles may be annexed only to their objects, and

may also operate on them directly. When the verb is indirectly transitive through 

a prep. (3.11.4) its verbal nouns and participles do the same.

2.10.1 Verbal noun phrases

2.10.1.1 Annexed agent ( C2:401) (‘subjective genitive’)

Occur mainly with intrans. verbs:

f¥ úud´ri l-malikati the presence

wu§´li l-qi ri  the arrival , lit. 

mur´ri l-zam ni  the passing

2.10.1.2 Annexed obj. ( C2:402) (‘objective genitive’)

li-úif½i l-sal mi

the preservation -

qabla li l-bar¥di l- ´niyyi

the introduction of e-

yuhaddidu bi-jtiy zi Æa i waqfi l-n ri

s to cross
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22.10.1.3 Obj. in dep. case ( C2:403)

When the agent of the verb is already annexed to the noun, the obj. must be in the 

dep. case:

munÄu tawall¥hi mah mma man§ibihi

his taking up the duties

min t r¥Æi bul´\i l-muwa½½afi sinna l-sitt¥na

the age 

úawla nih l-tadÆ¥na

her addiction to smoking

tarkuh  l¥ maj la l-ikti fi bi-nafs¥

her leaving to me the chance of making the discovery my

2.10.1.4 With doubly trans. verbs

qarrarat manúahu darajata l-dukt´r h

to give him the PhD degree

hunna l-  l-fikriyyata wa-l- -l zimata

them [fem.] the necessary intellectual and practical knowledge

¥d h ma zina ma§laúati l-jam riki

them [in] the warehouses

See also , 2.5.8.5

2.10.1.5 With verbal noun of k na  ‘to be’, see 33.16.2;

min kawni l- ¥dati hiya m -èam¥ruhu

of belief being what

f¥ kawnihinn -i l-r ati wa-l-hud´ \ayrihinna

their [fem.] being further 
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22.10.1.6  With free obj. pronoun ’iyy - (see 22.4.1.1)

iyy occurs after verbal nouns and active participles where 

annexation of two pronouns is not permitted, and where, in many cases, an agent 

pronoun is already suffixed:

istiy ¥ ya sayy rataka l- niyata

your not giving me

(see 12.6 on -

In addition, where the agent noun is required to preserve its formal indefiniteness 

(usually the circ. qual., see 2.4.6) pron. suffixation is impossible, and is replaced 

by the  alternative:

wa- úaduhum  l- ara f¥ ÆÆaratihi hu
yaftaúa l-Áan ata

ordering him

2.10.1.7 Paraphrase of dep. obj. with li- ( C2:286)

When the verbal noun is def. or annexed the prep. li- can be used to paraphrase 

(note that this is normally a stylistic alternative to obj. in dep. form, see 2.10.1.3):

 li-zawjatihi

his wife of

 rafèihi l-imti la li-qtir i l-waz¥ri

the suggestion

isti\l luhu li-l-fur§ati l- Æ¥rati lahu

the last opportunity

min ka¨rati -l-samaki f¥ §i\arihim

of their eating a lot of fish 

f¥ muq balatihi li-l- ¥si l-s´riyyi

meeting with 

It is also commonly used under the following conditions:
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When the verbal noun of trans. verb is indef. dep., as in purposive obj. (see 

2.4.5):

tamh¥dan li-  wiz rati l-§iúúati

in preparation for

To preserve indefiniteness of verbal noun:

li- Ák lin tur iyyatin

of traditional figures mujarrad 2.8.4)

When the obj. is a pron. not a noun:

Æil la fatar ti qiy dat¥ lah

it

22.10.1.8 Maf‘´l mu laq as obj. ( C2:448) (see 22.4.2.5)

li-Æuè´ lahum Æuè´ l  yal¥qu bi-mak natihi

because of his being submissive to them in a way being 

2.10.1.9 Verbal noun with passive meaning ( C2:402)

The verbal noun as part of an annexation structure can express a passive sense of 

-

guish:

\¥ bi-

my being informed of

2.10.1.10 As circ. quals see 22.4.6

2.10.1.11 Alternative to subord. clause, see ’an 7.5.1.1,

qarrartu  l-

to carry out
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22.10.1.12 Verbal nouns from indir. trans. verbs

When the verb is indirectly transitive through a prep. (3.11.4) its verbal nouns do 

the same:

fakkara f¥ l-Äah  zam¥lihi

he thought about going to his colleague

2.10.2 Active participial phrases ( C2:406) 

Act. (and pass. participles) have all the functions of adjs, see 2.1.

Attributive (nom.):

li-kalim tihi l-muhaddidati

at his threatening words

 l-kursiyyi l-mul §iqi li-kursiyyi l- ´si

adjacent

al- ab¥bu l-muÁrifu  l- ji

 supervising

Because of their participial meaning they can often be translated as rel. clauses 

when used attributively (see 5.0

úad¥¨un muÆayyibun li-l- m li

disappointing

cf. úad¥¨un yuÆayyibu l- m la

Attributive with annexation:

ta §ab in hiqi l-è h  l-samti

amazing

of light, calm

(see unreal annexation 2.1.3.2)
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Obj. of verb:

wa-wajadn  l-bayta s kinan suk´na l-qub´ri

being silent

(for abs. obj. qualifying a previous noun, adj. or participle (or rather, the 

verbal notion implicit in these words), see 2.4.2.5 ( C2:448; 3:275)

Simple predicative:

mutakabbiratun wa-muta\a risatun

haughty and conceited 1.10.12 for quadriliteral 

forms)

Predicative with annexation:

k na b li\a l-ta allubi

excessive

(see unreal annexation 2.1.3.2)

With annexed objs. when part. is used as noun expressing verbal action 

( C2:408). 

Note that some participles have a noun function expressing a permanent quality 

as well as a temporary one. In such cases the verbal element is almost absent. 

This is particularly true of professonal designations:

tih -maker

kimu l- riqati the Ruler

mus  l-musta ri l- ibb¥ l-mi§riyyi
    

the assistant 

Dep. objs ( C2:411):

When the part. is necessarily indef. (e.g. as an obj. qual.) its obj. is always in 

the dep. case:

data ftit ihi

re-

muttahiman hu bi-l-sa wi

accusing him 
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(see 2.10.1.6)

muqallidan §awtan nis

imitating a womanly voice

With preps ( C2:413):

When the verb is indirectly transitive through a prep. (3.11.4) its active participles 

do the same:

q úim yatika

capable of prot

 m  huwa w ridun f¥ tilka l-úis b ti

agreeing with

Active part. with future indication:

wa-l Á b li\un \ yataka f¥ l-mustaqbali l-qar¥bi

and no doubt you will reach

taraqqab¥n¥ fa- r uy´ri l-mas

[fem. sing.] for me for I will be returning with the evening

Active part. as circ. quals (see 7.3.1):

waqafa § mitan f¥ mak nihi

silent

22.10.3 Passive participial phrases 

( C2:414; 2.1.3.4 cf. idiomatic passives in 3.12.4)

Pass. participles have all the functions of adjs (see 2.1), and hence those of active 

participles:

Attributive:

bi- ¨w bihim-i l-mulawwanati

coloured
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Predicative

- ba wa-l-wadda mutab dal ni bayna l-i¨nayni

exchanged between the 

na ´èan li-l-

offered

The part. may be annexed to its ag.:

natu mank´b¥ l-zalz li

those afflicted by

(cf. periphrastic variant below)

Prep. phrases with bi- after pass. participles can introduce the instrument of the 

action (see 3.12.2) as they do in the following examples. They do not normally 

introduce the periphrastic agent (see 3.12.1).

Instruments, lit. and metaphorical ( C2:416) (see passive verbs in 3.12.2):

With bi-

muzawwadatun bi-fata tin atin

provided [by someone] with

maúf´fan bi-l-ma iri

surrounded by 

[riy un] muúammalatun bi-\ub ri l- §§ubi

loaded with

al-úujratu ... mu\a tun èuh bi-kil¥min

... had a floor covered with

(see ¥ 2.1.3.4)
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With min
Prep. phrases, mainly with min , are used increasingly in MWA with pass. 

participles to introduce the periphrastic agent of an action (3.12.1):

 waz¥ri l-ta§n¥ -úarbiyyi

signed by

al- ru l- -a l-s´qi

announced by the market

ta§r¥úun bi-l-dafni muúarrarun min ...
...     

issued by 

With min qibali :

al-juhdu l-mabÄ´lu min qibali l- ull bi

the effort exerted by

huwa ´fun min qibali l-nurw¥jiyy¥na

known by

With other preps:

´datun bi-w si ati 

by

When the verb is indirectly transitive through a prep. (3.11.4) its passive 

participles do the same:

mu labun bi-sid
23

required to

al-lij nu l-mukallafatu bi-waè -tart¥b ti

charged with 

Impersonal pass. (see 3.12.4):

k na maúk´  bi-l-úabsi l-iútiy iyyi 48 s ¥ h ihi
l-\urfati

48
Sentence was passed on me of preventative detention for 48 hours in 
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al-Á l- bihim

acknowledged

Pass. participles as circ quals. (7.3.1):

jalasa mahm´man

he sat concerned

22.10.4 Passive participles in normal function

Passive participles also function as nouns (cf. active part.) ( C2:418):

q l- ¥na the list of appointees

al-musta ru l- niyyu  the German counsellor

al- tu

(note fem. plur. for abstracts, 12.4.1)

Idiomatic, cf. passive verbs 3.12.4:

al-maúm´l

malm´s

tar malú´½un noticeable

As nouns of place (see 1.11.2) (although in context they may have different 

meanings):

multaq  l- -l-j¥r ni

the meeting-place

murt dun li-ban ti l-úayyi

a gathering place

2.11 COMPARATIVES AND SUPERLATIVES ‘more [than]’ / 
‘most’ ( C2.467 ‘elative’)

The Ar. form is a graded adjective used to express a superlative (Ar. 

) e.g.  (Ar. 

 quality. One of the most obvious distinctions between the comp. and the 
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superl. is that the latter can be annexed to a noun in either indef. sing or def. pl. 

form.

Note: aru 
with under the ordinal numbers, see 2.13.1. For rels with elatives see 5.1.1 and 

5.2.3.

22.11.1 Attributive comparative

Indef.:

higher

\urfatin  wa- èala

more spacious and better

yadÆulu l-s´qa bi- rin -a l-muntaji l-maúalliyyi

lower than

Def. (see tamy¥z 2.4.4.1). The following examples could also be superl. but the 

context determines that these are comp.:

al-muÆta§ar tu l- ¨aru huz lan

[even] slimmer

al-maz y  l-jad¥datu l- ¨aru f

more effective

2.11.2 Predicative comparative (no agr. in num./gender)

( C2:469, not clearly separated)

mmatan tak´nu \l  min-a l-muntaj ti l- Ær

more expensive than

When a thing is compared with itself ( C2:480) the second occurrence is min 
+ pron. with no repetition of the first noun:

k nat Áuhratu tawf¥q al-úak¥m q  l-masraúi ¨ara minh
ni l- - Ær
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- fame was based more on theatre than it [was] on the 

min  + nom. rel. clause ( C2:481; 5.2.4):

f¥ ½ur´fin §  bi-ka¨¥rin min tilka llat¥ namurru bih  l- na

in much more difficult circumstances than the ones we are going through 

min +  clause ( C2:482) (see 2.11.12).

faw ¨  tu

its benefits are too numerous to

mimm type ( C2:483) (cf. other mimm 5.5.2):

li-  k

less than what

hum è  tata§awwaru

weaker than [what]

Use of tamy¥z with pattern ( C2:479) (see 2.4.4).

Compar.:

min ¨ari l-nis lan f¥ l-t r¥Æi

 the most beautiful women

(see partitive min 2.6.12)

¨aru htim man bi-l-ma kili l-d iliyyati wa- man
 bi-qa y  l- lami l- rijiyyi

more concerned with internal problems and less concerned with the issues 

 with prep. other than min  ( C2:483), generally using the prep. that 

goes with the verb:

li- ¥ h  l-mu i l-èayyiqi - nisbiyyan -
raf´ wa- aw

 relatively -  narrow surrounding they are more able to get 

to know each other and form brotherly relatio
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2.11.2.1 af‘al  + ‘an :

Although min  is normally used in this construction occurs with a few 

adjs:

al-  l- na bi-ka¨¥rin -i l-fatrati llat¥ úadda¨u lakum 
f¥h

bigger now than in the period I was talking to you 

 (see spec. comp. 2.4.4)

Comparative form of adj. is sometimes not required, specifically with the prep. 

(see 2.6.3)

-samaki f¥ l-man iqi l-Á ´
ka¨¥rin min-a l-man iqi l- Ær

that the selling price of fish in the local areas is more reasonable than in 

2.11.3 Intermediate items

Very common as a calque with kubr

dawlatun kubr major

qaèiyyatun kubr a major

al-Æa y l-kubr major

al-q hiratu l-kubr Greater

Others:

bir niy l- ½m Great

siy l-wus Central

´½m a great military 

qu§w far-reaching

A common example of the form in this context is aru  (plur. 

r´na  fem. sing. Ær ; plur. Æray tu
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§ ¥din ara on another

muÁkilatun Ær another 

al-muÁkil tu l- Ær other 

al-nis - Æray tu other 

-i l-rij li l- ar¥na about the other

Standing alone as nouns:

li-muw inin d´na ara

for one citizen to the exclusion of another

min taj ribi l- ar¥na

from the experiences of others

m úl li sintral ti l-r´t riyyi bi- Ær ´niyyatin

 the rotary exchanges with other,

22.11.4 Attributive superlative ( C2:472)

Agreement in gender and number is common:

f¥ l-mustaway ti l- the highest

al-quwwatu l-qu§w ultimate p

al- ar¥qatu l-mu¨l the ideal

al-Áa ru l- the biggest 

Gender agreement is not always observed, however:

al-\urfatu l- èalu f¥ l-sijni

the best

al-wiq yatu l- -l- ½afu

the driest and cleanest

Áabakatu l- al q ti l-

the widest
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al-quwwat ni l- ½amu

the two super

22.11.5 Annexed indef. units ( C2:474; C3:150)

The superl. may be expressed by  (masc. sing.) in annexation to an 

indef. sing. noun or def. plur. (cf. kull 2.9.1.1 which has identical syntax) 

( C2:477). The invariable form was also used in CA, even when 

annexed to fem. nouns.

Annexed to indef. sing.:

èalu was¥latin the best

This structure is often modified by an adj./rel. sentence/prep. phrase, etc. (see also 

2.11.9):

úurriyyatin mumkinatin

the greatest

-a l-bu l ti l-s¥nim

the greatest number of cinema-

¥ -l-raddi
   

the most important

Note the following development in which the homonymic form used for 

colours occurs as superl. (see colours 1.8.6.1):

at-i l-Áur  fatratin f¥ t r¥Æih

the blackest period 

Annexed to def. plur. which can itself be annexed further:

 l-juh´di

the utmost

§´ri úurriyatihi

the most splendid
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èalu l-tajh¥z ti l- ibbiyyati

the best

With agreement ( C1:72, C2:475). Sometimes the superl. element agrees in 

gender with the noun to which it is annexed:

kubr  l-muduni l-y b niyyati

the largest of the towns in

kubr Áarik ti l- ¥ni
    

the largest of the insurance companies

hiya §u\r Äurriyyati nata

youngest of Am progeny

Plur. of kubr is also used:

kubray tu l-Áarik ti l- lamiyyati

the largest world companies

Two superlatives can be annexed to same noun ( C2:484, cf. binomial 

annexation 2.3.7):

- imi l-

most beautiful and delightful of A

min - èali l- zif ti

among the most important and best

iftit u - úda¨i

the biggest and most modern

 / man  ( C2:478) (see 5.6.4) followed by a verb:

 yumkinu as little as

fa-hiya tak´ y iratin

as far as 
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22.11.6 Æayr  ‘better’, ‘best’ and Áarr  ‘worse’, 
‘worst’( C2:485)

These two nouns are used in elative sense: 

Compar.:

al-wiq yatu Æayrun min-a l- ji

better than treatm

al- ¥ Æayrun min-a l-èay

better than getting lost [in life]

Superl.:

yaftaris´nahu Áarra ftir sin 

badly the worst

(see abs. obj. 2.4.2.3) 

k na Æayra muma¨¨ilin lah
  

the best

Æayra mi lin li-l-zawj ti

to be the best example

2.11.7 Pos. Adjective as superlative

Positive adjs may occur with superl. meaning:

kab¥ru kutt bi wa- - r ti

the great[est]

2.11.8 Predicative superlative ’af‘al

Invariable form: 

huwa l-  wa-l- úaqqu bi-h  l- ni

the most suitable and deserving
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wa-  li-l-numuwwi munÄu l-¨al n ti

egarded as the worst rate 

3.12) 

Æu uw tun ¨aru taúd¥dan  

more exactly defined

Superl.:

al-kumbiy´tar tu l-daftariyyatu l-

he notebook computers with the highest performance

al- q tu l- ¨

the most important

With partitive min : 

¨ari l-maw ddi l-musabbibati li-l- bati bi-l-sara ni

it is among the most frequent of substances

(see 2.10.2 for active participles) 

k na úabbi l- na  l-tal m¥Äi

one of the most liked of the teachers

22.11.9 Nominalized comparatives ( C2:469) and superlatives 
( C2:474) 

wa- min-a l- §aúúi wa-l- ¨ari f
...    

more sound and of greater benefit 

(cf. 3.1.4 for min  introducers, and 7.5.1.1) 

wa- ¥h Æams¥na junayhan  l-

al-  f¥
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...

the most important thing

bi- l¥ l-bi ri 

the high seas

(note that these comp. patterns have a broken plur., 1.12.1.2 and 2.1.1.1) 

\labu m  yuq Áaru

most of what

22.11.10 ’af‘al as comp. adverb (cf. ka¨¥ran  ‘often’ 
2.4.8) ( C2:470) 

Generally with ¨ar 

yaqillu htim muh ¨ara fa- ¨ara bi-l- lami l- li¨i 

its concern for the Third World decreases more and more

bah ¨ara minn¥  

more than I do

k ¨ara

more

2.11.11 Other subsets

lu bi-ka¨¥rin much

f¥ ¨ara qal¥lan min 450 §afúatin
450

in a little more t

li- wali fatratin mumkinatin

the longest possible period of time
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22.11.12 min ’an  ‘too ... to [do something]’ ( C2:273)  

The comp. is followed by + sub. clause (see 7.5.1

[

¨¨ira f¥ l-úuk´mati

too insignificant to more insignificant 

than

k nat è  tataúammal  kalim t   

too weak to

¨aru mimm  type ( C3:241; 5.4.2):

¨aru mimm  yanba\¥ more than

2.11.13 Superlatives with numbers (see numerals 22.12) 

ú  bankin f¥ l- lami l-
   

the best hundred banks

úd  d´ri l-naÁri l-faransiyyati  

one of the biggest French publishing houses

Inflection here on  words is regular (see 1.8.6.2) although 

pronunciation of case endings is unlikely in practice.

2.12 CARDINAL NUMBERS ( C2:361) 

Numerals in MWA essentially retain the syntax of CA, though they are rarely 

read now with classical inflections. There are signs of a trend towards invariable 

numerals, especially with weights and measures (see 2.14).

Numbers are sometimes spelt out in full (cf. C2:377):

ú Á -Æamsi - -sitt¥na muwa½½afan

en thousand five hundred and sixty-

iw la -Æamsi min

two thousand and five hundred years
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¨aru min mily rin wa-ni§fi mily nin

one and a half billion peopl

 mad  l- -l- Ár¥na s

twenty-four hours a day

However, in MWA they are most often printed as numerals or a combination of 

numerals and words, frequently demarcated by brackets, so in any case we can 

seldom be sure how they are vocalized, e.g.: 

-500 k¥l´   

500 12
12,500

mily´n wa- -798 k¥l´ jir m# muÆaddir t#
798 49

1,049,798

Some other orthographical conventions:

naúwa ÁaÆ§in
12

12,000

Æil la l-15 man-i l- Æ¥rata 
15

the last 15 

al-ma hidu l-17 allat¥ sajjalah
17

the 17

bi-miqd ri 1,5 èi l-
1 5   

1.5

(note the use of the comma in Ar. for decimal point)

an wa-(500) junayhin
500 12

12,500
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22.12.1 ’aúad  (masc.) / ’iúd (fem.) ‘one’, ‘one of’ 

, by the nominal úadun 
[masc.] / úd [fem.], and the adjectival w úidun [masc.] / w úidatun  

[fem.].

úadun occurs either:

As independent noun: 

l úada

no-one 4.2.1.1) 

úadin Æara
   

anyone else  2.9.1.6) 

or as 1st element of annexation when it generally agrees in gender with the 

noun/pron. it is annexed to, which is always plur. and def. (cf. syntax of partitive 

min 2.6.12, certain quantifiers, 2.9.1, and contrast with adj. w id   

2.12.1.1 ( C2:362):

úadu l-muttaham¥na

one of 

úadu raw fidi l-

one of

´na f¥ úd  l-wik l ti l-§i fiyyati

one of

f¥ úd \urafi l-sif rati 

one of 

2.12.1.1 w idun (masc.)/w idatun (fem.) ‘one’, ‘one of’
( C2:363)

Adj. for emphasis:

f¥ yawmin w idin

a single
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lun w idun mmun faqa

one

lati l-la\mi l-w idi

a single

(see 1.12.3.1 for generic art.) 

daj jatun w idatun

a single

Or nominal partitive with min (see úadun  2.12.1, and min 2.6.12) in 

hiya w idatun min  wa- ½ami l-nis

one of the strongest and greatest women

l  y´§idu l-b ba d´na w idin minhum
   

any one of them d´na  2.7.11) 

Nominal without min : 

w idan war - ari

one

(see circ. quals 2.4.6.3) 

22.12.2 i¨n ni  (masc.) i¨nat ni (fem.) ( C2:365) with 
regular dual endings (see 11.12.1.1) 

Occasionally for emphasis because the dual is already expressed in the noun: 

wa-lam yamurra siw Áahrayni ¨nayni  wa-l-

re than two months had passed when Uncle Hamid went back on his 

9.4.6) 

Often with nominal function with min (cf. w id  above). Annexation not 

possible: 
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i¨n ni min-a l-sufar

two of

i¨n ni min-a l-mu m¥na

two of 

The absence of dual nouns is becoming more common in the enumeration of 

commercial objects, food items etc.: 

(2) maúa a# jad¥da#
2

two new stations

2 nan
2

two

naql# 2 ¨all ja# kontÙnar# 

2
two

22.12.3 Numbers 3–10 ( C2:366) 

The numbers 3 10 are generally annexed to their nouns which must be plur. The 

the function of the whole unit, following normal annexation rules:

Áarik tin

four [ind.] 

¨al atu ma r ¥siyyatin 

three

Æamsu sanaw tin

five

úsanu ¨al ati muma¨¨il¥na wa-¨al i muma¨¨il tin

three actors and [three  (number is 2nd element of 

annexation) 
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ammu Áari riw y tin §adarat f¥ l-qarni l- Ár¥na

ten (number is 

2nd element of annexation)

(see superl. 2.11.5 and 5.1.1) 

or in apposition (see also below) to the noun with the same gender polarity as in: 

al-Áarik tu l- four

al-qa y l- four

al-q rr tu l-Æamsu five 

bi-h ihi l- mi l- i four

Variations noted in MWA include the following, however, al-¨al atu kutubin 
, ¨al atu l-kutubi  and even al-¨al atu l-kutubi

three , but the first of these structures appears to be rising in 

frequency  (see 2.12.13).

The number may also function nominally with partitive min 
gender polarity still applies:

sittatun min kib ri l-d¥bl´m siyy¥na

six of

Numerals are often written in number form in MWA, especially in the press:

4 min rass m¥ l-k r¥k tiri l-kanadiyy¥na
4   

4

3 Áhurin
3

3

16 mi§riyyan, 5 qiyy¥na, 7 s´d niyy¥na, 4 ¥na wa-2 min 
turkiy

2 4 7 5 16
16 Egyptians, 5 Iraqis, 7 Sudanese, 4 Jordanians and 2 from Turkey

22.12.4 Numbers 11–19 ( C2:367) 

With exceptions for 11 and 12 the numbers 11 19 are (a) invariable and (b) have 

an internal gender polarity. The units take the opposite gender to the counted 

noun and the tens have the same gender as the counted noun.
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11 and 12, however, agree in both parts with the gender of the counted noun, 

and the first element of 12 inflects like a regular dual in annexation. The counted 

noun takes dep. sing. form throughout and is normally indef.:

k ¥ ú Á man

I was eleven years

duwalu l-s´qi l-i¨nat Árata

the twelve

But the remaining numbers are invariable compounds in which the unit observes 

gender polarity and the ten not: 

a §ud´ri ¨am Á

18 editions

sing.] 

Also when the number is in apposition:

Æil la l- Áhuri l-¨am Áara l-muqbilati

during the next eighteen Áahr 
which is masc.] the eight [fem.] the ten [masc.]

Numbers written as numerals:

16 mitran 16 16 square metres

14 annan 14 14 tons

Note the following example in which the adj. agreement appears to have been 

formed either incorrectly according to polarity rules, or more likely by agreement 

agreement (see adj. 2.1.1):

Æil la l- man-i l- Æ¥rati
15

,

[masc. sing] the last ones [fem.sing] (see 2.12.15) 

Signs of invariability:

yaútaw¥ l 18 barn maj#
18

18 programmes
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22.12.5 Numbers 20–99 ( C2:367) 

The tens  take sound masc. plur. form and the units precede them, coordinated 

by wa- , with w idun (masc.) and w idatun (fem.) for 1, and 

i¨n ni (masc.) and i¨nat ni 
remainder follow the polarity rules for 3 9. Each element inflects for itself.

The counted noun is always dep. sing., mostly indef.:

tarÁ¥úa 30 liban  
30

30 students

20 mar¥èan
20  

20 k tiban §uúufiyyan wa- miyyan
20   

20 writers  (note that the adj. agrees with gram. 

form)

f¥ l-Æamsati wa-Æams¥na maly´nan

the 55 millions

Signs of invariability:

taútaw¥ l 34 kit b# wa-225 k rt# 

225 34
comprises 34 volumes and 225 cards

Signs of instability, with natural instead of grammatical agreement:

al- 32 ÁaÆ§iyy tin
32

32 personalities

ar¥na  

38  

others

Note that proper names increasingly do not inflect (see 1.8.5):

72 ´ l-hawl#
72

-
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22.12.6 Number 100 ( C2:368) 

All numbers from 100 upwards are composite. Round hundreds are annexed to 

the counted noun whch takes obl. sing. form. The Arabic for 100 is   

(for alternative spelling see 1.2.2):

 marrat wa-ka- min

one hundred days passed and it was as if they were a hundred years

Numbers above 100 are expressed in order of size, coordinated with wa- , and 

with 11 99 following the internal order set out above. The nearest number 

determines the form of the noun:

192 maúallan tij riyyan  192 192 commercial shops  [one 

hundred + two + ninety, with ninety determining the case ending]

150 muÁtarikan 150
úaw l 159 fardan 159 159 individuals

f¥ l- ni a- Árata s´ratan m  bayna l- aw¥lati 
wa-l-qa§¥rati wa-m  baynahum

one hundred and fourteen Suras varying between 

spec. comp. (see 

2.4.4):

f¥ mi§ra 101 bankan bi-Æil fi l-banki l-markaziyyi
101

a hundred and one banks

2.12.7 Number 200 ( C2:369) 

The number 200 ni (variant spelling ) is the dual of 100 and 

follows the same rules, with those of dual annexation as well:

li-mabla\i i d´l rin

two [obl.case] hundred thousand dollars

(see 2.12.13) 

ni wa-Æamsu wa-¨al una sanatan l ¨ara

two hundred and thirty-five years
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22.12.8 Numbers 300–900 ( C2:369) 

The round hundreds 300 900 are written as compound nouns and  uniquely 

they inflect medially. Otherwise the rules for the numbers are the same as for 100, 

with the counted noun being annexed in obl. sing form:

tataj wazu §afa tuhu l-Æ

five hundred

ú Áara -Æ - -sitt na muwa½½afan

(note how in this example the unit number, i.e., four, should be fem. according to 

the rules of polarity, and that the whole number is in dep. form) 

363 rajulan 363
-¨n ni wa- ´na muraÁÁaúan

latun w idatun min bayni ti l- l ti

one case among hundreds

(see 2.12.1.1) 

2.12.9 Number 1000 ( C2:370) (see annexation 22.3) 

The number for 1000 is  (plur. l f ). The other plur., i.e., ´f ,

tends to be used non-arithmetically, i.e., with the ; although 

l f is also used in this context. 

 is annexed to the counted noun, which takes obl. sing form. Numbers 

greater than 1000 follow the same rules as for numbers above 100:

wa-laylatun

1000 nights

(note special construction for 1,001 only, see 11.7.2) 
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úaw l 1500 jundiyyin ¥kiyyin 
1500

1500 American soldiers

(note adj. agrees with grammatical number, see 2.1.1.4) 

- iflin

munÄu l fi l-sin¥na

for thousands of years

´fu l-juzuri l-§a\¥rati f¥ l-mu ti

thousands of small islands in the ocea 1.12.3.1) 

22.12.10 Number 2000 ( C2:370) 

2000 is the dual form of :

´din min-a l-ru mi

two thousand marble columns

2.12.11 Numbers from 3000

The thousands are internally counted nouns which follow the same rules as other 

counted nouns. Remember that the last number determines the form of the 

counted noun: 

¨al ¨ l fin wa-¨am -¨n ni wa-Æams´na muÁtarikan
  

-564 muwa½½afan
564 11

w aba milin  l- ¥ l-mabn
20

20,000 workers devoted themselves
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¨aru min in n dirin
70

70,000 rare manuscripts

(adj. agrees with the grammatical number, see 2.1.1.4) 

Æ - bi
900   

900,000 square metres

Also occurs with partitive min :

l fin min-a l-junayh ti
105  

105,000

Note also the following special usages: 

Áar tu l- l fi min-a l-kutubi

tens of thousands

22.12.12 Millions ( C2:371), billions, trillions

maly´nu  (plur. maly´n t  /mal y¥nu
mily ru  or baly´nu /bily´nu  (plur. bal y¥nu

/baly´n tun tr¥liy´nu  (plur. tr¥liy´n tun
).

Round millions, etc. and their duals are annexed to the obl. sing. noun exactly 

like the 1000s. These numbers are often paraphrased by min instead of being 

directly attached to the counted noun:

ta allaba bin -qa§ri maly´nay annin min-a l-ramli

it took two million tons

mabla\u maly´nayni wa-
250

2,250,000

9 mal y¥na dirhamin 9
100 maly´ni dirhamin 100
350 maly´na nasamatin 350
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Non-specific quantities of millions, normally with partitive min :

qu l-mal y¥na min-a l-d´l r ti

the spending of millions of dollars

mal y¥nu l-baÁari millions 

naúwa maly´nayni min-a l-Áab bi

two million 

Billions:

taqtaribu min-a l-Æamsati wa-l-¨al na mily ran min-a l-junayh ti

it approaches £35 billion

¨am n´na mily ran min-a l-d´l r ti

$80 billion

110 mily r ti junayhin 110
290 baly´na d´l rin 290

Trillions (note the preferred use of sound fem. plur.):

¥liy´n tin min-a l-d´l r ti

$4 trillion

Signs of invariability:

i¨n n# maly´n# rajul#  

mabla\# 2 maly´n# junayh# 2
maly´n n# wa-  # 400
2.2 maly´ il# 2 2
2 mily r# d´l r# 2
11 mily r# wa-800 maly´n# junayh#

800 11
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22.12.13 Cardinal numbers in apposition ( C2:372) 

Cardinal numbers often follow the noun, in apposition to it. This is generally to 

emphasize the definiteness of the noun (although this structure may occur with 

indef. nouns too). As an apposition they will agree in all the usual ways with the 

noun they are modifying although the normal rules of polarity explained earlier 

(see 2.12.3) apply:

al-q rr tu l-Æamsu

the five

wa-tazawwajat ban tuhu l-

four

Defined cardinal numbers ( C2:376):

It is quite common now for the number to be defined and to precede the noun. All 

previously described rules of agreement apply. Historically this was always the 

whole range of numbers:

qaryatun mi§riyyatun laysa f¥h  m  yumayyizuh -i l- l fi 
qaryatin mi§ Ær

an Egyptian village that has nothing in it to distinguish it from the other 

4,000 Egyptian villages

al-s´qu l- ¥kiyyatu taksiru jiza l-16 mily´na sayy ratin sanawiyyan
16

1.12.2.1] breaks the barrier of 

16 million cars

irtif -úar rati l- ¥ l- min-i l-muqbilati

mperature expected in the next hundred years

f¥ fan diqi l-q hirati wa-l- §uri wa- na ti l-Æamsati nuj´min
´min

the four or five star hotels of Cairo, Luxor and 

nayyif  (

Generally precedes the number and is followed by wa- :

 yaz¥ nayyifin wa-Æams¥ man

a few
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22.12.14 Miscellaneous

C2:379) etc.:

munÄ Ár¥ man ¥du

or more

Áar t C2:380):

Áar ti l-marr ti  dozens of

(note dep. case as time qual., see 2.4.3.1)

Áar tun yadÆul´na wa- Áar tun yaÆruj´na

dozens go in and dozens

biè 2.9.1.5

for agreement, i.e., polarity rule applies):

l úajmuh biè tin min-a l-junayh ti

a few

bi-biè  mal y¥na min-a l-d´l r ti
    

some bi- 2.6.4) 

For names of decades either sound fem. plur. tun is used alone or with the 

nisba suffix, i.e. iyy tun  :

f¥ l-¨al ¨¥n ti  / f¥ l-¨al ¨¥niyy ti

2.12.15 Number and gender concord ( C2:384) 

Agreement of adjs with nouns after numbers is frequently with grammatical 

gender (see further 2.1.1.4): 

17 maúa ¥siyyatan  17
However, agreement of adjs (as well as verbs 3.8.4) can also be logical rather 

than grammatical:

¨aru min riè ar¥na
30

30 other exhibitors
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22.13 ORDINAL NUMBERS ( C2:389) (see 22.1.1) 

2.13.1 First (and last) 

The ordinal numbers  [masc.], ´l
elatives, see 1.8.6.2;C2:389) and also ru [masc.], Ær
(though not strictly an ordinal number) (both with sound plurals, see 1.5.3; for 

aru 2.11.3, and 2.14.7),

occur as the 1st element of annexation, with variable gender agreement (although 

the masc. form would appear to be the default one  following superl. syntax, see 

2.11.5) as in:

wa-hiya  ziy ratin rasmiyyatin yaq´mu bih

the first

f¥

the first

wa-la-qad k nat-i l- -kuwaytiyyatu  waqafa f¥ §uf´fi l-
muq wamati

the Kuwaiti woman was the first

(see man 5.4.1) 

f¥ ´l  maúa tihi l-   

the first of his Arab stops

-i l- qu ´l tih  l-jaz

Iraq sent the first

al- l- u the first

al-dawratu l- l- ´l

1st

Æ¥run [masc.], 

Æ¥ratun [fem.] are used:

ziy ratuhu l- Æ¥ratu  l-min aqati

final 

For the conj. ( C2:391) see 5.9.1. 
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22.13.2 2nd–10th ( C2:391) 

The units of the ordinal numbers from 2 10 take the f pattern (see 1.11.1)

and generally modify the noun as adjs (see 2.1.1). The polarity rule described 

above no longer applies and there is natural adj.agr. 

al- ¥z b¥¨ al- niyatu

the Second

al- l- misu the fifth

[masc.]

al- lamu l- li¨u the Third

al-dawratu l- minatu eighth

However, the number can precede the noun when functioning as a noun itself (see 

annexation 2.3): 

yuÆriju li¨a mihi

the third

n¥  iútiy iyyin li-l-batr´li f¥ l- lami

the second largest 2.11) 

Since pronouns cannot be adj. qualified they can only have their ordinals annexed 

to them:

¨al u muÁkil tin ... n h li¨uh

three problems ... the first the second the third of them

2.13.3 11th–19th ( C2:392) 

Only the units take the f ordinal form whilst the tens remain un-

changed. As compound numbers (cf. their cardinal equivalents) they are indeclin-

noun. Polarity rule no longer applies, i.e. these ordinals carry the gender marker 

on both parts: 

madÆalu l-qismayni l-s Áara wa-l-s Áara

the sixteenth and seventeenth

(see split qual. by two adjs of one noun, 2.1.1.7.1) 
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22.13.4 20th, 30th, etc. ( C2:392) 

used. There is no change for gender whether the noun they modify is masc. or 

fem.:

wa-yaúdu¨u kullu lika wa-naúnu f¥ iri l-qarni l- Ár¥na

and all this happens when we are at the end of the twentieth century

(see circ. quals 7.3.2), contrast the def. cardinal al-qur´nu l- Ár´na
or al- Ár´na qarnan the twenty centuries 2.12.3).

2.13.5 21st, 32nd, 43rd, etc. ( C2:393) 

For 2nd to 9th the regular ordinals are used, coordinated with wa- ; for -1st a 

special form d¥  (m.) / úd (f.) is used (the same as in 11th), as well 

as the standard w id  (see 2.12.1.1). Both elements take the def. art. when 

qualifying a def. noun.

wa-tu§rafu l- tu f¥ l-yawmi l- misi wa-l- Ár¥na min-a l-Áahri

twenty-fifth

Note the variation for 21st:

f¥ l-qarni l- d¥ wa-l- Ár¥na

the 21st 

naúwa l-qarni l-w idi wa-l- Ár¥na

the 21st

2.13.6 Higher ordinals, 100 and above

al-Äikr l-mi atu li- ¥sihi  

the hundredth
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22.14 MISCELLANEOUS NUMERICAL ITEMS 

2.14.1 Distributives, fu‘ la form (semi. dec.)

Archaic CA, essentially Qur'anic, but may occur in very restricted contexts. No 

examples were found as part of this study: ma¨n  wa-¨ul a wa-rub
¨un ¥

bi- , di-  in ¨un ¥ ¥d-i l-karb´n carbon ,

ma¨n ). 

2.14.2 Fractions ( C2:382), ni§fun  ‘half’ ( C2:382), ¨ul¨un
– ‘uÁrun ‘3rd-10th’ ( C2:38) 

ni§fun  precedes the noun as the 1st element of annexation whether it means 

ni§fu maly´n ni§f  a 

¨aru min mily rin wa-ni§fi mily ri nin

a billion and a half

or is an addition to a whole number. The following (annexed) noun may or not be 

def, and is often repeated:

istamarrat Áahrayni wa-ni§fa l-Áahri

a half 2.4.3.1)

maly´n# wa-ni§f# l-mily´n# mustahlik#

 a half c

bi-\iy bi ni§fi

half of

¨al a daraj tin wa-ni§fa darajatin

a half 

Note the following idiomatic usage:

wa-f¥ ni§fi l-Áahri ta§ilu sayy ratu l-miy hi
   

the middle
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part of a compound noun it may (cf. 12.7.1 on ni§f -

or may not take the def. art. and agrees in case with the noun it modifies, whilst 

the following noun is indef.:

al- iÁtir ku l-ni§fu sanawiyyin
  [also recorded, however, is: ni§fu l-sanawiyyi 

] 

the half-

For clock times the construction is fairly stable (see 2.14.6): 

f¥ l-s -s -l-ni§fi  

half

¨ul¨ - Ár 3rd

These numbers take the pattern (plur. l ). They function as the 

first term of annexation and may be followed by a def. or indef. noun although 

the latter is more common: 

¨ul¨u qarnin min-a l-zamani 

a third

sayy ra#  naql#

quarter-

 s

for a quarter of an h

Note the following examples:

 sanawiyyin
 sanawiyyatin

every quarter   

(note gender polarity agr, in second example) 

al-¨ul¨u l- Æ¥ru min h  l-qarni

e last third

say l- -i l- Æ¥ri

quarter of an hour 2.12.15) 

For higher fractions see dates 2.14.7. 
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22.14.3 Percentages

Percentages are more often than not recorded in figures. The percentage sign 

usually follows the number in right to left order.When read out either bi- (see 

2.6.4) or f¥ (see 2.6.5) are used:

-l-

wa- ´na f¥ l- ¥ l- ati

90% if not 100% 8.1)

9.4 f¥ l- 9 4
89% min-a l- ti l-mi§riyy ti

89
89%

2.14.4 ‘Nil’ (see football scores below)

wa- ÆaÄa §ifran f¥ l-
    

a zero

2.14.5 Periods of time 

Periods of time ( u 2.13.1.) For time 

phrases in dep. case when used as comps, see 2.4.3):

wwalu marratin the first

li-l-marrati l- ´l the first

li-l-marrati l- thousandth

Áar ti l-marr ti tens of

marratan kulla sanatin once a 

marratayni wa-ni§fa l-marrati two and a half times

l fa l-marr ti thousands 

marr tin a number 

li-muddati b¥ 3 three weeks

Personalized time idioms with pron. suffix s , yawmah ,

waqtah : 

¨amanu l-taÄkirati waqtah  k na 50 junayhan
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50
at that time

yawmah  k na l-½al mu d misan

on that day

s  na½ -dahÁatin

at that moment

22.14.6 Clock times, etc. 

In clock times the use of the word s

With s : 

f¥ l-s -s disati wa-l-ni§fi  

half past six

Without s
f¥ l- Áara

   
 eleven

§ú´ qabla l- minati §ab an

I wake up before eight

f¥ l-s

 a quarter to six

f¥ l-s ¨ul¨in min mas

at twenty to six

(the different case endings on ¨ul¨un third in 

the previous two examples signify uncertainty in MWA after ] (see 

Chapter 9) 

Miscellaneous time expressions:

qabla l-nih yati bi-¨al i daq

three minutes
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ista\raqa s  wa-ni§fa l-s

two hours and half the hour

naúwa ¨ul¨i l-s

1/3 of the hour

f¥ l-daq¥qati 44  

44
44th minute

f¥ iri 60 niyatan
60

60 seconds

 mad l- -l- Ár¥na s  yawmiyyan

twenty-four hours 

f¥  min h  l-Áaw

quarter of an hour

say l- -i l- Æ¥ri 

quarter of an hour

22.14.7 Dates and calendar ( C2:393) 

The choice of whether to record a date as part of a prepositional phrase or as a 

pure dep. form would seem to be fairly arbitrary.

General dates, prepositional phrases: when months and specified time 

structures are written out in words, the numbers occur as ordinals, acting more as 

nouns than adjs, or possibly as adjs to an elided noun such as yawm 

f¥ l- mini min fibr yir# 1993 
1993

f¥ l-s Áara min yan yir-i l-j r¥
   

 the seventeenth of the current January
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f¥ l- Áara min-a l-Áahri l-muqbili

f¥ 1966
1966

f¥ 3 n´fimbir# al-m
3

the 3rd of last November

f¥ l-fatrati min  19 yan yir-i l-q dimi
19 8

the 8th to the 19th of next January

 nih yati l-Áahri l-j r¥

the end of the current month

Dep. forms (see temporal qual. obj., 2.4.3.1):

yawma l-t y´

the day of

yawma 23 d¥sambir# al- l¥# 
23

the day of

zalz lu ´bar 1992
1992 12
the earthquake of 12th October 1992

úada¨a lika l- -m iya

last Wednesday

al-sabta l-m iya

al- ´ - Æ¥ra min y´ly´

the last week
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§ab a yawmi l- -m è¥

the morning

awwala l- ´   

at the beginning

nihayata Áahri yan yir-i l- liyyi ( -i on yan yir is juncture as it is 

assumed to be uninflected) 

at the end 

Special forms , ir : plur. forms of 

namely, first parts ir ir 
last parts ructions. They occur mainly as annexed 

2.13.1, and have no fem. form:

f¥  l-qarni l- Ár¥na

first few

f¥ iri l-kit bi

the last few

yawman m  (see indefiniteness and m 1.12.4.1 

yawman m k na li-kulli mu fa½atin firqatun masraúiyyatun

at one time every

Note how the thousands and hundreds can also be removed from dates as in 

English:

ni 56
56
after the hostilities of [19]56

f¥ mi Æamsatin wa-sitt¥na

sixty-five

There are two ways of writing years in full. Such dates are generally preceded by 

ma  or sanata f¥ mi / fi sanati 
 with the date being the 2nd element of annexation. The unit number follows 
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the gender polarity rule (see 2.12.3) with either mun  [masc.] or sanatun

ma - -¨al atin wa-¨am n¥na
    

in [the year of] nineteen eighty-three

and three [fem.] 

sanata - -¨al in wa-¨am n¥na 
  

nineteen eighty three

and three [masc

An alternative word order is also possible for such dates written out in full:

ma ¨al atin wa-¨am n¥na wa- -
  

nineteen eighty three

or:

sanata ¨al in wa-¨am n¥na wa- a-

nineteen eighty three

22.14.7.1 Days and months

Days of the week

The days of the week are as follows (for convenience all phrases are vocalized in 

adverbial dep. form): 

yawma l- úadi  

yawma l- ¨nayni  

yawma l-¨al ¨

yawma l-

yawma l-Æam¥si  

yawma l-

yawma l-sabti  

al-yawma  

f¥ l-\adi   / \adan  
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 / -

Æil la l- mi l-qal¥lati l-q dimati  

the next few days

qabla yawmin ...
...

a day before 

min min mu kamatihi

a few days before

Months of the year 

There are three different sets of names for months of the year, two of which mark 

the Christian year, and one which is used for the Islamic calendar. 

Christian calendar (1)  Christian calendar (2)

[used mainly in Egypt  [used mainly in the Levant and Iraq]

and Sudan] 

yan yir      k n´n al-¨ n¥    January

fabr yir Áub February

mars Ä r  March

¥l n¥s n   April

m y´ ayy r   May

y´niy¿ úaz¥r n   June

y´liy¿ tamm´z   July

\us us b   August

sibtambir  ayl´l   September

okt¿bir  tiÁr¥n al-   October

n´fimbir  tiÁr¥n al-¨ n¥   November

disembir  k n´n al-   December

Many of the above words are by nature invariable but in any case inflected forms 

hardly ever occur and so the months are listed here as uninflected:
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Islamic calendar

In practice inflected forms hardly ever occur and so the months are listed here 

without case endings:

al-muúarram  January 

§afar   February

rab¥ -   March

rab¥ -¨ n¥   April

jum d  l- ´l   May

jum d  l- Æira   June

rajab July

Á n   August

ramaè n   September

Áaww l   October

Ä´ l-   November

Ä´ l-úijja   December  

22.14.7.2 Years and longer periods

min wa-ni§fi l- mi a year and a half

kulla mayni  two years

munÄu Áarati sanaw tin ten years

li-muddati ¨ Á man mutta§ilatin

twelve consecutive years

Æil la l-sanaw ti l-m iyati  
  

Æil la l- mi l-mun§arimi

the past year

iw ¨ara min ¥ man

forty years
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munÄu ´  l-
    

four decades

munÄu

a quarter of a century

al- ma l-m iya   /  f¥ l- mi l-m  /  
al-sanata l-m iyata  /  f¥ l-sanati l-m iyati 

al-q dima  / al-q dimata

22.14.8 Age 

bala\at-i l-s Áara  

17 [year] [of her life]

Æamsi sanaw tin

five years old

sinni l- ¥na

the age of forty   

-¨ li¨ati

the age of three

yablu\u min-a l- man
55

55 years of age

¥bun taÆa l-Æams¥

the age of fifty

man hum d´na al-¨al na

who are under thirty

min sinni 6 sanaw tin wa-úatt 16 sanatan
616

the age of 6 
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22.14.9 Miscellaneous number items

nasama person, soul is always used in counts, census etc.:

l  yaz¥  l- Ár¥na maly´na nasamatin

is no more than twenty million people

y¥na nasamatin
  

people

2.14.9.1 Page references and misc. number references ( C2:396)

al-zinz natu raqmu -¨al na

34 see apposition 2.2.1.2)

fa-man sa-yak´nu l- l- ¥rkiyya raqma w idin? 

one

Cardinal: 

f¥ §afú Ár¥na min-a l-fa§li l- n¥

on page twenty

Ordinal: 

f¥ l-§afúati l- li¨ati min-a l- - liyyi

on the third page

2.14.9.2 Soccer (and sports) scores (probably never fully inflected)

fawzu [team name] 2/§ifr 2 / \ ... -

bi-hadafin w idin li-kullin minhum

bi-hadafin li-l -Á
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bi-hadafayni muq bila l -Á

5/9 li- liú
[team name] 9\5   

22.14.9.3 Weights and measures

These have a tendency to be invariable although some appear to adhere to CA 

rules:

16

naúwa 
100

100 thousand square feet

 mas fatin qadruh
25

25,000 square metres

l fu l- ri l-

l fa l- li

thousands of miles

Invariable:

úaw l 2 ann min-a l-b r´di 2 2 tons of 

gunpo

7 ann yawmiyyan 2 7 tons

25 ann 25
68 jir m 68
650 jir m 650

Compound units of measure are written as one or two words:

k¥l´ mitr  
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k¥l´ jir m    

millilitre

k¥l´ w t is two words, but k¥l´w t megaw t  and m¥g b yt 
are all one word. 

Inflections on these nouns appear to be divisible into three categories:

CA, unambiguous:

75 k¥l´ mitran 75
Not CA, unambiguous: 

úaw l  7 k¥l´ mitr 7
Ambiguous, inflection unknown:

3 k¥l´ jir m t# 3
10 k¥l´ mitr t# 10

Abbreviations (see 1.2.5)

These weights and measures are frequently abbreviated (see also 1.2.5):

km k¥l´ m for mitr

22.15 VOCATIVES ( C2:216) 

Vocatives are a part of direct speech, addressing someone or personified 

something who, or which, is present. The full written forms are recorded here, in 

keeping with the rest of the work, even if the examples would seldom, if ever, be 

pronounced in anything but pausal form (cf. 1.2.8, 1.2.9). The same applies to 

oaths and exclamations (see below).

2.15.1 y  ( C2:217) ‘O’ 

Sing. nouns after y ave indep. form, devoid of the al-  def. marker. 

Additional adjs or nouns are syntactically equivalent to single nouns:

m  h ihi l-sayy ratu l-jam¥latu y ?

Ayman

y  fat t¥ l- ayyibatu

y  h you

y  majn´natu  [fem.]

Exceptions: y hi 
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Variant of ¥  suffix : 

m ´lu laki y h 
  

er can I say to you, mother

If the first noun (or name) of the voc. is modified by annexation the 1st element 

occurs in the dep. case: 

y  siy data l-dukt´ri M. S. 
.

Mr

Often the CA dep. form rules are applied even with proper names normally 

uninflected (cf. 1.8.5):

y ¥z¥ úmad#

´ Aú

The following examples are of the same type except that the case ending is 

impossible to ascertain owing to the presence of the pron.:

y  walad¥

§lu l-muÁkilati: y ¥zat¥
my dear [girl]

y  bnat¥ l- az¥za#

wa-l kin m y  rabb¥?

O my Lord

y  zam¥l¥ l-muútaram#

ya- h¥ Ähabu wa-qad-i nsaddat jam¥ - ma
wajh¥

oh my God where am I going now that all doors have close

7.3.2) 

- y  bunayya yaút  l-è

my little son 1.8.1.2) 
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22.15.2 ’ayyuh (m.) / ’ayyatuh  (f.)  ( C2:219) 

This is a variant form of the voc. which is used when the following noun has the 

def. art.; the noun remains in the indep. case: 

 l-q l-kar¥mu

O good reader

li- lika  l- milu

worker

 l-úuznu  

2.15.3 y  ’ayyuh  ( C2:219) 

Emphatic form of the previous ones. The same grammatical rules apply as for 

2.15.2:

y  l- niyy´na 

2.15.4 ’a-

This is a very archaic form of the voc. which was used mainly in Classical poetry. 

No examples were found as part of this study.

2.15.5 Zero marker ( C2:217) 

Vocative markers are not always used. With annexed voc., the first term of 

annexation is always in the dep. case as above, although in these two examples it 

is not visible:

sayyid¥ l- ab¥bu

monsieur)

al- mu ¥z¥ l-muÁtarik

my dear subscriber
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22.15.6 naúnu l-muslim¥na  variant ( C2:80) 

Occasionally one finds a personal indep. pron., either 1st or 2nd person, followed 

immediately by a noun in apposition in the dep. case. as a result of an elided verb 

such as ¥ 2.4.1):

naúnu l-mi§riyy¥na wa-l-  ...
...

the Egyptians and the Arabs, ...

2.16 EXCLAMATIONS

2.16.1 Vocative subvariety ( C2:204)  

y úasrat

y úasrat hu Áab bihi l-

what sorrow

y  lahu  type ( C2:205) li- may occur with an attached 

pron. (therefore la- ) anticipating a noun following the prep. min ; pron. 

agrees in gender with the following noun: 

y  lahu min mawqifin what

y  lah  min haz¥matin  what

y  lahu min jiddin what

y  la-l-  type: the following type may also occur with the particle 

la-  followed by a noun in the obl. case:

y  la-l-d hiyati what

y  la-l- -l-\ar bati wa-l-\um´èi 

how

y  la-Æajali l-falsafati y  la-Æajali l-Á èan
    

how

y  layta- see under layta , 3.2.6. 
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22.16.2 waylun li-  ‘woe to’ ( C2:204) 

waylun l¥ min h a l-fir qi

woe to me

2.16.3 Dep. case exclamations ( C2:206; cf.  3.29.9) 

There is a class of interjectional phrases expressing warning, greeting and wish, 

etc. that take the dep. form. They are normally indef. and pronounced in pausal 

form. They may or may not take a particle of interjection:

wa-l kin ruwaydan ruwaydan taúarraka l-qalaqu j rran war -Æawfa

slowly, slowly

wa-Áukran laka  wuq´fika bi-j nib¥

thank you

úamdan li-l-l  sal matika

Praise

¥dan

¥man  

(last two examples are elliptical, see 3.27.4) 

2.16.4 ’iyy ka  type ( C2:207, 3:111) 

ka  tataj waza úud´daka

I warn you 7.5.1.2) 

ka wa- 3.29.8):

ka wa-l-kal ma f¥ h  l-mawè´

be careful not to talk
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22.16.5 Miscellaneous

hayh ta 
7.5.1 and cf. 3.27.4):

l kin hayh  yatrukahu Æu§´muhu

but there was no way his

fa-hayh  tanfajira yan b¥ -

and there was no way

hin ):

wa- hin y  s datu y  kir mu

oh

fa- hin ¨umma hin ¨umma hin

(see 2.19.3 on ¨umma

hin minka
   

Oh, what trouble

wa- h / w -úasrat h  (see 2.16.1) 

wa- h w -úasrat h -Áab bu wa-nqa  l-

Oh dear 

A number of exclamations bear the suffix h indicating regret or lamentation:

rabb h m  janat yadayya!

oh my God

wa-úatt  l- f¥ru tu\arridu y \aw¨ h!!
!!

e singing bless this rain!! -

(see úatt  in 2.19.12) 

 [li-l-l hi]  ( C3:111):
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 li-l-l hi ½unna bika h a l-½anna

God forbid see 7.5.1) 

fa-d´naki l-m la

there you have 2.7.11) 

22.17 OATHS AND EXCLAMATIONS

(See 3.26, 3.27 for verbal oaths and exclamations.)

The exclamation wa- occurs as an interjection or oath, followed by a noun 

(normally of reverence e.g., God) in the obl. case ( C2:204). It may be placed 

between a noun and its adj., or two continuous parts of a sentence ( C2:52):

wa-naúnu wa-ll hi  laysa lan  ma§laúatun f¥ Æarraba lubn nu

 by God 

huwa wa-ll hu Ä¥ ÆaÄa l-kit ba
  

and God knows best

fa-wa-ll hi by God

many a time) a chance meeting is better than a thousand 

2.18 NEGATIVE NOUNS (CF. 112.6) 

2.18.1 Cat. neg l Áay’a  ( C1:168, 2:222) and its 
concomitants (see 44.1.2) 

To negate an entire category the neg. l  is used, followed by dep. noun without

tanw¥n. 

l Á

l Á  yahummu nothing

In the case of l Á the two words have been combined to make a 

compound in sports terminology: 

al-fawzu ... bi-hadafin li-l -Á

victory ... by a goal to nothing
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In a nominal function:

al-l -Á the nothing 12.6) 

l  ma lata C2:89) (see 4.1.3) 

fa-huwa maf§´lun min-a l-Áarikati l  ma lata 
  

definitely

l  jarama ,

occur in MWA in very restricted contexts:

l  jarama ¥ -

certainly I hesitated between being favourably disposed towards you and 

l C2:220) (see 4.1.2 and cf. 7.5.2.8):

wa-f¥ l- úraza naj an l  ka-mu min

not inconsiderable

22.18.2 l Áakka  ‘there is no doubt’

The following set tends to introduce sentences (see 4.1.2 and 7.5.2.8).

l Áakka there is no doub

wa-mimm l Áakka f¥hi ...
...

there is no doubt

l  budda  ( C2:221, 3:110

l  budda §ila f¥ l-m¥ di

you must

l úaraja 

l úaraja  faèli ll hi

there is no limit

l úaraja ¥ l-Äah bi

there is no objection
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l \arwa

l \arwa wa- ta taèúaku la l-waqti

no wonder 7.3.2) 

22.18.3 l , laysa \ayru  ‘nothing else’ 

(see 4.2.8.4) ( C2:6, 147):

al-úurriyatu l-fardiyyatu l \ayru

nothing else

l ´ ´na nuktatan la fatan 

nothing but

2.19 COORDINATION (PHRASAL) ( C2:495)

 (Main treatment of sentence coordination under syntax, 6.0; see also 3.8 on 

coordination of pron. + noun agent.) 

In phrasal coordination the second (coordinated) element takes the same 

inflection as the first element. There are a number of coordinating particles at the 

phrase level:

2.19.1 wa-  ( C2:496; 66.2) ‘and’  

Two nouns (or prons) or more in a sequence are generally coordinated by wa- : 

f¥ l-zir wa-l- ¥ni wa-l-§aydi wa-l-bin

and] mining, (and) fishing (and

f¥ rtiy ¥qin wa- Æaf¥fin

and

wa-

and 2.6) 
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qur´èun mutawassi atun wa- aw¥latu l-

and 2.1.3.2)

wa-l-Áamsa §inw nun

and

hiya tuúibbu l-walada wa-l-binta

the boy and the girl

Elliptical wa- : 

úad¥¨u w ¥m -i l-iqti di wa-l-siy sati wa-l- wa ... wa ... 

...

blah ... blah 

... blah ... 2.1.1.7.1) 

22.19.2 fa- ( C2:497; 6.3)  ‘and’, ‘so’, ‘and [then]’ 

Coordinates any phrasal elements and sentences (see 6.3), always in a sequential 

(temporal or logical) manner:

wa- ½ira l- fa-l-

he has to expect the worst and then

al-úiqbatu l-mumtaddatu bayna qiy mi l-n ziyyati fa- li l-úarbi 
l- lamiyyati l- niyati fa-marúalati m -úarbi

  

and the horrors of the Second 

World war and the post- 2.1.1.11) 

It often coordinates obj. qual. type expressions, e.g., w idan fa-w idan 
 type ( C2:498) (see abs. obj. 2.4.2.7).

2.19.3 ¨umma  ( C2:498, 66.4) ‘then’ 

Conveys a sequence, mainly temporal, between independent com- 

ponents. It implies a pause between the coordinated elements:

al-úarakatu l- riyyatu l- ¥ -úarbi k´b ¨umma  
l-filibb¥n 
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American imperialism began with the war [first] against Cuba then  

¨umma

and then more 

22.19.4 ’aw  ( C2:499; 66.7.1) ‘or’  

Coordinates nouns or adjs in a disjunctive sense, implying an inclusive choice. 

Note how the part. must be repeated before each noun or adj.:

Nouns:

Æu§latu Á  qul matu ½ufrin

or

bi-sababi l-jinsi -i l- §li -i l-lu\ati -i l-d¥ni

or origin or language or

li-mur -qar ri ¥lihi

or

Æil la marúalati l- ji  marúalati l-ta§d¥ri 

and/or 11.7.1) 

qaèiyyatu úay tin mawtin

a matter of life or

Adjs:

This example shows a string of coordinated adjs which also form part of an 

idiomatic structure (cf. 3.16.4):

musliman k na  k firan bidan  f siqan §ad¥qan 

whether he be a Muslim or an unbeliever, devout or impious, friend or
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22.19.5 ’am ‘or’

Generally used in MWA to imply an exclusive choice restricted to one of the 

alternatives, unlike  :

bi-d il¥ rij¥?!

or 

- ´ q¥r, raÁ¥d -i l-diÆ¥la?

or Dakhila? 

(for inflection of proper names, see 1.8.5) 

¥li mawlid¥ l- ¥li mawlid¥ l- n¥? 

the generation of my first birth or with that

(note repetition of prep. after ; see also 11.7.1 for compulsory repetition of 

noun/pronoun/preposition(al) after wa- ) 

Often with saw un equal, 

for 10.1.1. 

2.19.6 saw ’un  ‘equal, same’

saw , same combination with wa- 
see 6:10;

also C2:500, C3:103). The structure of saw  appears to be unstable.  It 

is here vocalized as indep. indef. although adverbial status, i.e. saw
[dep.indef.], is also possible:

With noun phrases, saw  ...:

al- ¥Æu l- -w saw -i l-siy siyyu minhu wa-l-fikriyyu

l, history, whether political or

saw  + prep. phrase +  or 

saw ¥ ¨n l-úamlati l-inti biyyati 

whether during the election campaign or 
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saw  h  l-mustaw ka

whether on this level or

saw ¥ lubn na  f¥ s - ri

whether in Lebanon or

saw -rajulin tawall -a l-man ibi l-muhimmati 
limin f¥ - rati

whether as a man who had held a number of important positions or an 

expert in administrative s

22.19.7 ’imm  ‘either’ C2:501; see 66.8 for ’imm
coordinating sentences

Renders a disjunctive coordination. Repetition of the particle is common although 

not essential. Subsequent nouns or adjs are linked by wa-
followed by the optional repetition of the particle:

fa-hum  j¥r nun  zumal

either relatives, (or) neighbours or

lihi li-tilka l-ma l¥li  l-mad  l- aw¥li

either immediately on his using those solvents or

2.19.8 l kin ‘but’ C3:43; see 66.5.2 for l kin
coordinating sentences

Has adversative function, amending a previous element, and often preceded 

by wa-

nafsu l-musalsal ti l- ma al-m iya wa-l kin bi- Ær

but with othe

lastu úaz¥nan wa-l kin ¥lan

but
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22.19.9 bal  ‘but rather’, ‘nay’ ( C3:46; see 66.6 for bal
coordinating sentences)

Also an adversative, occurring after pos. or neg. elements.

After positives:

ti bal l fi l-taf li

nay

 l-qi - -a l-mu¨aqqaf¥na wa-l- ¥na bal
´mi l-Á

nay more, towards 

After neg.:

l  tatajassamu f¥ ji l-jad¥di bal wa-f¥ ji l-qad¥mi

 the production of the new but rather in the production of 

2.19.10 Correlative neg. wa-l ‘and not’, ‘nor’

Resumes any previous neg. or neg. equivalent (such as \ayr
2.9.2.3 C2:501; for neg. generally see 

4.2.7 and for wa-l  coordinating sentences see 6.12.1):

l úim yata li- imin wa-l li- limin

there is no protection for a sinner nor

laysa jarr a qalbin wa-l mutaÆa§§i§an bi-jir ati l-tajm¥li

is not a heart surgeon nor

lam yakun iran l f¥ Æi fin wa-l f¥ úaqli tafk¥rihim

as not present either in the discourse of our forebears 

or

\ayru muwaffaqatin wa-l  jam¥latun

not successful nor
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Variant wa-laysa 4.2.8.3):

´liyyatun bi-l- wa-laysa bi-l-ismi

not

li-l- - mmati wa-laysa l- ati

not

naúnu nur¥ ´ úalli l-muÁkilati wa-laysa l-sababa f¥h

not

22.19.10.1 Subset: neg. with second l ‘not’ replaced by other 
conjunctions

bi-l  manhajin Æu atin muktafiyatin

no method or

Asyndetical:

lam yakun f¥ Äihn¥ hadafun muúaddadun l  mak nun l raqmu h tifin l smu 
ÁaÆ§in

no definite purpose in my mind, no place, no telephone number, 

no

2.19.10.2 l with bal ( C1:114)

l  bi- rih  siy ¥kiyyatan bal bi- rih  siy satan 
li§atan

   

not by considering it as an American policy but by considering it as a pure 

(see bi- r 2.5.8.5) 

2.19.11 l ‘not’ as a simple negative prefix  

(Contrast wa-l 6.12.1, which is a neg. coordinating conjunction)
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bi-wa§ dan l bi-wa§fihim jam

not

bi-wa§fika muhandisan l  bi-wa§fika qar¥ban l¥

in your capacity as an engineer not

(see 2.5.8.2) 

22.19.12 úatt  ‘even’ ( C3:93; C2:296, for úatt   
‘up to’, ‘until’ as a prepositional see 22.6.6 and for úatt   
‘so that’, ‘until’ with subordinate clauses, see 77.6.7)

The case of the noun after úatt depends on the context.

Dep. case occurs where it coordinates two nouns, with agreement:

wa- §¥bu jam¥ -maf ili úatt  l-daq¥qata minh
  

and it is a pain that affects all joints, even the delicate ones

lam yamtalik f¥ úay tihi úatt  fadd nan w idan

even

However, the case is determined by function when úatt introduces elements 

directly:

úatt  l-judr nu wa-l-  za rifah  kam  k nat 
qabla l-úar¥qi

  

even the walls and ceilings [topic, therefore indep.] he restored their 

(see 3.3 on topicalization) 

wa-l kin úatt f¥ haÄihi l- lati ya½  l-kalimati faq¥ran jiddan 

even in these situations [prepositional phrase, therefore no agreement 
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22.19.13 ’ay  ‘that is to say’ ( C2:70) 

Introduces an explanatory phrase or clause, so there will be case agreement on the 

following noun if relevant:

ihi l-duwala ...
...

i.e.  (extended use followed by nominalized clause 7.5.2) 

fa-huwa,  h  l-  yafqidu - mma §ifatahu
l- lamiyyata

that is to say this work [replaces huwa
indep.], does not lose its general character, that is to say its international 

2.20 OTHER PHRASAL UNITS

Other phrasal units: relative clauses, complementized clauses and verb phrases. 

With the exception of main verb phrases (see 2.20.3) these all function as nouns 

or quals and not as independent sentences, and are therefore briefly mentioned in 

this chapter for the sake of completeness. Their detailed syntax is dealt with in 

later chapters, as indicated. Note that the components of biclausal units such as 

conditionals (Chapter 8) and exceptives (Chapter 9) do not fall into the phrasal 

categories described here. 

2.20.1 Adjectival relative clauses

(Adj.) relative clauses (see Chapter 5) have the structure of equational or verbal 

sentences (see 3.0) and either adjectival or nominal function:

Adjectival:

m ddatun taq¥ l-jilda wa-taúm¥hi

which safeguards the skin and protects it

al- tu llat¥ tamma l-ittif
   

on which agreement has been completed

Nominal:

istiÆd mu m  yusamm  bi-q -faú§i 

what is called the inspection l
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m llaÄ¥ taq´luhu

that you are saying

22.20.2 Complementized clauses 

Complementized clauses are sentences operated on by the complementizers 

3.2 and especially 7.5.2) and 2.20.4), and have 

nominal function.

Pred. in equational sentence:

wa- li¨uh  huwa ¥ qad úaqqaqtu bi-l- -ka¨¥ úl m¥  

that I have indeed achieved many of my dream

Operated on by a prep.:

Äakkartuh bi-  l-§ Æ Áhurin

that the summer would not be comng for five 

Dir. obj. of a verb:

úassat  qad-i nqa -i l-wuj´di

that

2.20.3 Verb phrases 

Since the pron. ag. is incorporated into the verb (see 3.0 and 3.7.1), all verbs with 

their pron. ag. are morphologically single words, and at the same time verb 

phrases (V + ag.) in structure and function. Thus: katab´
yaktub´na

stand alone as complete sentences or function as verb phrases in a larger unit.

Verb phrases are formally asyndetic or syndetic. Asynd. verb phrases include 

the adj. rel. clauses already illustrated above (2.20.1). They also include circ. 

quals (see 7.3); contrast: yajlisu l-rajulu wa-yaktubu
is sitting and

with yajlisu l-rajulu yaktubu

qual. in turn equivalent to a noun phrase in the same function (see 2.4.6), namely, 

yajlisu l-rajulu k tiban writing
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22.20.4 Syndectic verb phrases 

Syndetic verb phrases are introduced by a subordinating conjunction, of which 

Chapter 7 for full treatment). It 

acts as a complementizer with dep. verbs, yielding a noun phrase (hence it is 

called -ma§dariyya 7.5.1.1), which may 

have any nom. function, e.g. dir. obj.:

walat 

to understand

= walat-i l-fahma understanding

The 2nd element of an annexation unit after a prepositional (see 2.6; 2.7):

d´na ´ma bi- lin

carrying out

= d´na l-qiy mi bi-

The rel. clauses in 2.20.1 with rel. nouns at their head could also be considered 

syndetic, except that the rel. noun is never part of the clause and has no effect on 

its internal syntax.

2.20.5 Verbs in apposition 

Verbs can be in apposition (see 2.2 for nom. apposition) with other verbs. It is 

largely a stylistic option, but can be distinguished from asyndet. coordination (see 

6.1) by the fact that the apposed verbs are synonymous and do not represent a 

progression of events:

k ¥h  min-a l-ma baÆi èaúk tu zawjih  wa-l-filibb¥niyyati l-sam¥nati 
Ä¥ Äunah , tajraúu kar matah , tuh¥nuh

came to her from the kitchen, hurting her ears, wounding her honour, 

humiliating

(cf. 1.11.2 on èaúk tu



3 THE BASIC SENTENCE

3.0 INTRODUCTION

The kernel or basic sentence in Arabic is either subject + predicate or verb + 

agent. In the case of subj. + pred. sentences a further subdivision can be made 

according to the structure of the predicate, yielding three basic types of sentence: 

1 The equational sentence (3.1). This consists of subj. + pred. only, and 

contains no verbal copula or any other verbal element. It asserts that the subj. 

is identical with the pred. or belongs to the class of entities denoted by the 

pred. (which cannot therefore be a verb).

An equational sentence may thus consist of only two words, either noun + 

noun, e.g. al-qun§ulu ab¥bun
+ adj., e.g. al-Áamsu riqatun
class of something which burns). This basic structure can be subordinated by 

sentence modifiers such as , etc. (see 3.2), but for 

all modalities of existence, past, present, future, conditional, probable, 

 etc., the statement is expressed though the verb 

k na 3.16), now in the 

form of a verbal sentence, see 3 below.

2 The topic + comment sentence (3.3). This also contains no verbal copula, but 

the comment is an entire clause (either an equational or verbal sentence) 

anaphorically linked to the topic. It thus differs fundamentally from the single 

term predicate of the equational sentence in that the comment is always 

compound, a complete sentence in fact, of any of the three types (i.e. the 

comment can even consist of another topic-comment sentence).

jumla ismiyya
), because they begin with nouns, i.e. as subject or topic, but this 

term will only be used here when there is a need to contrast them purely 

), particularly 

when distinguishing the sequence verb + agent from topic + verb.

3 The verbal sentence (3.7). This consists of a verb, always in first position 

(disregarding any verbal modifiers), accompanied by its agent, either a noun 

(usually in second position) or a bound pronoun. The various complements, 

objects, predicates of existential verbs, etc., are usually in third position 

(hierarchically, though not always positionally) after the binary unit of verb + 

agent, though they are relatively mobile (3.7.4). Since the agent pronoun is a 
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bound morpheme, verbal sentences can consist of a single word, e.g. katabtu
yaktub´na

-member 

structure, contrasting with the two-member

The English terminology is chosen in order to emphasize that a subject 

( f

consequences for the agreement of the verb (see further 3.3.2.1).

33.1 EQUATIONAL SENTENCE

For time and modality in equational sentences see k na  in 3.16.2 and the 

related modal and auxiliary verbs in the ensuing sections; for the explicit 

y jadu  in 3.18.

The subj. of an equational sentence is nearly always definite and the pred. 

indefinite, and both have the indep. case by default (see 3.2 and 3.16.2 for 

exceptions).

There is no copula verb: the subject is stated and the predicate merely 

juxtaposed, and it is the change from def. to indef. which is the boundary marker 

between subj. and pred. (but see further below in this section). See 3.1.1 for 

number and gender agreement.

The subj. may be simple or compound; ( C1:15 and see further 3.1.2):

al-  bas¥ atun

the question

al-zaw ju ´liyyatun

marriage

The pred. may also be simple or compound; ( C1:15 and see further 3.1.2):

al-ú di¨atu ½ hiratun t r¥Æiyyatun

a historical phenomenon

al-§iúúatu li-l-jam¥

for all
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úay t¥ f¥ l-Á
   

in poetry

In the case that the subj. and pred. are the same word English uses a dummy 

in Arabic the noun is repeated

(see 11.7.1):

al-ú jatu  l- ú jatun tatajaddadu bi-stimr rin

need for creativity is one which constantly renews itself

Indefinite subjects may occur when the subject is an adjectival or other phrase, or 

rel. clause, and is then considered definite enough to make sense as a subj. (often 

generic or proverbial):

Æayrun min m lin mawr´¨in

useful knowledge

zawjun yuúibbuki wa- dun ´na  l-bayta Æayrun laki 
min kulli wa½ -duny

who loves you [fem. sing.] and children who fill your [dual] 

house are better for you [fem. sing.] than all worl

But inversion (3.1.3) and the ¨amma  option (3.1.3.1) are far more common with 

indef. subjects.

Definiteness is gradable (cf. 1.12.3), so that sentences of the type anta
l- Äu you are the professor ; huwa Æ¥ he is my 

, are possible because the pron. is more def. than the overt noun (and see 

separating pronoun, 3.5, for cases where the border between formally def. subj. 

and pred. is marked).

Similarly, in al- ab¥ d - always 

giving , lit. , the pred. is grammatically indef. even though 

formally def., because it consists of an unreal annexation (see 2.1.3.2).

Equational sentences often occur after wa- 6.2.6) in the function of 

circumstantial qualifiers (see 7.3):

yasta ¥ -zurr wa-l-ú latu h Äihi è´ l-wiz rata

while the situation is such

and the situ
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wa- ú du l-kutt bi taè mun -k tibi wa-huwa m  sabaqa 
-waz¥ èan

this being what 

33.1.1 Predicate agreement

Predicates agree in number and gender with their subjects ( C1:22), and the 

agreement rules are the same as those for adjectival modifiers regarding human, 

non-human plurals and collectives (2.1).

Regular agreement:

al-waqtu Áatawiyyun
  

is wintry

al- tu al- ´l dibl´m siyyatun 
  

are diplomatic

naúnu Áad¥d tu l- yati bi-h Äihi l- Áy

are intensely concerned about these th

(fem. plur. assumed in naúnu  and see 2.1.3.2 for this type of adj. 

phrase)

al-iè ih du wa-l- Ä¥bu f¥ ka¨¥rin min duwali l- lami muntaÁir ni

oppression and torture in many countries of the world are widespread

[masc. dual]

Collectives usually have natural number/gender agreement:

al-n su jam¥ §lin w úidin wa-hum jam¥ Æwatun

people are all of one origin and they are all brothers

(see 2.9.2.4 for invariable jam¥

l-n su fa-hum ¨aru min mustahlik¥na

people, they are more than

(see 3.3.4 for  )
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Attraction (C1:26): especially with quantifiers (see 2.1.3.4), agreement may be 

with either the logical or the grammatical antecedent.

Grammatical agreement:

èu l- fk ri manq´lun ´rubb

some [masc. sing.] of the ideas are imported

pred. agrees with è 2.9.1.4) 

Logical agreement:

½amu kilihim Áarqiyyatun

most [masc. sing.] of their eating places are eastern

pred. agrees with broken plur. kilihim 

33.1.2 Types of subject and predicate

Any sufficiently def. noun phrase may function as subject: (see 7.5.1 for 

3.2.2 and 7.5.2 for  as subjects):

baq ¥ f¥ l-bayti mumrièun m´

my staying in the house

(see 2.1.1.7.1 for asyndetic coordination of adjectives) 

al-úad¥¨u f¥ h Ä  s biqun li- nihi
  

talking about this

3.1.2.1 Pronouns as subj. ( C2:423)

huwa ú he

naúnu fall ú´na we

 l-nabtatu wa-l-nas¥mu wa-l- Áj ru

I

hiya jam¥ milu muhimmatun

they are all impo
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(with fem. sing. agreement for broken plur. see 2.1.1, and see 2.9.2 on quantifier 

jam¥

Pronouns occasionally appear as both subj. and pred., usually as paired items 

(C2:440):

ka- annam ú - \ayru l- ni fa-hiya hiya bi-l Áakkin

different from seeing with my own eyes, 

but that is what it was without doubt it is it

al-baÁaru hum hum l  yata\ayyar´na
  

they are they

(see 3.3 for the topicalization here)

For pronouns reinforcing the subj. see 3.5.2: 

li- huwa èalu lah
  

ause he

33.1.2.2 Demonstratives as subj. agree with their pred. ( C2:32–9)

h Ä  wahmun   this

kullu h Ä this

(see 2.9.1 on kull) 

h Äihi mul úa½atun Áakliyyatun

this

tilka dat¥  

that

h Äihi nam Ä

-h Áurak ¥ l-jar¥mati?
  

these
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When the pred. is definite it is usually separated from the demonstrative by a 

congruent pronoun (èam¥r al-fa§l , see 3.5), an item usually left 

untranslated (here in square brackets): 

h Ä huwa sirru l-taqaddumi l-\arbiyyi wa-mift úu tafawwuqihi
  

this [it] is the secret of western progress and the key to its 

wa-Ä lika huwa m  sa-tu ¥ h Ä  l-kit bi

that [it]

h hunna ban t¥  

[they]

However, this pronoun is not inserted if the predicate is such that it cannot be 

mistaken, particularly with rel. clauses attached: 

h Ä¥na yuÁawwih´na wajha l- èi 

these are the ones

h Äihi l-tas tu llat¥ lam tajid jaw ban f¥ l-m è¥

these are the questions

(see 5.0.1) 

33.1.2.3 7.5.1, 7.5.2)

 l-nis  l- ba

men is that they accept admiration

an inverted sentence with the -clause as subj. (see 2.6.3 for  = 

3.1.3

min \ayri l- ´li

that they two [fem.] should work together

For other examples see the partitive min  phrases in 3.1.4, where the pred. is 

inverted.
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Noun clauses as predicates:

h Ä m -Æibrati

what I have heard

llat¥ taq´l¥na h Ä  l-kal ma?

the one who is saying this?

al- ru  yak´na ladayn  falsafatun wa-l  fal sifatun 

that there should be no philosophy with us and no 

(cf. 2.6.9) and note default masc. yak´na  because the verb is separated from 

its agent noun (3.8.1: and see 3.16.2 on the syntax of k na

kullu m  kunn libun

all we knew about him was that he was a student

Prepositional phrases are common as predicates (traditional grammar assumes an 

elided verb or participle on which the phrase would normally depend):

al-sal mu 

upon you

al-tawè¥úu f¥m

in what follows

zawjat¥  wa- bi-mufrad¥ 

y wife is with her family and I am by myself

When the subj. is indef., inversion occurs, see 3.1.3: 

-jam h¥ri 

among the public
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33.1.3 Inversion ( C1:27; 2:507) 

True inversion is infrequent and highly rhetorically motivated: 

kaÄ lika mal bisuhu

his clothes

ma l´bun mun li-kulli famin

what is needed

jam¥lun h Ä  l-kal mu
  

beautiful

wa-qal¥l tun hiya l-dir s tu llat¥  min aqati l-na¨ri li-kaÁfi 
½aw hirihi l- ¥q

few are the studies which have been directed at the area of prose to 

But inversion is the norm when the subj. is indef. and the pred. is a prepositional 

phrase containing a def. noun or pronoun:

bihi §abiyyun §a\¥run

a small boy in it  it [is] 

This is especially frequent with the idiomatic li-
2.6.10):

li- m¥ m tun

signs

lahu bnun f¥ l-j

a son

l¥ úurriyatu l- ¥dati
   

freedom of belief
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Also with partitive phrases (see further 3.1.4 and 2.6.12):

z tihi f¥ h Ä  l-§adadi firaqin masraúiyyatin

among his achievements in this connection is the foundation of some 

It also occurs under the same conditions with the sentence modifiers 

, , etc. (see 3.2):

Á -  f¥ l- sirran 

that there was some secret

Inversion is frequent with complementized clauses (3.2.2) as subj., perhaps as a 

 in which form they are most easily translated:

¥hiyyun
...    

-evident matter that ... a self-evident matter [pred.] is the 

fact that ... [subj.]

jad¥run bi-l-Ä

 ... 

worth mentioning [pred.] is the fact 

that ... [subj.]

wa-l kin mustaú¥lun úaqqaqa kullu h Ä

but it is impossible

wa-l kin §aú¥úun è

...   

true

This set is to be distinguished from such regular and therefore uninverted patterns 

as: 

al-\ar¥bu -úulma takarrara bi-úaÄ f¥rihi f¥ l-laylati l-t liyati

the strange thing [subj.] is that the dream repeated itself in its entirety the 
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Other examples:

al-ú
  

the truth is that

al-ú §
  

al-mul úa½
  

and see the min  phrases below in 3.1.4. 

33.1.3.1 A very common method for dealing with indefinite subjects is to 

introduce the sentence with hun ka  or ¨ammata
necessarily a calque, as this construction occurs also in medieval Arabic, but it is 

hun ka qalaqun there is

hun ka fal ´ rahum

there are

fa-¨ammata waqtun f §ilun bayna l-wu§´li wa-l- -¨ n¥
  

and there is

Generic and definite articles are also found with hun ka : 

hun ka èan-i l-ta§r¥úu bi-...

...

there is also the licence

¨umma hun ka l-baytu wa-l-madrasatu

then there is home and school

In the following the meaning is probably literal:

hun l-úurriyyatu wa-hun ka l- du

freedom and [over] there is slavery
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It is also common with sentence modifiers (see 3.2 and note that the dep. case 

remains even with inversion):

q la ka ú jatan li- ¥din

that there was

kam ´mun ka ruk´dan bayyinan

well-known that there is

lam ka mand´ban

there is

Similarly, with k na   and other verbs in this family (see 3.16):

k na ¨ammata jtim un

there was a meeting

(with inversion of pred. as in non-verbal sentences)

úatt l  yak´na hun ka u naq§in

there should not be

ka ú jatun li-...
...   

there is no longer

(see 3.21.1 for da ) 

Since the subject of k na is no longer immediately next to the verb, gender 

agreement may default to masculine (see 3.8.1 for this general principle):

k na hun ka muú wal tun li-  there were

yak´na hun ka ´liyyatun  there should be resp

33.1.4 Inverted predicates with min

An extremely common inverted predicate is the partitive min phrase (C1: 

30, 2:265, and see 2.6.12). The archetype may be considered to be the vague 

nominal rel. clause mimm  (see 5.6.2): 
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wa-mimm Ä    

something which confirms this is

or the truly partitive phrase (see 2.6.12) such as: 

min-a l-½
min úaqqi it is the right of

There are now very many phrases of the min  + adjective or participle type 

followed by inverted subjects or noun clauses. Some will take  (see 3.2.2

and 7.5.2) if the clause is factual or verifiable, others take  (see 7.5.1) if the 

clause is dependent on an opinion or belief, and a few are found with both. The 

Dictionary, 4th edn.

Adjectives and active participles followed by : 

m. al-mustaú¥li  
m. al-muhimmi
m. al- èali  
m. al-èar´riyyi 
m. al-n diri    

m. al-w jibi 

m. al-§

m. (\ayri) l-man iqiyyi  (  ) 

m. \ayri l-j   

min \ayri l-man iqiyyi è tin li-l- -
ÆuÄu f¥ l- ri mard´diyyatah

it is not logical to offer institutions for sale at a price which does not take 

Followed by : 

m. al-mulfiti li-l-na½ari  

m. al-¨ biti    

m. al- ab¥     

Passive participles followed by : 

m. \ayri l- ´li  

m. al-munta½ari  
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m. (\ayri) al- di  (  ) 

m. al-muftaraèi  

min \ayri l-murajjaúi ú§ \labiyyatin mu laqatin

it is unlikely 

min \ayri l- ´li laka bi-h Äihi l-§´rati  

it is unreasonable

Followed by : 

m. al-mul úa½i   , noted

m. \ayri l-muta§awwari    

min \ayri l-muta§awwari l- §  h Äihi l-darajati
  

inconceivable

min-a l-maÁk´ki f¥hi ú§´la l-qamúi sa-yak´ èala h Ä  l- ma

doubful

Expansions of the above:

na min-a l-munta½ari
    

after it had been expected

l kin min \ayri l-muútamili

but it is improbable

min al-jad¥ri bi-l-mul úa½ati

No conjunction is required in the following type, where the partitive phrase is the 

pred. of the verb §baúa 3.17.2):

kam §baúa min-a l- di qiy mu l-jam ti l-muta arrifati  
bi- §d ri l-manÁ´r ti

   

it became the practice for extremist groups to issue publications   

f that which was

For the idiom min Á 11.8.1. 
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33.2 EQUATIONAL SENTENCE MODIFIERS

Equational sentence modifiers  and complimentizers , etc. 

 and its sisters ). 

Subjects of equational sentences (also topics, see 3.3.3) may be introduced by 

the following particles, all of which require dep. form of the subj., even in 

inversion (see 3.1.3), and serve either as emphasizing elements or subordinating 

conjunctions. 

3.2.1 Sentences introduced by ’inna

 (C2:227, 232) introduces independent sentences with emphasis or focus 

on the subject, which is a dep. noun. The basic structure is  + equational 

sentence, but the pattern  + topic + verbal sentence is also very common 

(no cases were found of the comment being a nom. sentence; however this is seen 

with the other complementizers, see 3.3.3). Since the emphasis is often not 

lexically represented in English an ad hoc e used to 

bring it out:

 najmat ni l ni

[indeed] they

èa\ a l-dami f¥ l- -jad¥di f¥ l-ta§

[indeed] blood pressure in the new age is on the rise

Ä  l- iÆf qa Äu bid yati l-qimmati

indeed this failure has been expected since the beginning of the summit 

See 2.6.13 for munÄu
translation.

With verbs in the predicate:

-  bi-½ hiratin maraèiyyatin

is connected

-nis l  yaksibna Á -èaú y  l-d ti

do not gain anything by playing the role of permanent 
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With variant ¥  for ¥ : 

¥ j   

[indeed] I (fem. sing.)

33.2.1.1 -muÆaffafa
of  which does not affect the case of the following noun and whose pred. 

is always introduced by the emphatic prefix la-  (see 1.6.7). Although it would 

always be recognized by n) no 

examples were found in MWA. 

The emphatic prefix la- , however, is still found with the full form of 

: 

la-mawqifun §

certainly a difficult position

¥ la- Á -yawma bi-l-instink ri li-h Äihi l-fikrati

certainly

3.2.2 Clauses introduced by ’anna

 (C2:227, 234, 3:114) is a true complementizer with dep. noun, hence it 

introduces only subordinate clauses, which may have any noun phrase function 

(see 7.5.2 for details). The clauses themselves are identical in structure with those 

introduced by ; however, it should be noted that  clauses are 

independent and never have the function of noun phrases.

As subject:

l-n Æiba l- úuq´qahu qaèiyyatun l  taút
¨b tin ka¨¥rin 

that the Arab voter does not know his rights is an issue which does not 

As pred.: 

muÁkilatu h Ä  l- -a l-tabr¥ri h¥ l-§ilati bi-l- ¥Æi

on is that it is [only] weakly 

connected with history 2.1.3.2
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wa-l- Æ aru min h Ä  f¥ bil din  nanf¥ ...

 ...   

that we in our country 

deny ...

As dir. obj.:

§arraúa rata l-§iúúati sa-  ...

...
 ...

l Äakkaru ¥ ½ar¥ arratan  

that I ever once cast a glance at him

In annexation: 

si Æ §§ ni bi-l-m li  

that they are both

li-darajati  tatasarrabu

that it

The -muÆaffafa  with 

a restricted range: as a particle introducing direct speech it is occasionally  

found in MWA (C3:113; and see 7.5.1.6 ), and it 

occurs regularly before negative complementized clauses (C3:114 16, and see 

7.5.1.10):

min yawmih an l úay ta lah  taúta saqfi h Ä  l-bayti

that there was no life for her under the roof of 

33.2.3 Sentences introduced by l kin[na]

l kin[na] wa-

form [wa]-l kin 
2.19.8, 6.5), and 

[wa-]l kinna , (cf. 2.19.8) requires dep. form in its noun, 

and focuses on the subject of the sentence. 
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wa-l kin    (no syntactic effect):

wa-l kin §aú¥ú è
  

but true also is [the fact] 

wa-l  man yanba\¥ ma f¥ h Ä  l-Á

but I

l kin m ´fun li-l-d n¥ wa-l-q §¥
f¥ l-  ramat f¥h ´da ¨iq bi l- Á li

but what is known to [anyone] near and far is that there is no agency in the 

wa-l kinna  (with dep. nouns):

wa-l kinna l-mustaÁ ra laúiqa bih  mu§  l-§ulúi
  

but the counsellor

wa-l kinna l- Æar¥na èan sa-yaq´l´na ...
...

but the others

l kinnah  btasamat bi-riqqatin 

but she

33.2.4 Sentences introduced by ka-’anna

ka- ,

comparative clauses generally, including ka-  , see 5.9.9. 

ka- ÁaÆ§an w ú

as if

ka- Á hadahu wa-k na ú èiran

it was as if he
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ka- ¥dun li- biqatin

it is as if it

With inversion (cf. 3.1.3.1):

ka-  hun ata tadm¥ adatan

it is as if there was a deliberate operation

For the variant wa-ka-  with circumstantial clauses, see 5.9.9.4. 

33.2.5 Sentences introduced by la‘alla

(C2:238), introduces sentences with dep. head 

noun; it differs from rubbam 3.30.2) in that rubbam   

is now a free adverbial and therefore not always at the head of a clause, and 

in addition need not be followed by whole clauses, while  occurs 

only as the head of complete sentences. The difference in meaning is not easy to 

state as the dictionary represents them as synonymous: it may be that 

is a means of setting a whole statement in a framework of uncertainty while 

rubbam  serves, perhaps, to introduce a notion of probability at any point. 

It is at least clear that while  can express a hope or expectation, 

does not:

Æ §§iyyat siyyat ni

perhaps the most important

 m  yanba\¥ zuhu hun  ... 

...
perhaps the first thing which ought to be brought out here is ...

f¥ zamanin  l- ¥n tu  

 may perhaps have been

perhaps it 5.1

Sometimes  has the rhetorical force of a subordinating conjunction 

yuú wil uÁbi hu darsan wa-taúl¥lan  yafham ni

[so that] perhaps they 
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tub riku h Ä  l-nawma  yumidduhu bi-l-r úati

[in the hope that] perhaps it will provide him 

A reduced form  is also seen in this sense:

yuÆriju zafar tin  taqÁ -tilka l- alw ú ¥dan

[that] perhaps

ta allan¥ úu w úidan min rif q¥ 

[in the hope that] perhaps I might see one of my 

istaslamtu lahu  ya\silun¥ wa-yuè¥ -r úata

[in the hope that] perhaps it would cleanse me and remove 

The following show an alternative structure, with  clause (7.5.2) as pred.: 

 ll ha

perhaps God will find some use for her

h Äihi l-dir s ti tuÁakkila na\man jad¥dan

perhaps these studies will form

When prefixed to the first person pronoun, the form ¥  (possessive 

suffix) alternates with ¥  (C2:240):

¥ btasamtu lahu   

I may perhaps have smi

all¥ Äu m  tur¥du   

I may perhaps

¥ wa§  nuq ati l-l -
 

perhaps I have reached the point of no return with her

For another

3.15.4. 
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33.2.6 Sentences introduced by layta

layta  (C2:241) precedes sentences denoting wishes, with dep. agreement, 

, y  (2.16):

wa-layta l-

if only

layta ´  m úawlahum min- Æ rin! 

!

if only the Arabs would be aware of the dangers whi

(see 5.4.4 on m  ... min ) 

With y

y  laytan ¥du l-na½ara f¥

if only we

y  laytan  nuw jihu l- ´ra bi-wuè´úin

if only we woul

This one is used elliptically:

wa-Æu§´§an Ä  k ¥r nu sa-tuÁ riku ... wa-y  layta turkiy

and if only Turkey

For -l  layta  as a rhetorical question see C2:243, 10.13.1. 

3.3 TOPIC-COMMENT SENTENCES (C2:455)

The topic is a noun with the same required definiteness as the subject of an 

equational sentence (3.1). The comment is always a clause (except with 

see 3.3.4) and this clause is always linked anaphorically to the topic by a 

pronoun, mostly called the r bi

structure of the comment clause is thus identical with that of adjectival (relative) 

clauses, see 5.0.1 and circumstantial qualifying clauses (7.3).

cases the grammatical and logical subjects may be different, but it is important to 

emphasize that the topic-comment sentence in Arabic is a basic structure and not 
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the result of any movement, fronting or extraction, still less a simple inversion of 

mm 3.3.4) may be 

considered close to a topicalizer in the western sense. 

There are almost no restrictions on what may appear in topic position, but 

note that the first element of an annexation unit cannot occur as a topic. Thus 

(the examples are made up) *al-mud¥ru §awtahu   

director [topic], I heard his

*al-§awtu [?] l-mud¥ri voice [topic], I heard the director

 be annexed to a following noun to give, in 

it

Topic-comment sentences can rarely be reproduced in natural English in their 

original word order, so the examples below are translated quite literally to clarify

the structure. Coincidentally this reproduces the much less frequent English 

film, I have seen it

but there will be no attempt in the translations to reproduce this or any of the 

other English strategies for this type of utterance.

They are here listed by the class of comment, equational or verbal sentence, 

with the topic and the binding pronoun in bold, and the logical subject italicized 

in the translation, since this is likely to become the grammatical subject in a non-

literal translation. In 3.3.1 3.3.3 only, the boundary between topic and comment 

is signalled by | (cf. rel. clauses in 5.0.1

3.7.2.1).

33.3.1 Equational sentence as comment

Equational sentence as comment (C2:458), i.e. topic + [comment = subj. + pred + 

binding pron.]: 

al-úujratu llat¥ ¥h  bi-l-wiz rati | jawwuh Æ niqun

the room in which he works at the ministry | its air is suffocating   

i.e the air

al-úad ¨atu -úad ¨ati | l  lah   

meaning is in it i.e.  

meaning

(see 4.1.2 for cat. neg. and 2.6.10 for li-  expressing possession)

In the following examples the equational sentences have indef. subj. with 

prepositional phrases as pred. and are therefore inverted (see 3.1.3):
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anna al- lama | bihi 700 mily´ni sayy ratin
700

the world | in it are 700 million cars?
cars

h Ä  l-mujalladu llaÄ¥ tataj wazu §afaú tuhu l-Æ  | makt´bun 
hi l-

this volume, whose pages exceed five hundred | the price is written on it   

i.e. the price

al-masraúiyyatu l-Á  | lah Æa§ §u tumayyizuh
  

poetic drama | to it are characteristics which distinguish it   

characteristics

(see 2.6.10 for li-  expressing possession)

h Äihi l- § b tu | min-a l-§ lajatuh   

these wounds | of the difficult is their treatment i.e treatment of these 

(see 3.1.4 on the min  + adj. construction)

An indef. topic can occur if the noun phrase is qualified in the same manner as 

described for indef. subjects above (3.1):

Á ¥dun | huwa m  na§b´

something new, [it] is 

jun bi-l  mut ibbiyyatin | l  f ¥hi

treatment without medical follow-up | there is no use in it   

i.e no use in treatment without medical follow-

(see 4.1.2 for cat. neg.)

33.3.2 Verbal sentence as comment 

Verbal sentence as comment (C2:460), i.e. topic + [comment = verb + agent + 

binding pronoun]. In these it is the agent of the verb which is the logical subject.

To clarify the structure the literal translation is given first, again with binding 

pron. in bold and the logical subj. in italics and the topic-comment boundary 

marked with |, together with a possible natural English equivalent:
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sayy ratu l-dukt´ri R.D. ... | takallafat §iy natuh

! 23
the car of Dr R.D. ... | its maintenance cost £23,000!   

i.e the maintenance

h Äihi l-mihnatu | tuq biluh § ´b tin

this profession | a number of difficulties are facing it   

i.e a number

al- ab¥batu l- ¥kiyyatu | l  yabd´  wajhih ¥rin 

doctor | any expression does not appear on her face   

i.e expression

(see 4.2.1 on negating agents)

Indef. agents in topic position are not rare (see 3.7.2.2) but given the structural 

identity of comment and rel. clauses (see 5.0.1), it is probably better to analyse 

them as predicates of elided subjects, followed by a rel. clause, e.g.:

m  huwa ¨amanu l-úurriyati? lun | ta raúuhu l-¨aq fatu l-
 nafsih

a question [pred.] which Arab culture 

poses itself [rel.] a question [indef. topic] | Arab culture poses 

it to itself [comment

Á mmun | araqathu l-tajribatu l-mi§riyyatu wa-huwa ...

...  ...  

one important thing [pred.] which the Egyptian experiment 

one important thing  

[indef. topic] | the Egyptian experiment touched upon it [comment], and that 

úasmin ÆÆ ¥ dih

an act of decisiveness

33.3.2.1 When the topic is the same as the agent of the comment clause, the 

structure will have the appearance of an inverted verbal sentence, i.e. agent + 

verb (see 3.7 for the normal verb + agreement sequence). However, simple 

inversion of agent and verb cannot occur in Arabic: when it precedes its verb the 

agent automatically becomes a topic, and the comment retains its regular 
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components, namely, a verb, an agent and a binding pronoun (see further in 

3.7.2.1). Thus in: 

al-muhandis´na yuhaddid´na bi-l- èr bi
  

are threatening

they are threatening

with the incorporated agent they being both the logical agent of the whole 

sentence and the binding pronoun connecting the comment to the topic.

In the following example the topic is not the same as the agreement of the 

verb in the comment, although it is difficult to avoid giving that impression in the 

English:

al-rajulu llaÄ¥ yataúadda¨ ´ èi l-fatay ti f¥ \ar mihi 
yuútaqara

of which the natural translation is:  

must be 

despised

ve with 

him [topic], that he [binding pron.] be despised [agent] is necessary

The binding pronoun is incorporated in the subordinate verb útaqara
he yajibu
which is an impersonal verb (see 3.15.2

the comment cause are different.

33.3.3 Topic-comment structures 

Topic-comment structures occur with sentences of all kinds. 

Within subordinate clauses:

yuÁ¥ l-sukkara | k na yaqta§iru st¥r duhu
wiz rati l-tamw¥ni

   

the import of it was previously restricted to 

i.e

li- l-tayy ra l-d¥niyya l- a | min-a l-§ Æid hu

current | deceiving it

(cf. 3.1.4 on the min  construction here)
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min úay¨u k nat qul´bu l-baÁari wa- ´luhum | l  sul na li- úadin 
h

hearts and minds of mankind | no-one has authority over them

i.e since no-one has authority 

With conditional sentences (C2:463):

Á - yu§biú t
  

your hair | if you take care of it, [it]

(reading apoc. yu§biú as an apodosis, though the mixture of tenses here is 

somewhat clumsy, cf. 8.1, and an alternative would be to read indep. yu§biúu
 as the commen

With interrogatives:

najm tu l- mi 1999 | hal  qabla l- mi 2000?
2000 1999
the stars of 1999 | will they glow b

(topic and agent identical, cf. 3.3.2.1) 

duka, | hal fakkarta f¥ mustaqbalihim? 
  

your children, | have you thought about their future?   

i.e.

With indirect questions: 

wa-h Äihi l-ma§  llat¥ daÆalat f¥ l-Æu ati | mat ½ juh  f¥  
l-s´qi fa-sa-yasuddu ú jata l-bil di

  

these factories which have joined the scheme | when their output appears 

on the market, it will satisfy the coun i.e. when the output of 

these factories which have joined the scheme appears on the market, it will 

In the above example (which had no punctuation) th
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33.3.4 ’amm  ... fa-  ‘as for ...’(C3:196)

This is probably the closest to a topicalizing element in Arabic (contrast 3.3), 

since it normally precedes a noun phrase presented with some emphasis as the 

topic (mostly in contrast to some previous assertion), followed by a comment 

introduced by fa- 
containing an anaphoric pronoun, and thus has the same structure as the comment 

clauses described above. Like them, the comment may be an equational, nominal

or verbal sentence.

but is by no means the only way to render it. To replicate the Arabic structure 

here a comma will indicate the position of the fa-  before the comment, whether 

would be illuminating but cumbersome, however, the reader may try inserting it 

after the comma). 

Uniquely  can also be superimposed on the simple equational 

sentence (3.1) and thus have a single noun phrase as its comment (unless an 

ellipse is to be supposed): 

 l-mustahliku fa-ma\l´bun hi

helpless his

 hadiyyat¥ fa-§akkun  bay è ¥nahu bi-raqmin yurè¥ki

cheque which you [fem. sing.] can fill in 

 jaddatuka fa-  l  yaq´lu bihi l-q n´nu
   

a matter which the law does not speak 

With full equational sentence as comment:

 l- ¥su fa-huwa sal¥lu l-úasabi wa-l-nasabi
  

for the bridegroom, he

fa-lah  qi§§ Ær
  

she has another story

(note the inversion with indef. subj., 3.1.3) 

More commonly the comment clause will itself be a nested topic-comment 

(3.3.2.1). 
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Nominal sentence as comment, either containing an equational sentence:

 wiz ratu al-§iúúati fa- ´liyyatuh  l Á kka f¥h

, there is no doubt about its responsibility   

its responsibility

or topic + verbal comment: 

 l-Æamru fa- ¨¥ruh  l-  yaút  bay nin

its effect

 (note unmarked fem. Æamr , see 1.12.2.1) 

 muntij´ l-¨aq fati fa-huwa l hum (sic)  marratan 
kulla sanatin 

  

their

 l- uruqu l- Ær  fa-kulluh ¥  l-maqbarati
  

all of them

(see 3.8.4 on agreement of kull ) 

With verbal sentence comment:

 l- bu l-Æ misu fa-yaÆu§§u -tamw¥li l-

it concerns the question of foreign 

financing

 l-b q´na 37% fa-lam yakun lahum
37

they had

(sic: see numbers in 2.14.3) 

 l-w lidu fa-k na ya§úabun¥ f¥ l-bid y  maúa ati mi§ra 

he used to accompany me at 

The topic may also be a pronoun:

 fa-qad wa§alta ÆÆiran
  

you
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 fa-m  zilta úad¥¨a l-

  

you

or an adverbial expression:

kal  fa-lan tar  minhu ka¨¥ran

 in action you will not see muc

Prepositional phrases are often topicalized, and anaphora is, if necessary, replaced 

by externalizing the previously elided head of the phrase:

f¥ l- lami l- -l-waè  yaÆtalifu

tuation] in the Arab world, the situation

bi-l-nisbati li-l-miy hi fa-yaq´lu l- Ä

.   

with respect to the waters, Prof. A. A. says

 l-j nibi l- ¨y´biyyi fa-qad k nat-i l-taúarriy tu ¨ara 
¥j biyyatan

on the Ethiopian side, the inquiries were more 

Almost any subordinate clause or sentence type can be topicalized by 

invariably with fa-  or fa-qad  introducing the comment clause:

mat ½ahara l-dukt´ § ma \ da fa-qad k na lu\zan 
muúayyiran lah

when Dr da, it was a perplexing riddle to 

(see 1.8.5 on inflection of proper names)

 h Äihi l-infir diyyata qad tak´nu li-
fa- -i¨nayni tafs¥r tun mutaq ribatun 

the fact that this isolationism will probably be only for a limited 
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kayfa na½  l-tur ¨i min h Äayni l- fa-  l-naúwi
l-t li

  

how he looked at the heritage from these two positions, it is in the 

following way

wa-qad darastu l-mawè´  jaw nibihi, fa- -
l-had¥¨a yaq´

having studied the subject from [all] its sides, I have found that 

(cf. 7.3.1 on perf. circ. qual.)

Clauses may be introduced by fa-qad  if the sense requires qad  (see 

3.10.4):

Á ´nu l-fikri wa-l-¨aq fati fa-qad k nat \ man
  

they were

The presence of : 

-i l-nis -úaw mili fa- ¨¨arna §iúúiyyan

or:

-wab ti fa-huwa ...
...    

may be accounted for as an attempt to combine n in 

Cases of  without fa-  are rare. Here the absence of fa-  may be 

an oversight: 

 l-Æu atu l-qa§¥ratu l-mad tatama¨¨alu f¥ úl li wa-stikm li
Áabak tin

  

-term plan [0] it consists of establishing and completing 

networks

(see 2.3.7 on the binomial annexation úl l wa-stikm l ) 
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The connective fa- n the next example, probably because the 

syntax of the temporal conjunction overrides it (cf. 

5.9.8):

 nfataú bu l-hijrati ... faÁalat b´taqatu l-§ahri
  

when the doors of immigration opened ... [0] the melting-pot broke

down

Topicalization with fa-  but without  has been noted (C3:30) but no 

examples were found in the data. 

33.3.4.1 As a subset of the construction, we may consider the 

common practice of introducing sentences with adverbial phrases followed by fa-
 (see further under discourse in Chapter 11):

wa-li-Ä lika fa- Äihi l-riúl ti q ma bih §ú buh èimna ½ur´fin 
t r¥Æiyyatin muúaddadatin

and because of that, these journeys, they were carried out by those who 

wa-  kullin .. fa-la-qad alaba minhu l-muúaqqiq´n
  

anyway

(n 1.3) 

3.3.5 Presentatives  

Presentatives with h
followed by a predicate, which may in turn be amplified by an appositional or 

circumstantial phrase or clause: 

h  huwa l-Á  w èiúun jaliyyun
  

h  huwa yaf¥ bi-
  

here he is, [he] keeping his prom

h  huwa muúammad Áukr¥ yanÁuru l- -¨ niya

there is M. S.
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(note that proper names are read as uninflected, see 1.8.5) 

wa-h  hiya l-úasratu taskunu f¥ q¥  

here is despair

with fem. hiya al-úasratu

The predicate may be a prepositional phrase:

h naúnu f¥ mtiú n ti l-fa§li l-¨ n¥

we are [being] in the second term exams

The variant with h + pron.+ Ä  (cf. h Ä 1.7.2) incorporates 

the subj. pronoun between the two demonstrative elements:

h Ä  f¥ muw jahatihi
  

there I was facing him

33.4 ANTICIPATORY PRONOUN, èam¥r al-Áa’n

After the sentence modifiers , , etc. (see 3.2) a default masc. sing. 

pronoun suffix -hu the modifier is 

followed by a verbal sentence instead of the usual equational sentence (the 

selection of a verbal sentence is an arbitrary choice of the speaker). Since this -hu
 is construed as an anticipatory pronoun representing the sentence to come, it is 

èam¥r al-Á  in the Arab tradition 

(C2:430 denies its existence). The translation emphasizes this function at the 

expense of elegance: 

¨umma  li-l-dum´ ¨amanun, baÆ \ lin

the fact is that there is no

Á  takl¥fu far¥

the fact that the commissioning of a working group had been 

completed i.e

(see 3.23.1 on tamma) 
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-  l- è ´dih
ab¥

of the fact that the mother will not be able to suckle her 

Adverbial phrases may intervene as always (see 3.7.4):

f¥ l-marúalati l-muqbilati sa-yak´nu al-tark¥
mar kizi l- ibbi l-wiq

in the next stage the concentration would be on 

wa- è sati l- ½imati l-muÆtalifati li-zir
l- ni l- lamiyyan tamma Ætiy ru ni½ min suwaydiyyin 
Ä¥ Á lamiyyatin

after studying the various systems of teeth 

transplanting globally available a Swedish system of world fame had been 

se

(see 3.23.1 on tamma paraphrasing passive)

The same pronoun is also found with cat. negs (see 4.1.2):

h  l-tasarrubi
  

the fact that there is no need for

The unusual occurrence of a fem. pron. here: qultu  sa- ¥ l-taf §¥lu 
that they

attraction to the broken plur. taf §¥l lly fem. 

sing. (see 2.1.1). In the following example, however, the fem. is simply 

cataphoric: 

h  k nat laú½ata l-§idqi l-waú¥data f¥ úay tihi l-siy siyyati

it  the only moment of truth in his 

political

33.5 SEPARATING PRONOUN èam¥r al-fa§l

When both subj. and pred. of an equational sentence are def., the transition from 

def. subj. to indef. pred. is no longer clearly marked (but see 3.1), and so they are 
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usually separated by a congruent pronoun (C1:34, 2:432), termed èam¥r al-fa§l
, originally

attributive 

It is also common with the sentence modifiers  etc. (3.2) and the k na
verb set (3.16, 3.17), even though with these the subj. and pred. are in different 

cases. This may have been encouraged by the loss of inflections in MWA, 

perhaps also by a desire to signal the arrival of the pred. after a long subj. 

regardless of case (see further 3.5.2).

As will appear from the examples below, this pronoun is no longer used 

exclusively in its original separating function, but also can be used to give 

emphasis to the predication itself (see further 3.5.2). 

It is still possible for def. subj. and pred. to occur without sep. pron., 

especially with the generic article and in proverbial expressions: 

al-úay tu l-úubbu   

both with generic article.

33.5.1 Regular examples of the èam¥r al-fa§l: 

al- ´du l-fikriyyu llaÄ¥ ½ima f¥hi jam¥ ½ hirihi huwa
l- niyyatu wa-l-d¥muqr iyyatu

be organized is rationalism and democracy [both def., with generic 

al-hadafu huwa fahmu ma§ dirihi bi-Á èaúa 
  

kullu m  yuhimmun¥ wa-yaÁ\alun¥ hiya úurriyatu l-kutt bi f¥ l-duÆ´li
wal-Æur´ji

occupies me [def. as subj.] is the freedom [def. by 

annexation] of writers

(note the attraction of hiya  to the fem. noun following instead of the masc. 

kullu ) 

With demonstratives the sep. pron. is nearly always used because the constituent 

dem. + single noun (h Ä  l-rajulu
2.2.6) would otherwise be indistinguishable from subj. + pred.:
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h Äihi hiya l- tu

(contrast h Äihi l- tu

tilka hiya l-úaq¥qatu kullu l-úaq¥qati

(contrast tilka l-úaq¥qatu

If the sense is already clear enough, however, no sep. pron. is used:

h Ä  l-jun´nu bi-

In the following example the pron. is not strictly required, however, since the 

dem. cannot form an appositional unit with a following annexed phrase:

h Ä huwa ú

which could not

pron.

The subj. or the pred. may be a nominal rel. clause (C2:436 and see 5.4.2):

m ¥du huwa:  l- úu
bi-

...   

what I want to point out is the fact that time no longer permits ...

(the colon after huwa  is in the original text)

huwa wa-ll hu Ä  k na m huwa l-úaq¥qatu
  

what he has heard is the truth

(see 2.17 on oaths)

This pron. is commonly used for emphasis with sentence modifiers of the 

 (3.2) and k na  type (3.16 and 3.17) even though as a separating 

pron. it would be technically redundant, since the case of subj. and pred. is 

different.
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With  etc.:

li- -hadafa huwa Æidmatu l-muú m¥na

bi- -istiql la l-k mila huwa l-úallu l-§aú¥úu l-waú¥du li-l-muÁkilati 

olution [indep.] to 

allat¥ tanu§§ ¥na l-dawlati huwa l- mu
  

mija l-tadr¥si l-n jiúata hiya f¥ l-w qi ju taf mila 

yabd´ -majm´ a l-mutarjamata hiya muÆt r tun min majm´ tin 
§adarat li-l-Á ¥ fatar tin muÆtalifatin

collections which 

With k na  etc.:

wa-k Æiru l-èaú y hiya iflatan

wa-munÄu Ä lika l- ¥Æ §baúa q n´nu 1950 huwa l- ´la bihi f¥  
l-taq è¥ f¥ mi¨li h Äihi l- ´ri

1950

wa- §baúa l-sil úu l-maqb´lu faqa  f¥ l-min aqati huwa sil úa l-siy sati

 [indep.]  in the region became the weapon 

[dep.] 
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(cf. 3.12.4 on the idiomatic passive particle maqb´l

33.5.2 Redundant and emphatic use 

In other contexts the pron. is commonly found where it would undoubtedly be 

redundant as a separating pron., given that the pred. is visibly indef., which 

means that it has now acquired a new function as a kind of resumptive pronoun to 

emphasize the content of the predicate (C2:434) rather than simply mark its onset. 

It is not to be confused with the appositional pron. in 2.2.7 which simply 

emphasizes its antecedent: 

al-mawqifu llaÄ¥ yattaÆiÄuhu l- ¥s ni ... ¥j biyyun

... is a positive one 

- da llat¥ úaqqaqa lahum hiya Á §aÆ§iyyun jiddan

 [def.] he has achieved for them are a very personal matter

(note loss of referential. pron. in rel clause, see 5.0.2) 

In some cases where no sep. pron. is required, the intention is clearly to 

emphasize the pred.:

al- huwa qatun  kullin  bih

(reading kullin  to the obl. suffix pron. -n
2.9.1 on corroboratives)

 kulli ú lin h Ä huwa n¥ l-iliktir´niyyu

-

k nat § hiya h jisahu l-jad¥da

which may be compared with the regular use of a pron. to emphasize the 

agreement of the verb (see 3.9.2) with verbs of being/not being:
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bi- -rus´mi l-jumrukiyyati laysat hiya l- ta l-waú¥data 
li-úim yati l- ji

f the fact that the raising of customs duties is not itself the 

(note the attraction of hiya   to rus´m

yakf¥ ´ Æ bar laysat hiya l-tarjamata 
l-§aú¥úata

is not itself  

In its fully developed form this resumptive/emphatic use is no longer dependent 

on the definiteness of subj. and pred., as the following example shows: 

-dir s tu l- ½uh´ra m  yusamm -l-
l- huwa dal¥lun -nuè´ji l-nafsiyyi

  

an indication

(indef. pred., therefore no sep. pron. actually required)

In the following type the pron. is perhaps necessary to ensure that the rel. clauses 

are recognized as the pred.: 

l kinnahu huwa llaÄ¥ ú  l¥ bi-smihi

he

wa-l kinna r ti úarakati taúr¥ri l- hunna llaw t¥...  

...   

are the ones who ...

 ...

However, the traditional syntax still occurs, and quite long, but still def. subjects 

can be followed immediately by indef. predicates: 

l  budda min-a l- la laf½i l-tur ¨i
bi-h Ä  l-  llaÄ¥ hu l- na lun nahèawiyyun

  

which we have just now brought out [def.] is a Nahda usage
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 (Nahda = nineteenth-centuary literary renaissance, see 12.3.1 for this new 

nisba.) 

33.6 NEGATIVE EQUATIONAL SENTENCES 

When the subj. of an equational sentence has to be negated, it is either done 

categorically with l
existing. 

Categorical neg. l  (see details in 4.1):

l sa lah

no

Verbal paraphrase (see 3.19 for non-existence):

wa-l-w laysat hun ka úad ¨atun mu laqatun

ct is that there is no

3.7  VERBAL SENTENCE ( C1:41) 

The basic pattern is verb + agent, with adverbial and other complements normally 

in third position (i.e. after verb + agent have been expressed) but also mobile, 

occurring initially and between verb and object as well; the Arabic terms are 

, i.e. verb , f i.e. agent , and ´l
3.29.

Arabic is thus a verb-agent-

Since the agent normally follows the verb, there are special problems of 

agreement in number and gender, see 3.8. 

Simple sentences, pronominalized agents: 

 l- ar¥qa l- ¥èata

we crossed

(note ar¥q 1.12.2.1) 

´na Á ´nihim

they [masc.] go rushing

(cf. 3.12.4 on the idiomatic passive ´na ) 
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Overt noun agents (see 3.8):

 n ns¥ 
   

pointed

 l-far¥q ni jtim

will hold

For negation of all types in verbal sentences see 4.2. 

33.7.1 Word order

Pronominalized agents are bound morphemes (see 1.5.2.2) and are either suffixed 

or incorporated into the verb:

qarrartu    I

jalas     they two

tartabi u  it

yun èil´na  they

Overt noun agents follow the verb, which is always 3rd person singular and either 

masc. or fem. (see 3.8 for full agreement details):

waz¥ru l-Æ rijiyyati 

Minister

tafattaúat h

eyes

yataw Æubar - úw li

expect

Unlike subjects (3.1) and topics (3.3.1), there are no restrictions on indef. 

agents: 

b úi¨´na f¥ kulliyyati l-zir

researchers in the Col

When a verb has two agents, one incorporated pron. and one overt noun, the pron. 

agent must be externalized and coordinated (see 6.2.2):
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fariútu  wa-jaddat¥  
  

ed, I and my grandmother

This is to be contrasted with agent emphasis in 3.9.2. 

33.7.2 Inversion 

Inversion (C1:87, 2:511 21) with verbal sentences is rare and mostly restricted to 

preposing of direct and other objects or phrases in highly rhetorical contexts: 

\ayraki l úibbu

none but you

(see 2.9.2.3

mi¨la jam lih ¥ úay t¥

like

(see 2.9.2.1 for mi¨l- ) 

Preposed free object pronouns are slightly less rare (see 3.11.1.1): 

ki ¥

you I mean i.e

In all the above the verbal clauses contain no anaphora or binding pronoun (e.g., 

*\ayruki l úibbuh
her . 

3.7.2.1 What appears to be inversion of agent and verb is actually a variety of 

topic-comment sentence (see 3.3 and 3.3.2.1), in which the topic, the agent of the 

comment-verb and the binding pronoun all happen to be identical (coreferential). 

In other words, there is no true inversion of agent and verb on the western pattern. 

This is confirmed by the fact that the verb + agent sequence contains only two 

elements while its apparent inversion comprises three, a noun (= topic), a verb, 

and a pronoun agent (acting as both logical agent and binding pronoun). As with 

all topic-comment sentences, the binding pronoun can seldom be translated, but 

will be shown here in bold italic, with | marking the boundary between topic and 

comment: 
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al- ibb q l´

they said [comment: verb + plur. pron.]   

i.e said

contrast: 

q la l- ibb

(with default masc. sing. verb) (see 3.8) 

h Ä ni l-Áar ni | lam yataw far  l¥  

they two were not available to me 

[comment

contrast:

lam yataw far l¥ h Ä ni l-Áar n¥ 

(with default masc. sing. 

verb) 

wa kullu h Äihi l- úd ¨i | k nat tusabbibu tadahwuran fa½¥ ¥ §iúúat¥  

and all these events [topic, broken plur.] | they were causing a disastrous 

decline in my health [comment

(see 2.1.1 on fem. sing. agreement with plurals)

ribu l-s ´du  l-war ¥din

topic] | they are going backwards [comment

al-Á ´bu | qad ta§ilu  taswiyy tin silmiyatin f¥m  baynah

they do reach peaceful settlements about matters between 

them [comment

Sentence modifiers and emphasizers (3.2) often have verbal sentences as their 

predicates:

dira l-Æil f na m ½aharat
  

the first signs of disagreements [topic, broken plur.], 

how quickly they appeared [comment
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Note the great flexibility this mechanism allows: in most cases the topic is not in 

fact the agent of the comment clause, hence a topic/noun may be followed by a 

verb which has no agreement with it at all:

wiz ratu l- fi Ä  l-kit ba
  

 pleases [masc. verb] it [binding pron.] 

that it [fem., the Ministry] present this book [agent

i.e

See further in 3.3.2, 3.3.3. 

Free pronoun agents are frequently found as the topics in embedded comment 

clauses with  (see 3.3.4), probably because the pron. more explicitly 

connects the clause anaphorically to the topic than an incorporated agent pron. 

would:

 l-tal miÄatu fa-hum yaúfa½´na m  yuqaddamu lahum bi-d´ni fahmin 
f¥ ka¨¥rin min-a l-ú l ti

they memorize what is given to them without 

understand

33.7.2.2 With indef. agents the same topic-comment structure occurs, though it 

is also possible

3.1.3.1):

i¨n ni l  yanfa§il èihim

two things

two things are never separat

ka¨¥r tun yudrikna
...   

many people [fem.][ who] realize

many people

but the rel. option is hardly likely in the following case, where the topic is itself 

operated on by an introductory particle (see 3.2.3 for l kinna

l kinna Á  yabq  hun ka

something
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In the following more complex examples the indefinite heads are qualified in 

various ways (by adjective, rel. clause or appositional phrase), and so become def. 

enough to function as topics under the same conditions as the formally indef. 

subj. of an equational sentence (see 3.1), and an elliptical rel. reading becomes 

unnecessary:

¥datun il  l-

numerous reasons

niyyun k s¥him Ähab´

something diabolical which was stronger than their tragedies impelled 

½ hirat ni jtim ni l-faqru wa-l- ú ru taútall ni úayyizan 
èayyiqan f¥ na§§i l-riúlati  

two social phenomena, poverty and suicide, occupy a narrow place in the 

acc

luqaymatun takf¥ h Ä  l-jasada l-n úila
  

a small morsel

(as a dim., see 1.8.1.2, luqaymatun  is marked enough to function as 

topicalized agent)

33.7.3 Headline word order

An extremely widespread phenomenon in newspapers is for the headline to 

observe the order agent (now in topic position)-verb-comp. while the body text 

reverts to the verb-agent-comp. order, still using the same words.

In the headline topic-verb-comp.: 

§ batun musallaúatun  waúdata §aw r¥úa r´siyyatan 

captures

In the text verb-agent-comp.: 

§ batun musallaúatun f¥ j¥kist na q - da waúdati 
§ w r¥Æa r´siyyatin 

  

captured the commander and men of a Russian 
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(see 2.3.7 for binomial annexation)

Under these circumstances there are no restrictions on indef. agents/topics.

33.7.4 Adverbs and adverbials 

Adverbs and adverbials (2.4, 2.5) normally occur in third position, i.e. after verb 

and agent have been expressed: 

jayyidan well

ka¨¥ran   much

However, adverb(ia)ls and prepositional phrases may occur in any position:

¨an ú waltu taÄ úl m¥ 

in vain

qar¥ban ya§il´na

shortly

f¥ al-mamarr ti  l- ibb -l-mumarriè¥na

in the corridors

wa-bi-nti½ ri úuè´ ú  f¥ l-manzili f¥ l-r §ran h Ä   
l-yawma tatamadda l  fir Áih

  

and while waiting for Ahmad to come home at 4 in the evening on this 

day, Mar

wa-l kinnah  lam tanjaú 
  

ever

úaba min-a l- qi jam¥ -nusaÆi l-qad¥mati

from the market

Apart from reasons of emphasis, word order is also noticeably affected by the 

tendency for def. (namely,  precede indef. (namely,

regardless of function (cf. inversion in nom. sentence for the same reason, 3.1.3

and word order with transitive verbs, 3.11.1):
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jarat f¥ ba\d da  jin zatun jam un
  

in Baghdad yesterday a

k nat tasr¥ f¥ l-maúa ati l-fas¥hati r´úun min-a l-§amti wa-l-taraqqubi
  

through the spacious station a 

Subordinate clauses also have some freedom of order:

wa-li-  takrahu l-úafal ti l-Æayriyyata Ùyn
juh´dah  li- ...
...   

and because she detests charity parties Elina decided she will direct her 

Some inversions, e.g. obj. before agent, etc., may be due to the influence of 

foreign word order:

fa-  lan tanjaúa f¥ taúq¥qi m  tur¥ Ä útallat 
h Äihi l-dawlata

militarily occupies 

this country militarily

na muqarraran Æl -mabn

 was decided [pred.] the evacuation [subj.] of the building  perhaps 

Inversion is also found with the other dep. complements (see 3.29): 

murtabikatan tas¥ Ár¥na mitran f¥ kulli ittij hin
  

embarrassed

tars¥Æan li-l-huwiyyati l-t´nisiyyati Æ Äu qar r tin 

in order to firmly establish [purposive obj.] the Tunisian identity ...
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33.8 VERBAL AGREEMENT IN NUMBER AND GENDER 
( C1:45, 83–4)

Agreement follows the same principles as adj. agreement (see 2.1), i.e. natural 

number and gender for humans, grammatical number and gender for non-humans, 

with some inconsistency with collectives. This applies to all verbs, active or 

passive, regardless of tense or aspect.

The form of the verb, however, depends on whether it has a pronominalized 

or an overt noun agent. The pron. agent (cf. 3.7) is always incorporated in the 

verb, active or passive: Æarajtu Æaraj´
Æarajtunna f´
f´ji at f´

arly for imperf. verbs.  

With an overt noun agreement in normal verb + agent word order the verb 

always remains singular and is marked only for the gender of the agent, natural or 

grammatical:

Masc. overt agents, all verbs are masc. sing. regardless of number:

Æaraja l-rajulu

came out

min-a l- yaúèura ba al  l-f¥lmi

will attend

èa l-i¨n §ar mati l-qaw n¥na

 [men] objected

yaltamisu l-lu\awiyy´na tafs¥ran 

are seeking

Fem. overt agents, all verbs are fem. sing. regardless of number:

laffatn¥ l-úayratu

sion has enveloped

tafattaú h

opened

(grammatical fem., see 1.12.2.1) 
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ittafaqat-i l-wil y tu l-muttaúidatu

agreed

taúdu¨u ta\ayyur tun
  

are happening

In coordinated verbal sentences (see 6.2.1) the second verb must always formally 

indicate its agent: in other words, Arabic cannot coordinate two verbs but only 

two verbal sentences. Since the verb in the second sentence does not have to have 

the same agent as the first, its agent must always be explicitly indicated, and there 

can be no question of pro-drop.

Here the agents are both different, overt nouns, so the problem does not arise:

qutila Æ §in wa-juriúa Æ r´na
65

six people were killed [masc. sing.] and another 65 were injured 

but in the following examples the agents are the same and thus appear as pron. in 

the second verb (marked in bold italic):

úassa bihi úurr su l-úud´di fa- laq´ -n ra

noticed [masc. sing.] him and [they] fired  

¨umma § -i l-saj¥n tu wa-núaÁarna d Æila sayyarati l-tarú¥lati

climbed up [fem. sing] and [they] were squeezed

It follows that a 3rd sing. verb with no following overt agent will have the default 

n that it has the same agent as the previous 

verb:

q -muttahama qad kaÄaba wa-  milkiyyatahu li-l-darr jati

had lied and [he] claimed [his] ownership of 

lam tu½hir salmatu Æawfah mahu, k nat taèúaku d   

wa- úay tihi f¥ ´r´bb

did not show her fear in front of him, she laughed all the time and 

[she] asked him ab
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When a verb has two agents, one pronominal and one overt, the bound pronoun 

must be externalized as a free pronoun in order for the overt agreement to be 

coordinated with it (cf. 6.2.1):

taraÁÁaúa huwa wa-walad hu

he and his two sons

¥ ¨¥ran min-a l-rij ¨ir´na hum wa-nis -u
l- la

they and their wives

(note the masc. plur. default agreement, see 3.8.3) 

33.8.1 Default masculine verb

Gender usually defaults to masc. when the overt agent does not immediately 

follow the verb, especially with non-humans (cf. C1:85):

wa-l kin yanqu§uh  jam¥ n lamsatu l-w

is missing [masc.] in them all is the touch

f¥ yawmin lam ya  lahu Áamsun

sun [unmarked fem., see 1.12.2.1] rose

3.8.2 Agreement with collective nouns

There is a tendency for collective nouns to take plural verbs ( C1:89):

li-naÄkur jam  min-a l-mas¥úiyy¥na wa-\ayrihim mimman bala\´  
l-úu½ Æulaf -muslim¥na

  

s mention a group of Christians and others who found [masc. plur.] 

(note min  + man mimman , see 

5.4.1, and see 3.24.2 for the indirect imperative li-naÄkur

 min al-wuzar -suwaydiyy¥na ... sawfa yaz´r´na  
mi§ra qar¥ban

  

number of Swedish ministers ... will visit
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But singular agreement is also found:

Á hadtu  laysa qal¥lan min al-marè yanta½iru dawrahu

number of sick people waiting [masc. sing.] their 

his turn

l- \labiyyata taÁk´ min è¥qi tanaffusin
  

the majority [fem. sing.] complained [fem. sing.] of 

And agreement may change in mid-sentence: 

ista  majm´ -a l- - qiyy¥ yaq´m´
bi-tarjamatin

was able [fem. sing.] ... to produce [masc. plur.] 

Also attraction may have an influence:

§ ú¥ú Áata lam yak´n´ mal

were

The word n s
verb precedes, but masc. plur. is also common when the verb follows ( C1:92, 

and cf. adj. agreement 2.1).

Masc. verbs:

 l-n su
  

know

lam yatas -i l-n su li-m Ä   
  

wonder

uÆruj¥ ¥  l-n si li-kay yaraw  
  

they can see
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Fem. verbs:

m Ä  sa-taq´lu l-n su

say

Sometimes both genders are found in the same sentence:

wa-l kinna l-n sa tufakkiru, wa-tufakkiru ka¨¥ran, wa-naúnu ú¥na nu libu 
l-n sa bi-l-tafkiri wa-l-  nujbiruhum Ætiy ri wijhati 
na½arin

think [sing.], and they think [sing.] a lot, and when we challenge 

the people to think and contemplate we cannot force them [switched to masc. 

wa-qad-i ntaqala úubbu l-n si lahu min-a l-mudarraj  l-Á úay¨u
tun d¥ -tuúayy¥hi wa- na l- èu min ¥bu

w¥ 

they call out [fem. sing.] to him and greet [fem. sing.] him even though some 

of them [masc.] criticize [masc. sing., agreement with è,  see 3.8.4]

him because he is a Zamalek supporter

Broken plur. masc. human agents usually take masc. verbs and anaphora 

( C1:86):

yataqaddamu l- alabatu bi-Áakw hum  l- tiÄati
   

students [broken plur.] present [masc. sing.] their [masc.] complaints to 

ú wala l-jam h¥ru Ætir qa kurd´ni l-b´l¥si

crowds [broken plur.] tried [masc. sing.] to break the police  

but may also alternate with fem. verbs and anaphora, so the above can appear as:

tataqaddamu l- alabatu bi-Áakw h  l- tiÄati

present [fem. sing.] their [fem. sing.] complaints 

to 
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ú walat-i l-jam h¥ru Ætir qa kurd´n al-b´l¥si 

crowds [broken plur.] tried

Similar inconsistencies are reported with nis C1:86):

Æaraja l-nis yaútajijna  muh wal ti m  yusamm  bi-l- §l úi

went out [masc. sing.] protesting [fem. plur.] against attempts 

at so-

33.8.3 Agreement with mixed genders ( C1:96) 

With mixed genders the default is masc.:

442 rajulan wa- yablu\´na min-al- man
65 442

men and women will reach

rajulun wa-zawjatuhu yam´t ni f¥ ú di¨i sayy ratin
  

die

(note the newspaper headline word order, see 3.7.3) 

But there may be strict agreement with the nearest agent:

m  l-Æaylu wa-r kib´h
  

did

3.8.4 Attraction and other agreement issues

Quantifiers, e.g. kull 2.9.1), qal¥l ½am 2.9.3)

è 2.9.1.3) are grammatically masc. sing. and annexed to their 

nouns, but the verb may agree either with them or the grammatical number and 

gender of the word to which they are annexed.

Strict agreement with the quantifier, i.e. masc. sing.:

 l- uruqu l- Ær  fa-kulluh ¥  l-maqbarati

all [masc. sing.] of them lead [masc. sing.] 
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èuh  ttajaha  l-musalsal ti l-d¥niyyati

some [masc. sing.] of them turned [masc. sing.] to the religious 

qal¥lun minhum yal¨a\u úarfa l-r

small number [masc. sing.] of them mispronounces [masc. sing.] 

the letter 

fa- ½amahum yalfi½uh  bi- ar¥qatin muÆ -i l-faransiyyi 
l- §¥li

most of them pronounce it [masc.sing] differently from the native 

Agreement with the number and gender of the quantified item:

kulluhum yaÁk´na
  

all of them are complai

k nat l¥ èu l-§il ti bi-
  

were [fem. sing.] to me certain connections

li- in 2.6.10

\ Ä  l tak´na hun ka èu l-iÆtil f ti f¥  
l-siy sati l-Æ rijiyyati

being [fem. sing.] certain differences in 

wa-ka¨¥run min-a l-n si k n´ qabla l-úarbi yastad¥n´na li-yaqè´ laylata 
l-sabti f¥ ma ni lahwin

many [masc. sing.] people before the war used to get into debt [masc. 

plur.] so that they could spend a night in a restaurant or night-

Agreement with counted nouns follows their natural number, not their gram-

matical form, which is frequently singular ( C1:95, and see 2.12 for numeral 

syntax): 

13 t jiran ú¥l´ li-l-niy bati l-Áahra l-m èiya
13

merchants [sing.] were taken
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20 mar¥èan-i staf d´ min taqniyati zir - ni
20

patients [sing.] have benefited [masc. plur.] from the technique of tooth 

implants

33.9 AGENT EMPHASIS

Agent emphasis is usually effected by a free pronoun after the verb (see 3.9.2).

For emphatic pronouns in other cases see 2.8.5, and compare the free pronoun in 

nominal sentences, 3.5. 

3.9.1 Preposed agent pronouns

The occurrence of preposed pronouns ( C2:423) is highly restricted to purely 

emphatic contexts; structurally it mirrors the syntax and purpose of the topic-

comment sentence in giving prominence to any word regardless of its logical 

function (see 3.3), hence its use is not so much to emphasize the agent function 

but to assert more strongly the identity of the agent:

naúnu nur¥ ´ úalli l-muÁkilati wa-laysa l-sababa
f¥h

we want to be part of the solution of the problem and not the cause of it   

i.e we

naúnu h

we

Ä hiya ra\ibat f¥ Ä lika

she [and not someone else] desir

fa- -fatrata llat¥ ½anantu s´ - na
  

I

(rel. pron. drops with antecedents denoting time, see 5.0.2) 
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33.9.2 Postposed emphatic agent pronouns 

Postposed emphatic agent pronouns are in apposition to the incorporated pronoun 

(cf. the emphatic pron. in nom. sentence, 3.5.2), and are placed immediately after 

the verb, emphasizing that the action is performed only by that particular person 

or entity:

fa-nsalla huwa li-ya§ -d ri

he

 li-l-

[on the other hand]

kam  yaq´lu huwa nafsuhu

he himself

(cf. 2.8.1 on corroborative nafs

kam  tuwajjahu li-l-dawlati .. úay¨u tuúaddidu hiya l- ti
  

it is directed to the state .. where it [and not some other body] 

determines the pri

The same mechanism is used with appositional qualifiers of the agent:

ittafaqn naúnu l-¨al ¨atu
  

we three

though the pronoun is not always found.

These pronouns are always emphatic, unlike the pronouns used to coordinate an 

overt to a pronominal agent, see 3.7.1. 

3.9.3 Emphasis with al-’ Æaru

al- Æaru

fa-huwa yaÁk´ huwa l- Æaru
  

he too
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k nat hiya l- Ær Ætafat qablah  bi-biè min

she too

fa-qad-i nÁa\altu  l- Æaru bi-h Ä  l- li

I too wa

úatt §baúat hiya l- Ær  tuÁakkilu mar kiza quw

they too

(agent is an non-human plur., hence fem. sing. Note the double plur. mar kizu 
quw markaz quwwatin 12.5.1) 

33.9.4 Indefinite agents

Unlike topics, agents may be indef. nouns:

saqa a iflun f¥ úamm mi l-sib úati

a child

in alaqa § r´Æun min-a l-q

a rocket

iútajjat bil ¥datun  ni½ mi l- -jad¥di

numerous countries

na ´ ¥kiyyun

a responsible American

Non-specific agents can be expressed by any of the periphrastic indefinite 

structures (see 1.12.4.1), especially è

yaq´lu èu l-n Á had´ man k na yaq´du l-sayyarata 

some people say they witnessed who was driving the car

min-a l- ´ri llat¥ ´ lah èu l-kutt bi wa- èu l-qa§§ §¥na
  

he things that some writers and some
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Now often al- èu   with def. art.:

wa- Ä  k na l- èu yabúa¨ -i l-úalli 

some

The same effect can also be achieved by using the participle as the agent of its 

own verb (see paranomasia in 11.7.3 and cf. vague dir. objects below, 3.11.1.2):

l yaÁ\aluhum Á \ilun yarbi uhum bi-l-úay ti r bi un  

them to life   

preoccupier does not preoccupy them, or a binder bind

(see neg. agents in 4.2) 

Ä  m èa lahum rièun nin wa \ayrihi

them   

happening of aggression should happen

(see 2.6.12 on explanatory min ) 

rubbam èu l- ¥na
  

someone of the 

commentators will comment

(note the vagueness is reinforced by è

or with m (see 5.4.3 on rel. m ):

úada¨a m úada¨a 
  

what

li- - qa qad n lahu m  n lahu
  

lit. what

33.10 ASPECT AND TENSE

MWA formally retains the CA dual aspectual system, perfect v. imperfect, and 

these terms will be used for the verb forms as such, but it has now also a 

complete three tense structure replicating that of western languages, (signs of 

which were already apparent in CA). Although there are only two paradigms, 
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perfect and imperfect, they can, alone and in combination with modals, express 

the same range of tenses, moods and voices that are found in the more complex 

and explicit western systems. 

33.10.1 The perfect verb ( C1:59; and see tables 11.9.1) 

There is only one perfect stem, with no moods; compound tenses and modalities 

are created with the perfect and imperfect forms of k na
verbs, see 3.10.6, and see the other modal verbs in subsequent sections.

The perf. generally indicates elapsed events, corresponding roughly to the 

English simple past and perfect, and in some verbs it can have a performative 

significance (cf. 3.10.4). It is also used in both clauses of conditional sentences, 

to indicate that the hypothetical events are considered as having happened, as in 

8.2).

For much the same reason the perf. is used for the expression of wishes 

(optative, see 3.25).

The various semantic aspects, e.g. event, process, state, and the time 

references, e.g. speech time, event time and reference time, will not be considered 

in detail. The main aim here is to present the usage of the verbs purely formally, 

and there will often be more than one possible translation. 

Examples of the simple perf.:

rafaèathu l-wiz ratu

rejected/has rejected

§baú´ ¨  l-

they became

Verbs of knowing may have an inchoative sense:

f¥m èa 

found out

Neg. past is mostly expressed by lam and apoc., see 4.2, e.g. lam tajid 
ban have not found
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33.10.2 The imperfect verb 

The imperfect verb (C1:63; and see tables 1.9.1) generally indicates an in-

complete action, continuous or habitual, with the exact time reference depending 

on context. Like the perf., it also forms compound tenses and modalities with 

k na  and its related verbs (see further 3.10.6). Unlike the perf., however, the 

imperf. is inflected for three moods, with the following range of functions:

Independent (marf´ , also denoting the corresponding nominal case), 

for main verbs of all kinds.

Dependent (man§´b ,  also denoting the corresponding nominal case), 

for verbs dependent on subordinating conjunctions of all kinds (see Chapter 

7) except conditionals.

Apocopated (so-called until 1831, when it was displaced by the unhelpful 

majz´m ). This is unique to verbs, namely. for verbs in 

conditional sentences (8.0), various imperatives and prohibitives (see 3.24)

and after the particle lam 4.2).

The unmarked imperf. is capable of a wide range of nuances, according to 

context, hence translation may often be subjective:

 min ú¥ ara

we hear

´nu zaki?

shall I be may I be?

m ¥ l-

should I do? ... Should I leave

¥
  

may I introduce let me introduce

ka lika yaúzanu l- yajidu malu bi- ar¥qatin 
muÆtalifati q¥ Æwatihi

  

will be unhappy when it finds out that it is being treated

wa- Ær , li-ma yum ris l- u l-zir -i l-mihana 
l- Ær  wa-qad-i nh -i l- lu min kulli j nibin?
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would the Arabs practise agriculture

(cf. 10.13 for rhetorical questions)

33.10.3 Future tense

In its future meaning the imperf. is both marked and unmarked, the marked fut. 

being indicated with the prefix sa-  or the preposed word sawfa . For the 

neg. sawfa l  ( C1:75) and for the neg. future lan  see 4.2.5. 

The tendency for sa-  to occur in condit. sentences, see 8.3.2, is a noticeable 

MWA development.

The unmarked fut. is often clear from the context, especially when it 

corresponds to the English pres. continuous and its variants:  

yu§diru l- -¨aq fiyyu f¥ ´ ½ab¥ kit ban kulla yawmin Æil la 
èi l-Á riqati li-l-kit bi

  

e Cultural Academy in Abu Dhabi will issue/is issuing/will be issuing a 

(this meaning was established from the original context, but it could also mean 

issues flected proper name Abu 

Dhabi, see 1.8.5. 

With the appropriate adverb the fut. sense is clear: 

ya§ilu ... ¥lin
  

... will arrive shortly

\adan taq´mu l-qiy matu
   

tomorrow Judgement Day will

The marked fut. can be chosen to avoid any ambiguity:

m sawfa yuúaqqiquhu
   

he will achieve

sa-yuw ilu l-kit bata

he will continue
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sawfa naÄkuruh  f¥ siy qi l-úalaq ti l-muqbilati

we shall mention them

The choice between sa-  or sawfa  would seem to be entirely free, and they 

occasionally appear in the same sentence:

sawfa yarú tin wa-  l-nah iru m
sa-yar hu wa- ¥Áuhu

would pass away in a few hours and that this day would be the last 

he would see

(note that the translation reflects the reported speech here, see 10.14) 

sawfa  (but not sa- ) can be reinforced with an emphatic la-  (cf. this la-
with  in 3.2.1):

la- widun¥ tilka l-laú½atu mir ran 
  

will certainly come back

33.10.3.1  + sa-  ( C3:113) is an infrequent structure, since the fut. 

sense of subord. verbs is largely determined by context: 

wa- úassat bi-m  yuÁbihu l-yaq¥na -yak´nu l¥ minh  mawqifun 
aru

that I would have a different position 

Note that under these conditions  does not operate on the verb (cf. 7.5.1.10).

3.10.4 Marked perfect 

Marked perfect with qad  ( C1:67, 70). A perf. verb preceded by [wa]-qad  

, [fa]-qad or la-qad  with perf. will denote a specifically past and 

complete event (see also 3.10.7 for pluperfect in relation to a previous perf. verb). 

In other words, qad reinforces the perfective aspect of this verb form: 

qad úaqqaqtu bi-l-
  

have actually achieved
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la-qad-i ntahat dum´ ¥ ... la-qad yabisat

just stopped ... they just dried up

fa-qad Äakara bay nun rasmiyyun bir
  

ouncement did mention

wa-qad n qaÁa l- -a l-maÁ r¥

did discuss

33.10.5 Marked imperfect

wa-qad , fa-qad , la-qad  with the imperfect, by contrast, emphasize the 

actuality and dynamic aspects of an event, or its strong possibility: 

wa- ¥ f¥ l-fu§´li l- Ær

it can come

wa-qad l  yuw fiqun¥ l- èu 

may well not agree with me

wa-qad nattafiqu wa-qad naÆtalifu

might agree afterwards or we might disagree

wa-qad l  tutarjamu

will probably not be translated

3.10.6 Compound tenses 

The two forms of the verb, the perf. and the imperf., combine with the perf. and 

imperf. of k na 3.16 for its other functions) to construct 

compound tenses, broadly along the following scheme:

(1) Perf. k na  + perf. verb (mostly with qad ) = pluperfect

(2) Perf. k na  + imperf. verb = past continuous

(3) Imperf. k na  + perf. verb (mostly with qad ) = future perfect

(4) Imperf. k na  + imperf. verb = future continuous
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They may be regarded as analytical tenses combining the features of aspect in 

both verbs.

Possibly the second verb was originally a pred. of k na  in the function of 

a circumstantial qualifier (C1:45, 3:263, and see 3.16.2). At all events the syntax 

with overt agents is generally k na  + overt agent + verb:

wa-f¥ l-§ab i k na l-ma aru qad sakana

had calmed

k na l- du yatar kaè´na

were racing around

Agreement rules for verbs and their agents still apply, namely, sing. verb before 

the agreement and full agreement after it (see 3.7.2):

lam yakun-i l- lu  m  nisbatuhu 70% 
min-a l-bin

70
had not finished but 70 per cent of the 

(yakun  is sing.,  masc. plur.)

The cluster of verbs is sometimes kept together to avoid agreement problems:

úul´li tamm´za 1998 k na qad ma  qarn ni k mil úamlati 
n buliy´  mi§ra

1998
had passed over 

(to avoid having to use the dual, k na qarn ni qad maèay
passed

Compound pluperfect, where the perf. k na
complete (and usually in the past) and the perf. 2nd verb indicates that the event 

was over before that point:

Mostly with qad : 

wa-  li-l- Ä¥ kuntu qad-i nqa - bi

I had been interrupted at 

allat¥ k nat waqta ka  dir satah  li- ibbi l- ´ni

had by that time already finished
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lam 

had not yet married

(cf. 2.5.4 on uninflected 

Occasionally without qad : 

k na muú -a l-manf  mi§ra  
sanata 1888 wa ada l- -tawarru i f¥ lin 
siy siyyatin 

1888
ú had made

Compound past continuous, where the perf. k na
complete (usually in the past) and the imperf. 2nd verb indicates that it is not 

finished:

k  bi l- yati uw la wuj´dih

looked after her

m  kunn  kalimati l-lajnati

f¥ l-bid yati kuntu l úissu bih  ka-ma§darin li-l-

I used not to think of them as anything but a source 

Neg past with lam  (4.2):

lam takun tataúarraku min jilsatih  h ihi

she never moved

 (note jilsa 1.11.2) 

...   

The combination with the future prefix sa-
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al-fann n´na k n´ sa-yaúmil´na èa l-m ´n ti l-

were going to be bearing

§aú¥ú lika lam yakun sa-yatimmu bi-§´ratin mu laqatin

his was not going to be carried out

Compound future perf. where the imperf. yak´nu
action is not finished (usually implying future) and the perf. 2nd verb denotes that 

it is complete:

wa-l kinnah sa-tak´nu qad \arabat

will have set

hun yak´nu l-waz¥ru qad wa§ala  bayti l-qa§¥di

will have reached

rubbam yak´nu  mulaÆÆa§an lahu

he will have read

 ya -nah ru sa- ´nu qad raúaltu

I shall have left

Compound future continuous, where imperf. yak´nu
the action is not finished (usually implying future) and the imperf. 2nd verb 

denotes that it still not complete:

Äakara -yus - úul´li l-§ayfi sa-yak´nu 
¥ w jibahu bi-nti½am

  

will be 

performing

Alternatively fut. continuous can be expressed through one of the modals, e.g. 

½alla , etc. (see 3.17.13):

 tuftaúu l-sud´du sa-ya½allu l-m yatadaffaqu bi-d´ni tawaqqufin

will continue to flow

Note that the verbal noun (see 2.10.1) of k na  can also be used in auxiliary 

sense with any of the above compounds: 
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li-  f¥hi l-manhaja l-§aú¥úa 
  

his having seen

(cf. kawn  with predicates in 3.16.2).

For compound verbs with laysa 4.2.8.2. There is also a 

growing tendency for these compound forms to be used in conditionals now, see 

Chapter 8 passim. 

33.10.7 Sequence of tenses 

With only the perf. and imperf. to use, there is not an elaborate system of 

sequences of tenses, and the underlying principle remains basically aspectual, i.e. 

an event which is regarded as having ceased before another will be in the perf., 

while an event regarded as still going on will be in the imperf. The head verb will 

determine the time and aspect frame of the whole discourse unit, as with the 

compound tenses above. 

contexts: 

§arraú rata l-§iúúati sa-tadrusu niyyata
  

would study

A single example will suffice here to illustrate some of the narrative possibilities, 

(and see further in discourse, Chapter 11):

Æbarah  l-mu sibu l- n  ka¨¥ran f¥ úay tihi fa-qad lat
wa½¥fatuhu l-§a\¥ratu d´na taúq¥qi m k na ya maúu -min ¨amma 
fa-qad qarrara l-iltih qa bi-l-dir s ti l-  f¥ l-j

told her [perf., punctual, fixes the narrative in the past] that 

he had suffered [perf., without qad , i.e. the process of suffering began 

before the narrative] a lot in his life and that his humble job had gone on

[perf. with qad , i.e. up to that time] without [his] achieving what he had 

been yearning for [perf. k na  with imperf., i.e. past continuous], and 

therefore he had decided [perf. with qad , here to reinforce the event] to 
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33.11 TRANSITIVITY AND INTRANSITIVITY ( C2:161) 

All verbs, including passives (3.12), take the full range of dependent noun 

complements (details in 2.4, summarily in 3.29), except the direct object, which is 

taken only by transitive verbs. The blanket term for the complements is ´l

is ´l bihi
Verbs are either transitive directly (3.11.1), transitive indirectly through 

prepositions (3.11.4), or intransitive.

Intransitive verbs:

Æarajat  l- ar¥qi went out

yata har´na they demonstrate

tajr¥ f¥h  l- ru run

3.11.1 Single transitivity, pronoun or noun 

taq´dun us

hum them

tarakat qa§rah her palace   

rifu l-sababa the reason

There is a general tendency (see 3.7.4

object:

wa-qad bala\a l-  kal mun ka¨¥run úawla l-mawè´
  

the board [obj.] much talk [agent

subject reached the board

When a pronominalized obj is coordinated with an overt noun object the pron. 

must be repeated as an overt pron.:

´hu huwa wa-zawjatahu f¥ l-ma ri
  

him

(cf. agents 3.7.1 and coordination, 6.2.2; for prons. in apposition generally see 

2.8.5) 

True inversion of objs is rare (see 3.7.4), and instead a topic-comment structure 

will be preferred:
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r ¥úat¥ l útamiluh
  

smell, I cannot stand it

where (though here obscured by the possessive suffix ¥ 1.7.1.1)

r ¥úat¥  now the topic with indep. form, the dir. obj. 

being the ana

apparent inversion of agents, see 3.7.2, 3.7.2.1. 

33.11.1.1 Free object pronouns

When an obj. cannot be suffixed directly to its verb it is attached to the element 

-  (cf. also the phrase structure of verbal nouns in 2.10.1.6). This option is 

selected when: 

The object is preposed, invariably for rhetorical effect:

ki ¥
  

you i.e

(cf. 3.7.2. on the inversion of dir. obj.)

The object is held back, again usually for stylistic reasons:

wa- la l-inti ru -i l-mumarrièatu l-q siyatu h
  

nurse came to her

instead of to 

persons, cf. 3.11.4.1, and la 3.23.4).

With a doubly transitive verb (see further 3.11.2.1) where both objs are pron.:

k nat taktubu l-mu ar ti wa- n¥ h

them [to] me

It is also possible for two object pronouns to be suffixed to the same verb, 

providing they are not in the same person, e.g.

see 3.11.2. 

Participles and verbal nouns observe the same rules (see 2.10.1.6) and in addition 

 will be used wherever annexation is prevented:

¨umma n§arafa w Ôid ya bi-ziy rat¥ f¥ l-bayti
  

promising me
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where w Ôidan must remain indef. because it is a l (see 3.29.7) and 

annexation is therefore impossible.

See 3.27.4 for the use of  in threats and warnings.

33.11.1.2 To indicate vague direct objects paranomasia (see 11.7.7) can be 

used:

è  m è lost what I lost

awaytu m awaytu went through what I went through

Cf. vague agents in 3.9.4, where the same strategy is also available.

3.11.2 Double transitivity ( C2:166) 

Verbs may be transitive (i.e. take dep. nouns as dir. objects) to two objects in the 

following categories:

1 x

2 

3 The two objects are in an underlying predicative relati

Passivized verbs retain the second direct object, see 3.12. 

3.11.2.1 Verbs with two arguments

man l \ayrahu fur§atan li-l-úad¥¨i 

others [1st obj.] an opportunity

yukallifu l-dawlata mab li\a èaÆmatan

the state [1st obj.] huge amounts 

úiz nin yamnaúuhu r atan wa-

him [1st obj.] comfort and safety 

Causatives:

tubq¥ l-jisma sal¥man wa-qawiyyan
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the body [1st obj.] healthy and strong

lit.

hum-u l-ka¨¥ra min-a l-\ar
  

them [1st obj.] forget many

l  yufqiduh mmiyyataha faqa
  

their importance [2nd obj.] only

Doubly transitive verbs may suffix their objects as pronouns providing they are 

not both the same person (i.e. not both 1st., 2nd. or 3rd., cf. 3.11.1.1):

isqin¥h me drink it

If the above conditions do not apply, the 2nd obj. is expressed as a free obj. 

pronoun with - . Here both objs. are 3rd person and cannot both be 

suffixed: 

wa-l kinna luh a l- mi l-r kiè hu

them forget it

but it is common even when they are both different persons:

wa-l- iflu yur¥n¥ h  bi-bar atin

me [suffix 1st dir. obj.] them [free 2nd dir. obj.] in 

yur¥n¥h
possible.

33.11.2.2 Objects of verbs of transformation (traditionally l al-ta§y¥r
) 

a l-qum Áa ¨awban

cloth [1st obj.] into a garment

law-l yatu ll hi wa-tadaÆÆulu zumal  la-úawwal l-jalsata 
úalbata mul kamatin

colleagues, they would have turned the session [1st obj.] into a round  
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(see 8.2.12 on law-l ) 

ittaÆaÄah zawjatan lahu
  

her [1st obj.] as a wife

(for lahu  for vagueness see 1.12.4.1) 

bi- §ayyirah sahlata l-inqiy di
  

her [1st obj.] obedient [2nd obj.],

easy to control

Perhaps here we can include:

-sar¥ra
  

the bed as a seat

With these verbs it is not always possible to distinguish between a true 2nd direct 

obj. and a circumstantial qualifier, both having dep. form, unless it is clear that 

one thing is indeed being made into another. Generally a 2nd dir. obj. will be a 

noun or adj., while a circumstantial qualifier will be a participle, the latter freely 

alternating with the imperf. verb in that function. But even the simple diagnostic 

All these possibilities can be observed in the doubly transitive verb 

3.22.5; also 

singly transitive). 

Nouns and adjectives in the 2nd position are invariably 2nd dir. obj.:

l-iltiz ma sababan f¥ ...

...    

commitment [1st obj.] a cause

 l-Áa fi sahlatan

operation [1st obj.] of rinsing easy

al´ l-siy sata was¥latan  l-kasbi l-sar¥

politics [1st obj.] a means

´hu ¥ran

him [1st obj.] a prince [2nd obj.] over them
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These dep. participles, however, could be interpreted either as 2nd dir. obj. or 

circ. qualifiers: 

al-quy´ mihnatahu mustaú¥latan

profession [1st obj.] impossible

mustaqbala h ihi l- li maúf´fan bi-l-ma iri

future [1st obj.] of these funds surrounded

When the 2nd obj. position is occupied by verbs the likelihood of their being circ. 

qualifiers is rather stronger, as asyndetic indep. verbs are frequently found in the

role of circ. qual. (see 7.3.1):

l- èa yatas
  

some people [dir. obj.] wonder

hu ya  l-mustaqbali

him [dir. obj.] feel confident [circ. qual.] a

wa-llat¥ n¥ l èummu l-mabla\  ra§¥d¥ l-qal¥li

me [dir. obj.] not to add [circ. qual.] the amount to my 

al- Ä¥ hum ´na, tabr¥ran li-h  l-mawqifi, 
bi- .... 

  

them [dir. obj.] claim, to justify this position, that 

(for al- Ä¥  see 5.5.1 and see 3.29.6 for tabr¥ran

A similar ambiguity may be observed in taraka 3.24.3. 

33.11.2.3 The same is true of wajada 3.18 for the passive 

fference 

between a 2nd dir. obj. (= predicate) and a circ. qual. is sometimes difficult 

to determine. In the following example the second dep. element is clearly a 

2nd dir. obj.:

wajadtuhu -zaw ji nan ayyiban wa-úan´nan

him [1st obj.] after the marriage [to be] a good and kind person
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but these seem more like circ. qual.:

wajada l- ar¥qa mahu masd´dan

road [dir. obj.] ahead of him blocked

wajadtu nafs¥ musta\riqan f¥ úiw rin aw¥ -nafsi  
  

myself [dir. obj.] plunged

wajadtu j lisan bihi mu fi½a l-q hirati l-marú´ma

sitting [circ. qual.] in it the late Governor [dir. obj.]

(note the inversion)

With verbs in the 2nd obj. position a circ. qual. is more likely (cf. 

above): 

wajadn èa l-mas jidi ta lubu l-
  

some of the mosques requiring

In the following examples the verb 

dependent clauses are circumstantial, not sentential (contrast next section):

h  tajlisu war
  

her sitting

nar hu yuwajjihu naqdan l  l-muslim¥na
  

him directing

r hum b sim¥na
  

them smiling

33.11.2.4 Sentential objects of verbs of knowing, believing, having an opinion 

(the exception is ½anna
,

úasiba la

common (C3:73).  

l al-qul´b )

take two dir. objects, which must be already in an underlying subj. pred. 

relationship, i.e. the object is a complete equational sentence (see 3.1). For 
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purposes of translation a copula (here italicized and with appropriate English 

tense) has to be introduced:

½anantuhu r iyan latihi
  

he [1st obj. = subj.] was satisfied [2nd obj. = pred.] with his 

h  l-liq Áaklan Ák li l-tahd¥di
  

this meeting [1st obj.] to be some kind

§an
  

them [1st obj.] to be a special kind

hu fi½an li-kalimatihi
  

he [1st. obj.] was someone who kept

l-tur a k úayyan mutaúarrikan
  

culture [1st. obj.] as being a living, moving entity [2nd obj.]

Again there can be ambiguities; in context the following was recorded as a 

doubly transitive construction: ¨ hu mud¥ran li-ma§laúati l-fun´ni
him [1st obj.] to be director [2nd obj.] of 

him [obj.] as a director

When the 2nd obj. position is occupied by a verb, it can be analysed as a pred. 

on the topic-comment model found with  etc. (3.2), or as a raising of the 

original topic to the position of object (but see also C3:70, 72):

½anann hu yamzaúu 
  

he [1st obj.] was joking

equivalent to hu yamzaúu he [topic] is joking

wa-½anantuhu qad-i Ætaf
  

it had disappeared

l ½unnu l- ´ra sa-ta§ilu  h  l-úaddi
  

matters [1st obj.] will go
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úasibtihi sa- ´du
  

he [1st obj.] would be coming back

(note the vowel harmony when -hu
1.7.1.1) 

Also with verbal nouns in this set (see further 2.10.1.4):

èar´ rihim yuma¨¨il ni l-j hiliyyata
  

them [1st obj., topic] as representing  

[verb. comment] the state of [pre-

An exception to all the above is 

3.2.2):

¥ dira l-úurriyyati f¥ tilka l-fatrati 
bi-l-Ä ti

  

I think that

(cf. 3.22.2 on 

´  l- -taftaú ba l-ra
  

they believe that

This verb is also reported with two objs, e.g. hu §ad¥qan   

him a friend

33.11.3 Treble transitivity

Theoretically a doubly transitive verb can become trebly transitive when causa-

tive, e.g. -rajula §ad¥qahu iran the man [1st obj.] [that] 

his friend [2nd obj] was present , either 

with nominal or pronominal objects. 

3.11.4  

Indirectly transitive verbs using prepositions are largely a lexical matter and 

cannot be dealt with here in detail. Occasionally the prep. is omitted, however: 

wa-smaú´ l¥
  

to

for bi-
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There is also some inconsistency in usage, either between prepositions or in their 

omission:

dahu/bi- dihi
\   

his readiness

Æbarahu /bi- ... 

... \    

that

yumkinu li-man yar\abu l-taqadduma bi- alabin matm´\in bi-ra\batihi f¥  
l-úu§´  til¥f´ni sayy ratin ... 

...   

desires [dir. transitive] to submit a stamped application with 

the desire for [indirect. trans. in the verbal noun] obtaining a car phone 

with fluctuating use of f¥ ra\iba for

Sometimes the use of a preposition is optional:

Áakarahu   or  Áakara lahu
him to him

Conversely a verb which originally had no preposition may now be seen with 

one:

Æ¥ran  dukt´r î. Y. èar´rati l- mi bi-l-ta§d¥ri 
  

stresses

on

required.

A noticeable tendency is the occurrence of 2.6.11) with verbs of

reciprocity, i.e. stems III, VI and VIII, alternating with the traditional accom-

panying comp. with wa- 2.4.7 and 3.29.8):

bi-úay¨u tataz z ti l-j ti
  

synchronize with the univ

lam yaqtarin-i smuhu bi- yatan f  l- Æl qi
  

is incompatible 

with
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b¥ -i qti diyyatun yataw zanu f¥h  l-\aniyyu m  l-faq¥ri 
  

is of equal weight with  

With other stems: 

Stem III:

l tu  h Äihi l-ÁaÆ§iyyati
  

do not conform with th

Stem VIII:

al-mu¨aqqaf´na llaÄ¥na yaÆtalif´  l-ni mi
  

disagree with

Cf. è  with reciprocal verbs in 3.14.1. 

33.11.4.1 The verbs j  and

j n¥ bi-lahfatin wa-q la l¥
  

to] me

bi- C3:302; and see 2.6.2):

j n¥ bi-jih zin §a\¥rin 
  

brought me me with

taqaddama bi-l-Áakw
  

presented

al-mas j¥na l-mustajadd´na j ´ f¥ l-sijni bi- ´m tin jad¥datin
  

brought

intah  bihi l-  mu labati ...
...   

took him
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tatas  bin  l- mu
  

taking us away

33.12 PASSIVE VERBS ( C1:52) 
The Arabic passive exists primarily to express an act whose agent is unknown or 

suppressed, hence cannot in theory be mentioned even periphrastically elsewhere 

in the sentence, though MWA is starting to do so under the influence of European 

languages (see 3.12.1). A passive verb can, however, take all the other

object/complements, namely, the dep. nouns in 2.4.2 2.4.7, 3.29. 

For the use of tamma jar
periphrastic passive, see 3.23.1. 

Although vowelling is rarely indicated in MWA, the passive is used without 

restraint or difficulty, usually being easy to recover either from the context or 

various morphological and syntactical clues. Often the absence of a plausible 

agent is enough to signal a passive verb (the following examples were printed 

without vowels): 

quddirat q¥matuh  bi-mabla\i 
  

was estimated

al-ittih m tu llat¥ tuwajjahu
  

are directed

bi-Á ribayhi l-raf¥ - rusim  bi-qalami l-ra i
  

they had been drawn

Other times the verb morphology is unambiguous even without vowels, 

especially hollow and stem III verbs (cf. 1.2.9):

\labu m yuq lu yunÁaru
  

is said or published

(hollow verb unambiguously passive, second verb is passive by coordination)

l´úi½a
  

it has been remarked

al- ¥ ´lijat
  

was being treated
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In the following case the ambiguity is resolved by the

does not have indef. dep. form (the only case now marked in most nouns, see 

1.2.9), hence the preceding verb is reinterpreted as passive:

wa-qad wuè ¥ h  l-siy tun wa-kutubun muhimmatun
  

books

[overtly non-

But it is always possible to insert vowels in cases of real ambiguity, most often 

only the first significant vowel of the passive, namely a u on the first syllable of 

either perf. or imperf.: 

èa  sittati mudar batin Æil man wa-rufièa 
18

it was shown [vocalized as passive] to six censorship directors over 18 

years and it was rejected 

The passive of doubly transitive verbs (see 3.11.2) retains the 2nd dir. object in its 

dep. form ( C2:169): 

iba madrasatin úad¥¨atin
  

the founder

pass. of:

* ´hu iba madrasatin úad¥¨atin
  

him [1st dir. obj.] the founder [2nd dir. obj.] of a 

mud¥ mman li-l-taft¥Ái 
  

... was appointed Inspector General 

ihi l- ratu ratan jad¥
  

administration [original 2nd obj.] 

úada llaÄ¥ ´ f¥ ...
...   

one
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33.12.1 Periphrastic agents of passive verbs ( C1:53) 

In spite of the original purpose of the passive to eliminate the agent, increasingly 

in MWA it is re-introduced into passive sentences by means of such prepositional 

phrases as min qibali

ibu kit bi [maf t¥ú al- ´m] allaÄ¥ úuqqiqa li- min 
qibali l-mustaÁriqi f n fl´tin sanata 1895 f¥ laydin

1895
Maf t¥h al- ´m, which was edited for the first time 

by the orientalist

u liqat -n ru b ti l-m fiy

was fired on by Mafia gangs

Lexical alternatives of min qibali : 

min j nibi du côté 
de), i.e

tuqaddamu l- d tu min j nibi rati Æidmati l-zurr
  

by

bi-w si ati

¥na bi-w si ati l-ma kimi l-
  

was sentenced by

¥

qad ´ ¥ ibb
  

was treated by

min arafi
data.

The same structures occur with verbal nouns with a passive sense:

al- ju Áaú \Äiyatin min qibali l-sulu ti
  

the release of any load of foodstuffs by/on the part of

i.e. 
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-tafs¥ra l-jad¥ -i jt za jiza l-Áakki min qibali 
l- Æ¥na ½haru f¥ èi kit b Æ¥na

  

doubt by the 

historians i.e.

èa l- ¥du min-a l-man zili l- §irbiyyati li-l- úr qi min j nibi èi
ni l- ¥mi l- ¥na

  

being set fire to on the part of some 

Another common device is the use of stem V active verbs with min , exploiting 

the quasi-passive sense of this stem:

¨¨ar´na min -munabbih ti
  

are affected by

al-firqatu tatakawwanu min 25 r qi§an
25

is composed of

33.12.2  

The true instrument of a passive verb, however, can always be stated (pace
C2:304), using bi- : 

-Áab ba sa-yu b´na bi-Æaybati l-
  

at the young will be hit by

juh´duhu lam tukallal bi-l-naj i 
  

by/with

yud ru bi-l-yadi wa-yu bi-mi§b in \ ziyyin
  

by hand and lit by

fa-l-ta r¥Æu l- - miyyu kutiba f¥ l- §ri l-úad¥¨i bi- mi 
l-mustaÁriq¥na

  

-Islamic history has been written in modern times by the pens of the 
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Similarly with participles (cf. 2.10.3):

k na mask´nan bi-h jisi l-baú¨
...   

by

Also with stem V (see above 3.12.1):

allat¥ ¨¨arat bi-zalz ´bar
12

by

bi-ma rati l- fi
  

at/by

Idioms such as f´ -
agent suppression because in Arabic the cause of the surprise is not the 

grammatical agent:

f´ bi-l-mumarrièi yusnidu l-  jid rin 
  

by

s clear 

f´ bi- ¥n¥
  

by

Several other verbs follow this pattern, e.g. , surra

33.12.3 Passive verbs with prepositions 

Verbs which are indirectly transitive through prepositions (see 3.11.4) retain these 

prepositions in the passive ( C1:55):

m  yusamm bi-l- -

by
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lam yakun ni mu l-intis bi qad- bihi
  

to it

¥ba §af hatan  

72
ns which to which it was answered 

33.12.4 Impersonal and idiomatic passive

The Arabic passive is intrinsically impersonal and hence often used for 

impersonal and vague constructions in English (C1:56):

q¥la l¥ ah  sittatun wa- ´na sanatan taqr¥ban
  

somebody told me

The passive is often used idiomatically:

wa-Æuyyila li-\ data
  

imagined

§arif´ 
  

he rushed to

(this verb is also used in the active in the same sense)

ommonly 

2.10.4, maúm´l
etc.): 

lam yuúaqqiq mab¥ tin tuÄkaru  

  

worth mentioning

al-úarru l  yu qu
  

he heat is unbearable

bi- rin l  tuq ranu
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It often functions as a kind of indirect imperative, especially in labels and 

instructions for use (cf. 3.24.3):

yuúfa½u f¥ ¨all jatin
  

to be kept

turajju qabla l- li
  

to be shaken

 min-a l- hir
  

to be used

du il  mursilih
  

to be returned

With verbs of coming and going, mostly with personal direct objects (see 

3.11.4.1

j¥ ¥ bi-jih èin §a\¥rin 
  

was brought

The fossilized tur

questions, 10.13.9):

tur  m -  sa-yak´ - lu f¥ l-mustaqbali
  

one wonders

33.13 REFLEXIVE VERBS 

The stem derivation system (see in 1.9.1.2) already includes patterns which 

cover reflexives, e.g. stem V tafataúúa -reflexives, 

e.g. stem VII infataúa
explicit mechanisms for reflexive constructions have flourished, usually by 

extending the original CA functions of nafs t
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33.13.1 Expressions for ‘self’

Using nafs  ( C2:140, cf. 2:424) and t  (cf. both of these in 

corroboration, 2.8.1. and 2.8.3), which inflect both in case and number as dir. or 

indir. (prepositional) objects as required:

nafsahu Áhara muÁ
  

himself

úatt  tud

itself

faraèah  nafsihi  

upon himself

¥l¥n nafsah  sayyidatan n ijatan
  

herself

With both dual and plur. the plur.  is used:

na½½am´
  

themselves

¨umma daÆala l-far¥q ni wa-  f¥ Á
mutaw ziyayni

  

themselves in the form of two 

Rather less common is t : 

yar tahu
  

himself

l  yuúibbu ill tahu
  

himself

yarawn Äaw tihim fawqa l-n si
  

themselves
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(note that the plur. is the fem. Äaw t  for bo

contrast the possessive forms in 2.8.3 which must agree with their antecedents: 

rij lun Äaw´ nuf´Äin

Verbal nouns can operate in the same way (see 2.10):

iw Äaw tihim
  

on themselves 2.1.3.2

See also 12.7.1 for t  in compound nouns, e.g. ru l- ti
self- datu l- ti self-

33.13.2 ‘Self’ in first person

Frequently with the 1st person sing. a simple object pronoun is used (C2:424):

wajadtun¥ úibbu sam  l-kal mi minhu
  

myself liking this kind of talk 

wajadtun¥ è -Äah ba li- datihi
  

myself

Æiltun¥ Ähabu f¥ daww ¥qatin
  

myself going into a deep whir

n¥ f¥ riúlatin mariúatin
  

myself

3.14 RECIPROCITY  

Reciprocity is partly covered by stem VI (see 1.9.0.2, and cf. 3.29.8 for a special 

use of wa- asingly expressed by other 

verbs with è C2:137) with or without 

(3.11.4). è 2.9.4 under 

quantifiers), and this has led to certain inflectional obscurities in its modern use.
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33.14.1 ‘Each other’, ‘one another’ with single ba‘è   

Single è -

standing: al- f úy nan m  yaqs´na 
to each other

suffixed pron.: 

wa-l-fann n èahunna
  

each other

i¨n ni l  yanfa§il ni èihim
  

things which cannot be separated from each other

¨umma yaèummu l-waraqatayni èihim §adrihi
  

 each other [dual] to his boso

It is even found redundantly with stem VI, see example in 3.14.3, and cf. 3.11.4. 

3.14.2 With double ba‘è 

The CA construction, è  + è , each inflected according to 

...

lam yaÆu§§a èan d´ èin
  

one [dep. as dir. obj.] to the exclusion of another 

li-èammi l- di l- hirati èih èin
  

nsions of the phenomenon one [obl. by apposition] 

to another

èuh  is also possible for the first, if treated as a circumstantial sentence, 

3.14.3 With double ba‘è, modern variant

A modern construction becoming widespread (and not noted in Cantarino) is è
 + al- è . It may be regarded as an extension of the previous type, 

especially in such sentences as: 
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k na èuhum l- èi bi-d´
  

some of them used to work with the others

but a new pattern has evolved, è- [suffix pron.] al- è , of 

which the grammatico-logical structure is far from clear, especially in unvowelled 

texts. It seems that the first element will function according to the context, but the 

inflection of the second cannot be precisely stated, as the construction evidently is 

second element is almost certainly to be regarded as in apposition to the previous 

è , but in practice these phrases always fall at a pause boundary (see 

1.2.8) and no inflection would ever be used in any case. Since it is no longer 

possible to assign a clear function to the second component as it is in 3.14.2, no 

inflection is indicated in the transliterations here:

l ´na ma èihim-i l- è
  

 impossible

´na èihim-i l- è
  

on one another

contrast the transparency of the CA alternative ´na èuhum [indep., in 

apposition to agent] èin [obl. af

ka-tan úd ih èih  l- è
  

with one another

¥ èih  l- è

on top of one another

This sentence contains single è  and èuhum al- è : 

al- ´matu wa-l-úiw r tu llat¥ tattafiqu èin úy nan 
wa-tatan qaèu èih  l- è úy Ær

  

each other sometimes and 

disagree with one another
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33.14.4 With ’aúad and al-’ ar

The calque úadahum  l- Æar
also occurs: 

kil  l-qi§§atayni f¥ l-majm´ úd hum  l- Ær
  

lit

3.15 IMPERSONAL, AUXILIARY AND MODAL VERBS 

There are various verbal collocations, corresponding approximately to 

impersonal, modal, and auxiliary verbs in English, though the categories are only 

loosely comparable. It is important to note also that many meanings which are 

conveyed in English by adverbs are expressed by verbs in Arabic (cf. 3.23.4 for

la 

la l-tafk¥ra
  

thought for a long time

Some of the groups are rather large (indeed open-ended), and so for convenience 

they will be arranged here in three broad sets based on general syntactic and 

semantic similarities:  

1 impersonal verbs, particularly those which have a subordinate clause as their 

3.15.1 4) 

2 verbs connected with being or becoming, including additional functions of 

k na 3.16), other verbs for existence, becoming, duration (3.17), 

existence with wajada 3.18), non-existence (3.19) 

3 3.20 3.21), verbs of 

beginning or continuing (3.22) and a few other idiomatic process verbs, e.g 

q ma bi , tamma , jar sabaqa
3.23). Most of these have subordinate verbs as their objects, direct or 

As has already been stated, the true impersonal verb is the passive (see 3.12), 

while an appearance of impersonality can also be achieved through an indefinite 

ag. or obj. or è 3.9.4).

Most impersonal verbs have  or  clauses (see 7.5) as their 

agents: 
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yabd´ \d da yur  mi¨li h ihi l- raèati
  

it seems

k na yanba\¥ §add  lahu majlisu l- -duwaliyyi
  

ought to have

33.15.1 Weather 

There are no truly impersonal active verbs in Arabic, hence expressions for the 

weather always have an agent:

tuÁriqu l-Á  fatar tin mutab
  

comes out

tasqu u l- ru \az¥  l-s ili l-Áam liyyi
  

are falling

j-jawwu nah ran 
  

will be moderate

ÆaÄat-i l-sam tum iru bi-Áiddatin
  

to rain heaven [fem.]

(see 3.22.2 

If no agent is expressed it is assumed to be al-sam heaven

fem. verb.

3.15.2 ‘must’, ‘ought’, ‘should’ etc.

 clauses 

as their agents ( C3:110). Alternatively verbal nouns may replace the 

2.6.2 and l  budda 4.1.3).

yanba\¥

yanba\¥ nuyassirah  lah
  

to make it easier
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h ihi l-úaq¥qatu llat¥ yanba\¥  l- ´na
  

to be aware

yajibu
 alone, cf. 2.6.2):

yajibu ¥lan
  

 pause with them a litt

m hu
  

 both do

yajibu tin li- Á -l-úif   
l- q ti al-q

  

 be ready for anything to preserve the existing 

yakf¥

yakf¥ ´la
  

for us to say

-l  yakf¥him Æizyan ´la l-
  

should say

(see 3.29.5, for Æizyan , specifying complement)

Here with rel. clause as agent:

yakf¥n¥ m n¥hi min-a l-§addi wa-hajri
  

what I am enduring

(on the m ... min  clause see 5.4.4) 

The following CA idiom still occurs, with specifying comp. (see 2.4.4, 3.29.5):

kaf  bi-l-mawti w ½an
  

warning enough
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kaf qub´lan bi-l-mah nati
  

enough acceptance i.e.

yaj´zu

l  yaj´zu li-mi¨lika §arrafa bi-h ihi l-§´rati
  

to behave

yaj´zu
  

With 3.2.2) the sense is different, and does not belong to the

present category:

yaj´ annan¥ kuntu hun
  

that I was

With all the verbs in this set, the  clause may be replaced by a verbal 

noun:

al-\aè matun yanba\¥ l- §\

 be paid attention to

lit. 

33.15.3 ‘must not’, ‘should not’ etc.

The neg. of these verbs has the same syntax, but produces structures which do not 

translate naturally into English ( C3:114, n 12, and see further in 4.2.1 on neg. 

agents), particularly the neg. l  yajibu
nicht dürfen v. nicht müssen):

l Áa úadun min h ihi l-nat¥jati
  

no-one should be surprised

l Áakkika f¥hi
  

you should not doubt
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Alternatives with verbal nouns:

lam tajuz-i l- natu bihi
  

to seek help

l  yaj´zu \ nihi
  

ot allowed to cancel

l  nafhama minh  m -mufakkir´
´bb

  

we must not understand from it what the scholars and intellectuals of 

(on , see 7.5.1.9, binomial annexation 

2.3.7) 

Also with l  budda 4.1.3), creating a cluster of negs here: 

l l  yamurra §ud´ru majm´ \ayri waqfatin 
-i l-Á -\arbiyyi

  

must not pass without a pause for 

33.15.4 ‘maybe’ with ‘as

An isolated verb  ( C2:243), which has lost almost all its verbal

with subord. verb: 

wa-  laka ¥da bih èu l-zawj ti
wa-l- ji

  

ess I shall write it for you [so that] possibly some husbands and 

wives may benefit

ta½allu l-had y  mu¨¥ratan fa-m úmila lah
  

might he possibly be bringing for 
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or with the logical agent as obj. pron.:

m  li-yaú´za m  yasta Áir ¥ l-baladi 
l-\ar¥bi?

  

could he possibly have done to get hold of [enough] to be able to buy 

a house with 

It is thus very close in meaning to both 3.2.5) and rubbam
3.30.2: perhaps  is more archaic and more restricted 

than these two, and maybe it expresses a very speculative possibility rather than a 

specific probability, hope or expectation.  

33.16 k na  ‘be’ ( C2:197, 3:255) 

As well as functioning as an auxiliary verb to form compound tenses (3.10.6), 

k na  is also used to denote absolute existence in certain modalities and to add 

tense to the otherwise verbless equational sentence (see 3.16.2). See also 3.17 for 

all the other verbs which modalize sentences. 

3.16.1 kan  with one argument, expressing existence

k na  (hence termed k na l-t mma
k na

phrase which is formally its agent ( C1:49; 2:197):

¨umma k na l-zalz lu
  

the earthquake

¨umma k nat-i l- úd u llat¥ ¥ ¨awrati 1919
1919

the events which happened in the revolution of 

h  l  yak´nu!
!   

this

k na m  k na
  

what there was

agents in 3.9.4) 
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In the following type, however, the adv. phrases are probably to be analysed as 

k na  (see next section):

k na lika f¥ munta§afi l- ¥n ti
  

in the middle of the seventies

wa k na f¥ stiqb lihim-i l-dukt´ru $. K. mud¥ru l-markazi
  

to meet them

See also 3.16.5 for this k na  with  clauses.

33.16.2  k na modifying equational sentences

To add tense or aspect to an equational sentence (see 3.1

k na  (k na l-n qi§a ) is used ( C2:198). The 

aspect. It is so called because it is not syntactically complete without an indep. 

noun (formally its agent, semantically a subject) and a dep. noun (formally its dir. 

obj., semantically a predicate). In other words, the equational sentence becomes 

syntactically redistributed as ag. and obj. of the verb k na . The many other 

k na modality to 

sentences (see 3.17

This k na
form, as the equational sentence structure already includes that meaning. 

Likewise there is no possibility that k na
(though this is often said), since this k na  can only be used with elements 

already in a subj.-pred. relationship. The real copula (see again 3.1) is already 

implicit in the structure of the equational sentence before any subordination to 

k na  or any other modifier.

The pred. (which may also be a comment) follows the same agreement rules 

as the pred. of the equational sentence.  

Note that equational sentences, being verbless, require one or another form of 

k na  to become conditional sentences (cf. 8.3.5).

The perf. of k na  places the equational sentence in the past (italicized in 

translation).

Overt subject nouns:

k na l-jawwu rran
  

the weather [indep./subj.] was hot [dep./pred
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k na Äah bun  l- ab¥bi n diran
  

our going [indep.] to the doctor was rare

k nat h  makt´matayni zarq wayni
  

were hidden and blue

The subj. may of course be pronominalized as an incorporated agent of k na ,

with the pred. remaining in dep. form: 

k na iran he was

k n´ "Á ´ban wa-qab they were

kunn  j ¥na we were

The same agreement rules apply as for subj. pred., hence with quantifiers there 

may be attraction of number (cf. 3.1.1):

kullu k n´ f¥ na½ar¥ batan min-a l- \ di
  

all her family were [masc. pl

The pred. position may be occupied by a verb, in which case the structure 

becomes indistinguishable from the compound tenses outlined above (3.10.6).

The verb may well be originally a circumstantial qualifier (see 7.3):

k na he is working

is synonymous with:

k na milan working a worker

but it would now be difficult to classify combinations of k na  + impersonal 

verb as anything but compound tenses.

It may also take its pred. in the form of a pronoun, either bound (in rel. clauses):

f¥ qalbi l-jaú¥mi llaÄ¥ k nathu bayr´tu
  

was it (cf. rel. clauses in 5.0.1) 

wa-raúúaba bin  bi-karami l-fall i allaÄ¥ k nahu
  

was

it

or free, as pred.:
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k na huwa he

fataútu l-b ba fa-k nat hiya
  

she she was 

min úusni úa½½¥
  

me

(cf. 3.1.4 on the min  construction)

As with the nom. sentence, a separating pron. may occur (3.5.1), without 

changing the case rules: 

 lam yakun lika huwa l-sab¥la fa- -úallu?
  

it] is not the way [dep.], then where

 k na h huwa l-

it

Note that the verbal noun (cf. 2.10.1.5) has the same syntax: 

with nom. pred.:

min úay¨u kawnihi fatan jad¥datan
  

its being a new addition

kawnuka §ad¥qan
  

a friend

with verbal pred.:

f¥ kawni h  l- zi yuma¨¨ilu mtid dan Æall qan
  

t represents [imperf. verb as pred.] a creative 

li-kawnih taq §ilatahu bi-juÄ´rihi l- ¥Æiyyati
  

severing his connection with his his
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li-kawnihim ´ ab¥ -
  

had grasped

kawnun naút ju  l-isti¨m ri l- rijiyyi 
  

in need

33.16.3 Tense and modality in equational sentences

The imperf. of k na  modifies the equational sentence in tense or modality.

Future equational sentence:

sa-yak´nu min w jib tika l-qiy mu bi-tadr¥si l-§i\ ri
  

will be

wa- - -niq i llat¥ taèammanah   
l-kit bu yak´nu muf¥dan

  

book contained will 

be

bi- lan tak´na l-b ¥ istiÆd mihi

will not be the fir

(see 4.2.5 on fut. neg. particle lan) 

§úabah ¥ ... bi-úay¨u tak´nu bi-stimr rin f¥ mutan wali 
yad¥ 

  

she would 

be

Modalized equational sentence, usually with qad  (cf. qad  above 3.10.4,

3.10.5):

qad yak´nu h  mawqifan úad iyyan f¥ na½ari l- èi 
  

might well be a moder

qad yak´nu muf¥dan f¥ l-bid yati l- Á   
  

it might be
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qad tak´nu l-riy èala was¥latin li-l-iútim -a l-huz li
  

might well be

Occasionally without qad : 

yak´nu laman §a\¥ran
  

it may be

33.16.3.1 As tense operator with li- ee 2.6.10) 

wa-li- lika sa-tak´nu lahum-u l-
  

they will have

la-qad k na l¥ Áarafu l-taÆarruji min h ihi l-j
  

I had the honour to be a graduate of 

3.16.3.2 For the neg. of these constructions see laysa
the same syntax as k na ) in 3.19.1. 

Note especially that l  yak´nu
negation of yak´nu  it means something like 

-d¥na l  yak´nu d¥  raba a l-Æalqa bi-l-úaqqi
  

will not be religion unless it binds the people with the 

3.16.4 Other idioms with k na

Alternatives (C3:52, and see further coordination, 6.7):

l  yusmaúu li-aúadin bi-l-duÆ´lu rajulan k -
  

-one is allowed entry, whether man or woman

yum -istiúm  h  l-Á Áit §ayfan
  

whether it is winter or 

summer
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5.4.1 on man

k na l- limu -i l-mufsidu 
  

whoever the criminal or wrongdoer may be

and note that k  here functions as a circumstantial qualifier (see 7.3) 

These show k na  with its pred. preposed but still in dep. form (see 2.9.1.6 for 

na h  l-maÆl´qu!!
!!   

whoever this creature may be

na
  

whatever kind it was

Neg. k na  with l m al-juú´d li ails see 7.6.1.2):

lam takun li-tuúaqqaqa bi-h  l-Áakli
  

to be realized

lam yakun ma§¥ úd hum li-yaÆtalifa -i l- Ær
  

to be different

33.16.5  kan with subordinate clause

Infrequently k na k na 3.16.1) is followed 

by  + perf.:

fa-k na  m  k na
  

happened that there happened 

fa-k na -i Á -i l-n¥r nu f¥ úul´qin Á ¥ ¨iy bin
  

burned

that
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k na èèala ka-ú Á  l-iútik ka b¥
  

preferred as a temporary solution to avoi

33.17 VERBS OF BECOMING AND DURATION

Other verbs for existence, becoming, duration etc. The following verbs also 

have the same syntax as k na  k na
), i.e. their formal ag./semantic subj. is an indep. noun and their formal 

obj./semantic pred. is a dep. noun or, with some, also a verb phrase. The major 

difference from k na  , however, is that their verbal complement can only be 

in the imperf., suggesting that their comps, structurally at least, are basically circ. 

3.16.1 

and 3.16.2, though they have (apart from archaisms) mostly lost the reference to a 

particular time of the day or night for which they were once used. 

They are listed in alphabetical order, ignoring neg. m , and there is no 

claim to be exhaustive, as the class may not be closed. Also no account is taken of 

other meanings these verbs or their homonyms may have, as these are lexical 

rather than syntactical issues. Some are rather rare.

3.17.1 ’a  ‘become’, lit. ‘be or become in the 
forenoon’ 

aèúat-i l-úa ratu l-úad¥¨atu taqfizu bi-wat¥ratin mutas
  

to leap forward w

wa-huwa bi-l-t l¥ a  muzda ¨¥man bi-l-mu ti

3.17.2 ’ams  ‘become’, lit. ‘be or become in the evening’ 
( C1:49, 3:255) 

, with no pred.:

 l-mas -naúnu l  ziln  f¥ l-q hirati
  

came

(see 3.21.4 for l  ziln ) 
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wa- -i l-duny ratan èaj¥ ¥du nafsahu
  

an expression [dep. pred.] of a noise which 

-i l-  f¥ lin l  tadr¥  kayfa tatawajjahu
  

e nation has come into a state

33.17.3 ’a§baúa  ‘become’, lit. ‘be or become in the 
morning’ ( C2:200, 3:255) 

§baúa , with no pred.: 

fa-lamm §baúa l-§ab u 
  

and when morning was morning

§baútu j ffan fa½½an
  

I became rough and boorish

§baúa j hizan li-l-iÁtir ki f¥ liq -yawmi 
  

he became ready

§baúa naq¥ban li-l-zir ¥na f¥m
  

he became a union representative

§baúa  with hun ka  (cf. 3.1.3.1):

wa-l ri waz¥ri l-tamw¥ni bi-taÆf¥èi l-kammiyy ti llat¥ taq´mu 
bi-tasw¥qih , §baúat hun ka muÁkilatun kab¥ ma l-Áarikati 
l-q bièati

  

[the companies] were marketing, there arose a big problem for the 
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With partitive min  (see 2.6.12):

§baúa min-a l-§ ratu mun qaÁ tin
  

difficult

masc., see agreement 3.8.1) 

kam §baúa min-a l- di qiy mu l-jam ti l-muta arrifati 
bi- §d ri l-manÁ´r ti  

  

a practice

With verbs as pred. (possibly circumstantial qualifiers, cf. 3.16.2):

§baún  l-yawma nataúadda¨u  ...
...   

speaking

§baún nan½uru li-l- y
  

looking

bi- §baúa l- ´na l-jududu yatamayyaz´na bi-waè
wa½¥fiyyin afèala

  

be distinguished by a superior official 

33.17.4 bad  ‘to appear’, ‘to seem’

bad , no pred.:

badat dahÁ  wajhi m jidata
  

appeared

yabd´ \ayra man iqiyyin
  

illogical

(see 2.9.2.3 for \ayr ) 
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qad yabd´ h ni l- ´b ni muÆtalifayni tam man
  

different

fa- ¥din mustaú¥lata l-man li
  

impossible to attain

For bad  wa-ka-  and bad  kam  law
5.9.9.4 and 5.9.9.7. 

33.17.5 baqiya  ‘to remain’, ‘to stay’ ( C2:201, 3:256) 

baqiya , no pred.:

baq¥n  f¥ l-bayti wa-lam nahrub
  

remained

baqiyat-i l- ´ru lih
  

prepositional pred.)

baqiya minan  h  l-mawqifi
  

faithful

baq¥n nun d¥ wa-l  min muj¥bin
  

calling

see cat. neg. with min  in 4.1.1. 

3.17.6 bariúa  ‘to depart’

bariúa m  bariúa
( C2:201):

m  bariún nuj hidu èidda l- ri úatt  nqaÁ

struggling [verb and circ. qualif.] against imperialism until it 
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fa-yaq´lu l-bayr´n¥ wa huwa m  bariúa j lisan wa-qalamuhu m  z la 
ya§  l- irsi ...
...   

-B¥r´n¥ says, remaining sitting, and his pen still scratching 

(see 3.21.4 for m  z la

33.17.7 b ta  ‘to stay’ (originally overnight) ( C2:201) 

b ta , no pred.:

bitn  f¥ l-  l-  l-sall´mi
  

stayed in Alexandria two nights we started the journey to 

Sall´

wa-l-Æawfu yuskinuhum f¥ mad¥natin b tat an bi- in
  

 made them dwell in a town which remained ruins [dep. pred.] 

yar  liy´b rd¥ -úay ta nafsah  hiya llat¥ b tat taqtulu l- na
  

has always been killing

b ta ... min-a l- ÄÄ -a l-   
l-
...    

impossible

an èan bittu ¥rahu
  

prisoner

3.17.8 d ma  ‘to persist’ 

d ma m  (see 5.6.1

must be considered as 

circumstantial qualifiers though traditionally this verb is grouped with k na and 

the others on purely formal grounds:
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m  d m´ mu rib¥na
  

they remain fighting

wa-qad úa¨¨a l- l  l-  d ma f¥ ni qi
l- li l-maÁr´

  

within the 

range l phrase as pred.)

Often with verbs in the pred.:

m  d ma 
  

he is going to admit

m  dumn sa-naktubu bi-§ar atin
  

we are going to write

33.17.9 \ad  ‘to come to be’ (originally in the forenoon)

al- Ä¥ \ad  f¥ èam¥ri Æulaf -
  

... a

practical expression [

fa-ya\d´ ma¨alu l-majn´ Ä ka, ma¨ala l- ifli llaÄ¥ l  yuúammalu 
lihi

  

like the infant who cannot be charged with 

the consequen

the likeness

(cf. 11.8.2 on paranomasia)

3.17.10 (m ) fati’a  ‘to cease’ ( C2:201)  

Usually neg. and now archaic and rare; no examples were found, though (again as 

a
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33.17.11 (m ) infakka  ‘not to stop’ 

Usually found with verbal complements, i.e. circ. qual.:

m  nfakk´ yuk bid´nah
  

are suffering from them , lit. hav

l  naúwin Æall qin l  yanfakku yatamaÆÆaèu bi-wil datin jad¥datin
  

 bringing forth

Æil la l-úarbi l- ¥ nfajarat f¥ lubn na ma 1975 wa-llat¥ m
nfakkat ta anu l-jam h¥ra l-lubn niyyata

1975   

is 

crushing

With other complements:

lam tanfakka yawman -i l-su li ¥ 
  

asking , not cease from 

3.17.12 labi¨a  ‘to tarry’, ‘to linger’ ( C3:259, 260) 

See also úatt  idiom, see 7.6.7.8. 

labi¨a , no pred.:

labi¨n milan
  

stayed

n  l-rajulu llaÄ¥ labi¨a úay tahu kullah yadfa ¨amana Æa a
  

paying  

labi¨ ´na f¥ kulli laú½ ila l-úarbu 
daww matah  l-jahannamiyyata

  

expecting any moment that the war would continue with 
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With neg. labi¨a ll
or úatt 7.6.7.8):

l  talba¨ an tazdaúima
  

became crowded

l  yalba¨u  l-kursiyyi bi-qurb¥  wa-yaq´m
  

sits down in the chair near me before

33.17.13 ra ‘to become’ ( C2:201, 3:256) 

§ ra , no pred.:

ra l-  bnihi l- ¥ri 
  

passed

ra nam´Äajan s
  

he became a shining example

§irtu ¨ara Æibratan
  

I became more

§irtu \ayr¥ qablah
  

I became different

 (see 2.9.2.3 for \ayr ) 

Example with inversion of subj. and pred.:

la-qad ra maqb´lan munÄu muddatin ... al-qawlu bi- ab¥
l-mawè´ ¥ tuú -manhaji

  

accepted [dep. pred.] some time ago ... the doctrine  

[indep. subj.] that it is the nature of the subject which determines the 

chara
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with the verbs in 3.22: 

kam - è ´nahu ... r´ yufaèèil´na
  

have come to prefer

(for mimman  see 5.4.1) 

úatt rat kalimatu l-mustaÁ ri dilu f¥ darajatih  l- ¥ -i
l-waz¥ra 

  

has come to be equal in rank 

Ä  l- èiya úay tahu bayna judr
  

became capable

33.17.14 ½alla  ‘to remain’, ‘to stay’  

S in C2:200, 3:257).

With nouns as pred.:

\  l-i htim ma ½alla §in
  

had a special character remained

possessor

see 2.3.9 on Ä´

wa-l kin úatt  f¥ h ihi l- lati ya½  l-kalimati faq¥ran jiddan
  

poor

(cf. 2.19.12 on úatt

With participles, i.e. either pred. or circ. qual.:

sa-ta½allu multazimatan bi- hadati l- -muÁtariki
  

committed

½alla j lisan ma maktabihi
  

sitting
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With verbs as comp., i.e. circ. qual.:

½allat m riy tu§irru  ...

...    

to insist on ...

wa-½alla kullu w idin minhum yuz yidu  l- ari
  

outbidding

33.18 VERBS OF EXISTENCE 

The passive of wajada (cf. 3.11.2.3 for other structures) is used to 

C1:8, 54, 2:198).

y´jadu

t´jadu l-num´ru f¥ l-hindi
  

are found

but more 

¥ ´jada kiratun sal¥matun f¥ Ætallin
  

a healthy memory should exist in a confused

l  y´jadu wa-lan y´jada taúd¥dun úaq¥qiyyun li-l- li l-mi§riyyati 
f¥ l- riji 

  

a true determination of the Egyptian 

Like k na  (see 3.16.2) the verbal noun shares the same syntax as the 

verb:

wuj´duhu ka¨¥ran f¥ h ihi l-naw
  

being abundant

The passive participle mawj´d

li- mawj´datun úaqqan
  

ing.] truly exist
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iktaÁaf´ èa l-¨a\ar ti l-mawj´dati f¥ tart¥b ti l-
  

some loopholes existing

Also nominally:

l -jam¥  l-mawj´d ti f¥ l-maÆzani
  

things] existing

al-j´du bi-l-mawj´di
  

whatever there is

Stem VI taw jada

yataw jad´ ma l- rati
  

present themselves

(see 2.6.10 for = must) 

al-\urafu llat¥ yataw jadu bih  l- lu
  

are present

allaÄ¥na l  tasmaúu ½ur´fuhum bi-l-taw judi
  

ces do not allow them to be present

muddatu wa- ¥Æu taw judi l-muÁtariki bi-h  l-mak ni
  

residence

(see 2.3.7 for binomial annexation)

wa- taw jud¥ f¥m  baynahum
  

to be present
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33.19 VERBS OF NON-EXISTENCE 

(cf. 12.6 on - 4.1.2 for l

This is expressed with the neg. l  y´jadu laysa

l  t´jadu Æil f tin
  

no disagreements 2.9.1.6

, see 4.2. 

Nominal equivalent: ´din

´di m¥z niyyatin § tin bih
  

the absence of

3.19.1  laysa ‘not to be’

The defective verb laysa bi- ), ( C1:119, and see 4.2.8,

also 1.9.2 for the paradigm) has the unique feature that it always has present time 

k na
3.16.2), i.e. indep. agent/subj. and dep. obj./pred.:

laysa \ar¥ban
...   

strange [dep. pred] that 

laysat  bi  tustawradu
  

they [fem. dual, subj.] are not [just] a commodity [dep. pred.] which can 

With inverted order:

al-q fas¥úatan
  

spacious

h  laysat §afr wayni Æaèr wayni bal sawd w ni
  

yellow-green

bar munfatiúatan
  

open
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Alternative syntax with bi- : 

m  tur¥d¥nahu min zawjiki laysa bi-l- -hayyini
  

a trivial matter

With partitive or redundant min C1:121):

laysa min Áakkin
  

no doubt

This example is the neg. of the min  phrases in 3.1.4: 

laysa min-a l-sahli l-  l-muÁkil ti l-úaq¥qiyyati
  

easy

33.19.2 a Ôd´ lit. ‘it does not go beyond’

l ´

l ´ kawnahu muq Æalan
  

is no more than

note dep. pred. of k na  even with the verbal noun (see 3.16.2) 

3.20 VERBS DENOTING ‘can’, ‘be able’, ‘want’ ( C3:109) 

3.20.1 ’amkana  (and cognates) ista ‘a , qadara

With the verb actually 

possible is expressed as its agent, either a verbal noun or the equivalent 

complementized clause with 

will appear as the dir. object of . 

 without obj.:

yumkinu 
  

confirm

al-mas ru llaÄ¥ yumkinu ÆuÄahu l-siy satu l- ¥kiyyatu 
  

 take
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èu l-ÁaÆ§iyy ti llat¥ k na yumkinu ¥da
  

 have been useful

Variant with ma§dar: 

yumkinu l-qawlu  

  

be said

k -dukt´ -è¥qa yumkinu l- yuÁu

  

be lived with

Occasionally agreement is inconsistent and the verb evidently behaves as if 

impersonal:

l yumkinu muq ranatu Æibratihi 
  

cannot

An alternative is the verbal noun phrase f¥ ni or bi- ni

al- na bi- nin Ähaba
  

go in our power that we go

laysa f¥ l- ni tajannubu lika
  

to avoid

-l- ni maúwuh
  

sible to erase it

(see 3.21.1.1 for 

The cognate stems II makkana tamakkana
min

is possible:

makkana l-Áuy´ ¥na min-a l-say arati  l- mi
  

to control
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li-tamk¥nihim min-a l-mur qabati l- lati

  

to perform effective censorship

tamakkanat ma -q hirati min-a l-say arati  l-úar¥
s

  

to control the fire in two hou

qadara
(sometimes omitted) and either a subord. verb or verbal noun:

l  yaqdir´na mu\ darati buy´tihim
  

 to leave

q §\aru l- waè  l-jarasi úawla raqabati 
l-qi i 

  

put the bell around the neck 

The active participle has the same syntax:

- ifla q dirun l-Á ´ri bi-l-mah nati
  

 of feeling

 kunta q §lan  l-Äah bi  l-baúri l-mutawassi i
  

re able at all to go

l Á dirun úmiya laylat¥ min §´rati l-wajhi
  

 to protect

, cf. 2.14.5 on personalized time expressions

ista

lam yasta úaqqiqa Á
  

achieve

h ka  nasta únu l-kutt bu Æara
  

be proud
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qad-i sta -mtiy zin,  l-úalla l-§aú¥úa 
  

to find

not infrequently with the equivalent verbal noun:

li-kay nasta muw jahata l- alabi l-mutaz yidi
  

face

l  tasta §
  

do

lam tasta -i l-rafèa 
  

refuse

33.20.2 Verbs of wanting, wishing

da
subordinate verbs: 

fa-l- - mmu l- ¥kiyyu l  yur¥du úammala l-wil y tu 
l-muttaúidatu l- údah

  

to carry the burden 

Persons are raised to objects of the main verb:

 tur¥dun ½alla jan¥nan mutaÆ
wa-úa riyyan, wa-qawmiyyan

  

us to remain a foetus, mentally, culturally and nationally 

3.17.4 for ½alla

Occasionally also non-humans:

yur¥d´na l-mun qaÁ rra 
  

the discussions to continue

In this variant the verb phrase is replaced by the verbal noun:
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dah  mu
  

her [being] obedient

33.21 VERBS DENOTING ‘again’, ‘still’, ‘nearly’, ‘hardly’, 
‘almost’

l
al-muq raba
syntax as the k na  set (see 3.17) or are used with subordinate clauses with

 (cf. 7.5.1). They are listed purely alphabetically, and those which behave 

like the k na  set are indicated; most of these verbs also occur as main verbs in 

their literal sense, which will be given first and illustrated where appropriate.

3.21.1 ‘ da  ‘to return’ ( C3:258), i.e ‘do or become again’ 
(like k na ) 

´d´na f lan
  

children

fa- da §ad¥q¥ yaq´lu
  

said

wa- ti l-sayy r ti f¥ l-Á
  

listened

Note the hendiadys option (and cf. sabaqa  below 3.23.2, also in 6.2.4) 

da wa-§arraúa  

he repeated his declaration and

3.21.1.1 The neg. of da

naú narah
  

saw

ka jatun li-l-juy´Ái 
  

any need
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(see 4.2 for neg. agents)

li- - lama l- li¨ qudratun  l-Áir
  

power

(see 3.8.1 for agreement with separated agent)

33.21.1.2 Stem IV, da
-

Ä -wiz rata wa-bi-kulli mukawwin tih du tan½¥muh
  

would be 

reorganized

sa- ¥d´ Ær ja al-ju¨¨ati min-a l-qabri
  

re-exhume lit repeat the removal

The verbal noun da  has become an equivalent of t -

nouns (more examples in 12.7.1):

bi-§adadi dati taÁ\¥li l-turb¥ni l- li¨i
  

re-activating

3.21.2

Áaka  (also min ) and either 

sub. verb with  or the equivalent verbal noun:

t´Áiku mas újuba wajha l-Áamsi
  

 veil

f¥m  n´Áiku Æula l-qarna l- diya wa-l- Ár¥na 
  

 to enter the 21st century

wa- ´Áika min-a l-intih
  

 to finish

 waÁki  variant, with same options:
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la- úassat-i l-mad¥  waÁki l-iÆtin qi
  

 choking

l  k nat  waÁki
  

the point of flowing with tears

33.21.3 k da ‘to be near to doing’ ( C3:258, 260, 261)  

This is either followed by indep. verbs as with k na  or subordinated 

negative, m  k da , l  yak du

With indep. verbs, positive k da
k dat \ tabk¥

  

'Gada almost cried

k èu l-mihani tak´nu maq§´ratan

were almost restricted

li-mum rasati naÁ ih dat tatawaqqafu
  

they had nearly stopped

yak du qalb¥ yatafa aru úuznan wa-
  

splitting

Neg. k da
l  yak d´na yafham´na m  yuq lu

  

understand

wa-layl l  tak du tuf riqu úièn¥
  

 left

 laf½u l-tur i fa-l  nak ¨uru ¨arin f¥  
Æi bihim

  

 come across any trace of it in 
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With subordinate verbs, positive k da : 

tak d¥na ú¥ min Æalfih ½il lah
  

make out

yak du  l- na min sul´ki h ihi l-fat ti
  

 going crazy

k dat ban ´r´bb ¥nan¥ wajhaki
  

made me forget

(see 3.11.2 on doubly transitive verbs)

Neg. k da  is not found with subord. verbs.

The combination of k da  and úatt
(C3:88, and see 7.6.7.8):

l  yak d´na yataÆarraj´na úatt  inÆara  f¥ l-jayÁi
  

ave hardly graduated when

l  yak du yaftaú yhi úatt  yun  kulli man f¥ l-bayti
  

hardly opened his eyes before he shouts at everyone in 

33.21.4  m  z la  ‘not to cease’ ( C2:200, 3:259) 

This verb is invariably used in the negative, though there are inconsistencies in 

the choice of neg. forms: the CA m  z la  is often replaced by l  z la
( C1:117) and vice versa, m  yaz lu  for the imperf., although the neg. 

particle l  is not normally used with perf. verbs except in the optative (see 

3.25.2).

Syntactically m  z la  has the same range as k na  etc.

Predicate is in dep. form:

m  z lat-i l-muf wa tu mustamirratan
  

continuing

m  z lat muútafi½atan bi-jam lih
  

kept
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h ihi l  taz lu dir satan taq´mu bih  l-dawlatu
  

a study

m  z liyyatu l-ÁayÆ´Æati \ mièatan
  

an obscure problem

m  taz lu iflatan f¥ lih
  

a baby

Pred. is a verb phrase:

-úarba l  z lat ¨¨iru f¥ kulli Á
  

affects

m  ziln nut l-taúq¥q ti l- §ata bi-h  munÄu l- mi l-m
  

to pursue investigations into this since 

l  yaz l´na yakrah´na sam - §´ratihi
  

hate to hear his name 

Pred. is a prepositional phrase:

m  z la m¥ -a l-waqti
  

ahead of me

wa-l-dum´  z lat f¥
  

in her eyes

(see 7.3 for nom. sentence as circ. qual.)

m  z la l- biqu l- lam yurammam  l-yawmi
  

 not been restored to t
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l  z lat-i l-mustaÁfay tu l- mmatu l  tuqaddimu
  

 do not offer

f¥ waqtin m  z lat f¥hi l-ka¨¥ru min-a l-qa y  l-
wa-l- lamiyyati lam tuúalla

  

 not yet 

solved

(note verb agreement with logical ag. al-qa y al-ka¨¥ru
3.8.4) 

Elliptical:

k na yafrièu wa-l  yaz lu
  

and still does

muhimmat ni k nat wa-m  z lat  l-'ak¨  s sati  
l-min aqati

  

and still are most persistent for the leaders of 

(see 3.7.2.2 for indef. agents)

33.22 VERBS OF BEGINNING AND CONTINUING

Verbs of beginning and continuing (traditionally l al-Áur´

imperf. verb, less commonly by a verbal noun (both equivalent to a circ. qual., cf. 

7.3). Again the following alphabetical list is not exhaustive, as the set is assuredly 

not closed, and in addition no account is taken of other meanings of these verbs 

or their homonyms, as these are lexical rather than syntactical issues.

3.22.1 ’a a  lit. ‘to take’ i.e. ‘begin’ ( C3:69)

Usually with imperf. verb: 

ÆaÄat-i l- tazd du
  

to increase
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ÆaÄa  [alf layla wa-layla]
  

to familiarize himself with [The 1001 Nights ] 

ÆaÄ´ yatad ras´nahu min kulli z wiyatin
  

studying it

Alternatively with verbal noun with f¥

ÆaÄa f¥ l-§iy i  
  

shouting

33.22.2 bada’a  ‘to begin’ ( C3:69)

Usually with imperf. verb: 

al-úad¥¨ yak¨uru
  

to multiply

yarw¥ li-l- ari qi§§ata úay tihi
  

to tell the other the story of his l

-i l-sulu tu l- ¥kiyyatu taè  f¥ ¥ quw  l-  ...

 ...   

putting ... into the hands of the security 

yaÁ¥Æu bi- ar¥qatin sar¥
  

to age

Alternatively with verbal noun as dir. obj.:

l-tadr¥ba  l-sil i yawmah
  

training

(see 2.14.5 on this use of time expressions)

li- ´ l-kal ma èar´rati l-iútif i bi-l-laqabi l- siyawiyyi? 
  

talking about the necessity of keeping the Asian 
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(see 10.5.1 on interrog. li-ma

33.22.3 in alaqa  ‘to depart’ ( C3:259), i.e. ‘proceed to do 
something’ 

With imperf. verb: 

in alaqat-i l-qi atu tam´
  

to miaow

3.22.4 istamarra  ‘to continue’ ( C3:257) 

With imperf. verb: 

wa-bayr´tu ... qad §§an-i stamarra yas´du úatt  f¥
Æil la l-úarbi

  

 to reign even 

istamarra ´ úatt  nqa suhu
  

running

3.22.5 ja‘ala  ‘to make’, i.e. ‘start’, ‘begin’ ( C3:69) 

With imperf. verb (contrast the doubly transitive function in 3.11.2.1 ake sb 

½iru dawr¥ to wait for

alat ta§¥úu shouting

l´ yata\ fal´na to feign ignorance

This verb is commonly used in the absolute s

 yadahu f¥ jaybihi put his hand in his 

3.22.6 ma  ‘to pass’, i.e. ‘proceed’ ( C3:256) 

With imperf. verb, i

maèaytu u daraj ti l-sullami l- ¥èi 
  

 going down
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wa-ma  yaÆtalifu Áaq¥qihi
  

 to differ

It also occurs in the literal sense:

wa-yamè¥ l- na muz iman mu ri
  

proceeds

(see 3.29.7 on circ. qual.)

33.22.7 r a  ‘to go’ ( C3:259), i.e. ‘start’, ‘proceed’ 

With imperf. verb: 

r  yabk¥ wa-huwa yaq´lu ...

...   

 to cry

ruútu qibuhu wa-huwa yantaqilu bayna l-maw
  

 to observe him

3.22.8 Áara‘a  ‘to start’, ‘to embark on’

With imperf. verb:

Á yukawwinu li-nafsihi ¨arwatan kab¥ratan 
  

to create

Often with f¥

Á f¥ lajati raqabat¥ \a  wajh¥ bi-qin Æaf¥fin
  

on the treatment of my neck he covered my face with 

l  budda an taÁ f¥ di l-Æar i l-èar´riyyati
  

to prepare
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33.22.9 afiqa , ‘to start immediately/suddenly’ ( C3:69)  

With imperf. verb: 

afiqa ¥du tan½¥ma l-úujrati
  

re-arrange

(see 3.21.1.2 on da

3.23 OTHER COMPOUND VERBS AND IDIOMATIC 
STRUCTURES 

This is a catch-all section, but if there is any uniting feature it may be that most of 

the items here can be regarded as process verbs.

3.23.1 tamma  ‘to complete’ and jar  ‘to go’

These are combined with verbal nouns to convey performance or completion. In 

their absolute use:

wa h  m tamma
  

happened

jarat-i l-muf wa tu f¥ sirriyyatin k milatin
  

proceeded

As an auxiliary, tamma  frequently paraphrases a passive, i.e. impersonal sense 

(see 3.12):

tammat tarqiyatuhu úad¥¨an
  

his promotion

tamma faú§uh  hun ka f¥ l- li
  

an examination of her was performed th

rubbam  yatimmu l-wu§´lu ú ara
  

will be reached
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The preference for tamma  + verbal noun over the formal passive depends on 

the nature of the event, the tendency now being to use the passive if the punctual 

nature of the event is dominant, hence in the first example above the synonymous 

passive ruqqiya úad¥¨an
the singularity and historicity of the event rather than the process. Not every  

verb can be used indifferently in either construction: an example from 3.12

quddirat q¥matuh  bi-mabla\i was estimated at 

the amount of rm *tamma taqd¥ru q¥matih
bi-mabla\i the 

estimation of its value at ... was carried out

As an auxiliary jar  generally indicates a process:

h ihi hiya l-qaw n¥nu llat¥ yajr¥ l-  bih  f¥ l-ma kimi l-
  

are in effect

taqd¥mu l-mus d ti l- mmati wa-l- §§ úuk´matin 
tatin jad¥datin yajr¥ takw¥nuh  f¥ jan´ ¥qiy

  

formed in 

The CA idiom q ma bi-

q mat-i l-úuk´matu l- ¥kiyyatu bi-mum rasati l-èa\  l- arafayni
  

applied pressure to the two partie

carried out

The syntax with the verbal noun is the same:

qiy mu l-jam ti l-muta arrifati bi- §d ri l-manÁ´r ti
  

the carrying out by extremist groups of the issue

but far more common now are tamma  and jar  as illustrated above.

33.23.2 sabaqa ‘do previously’

The ag. is the  clause, hence this verb is always masc. sing., and the 

subordinate verb is always perf. (see 7.5.1):
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wa-huwa m
  

I previously announced

-b lÙh bi-l-q  qaddamat nafsa l- èi
marratayni

  

 presented

la- Æaf[f]aèat ´rubb  sti¨m r tih  f¥ haÄihi l-duwali
  

 reduced i

An alternative construction simply coordinates the second verb in a kind of 

hendiadys (see 6.2.4):

kam  sabaqa wa-quln

said

kam  sabaqa wa-  l- ¥su
  

president had previously promised

úay¨u sabaqa wa-
  

they had previously shown it

33.23.3 ‘do more’, ‘do less’

The verbs z da , izd da qalla
the specifying complement (2.4.4):

n´na min ½ur´fin tazd du s´
  

are becoming increasingly 

bad

(see 5.1 on adj. rel. clause)

mimm yaz¥du l-muÁkilata ¥dan
  

makes the problem more complicated

(see 5.5.2 on mimm
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wa-  bi- rin ta r¥ziyyatin l
  

that were no less amazing

(see 5.1 on adj. rel. clause)

33.23.4 Verbs denoting manner 

The CA function of stem IV (1.9.0.2) to indicate the manner of an action is still in 

use ( C2:165, and cf. 2.5.9); inevitably these verbs translate best as adverbs in 

English.

It occurs in an absolute sense: 

úsana - ¥yyati l- èaú´ è
...   

-governmental] association did 

well when they also made it clear that .

but more often with a verbal noun as dir. obj.:

 lahu l-
  

generously

la-qad  fahm¥ 
  

misunderstood

(cf. s´ hum 2.9.6, 12.7.1) 

al- ¥ tuk¨iru l-Æur´ja min manzilih
  

frequently

u lu l-
  

for a long time

(see 3.10.6 on the compound tense)

wa- ÆaÄat tuj¥du l- ta li-¨ar¨aratih
  

properly

(cf. 3.22.1 on ÆaÄa
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Passive verbs occur, in an impersonal sense (cf. 3.12.4):

úsina sti\l luh
  

was well

Variants with other stems are also seen:

la ta ¥ 
  

for a long time

s q
  

hurriedly

(see 2.4.6, 3.29.7 

The verbal nouns (2.10) can be used in the same sense:

al- lu -dasami
  

the lowering

(cf. 3.23.3) 

al-  f¥ di l-maÁr´
  

quickly

Alternatively, hendiadys with fa- 6.3.2).

33.24 MISCELLANEOUS VERB PHRASES AND STRUCTURES 

This chapter concludes with a review of the remaining verb phrases and structures 

which can still be regarded as simple sentences; if a more detailed treatment is 

found elsewhere (e.g. with negation or the various dep. complements) only token 

examples are given. The treatment of complex sentences begins in Chapter 5. 

Imperatives and indirect commands: there are special forms for the direct 

imperative and a set of specific (apoc.) structures for prohibitions and indirect 

commands. Although several verb forms clearly display their apocopation it is 

not always possible to identify the verbal inflection, and in the following it will 

be assumed to be regular unless there is good evidence to the contrary (e.g. 

3.24.3).
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33.24.1 Positive direct commands 

Positive direct commands use the simple imperative (1.5.2.2):

z wil riy ataka bi- lin
  

pursue [masc. sing

uÆruj¥ ¥  l-n si
  

come out

intahiz´ l-fur§ata l-kubr !
!   

seize [masc. plur.] the great opportunity!

Often with vocative elements (see 2.15):

hayy la ¥
  

hey there, come

Imperative with the emphatic suffix -anna  ( C1:83 and cf. 3.26) was not found.

3.24.2 Positive indirect commands 

Positive indirect commands use the apoc. verb (1.5.2.2), sometimes bare:

nantaqil riji l- -naÁhada ba§am ti wa- inj z ti l-dukt´ri A. F. 
.

let us move outside the Citadel to see the traces and accomplishments 

of Dr A.

but more usually prefixed with li-  ( C:1:80). When this li-  is prefixed with 

wa-  or fa-  ( C3:29; and see 6.3.3) the li-  conventionally loses its vowel for 

reasons of euphony, and this will be reflected in the transliteration:

li- Äan bi-l-tas
  

let us begin

fa-l-takun qimmatan bi-l  siy satin 
  

let it be

li-yaÄhab´ li-l-Áay ni jam¥
  

let them all go

The passive is often used idiomatically as an indirect imperative: see 3.12.4. 
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33.24.3 Periphrastic commands 

Periphrastic commands and calques with , taraka  ( C3:71).

The imperative utruk
taraka sed with other verbs as also in CA, though now often as 

The collocated verbs fluctuate between indep. (i.e. 

circumstantial qualifiers) and apoc. (i.e. pseudo-commands with perhaps a tinge 

of conditional syntax, cf. 8.1.2), as far as we can read in unvowelled texts.  

The following can only be an indep. verb:

´n nar
  

 see

while here only an apoc. reading is possible:

´n nakun w ¥na
  

be i.e. pseudo-conditional

The following, however, are indeterminate:

´n¥ f¥ l-bid yati dat¥ l-ÁaÆ§iyyati
  

express

utruk´h tulaqqin#hu
  

teach him

In non-imperative contexts the two verbs are combined with circ. qualifiers (cf. 

3.11.2.2, 3.11.2.3)

taraka

: 

k na yu  y ú½atan tatasarrabu bayna yadayhi 
d´

  

slip between his hands without 

yufakkiru f¥ l-mun sabati
  

think to think
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taraka . These are clearly circ. qual.:

taraka l- èa yatas úada¨a 
  

[people] wondering

tarak´hu -nadami
  

counting

but here the difference is not so clear:

tarak´hu ´du
  

return to return

tarak´ l- ´ra tas¥ru
  

to go go

33.24.4 halumma  + apoc. verb, ‘come on’, ‘hey there’ etc. 
( C3:11) 

halumma natan wal ma l- Á
  

come on, let us take

It inflects for number, as in the Egyptian national anthem:

halumm´ halumm´ li-majdi l-wa ani
  

Up! Up! [masc. plur.] for the Glory of the Nation

3.24.5 Prohibitions 

Prohibitions are expressed with l
116, and see 4.4.1 for details). Only token examples are given here:

l  takun ¨ara min-a l-maliki
  

do not be

l  tajlis  l-úa Á
  

do not sit
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l  tadhashu
  

do not run him over

33.24.6 Indirect prohibitions 

Indirect prohibitions are expressed by l
verbs, commonly suffixed with -anna  ( C1:83, 117, and see 3.26) (see 4.4.2). 

Token examples:

wa-l  ya½unnanna úadun min ban¥ -kil ba bi-l èam¥rin, 
fa- ¨aru minka wa-minn¥

  

let no human being suppose that dogs are without a conscience, for they are 

Äan fa-l  naúsabanna wa-l- latu h

...    

let us on no account reckon, while

3.24.7 Coordination of imperatives  

Imperatives are coordinated in the usual way ( C3:15, and see 6.2.1):

wa-ntabih
  

and

arúamn¥ wa-\fir l¥ 

and forg

3.25 OPTATIVES ( C1:61) 

Blessings, prayers and curses are still expressed in the CA style with the perfect 

verb (1.5.2.2). Cf. also 3.29.9 for the expression of wishes in the form of dep. 

nouns, the verbs elided.
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33.25.1 Positive wishes 

Positive wishes (

perfect verb:

b´rikti may you be blessed

r faqatka l- datu may happiness accompany you

Inevitably many of them are part of the religious vocabulary:

all hu -jalla
  

Almighty may he be exalted and glorified

Note: this translation reflects only the grammatical features of the construction, 

not its theological implications.

jadd¥ raúimahu ll hu
  

may God have mercy

ibu l- ¥su l-dawlati úafi½ahu ll hu
  

may God preserve him

The occurrence of the imperf. in blessings may on the other hand reflect collo-

quial usage, especially with ag. + verb word order (hence transliterated here 

without inflection):

all h ya\fir lah wa-yarúamuh
  

forgive him and have mercy

In religious contexts the target of the blessing is often elided as needing no 

mention (the blessings being in many cases specific to God, the Prophet, the early 

caliphs or saints):  

nah n §all  ll -sallama
...   

may God bless him and give him peace [i.e. Muúammad]  

Verbless sentences can also express a wish:

jibr ¥lu -sal mu
  

upon him [be] peace
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33.25.2 Negative wishes 

Negative wishes are expressed as in CA with l nd the simple perfect 

verb ( C1: 61, 117, and see 4.2.1):

l  samaúa ll hu may God not permit

l  fuèèa f´ka may your mouth not be broken

Neg. wishes are also now expressed with m : 

wall hi m  k na lika y hi
  

may that not be

The defective verb laysa 4.2.8) is never used in optative 

meaning.

3.26 ENERGETIC FORM AND OATHS ( C1:82) 

The verb in oaths and other highly charged discourse (e.g. in indirect prohibi-

tions, see above, 3.24.6) is often suffixed with -anna , (n´n al-tawk¥d
n -called energetic form (see 1.5.2.2; the 

lighter form of the suffix -an  survives only as an archaism). The energetic verb 

is mostly now prefixed with la- , see 1.6.7. These forms are found mainly in 

literary contexts.

3.26.1  

The energetic form of the verb is used to make very strong assertions:

la- Ähabanna  l-Áur ati qabla Äah b¥  bayt¥ 
  

I shall definitely go

úalaftu la- ´manna bi-h ihi l- §l ti d´na ma ´ úadin
  

I would definitely carry out these repairs without help 

3.26.2 Conditional 

It may also be used in the apodosis of conditional sentences, in which case it is 

generally reinforced with la-  ( C3:369, and cf. 8.2 for this particle in apodosis 

of law
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¥ l-úa½½u la-  kulla h ihi l-duy´ni
  

I most certainly will settle

The same structure is used after formal oaths (see 2.17), though no examples 

were found in the data.

33.27 EXCLAMATORY VERBS

Here a number of miscellaneous structures are presented, some archaic or 

fossilized and in the process of replacement by new expressions.

3.27.1 Exclamatory ‘how’

C2:210) are expressed by 

two constructions, both involving the elative pattern (see 1.8.6.2; 2.11, though the 

historical relationship is quite uncertain). One, the m  pattern, is 

still common, but the -  alternative has become rare and has not 

been seen in the data.

Syntactically these structures are now unanalysable: the presumption is that 

m úsanahu
úsin bihi

completely fossilized, though apparently in no way threatened by replacement 

with calques.

In the m  type the quality to be exclaimed is expressed as an 

invariable elative and the bearer of the quality appears in the dep. form as if a dir. 

object: 

m wala l-mas fata
  

long the distance

m úl h  war -yaÁmaki
  

sweet she [dep.] was behind the yashmak

m ¨ara l-maj n¥na f¥ h ihi l- mi
  

many lunatics [dep.] there are nowadays

m Áadda al  nafs¥ 
  

intensely it affected me strong was its falling

(contrast with Áadda m 3.27.3) 
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A variant with partitive or explanatory min  (2.6.12) is also seen:

m \ib atin
  

amazing bliss it was amazing it was of bliss

In common with the elatives, this pattern can be formed on any type of word, 

there being no need (as in western languages) for a positive adjectival form as a 

base (e.g. long, longer, longest). Thus in m úwajan¥
much I [dep] need you úwajan¥

directly from the root letters ú-w-j of the word jatun  To be sure, 

MWA prefers the periphrastic m Áadda jat¥
strong is my need

occasionally.

If the focus of the exclamation is an action, it takes the form of a clause, either a 

subord. clause with  ( C3:274), functioning as the implicit object of the 

exclamation: 

f¥ maj li l-§in m §  bi-l-ruww di
  

how difficult it is to meet the pioneers

m úall  l- -l- ´¨ati
  

how beautiful it is for a woman to adorn herself with femininity

or a nominal rel. clause introduced by m  ( C3:228, and see 5.6.2), again 

functioning as the implicit object of the exclamation:

wa-yak´ laman §a\¥ran, l kinnahu haÁÁun m  yaz´lu
  

how quickly it will pass 

away

m ¨ara m  sa-yukÁafu l¥ Æil la l- mi l-mutabaqqiyati
  

how much will be revealed to me during the remaining days

m Áadda m n¥ -\urbati wa-l-fir qi!

!   

how intense is the pain of exile and separation I am suffering
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m ¨ara m  yul q¥hi l-
  

how much a man meets from his fate

To put these expressions into the past (which may also have conditional meaning, 

cf. 8.5.1) k na  is used (cf. k na  as a tense modifier in equational 

sentences, 3.16.3):

¥ -i l- na li- ´bin w idin, m  k lika
mi¨lam ¨¥run min-a l-kutt bi

  

how easy that would 

be

See also 3.27.3 for a related construction.

 + statements, see exclamatory kam  in 

3.28.2, which is beginning to overlap now with these exclamatory verbs.

33.27.2 ‘how good’, ‘how bad’

 and bi'sa  are fossilized verbs restricted to exclamations in the 

pattern \  + agent. A fem. option was available in CA but was 

rare even then and has not been seen in the data:

fa- -§ad¥qu
  

what a good friend [you are]  good [verb] the 

friend [agent]

If the focus of the exclamation is an action it takes the form of a nominal rel. 

clause beginning with m 5.4):

 tuqaddimu l¥ min-a l-na úi 
  

what good advice you are offering me

offering me of ad

(for m  ... min  see 5.4.4) 

q¥ min dahr¥ wa- Æw n¥ 
  

how bad is what I encounter from my time and my brethren

 tuúaddi¨uka bihi nafsuka min úiyali l-Áay ni
  

how bad is what your mind tells you
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 (C3:194) is a respelling of the + m  construction 

above, in which the rel. pron. m  has become fused with the verb. No examples 

were found in the data.

33.27.3 Other exclamatory expressions with m

The following exclamatory expressions have nominal rel. clauses with m  + 

verb (see 5.6.2) as their agent or topic:

Áatt na m C2:209, 3:194, and cf. Áatt  in 

2.9.1.9):

l kin Áatt n  m ri l-q hirati wa- ifati kl¥fl nd  

  

what a difference between the rains of Cairo and the storm[s] of 

different is what

na m C2:209, 3:217):

na m  yans
  

how quickly he forgets

na m  say ara far¥qu \ n  l-mub r ti
  

how quickly

na m  taúawwala l-  ra\batin úaq¥qiyyatin
  

how quickly

Áadda m rongly! C3:217 and cf. C2:458, and see also the 

exclamatory verbs in 3.27.1):

Áadda m úbabtuhum jam¥ úabb´n¥
  

how strongly

Á dda m  tuúzinun¥
  

how strongly it

qallam C3:213, and cf. qal¥lan m
5.8.6) has the same syntax, though no examples were seen in 

the data.
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33.27.4 Miscellaneous exclamations

The fossilized verb úabba  contains the elements of the verb úabba

used to introduce sentences expressing a strong wish, usually with law
(see 8.2.8):

úabba  m  k na baynan min maúabbatin
  

how good it would be

It can be reinforced with with the exclamation y 2.16.1):

y úabba èa h ihi l-na úi
  

how lovely it would be

Other uses of y : 

With explanatory min  (cf. 2.6.12):

y  lah  min satin wa-úirm nin!

!   

y  l¥ min h - di!
!   

With la-  (cf. 2.**): 

y  la-l-bar  llat¥ k nat taÁ -h latin úawla wajhih  l-
!   

O, what innocence radiated like a 

y  la-ka¨rati m ¥ l- bi
  

O how often

The exclamation hayh ta  (see also 2.16.7) expresses despair and disbelief, 

and introduces subordinate clauses with n : 

l kin hayh ta, hayh ta  yalúaq´ b¥ ´n¥
  

how unlikely, how unlikely, that they will catch me up or 

wa-l kin hayh ta lah úa f¥ Á lika
  

how remote it was
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here with hayh ta  localized with li- waylun laka
2.16.4. 

Elliptical exclamations usually assume an elided verb:

mak naka where you are

a dep. locative qual. with elided verb qif 3.29.4. 

However the verb may be unrecoverable or at least compulsorily deleted:

¥ away from me

h ka this

An unrecoverable elided verb must be assumed with the dummy pron. prefix 

-  (cf. 3.11.1.1) used in warnings and threats:

ka ´ma bi-ú Ær
  

yourself that you make 

ki wa-§ad¥q tiki l-mutabarrij ti
  

you [fem. sing.] watch out for your prettied-up girl-

This isolated variant may have accidentally lost the conjunction : 

ka ta½unnu ¥m tu l-raúmati
  

thinking

for ½unna

See further 2.16.4 on the wa-

33.28 EXCLAMATORY SENTENCES WITH wa- , rubba ,
kam  AND OTHER INTERROGATIVES

3.28.1 wa- and rubba

wa-  and rubba  (cf. C2:207) are two particles which take oblique nouns as 

the topics of exclamatory sentences, though no example of this construction with 

wa-  was found in the data, and it can be presumed to be obsolete. 

While etymologically rubba  is undoubtedly connected with the idea of 

 also rubbam 3.30.2), the 

history of wa-  in this function is not clear. Like the wa-  which takes dep. 
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forms (3.29.8) it is a homophone of the simple conjunction wa- 6.1) but 

may not be etymologically related; at all events it is termed w w rubba wa-
which means rubba wa-  with 

obl. nouns used with curses and oaths (see w w al-qasam wa-  of swearing 

2.17).

rubba faq¥rin muh nin yak´nu lahu min-a l-sumuwwi m  yaf´ ima 
l- èi 

  

many a despised poor man may have a share of majesty which exceeds that 

33.28.2 kam, exclamatory

kam C1:158) is used both interrogatively (with 

dep. nouns, see 10.7) and expletively. Unlike interrogative kam , the expletive

kam  is followed by obl. nouns in the position of topics, or, when the sense 

requires it, by nominal or verbal sentences. There is now some overlap between 

kam  sentences and the traditional CA exclamatory verbs which are still used, 

see 3.27.1. 

With nouns:

¥ .. kam marratin
  

times she eluded me

Alternatively with an explanatory min : (see 2.6.12):

wa-kam min-a l-b k¥na! .. kam min-a l-buk ! 
!   

nd how many weepers! How much weeping

kam min-a l-sanaw ti marrat
  

how many years

With nom. sentences:

kam ¥datun f¥ bil dikum
  

happy she is

all h# kam ¥latun y mm¥ 
  

beautiful you are
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kam huwa muút lun, y  layl
  

cunning he is, Layla

With verbal sentences:

fa-kam wajadtuhu ar¥fan
  

 I found him

(cf. wajada  + 2 obj., 3.11.2.3) 

kam úannat r´ú¥  tilka-l- mi l- ¥dati
  

yearned for those distant days

kam  fa§ -jam¥ - bb lika

I hope for

(cf 6.2.2 on coordination of bound pron. to noun in fa§ -jam¥
l- ibb
and 2.9.2.1 for lika

kam kuntu úamq

was

kam  is sometimes reinforced with the emphatic prefix la-  (see 1.6.7):

la-kam-i nta½
  

how very long

wa-la-  faÁli ka¨¥rin min-a l-z¥j ti f¥ h´l¥w´d

33.28.3 Exclamatory rhetorical questions

The interrogatives 10.6) and kayfa
(10.9) are used in rhetorical questions with exclamatory force:

Áif h  min-a l-Æawfi wa- Æawfin
  

] lips had dried from fear, and what fear
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dafatin fira jam¥ ¥ qi rin w idin!
!   

what a coincidence

(note that  need not agree in gender with its noun)

 is also found in the form  ( C3:228), which would 

eliminate the interrogative sense (cf. 5.6.3 for this m  suffix):

tuúaddi¨un¥ nafs¥ bih  wa-l kin úad¥¨in
  

ks to me about it, but what talk

(default indep.  here)

istaf½ -  stif
  

utterly appalled

here with a displaced abs. obj. after , see 2.4.2.3, 3.29.3

kayfa  ( C1:163, and see 10.9):

kayfa l¥ §ifa úal wata tilka l- mi
  

how shall I explain the sweetness of those days

33.29 DEPENDENT NOUN OBJECTS AND COMPLEMENTS 

Dep. noun objects and complements are only briefly illustrated here: the details 

are in other sections as indicated, esp. their phrase structure in 2.4. The common 

feature of all these dep. complements is that they occur after the minimal sentence 

has been formally completed, either subj. + pred or verb + agent, though they 

have considerable freedom in position in relation to the other two elements 

(3.7.4).

Complementized clauses with  and  are dealt with in 

Chapter 7. 

3.29.1 Direct object 

Direct object, ´l bihi 2.4.1 and 

cf. transitivity in 3.11):

-i l-mawta
  

death
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yus l-maúr´m¥na wa-yaq l fa l- li li-najdati l- f li
  

deprived [dir. obj.] and cover thousands  

This includes all the other dep. elements with dir. obj. status, e.g. pred. of k na
3.16.2) and its related verbs:

k na muhandisan zir
  

engineer

33.29.2 Two direct objects

There are various kinds of double transitivity (see 3.11.2), and only token 

examples are given here: 

tuúammilu ¥k  ma ´liyyata m  yaúdu¨u 
  

America [1st. dir. obj.] with the responsibility [2nd dir. obj.] 

bi- hu ¨iqla úaq¥batihi
  

him [1st dir. obj.] forget the weight [2nd dir. obj.] 

3.29.3 Absolute object 

Absolute object, ´l mu laq
( C2:170, 444; and see 2.4.2), is so called because it consists of a verbal noun 

cognate with the verb as an unqualified object, i.e. not labelled as being one of the 

other objects. It has no closely equivalent structure in English and is usually 

translated adverbially or periphrastically:

wa-mta§§ah  h  l- mti an
  

tiredness completely swallowed her

Æasira Æas ratan f diúatan
  

he lost heavily
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-laysa w iúan wuè´úa l-Áamsi?
  

as clear as the su

With passive verbs:

 l-fuqah yatan kab¥ratan bi- 
  

greatly concerned

´mil malatan mumt zatan
  

treated

With verbless (nom.) sentences:

huwa §aú¥úun kulla l-§iúúati

completely true 2.4.2.3) 

33.29.3.1 The abs. obj. is to be distinguished from dir. objs which happen to be 

cognate, e.g. lan a question

simply paranomasia (see 11.7.4), serving as semantic fillers rather than 

emphasizers C2:442, 443): 

yaqifu l-yawma mawqifa l- ¥Äihi
  

stands today in the position of one incapable of carrying out 

standing place

h ihi l- -èaÆmatu mat úallat maúalla l-buy´ti l- at¥qati 
l-mutah wiyati??

  

take the place of the old, 

crumbling houses

qabiltu Á bban  mihniyyan muútaraman
  

I accepted a young man who worked in a respectable professional job

la- yajlisa majlisa ihi
  

sit in the place of

For paranomasia to denote a vague dir. obj. see 3.11.1.2
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33.29.3.2 Although they are now syntactically autonomous, the many new 

adverbials in the masc. nisba  adj. form (see 2.5.1) might well have been 

originally qualifiers of an elided abs. obj. of either gender, but have now become 

fixed in the masc.: 

taÆsaru l-úarba siy siyyan 
  

politically

with masc. adverbial although the verbal noun here would be fem. Æas ratan

3.29.4 Locative object 

Locative object, ´l f¥hi ½arf
2.4.3. 

Time, ½arf al-zam n C2:173; and see 2.4.3.1):

l kin h ihi l-marrata k na l-mu§awwir´na ir¥na
  

this time the photographers were 

k nat jam¥latan tilka l- ma
  

in those days

zamana l-mur haqati
  

in the time of

Place, ½arf al-mak n C2:180; and see 2.4.3.2):

yaltafitu l-n su yam¥nan wa-yas ran baú¨ Ærajin

right and left

(the last phrase is a purposive obj., see 3.29.6) 

d j niban
  

aside to one side

3.29.5 Specifying complement  

Specifying complement, tamy¥z C2:184). At the 

phrase level (see 2.4.4) this is an indef. dep. noun which indicates the content of a 
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number between 11 and 99 (e.g. Ár´na rajulan men 2.4.4,

2.12.4) or the term of a comparative or superlative structure (e.g. 

sinnan in age 2.11). At the sentence level 

this complement is an indef. dep. noun which provides specific information about 

an antecedent, usually the agent or subject, and loosely corresponds to 

´ rahum ¨amanan li-l-úu§´  l-
  

as the price

al-úad¥¨u ya Áar¥ a nan wa-fann nan
  

har¥ as a person and artist

yak du yatawahhaju -jam lan wa-§iúúatan wa- fiyatan
  

radiance, beauty, health and well-being

Commonly with z da , izd da qalla
fe

al-iÆtir tu l-muyassiratu li-l-úay ti tazd
  

are increasing in number

n´na min ½ur´fin tazd du s´
  

re suffering from circumstances which become increasingly bad

2.4.4.1

mimm yaz¥du l-muÁkilata ¥dan
  

more complex

There is now an overlap with ka- 2.6.8):

ra §¥tuhu ka-k tibin
  

as a writer

3.29.6 Purposive object 

Purposive object, ´  or li- , all 

C2:172; and see 2.4.5), an 

indef. dep. verbal noun which expresses the reason for an action:
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sa-tak´nu j yati l-Áahri l-j r¥ tamh¥dan li-
waz¥ri l-§iúúati

  

 month in preparation for

 li-
...   

to dispel

(note flexible word order, see 3.7.4) 

wa-qad daÆalat f¥ l-úilfi ¥zan li-qudratih  muw ¥din
  

in order to strengthen its ability to face 

Æi a i turkiy  li-l-úaddi min úarakati mur´ri n qil ti l-naf i q la 
l-waz¥ru ...
...   

in response to Turkey's plans to restrict the movement of oil tankers the 

(the verbal noun retains the prep. of its indirectly trans. verb, 3.11.4, and note 

flexible word order, 3.7.4) 

wa- lika bu\ \r dihi bi-suh´lati fatúih
  

in the desire of spurring on his leaders by the ease of 

(note annexation to another verbal noun)

k na suk´tu l- -i l-úawèi f¥ l-úad¥¨ útir man wa- lan
li-tilka l- Æl qi

  

out of respect 

and reverence

33.29.6.1 It is still very common, but can always be paraphrased with li- 

li- ¥zi l-min aqati l-úud´diyyati
  

for the strengthening of
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33.29.7 Circumstantial qualifier, l  ‘situation’, 
‘circumstance’

This is a dep. noun, adj. or participle ( C2:192, and see 2.4.6) which indicates 

the circumstances (in principle temporary) of its antecedent. It thus denotes a 

quality, state or process, a

normally also indef., but unless it is a noun it agrees in number and gender with 

its antecedent:

ma muq -i l-úiw ra 
  

breaking off

saqa at §ar¥  na½ratin ifatin li-l-mu sibi l-Á bbi
  

victim

(see 2.3.2 for the indef. status of §ar¥  by annexation to an indef. noun)

Æarajtu q idan maktaba l-ÁayÆi 
  

making for

With nouns:

k qun§ulan
  

as a consul

lam taúdu¨ lahu §udfatan
  

accidentally being

tarakatn¥ yat¥man
  

an orphan

For the sentence- l both verbal and nominal see subordinate clauses in 7.3. 

3.29.8 Accompanying object 

Accompanying object, ´ the action is 

wa-
wa-  (treated as a variety of the coordinating con-

junction wa- 6.2) is therefore termed w
2.4.7 for details. It was never a very common construction 
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(and occurs now mostly with reciprocal verbs), and can be replaced by 

3.11.4): 

h  l- ¥du llaÄ¥ yattafiqu wa-juhdahu l- ´ba
  

with his constant effort

tuma¨¨ilu ta§ ¥dan Æa ran l  yattafiqu wa-l-maw qa l-duwaliyyata
  

not agree with international 

covenants

See also 3.27.4 for ka
combined with this wa- . 

33.29.9 Free dependent forms

A great many expressions, mostly wishes, greetings, etc. consist of dep. nouns

(nearly always indef.) which are taken to be the objects (of one sort or another) of 

elided verbs, usually with compulsory deletion of the relevant verb. In the 

samples below no attempt is made to reconstruct the elided elements, which may 

in fact no longer be recoverable ( C2:206, and see also 2.16.3):

-sahlan
  

qud´man mub rakan 
  

Áukran 

han¥ ¥

For the general expression of wishes see 3.25. 
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33.30 RESTRICTIVES 

Restrictives with , rubbam , faqa  (and cf. 

3.2.5, and bal 6.6).

3.30.1 ’innam ‘only’

C3:202) is nearly always used contrastively, i.e. to 

faqa  below, 3.30.3) that it never 

restricts the immediately following element in the Arabic, as will be apparent 

from the highlighted words in the examples (though the translation attempts to 

apply the restriction in the natural English way): 

a llaÄ¥ ´ bi-l- m, wa- laú´ l-dawlata  
al- miyyata 

  

state only ar affiliation 

´ lika  yatimmu úis bi l-ihtim mi 
bi-l-úad ati

  

only at the cost of concern for 

means

In this example the huwa  is interposed to ensure that  restricts 

liyya

 l-iÁtir kiyyati bi-§ilatin  huwa  min 
liyyati l-dawlati

  

merely a kind of state 

Occasionally the emphasis is achieved through more than one restrictive:

 yarj Æd muh  zir -qu ni faqa
  

merely to cotton farming only

wa-hum lays´ kutt ban wa-  mujarradu muwa½½af¥na
  

e only mere bureaucrats

in this case mujarradu  (see 2.8.4, here read in indep. form as a pred. of hum
 to restrict muwa½½af¥na .
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A reading mujarrada  would be possible if it were in apposition to kutt ban 
, dep. pred. of laysa

33.30.2 rubbam ‘frequently’, ‘perhaps’

rubbam
to replace la C1:62, C3:225, and see 3.2.5) in 

many contexts. It is sometimes difficult to determine which meaning is intended:

bi-l-ra\mi min lika yu labu min-a l- Áaratan 
\aèabih  wa-rubbam èan

  

directly and often/maybe

3.30.2.1 In its original meaning of 

rubbam  yam´t´na f¥ sab¥ rihim 
  

often

3.30.2.2

rubbam ¥ raddu l- i salbiyyan
  

perhaps th

taqtaribu min-a l- -rubbam  yaz¥du
  

perhaps

rubbam  lam nakun nastaúiqqu m  k na ladayn  wa-rubbam  kunn
fawèawiyy¥na

  

perhaps we did not deserve what we had and perhaps

rubbam  differs from  (3.2.5) structurally in that it is an adv. and 

need not be first in the clause or followed by a complete sentence (thus it can 

stand alone as the complete answer to a question, see 10.12.4), and also that it is 

less concerned with expressing hopes or expectations. Thus in the following 

example  could not be used:

sa- ´ladu marratan li¨atan rubbam  bi- ar¥qati l- b¥bi
  

perhaps
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33.30.3 faqat ‘only’

faqa 2.5.1) is a free adverbial and is positioned nearest (before or 

aft

(see 4.2.8.4). Unlike  it restricts only the adjacent element and is 

generally confined to its clause rather than contrasting with the previous context 

as nam  does:

faqa qiÁa
  

only

taút ju faqa  tabw¥bin
  

only

k úatun faqa
  

ns were only

See 2.5.1 for fa-úasbu úasbuka
C3:21, refers to C1:32). Cf. also 2.8.4 mujarrad

3.31 ’i  and’iÄ  of surprise

 and Ä  can introduce nom. senten

topic, cf. 3.7.2.1) or prepositional phrases.

3.31.1 ’i

The so-called  l-muf C3: 253, 292) 

introduces sentences in the pattern  + indep. noun + pred., retaining its 

comment being regarded as a sudden or unexpected event:  

yata - huwa f¥ munta§afi l-taq
  

he is in the middle of the intersection

fa- hiya tuf¥èu rah \ayra l-maw§´fati

she radiated over me her indesc
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wa-  l-dir sati bi-nahmin wa-úam sin 
  

lo, she was immersing herself

Verbs with qad  clearly denote a pluperfect sense ( C3:293, and cf. 3.10.6):

úa¨ - hum qad-i Ætafaw f¥-l-èab bi
  

 they had disappeared

An alternative and equally common structure is with bi- + noun ( C3:253, 

294):

fataúat m riy  fa- bih  f¥ nafsi l-\urfati
  

she was [still] in the same room

(non-verbal pred.)

bi-l-zam ni yafqidu man iqiyyatahu
  

time is losing

wa- bi-  taÁ minh
  

her aunt being disgusted

bi-mutaúaddi¨ èu jumlatan min-a l- z ti l- ´dati 
li-l-mustaqbali

  

a speaker reviewing a number of the 

Äa b¥ ... ka- ¥  ( C3:295):

wa- Äa b¥ úissu bi-nafs¥ wa-ka- ¥ úu f¥ lamin min-a l- mi 
wa-l- Æyilati 

  

as if I was swimming in a world of illusions and 

(cf. wa-ka-  in 7.1.2 introducing circ. qual.)

33.31.2 ’iÄ

Ä Ä al-muf  ( C3:285) has the same syntax as 

above but is never followed by bi- : 
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tasallaltu d ilan f¥ l-½al mi wa- Ä-i l- ru tu
  

the lights are suddenly 

switched on

Examples with verbal sentences were not found.



4 NEGATIVES

4.0 INTRODUCTION

Negation in MWA is effected by a spectrum of particles and verbs determined by 

the particular item being negated, which ranges from the whole sentence to any 

part of it.

The position of certain negative particles and their concomitant parts in 

relation to the rest of the sentence or phrase is becoming more and more flexible 

in MWA. Nonetheless it is a minimum rule that all neg. particles precede the 

element they negate. Some neg. particles negate more than one type of sentence, 

which may also necessitate a different accompanying grammatical structure such 

as the use of a different form of the verb.

One major change in the more recent history of the negative structure has 

been the gradual reduction in the use of the particle m
especially in verbal sentences. It is generally held that the wide use of this particle 

in many dialects has been largely responsible for its decreased usage in MWA, 

with many writers perhaps regarding it as a stigmatized form in writing. All the 

old structures using this particle still occur however, but with less frequency than 

before.

4.1 NOMINAL SENTENCES

(Neg. compound nouns and adjs are dealt with at 12.6)

4.1.1 m  ‘not’ ( C1:44; 106; 108; 110)

The use of m  to negate nom. sentences (cf. laysa  below 4.2.8; cf. also 9.1 

for its use in exceptive sentences) appears to have been the preserve of CA. No 

examples of the type m  h Ä  baÁarun/baÁaran \ were found as part 

of the data collected for this book. However, that is not to say that archaic 

structures of this type would not be used occasionally by some writers.

m min denies the 

existance of one entity of a category, e.g. there is not a single doubt (here, 

though there may be elsewhere); but it does not deny the existence of the 

whole category like the l of categorical denial, 4.1.2:
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wa-m  min Áakkin -ka¨¥ra min duwali l- n¥ min 
tin-i qti§ diyyatin

there is not a doubt that many world states are suffering from 

(note that fem. sing. n¥
plur. al-duwali nt al-ka¨¥ra

3.8.4):

m  min mud úda¨

not one joke

m  min rajulin  l-sar y li-Á

not one man fr 5.6.3 for 

m  of vagueness in Á )

m  either adj. or noun 

introduced by the prep. bi- ( C1:102; C2:308; also C1:115 for l
with the same function) (cf. 4.2.8.1 bi-  with laysa ).

m  huwa bi-l-fut´ri faqa  wa-l kinnahu l-zuhdu

it is not only langour

m  ... úatt  ... type, a literary idiom (see 4.2.6,

7.6.7.8 and 9.1)

m  hiya arfatu l- úatt  lamasa l-zin da

was not except

the twinkling of an eye until

44.1.2 Categorical denial with l ‘no’ (in pure nominal 
sentences only; see elsewhere for verbal preds. 44.2.1;

C1:114; C2:220)

To negate an entire category MWA uses l followed by the dep. noun 

without tanw¥n. The pred. may hypothetically be of any of the types associated

with nom. sentences, although in practice they are nearly always prepositional 

phrases:
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l  bi-l- ¥ ntiq li l-¨aq fati sam

there is naturally nothing wrong

l ma lahu bi- bi h Äihi l-mu§ dar ti

he has no knowledge

l sa lah

there is no foundation

l Á  f¥ Ä lika

there is nothing (see also compound nouns in 12.6, and see 4.2.1.1)

rajulun j ddun l  mawè ¥hi li-l-maraúi

with no place in him 5.1 for adj. rel. clauses 

qualifying indef. antecedent)

For the restricted subsets l úada - l Á
see below 4.2.1.1.

Adjs. modifying the denied noun are normally in the dep. case like the noun 

but with tanw¥n (see 1.5.1): 

li-Ä  yaÄhabu l- è tib l Á haq¥qiyyan bi-l ´ratin 

there is no real poetry without 

(for annexation of r  to a clause see 7.5.2.9; see also 4.1.5 for neg. 

subordination). 

But they may also be indef. indep., although the following example is 

inconclusive:

l  f kab¥ratun/an f¥h

great

With more than one noun ( C1:115):

l §la wa-l  fa§la wa-l  juÄ´ra li-mi¨li h Äihi l-

there is no basis whatsoever and no roots
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With plurals:

l  maw sima lahu wa-l  taw r¥Æa
  

it has no seasons or agreed dates e imperfect passive 2.1.3.3) 

44.1.3 Subset l  budda  type ( C2:226) (for main treatment 
see 77.5.1.6 and 77.5.2.8) 

l  budda , originally with min
now often omitted:

l  budda è juh
  

inevitably , lit. no avoiding [exists] from that 

it will ..

l Áakka   originally with f¥
often omitted:

l Áakka f¥  l-nam´Äaja l- \iya ... ½alla l-riúlata l-makkiyyata
  

there is no doubt that the dominant model ... remained the Journey to 

3.17.14 on ½alla

l Á  kulla h Äihi l- ¨¨ir ti ...
...   

there is no doubt that

(contrast the above with the Áakkin example in 4.1.1)

l     C2:220): 

l Ä  l  tuúibb¥na l-úal¥ba min-a l-úu§´  l-k lsiy´mi min 
Ær

  

there is no harm, if you [fem.] do not like milk, in obtaining calcium from 

8.3.8 for inverted conditionals)

l  maú lata   : 

l  maú lata -qaú a sa-yazd du s´
  

there is no doubt tamy¥z 2.4.4.1) 
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Note that l  maú lata  and some other expressions of this type can also 

occur elliptically as adverbial phrases, e.g., sa-tanh ru l- è u l- l
maú lata inevitably

2.18.1).

l  rayba    : 

Æuluwwun l  rayba f¥hi úuè´rin baÁariyyin
  

which could not be doubted

l  sab¥la   : 

l  sab¥la Ä  qalbi l- è
  

there is thus no way to turn the 

44.1.4 law-l  type ‘if it were not for’ ( C1:7) (see 88.2.11) 

This construction hypothetically denies the existence of a subj., with its pred. 
usually elided, he event of the second

main clause would not take place. The noun following the construction is always 

in the indep. case. If a pron. occurs in this position it must be attached to l -
 This construction is also part of the cond. sentence group of MWA (see 

Chapter 8). In keeping with the rules of cond. syntax, the law-l phrase 

normally precedes its apodosis:

law-l  l-úubbu la-m  k na l-Á
  

if it were not for love [then] poetry would not exist , lit.  if not love 

[in existence] then...

However, it is not uncommon for the Western order to be followed:

kiliobatra lam takun Á law-l ¨ taylar
  

would be nothing if it were not for 

jasaduh  k na qad tabaÆÆara minh  tam úissu bihi law-l
l-¨iqalu

  

been aware of it if it were not for

(for this use of da 3.21.1.1) 

law-l   + pron. (see 8.2.11): 
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wa-law-l ka  la-è lun
  

if it were not for you

law-l    + subordinate clause with noun phrase function  

(see also 8.2.12, 7.5.2 and 3.2.2). 

When the hypothetical topic is a subord. clause it is introduced after law-
by the complementizer :

k na min-a l- údu¨a k ri¨atun law-l  j¥r nahum 
tanabbah´ li-tasarrubi l-\ zi 

but for their neighbours becoming alerted 

44.1.5 ’an al-muÆaffafa and subordination of negative
nominalized clauses (see 77.5.1.9 and 77.5.2.5) 

Neg. nom. clauses, such as those containing laysa 4.2.8.1) and 

cat. neg. l 4.1.2) are subordinated by -muÆaffafa   

(cf. also 3.2.2). These clauses are not to be confused with neg. subord. clauses 

introduced by , 7.5.1.8): 

k na $aha îusayn yar ¨aqqafan  
bi-l-  l-daq¥qi li-l-kalimati

  

that not every educated person was 

cultured 10.15) 

wa-ka- èw  f¥ bayr´ta wa-l basmata 
  

that there were no lights

wa-ktaÁafa úada yahtammu b¥ úatt  yur¥du §uúbat¥
  

that no-one was interested in me nor even wanted my 

(see further on l úada - 4.2.1.1) 
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44.1.6 Negation of indefinite nouns after compound 
preposition bi-l ‘without’

Nouns negated by bi-l bi-d´ni 
2.7.11):

al- ´ru l  ya§iúú ¥ra bi-l  taÆ ¥ in w
  

without

4.2 NEGATIVES IN VERBAL SENTENCES 

Verbs are negated by a number of particles. These are as follows:

lam + apoc. (3.10.2, 3.24, 4.2 and 8.0) or less frequently m + perf. 

(3.10.1)

l + indep. imperf. (3.10.2)

lan + dep. imperf. (3.10.3)

In CA direct negation of the verb was the norm. With indef. agents, however, 

Arabic

only the former is found in CA. It survives intact in MWA, but there 

is now a calque, úada (4.2.1.1 - .

Otherwise MWA follows the CA practice:

tilka úaq¥qatun l  yunkiruh mi§riyyun
  

 no Egyptian will deny

´ ta\ayyuran lam ya
  

a change has not arisen

wa-l kinna § ba§¥§in min-a l-n´ri 
  

any of them 

was not able to find

lan tak´na hun ka muq wamatun
  

no resistance there ever will not be a 

resistance
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44.2.1 l ‘not’

With indep. imperf. verb ( C1:115): (see unmarked imperf. at 3.10.2) 

Active:

wa-h Ä  l- -a l-úaÁ Ái l  yanm´ f¥ l-man iqi l-ú rrati

does not grow

wa-l  yabd´ l  yulhimu ´l Ä¥na ...
...   

it does not seem that he does not inspire

wa-h Ä l  yumkinu

cannot 7.5.1) 

Passive (see 3.12):

wa-l  tu èu mi lu h Äihi l-taq r¥  l-majlisi
  

[lit. not to be shown ] o

With future verbs (sa- , sawfa ) (see lan 4.2.5) 

Although generally considered ungrammatical, the particle sawfa some-

times occurs with l :

wa- è sawfa l  yusmaúu lahum bi-duÆ´ è¥him
  

will not be allowed to enter their territories   

  

(see èam¥r al-Á 3.4)  

sawfa l ÆÆaru ka¨¥ran 

will not

With emphasis on the subj. ( C1:103). When the subj. needs emphasis the 

particle precedes it rather than the verb:

l  wa-l  nasta ¥ ¨¨

neither you nor I
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With imperatives (see 4.3; also 3.24.5).

With negative wishes (see optatives, 4.5 also 3.25.2):

l  k nat muhu

let us hope that his days will never return

wa-l 4.7, 2.19.10, 6.12.1, 6.12.2) 

44.2.1.1 Subset l  ’aúada  ‘no-one’

As noted above (4.2), in CA direct negation of the verb was the norm, namely, l
úadun ... no-one knows

MWA the l úada - l úada 
yadr¥ no-one for example, may be parsed as a cat. neg. 

-one in existence 

min-a l- l úada yasta ¥ ´mahu
  

no-one 

l úadan wa-l úada
  

no-one

l úada lin min-a l- ´bi

no-one

However, the CA order of negation of the verb (see 4.2) still occurs: 

wa- úadun yantabihu  mi¨li h Äihi l-m ddati 
wa- ¨ rih  l-Æa ¥rati 

  

no-one has been paying attention to this kind of substance and its 

dangerous ef someone 

(see 3.10.6 on compound tenses with k na ) 

al-yawma l  yaj¥ úadun
  

no-one will come
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úadan l kayfa tantaqilu l-úa  f´
  

no-one knows

The same applies to l Á when it is the topic (as for 

úada ):

l Á -úud´di l-\arbiyyati

nothing

But when l Á
negated (see 4.2.3). Note that the cat. neg. Á is not the same as the 

compound noun l Áay 12.6. 

Note use of n -one, although 

verb, not agent, is negated:

l  yata§ nun
...   

no one can imagine that

l  yasta ¥ nun
...

no one is able

44.2.2 m  ‘not’ + verb ( C1:109) 

The past is sometimes negated by m + perf. (cf. 4.2.3) although its usage 

appears to be restricted to durative contexts, unlike lam  + perf., 4.2.3: 

m úabbathu f¥-l-m è¥ wa-l  tuúibbuhu f¥ l-ú èiri

she did not love him

m  j  wa-wajadat m  tur¥ fin wa- ¥din

she never came to him without finding what she wants in the way of 

5.4.4 and 9.4.6) 

Also occurs with indep. imperf. ( C1:102, 109) to convey emotional intensity: 

m  yasma u kal m¥

he does not listen
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m ¥ -§ad¥

I do not know

(see indirect questions 10.17) 

m Áukku f¥ Ä lika

I do not doubt

Common with certain idiomatic expressions:

m  talba¨u ´la
  

it will soon

(see 3.17.12 for the idiomatic labi¨a , see also 3.21.4) 

m  with úatt , see 4.2.6 and 7.6.7.8. 

44.2.3 lam ‘not’ ( C1:127) 

lam  occurs only with the apoc., and is generally used in a punctual context. It is 

probably the most common way of negating the past in MWA:

Á -i l-safara
  

I did not want

(for verbal nouns and sub. clauses see 7.5.1.1) 

-i l-ma l´ba
  

I did not understand

(for pass. part. as noun see 2.10.4) 

 bihi min qablu
  

I have not met

Á bi l-k ri¨ati
  

nothing was known

(see 4.2.1.1, neg. agent)
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With  ( C1:130) (cf. lamm 4.2.4 below). 

lam
f the invariable adverb 

(see 2.5.4) in the sentence is variable, sometimes occurring immediately after the 

verb, especially with pron. agents:

lam nanjaú  f¥ Ä lika
  

not yet

lam il  h Ä  l-mustaw
  

 not yet risen

and sometimes directly after the explicit agent (or even at the end of the whole 

clause in some cases): 

lam úw luh úatt  l- na
  

circumstances have not (yet)

It also occurs before the overt agent, a structure that is more common in literary 

Arabic:

ba du lam yartawi qalb¥  l-úubbi

as yet my heart has not been quen

N lam úatt  l- na 

lam yuktaÁaf úatt  l- na jin

no treatment has up to now

44.2.4 lamm ‘not yet’ ( C1:129)  

(See 7.6.3.2 .) 

 not yet

lam ... (see 

previous section). The particle is followed by the verb in the apoc., often with 

the verb z la yaz lu
(see 3.21.4):

Ä  l-mawqifa ... k na f¥ na½ari î.M., wa-lamm  yazal
l-
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still is, one of the most 

wa-huwa lamm  yazal úad¥¨a l-sinni 
  

he was still he not yet having ceased [being] 

young of age

44.2.5 lan ‘not’ ( C1:126)

lan
While it was almost the only neg. fut. in CA it is tending to be replaced in MWA 

by the fut. prefixes sa- or sawfa  (see 3.10.3) and l
simple fut. neg. (see 4.2.1), with the CA lan
retained for a more emphatic negation:

wa-huwa yuÆbiruh lan yasta ¥  l-úay ta bi-d´nih
  

at he will not be able

(see syndetic circ. quals 7.3.2) 

al- lan yus ´ Áir Äihi l-dumyati
  

will not rush

(note plur. verb with collective al- 3.8.2) 

l kinnan  nuú lan taÄwiya wa-lan tantahiya
  

it will not fade away nor will it come to an end

(note repetition of neg., cf. coordinate neg. below, 4.7) 

q innahu ÆÆara ka¨¥ran 
  

said will not delay

(see 10.15.1 for indir. speech)

4.2.6 ’in  and m  ’in  ( C1:128, also nominal sentence) 
‘no sooner ... than’

CA  as a neg. seems to have disappeared except as part of an exceptive 

compound (see also 9.4.4):

in hiya  ni§fu s - Ä  bi-l-\ub ri yata§
  

it was only
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The construction m  appears to be used in MWA only with úatt
(see also 7.6.7.8) as a time idiom. It is an unusual structure in that it contains a 

double neg., i.e., m  and : 

m è -n´ra úatt -i l-§ar §¥ru taÆ ¥ Áuq´qin lam 
úa½tuh  min qablu

  

no sooner had I put on the light than the cockroaches rushed to hide in 

44.2.7 Neg. reinforcements with ’abadan ( C1:131) and 
others (see also further under adverb(ial)s)

To emphasize the negation of a sentence a qual. may be used. These reinforcers 

occur with both nom. and verbal sentences, but they are not neg. in themselves. 

They generally follow the elements they qualify, i.e., they function adverbially. 

Inversions are governed by rhetorical considerations:

2.4.3.1 for affirmative usage):

wa-h Ä  m
  

 never

´da 
  

never

qa u C1:111,131), purely neg. reinforcer:

´ wa-lam yub§ir´ qa u 

 at all

l kinnan¥ -i l-ÆawÄata qa u 
  

did not run away from the helmet at all

m  bi-mi¨lihi qa u 

at all

al-battata C1:132), also purely neg. reinforcer:

h Ä  laysa min qab¥li l-istql liyyati l-battata
  

at all
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l  faèla liya l-battata
  

at all

(see categorical neg. l 4.1.2) 

44.2.8 laysa  ( C1:119) (see also k na 3.16 ) ‘not to be’ 

4.2.8.1 laysa is a verb with the same syntax as k na
3.16 for k na  and 3.19.1 for laysa ). Unlike k na

laysa  has no tense or modality (cf. qad l  yak´nu , m  k na ,

lam yakun 3.10.6 and 3.16.2) and simply negates predicates in the pres. 

k na , 

laysa  sentences must contain a subj. and pred.:

wa-l kin laysa l-waè Æa ¥ran

the situation [indep. subj.] is not serious

last
  

I am not sure

lastu maÁ\´lan bi-smihi faqa
  

I am not preoccupied

laysa muhimman
  

it is not important

laysa qal¥lan min-a l-mar
  

not a small

Pred. as prepositional phrase:

laysa li-l-ma§laúati l- mmati
  

for the general good

With indef. subj. (see 4.2): 

laysa ladayhi Á jad¥dun yaq´luhu
  

 nothing something
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With bi- : 

Preds of laysa may be introduced by bi- , in which case the pred. is in 

obl. case. The pred. may be either indef. or def.:

wa-huwa laysa bi-Á hidin -q
  

 one who witnessed [it]

(see circ. quals 7.3.2) 

laysa bi-musta\rabin
...   

s not unusual

laysa with bi- may also negate formally def. nouns (in generic sense):

wa-l kinna l-úay ta laysat bi-l-

 a game

laysa bi-l- -kab¥ri llaÄ¥ ¨¨ -mad risi  
  

 a large number

(note idiomatic generic art. with al-
1.12.3.1) 

It may also negate def. adjs ( C2:20):

wa-kit -tanw¥ ¨¨ è fatan laysat bi-l-qal¥lati  tur ¨in
l- ibb¥

-Tanw¥r' represents a substantial addition to our medical 

t the, [generically] small one

With partitive min  (see 2.6.12, cf. 4.1.1 with neg. m ):

Ä laysa min úarakatin ¨awriyyatin l  yataq ¥h  l-
l-wa aniyyu l-qawmiyyu wa-l- - abaqiyyu

  

there is no revolutionary movement in which the ethno-

laysa li-l-tur ¨i min úarakati ta awwurin wa-§ayr´ratin
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movement of development and 

there is not to heritage any movement of development and 

transformation

laysa hun ka min niyyatin Äakiyyatin
  

are not of films

Note the reported variants with k na in its neg. form with bi- . This 

structure may well have assumed the syntax of laysa : 

-q dirin Áarúi m ¥
  

 unable to explain what was with

-sulu ti l- m  k nat bi-\ fiyatin
  

was not closed

lam takun-i l-mas fatu bayna l- ´sati  wa-tilka l-sayy rati bi-l-
qa§¥rati 

was not short

44.2.8.2 Compound negative, i.e. with other verbs ( C1:124)

laysa with another verb in the pres. (cf. k na  which also occurs with the 

pres. tense but in a different function, see 3.10.6) negates the emphasized identity 

of the preposed pronoun agent, see 3.9.1, i.e., naúnu nur¥du we

v. lasn  nur¥du

lasn  nur¥du l- èata bi-taf §¥li l- yy ti
  

we do not want

¥mu f¥ h Ä  l-manzili
  

I do not live

4.2.8.3 Neg. conjunction (cf. l 4.7 and 66.12.3)

huwa Á §ra, laysa úuk´matu mi§ra 
  

not the government of Egypt
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Variant with wa- :

wa-l- ma l-sin¥na wa-laysa Æalfah
  

ront of the years, not behind them

´na hun ´liyyatun bi-l- -laysa bi-l-ismi  

not in name

sa-yaÆ -úij ba l úiqan, wa-laysa l- na
  

not now

In the following examples laysa is not a conjunction:

Ár¥fun wa-laysa takl¥fan
  

 honour and was not an imposition

(note indirect speech criteria for tenses, 10.14, 10,15, and see also 7.5.2 under 

) 

-quwwata tafrièu l-Á  ... wa-laysat-i l- -muttaúidatu  

  

that power determines legality ... not the United Nations

44.2.8.4 laysa  with other words, , laysa \ayru

laysa occurs at the end of a noun-phrase or sentence as a qual. to restrict 

the event to that noun only with either  or \ayru  as invariable forms 

that cannot be further qualified:

Æu watu tamh¥din 
  

nothing else

fa-huwa taql¥dun muqtabasun 
  

nothing but

fa- §¥ra l-majma -intiÆ biyyi wa-huwa ú simun rahnun bi- tin 
min-a l- §w ti

  

the electoral body, which is crucial, rests on a few hundred 

votes, nothing more
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¥du maúabbataka laysa \ayru
  

nothing more

Also occurs with quantifiers ¨aru : 

. ¨aru
...   

nothing more

44.2.8.5 With verbal noun of k na

(For k na  syntax see 3.16.2):

kawnuhu laysa bankan tij riyyan 
  

being not a merchant bank

For use of laysa 4.9. 

4.3 NEGATIVE OF k na

Unlike laysa not be k na  “be” 
must be negated by whatever particle is required by its form, like any other verb.

4.3.1 As modalized equivalent of laysa (cf. 33.10.6 and 33.16)
in various functions:

Negating the pred., perf., tense with m :

lam yakÄib wa-m  k na k Äiban
  

he did not lie and he would not lie to her

Negating the past with lam :

lam takun ta½ hur riè¥ l- -iqti§ diyyati ú ddatan h Äihi
 l-sanata 

  

the demonstrations of the opponents of economic globalization were not 

fierce this year  (see 3.16.2 for incomplete k na ) 

wa-l-w lam yakun li- ´bun w ú ´b ni 

and the reality is that K. did not have  (see li- to 

have , 2.6.9)
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Negating the future with lan : 

a h Äihi l-úarba lan tak´na úallan
  

that this war will not be

Negating subordinate clause with : 

 tak´na

we hope they will not be [namely, that hearts will not be full] , lit. that they 

not be  (see 7.5.1.8 for ) 

Negating modalized equat. sent. with qad + (see 3.10.5 for qad   
and 3.16.3 for its use with k na ) 

wa-úiy la h Äihi l- §ifati l- tiyati qad l  tak´nu kalimatu l- qiyy¥na 
muwaúúadatan

  

and in view of this approaching storm the word of the Iraqis may not be

united

Negating imperf. with l :

li- -tajy¥ri hun l  tak´nu li-ma§laúati muraÁÁaúin 
muw lin

'because the endorsement process here will not be to the advantage of a loyal 

candidate' (see also 3.16.3.2)

44.3.2 m  k na  and other negatives + l m al-juú´d
  

(Cf. 3.16.4; see also li-  at 7.6.1.2.) 

k na  still occurs in its negative form with the li-  of denial followed by the 

dep. verb. This occurs often with m : 

bi- Äihi l-taúq¥q ti m  kanat li-tajriya §lan law-l §r run
  

se investigations would not be taking place at all were it not for our 
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(see law-l 8.2.11) 

m  k na R.ï. li-  ...
...   

was never one to  ...

lam takun li-tataúaqqaqa bi-h Ä  l-Áakli
  

would [namely, proposals] not  have been realized

44.4 PROHIBITIONS 

(See also imperatives; 3.24.5, 3.24.6.) 

MWA has two ways of rendering prohibition, i.e., neg. imperatives.

4.4.1 Negative direct

l  + apoc. ( C1:81, 116). Direct negative commands are expressed by the neg. 

l followed by the apoc.:

l  tatamarran bi-mufradika bal-i nè  far¥qin
  

do not train

l  tataj hal §¥buka
  

do not ignore

(see 3.10.5 on the force of qad  here)

l  tansaw m  yuq lu
  

do not forget

4.4.4.1 Negative indirect ( C1.83)

l  + apoc. plus or minus -anna without la-  (see further 3.26). No examples 

were found during the course of this study.
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44.5 OPTATIVES

Classical negative, with l  + perf. ( C1:117) (see also 3.25.2).

Neg. wishes (optatives) with sense of 'may something not happen' are 

rendered by neg. l  + perf. They are still common in MWA, particularly in 

religious expressions:

l  b raka ll hu f¥ l-úay ti bi-d´ ¥

May God not bless

(see d´na 2.7.11) 

l  s maúaka ll hu ... l ½unna Ä lika

May God not forgive you

4.6 EXCEPTIVES

Negation in exceptive sentences (see Chapter 9): 

fa-majlisu l- an l  ya½haru  f¥ l-iútif l ti l-sanawiyyati 
  

,

does not appear except at the annual  

4.7 RESUMPTIVE NEGATIVES

[wa]-l [ ] (see phrase coordination 2.19.10 and sentence coordination 6.12.1)

( C2:501).

Neg. particles are generally correlated with wa-l (although the particle may 

be elided or repeated): 

lam yuÆa i ´ li-h Äihi l- wa-l fakkar´ f¥-l-taÆ ¥ i lah

they have not planned for this operation, and nor have they thought 

about

The perf. may also be negated by l with modal and auxiliary verbs (see 3.15 

for general reference) when correlated with wa-l : 
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l  r úa ya wa-l  lamasahu

he neither began to stab him nor

Also with ordinary verbs in perf.:

-l-Á -filis èuhu wa-úuq´quhu wa-  tawaúúadat-i l-
-

neither have the land and rights been returned to the Palestinian people nor

p

When the ag. is def. and negated with l  the neg. particle must be repeated. 

Note that when the emphasis is on negation of the topic the neg. particle is 

separated from the verb by the topic (cf. Chapter 3 on topics + verb):

l  wa-l \ayr¥ yasta ¥
  

not I nor anyone else

l ¨´m wa-l -wahh b wa-l -úal¥m ´ ...

neith -Wahh b nor Abd al-Halim knew ...

l  l-ta d¥l tu l- riyyatu l- ´l Áamilathum wa-l úatt  l-¨ niyatu
  

neither the first administrative modifications included them nor even 

lam yatakarrar ¥ wa-l  marratan w úidatan
  

it did not recur with me, not even

In neg. correlative constructions not connected by wa-l (see 4.7) the particle 

may be repeated: 

-lam tusallimhum-i l-Áuqaqa f¥ l-maw ¥di wa- èhum
fatrati l-inti½ ri? 

you not give them the apartments on time and not compensate them for 

the waiting period?
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but not necessarily:

-annahum lam yaúèur´ f¥ l-maw ¥di l-muqarrarati wa-yuqaddim´
alab tihim úasba l-law úi 

they did not come at the appointed times and [0] submit their 

a

Note these calques in which only the second particle operates upon the verb:

lam wa-lan yatawaqqafa
  

has not and will not

lam wa-lan ya§ila
  

has not and will not

44.8 NEGATIVE INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES  

(For main treatment see 10.1.2, 10.13.) 

Generally conveyed by the particle  + neg. particle at the beginning of the 

question:  

-l  tatimmu l-mut -l-§´rati l-ma l´bati

is the follow-up not being carried out 2.5.8.2) 

The interrog. particle hal  + positive clause/phrase may also be used in a 

rhetorical sense, where the expected answer is negative:

hal tum iru l-sam úul´lan j hizatan li-maÁ kilin ? 

do the skies rain ready-

the expected answer)

4.9 CALQUE ‘not only ... but also’

There are 

The first way (that of CA) is with combinations of the following components: 

laysa  (or frequently l  or lan  or lam  + their respective verbs 

depending on context, see below) + fa-úasbu or wa-úasbu  (see 

2.5.1 for affirmative) in the first clause, and bal (wa-)  or less frequently wa-
l kin  at the head of the second clause:
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laysa bi-faèli l-taqniy ti l-muta awwirati llat¥ zuwwida bih datuhu 
fa-úasbu bal wa-bi-faèli l- qati l-mumayyazati llat¥ yuq¥muh
mar hu

  

not just because of the developed techniques that his surgery has been 

provided with but also because of the outstanding relationship he establishes 

laysa lika fa-úasbu wa-l kin li-l-siy ¨arun Áad¥du l- ¥j biyyati 
 ...

...   

it is not only that, but

(see unreal annexation 2.1.3.2) 

allat¥ l  tajma  tan qu ti l- -l-inkl¥zi fa-úasbu bal tabn¥
ka- lika jisran 

  

not only accommodates the differences between the Arabs and the 

English but also

l ¨¨iru nu½umu l-tawj¥  ... fa-úasbu bal èan bi-§ifatin 
mub \ayri mub ¥ ...

...
do not only have an effect on ... but they also play 

fa-úasbu ... bal § §uran 
markaziyyan 

   

it [namely, the helicopter] no longer plays just a complementary role ... but

it has become a central element

Sometimes includes intensifiers e.g., èan ka- lika
may occur either immediately after bal

the sentence: 

laysa li-mukawwan tihi l- §§ati wa-úasbu bal èan li-mawqifi l-n si 
minhu

  

not just for its particular contents but also attitude
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The second way is with a calque set using the qualifier faqa  (see 3.30.3 and 

2.5.1 for affirmative). The word order is conspicuously variable:

laysa faqa  bi-l-nisbati li-l- úati l-¨aq¥lati bal-i l-Æaf¥ èan
  

not only with regard to heavy weapons but

laysa faqa  li- ratin rasmiyyatin yaq´mu bih  munÄu
tawall¥hi mah mma man§ibihi, wa-l kin li- -ziy ¥ f¥ tawq¥tin 
b li\i l-úas siyati 

  

not only because this is the first visit he has carried out since he assumed the 

duties of his office, but because the visit comes at an extremely sensitive 

(see unreal annexation 2.1.3.2) 

-nam¥ l qa l-Á ti lays ú  l-nis faqa bal 
hum  simat ni baÁariyyat mmat ni

  

is not the exclusive domain of women 

only but



5 ADJECTIVAL AND 
RELATIVE CLAUSES

5.0 GENERAL PRINCIPLES ( C3:147)

In the traditional Arab analysis adjectival clauses qualifying indef. nouns are 

taxonomically the same as adjectives, and both are termed §ifa
2.1), while clauses qualifying def. nouns are treated as adjuncts and thus termed 

§ila
referred to hereafter, but when appropriate they will also be termed more 

This will be necessary when dealing with the third 

category of relatives, those introduced by m man
which are exclusively nominal, a function which is shared by the syndetic rels

al.

The feature which determines the syntactic behaviour of both types of 

adjectival rel. is definiteness, which combines with a/syndesis to produce the 

in this chapter):

Def. head + syndetic clause = relative structure:

jalasa l-rajulu llaÄ¥ yataúadda¨u

who is talking

Def. head + asyndetic clause = circumstantial qual. (see 7.3):

jalasa l-rajulu yataúadda¨u

talking

Indef. head + asyndetic clause = either rel. or circum. qual.:

jalasa rajulun yataúadda¨u

talking 7.3.1
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The fourth category, indef. head + syndetic clause, is empty, and there is no 

structure of the type:

*jalasa rajulun-i llaÄ¥ yataúadda¨u

as a def. adjunct clause cannot qualify an indef. head (even if such a structure 

may appear possible in a translation).

When the clauses are replaced by adjectives or participles, the difference between 

adjectival qualification (full agreement in case and definiteness) and adverbial 

qual. (no agreement, i.e. default indef. and dep. form as circ. qual.) becomes 

apparent:

jalasa l-rajulu l-mutaúaddi¨u

speaking [def. indep.] ma

jalasa l-rajulu mutaúaddi¨an

speaking

jalasa rajulun mutaúaddi¨un

speaking

Here the fourth empty class should be the indef. noun as head of a non-agreeing, 

dep. indef. circ. qual.:

jalasa rajulun mutaúaddi¨an

but the rules are not always observed and in fact this construction does occur (see 

7.3), since the agents of verbs do not have to be def. (3.7.1), hence the sentence is 

complete enough to support further adverbial qualification. However, there is no 

rel. structure involved here.

The situation can be summed up as follows: rel. clauses with indef. heads are 

asyndetic and always adjectival (5.1), while those with def. heads are syndetic 

and may be adjectival or nominal (5.2). However, both types are internally the 

same, containing an anaphoric pron. linking them to the head (5.0.1).

Although semantically rel. clauses may be restrictive or non-restrictive, this 

originally had no structural reflection, though ways of marking the distinction are 

now emerging (see 5.2.5 and cf. 5.4.4).

Nominal rel. clauses (5.3) are headed either by the rel. noun allaÄ¥ , etc. 

man  and m
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latter pair being used exclusively in that function (5.4). The rel. m  in particular 

occurs in a number of other functions, e.g. temporal (5.6) and in combination 

with other elements to form compound conjunctions (5.7, 5.8, 5.9) somewhat 

like French que, and for this reason a number of compound subordinating 

conjunctions are dealt with in this chapter (see Chapter 7 for the others).

The syntax of rel. clauses is fundamentally different from English, in that the 

5.0.1). The 

demonstrative element prefixed to syndetic rel. clauses (i.e. with definite heads, 

see 5.2

commonly referred to as such.

The syntax of rel. clauses may thus be summarized as follows (see below for 

details of the example cited).

[indef. head] + [none] + [clause containing ref. pron.]
sayy ratun taúmiluh

[def. head] + [rel. noun] + [clause containing ref. pron.]
al-sayy ratu llat¥ taúmiluh

[the one]

5.0.1 The referential pronoun

Regardless of the definiteness of the head noun, both kinds of adj. clause are 

identical in inner structure and indeed are identical with the structure of comment 

clauses (cf. 3.3 and further below), i.e. they are complete sentences (nom. or 

verbal) linked by anaphora to their head.

This can be seen by taking a topic-comment sentence such as this one from 

3.2.2, where the boundary between topic and comment is marked by |:

al- ab¥batu l- ¥kiyyatu | l  yabd´  wajhih ¥rin

on her face

which can be converted to a rel. noun phrase, i.e. noun + adjectival clause, either 

by making the head noun phrase indef.:

ab¥batun ¥kiyyatun | l  yabd´  wajhih ¥rin

an American doctor | on whose face

or inserting the relative noun (see 5.2) after the def. head noun phrase:

al- ab¥batu l- ¥kiyyatu llat¥ | l  yabd´  wajhih ¥rin

the American doctor [the one] | on whose face
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Rephrasing with the topic focusser see 3.3.4) also helps to 

emphasize the structural identity of rel. and comment clauses (translating fa-

 l- ab¥batu l- ¥kiyyatu | fa-l  yabd´  wajhih ¥rin 
  

as for the American doctor, | well, no expression appears on her face

In each case it is seen that both rel. and comment clauses contain a pron. 

connecting them to the head. Though they have essentially the same function the 

referential pron. in rel. clauses is termed 

C3:154, 165), while the pronoun which connects comment to topic is 

generally termed r bi 3.3).

Since the referential pron. is marked, partly at least, for number, gender and 

case (5.2), it may be seen as the element carrying the agreement features of pure 

adjs: 

f¥ nin darajatu úar ratih
33

whose temperature is 33 s, their

temperature is 33

where the fem. sing. pron. on úar ratih her  agrees 

with the non-human broken plural (2.1.1).

Since the function of the referential pron. depends entirely on the clause 

containing it ( C3:157), when it is the agent of the verb it may actually be 

invisible. Thus in f¥ l-sayy rati l-kab¥rati llat¥ taúmiluh
which is carrying

hidden agent pron. incorporated in taúmilu 3.7; C3:183 

seems to overlook this). 

Sometimes it may take a second or two to identify the referential pron. from a 

string of candidates: 

al-fatratu llat¥ úadda¨u lakum f¥h hu
  

he period in which I was talking to you about it

where f¥h Or:

wa-hiya l-¨arwatu llat¥ tarakath h ajlih
  

for the sake of which her family abandoned her

where 

excluded by the context). 
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55.0.2 Omission

For obvious reasons the omission of the referential pron. is not common 

( C3:158, 167, 183), except with rel. m  (see below 5.4.3) and in clauses with 

time expressions as the head:

bal tuú f¥ tin tak´ § buhum

on the contrary, she should try to convince him at times [during which]

f¥h

This is the case also with syndetic rel. clauses (see 5.2) involving time 

expressions: 

l-fatrata llat¥ ½anantu s´ - na
  

the period [in which

lacking f¥h

bi-nti½ ri l-yawmi llaÄ¥ sa-taltaq¥ bihi
  

the day [on which

lacking f¥hi

This is in no way similar to the frequent (and strictly conditioned) omission of 

impossible in Arabic.

Conversely, in a clause such as f¥ maè
which

incorporated ag. of maè it 5.0.1).

5.0.3 Order

If the rel. clause is a equational sentence its subj.-pred. order will be reversed 

when the pred. is more def. than the subj., as with equational sentences generally 

( C3:155, and see 3.1.3): 

hiya waúdatun lah Áaklun Æ §§un mumayyazun
  

has

to it

(see 2.6.10 on li-

l  yasmaú´na bi-l-sukn  li-l- ti llat¥ f lun
  

ce to families which have children
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55.1 RELATIVE CLAUSES WITH INDEFINITE 
HEADS ( C3:147)

These are asyndetic and always adjectival, that is, they cannot stand alone as 

noun phrases, unlike syndetic rel. clauses. The rel. clause occurs immediately 

after the head, i.e. in adj. position (the referential prons. are in bold, unless they 

are agents concealed in their verbs, cf, 5.0.1):

qadrun l  na½¥ra lahu

  

an amount which it

(cf. 4.1.2 on cat. neg.)

m ú d¥¨a quddimat 

  

lectures which were presented

(the annexation unit is indef., see 2.3.1 and 2.3.2) 

72 lan ¥ h Áaf hatan

72
questions which were 

(note that the fem. sing. pron. agrees with the grammatical gender of the non-

human plur., see 2.1.1, and 3.12.3, 3.12.4 on this passive construction)

tamann jin úayni yunqiÄ nihi min h Ä  l-zaúfi l-mum¥ti

  

two wings which would rescue [dual] him from this deadly 

they two

mujarradu biè ¥  l-m è¥ wa- tabq   
f¥ l-m è¥  

  

a mere commodity which stems from the past and which must stay in the 

it stems that it

(see 3.15.2 for yajibu , which contains no referential pron.)
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Negative rel. clauses follow the same rules:

l  t´jadu dawlatun f¥ l- lami l  man huwa l- -man huwa 
l-§ad¥qu

  

does not know who is the enemy and 

5.4.1) 

laysat bi-l-hayyinati 
  

a not insignificant

(see 4.2.8 on this usage with laysa

The following sentence contains two consecutive asyndetic rel. clauses, one 

nested (contrast 6.1): bi-faèli rajulin s nadah huwa zawjuh
a man who helped her, who

s nadah
second clause huwa  is both subj. of the nominal sentence and the referential 

pron. in its own clause.

Agreement with collectives follows the same principles as for adj. (2.1.1.2),

preds (3.1.1) and agents (3.8.2), that is, either sing. or plur. prons occur:

n sun tuúibbu l- -l- la
  

who like

qawmun l ´na ll ha
  

who do not know

55.1.1 Elative annexation

Since elative annexation to indef. nouns ( C3:150, and see 2.11.5), including 

2.13.1) is grammatically indef., it is qualified by asyndetic rel. clauses:

lin nuÁira l¥
  

which was published

(referential pron. is incorporated in nuÁira it was publi

¥ niyyin yaz´ru ihr na munÄ man

20
which will visit
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(referential pron. is incorporated in yaz´ru it

ratin rasmiyyatin yaq´mu bih  munÄu tawall¥hi mah mmi 
man§ibihi

  

which he will carry out since taking up the duties of his 

it

Here can also be included quantifiers and emphasizers such kullu
(see 2.9) when annexed to indef. nouns:  

kullu qa rati m  yuwaffiruh  l-maÁr´ ¥ ziy datan f¥ l- èi
l-mazr´

  

every drop of water which the scheme provides means an increase in 

Á  ya§luúu li-l-zir -l- ¥ni
  

anything that

lamin yaúy hu l-fat
  

what world

When annexed to def. nouns these units become def., see 5.2.3. 

55.1.2 Generic article

Heads bearing the generic article (see 1.12.3.1) may be treated as indef. and thus 

take asyndetic rel. clauses:

sayy ratun muúammalatun bi-l- Áati quddirat q¥matuh  bi-mabla\i 

fabrics whose value

k na l  budda min-a l-wuq´ Ä  l-úaddi l-mutaw è -a l-qawli 
nursiluhu, bi- lin, f¥ rajulin faÄÄin. 

  

our discourse, which we are 

giving vent to, with respect, about a unique man

As a result it is not always possible to distinguish between a rel. and a 

circumstantial clause (see 7.3.3). The following are formally circ. quals but the 

possibility of their being rel. clauses qualifying generic heads cannot be ruled out:

ya½unnuhu ras´la l- miri j -Æabarin
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the messenger of the commandant, [having] come with 

 [generic military function] 

who had come

3.11.4.1) 

anna R. ï. lam yaktafi bi-h Äihi l-§ayúati yu liquh  f¥ wajhi l-
ahu min-a l- ´liyyati l-qawmiyyati, bal ...

  

  
this cry which he uttered in the face 

of the Arabs, carrying out his share of national responsibility, but 

rather ...

this cry, uttering it

. qual. (cf. 2.4.6, 3.29.7). 

55.1.3 Ambiguity

With indef. heads there can be complete ambiguity between the asyndetic rel. 

clause and the equally asyndetic circ. clause (ú l, see 7.3.3; C3:153):

Á b - tin yarsum´na l-èaú  wuj´hihim  

  

painting/who were painting a smile on their 

(note the default masc. verb for this mixed gender agent, cf. 3.8.3) 

5.1.4 Pronominally linked qualifier

A participial adj. structure of the pattern al-maq  l-subulu 

mixed agreement (definiteness and case with grammatical head, number and 

gender with logical head). This construction is termed in Arabic ¥

into rel. structures it is often erroneously classified as a rel. (e.g. C3:150), but will 

not be dealt with here. See instead 2.1.3.4. 

5.2 RELATIVE CLAUSES WITH DEFINITE HEADS ( C3:162) 

These are syndetic, and introduced by the (historically deictic) allaÄ¥  etc. 

1.7.3 This element, 
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already def. by nature, also agrees in number, gender and case with its head 

(not all of these features are marked), to which it is effectively in apposition (cf. 

agreement with demonstratives in 2.2.6).

The Arabic terms are maw§´l
and §ila lit 5.0), both terms 

implying the inseparability of the rel. noun from its attached clause.

performed by the referential pronoun (5.1). The purpose of the allaÄ¥
element is to make the whole clause definite, and it may thus be thought of as a 

determiner, which completes the adjectival agreement with the def. head: 

compare sayy ratun kab¥ratun [0] taúmiluh a large car [0] 

which is carrying

adj. and the asyndetic rel. clause (indicated by [0] at the head of the rel. clause), 

with al-sayy ratu l-kab¥ratu llat¥ taúmiluh the large 

car [that one] which i

in agreement with the def. head al-sayy ratu the

55.2.1 Internal structure

Syndetic rel. clauses nonetheless have the same internal structure as asyndetic rel. 

clauses, and the referential pron. is therefore shown here in bold in this selection 

of typical rel. structures:

al-muq balatu llat¥ úaèarah

the the meeting, that one, he attended it

al-mak tibu llat¥ -taraddud h
  

the

them

h - f lu llaÄ¥ n´na f¥ uf´ èin jas¥matin 
-a l-iÆtil i bi-zumal

  

those children who suffer in childhood from grave illnesses which prevent 

those ones they   

etic

al-rajulu llaÄ¥ luhu lahu
  

the man - his

3.3) 
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Where the rel. clause is an equational sentence with the head as its own subj. 

a free pron. will be both subject and referential pron., such as * Æ¥ llaÄ¥ huwa  
al- ¥nu l- mmu [he] is the general 

o examples came up in the data).

However, the ref. pron. is usually omitted anyway in equational sentences 

when the pred. is a prepositional phrase or the equivalent:

al-úujratu llat¥ bi-j nibi l-b bi l- ¥siyyi 
  

which

for allat¥ hiya bi-j nibi [it]

al-mis úatu l-musta ¥latu llat¥ ma l-mabn  wa-llat¥ nuÁ¥ru ilayh   
-l-úad¥

long space which is in front of the building and which we refer to as 

for allat¥ hiya ma [it]

clauses, not necessarily restrictive as in 5.3.5). 

Agreement of the rel. noun with mixed heads follows the rules for adjs (2.1.1.3)

and preds (3.1.1), here a masc. dual, for example, qualifying a pair of nouns:

ú lata l-qalaqi wa- -¨iqati llaÄayni r faq
Æa aw tih  l- - ´l

  

with dual obl. allaÄayni (the rel. pron. is the dual agent pron. in r faq
those two . 

With mixed genders the default is masc.:

li-nan½  l-suÆriyati l-Áaf¥fati wa-l- llaÄayni   
l- ratu l-t liyatu

  

 look at the transparent mockery [fem.] and pain [masc.] which the 

with masc. dual allaÄayni those two 3.24.2 for indirect imperat. 

li-nan½ur . 
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Attraction is likely to occur with collectives (cf. adj. 2.1.1.3, and agreement in 

predicates, 3.1.1, and verb agents, 3.8.2):

al-  l-tadr¥siyyatu llaÄ¥na yablu\ hum ust Äan 
wa-muú èiran

43   

body [sing.], whose [plur.] number reaches 43 professors and 

lecturers

with both the referential noun and referential pron. agreeing either with the 

singular, see 2.12 for syntax of numerals) or with the collective al-

-fatay ti llaw t¥ na f¥ \ar mihi

the number

they

grammatical head. 

al-n su llaÄ¥na l yaktari¨´na li- Á r ti l-sayri
  

do not take [masc. plur.] any notice of the Walk

The next examples merely emphasize that agreement is nevertheless with the 

gender of the head even if it is embedded in another construction such as 

annexation (see 2.3):

úukmi l-maúkamati l-dust´riyyati l- llaÄ¥ §adira f¥ l-muddati 
l- Æ¥rati

  

 [masc.] of the supreme consitutional court [fem.] which

was issued

tu l-s llat¥ nh lat
  

imprecations [fem.] of the driver [masc.] which rained down [fem.] 

Proper names are of course def. (cf. 1.12.3.2) and take syndetic rels: 

yanqu§un¥ úusaynun-i llaÄ¥
  

 you used to know
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f¥ landan wa-b r¥s allatayni zurtuhum
  

 I had visited

them

In the last example a non-restrictive meaning appears in the translation, but there 

is no reason (apart from the original context) why it should not be restrictive, 

cf. 5.2.5. 

55.2.2 Agreement with pronoun heads

The agreement of the referential pron. varies when the reference is to a 1st or 2nd 

pers. pronoun ( C3:157). It may agree formally with the head:

natun l¥ kar matun wa-
  

have honour and self- lah

 llaÄ¥
  

 I who write

or be deflected to 3rd person:

lastu an  faqa -i llat¥  bi-úubbika
  

knows

With man 5.4) deflected agreement is probably the norm 

(following CA): 

yuúrijun¥
  

the one who is

5.2.3 Elatives in partitive constructions 

Elatives in partitive constructions (see min , 2.6.12 and cf. 5.1.1)

These are def. and therefore take syndetic rel. clauses:

wa-l Á -sadda l- liya k na -maÁ r¥ ¥  
nuffiÄat f¥ mi§ra
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the most important project 

the projects, 

those ones

with the referential pron. incorporated in nuffiÄat they were carried 

w úidatun min  wa- ½ami l-nis ll t¥ hunna
  

of

those ones he knew them

min 'ahammi wa-'afèali l- zif ti ll t¥ Átarakna f¥ ...

...   

one of the most important and best musicians who too

those ones ... they

See 2.3.7 for the binomial iè fa in both the above examples.

Quantifiers and the like (2.8, 2.9) annexed to def. nouns also require syndetic 

rels.:

bi-nafsi l-fust ni llaÄ¥ k  l-b riúata 
  

same

55.2.4 Demonstratives 

Demonstratives are very commonly used with syndetic rels in the sense of 

,

h Ä  llaÄ¥ úmada
  

this one

li-maddi yadi l- -h Ä¥na yasta§riÆ´nakum layla nah ra
  

the hand of assistance to those who are screaming out at you 

(see 2.4.3.1 for invariable layla nah ra

min d¥nin \ayri Ä lika llaÄ¥ naÁ -ú sihi 
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that on the basis of which the party came into 

on the basis 

of it

Also with m 5.4):

l m  llaÄ¥ yus¥ ¥
  

what it is that annoys my colleagues when  

55.2.5 Non-restrictive relative clauses

Restrictive and non-restrictive rel. clauses do not have to be formally 

distinguished; the following is clearly a non-restrictive rel.:

ma Áubb ki tasj¥li l-ras ili llaÄ¥ lam yuftaú
  

which had not yet 

been opened

and would need a comma in English, but such distinctions are not yet standard in 

MWA. However, the signs are that the comma is being introduced:

Æ Äunayhi §awtu jirwi j rihi l- ´zi, allaÄ¥ yuÁbihu §awta buk
l-ruèè

  

d, which 

(after the comma the rel. noun is pronounced Ä¥ with default onset as the 

beginning of a new utterance after a pause)

An alternative is to introduce non-restrictive rel. clauses with wa-
this occurs only with def. heads:

-q -§ rima l-mutaÁaddida wa-llaÄ¥ araúahu f¥
kit bihi

  

which he presented in 

f¥ Æi bin lahu wa-llaÄ¥ hu f¥ baldatihi
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(strictly the head is an indef. elative phrase, see 5.1.1, but when qualified by the 

elliptical and asyndetic rel. clause lahu
definiteness to attract the rel. noun allaÄ¥  (cf. 1.12.3 on definiteness)

lam tu§addiq-i l-jam h¥ru fawza far¥qih wa-llaÄ¥ \l  fawzin 
úaqqaqahu l-n d¥

  

which is considered the most 

(see 5.1.1 for the asyndetic rel. clause qualifying the elative \l  fawzin

For the true coordination of a series of rel. clauses see 6.2.1. 

55.3 NOMINAL RELATIVE CLAUSES ( C3:168) 

As with adjectives (see 2.1), the adjectival rel. clause may also occur without a 

head, i.e. function as a noun phrase, with the difference that only def. rel. clauses 

(i.e. those beginning with allaÄ¥ , etc.) may do so (see 5.4 for indef. rel. with 

m and man

5.3.1 As noun phrases 

As noun phrases these rel. clauses occur in all nom. functions (though strangely, 

no examples were found of nominal rel. clauses in agent position). Note that the 

structure of the rel. clause remains the same as above, hence the referential pron. 

is still required: 

Subject/topic (with or without sentence introducers, see 3.2):

allaÄ¥ ¥ ´lahu
  

what

wa-l kin-i llaÄ¥ lam yuÆ lif f¥ ú
  

what no-one ever disagrees about is that

l úa½a ¥ úadda¨athu l  tartad¥ mal bisa l-úid di l-sawd
  

that the one [fem. sing.] who spoke to him was not 
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Predicate/comment:

- huwa llaÄ¥ sawfa taltaq¥na bihi f¥ l- Æirati
  

he is the one you will meet in 

Ä lika llaÄ¥ yakf¥h  bi-l-k di li- ¥Áa
  

what suffices her, just

Agent: none found; possibly replaced by the topic-comment type above.

Dir. object:

-i llaÄ¥ hu l-sayy rata 
  

the one

(cf. 3.11.2.1 on doubly transitive 

After preposition(al)s: 

wa-l  yak´n´ min-a llaÄ¥na yaq´l´na m  l ´na
  

among those

al-¨aw bu min-a llaÄ¥ fa aran
  

from the one 

 After interrogatives ( C3:169):

ll Ä¥ yafhamu m  hiya l- Á r tu l-mubhamatu
  

the one

(and cf. 5.4.3 on the embedded m  clause)

See 10.3, 10.4 for interrogs of the pattern man-i llaÄ¥
m  llaÄ¥

Cf. also the combinations with dem. and m  in 5.2.4, which often appear in 
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55.4 THE INDEFINITE PRONOUNS man  ‘he who’ and m
‘that which’ 

These form relative clauses which are exclusively nominal ( C3:170). 

Historically these words are both interrogatives, and there are still some syntactic 

and logical echoes of this ( C3:172 3), cf. 10.3 and indirect questions in 10.18,

(see 8.6). 

The rel. clause itself has the same internal structure as all rel. clauses, though 

with man  and m  there is a tendency for the referential pron. to be omitted 

when it is obvious, usually in short sentences (see 5.4.3). 

Since they occur in all noun phrase positions they will not be subcategorized 

here; they have the same range of functions as the allaÄ¥  noun clauses 

illustrated above, differing only in that allaÄ¥
man  and m  are intrinsically 

non-

5.4.1 man  ( C3:173) 

Although the word itself is invariable, its number and gender agreement will 

emerge elsewhere (

. 

With singular agreement (though often a plur. is more natural in English):

f¥-man q tala wa-f¥-man lam yuq til
  

that fought [sing.] and him that did not fight

11.7 for paronomasia)

jam¥ na Ä lika §ifatahu
  

his

úatt  yumkinahu l-taw -tak´nu Áar¥kata úay tihi
  

will be [fem. sing.] 

laysa man  l¥ Áah dat¥
  

-one who will sign
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With plural agreement (all verbs masc. plur.):

man taú dda¨´  4810 kalim tin

4810
did speak gave

lays´  f¥ l-jam
  

were not

kullu man f¥ l-s´qi Á ´ bihi
  

have become aware of

bar Áartuhum
  

them

man hum him
  

are at the peak of their

with masc. plur. referential pron. hum  in the nominal sentence rel. clause, 

cf. 5.1

man  clauses may overlap with indirect questions (see 10.18):

wa-nas¥tu man
  

who

man yal´ú´na bi- min l  nadr¥ li-man
  

e who appear with red flags, whose

and note plur. agreement in main clause 

When preceded by partitive min m  and man  assimilate 

to mimm  (see 5.4.2) and mimman  and are spelt as one word:

mimman k n´ yum ris´na l-riy èata
  

those who used to practise
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al-mal y¥ ¨ l¥ mimman Á´ l-ni§fa l-¨ niya min-a l-qarni 
l- Ár¥na

  

of those who lived [plur.] through the second half 

55.4.1.1 Paired verbal man

8.5.1).

In these examples the verbs are visibly not apocopated (cf. 1.2.9):

man yaq´lu bi-h Äihi l- r´úati yaq¥su l- -miqy sihi
  

 whoever maintains this thesis is measuring the matter by its 

man yar hum ya½unnu ´na f¥ b´rin 
  

whoever sees them will think they are

In other cases indep. verbs must be assumed from the context:

kullu man yadÆuluh  l yaÆruju ¨ niyatan minh
  

enter [sing.] it will not go out

 h Ä  l-kit ba ... sawfa yajidu nafsahu  bi-l- ¥di  wa-qad-i
studri \ batin Áad¥dati l-ka¨ fati min-a l- úd ¨i

  

reads this book ... will find himself, for sure, having been lured

into

(note the annexed adj. Áad¥dati l-ka¨ fati -

2.1.3.2) 

Both verbs may also be perf., with qad  (see 3.10.4) before the second to 

distinguish this from a conditional sentence (contrast true conditionals in 8.3.1):

man  fa-qad faÁila
  

despairs [perf.] has already lost
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Nominal sentences also occur in either clause:

úal´bun y´  llaÄ¥na yaút j´na bi-d´ni 
muq bilin

  

he who has a milch cow distributes [the milk] to those who are in need 

(for the unmarked fem. úal´b 1.12.2.1) 

55.4.2 m  ‘what’, ‘that which’ ( C3:177) 

This is masc. sing. by default, though reference to fems will attract agreement, 

accordingly (cf. interrogative m 10.4.1):

lam yaqul l¥ m huwa smu l-jar¥dati
  

it [masc] 

is the name

al-  m  yajhaluhu
  

it

taÄawwuqu l-fann ni li-m  tar hu

it

h Ä  m  ta§w¥ri l-inúi i l-
  

(the rel. clause is a 

verbal sentence, so the referential pron. is concealed in the verb as agent 

it ) 

 naÆÁ hu wa-q mat-i l-úarbu
  

it

 wajadtu l-waè  m  h hi
  

it

For fem. agreement see the example m  hiya l- Á r tu
5.3.1. Overlap with the interrogatives here, namely, as an indirect 

question, cannot be excluded, but the agreement feature is the same anyway.
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Note regular assimilation min + m  = mimm  (1.2.2, and see further idiomatic 

use in 5.5.2):

wa-mimm  l  rayba f¥  ...

...   

from what

mimm  ta§awwara
  

than [what]

Äa §ad¥qatah mimm  t´Á ¥hi
  

from what

The assimilation also occurs with  + m  = 

yaÆtalifu tam man  maè
  

from what has gone befor

55.4.3 Omission of referential pronoun

Frequently the referential pron. is omitted with both m  and man : 

h Ä  m
  

what I believe

not hu I believe it

 m
  

not m hu it

la- yur¥du
  

what he intended

not yur¥duhu he intends it

-ka¨¥rin min-a l- Ä bi bayna yaday-i man yuúibbu
  

in front of the one he loves
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not yuúibbuhu him

In the following case omission is probably the norm, as the rel. clause is an 

equational sentence with a prepositional phrase as pred. (cf. 5.2.1):

Æ lfita na½ara man f¥ l-bayti
  

in the house

not man hum . 

55.4.4 m ... min ... ‘that which ... of ...’

In combination with an explanatory min  (see 2.6.12), m  is commonly used 

in rel. constructions where the head is either inconveniently complex or vague 

( C3:179). Here m  serves as an empty head whose content will be specified 

after min  as an open-ended noun phrase. The complete clause is nominal in 

Arabic (and has the same distribution as any nominal rel. clause) but can always 

be paraphrased by English restrictive relatives. Their approximate English sense 

can be schematically represented by various matrices according to whether the 

noun phrase after min is sing., plur., indef. or def.

m  ... min
5.5.3 with kullu

m úada¨a min ta awwurin f¥ §in -daw
  

what has happened by way of

m  lah min dawrin b rizin 
  

what it has by way of a prominent 

m  k na yuú¥ u bihi min mam lika
  

what surrounded it by way of

m  ladayhinna min ¨iy bin
  

most beautiful 

of what they had of
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ra\ma m  marrat bihi min miúanin wa-laúa½ ti nkim Áin wa-tahm¥Áin
  

what it went through of trials and moments of withdrawal 

m  ... min

Äakkirahum ka-Ä lika bi-m laba bihi min muè -juh´di  
  

what he had demanded by way of

m  taúaqqaqa bi-l- min-a l- z ti
  

what has been 

realized by way of t

m  sa-tatimmu mun qaÁatuhu min-a l-mas -iqti§ diyyati
  

what will be 

discussed by way of the

The following, with possessive suffix, is probably a calque: 

½ -yufè¥ m  yabq  lahu min úay tihi, f¥ hud´

what remains for him of his life

Paraphrasing these as formal rel. structures as described in 5.1 and 5.2 produces 

clumsy or ambiguous results, because the true head becomes separated from its 

restrictive rel. clause (the examples are converted from those above):

*al-ta awwuru f¥ §in -daw Ä¥ úada¨a 
  

the development in the manufacture of medicine which has occurred

which also raises a potential interpretation problem with allaÄ¥ , which may 

*al-mas -iqti§ diyyatu llat¥ sa-tatimmu mun qaÁatuh

uncomplicated but not unambiguously restrictive, and could have an unrestrictive 

Examples with man ... min
CA but did not appear in the data.
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55.4.4.1 Inversion to min ... m  and min ... man  occurs 

( C3:182), supplying emphasis without changing the original sense: 

la min-a l- -l-¨aq fati m  yaÁ
  

by 

way of knowledge and culture what

(here the ref. pron. is omitted, cf. 5.4.3, namely, m  yaÁ hu
wants it

úatt  bala\a min-a l-majdi wa-l-Áuhrati m  bala\ahu l-qal¥lu min-a
l-Á

  

reached by 

way of glory and fame what

min-a l-fatay ti wa-l-sayyid ti man tusay ½ hiru l-ruj´lati  
  

stations of masculinity 

by way of girls and women those who

This last example in a different context could be read as an inverted equational 

sentence with a partitive and generic pred. (see 3.1.4 among girls and women 

[pred.] are those

but this is not the sense of the example as recorded.

5.5 IDIOMATIC COMBINATIONS

The idiomatic combinations al- Ä¥ and 

mimm  and annexation of emphasizers and quantifiers to m
clauses. 

The first is used as a calque of French ce qui, i.e. when the head is itself a clause 

or at least a complex noun phrase, while mimm  (= min  + m , 1.2.2) is an 

, is something

3.1.4). Under Western influence it is not uncommon to find these 

clauses preceded by a comma or some other separator, but this is not necessary. 

5.5.1 al-’amru llaÄ¥ , ‘[the matter] which’

Note that the rel. clause itself is invariably a verbal sentence with al-  as 

its agent, and the normal rel. structure (cf. 5.2):
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maÁr´ tun li-Æalqi fura§ ¥datin li-l-Áab bi .. al- Ä¥ lam 
yataú

  

lans to create new job opportunities for young men, .. which has not yet 

(the referential pron. is incorporated in yataúaqqaq it has [not] been 

li-baú¨i wa-mun qaÁati l- bi llat¥  tadahwuri mustaw  l-kurati 
l-mi§riyyati l- Ä¥ -Áaklin kab¥ ¥qi l- ¥

  

dard 

of Egyptian football, which is reflected largely in the performance of 

(referential pron. incorporated in it

n  l-jih zu l-fanniyyu min huj´mi l-jam h¥ ¥ l-fatrati l- Æ¥rati 
l- Ä¥ ¨¨  nafsiyyati l-l ¥na

  

period, which

(referential pron. incorporated in ¨¨ara it

55.5.2 mimm , lit. ‘from what’, i.e. ‘something which’

This is less specific than al- Ä¥ , though the function is the same, 

i.e. to qualify a head which is a sentence. One difference between the two is that 

mimm  can precede its referend, and thus has the same structure as the min
+ participle set in 3.1.4 (for which reason the mimm  clause will be treated as 

pred. regardless of its position). Like al-  llaÄ¥ , the agent of the rel. 

clause is always the m mimm : 

mimm ¥ ¨ na yaúmilu na½ratan 
Áum´liyyatan

  

what distinguished him in my opinion more, was that he used to take a 

¨  l-Æar¥ ati l- §liyyati l-úud´di mi§ra l-Áarqiyyati, mimm
¨ ra dahÁata l-mur qib¥na
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which

from what

wa-l mimm -zawjata l-jad¥data li-l-luj´   
l-maúkamati

  

which

from what

55.5.3 Annexation of min and m

Emphasizers (2.8) and quantifiers (2.9) are regularly annexed to m  clauses 

(as annexation units they thus differ from those in which m  is a suffix, see 

5.9). 

kullu m kullam
below, 5.9.10):

bi-kulli m  huwa sa úiyyun
  

all that

úawla kulli m  laÄÄa wa- -maÁrabin wa- Äbi 
l- ú ni

  

all that is delicious and tasty by way of food, drink and 

(here also incorporating a m  ... min  construction, see 5.4.4) 

bi-kulli m  yaúw¥hi min úuznin wa- Áaf¥fin
  

all that

(another m  ... min  construction, see 5.4.4) 

èu m C2:136)

al- ¥m nu bi- èi m hu
  

some of what
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C2:143)

h Ä  j a f¥ lihi
  

exactly what

\ayru m ( C2:148)

yaq´lu \ayra m  yaq§idu
  

other than what

See 5.9.12 for qadra m

55.6 FURTHER FUNCTIONS OF RELATIVE m

In combination with verbs m
and is thus called m  al-ma§dariyya m C3:211, 

and cf. the 7.5.1.2). This m  is present in many compound 

adverbial phrases, see 5.8, and conjunctions, see 5.9. 

A number of different functions of m  will be gathered here, where the 

original rel. meaning is either weakened or no longer apparent. 

5.6.1 Temporal m

Temporal m  ( C3:229), see also d ma in 3.17.7, occurs with perf. 

verbs (the neg. invariably apoc. with lam
with neg. m 4.2  the equivalent of an 

adverbial clause: 

Áah datin m  lam
  

as long as

(see 2.9.1.6 on optional gender agreement in 

sa-yak´nu qar¥ban, m ÆuÄ úadun
  

as long as

m Æla §´ li-l-dawlati l-jad¥dati
  

as long as
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m ¥nihim
  

as long as

55.6.2 With exclamatory verbs 

With exclamatory verbs (see further in 3.27) and the equivalent, m  occurs at 

the head of a clause which is grammatically their agent, e.g. na m
Áadda m

ka-Æilyatin sara niyyatin na m taè -tak ¨arat Áar ti
l-marr ti

  

 cell, how quickly it doubled and multiplied tens of times

If indeed a rel. m  is involved (which is historically unlikely), the verb of 

surprise should also be mentioned once here (details in 3.27.1):

m - data
  

how easy happiness is

5.6.3 Vagueness  

m  is placed after nouns to indicate complete 

vagueness (see further in 1.8.4):

bi-úaè ratin m
  

fa-  tuúaddi¨u ÁaÆ§an m
  

some person

wa-l-úaq¥ Á \ mièan wa-\ar¥ban k ´qu d
liq

the truth was that something obscure and strange was always preventing  

Here may be grouped various cases where the suffixation of m  either (1) 

inhibits the grammatical effect of an element, e.g. 7.5.2),

kaym 7.6.2), 3.30.1), or (2) produces a 
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conditional from an adverbial interrogative, e.g. 

kayfam úay¨um ; see 8.5 on these generally.

For exclamatory C1:155), reinforcing the absolute 

obj., see 3.28.3. 

55.6.4 The most x ...

In annexation with elatives m
2.11.5):

¨umma qtarabat minn¥ ka- afi, wa-  yak´nu

like the nicest and the most delicate [thing] that 

could ever be

(see 2.3.7 on binomial annexation)

5.7 IDIOMATIC COMBINATIONS OF RELATIVE m   
WITH PREPOSITIONALS 

Other idiomatic combinations with prepositionals, excluding those which produce 

compound conjunctions (on which see 5.8) are: 

 pron. and mostly written 

expressions (but see also 10.18.2 for  in indirect questions):

 qal¥lin yaduqqu l-b ba wa-y ¥  mas  nafsa 
l-tawassul ti

  

soon he would be knocking at the door and repeat to her the same 

m  bayna C3:191) seems to be intended to avoid 

It is not to be 

confused with baynam  at 5.9.2 (and see 2.7.8 on other peculiarities of 

bayna ):

k na l-waqtu laylan m  bayna l-t -l- Áirati
  

between
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k  l-f riqi l-ijtim m  bayna l- arafayni
  

based on the social difference between th

fawqa m C3:241):

wa-qad j -i l-nat fawqa m  tamann hu

  

above what

f¥m
( C3:189, 234):

wa-f¥m - amaliyy ti l-sal mi fa- maju 
l-úizbi

  

with regard to what is connected with the peace process, the 

par  programme has emphasized

Æ §§atan f¥m -haykaliyyati ni½ mi l-muwa½½af¥na
  

with regard to what is connected with the structure of the 

¥j  tilka l- ti f¥m Ä  k nat hun qatun  

as to whether there was a 

10.19.2) 

q ma l-ra f¥m  stamarra h Ä  q
  

ingly while the former continued, saying

f¥m ,

2.5.4 on 

f¥m §\  h Ä  l- ¥ri
  

later I got used to paying
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wa-kullu h Ä Á f¥m
  

only discovered afterwards

(see 3.3.2 for the topic-comment structure and 9.4.1 for the exceptive 

construction) 

allaÄ¥ sa- úadda¨ f¥m
  

later

When f¥ m  occurs as two separate words it is a literal rel. clause: 

f¥ m  sabaqa lan  min-a l-qawli
  

in what we us 

(see m  ... min  in 5.4.4) 

bi-m  f¥
adverbial phrase and inverted pred. of the following noun(s): 

al- è -ijtim bi-m  f¥h  l- nu wa-l-§iúúatu wa-l- ¥mu 
wa-l- ´ru

  

s, including housing, health, education and 

f´ -jam¥ bi-m  f¥him riq batu l-tilifizy´ni  bi-qar rin jad¥din 
min-a l- i 

  

including the television censorship  was surprised by a 

jam¥ -iÆtiy r ti m  z lat ma r´ú  l-m bi-m  f¥ Ä lika
stiÆd mu l-quwwati

  

including

bi-m  f¥ Ä lika l-fas du l-úuk´miyyu f¥ muÆtalifi l-qi ti
  

including in that

See also bi-m  in nom. clauses below, 5.9.3. 

For m  qabla m
- - 12.7.1 (7).
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55.8 QUASI-COMPOUNDS WITH RELATIVE m  AS THE 
SECOND ELEMENT 

They can be grouped as follows:

Collocations with adverbials (cf. 2.5.1), producing adverbial phrases 

( C3:210). These do not affect the verb in any way and word order is 

relatively free, though they usually front the clause. Examples below in this 

section. 

Annexations of nouns and preposition(al)s producing conjunctions, i.e. which 

allow the compound x+m  to subordinate an entire clause, rather like 

French après que, avant que, etc. ( C3:231). Details below in 5.9. 

Structurally unrelated to these are compound conditional conjunctions, e.g. 

kayfam (see Chapter 8). The m
m (cf. 5.6.3). 

Adverbial phrases with rel. m  at the head of the clause qualified by the 

adverb have the following general structure: ka¨¥ran m  k na ramz¥ yatab dalu
l- ¥hi often Ramzi used to 

exchange

k na amely,

All the adverbials below belong to the set described in 2.4.8, i.e. dep. nouns 

which have now acquired an independent adverbial status.

5.8.1 ‘ datan m  ‘usually’

wa-  l-ra\ Ä  l-far¥qa datan m ´ úurriyati 
l-fikri 

   

usually preaches

Ä datan m  yanÁa\ilu l-muhtamm´na bih
  

are usually preoccupied

5.8.2 ’aúy nan m  ‘sometimes’

úy nan m  yuÆ ´na   

wa-l- f lu úy nan m  yaqs´na èin d´ -muè ti 
Ä lika
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are sometimes cruel to each other without knowing the 

55.8.3 \ liban m  ‘predominantly’, ‘mostly’

yaÄhab´ \ liban m  yantaÁiru f¥ l-§ayfi
  

it mostly spreads

wa-\ liban m  yatimmu l- ju
  

mostly release is effected

see 3.23.1 on tamma

qi§a§u l-úubbi llat¥ \ liban m tantah¥ bi-l-faÁli
  

mostly end

5.8.4 ka¨¥ran m , ‘frequently’, ‘often’ ( C3:214) 

ka¨¥ran m  tadÆulu l-ma baÆa 
  

frequently she goes into the kitc

ru l-samaki laysa lah run ¨ bitun .. ka¨¥ran m
  

often they go up

ka¨¥ran m  naÁunnu úarban d´ -sababa
  

many times we launch

5.8.5 n diran m , ‘rarely’ ( C3:216) 

¥ fa-n diran m  yaz´run¥
  

rarely visits

(see 3.3.4 
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wa-n diran m  yaúdu¨u f¥h  nfiÆ èun

and rarely does it happen that there is any decrease in them 

55.8.6 qal¥lan m ‘seldom’ ( C3:216), and  
cf. qalla m  above

qal¥lan m k nat tuÁ hidu w
  

seldom did she see

qal¥lan m tuÁriqu l-Áamsu f¥ h Äa l-waqti
  

seldom shines

5.9 COMPOUND SURBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS WITH
m  AND PREPOSITION(AL) 

A number of compound subordinating conjunctions consist of rel. m
combined with a preposition(al) (see 2.4.3.1) or noun, either annexed (i.e. spelt as 

two words) or suffixed (i.e. spelt as one word).

5.9.1 ’awwala m  ‘first’, ‘when first’, ‘the first time’  
( C3:221) 

  

the first time

fa-qad úara§a l- mu úara§  l- Æuwwati 
il- niyyati

  

m encouraged, as the first of what it encouraged, 

(note the paranomasia with úarasa , see 11.7.7) 
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This is to be distinguished from the literal 

which follows the syntax of the quantifiers and emphasizers in 5.5.3: 

´naki è -Áubb ki 
  

the first thing

55.9.2 baynam , bayn  ‘during’, ‘while’ ( C3:232) 

wa-baynam ¥ru wa-n´ru l-nah ri yataè ¨ara fa- ¨ara, 
§ i  tallatin munÆafièatin

  

while I was walking along, the light of the day growing dimmer and 

wa-baynam  tuÁ¥ru l- mu li-nÆif è -iddiÆ ri ... 
 fa- ma l-banki l- èan tuÁ¥ru li-tar ¥  
nisbati l-isti¨m ri 

  

while the figures point to a drop in average saving, ... the Central Bank 

Often after main clause, 

wajadtuh  tajr¥ bayna l- Áj ri bi-Æiffatin baynam  jalasat w lidatuh
èi l-maq

  

while her mother sat 

laqiya 3 minhum ma§ baynam §¥ba 4 minhum bi- § b tin 
Æa ¥ratin

4 3
while

Examples with bayn  have not been found.
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55.9.3 bi-m  ’anna  ‘since’, ‘because’ 

bi-m C3:242; 

see 7.5.2 on ): 

bi-m ú l ti l-taw ¥ Ák -
l- q ti baynah  wa-bayna l- ¥q - ¥ §uwarin 

  

because the states of [metrical] balance come in numerous patterns, the 

connec

wa-bi-m  miy ha l-nahri talawwa¨at fa-qad- ¥hi l- ku 
tam man

  

since the waters of the river are polluted, fish are entirely lacking 

5.9.4 ú lam  ‘as soon as’, ‘at the moment when’ 
( C3:222) 

wa-ú lam da zawj¥  maqrabatin minn¥ btasamtu lahu 
btis matan kab¥ratan 

  

as soon as my husband returned to his seat near me I gave him an enormous 

(see 3.29.3 on the absolute obj. ibtis matan

h Ä èiúu §iúúatuhu ú lam  tataqa§§  l-s¥rata l-Ä tiyyata 
  

his is a matter whose truth becomes obvious as soon as you follow the 

autobiography

An alternative is to annex the noun ú la  directly to the sentence as a space-

time qualifier (cf. 2.4.3.1

\ m¥ li-l-úan¥ni k na t mman ú la \
wa-§addan¥

  

the moment it 
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55.9.5 úasabam  ‘according as’

yatalaqqawna min-a l-Áamsi dafaq tin mutafarriqatin úasabam  tusmaúu
l- \§ nu l-m´riqatu bi-hibatin ayyibatin

  

according as the leafy 

branches are allowed [such] a pleasant gift (or tasmaúu

yaq´l´na m  yaÆ uru bi-b lihim úasabam  ttafaqa
  

just as

 i.e. without thinking 

(perf. ittafaqa 3.10.1) 

When written as two words it is annexed directly to the rel. sentence, with a 

purely rel. meaning:

úasaba m  qarrarahu l- nu
  

according to what

5.9.6 úay¨um  ‘wherever’

This is also used conditionally (see 8.5.3), and its status is not always clear. 

However, the following example is significant because the indep. (i.e. non-

conditional) form of the hollow verbs (see paradigms 1.9.1) is explicit:

úay¨um  yad´r´na b¥ ´ru
  

wherever

not apoc. yad´r´ ,  (cf. 3.11.4.1 on verbs of motion meaning 

5.9.7 ú¥nam  ‘when’, ‘at the time when’ ( C3:224) 

Æ ú¥nam  j -l-Áah d ti l- ¥matan .. wa-lam 
ta -l- ¥matan

  

when it gave value to educational certificates .. but 

gave 

a llaÄ¥na § \´ l-dast´ra ... ú¥nam  na§§´ úz bi 
l-d¥niyyati k n´ yastanid´ -mus w ti
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 constitution ... , when they explicitly 

forbade the setting up of religious parties, were basing themselves on the 

(note that where CA has  with the obl. case ending, MWA has 

invariable , following the new spelling convention for this consonant, cf. 

1.2.1.1) 

An alternative is to annex ú¥na  directly to the sentence as a space-time 

qualifier (see 7.6.6):

ú¥na ltafattu naúwa l-b bi wajadtuh  w qifatan tan½uru naúw¥
  

when I

at the time of + verbal

Æu§´§an ú¥na yub§iru fat tan mi¨laki, lah  h Ä  l-jam lu
  

when he sees a girl like you, who has 

(see 5.0.3 for the inverted rel. sentence lah  h Ä  l-jam lu
) 

In the combination f¥ ú¥ni

f¥ ú¥ni k nat tuÁ¥ru l-  ziy datin bi-nafsi l-qadri
  

time as expectations were pointing to an increase of the same 

f¥ ú¥ni k   
   

time

55.9.8 ‘inda m  ‘when’

This is increasingly now written as one word  and has largely taken over the 

functions of two CA temporal conjunctions ( C3:235).

lamm 7.6.3, with two perf. verbs:

bala\at -s bi Áara, q lat lah
  

reached seventeen her mother said to her

(note that the name is enclosed in single quotes, cf. 1.8.5) 
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taÄakkartu qultu li-nafs¥
  

remembered I said to myself  

 sal¥matu bi-mawtihi, èaúikat èaúkatan majn´natan tuÁbihu 
l-naw úa 

  

¥ma heard of his death she laughed

i.e (see 

2.4.2 on this construction.) 

rakiba l- - -i rtajafa qalbuhu
  

rode in a plane [generic] for the first time his heart trembled

Habitual or present, replacing Ä  see 8.3, but, unlike Ä ,

usually with two imperf. verbs:

yaj´  l-fuqar tanbutu liú hum
  

are hungry their beards grow

tafqidu l-nafsu taw zunah  wa-stiw  far¥satan li-m
Æ aru min Ä lika

  

loses its balance and equilibrium it falls victim to what is 

l  l-bayti è  qu natin muballalatin
  

return home I put it [namely, the seed] on a piece of 

Clause order is often inverted with both types, probably on the Western pattern:

úadda¨an¥ bih  marra bi-t´nusa
  

when he passed

ka-Ä lika yaúzunu l- iflu  yajidu malu bi- ar¥qatin 
muÆ q¥ Æwatihi

  

when it finds that it is being treated in a 
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èúaku Äakkaru Ä lika l- na
  

when I remember

55.9.9 kam  ‘just as’, ‘same as’ 

kam , 2.6.8 on ka- ; a transliteration 

ka-m  etc. would probably be more consistent here but the segmentation is 

unnecessary). For convenience all comparative conjunctions with ka-  will be 

dealt with here, even though some involve subordinating conjunctions ,

, law  (see appropriate cross-references below).

5.9.9.1 kam  ( C3:236)

With verb. sentence:

sa-yajiduh kam  tarakah  munÄ
  

as

kam ran 
  

just as

kam  k nat tusamm
  

as

With noun phrases (probably elliptical): 

baqiya kam  huwa
  

as

wamata l-ta\y¥ri kam datu l-ta\y¥ri
  

the same

ÆuÄu l-úad ¨ata l- lamiyyata kam  hiya ka-úuè´rin mustaqillin 
  

as it [is]
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It may also draw comparisons between two statements, the second introduced 

by a variety of resumptive markers (see further in discourse, 11.1):

kam  l- -  saú ¥n  min-a l-n ri 
fa- -\aèabi yus úif½i ÁaÆ§iyyatin

  

just as physical pain makes us withdraw our hands from fire, so the pain 

kam  tusabbibu m ddatu l-diy´ks¥ èa l-ta\ayyur ti l-jiÄriyyati 
... ka-Ä lika tusabbibu m ddatu l-diyuks¥ni Æalalan wa-naq§
èa ¥ ...

...   

just as dioxin causes certain radical changes ... likewise dioxin causes 

Variant with wa-  (cf. 6.2.7):

kam  wa-  bi-qadri m  k na nti§ ran li- ... fa-

just as to the extent that it was a victory for ... so

(see 5.9.12 on bi-qadri m ) 

See also kam  below. 

55.9.9.2 kam

yaq´mu l-banku bi-fatúi l-úis b ti l-ÁaÆ§iyyati ... kam -
tamw¥li l-maÁr´ ti l-muÆtalifati

  

the bank undertakes the opening of personal accounts ... likewise the bank 

kam úaèara mar sima l-iftit ú -a l-Áuy´Æi
  

just as a number of elde

5.9.9.3 kam C3:239) operates on nominal sentences 

(see 3.2.2 on ):

kam  lahu l-ú èan
  

just as he also has the right
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kam a bayna l-b úi¨i wa-l-mab úi¨i 
  

just as we must distinguish between the [innocent] researcher and the 

kam §baúa min al- di qiy mu l-jam ti l-muta arrifati 
bi- §d ri manÁ´r tin

  

just as

here in order to operate on a verbal sentence the dummy pron. suffix è m¥r
al-Á  is used, see 3.4

55.9.9.4 ka- 3.2.4), introducing complete and 

independent nominal sentences:

ka-  h Ä  l-mawè
  

it was as if

(see 9.1 on the exceptive construction)

ka-  ya§´\uhu §iy \atan nih
  

it is as if

(see 2.4.2, 3.29.3 on absolute obj.)

Variant with wa- , as a kind of circumstantial qualifier (see 6.2.7): 

¥ -riúl ti ... wa-  t ¥dun li- biqatin
  

comes [across] ... as if it were a confirmation of some prior 

f¥ wa-ka-  daÆala marúalata Áaddin wa-jaÄbin 
¥sihi

   

seemingly having entered a phase of pulling 

This variant is often found after the verb bad ,

ast 3.17.3

that it is felt to be a circumstantial qualifier:

badat l¥ wa-  fat tun kab¥ratun
  

as if she were a grown-
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badat wa- akbaru l-ban ti
  

like

The construction with bi- Ä 3.31.1)

is occasionally seen: 

wa-ka- ¥ bih  tun d¥n¥ min war -qabri wa-taq´lu
  

for me as if, lo, she was calling me from beyond the grave, 

saying

Contrast the purely hypothetical comparison with kam  law  in 5.9.9.7. 

55.9.9.5 ka- C3:240), with the suffix m here 

neutralizing the grammatical effect of  (contrast ka-anna  in 3.2.4) on 

the topic noun, though when it introduces verbal sentences the question does not 

arise: 

ka-  l- èu kulluh  mulkun lahu
  

as if the wo

ka-  f¥ r´ú¥ \niyatin úaz¥nati l-§ad
  

as if

n 2.1.3.2) 

ka-  nqa ¥ min qillati l-§abri
  

as if

bi-Á ribayhi l-raf¥ ka-  rusim  bi-qalami l-ra§ §i
  

 his two thin moustaches, as if

(the unvowelled passive rusim
from the context (see 3.12), and note 

mentioned but not its agent (see 3.12.2)) 

5.9.9.6 ka- , C3:144) with dep. verbs (see further in 

7.20):

wa-hun ka ½ur´fun muÆaffifatun li-l-jar¥mati ka- ´na l-s riqu j
iflan
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 are mitigating circumstances for the crime, such as the thief being

like

55.9.9.7 kam  law  hypothetically ( C3:240, 324, see further in 

8.2.11 on law ) 

With verbal sentences:

tuúarriku Áifatayh kam  law k nat tatakallamu
  

as if she were speaking

fariúat l¥ kam  law k nat ¥
  

as if she were

k  ma§ liúi l-qaryati wa- kam  law k na 
hum

  

as if he were

With nominal sentence introduced by  (cf. 8.2.5 on ):

kam  tur¥ a 
  

as if it [

context) 

¨umma núan  naúwah kam  yaún´ iflatin
  

as if

wa- úy nan yata§arrafu l-i¨n ni kam  yamlik ni 
dim \an w úidan

  

as if they 

5.9.10 kullam  ( C3:219) with paired sentences 

kullam  ( C3:219) with paired sentences:

, (contrast kullu m  as 

an annexed quantifier above, 5.5.3), and now only seldom with kullam
repeated before each verb. In both senses the verb is invariably perf., either 
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historical or habitual (cf. perf. in conditional sentences, 8.0), hence often 

corresponding to present tense in English.

55.9.10.1 ‘the more ... the more’

Single kullam : 

kullam z da úajmuhu z da
  

increases the more its price increases

kullam taqaddamn  laúiqn  bi-l-Áamsi
  

 we advanced, the more we caught up

(historical perf.)

kullam marrat-i l-sanaw tu faqadn  l-ka¨ira
  

as the years passed

Repeated kullam : 

kullam  zd mulu l- mili bi-m ddati l-§am\i
kullam  zd èi l- mili §iúúiyyan li-l- Æ ri

  

the more the worker had to do with resinous 

substances the more

5.9.10.2 ‘every time x ... y’

Single kullam : 

kullam  sayyidatan qultu llat¥ f¥ q¥ -
  

I saw a lady I said [to myself], the one deep inside me is 

kullam §af  lahu l-waqtu Æay lahu
  

was free she filled

kullam ltaqat na½ar tun waè  l-§a\¥ra bayna yadayh
  

met she put
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Repeated kullam : 

kullam mu \urbat¥, kullam  zdadtu lti§ qan bi-j n¥t
  

the more the days of my exile stretched out, the more attached I 

With inverted clause sequence, probably on the Western pattern (though the 

perf. verb of habitual action is retained):

taqillu kaf kullam  taqaddama l- mru
  

advances

li-m Ä è¥ ¥ kullam  na½
  

every time

úatt  l  taf´tan¥ fur§atu l-istim r -úikmatika kullam
sanaúat-i l-fur§atu

  

every time the opportunity arises

55.9.11 mi¨lam ‘as’, ‘like’ 

( C2:145, 3:218; and cf. 2.1 on mi¨la ,

the identity of two processes, and therefore different from kam  above, which 

compares them: 

úa n  bih mi¨lam  tuú¥ u l- -§i\ rih
  

as

m ta mi¨lam  yam´tu l-úim ru
  

as

(note generic art. al-úim ru 1.12.3.1) 

l  buk - ¥la mi¨lam  yaúdu¨ datan f¥ mi¨li h Äihi l-ú l ti
  

such as happens usually in these 
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tam man mi¨lam úadu l-wul ti l- ¨m niyy¥na
  

ly the same as

55.9.12 qadra m  ‘to the extent that’, ‘as much as’ 
( C3:222): 

li-muú dihi qadra m ¥
  

as much as

A variant is bi-qadri m bi-qadri l- ni

bi qadri m  yabd´ fawz¥ af n´s j -úad¥¨ -qalbi
  

bi-qadri m  yabd´ mariú -úad¥¨i f¥ ´ri l-úay ti l-duny .. bi-
qadri m  yabd´ ifiyyan jiddan tu\ úy
yataúadda¨ ´ri l-wa ani

to the extent that he appears cheerful when talking about the affairs of the 

world, .. he appears to the same extent very emotional, eyes sometimes 

(cf. above, 5.9.8, on 

l ¥ ill bi-qadri m ÆuÄu 
  

as much as

This neg. example is probably a calque:

laysa min mun alaqi mus w ti l- -l-rajuli bi-qadri m  huwa min 
mun alaqi l-tij rati wa-l-ribúi 

  

not so much from the point of view of the equality of man and woman 

as

not from the point of view of the equality of man and woman to the 

[same] extent that it is from 
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55.9.13 ray¨am  ‘while’, ‘until’, ‘when’ ( C3:223): 

wa-huwa yaú matahu lan ta ´ ray¨am  yajidu 
mak nan l Æara

  

by which time

wa qad-i ttaÆaÄa h Ä  l- ray¨am  yatimmu l-  fatúi fur´
f¥ l-j -Æti§ § ti handasati l-\azali wa-l-nas¥ji wa-l-§ib \ati

  

while the task of opening branches in the 

university to specialize in textile mechanics, weaving and dyeing was being 

cf. 3.23.1 on the process verb tamma

-maúkamati ... muw faqatah alabi muú miyi l-dif
¥la l-jalas ´ ray¨am  yatasann  lahum-i l-tadq¥qu f¥ ´m tin 

b li\ati l-úas siyati 

  

for a postponement of the sessions for a week, when they would be able to 

5.9.14 rubbam  ‘maybe’, ‘perhaps’ 

rubbam C1:62, C3:225); the main treatment is in 

3.30.2 and only token examples are given here.

rubbam  has become rare, but it is 

,

rubbam  l  tafhamahu
  

rubbam  k na h Ä  l- è´ úad¥¨ ú d¥¨a 
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rubbam  l -ka¨¥r´na hun -diy´ks¥ úadu 
muÆallaf ti l-¨awrati al-§in

  

perhaps many here do not know that dioxin is one of the residues of the 

55.9.15 lam  ‘as long as’ ( C3:211)

With either nominal or verbal sentences: 

lam Ä lika l  yaèurru bi-l- Æar¥na
  

as long as

(note the use of  here to front the nominal topic, see 3.2.2) 

l ú  l-tasarrubi lam  l-b bu maft´úun
  

is no need for the leakage [of currency] as long as

wa-  l- ¥mi lam úw lu l-mad
m

  

ill not rise as long as the circumstances of the 

tilka l- ifu llat¥ lam -i l-jam¥ ú¥na taltaq¥ l-na½ar tu
  

e feelings which for so long

sa-tuúaqqiqu úulmahu wa-úulmah  llaÄ¥ lam  d Æay lahum
  

for so long had played with 

their 

11.7.1) 

la- lam  laqiyat-i l-¨an -l- ba min-a l-marè  wa-l-
úaddin saw

  

for a long time indeed she met with praise and admiration from the patients 

cf. 3.2.1.1 for this la-  emphasizing predicates, 3.26.1 for la-  prefixed to verbs.



6 COORDINATED 
SENTENCES

6.0 INTRODUCTION

This section deals primarily with the coordination of clauses and sentences. The 

coordination of noun phrases and the like is dealt with in 2.19; for the special case 

of wa- 2.4.7 and 3.29.8, and for wa-
prefixed to oaths see 2.17. Coordination at the discourse level and as a cohesion 

feature is dealt with in Chapter 11.

Coordination is either asyndetic or syndetic, the latter achieved through the 

same range of conjunctions as have already been described in phrasal 

coordination (2.19.1 2.19.12), namely, wa- , fa- ¨umma
l kin(na) bal , l
siyyam , saw úatt wa-l ,

wa-laysa
In CA all sentences were in principle formally connected by conjunctions, 

these also serving as the equivalent of punctuation, but MWA has superimposed a 

borrowed Western punctuation system (see 1.3), and the two systems are often 

integrated to a greater or lesser degree.

For the purposes of this chapter the union of two or more sentences without 

conjunctions will be treated as asyndetic coordination, and with conjunctions as 

syndetic coordination, whether punctuation is involved or not. The rhetorical or 

stylistic motives for the selection of asyndetic or syndetic coordination cannot 

be taken into account here, but wherever possible the intended rhetorical or 

stylistic effect will be reflected in the translation.

It is important to note the other roles of asyndesis: indef. rel. clauses (5.1),

verbal circumstantial clauses (7.3.1) and apodosis clauses (8.0) all rely on a 

delicate system of zero markers (namely the absence of introductory particles) to 

indicate the subordination of the respective clauses. The items treated by 

Cantarino 3:10 as asyndetical coordination are in fact regular apodosis clauses., 

see 8.0.

6.1 ASYNDETIC COORDINATION

Asyndetic coordination ( C3:7) is neither new nor rare, having been used in CA 

whenever the vividness or immediacy of the narrative required it: structurally, 

however, it amounted to the elision of a conjunction. By contrast, in MWA the 
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influence of European literary and stylistic conventions has encouraged the use of 

pure asyndetic coordination:

naúnu l-baÁaru a\biy Á

pid people who 5.2.2, is possible, but here 

Far more frequent is the adoption of Western punctuation, so that the comma, full 

stop and colon now play more of a role in demarcating asyndetically coordinated 

sentences, e.g. the commas in the following example:

¨umma tadrusuhu, tuúalliluhu, takÁ úud´dihi

cumulative sense of this list of actions.

Here dots replace coordinators:

úat Ä karat

together ... they grew up together

al- ¥Áa

The next examples might well have been modelled on the narrative structure of a 

Western language, with the commas serving both to separate and link the 

sequence of clauses:

ka- ¥ l Áy Átuh ¨ ¥ man, 
 wa-ka- úada¨

years ago, [comma, no conjunction] I am writing as if they happened only 

-laúna l-mumayyiza li-l-naÁ Ä nu l- §ri, 
úilla l-wahanu bi-è -nah -ma\¥bu, 

wa-l-w lidu lam ya½ -tilka nuÄurun muÆ¥fatun
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evening call to prayer should ring out, that langor should befall the light of 

the day, that sundown should approach, [all this] while father had not yet

Conversely the next example shows a long sequence of syndetic coordination (i.e. 

the default CA system), where in natural English the conjunctions would prob-

ably not be repeated:

k na f¥ qalbi kulli naÁ mmin yaktubu wa-yu èiru wa-yudarrisu 
wa-ya ubu wa-yuÁ riku f¥ l-nadaw ti

and] lecturing [and]

teaching [and] preaching [and

(cf. 3.10.6 on k na  and habitual action)

The following sequence of rhetorical questions (cf. 10.13) shows a mixture of 

asyndetic and syndetic coordination, again reflecting a Western style. The first 

question is introduced with fa- , here marking a new paragraph, then two 

interrogatives are internally coordinated with wa-  in the second question, 

followed by two asyndetically coordinated questions, with only the final question 

syndetically coordinated, perhaps because it completes a balanced pair or simply 

marks the end of the list. Otherwise only the punctuation (though not entirely 

complete, and reproduced in the translation exactly as it is) separates them all:

fa-man huwa î. M.? .. kayfa wa- è  sanaw tihi l-qar¥bata min 
al-¨am n¥na? .. m  hiya manzilatuhu f¥ may d¥ni l-kit bati l-
wa-l-naqdiyyati wa-f¥ may d¥ni l-baú¨i l-falsafiyyi wa-l-dir sati l-tur ¨iyyati? 
m  s ati l- -wa aniyyi wa-l-qawmiyyi wa-m

muhu f¥ ¥si lamin jad¥din? ..

so who is H. M? ... How and where did he spend his nearly eighty years? .. 

What is his status in the fields of literary and critical writing and in the fields 

of philosophical investigation and cultural study? What is his role in the 

domain of national and patriotic effort and what is his share in the foundation 

of a new world? ..

66.2 SYNDETIC COORDINATION

Syndetic coordination with wa- C3:11): this is the basic coordinating 

particle, which implies no hierarchical or sequential ordering in the coordinated 
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clauses, though common sense usually determines the order, and it is the normal 

conjunction for narrative sequences. It also coordinates clauses in various implicit 

logical relationships such as adversative or causal: for these extended senses see 

6.2.5. 

Finally, it appears in a number of contexts where an underlying circumstantial 

qualifier structure (see 7.3) may be assumed (see 6.2.6, 6.2.7). For functions of 

wa-  at the phrase level, see references in 6.0. 

It is important to stress that as a true coordinator wa- only joins syntactically 

equivalent items, e.g. two nominal sentences, two main verbs, two subordinate 

verbs etc., and, by extension, functionally equivalent items such as a verbal noun 

and a nominalized verb phrase, or two differently structured predicates. It thus 

contrasts with wa- as a subordinating conjunction when it introduces a nominal 

circumstantial clause after a verbal sentence in the main clause ( l, see 7.1.2, but 

see also 6.2.6).

In the following example two different kinds of predicates are coordinated:

wa-qad-i ttaèaú -ma§ Æ lifun li-l-muw §af ti wa-
tin taèurru bi-l-b¥

  

ing the regulations [1st pred., a 

participle] and is following procedures [2nd pred., a verbal sentence] which 

An alternative parsing for the above would assume an elided  before 

that it 6.2.2. 

In this type of heterogeneous coordination there is no risk of misinterpreting the 

coordinate status of the clause as subordinate. Here a verbal noun is coordinated 

with a syntactically equivalent noun clause:

 mud¥riy-a l-mad risi wa-l-tawj¥ il  ta\y¥ri h Ä  l- ´bi wa-
yak´na taqy¥

  

[verbal noun] of this method and [for] that their evaluation should be

6.2.2 omission of preposition) 

66.2.1 Coordinated clauses 

Examples of various kinds of coordinated clauses with wa-  (the conjunction will 

Nominal sentences (3.1):

al-è § wa-l-jawwu rrun 
  

ght is clear and
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anti l¥ wa- an  laki
  

and

t juki f¥ l-sam -jiÄruki f¥ l-arèi 
  

[addressing a tree]

Verbal sentences (3.7):

daÆala wa-sallama wa-jalasa
  

and greeted and

iÁ matu l- ri wa-staúkamat
  

and

Coordinating imperatives ( C3:15; see 3.24):

wa-tawakkal
  

and

ijlis wa-nta½ir dawraka
  

and

i\sil¥hi wa-l ¥ 
  

and  [fem. sing.]

Note that English pro-drop cannot occur in Arabic, as all verbs incorporate their 

agents (see 3.7.1). In other words, only complete verbal sentences can be 

coordinated. This will not be obvious with singular verbs, e.g. §araÆ úmadu 
wa-nahaèa úmad screamed and

he

but it becomes visible with plural agents. In the next examples the first sentence 

is a verbal sentence with explicit agent, so the verb is sing. (see 3.8), and all 

the coordinated sentences are complete verbal sentences, this time with pron. 

agents: 

h Äihi l- yuqarriruh  l-qawmu wa-yunaffiÄ´nah
  

decide [sing.] it and [they] execute
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(see 3.3.2 on the topic-comment structure here, which does not affect the verbs, 

and note also that qawm
3.8.2) 

iltamma -muwa½½af´na wa-úamal´hu wa-maddad´hu f¥ bahw 
il-wiz rati wa-\asal´hu wa- ayyab´hu wa-kafan´hu wa-§allaw
 wa-maÁaw Æ Áihi wa-qabar´hu wa- d´ jahum
 l-wa½¥fati

gathered [sing.] around him and [they] picked [plur.] him up 

and [they] stretched him out in the vestibule of the ministry and [they] 

washed him and [they] perfumed him and [they] shrouded him and [they]

prayed over him and [they] walked behind his bier and [they] buried him 

and [they] went back to the

This also is the case with a change of agent:

èaúika wa-n§arafat  l- amalih
  

he laughed and she went off

This rule applies to all conjunctions, and will not be noted below: 

Äin daÆalah  jun´du l- ´ni bni muúammadin fa-qatal´  
¥rah

  

n that day the troo ´n ibn Muúammad entered [sing.] it 

[= the town] and

66.2.2 Miscellaneous coordinations

The following are mostly phrase level items (cf. 2.19) but are mentioned here for 

completeness. The coordination of a bound pronoun and an explicit noun requires 

an externally repeated free pronoun which will be neutral for case. This is usual 

with agents (see 3.8) because the two cooordinated elements must have the same 

status, and the sequence verbal sentence + wa-  + noun is therefore incorrect:

bi-smi l-úuk´ an  wa-jam¥ ¥ l-wuzar

...   

I and all my fellow ministers 

where * -jam¥  would be incorrect, 
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clear parenthetical marking, namely,

This rule is not always observed:

iltaffa wa-  min zumal -a l-maktabati ú úd wil ti
l-maktabati

  

and a number of his colleagues in the office gathered around one of the 

instead of iltaffa huwa wa- he and a number ... gathered 

a

Sometimes it is necessary to repeat the verb (cf. 11.7):

wa-l-nataÄakkar wa-l-yataÄakkar úukk mun
  

let us and our rulers remember remember and let our rulers 

(see 3.24.2 on the indirect imperative)

For an example of coordination of bound obl. pron. via free pron. to noun (see 

3.28.2):

fa§la -jam¥  l- ibb
  

you and of all

Repetition is obligatory with obl. pronouns, as there is no free obl. pron.: 

m  yuq lu  wa-
  

about her and [about] him

However, it is correct to coordinate an overt dir. or indir. obj. to a pron.:

yakf¥h  bi-l-k di li- ¥Áa wa- ummah  l- ´za 
  

her, just, to live on and [also] her aged mother

When a noun is qualified by more than one adj. they may be syndetically 

coordinated, depending on extralinguistic considerations (see further 2.1.1.7): 

tu è f tin jad¥datan na½ariyyatan wa-ta b¥qiyyatan
  

theoretical and practical

. 
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Coordination with wa- is the rule with syndetic rel. clauses, with which the rel. 

noun (see 5.2 for this term) must also be repeated:

baytu Æ l¥ llaÄ¥ wulidtu bihi wa-llaÄ¥  l- mata bihi wa-llaÄ¥ alabtu 
l-úif ½

  

the one] in which I was born, and [the one] which 

we had become used to living in, and [the one] which I demanded should be 

This coordination is distinct from the occurrence of wa-  with explicitly non-

restrictive rel. clauses (see further 5.2.4):

wa- ´hum bi-raddi h Äihi l-mab li\i wa-llat¥ j ¥ taqr¥ri l-riq bati 
l- riyyati 

  

se sums, which came up in the report of the 

66.2.3 Elliptical coordination

An element in the second clause can be elided if it is obvious or redundant 

( C3:54). This applies to all conjunctions and will not be noted in detail below 

(note that it is the norm with l  siyyama 6.9 and saw
6.10):

al- -l-rajuli Áarafun wa- li-l- run
  

and for a woman [it is]

In particular, preposition(al)s and other grammatical operators such as 

complementizers are not always repeated in coordination (cf. 2.19.1 for phrase 

level), for reasons of style or emphasis, but the coordinated item inflects as if the 

operation were present: 

bi- anna úuq´qahu mu§ natun wa-kar matahu maúf´½atun
  

that

omitting 

li-taèumma l-mak tiba l- riyyata wa-tuwaffira mis Ær
  

in order to combine the administrative offices and [in order to] provide 

other space

omitting li-
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yaktubu li-yun¥ra wa- wa-yus
  

in order to enlighten and [in order to] to teach and [in order to] to 

omitting li-

an yaÄhab´ wa-yuÁ hid´ m Ä  tarakat lahum-u l-úarbu ¨umma
´ ma\Á -a l-§admati

  

to go and [to] see what the war had left them and then 

[to] fall

omitting 

kam ¥úa l¥ wa- wa-
  

 have been enabled to know and [to] see and

omitting . 

The first example in 6.2 may also belong here, if it is analysed as an elision of 

In the following examples the option of repeating the operators has been chosen 

( C3:122):

an yajtahida f¥ a m lihi wa-  yak´na § diqan f¥ mal tihi
  

to make effort in his actions and to be honest in his 

dealing that he make effort and that

t´ ½imatu tahwiyatin li-kay taÆfièa min darajati úar rati l-\urfati 
wa-li-kay taÁfu Æirata l-ma l¥li

  

xist in order to reduce the temperature of the room and 

in order to

while here there is a mixture of repeated and elided operators:

li-ya t´ wa-yarawn wa-l-yatakallam´
  

and [let them] see us and let

(see 3.24.2 on the indirect imperative with li-  and apoc. verb)
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66.2.4 Hendiadys ( C3:16, and see fa- ) 

The only common case is with sabaqa 3.23.1):

kam  sabaqa wa-l a½n
  

as it happened previously and we 

The following may possibly be intepreted as a hendiadys:

¥run t r¥Æiyyun min-a l-quw  llat¥ aúanat wa-qaharat  
bi- ½imatin Áum´liyyatin li-fatar tin aw¥latin

  

overpowering with all-

if the main verbs aúanat wa-qaharat
. 

6.2.5 Semantic varieties of coordination with wa- , ‘and’

Though not logically or temporally hierarchical, wa-  may nevertheless 

imply a range of semantic relationships between the clauses which can usually be 

inferred from the context ( C3:19). Inevitably there will be differences in the 

subjective impressions of the examples below (and also with fa-  in 6.3.1), but 

the general picture should emerge clearly: 

Adversative:

sa-yaÆ -úij ba l iqan, wa-laysa l- na
  

but

(see neg. coordination in 4.2.8.3) 

taÁk´ l-faqra wa-l- jata wa-tubaÄÄiru m laka f¥m  l  yuf¥du!
  

yet/although you squander your 

Consequential:

li-l- è è wa-l-yakun nadam¥ Áad¥dan
  

and [so]

(see 3.11.1.2 on vague dir. obj., 3.24.2 on indirect imperative)
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takallama bi-saw in h misin wa- úadun
  

g voice and [so] no-

Emphatic:

wa-  h Äihi l-laú½ati m Ä ¨ rah
  

even to this moment, what made her 

More generally however, such shades of meaning are expressed through  

fa- , see 6.3. 

66.2.6 Explanatory and circumstantial clauses

Frequently wa-  is used to introduce clauses which are not strictly coordinate but 

serve as explanatory or circumstantial qualifiers (see 7.3 and cf. C3:16 18).

Explanatory clauses:

wa-zuyyina l- Áu bi-zuh´ Áakli raqmi 7 wa-huwa raqmu l-qam¥§i
llaÄ¥ k na yartad¥hi Matthews Æil la l-mub ray ti

7
  

n the shape of a number 7, this 

being the number of the shirt which Matthews used to wear during 

wa-  stiq§ lihim la-Æarajn  bi-nat¥jatin muhimmatin, 
wa-hiya ¨¥ lihim ...

...   

important result, namely that many of their opinions ...

(cf. 8.2 on cond. with law 3.11.4.1 for idiomatic verbs of motion with 

bi-

h Äihi l- -a l- alu f¥ maj idin wa-huwa
maj lu §in - úÄiyati

  

this being the area of the 
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Compare the above with the standard circumstantial clause (7.3): 

§baú wa-hiya bnatu l- Áara rab¥
  

when aughter of 14 

66.2.7 Miscellaneous coordinations

The same underlying structure probably accounts for the occurrence of wa- with 

a number of other elements. 

munÄu 7.3.2 for details):

munÄ ¥din wa-farans  bi-l-nisbati li-l- - ´rubbiyyi 
ka-l-Áar¥ki l-muÆ lifi

  

since a long time, and

munÄu Æur´jihi min-a l-sijni wa-huwa yabúa¨
  

ka-  especially with bad bad
3.17.3) and synonyms (see 5.9.9.1 and 5.9.9.4 for 

details of wa-ka-

yu½hiruh  wa-ka- Á¥f
  

will make them appear as if they are

bad  wa-  l-iqti§ ¥  l-mun fasati
  

it looked as if

l  budda 4.1.3 and 7.5.1.7):

wa-h Ä  l-taús¥nu l  budda wa- ¨m ri l-maw ridi  
l- niyyati

  

will inevitably occur through the exploitation of 

us way to translate the wa- 
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bal 6.6.3):

wa- ¥l tih bal wa-Á hadat qi§a§a l-úubbi
  

indeed she [actually] saw the love 

9.4.7):

fa-m  min k tibin kab¥rin f¥ ´rubb  wa- ¥k  l-l t¥niyyati wa-l-y b ni 
wa- ¥qiy  wa-r´siy  wa-k na bna maúalliyyatihi wa-bna 
mak nihi wa-b¥

  

Africa nor Russia who was not a son of his locality and son of his place 

and 

(see neg. m  ... min  in 4.1.1, and note the second coordinated clause 

at the end) 

For úatt wa-  see 6.11. 

Finally, it must be noted that discourse markers often require wa-  (see 11.2): 

h Ä wa-l i½a 
   

this being so, we cannot remark

66.3 WITH fa- ‘AND SO’, ‘AND THEN’

fa-  ( C3:20 1) coordinates two clauses in a definite logical or temporal 

2.19.2). This feature 

accounts for the presence of fa-  before the apodosis of conditional clauses in 

particular circumstances (see especially 8.1.2, and C3:361 9) and also the prolific 

use of resumptive fa-  at the discourse level (see 11.1) and in rhetorical 

questions (10.13.1).

As with wa-  (see 6.2.5) the precise logical relationship between the 

coordinated clauses varies, with the dominant feature being sequentiality or 

consequentiality. 
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66.3.1 Standard usage 

Temporal sequence:

§ -i l-mawta fa-\alabathu
  

and  that order!)

¨ §baúa n - ¥si l- ni fa- ¥san lah Ä lika
  

and [then]

ya\¥ ´niki fa-taftaqid¥nahu mi¨la úab¥bin n
  

eyes and [then] you look for him like a distant 

Logical (con)sequence:

ú  h Ä  l-kal mi fa-sakata mutaúayyiran
  

so he fell silent, 

j ¥ fa-sallamtu lah  l-kit ba
  

and [so]

lam yasta Æ fa-staq la
  

so

yakf¥ ima minh  bi-na½ar - niyatayni 
fa-tus a bi-l- -murèiyati

  

uld be enough for him to enquire of her with glances of his pitying 

eyes and [then] she would quickly produce the answers that would 

3.11.4.1

Logical reason ( C3:26 7, 32):

h Ä  wahmun fa-ka¨¥r´na min-a l-rij li yakÄib´ l  l-rij li
  

for
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úadun min zumal -m úada¨a .. fa-l-kullu 
maÁ\´lun wa-mutaúammisun li-maÁr´

  

-one among their colleagues noticed what happened .. for everyone 

was busy [sing.] and working zealously at their [sic

(note mixed agreement with kull 3.8.4) 

l  tataÁ ´ fa-l-taf §¥lu sa- ¥
  

for

l ½ n´ ´na huj´man fa-hum lam 
yataúarrak´ min majlisihim

  

were expecting our attack because they did not move 

Ä´ l-k´fiyyati l-bayè ´ta. fa-huwa laysa min ban¥ l-baÁari
  

-cloth will never die. Because he is not 

,

The original punctuation is retained in this last example. 

Adversative ( C3:27):

wal  l-Æiz nata fa-lam yaqdir

he safe but

Ænuqah fa-lam yantu wal
rika 

but all that came out of those efforts of his was a 

number of con

9.1) 

yamuddu yadah´ li-qtin §ih fa-
  

, fruit], but they are [too] 

ya lubu l-nawma fa-l  yajiduhu
  

but
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ra\ma §amtihi l-d fa-huwa yuúibbuh
  

still

66.3.2 Hendyadis

Hendyadis occurs especially with da return

to that set out in 3.21.1: 

î ´du fa-

...   

reassures and

- 12.7.1) 

6.3.3 Explanatory coordinations

Like wa-  (see 6.2.5), fa-  may introduce explanatory circumstantial qualifiers 

(see 7.3):

§ Æbira muú fa-huwa Æa ¥buh
  

for he

(note that the name Muhammad does not inflect, 1.8.5) 

In the following example the last two clauses are a pair coordinated with wa- ,

introduced by fa- , supplying the reason for the main clause:

wa-úay¨u yumkinu l-wu§´ aúadi man -m ¥ tarfudu
l-nahra. wa-l kinn¥ \¥ l-wu§´ fa-  qadrin 
min-a l-  min úay¨u naúnu, wa-  l  mak nahu bi-diqqatin

river. But I did not want to go to it, for it was at some distance from where 

we were, and [because] I did not know

(see also 6.5 for l kinna 7.6.9 for úay¨u) 

The following examples allow a comparison between wa-  and fa-  in various 

functions, as well as other conjunctions:
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¥datu jatan, 
fa-hiya, min jihatin, ... wa-hiya, min jihatin ¨ niyatin ...

...

...

med a dual task, [this being] on 

the one hand ... , and [this being

where fa- wa-  simply 

wa-s da §amtun mur¥úun fa-taÄakkara l-Á bbu l- -munta½irata 
wa-l kinnahu ÆaÁ waza bi- alabihi úud´da l-Äawqi   

¨¥ra stiy 'a § ibihi fa-qarrara taj hulah

and [narrative connector] a relaxing silence reigned, and [in that sequence] 

the young man started thinking about the woman waiting but [optional wa-
here with l kinna,  see 6.5] he was afraid to transgress the boundaries of 

taste with his request or [6.7.1] to arouse the ill-will of his [male] companion, 

so

wa-l kin l Æawfa fa-qad  sa- ¥ l-taf §¥lu wa-hiya ¥
\ayru mutaÁ tan fa-l  nih ¥ li-l- lami kam  yuÆayyalu
li-l- èi

  

but [6.5 for I have 

already said [perf. circ. qual., see 7.3.2] that the details will be forthcoming 

they being that I am not pessimistic at all for there is no end in my opinion 

to the world as [see 5.9.9.1] some people imagine [see 3.12.4 on the 

idiomatic passive yuÆayyalu

See also 3.4 on the unusual fem. in . 

66.3.4 Miscellaneous coordinations

Other functions of fa- , not always coordinating, are dealt with in detail 

elsewhere, so here only token examples are given:

Indirect commands with li-  + apoc. are usually prefixed with fa-  with the

C3:29, see also 3.24.2):

fa-l-namèi  l- biqi l-
  

so
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fa-l-yatafaèèal
  

then

wa-h Äihi rubbam  fur§atun anan fa-l-nuÁayyidhu
  

so

Prefixed to an apodosis which is a nom. sentence or else imperative (i.e. not a 

consequence of the condition, see further 8.0, 8.1.2, 8.2.3, 8.3.3):

Ä  kunta Æ rija d -sintr li fa- lub il-raqma (16) 
16

exchange area [then] dial

In preds of entences ( C3:30, and see 3.3.4):

 l-Áarik tu l-jad¥datu fa- -i l-mun fasati kulliyyatan  

  

as for the new companies, [well,] they are completely unable to 

As a general resumptive after introductory adverbials ( C3:31, and see dis-

course, 11.1).

wa-  kullin .. fa-la-qad alaba minhu l-muúaqqiq´na
  

well,] .. the investiga

li-Ä lika fa-l- -m - milu. 
   

well,] the knowledge of what the worker is working 

with

Expressing a causal relationship with dep. imperf. verbs, f sababiyya
 ( C3:33, and see subordination in 7.4.1):

wa-l- aÁ -l-m fa-yak´na buúayratan
  

and it [therefore] becomes

Æ Ä himmatuhu fa-yatar
\ yatihi bal qarrara l-baq

so that [as a result] he 

would retreat from his goal, but [on the contrary] he d
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66.4 WITH ¨umma

¨umma C3:35; see 2.19.3) denotes exclusively a temporally ordered, 

but not necessarily immediate sequence of events, in fact mostly with some 

interval, either chronological or conceptual (the translations add a comma to mark 

this, though it seems to occur seldom in the original).

6.4.1 Regular use, simple temporal sequence 

tatamaddadu ¨umm  tataqalla§u
  

then

istamarra btih juhum fatratan ¨umma ntah
  

then

úatt  munta§ifi l-¨am n¥niyy ti ¨umma nqa
  

then

yaq´mu l-rajulu ¨umma yu\liqu sit rata l-n fiÄ ti
  

then

fakkara ¨umma fakkara
  

then

At the discourse level ¨umma  is used in the sense o

C3:36):

¨umma nur¥
   

then we want to know  [beginning of paragraph]

¨umm  li-m Ä  ntaqalat-i l-úaè èi l-y´n ni?
  

then [we want to know] why did civilization move to the land of the 

 [beginning of paragraph]

wa- -  [series of questions] m
 h Ä  l-tur ¨i wa-m  hiya úud´duh  wa- duh ?

¨umma m  hiya l-\ yatu llat¥ tawaÆÆ h  ... ?
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vision of this heritage and what were its limits and dimensions. And finally,

Like all true coordinating conjunctions ¨umma  can coordinate subordinate 

clauses without repetition of the operator (cf. above, 6.2.3):

 s  holand li- \atahum ¨umma tutarjima  
l-Á -holandiyya

  

in order to learn the language 

and then [to] translate li-

Like wa-  and fa- , ¨umma  coordinates compound sentences of all kinds 

( C3:36), e.g. ¨umm  lamm , ¨umm Ä : 

¨umma lamm  zaúafat-i l-mad¥natu §awba l-maqbarati l-qad¥ at 
bih

  

then, when the town crept [= spread] towards the old cemetery it 

66.5 WITH l kin(na)  ‘but’ ( C3:39; see 33.2.3) 

This is unusual in two ways (1) it most often occurs with another conjunction, 

namely (and exclusively) wa-
(l kin l kinna,

with dep. form of following noun, see 3.2.3). In most cases they are printed 

identically, though it may often be assumed, as has been below, that forms 

without the doubling marker Áadda represent l kin  rather than l kinna .

The principles of selection are by no means clear: the heavy form tends to focus 

on the subject of the second sentence while the light form seems to contrast two 

complete sentences. There are also differences in distribution: l kinna  occurs 

only before nouns and bound pronouns but can be followed by a verb if a dummy 

topic pron. is suffixed (èam¥r al-Á , see 3.4); l kin  is used before nouns and 

verbs but only free pronouns. Finally only l kin  is used at the phrase level 

(2.19.8), and elliptically as an interjection (see example in 10.13.2.1).

6.5.1 l kinna  ( C3:40; and see 22.19.8, 33.2.3) 

tabd´ h Äihi l- ¥ atan jiddan wa-l kinnah  f¥ -l-w Áad¥datu 
l-

  

but
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(for bad to 3.17.3) 

èú Äakkaru Ä lika l- na .. wa-l kinn¥ f¥ s  kuntu f¥
\ yati l-

  

augh when I think about it now .. but

´na mu l kinnah  l-úaq¥qatu
  

but 

tu¨¥ru l-ibtis ma f¥ l-bid yati, l kinnah  l  talba¨ ¨¥ra l-dum´
  

t, but

(see 3.17.12 for l  talba¨u  )

wa-l kinna wajhahu yuj miluhum fa-yaèúaku
  

but 

(note consequential fa- above, 6.3.1) 

66.5.2 l kin ( C3:43; and see 22.19.8, 33.2.3) 

¥ -Áaj èidda l-zamani. l kin Áaj ¥ tataw ra 
l-laylata

  

nst time. But my courage is 

ka¨¥r´na, \ayruhum, wal´ wa-lakin b ´ bi-faÁlin muÁayyinin
  

but

(for inverted indef. ag. see 3.7.2.2) 

qad talq h  f¥ l- ar¥qi wa-l kin l  yaj´
  

but she was not allowed 

laysa h Ä  huwa l- ¨ ¥l man wa-l kin -mays´ru  
l- ¥ tuúissu bi-d´niyyatika

  

but that the arrogant and prosperous one should 

(for  clause as subj. see 7.5.1) 
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66.6 WITH bal

bal  ( C3:46; and see 2.19.9

positive assertion much further or (2) strongly contradicting a negative statement.

6.6.1 After positives

úibbuhu bal ¥ l-mufaèèalu ¥

indeed

yumkinun¥ m¥, bal s t¥ wa-daq ¥, bi-m  yuf¥du
  

indeed my hours and minutes, with something 

k na úulman rah¥ban ... bal k na k b´
  

... indeed

yak du yar  wa-Áifatayh  .. bal yak du yar h  kullah
  

almost see her eyes and her lips .. in fact he can almost see 

(see 3.21.3 on k da

These also occur with a redundant wa-  see 6.6.3. 

6.6.2 After negatives

lam takun hun ka mu§ dar tun, bal k nat hun ka úurriyyatun
  

on the contrary, there was fre

l §idu kulla l-mu¨aqqaf¥na, bal §idu l-mu¨aqqaf¥na llaÄ¥na yaÆtalif´na 
-ni½ úy nan

  

rather I mean the intellectuals who disagree 
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fa- ¥lati duÆ´lin li-l-sayy rati bal
§baú tan èidda l-sariqati

  

but it has also become 

wa- yatun  maq§´ Á  wa- nin  wa-baÁaratin
bal -§iúúatin  na§¥ban h mman minh

  

 restricted to our hair, teeth and complexion, but our health 

After pseudo-negatives or the equivalent:

fa-qad-i sta\naw rasati l-fil ati, bal tarak´h  li-sukk ni l-bil di 
l- §liyy¥na, l  siyyam hum yastankif´ nh

  

dispensed with the practice of agriculture, rather they left it to the 

original inhabitants of the country, not least because they sc

(see 6.9 for l  siyyam ) 

-úad ¨ata hiya  l-ra\mi min-a l- ¥ ¥h   
li-l-fardi ka-q¥matin f¥ Ä tih Ä tih bal hiya dawman 

\ayrih

  

in spite of the importance it gives the individual as a value in 

itself is not for its own sake but

66.6.3 With wa-  ‘and’

Often bal  is reinforced by wa- wa-
 in an explanatory sense, cf. 6.2.7, or possibly by analogy with  wa-,

9.4.7. In any case it cannot be translated.

After positives:

wa- -úaqqihim f¥ - bal wa-f¥ l-muÁ rakati f¥  
l-

  

it acknowledges their right to express their opinion, indeed to take part in 

the operati
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wa- -i l-§uúufu bi-l-  l-úuk´mati bal wa-  l-niq b ti
nafsih

  

indeed on the 

naúnu nu§addiru li-l-bil di l- ´bbiyyati wa-l- bal wa-li-l-bil di 
l- èan

  

indeed to Asian countries 

§baú ¥datan bal wa-úaq¥qatan l  taqbalu l-jadala
  

nay, a truth which brooked no argument

After negatives:

l  quy´ bal wa-Æur´ èan
  

s return, nor for that matter on its leaving [the 

(see 4.1.2 on categorical neg.)

f¥ waqtin m  z lat f¥hi l-ka¨¥ru min-a l-qaè y  l- -l- lamiyyati 
lam tuú bal wa-tataf qamu wa-tataz yadu wa-tataÁ baku

  

nay

(see 3.21.4 on m  z la 2.5.4 for invariable 

,

66.7 WITH ’aw  and ’am  ‘or’ ( C3:48) 

These have alternative or disjunctive force, either exclusive or inclusive 

according to context. 
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66.7.1 Standard use of ’aw  ‘or’

 ( C3:49; and see 2.19.4) is the basic alternative conjunction and denotes a 

free choice between alternatives, usually inclusive, (though often exclusive in 

questions):

fa- Äihi l- b¥ aw k dat tufsidu jam la l-qi§§ ti
  

or

rubbam  li-  lan tajida jaw ban .. aw li- Äihi 
l-úay ta

  

he would never find an answer .. or because she liked this 

hal tan aw n qaÁta h Äihi l-qaè y
  

or discussed these cases with your colleagues?

nak´ aw l  nak´nu
  

or

As with all the conjunctions, the grammatical operators are most often 

omitted:  

 yaq´m´ bi-dawrati §iy natin f¥ mayd ni l- aw  l-
´ bi-nti½ min li-mun qaÁati ½ur´fa l-§iúúati

  

that they should carry out a maintenance routine in the work-place or [that]

but they may be repeated, as here:

wa-la-Áaddam  ra\ibat ray natu f¥  yataba ´ ray na f¥ sayrihi 
aw f¥  yakbuwa jaw duhu

  

na wished that Ab´ Ray n would slow down his 

pace or that for that R. would slow 

down his pace ... or for that
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66.7.2 Standard use of ’am  ‘or’

 ( C3:50; and see 2.19.5 and 

implies exclusive disjunction. It is mostly used with interrogatives and rhetorical 

questions ( C3:55, and see 10.13.1), often elliptically:

fa- \an  bi-l-  l-biy n´? am bi-l-  l- ´di?
  

Or

 is also used with  ( C3:51, and see 3.2.2) coordinating two 

alternative statements of fact (cf. also saw , 6.10):

hal hum-u l- Ä¥na qa§§ar´ f¥ -w  l-dawlata 
l  tur¥ ¥da min h Ä  l-nahri l-mutadaffiqi

  

duty or is it that the state does not 

-huwa l-úa½½u ú  l  yuúibb´na l- -Á qqa?
  

or that they do not 

6.7.3 Idiomatic use

The following idiomatic structures use either  or  and perf. verbs in a 

quasi-conditional/concessive sense (cf. 8.1.9):

Á am
  

or

Á Ä lam taÁ
  

or

In the particular case of k na
noun (cf. 3.16.2):

rajulan k na -
  

or

úissiyyatan k nat 
  

or
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66.8 WITH ’imm

 ( C3:53; and see 2.19.7 namely,  ... 

common in the second clause. 

With repeated , most often prefixed with wa-

sa-yad´ru l-úad¥¨  mub Áaratan, wa-  bi-m  sawfa yufè¥
-úad¥¨u 

  

either directly or through whatever the 

It also coordinates clauses with complementizers  and 

( C3:53):

¥da f¥ l- ji wa- ¥ l-ma§r´f ti
  

either [that] we increase production or

 yuÁtar  bi-l- - wa- ½
-i l-Áir

  

either [that] it will be bought at a high price or [that] it will remain 

3.17.13 on ½alla

¥yyu zam nihi wa- \b   
l- \biy

  

either [the fact is that] he is the genius of his time or [the fact is that] he is 

 tawq¥ -waz¥ri muzawwarun wa-  l-wak¥la 
Æ -jam¥

  

either [the fact is that] or [the fact is 

that]

With 

k nat qabla Ä lika tarfuèuhum imm  bi- ka úizbayni 
faqa aw bi- -d¥muqr rasatun \ar¥batun
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either with the claim that there [should 

be] only two parties ... or

 dir s tu l- -wajhin Æ §§in, fa-k nat  l- úi
sa úiyyatan, f¥ l-\ aw mutaú aw tattaÆiÄ
dif - Æ

 on the whole either

superficial by and large, or partisan, or they adopted a defensive stance 

agai the other

Also with complementizers:

l -rajula llaÄ¥ allaqah yak´na rajulan l  yahw
l-nis nun \abiyyun jiddan

 divorced her must either be a misogynist or else extremely 

 l-taq r¥ra l- ´l  k nat \ayra daq¥qatin, -i l-¨ niyata hiya 
llat¥ ka-Ä lika

  

either the first reports were inaccurate or

(cf. 5.3.1 on nominalized rel.)

 l  yak´ - ¨ara mimm  yajibu ... 
yak´na w ú ¨¥ri kiy nin m

  

either he is not expecting more than he ought ... or he lies under the 

(see 1.12.4.1 on the vague m

66.9 WITH l  siyyam  ‘especially’ ( C3:195) 

This is structurally a relative, approximate

5.8 on relative conjunctions of this type) and often prefixed with wa-

wa- ¥ Ä §r rin ya\  l- l  siyyam Ä  ta§add  l-
-i l-b i¨u li-qaèiyyatin Æil fiyyatin
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especially

when the speaker or 

The clauses after l  siyyam  are predominantly elliptical:

wa- ¨arwatuh  l-naf iyyatu qad s ú ¥din f¥
i h Äihi l-siy sati l  siyyam al  l-mustaw  l-

  

especially

n la j - -riw - niyyu \unt¥r \r s (71 sanatan), 
wa-l  siyyam  riw yatihi l-¨ul ¨ ablu l-

71
 Literature Prize, 

especially [he received it] for his trilogy [sic] The Tin Drum

Nouns coordinated by l  siyyam  still show agreement with their 

antecedent: 

f¥ Áibhi l-jaz¥rati l- -duwali l-Æal¥ji ma¨
l-úad ¨ nafsih  bi-úad ¨ati l- wa-l  siyyam  l-Á -l-naqdi 
l-

  

expresses itself through modernity of literature [obl.], especially [it expresses 

66.10 WITH saw ’un ... ’a, ’am, or ’aw ... ...  ‘it is 
the same whether ... or ...’ 

( C2:500; and see 2.19.6 for phrase level) 

Syntactically saw

question (cf. 10.16, 10.17), as the interrogative prefix -  before the first clause 

shows, though it is often omitted. Ellipsis in the second clause is also very 

common. All the examples are of saw clauses in adverbial function, and no 

independent sentences with saw ( C3:103) were found.

With full indirect question structure and 
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wa-l kinna l-èajjata hiya hiya saw a -taúadda¨´ d Æila l-q
Æ rijah

  

whether they talked inside the hall or

[talked] 

(cf. 3.1.2.1 on hiya hiya

With k na , and full indirect question 

structure: 

saw a -k na l- è ti l-§iú fiyy¥na ma 
mina§§ ti l-ma kimi

  

whether the display is before the lenses of journalists or [is] the 

saw a -k na Ä lika d Æila baytih  ka- am Æ rijahu 
 bi- rih milatan

  

whether that is inside her home as a partner or [is] outside it in her 

saw a -k na rasmiyyan Æ §§an
  

whether it is official or [it is]

Without interrog. prefix -  in the first clause, and with  or  in 

the second:

fa-l-muqaddamu f¥ l-úaÁdi huwa l- -l-taèúiyati bihi saw an
úaraqa nafsahu f¥ l-s ti l- mmati, èa nafsahu li-ra§ §i
l-b´l¥si

  

either by burning himself in a public square or exposing himself to the 

bullets of the

saw an alaw wuj´hahum bi-l- aw lam ya l´h
  

whether they painted their faces with oil or they did not paint 

(cf 11.7.1 on paranomasia) 
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iktiÁ -br´t¥n ti, saw an f¥ l- ni -i l-úayaw ni -i
l-nab ti, Ä m tin mumayyizatin

  

whether [they are] in humans, or animals 

or

With k na - : 

wa-l-b¥ -§u\r  llat¥ yanÁ ¥h saw an k nat-i l- am-i
l-madrasata, wa-l-b¥ -kubr saw an k nat-i l-mu
 l- am-i l- lama  

  

-environment in which it [= human selfishness] grows, 

whether it be home or school, and the macro-environment, whether it 

be the national society or

saw an k na Äah ban min mi§ra 
  

whether it was a going away from Egypt or

saw an k na f¥  f¥ § latin mu\laqatin
  

whether it was in a football stadium or

66.11 WITH úatt  ‘even’ ( C3:93) 

2.6.6 and 2.19.11 

as a phrasal conjunction; for úatt
7.6.7).

: 

badat-i l-\ wa-úatt  zawj¥ aú §baúa
qar¥ban min qalb¥ ¨ara

  

even my husband

inÁi\ Áa bi- h  kulla Á hu, úatt iflatuh
 l-§a\¥  ka¨¥ran 

  

Á
him, even
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(see 3.11.2.1 on the doubly transitive s h
3.21.1.1 on 9.5.3 on 

bi-miqd ri m Á¥
jam hatt  k na úis bi l-ma§laúati l- mmati

  

community, even if

wa- -daw úatt  yuf¥qa min 
\ayb´batihi

  

even after he recovers 

It is commonly prefixed to clauses which are already subordinated by another 

conjunction:

With  and other particles ( C3:95, and see 3.2.1):

wa- Äihi l-Æu watu Áaf fiyyata l-sul ati úatt   
l-nuww ba l- na yajid´na l- ´m  ya lub´nah

  

even to the point 

that

f¥ l-rakèi § r´Æun l  yasta ¥ úadun-i l-li qa bihi úatt
laqqab´hu bil- ahfi (al- § ri)

  

-one could catch up with, so 

that they even nicknamed him al- ahf

úatt  can introduce adverbial clauses (circumstantial qualifiers) intro-

duced by wa- 6.2.7):

ya½a úatt  wa-huwa f¥ l-ma -baÆi 
  

even while

In the following example the wa-  belongs to the compound adversative 

8.1.12):

wa-l  yusmaúu lahu bi-l- úatt  wa-  t ba 
wa-staq ma
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even if he repents and 

goes strai

66.12 NEGATIVE COORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS

In general these are dealt with in 4.2.7. 

6.12.1 Default wa l  ‘now’

6.12.2 

for neg. nom. sentences) is usually wa-l C1:106), replacing the 

original neg. of whatever kind:

m llamath wa-l  tarakat \ayrah
  

nor

(on taraka , to 3.24.3) 

fa-hum l ´na wa-l - Æar´na
  

nor

naú Ä  l-§infa f¥ l-m è¥ wa-l - na
  

nor

¨umma s da § mtun \ar¥bun lam yuftaú -è wa-l  b úadun f¥  
l-Áubb ki

  

he light did not go on nor did 

This example combines an emphatic preposed agent (3.9.1):

wa-llaÄ¥ l  nadr¥ wa-l  huwa yadr¥ -l-laqabi
  

nor does he know, where he got the title 

,

In the next examples an elided verb can be assumed, or they may be treated as 

cases of neg. phrase coordination (see 2.19.10): 

kunn  m  nufakkiru bi-m  yajr¥ wa-l  bi-m  sa-yajr¥ 
  

nor [did we think] about 
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laysa § wa-l §  l- ji
  

nor

Occasionally the second negative is simply omitted if the form of the coordinated 

verbs allows no ambiguity ( C1:107):

man lam yuw ½  l-úuè´ri  yataqaddam bi- Ä rin mun sibin  
fa- Æira l- mi

  

or [does not] bring an appropriate excuse 

66.12.1.1 However, if the two verbs are felt to be negated individually, i.e. 

wa-

lam yuh din f¥ h Ä  l-mawqifi wa-lam yatar
  

not compromise in this position and he did not falter 

l  y´jadu wa-lan y´jada
  

not and never

(for lan 4.2.5) 

itive

ahu wa-lam yan iq
  

and did not

wa-l-fatqu yu§biú wa-l  yumkinu ratquhu
  

and cannot

The following example is ambiguous, since l  occurs anyway as the first neg.:

al-Áafahiyyu l  yudaqqiqu wa-l  yuúallilu
  

not achieve precision nor does it 

not achieve precision and it does not analyse 

Here the wa-
coordination: 
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Ä hibun li- l  li-talhuwa
  

You are going away to learn, not

66.12.2 ‘Nor’ with nominal sentences 

In negative nominal sentences, which are invariably categorical negatives (see 

4.1.2; equational sentences negated with laysa
verbal sentences in 6.12.1), wa-l
( C1:115):

l  hiya m´riqatun wa-l  hiya ú  l- l qi
  

nor is it

but more often with the elision of the irrelevant or understood portions ( C3:56):

man l data lahu wa-l  mawqifa
  

nor

kayfa tuúibb¥na man l um´úa lahu wa-l  ra\bata f¥ l-úay ti?
  

ove someone who has no ambition nor any

Since MWA is usually unvocalized the form of the second noun in the above 

examples has to be taken as identical with the antecedent, namely, invariable -a
(cf. 4.1.2). In the following the variant with bi-  (cf. bi-  with laysa  in 

4.2.8) removes this problem:

al-jawwu \ar¥bun h Äihi l- ma l  huwa bi-l-§ f¥ wa-l  huwa bi-l-\
  

neither clear nor

m  hiya bi-l- aw¥lati wa-l  bi-l-qa§¥rati
  

neither tall nor

6.12.3 ‘And not’ after positive sentences

(wa)-laysa C3:123) occurs in elliptical neg. coordination. It 

differs from wa-l
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m § -nafsika yuksibuka l-iútir ma wa-laysa m  tarakahu laka 
´ka

  

do by yourself brings you respect, and not what your 

t¥ka l- datu min r ati l-nafsi wa-laysa min-a l-m li llaÄ¥ taqtan¥ 
  

and not from the wealth 

alabtu min-a l-maúkamati l-Á a tarikata muúammad 
wafqa l-Áar¥ .. wa-laysa wafqa l-q n´ni .. fa-m al´n¥

legacy according to the 

Sharia ... and not according to the Civil Code ...

(see 6.3.1 on the fa-  indicating the temporal/logical sequence of events in the 

last clause)

The normal verb agent agreement rules apply:

-quwwata tafrièu l-Á wa-laysat-i l- amu 
l-muttaúidatu

  

that power determines legality .. and not

(see 4.2.8.3 for additional examples)



7 SUBORDINATION

7.0 GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Subordination is a grammatical process by which compound units function as 

simple elements subordinated by another. The subordinate unit may have the 

structure of a sentence; verbal (note that subordinate verbs frequently take 

dependent form but may also be independent, or perfect, e.g. circumstantial qual. 

(7.3), or apocopated in conditional sentences, see Chapter 8), or nominal; or a 

clause, or phrase (see below at 7.2.1 or 7.3, for example).

7.1 CLASSIFICATION OF SUBORDINATE CLAUSES

Formally there are three types of subordinate clauses: asyndetic, syndetic single 

clause and syndetic correlative clauses.

7.1.1 Asyndetic subordination

The verbs have indep. imperf. form, and are found in two types of subordinate 

clause, namely, circumstantial qualifiers and indefinite adjectival clauses.

Circ. quals. (see 7.3):

in alaqat f¥ l- tabúa¨u -i l- f li

looking for the children

Here may be included many clauses with modal and other verbs as their head, e.g.

kuntu Á Ä  l-qab¥li

expecting something of this 3.10.6 on compound tenses)

l úsabuka tahtammu bi-h Äihi l-Æur fati

you are interested 3.11.2.1 on double 

transitivity)

¥  l-§ ´di

help 3.24.3 on periphrastic imperative)

See 7.3.2 for syndetic circ. quals.
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Indef. adj. (rel.) clauses (cf. 5.1):

rajulun yaq´lu l-úaqqa man who speaks

Appositional clauses are subordinate by position, though their function is deter-

mined by their antecedent. In the following example the repeated verb is in

apposition to a sub. verb:

da ´úa lah  bi-kulli l- Ä b ti llat¥ ah lata l-sanaw ti
l-m èiyati, yab´úa lah  bi-l-lay l¥ llat¥ sahirah

to reveal to her all the agonies he has lived during these past 

years, to reveal 11.5)

It is in effect formally indistinguishable from asyndetic coordination, see 6.1.

77.1.2 Syndetic, single clause

In this clause there is a single subordinating element, e.g., , lamm

¥ ´na ¥san li-h Äihi l-

that you will be

7.1.3 Syndetic correlative

In this, two paired clauses are each introduced by a subordinator, such as 

... ... ... ..., nevertheless ...  (see

7.5.2.11):

 l-èar Æ§  r tibihi min-a l- ...
ma§laúata l-èar libuhu bi-mab li\ fiyyatin

although taxation is deducted from his salary at source ... [nonetheless] the 

tax office is aski

or lam ... úatt ... ... ... when ...  (see 7.6.7.8)

lam takad-i l-úuk´ èa èar¥bati l-mab¥ ti úatt  s
 l-tujj ru bi- - ri

hardly had the government delared the imposition of the purchase tax when
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77.2 NOMINALIZED AND NON-NOMINALIZED CLAUSES

From the functional point of view, sub. clauses may be subdivided into nominal-

ized and non-nominalized clauses. While every clause containing a dep. verb is 

sub., not every sub. clause contains a dep. verb or even a verb at all. For example, 

the complementizers , etc. (3.2, excluding , see 7.5.2) are 

usually followed by nom. sentences.

7.2.1

Nominalized clauses may have any nominal function, e.g.

Topic (in this instance inverted, see 3.1.3):

´fan (Verb.Clause)

[that I] ask a favou

Comment:

al-ma l´bu minhu  l-bay n ti

to present

Agent (in this case of passive verb):

fa-yut u l¥ min f risin mi¨lika

that I learn from a horseman

Dir. object:

m Ä  ta½unnu  f

you think that it [fem.] will do? (see active participles 

2.10.2)

Obj. of prep:

wa- fa bi- -wiz rata tadrusu ú liyyan ...
...

that the ministry is currently studying ...
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Here also may be included adjectival and circumstantial clauses, whether nominal 

or verbal:

tarakah Æin w idin tin
  

whose age was nine years see 5.1) 

Also annexation to time qualifiers (note that there is no particular verb form for 

this, it may be imperf. or perf., see 2.3.8):

yawma ´du l-bil § bih  l-Á ¥na
  

on the day the country reverts to its legitimate

See below for more detailed examples. 

Sentences occurring as comments (3.3) are not strictly subordinate because 

they are not in the same constituent as their head. In this way they can be 

considered as having indep. function as predicates. However, they may be 

regarded as subordinate if analysed as subordinated by the topic. This is justified 

by the fact that such sentences are only meaningful as comments, since they 

contain an anaphoric reference to the topic. Such sentences may be nominalized 

or verbal:

mawè´ -Æil fi úaq -
  

the dispute, its truths and secrets are known by you

¨amanu jawzi l-hindi  h Äihi l- ma
  

 [it] has gone up recently

However, for the purposes of this chapter these clausal comments will not be 

classified as sub. clauses. 

77.2.2 Nesting of subordinate clauses

A sub. clause may itself be superordinate to a further sub. clause, as in the 

following illustration:

 l-ra\ -ihtim m ti l- ab¥ -l- ar rati tajr¥ f¥
ti l- l ti l- §§ -mi§riyy¥na k n´ hun ka li-ltiq i

§´ratin lah  wa-hiya tu liqu l-ba a min mar bièihi
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times of private holidays, [nonetheless] the Egyptians were there to take a 

In the example, the main syntax may be divided accordingly:

X-(  l-ra\ -ihtim m ti l- ab¥ -l- rati tajr¥ f¥
ti l- l ti l- §§ati

Y-[ -mi§riyy¥na k n´ hun ka li-ltiq i §´ratin lah

Z-{wa-hiya tu liqu l-ba a min mar bièihi
}-Z ]-Y )-X

The clauses Y- and Z- are dep. clauses. The clause beginning at Z- is subordinate 

to the one beginning at Y- which is subordinate to the clause beginning at X-. X- 

and Y- are correlative clauses.

77.3 CIRCUMSTANTIAL QUALIFIERS

Circumstantial qualifying clauses or phrases, in Arabic l ,

( C3:242) (for main treatment of single term circ. qual. see 2.4.6

and 3.29.7).

The circ. qual. element describes the state or condition of the antecedent. It 

occurs simultaneously with the event or action expressed in the main verbal 

clause, and may be a participle, noun phrase, verbal sentence, prepositional 

phrase. As the phrase it is normally indef. although it may be defined through 

annexation (see 2.4.6.4).

The circ. qual. clause may modify any preceding noun, such as the subj. of the 

main verbal clause, its object, or even the noun operated upon by the prep.:

riqan f¥ l-bayti wa-huwa yanh ru 
  

riq in the house while it [the house] was falling down

The circ. qual. clause may be nominal or verbal, asyndetic (see 7.3.1) or syndetic 

(see 7.3.2 and 6.2). 

7.3.1 Asyndetic circumstantial qualifier

The asyndetic circ. qual. clause or phrase is one in which there is no linking 

particle between the main action or event of the main clause or phrase and the 

modifying circ. qual. element. Note that noun phrases, though asyndetic, are not 

clauses. 
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Noun phrases

The circ. qual. element is in the dep. case and is subordinated to the main 

verb. It is normally indef. See also examples in 2.4.6 and 3.29.7: 

fa- mu  l¥
  

at me reassuringly

daÆala kkan

scratching his head

wa-r at-i l- § f¥ru taqfizu min úawl¥ \ayra muhtammatin b¥ -l-
kalbi

paying no attention to either me or 

Also as 1st element of unreal annexation (see also 2.4.4):

§ ¥ru f¥ l-ú rati kas¥ra l-r´úi 

broken of 

2.1.3.2) 

Verbal clauses

Imperf. verb ( C3:246)

If the events of both clauses are concurrent the verb of the circ. qual. clause is 

imperf. indep. The circ. qual. may, in effect, modify the noun in any function 

as the following examples show. 

Verb modifying the subject of the main clause. In such cases the verb may be 

affirmative: 

inkamaÁa taú bi ma wifihi yataúassasu n¥hi
  

 cowered under the (eye) lashes of his fears groping around for his 

wa- ½ama l-waqti èa kutubi l- ¥ziyyati
  

reading some of the books on the 

Engli

(dep. time qual. ½ama l-waqti for

2.9.1.4, 3.29.4) 
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or negative:

¨umma Æaraja min-a l-maktabi l  yuúissu bi-ra\batin f¥ l-
 l-manzili

  

 he left the office, not feeling

s ra l ´duhu qadam hu

not knowing

fem. gender of qadam hu 1.12.2.1) 

 Verb modifying the indir. obj. of the main verb:

Á -qalbih yuÆfiqu bi-Áiddatin
  

beating

Some asyndetic clauses can be ambiguous, such as the following, in which 

the status of the two imperf. verbs is unclear, i.e., they could both be pred., or 

the second one could be a circ. qual.: 

Æan fisu yatasawwalu bi-Áaklin mub irin yaqtaribu min-a l-muÁtar¥na

begs openly, approaches [approaching]

or when there are two possible antecedents: 

wa-taúadda¨ taèúaku
  

she spoke to her

Indicating purpose or reason ( C3:249)

The circ. qual. can indicate purpose: 

k nat muq¥matan f¥ l-bayti Á ´nahu
  

looking after [to look after]

in alaqat f¥ l- tabúa¨u -i l- f li
  

looking

A perf. verb is used if the event in the circ. qual. clause is over by the time of 

the event in the main clause, sometimes with qad (on which see 3.10.4)

( C3:250):
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jalasat tufakkiru \maèat  wa-\ úawlah
  

having closed her eyes and become oblivious to 

However, a perf. verb after wa-qad  is more common (see 7.3.2) 

Circ. qual. with demonstrative Ä  of surprise ( C3:253), (see 3.31 for 

main treatment)

With imperf.:

wa- Ä  bi- Æ¥ m¥ yuúaddiqu fiyya bi- ¥him úuznun 
¥qun

  

staring at me with deep eyes full of 

 With qad + perf.: 

 bihi qad wa§ala f¥ l-m¥ di

to my surprise he arrived

Circ. qual. with m  b luka , m  laka  ( C2:188, 3:251)

(cf. 10.13.3.1): 

m  b lu zawjih yu½hiru lah  kulla h Ä  l-ú -bi-d´ni 
sababin w iúin

  

showing her all this love without any

Series of asyndetic circ. quals ( C3:254)

Sequences of more than one asyndetic circ. qual. are not uncommon:

§ Æur´jihi f¥ nafsi l-yawmi mutaj hilan taúÄ¥ra l- ab¥bi 
¥nan bi- ab¥ ara

ignoring the  warning, 

seeking

wa-  nafs¥ ...  
...   

confused asking myself
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77.3.2 Syndetic circumstantial qualifiers.

The syndetic circ. qual. is marked by a simple subordinator wa- which is not 

strictly a coordinator in this context (see 6.2.6). It is most commonly a clause 

with a noun as head (either a bare equational sentence, i.e., with no preposed 

sentence modifiers, see 3.1 or topicalized agent, see 3.7.2.1, although syndetic 

sentences with a verb as head may also function as circ. quals (see wa- + qad
+ perf. below). 

Nominal sentence with wa-  ( C3:267): any bare equational sentence 

occurs as a circ. qual. Among the most important of this type of circ. qual. 

clauses are the following: overt noun or pronoun as head of the nom. clause: 

wa-lakinn¥ ra\ma Ä úk¥h wa-  w ¨iqun \èaba 
h Äihi l-marrata

d [the joke], being confident that he would not get 

k ´du f¥ kulli marratin wa-qalbuh  mu¨qalun bi-l-hum´mi
  

with her heart laden with sorrows

w faqat wa-Æarajat wa-wajhuh  muúmarrun

red-faced

Also common with expressions Æu§´§an wa- and §§atan wa- 

Æu§´§an wa- n tu l-tak muli q
  

as

When the circ. qual. is a nominal sentence with an indef. subj. the normal rule of 

inversion applies (3.1.3; C3:268):

yatan walu mahu wa- risun 

with a guard [standing] over him

- wa- iflun naú¥lun jiddan  

'he saw a woman wearing the veil with a very thin child with her' 
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raúala Ú. î. wa-f¥ qalbihi Á -i ttif qi l-q hirati
  

with something of the Cairo A

Inversion can also occur when the emphasis is more on the pred. than the subj., 

even when the latter is def.:

ús  l-manzili wa-min Æalfih  l-mu sibu l- bbu
  

ús n sauntered home with the young accountant behind her

Nom. circ. qual. with topicalized agent as head; the verb is generally imperf. 

indep.:

m tat-i bnatuhu wa-hiya talidu
  

while she was giving birth

-lam tataÄakkar yam¥naka llaÄ¥ wa-
li-mihnati l- ab¥bi

  

while you were qualifying for the 

medical profession

j limin li-ziy ratin wa-hiya talbasu fust úmara
  

wearing a red dress

Combinations of asyndetic and syndetic circ. qual. frequently occur:

q lat h misatan wa-hiya tabtasimu
  

Circ. qual. clauses as adversatives (see adversative wa- 6.2.5): 

fa-Átar h wa-hiya l  q¥mata lah

even though they

Syndetic circ. qual. clauses may also be inverted for emphasis: 

wa-hum yatan wal´na l-qahwata taúadda¨ èi l- i llat¥
q balah  f¥ l-sijni

  

while they were drinking coffee he talked about some of the types he had 
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Neg. syndetic circ. quals. occur in one of the following forms:

wa-  + noun/pron. + neg. verb ( C2:272):

f¥ úadi l- mi wa-bnatuh  lam takun taj wazat Áahrah  l- misa
na½ara zawjuh  l- iflati wa-q la

  

when her daughter had not passed her fifth month her 

husband looked at the child and said ...

wa- wa- an  l  li-m Ä kisun¥ ramz¥ h kaÄ
  

answered without knowing why Ramzi was bothering me in 

f úmad m tat wa-hiya l §
¨´m

úmad died not knowing that she was the most beautiful voice 

wa-  + neg. verb: 

wa- §baúa l-§ab u wa-l  naz lu f¥ l-q hirati
  

while we were still 3.17.3 on §baúa
) 

wa- + neg. particle + noun (see cat. neg. 4.1.2): 

k na ll hu wa-l Á
  

God existed with nothing else (existing) with him

For negative circ. qual. with wa-lamm  see 4.2.4, 7.6.3.2 ( C3:272).

Circ. quals after (wa-) munÄu  and other time expressions ( C3:18, 

79, 275) (see munÄu  below; also 6.2.7). 

With munÄu 7.6.8 for munÄu  as 

a conjunction) the main clause takes the form of a syndetic circ. qual. denoting 

the state of the antecedent since the given point of time: 

munÄu úul´lih  bi-Áaqqati wa- ¥katah tur qibu l-
m rrata wa-l-j¥r na

since she moved into the N. Street flat she has remained keeping to her 

couch, watching the passers-
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(note second clause beginning tur qibu ... ... which is an 

embedded circ. qual. of the first one) 

munÄu Áar ti l-sin¥na wa- -nafsi ... yaúu¨¨´na ...
...  

for dozens of years psychologists ... have been urging ...

Without munÄu

´ milun wa-l-Áinda\a tartajju § h § h ...

for a whole week Shindagha shook throughout ...

min §a\rih  wa-hiya tar\abu f¥ l-madúi 
  

since her childhood she has desired

Verbal sentence with wa-qad  + perf. ( C3:271): qad , when used with 

the perf. in a subordinate syndetic circ. qual. construction, denotes that the 

event or action has already taken place (see also qad 3.10.4 and examples 

at 7.3.1 without wa- ). This usage should not be confused with the strictly 

coordinating function of wa- , (see Chapter 6):

wa-f¥ èi l- úy ni k nat tu hidu zam¥l tin lah wa-qad-i stalqayna f¥
úujrati l-mudarris ti

  

, [they] having lain down in 

k wa-qad waè  qalbihi
  

having put his hand on his heart

sa saw tiri l-ramli l-maè\ ati l-maúÁ ma
l-maÆ wa-qad tafattaqat

  

t of the hiding 

places, [they] having split open

This construction is becoming increasingly common in ... fa- 
constructions (see 3.3.4):

wa-qad futiúat bu l-qa§ri l-jumh´riyyi li-l-úiw ri ... fa-
m úada¨a ...
...
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having been opened for dialogue ...

then what happened ...

wa-qad sabaqa l-sayfu l- ... fa- ...
...

ord having preceded isolation ... then ...

Idiomatic circ. qual. after elliptical kayfa l  ( C3:277) (see also 

10.13.7.1):

wa-kayfa l wa- úar¥§un §uúbatih  l-ra\mi min kulli m
§adara minh

when you are determined to accompany her 

77.3.3 Antecedent of verbal circumstantial qualifier as 
definite/indefinite

The head noun of a circ. qual. is normally def., though an intermediate degree of 

definiteness exists (recognized by the grammarians as taÆ§¥§
which allows a noun to be thus qualified. Under those conditions the circ. qual. 

will be formally identical with the adj. rel. clause qualifiying an indef. antecedent 

(5.1) so in the following example: yu hidu fatay tin yaèúakna wa-
hunna yasúabna l- ´ úujratin f¥ l-d ili

, the annexed phrase tin

 circ. qual. 

possibility, (a) because the verb yuÁ hidu requires a circ. qual. as its comp 

(cf. 3.11.2.3), and (b) because the coordinated phrase following, wa-hunna
yasúabna

7.4 FINAL SUBORDINATE SYNDETIC VERBAL CLAUSES
( C3:33) 

7.4.1 Causal fa- ‘and so’ f ’ al-sababiyya

fa- may introduce a subordinate clause with verb in imperf. dep. expressing the

result of a preceding clause. The preceding clause does not contain a factual 

statement. It can be imperative or words equivalent in meaning to an imperative, 

and may also express desire or hope: 

fa-tu
  

commands them [the troops] and [so] 
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yasta Ä  l- ¥ Æt úim rin ma¨alan fawqa 
di l- riè¥na fa-yataúawwal´ bayna yawmin wa-

muw l¥na

  

his leader could choose to transplant a donkey's head, for example, on to the 

bodies of opponents, and thus they would turn overnight into f

77.4.2 With wa- al-ma‘iyya ‘wa- of accompaniment’ 
(See 33.29.8). 

Examples of this category have been attested in CA, of which the following 

sentence is an example made up by the medieval grammarians of the time:

l -i l-samaka wa-taÁraba l-labana

and drink milk at the same time!

No examples at the clausal level were located during the collection of material for 

this study.

7.5 ’an and ’anna  ( C1:78; C3:105) 

The principal complementizers in MWA are  and 

occurring at the head of their clauses.  always heads a noun clause (in 

which the subj. noun must be in the dep. case, see in 3.2.2 and 7.5.2).

is a complementizer that heads verbal clauses which are equivalent to noun 

phrases with the same syntactic function as the verbal noun. In  subordinate 

clauses the verb is normally in the dep. imperf. form and generally refers to a 

future point in time (but see 7.5.1.12).

7.5.1 ’an  clauses

7.5.1.1 With dep. imperfect

 is known as -ma§dariyya owing 

to the general substitutability of its verbal clause with the verbal noun (see m
al-ma§dariyya 5.5.3). In theory any  clause can be replaced by a 

verbal noun.  clauses can function as subj., obj., pred., or in any other nom. 

function.

Consider the following examples:

qarrara ¥ra 

that he would go  [noun clause as dir. obj.] = qarrara l-sayra
 going un as dir. obj.]
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k na yur¥du l-Äah ba Á ¥qiyy
  

to go k na yur¥du 
yaÄhaba that he go

min \ayri l- ´li

that these two [fem.] should work together [noun 

= min \ayri l- ´li
  

their [dual] working

In  clauses the verb refers to events whose occurrence is dependent on 

something else, and is not a statement of fact. In Western sources the form of 

1.4.1, 1.12.5).

When the + verb structure as noun phrase has subj., ag. or dir. obj. 

function it may easily be translated by the English infinitive ( C3:130):

 mu hadata f¥lmi l-v¥diy´ -
  

he wanted to finish

12.1, and for spelling 1.2.6.1) 

wa-yabq Äkura bi- ...
...  

 that ...

alaba minn¥
  

he asked me 

Ærija l-na§la

he tried to extract

lidayya Ä kulla m  yaq´l nihi
  

I became accustomed to my parents carrying out everything they said 

The  clause may also have verbal noun status when it precedes the main 

clause with the status of topic of a nom. sentence (see 3.1).
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Broad categorizations of  + imperf. dep. form verbs: the following 

examples are a small representation of the type of main clauses that generally 

require the use of + dep. imperf. form of the verb in the subordinate clause. 

The class of verbs in this category is very large and the examples are only a small 

representation of it.

 clauses as subj.: 

Possibility/impossibility/ability (cf. 3.20): 

fa-bi- nin  bin  m  taqaddama
  

 we can decide 

yumkinuhu  f¥ l- ¥ dubayy
  

he could play   

(uninflected proper names, 1.8.5) 

kuntu l lu \ayra q diratin rtadiya l-¨iy ba
  

unable to put on 12.6

ista la -
  

to extend 

Note that in formal

power,  is possible:

bi- ni l-wiz  kulla man saddada ni§fa l-¨amani 
yatasallamu Á Áahrayni

  

it is  whoever has paid half the price will 

Necessity (cf. 3.15.2):

yajibu -qabla kulli Á  l-tur ¨i

directed first and

min Á l-úad ¨ati úa¨a §d r tih  f¥ Æit bih
nafsihi

modernism must search for the credibility of its theses within its own 

11.8.1 on min Á ) 
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wa-l kinnahu k na mu fira
  

he had to travel

m  k na yanba\¥ ´na
  

should have been that

 Judgement or reflection on a particular action or a state of mind: 

Æa ara l¥ Æbira zawj¥ ¥
  

it occurred to me to tell

úasb¥ f¥ h Äihi l- lat, wila ...
...   

all I can do, in this hasty compilation, is to try ...

Right/appropriateness:

hal yaúiqqu l¥ \èaba?

I have any right to get angry?

-ya§iúúu Ä n nastaÆrija mimm  q lahu Á ...
...   
is it correct for us, as a result of this, to deduce from what Shaw said 

that ...

(note transliteration of Shaw as Áaw, effectively Áô, cf. 1.2.6.2) 

 clauses as obj. 

Desire, wish, request, hope:

kuntu ´ §ila l-zam¥lu l-kab¥ru ... qiy datahu
  

hoping that (my) distinguished colleague ... would continue his 

alaba minhu al  l- lati l-k tibati
  

he asked him to type

wa-huwa yufaèè mmatin

he prefers to talk about general principle
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wa-tuú
  

she would love to tease them

wa- yawmah
  

I wanted to surprise him

(see personalized days, 2.14.5) 

Thought, estimation:

fakkarat  marr tin f¥ qatah  bi-

she thought many times about ending

Condition:

iÁtara §ila waè ´bi l-  uksuj¥ni f¥ ¥ kulla laylatin
  

she stipulated that I continue to put the oxygen tube in my nose every 

Decision without finality (but see also 7.5.2 below):

wa-qarrara l- raèa h Äihi l- l tu
  

the Council decided that these cases should be examined

Expectation (but see also 7.5.2 below):

wa-  r bi atu l-duwali l-mustaqillati 
wa-duwalu l-q rrati l- ¥qiyyati h Ä  l-ni½ ma

N. expects the League of Independent Nations and states of the 

African continent to approve

Promise:

-b r¥sa yawma l-Æam¥si 
  

R shid promised to pass by 
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Fear:

ÆaÁ ´ta f¥ tilka l- èi l-\ar¥bati
  

he was afraid of dying

wa-Æi f¥ ma§yadati kulli l- ar¥na
  

I was afraid of falling 

 clauses are frequently used as subjects of min phrases with participles 

and adjectives corresponding to the verbs described above (see 3.1.4 and see 

7.5.2.4 for  clauses in this function): 

min-a l- Æil la l-sanati l-q dimati

expected to finish with them 2.7 and 

3.29.4 for dep. nouns as time qualifiers)

min-a l-bad¥hiyyi ¥ Ä  ...

-evident that he will depend in this on ...

min-a l-muhimmi ¥ya

for us to be aware that

wa-min-a l-murajjaúi ¨¥ruh  mad ri l- mi l- liyyi
  

and it is probable that its effect will continue

wa-laysa min-a l- ... ´r´biyyun
h Ä  l-§ ¥di

  

... that a European cooperation on this level will be

effected

or the nominal variants:

ma l´bun minh \aèa bi- -bas atin-a l-rajula l-waú¥da 
llaÄ¥ úabbathu

to hate quickly and simply the one man whom she 
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Non-substitutability with verbal noun: the  clause cannot be replaced by a 

verbal noun when it is the pred. of k da  or related verbs (cf. 3.17 etc.):

yak §biúa rah¥nata miz ji h Äihi l- iflati l-mutaqallibi
  

he is almost becoming a hostage to the fluctuating mood

´n´ bi-Æayrin wa- fiyatin
  

let us hope you [masc. pl.] are

77.5.1.2 As other objects. ( C:135–6)

type (see 2.16.4): 

ka \ dira l-mad¥nata qabla ntih -taúq¥qi

I warn you not to leave

2nd dir. obj. ( C3:135)

i arratn¥ l-½ur´fu Ähaba marratan bi-l-ziyyi -l-rasmiyyi
  

 forced me [1st dir. obj.] to go [2nd dir. obj.] once in official 

7.5.1.3 In annexation ( C3:136)

As 2nd element of annexation constructions (c.f. 2.3):

iútim ´na l-kan¥satu ¥mat ´m niyyin
  

the possibility of the church having been erected

wa-q -wiz rata tadrusu §biúa l-mustaÁfay tu
l-taÆa§§u§iyyatu ... Áibha §§atin

  

and he said that the Ministry is studying the possibility of the private 

hospitals ... becoming semi-

q bi-  j  l-fawri
  

as soon as he found out
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77.5.1.4 After preposition(al)s ( C3:139)

Subordinate clauses with occur as annexation structures (see 2.3) where the 

sub. clause is the obj. of the preposition(al): 

wa-l úmada § ´ f¥ l-n iyati l-\arbiyyati min 
l-Æ´ri

insisted that they play

wa-huwa l úa lahum bi- Árab´  l-úis bi
  

not being possible for him to allow them to drink

Omission of the preposition(al) ( C2:261, 3:134, 145) (see l  budda  type 

also at 7.5.1.6, and cf. 3.11.4). 

Preposition(al)s accompanying a verb (or its verbal noun) before  can be 

elided. In such cases the  clause functions as dir. obj.: 

ismaú´ l¥ [bi-  lakum ...
...  

to present to you

wa-la-
  

and I was certainly surprised that he hesitated

Note, however, that preposition(al)s that may be elided before  clauses 

functioning as noun phrases cannot be elided in the equivalent verbal noun 

structure: 

l  tandahiÁ [min]  l-fann nu wajha úab¥batihi ram diyyan
  

surprised that the artist paints the face of his beloved ash-grey 

[noun phrase

= l  tandahiÁ min rasmi l-fann ni wajha úab¥batihi ram diyyan

do not be surprised by painting the face of his beloved ash-

[verbal noun as obj. of prep.] 

(See also obj. of verbal noun, 2.10.1) 

7.5.1.5 With direct speech ( C3:113) ’an al-mufassira

-mufassira, explanatory , heads subordinate clauses after verbs 

bearing the sense of to The verb after is always

in the imperative form and makes explicit the command or request implicit in the 

main verb (see 3.2.2):
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 jib hi l- úy -i §bir´ wa-ta§ bar´
  

it is written on the foreheads of the living that [you] be steadfast and 

forebearing

ibtasama l-n -qabbalahum  bi-úan nin, rabbatat  katifayhi: 
qum, ÆuÄ ulbata l-kibr¥ti wa-Ähab

  

stroked him on the shoulders [as if to say] get up, take [your] box of 

matches and go

77.5.1.6 l  budda  and similar phrases (see also 7.5.2.8 with 

) 

There are many structures in MWA expressing inevitability which are all 

. 

l  budda plus or minus min etc. The expression l  budda was 

originally followed by min , namely  + sub. clause:

l \ayyira sul´kaka

you must change your behaviour

But it also occurs frequently without min  ( C2:226; 1:145): 

l  l-mud¥ -ni½ mi l-jad¥di

must harmonize

Also used for past events (determinable by context): 

fa-l ´na f¥ \ yati l-faraúi
  

I had to be extremely joyful

Note that the expression l  budda must always be followed by min  when 

followed by a verbal noun:

l  budda min-a l- rati mujaddadan 

it must be pointed out 

and also with pron. suffix, e.g., l  budda minhu l
budda wa- is a variant on this structure (see 6.2.7). 
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77.5.1.7 Miscellaneous (see negatives in 44.1.2)

l úaraja   

l ú  l-muslimi f¥  min-a l-m li m  ya
  

there is no objection to the Muslim gathering as much wealth as he 

m ... min , see 5.4.4.1) 

l     

l -l è úadda¨¥ Æi§§
nafs niyyatin

  

there is no harm or damage in your [fem sing.] talking with a 

7.5.1.8 Negative subordination ( C3:114)

See 4.2.1 and other negs, e.g. kay-l úatt  l
plus or minus preposition and other noun-

phrase functions; see also li- 7.6.1.4.)

all (a combination of + l -muúaffafa 
cf. 3.2.2, 7.5.1.5):

najtahidu f¥  yak´na Ä lika Æalalun
  

strive so that after that there are no 

qarrartu Æula l-kulliyyata bi-ziyy¥ l-rasmiyyi 

I would not enter

aw ¥  kaw min¥
  

to not revealing

Also written separately as : 

ka-m ¥  yatta§ila liq  f¥ l-mustaqbali
  

will not continue

(see 5.9.9.3 on kam
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fa-yajibu  nafhama minh  m -mufakkir´ ´rubb
  

we should not understand from it what the literary figures and intellectuals 

of Europe 

(see 3.15.3 on negative of impersonal verb wajaba , 

77.5.1.9 -muÆaffafa (see also 4.1.5 and 7.5.2.5 for full 

treatment)

With laysa ( C3:115): 

wa-  f¥ l- imk  k na
  

that there was not possible anything more 

with cat. neg. l C3:116) (see 4.1.2): 

wa-ktaÁafa úada yahtammu b¥ w úatt  yur¥du §uúbat¥
  

and he discovered that no-one was interested in me nor even in my 

2.19.11, 6.11 on úatt

7.5.1.10 Prepositional/temporal adverbial +’an

Preposition(al)s can operate on sub. clauses headed by  as complementizer 

(cf. French que). The combination of some preposition(al)s and temporal adverbs 

with  may be viewed as collocations, but they are not strictly compounds. 

These combinations are possible calques of similar structures in some Western 

languages, e.g., French après que or German nachdem. In this section the sub. 

clauses are adverbial (unlike in 7.5.1.4 where they are indirect objs.) 

The subordinate clause generally occurs after the main clause but its position 

depends on the context.  

( , and see 

2.6.2 for meanings of ): 

qabilathu n ½iratu l-madrasati ´hu l-ma§ r¥fa 
idatan

  

eadmistress of the school accepted him on the basis that his father 

pay

( ism al-marra,

cf. 1.8.1, here with dep. form as circ. qual., 3.29.7) 
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( C3: , cf. 2.7.6: the tense after 

verb after is perf.; when non-past the verb after is dep. imperf. 

Hence:

Perfect if the action or event is already completed (cf. 7.5.1.12):

èa\a  musaddasihi è  f¥ muqaddamati jab¥nihi
  

after he had placed it against 

nat farans  stakmalat-i útil la l-jaz
  

after France had completed 

ra l-maÁriqa l-
  

after he visited

Dep. imperf. when referring to a future event or action:

q biln¥ hida l-f¥lma
  

after you have seen

fa- ´ Ä  l- ´ bi-l- -mumkinati 
wa-Ä lika tuna½½im´ q atan bi- Ä¥na ...

beg you after this session to meet as soon as possible (and that) 

after you have organized a list of names of those who ...

adan¥ ´ran¥ ´na  min-a l-úajji
  

promised to visit me after he had returned (see 

3.10.6 for description of compound tenses) 

or the present:

wa- §ifa úay ta B. bi-l-úay ti l- ¥bati ... yuÁ¥   
...

...
after he describes with a 

depressing life ] ... he points out that ...
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( C3:142, cf. 2.7.30), : whether the 

main verb expresses something in the past, pres. or future, is 

always followed by dep. imperf. (cf. 

f¥ tilka l-laylati ma ¨ úmadu f¥ l-tafk¥ri f¥ kal mi
l-sayyid 

  

before going to sleep, Ahmad thought at length about what 

al-

wa-  l-liq ¥ l-b´snati k na l  budda min 
...

...
before ending the meeting with the Mufti of Bosnia we had to ask 

him about ... l  budda  above 7.5.1.6) 

 jadwalan zamaniyyan

before he sees

min + reflects a lengthening of the time scale between the 

events or actions of the main and subordinate clauses: 

ma\r´satun f¥ mawè Áayyada baytun  bi-zamanin 
aw¥lin

  

before our house was built by a long time

d´  ( C3:145, 2.7.11) and bi-/min-d´ \
bi-  or min : 

ka- nin qad-i Ætaf bi-d´ li-m Ä Ætaf
  

without knowing why he had 

2.6.8 on ka- 

d´ ´na  dir yatin k milatin
  

without his being
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With  (see also 2.9.1.6, and cf. 1.12.4.1): 

d´ ´ma bi- lin li-l-taqr¥bi

without carrying out any

wa- ltu alab ¥datan d´  stij batin
  

without receiving any response

wa when  as purely temporal conjunction (with relative 

variants f¥ waqtin at a time [in which] and f¥ l-waqti llaÄ¥
at the time [in which] ):

na §ulan
  

when he was at the time of that he was 

working

f¥ l-waqti llaÄ¥  l-Æubar §ila úajmu l- ji [...]
  

at the time experts are expecting the volume of production to reach 

f¥ l-waqti llaÄ¥ l  t´jadu f¥hi riq batun mutaÆa§§i§atun
  

at the [same] time [in which] 

 (cf. 3.18 on the passive t´jadu f¥
ú¥ni in the time of 5.9.7) 

f¥ waqtin §baúa f¥hi kullu Á . Æalfan ! 
  

at a time when 

il  ( C2:295, 2.6.7, contrast 7.6.7.2

Followed by perf. to denote past action or event: 

§ bah  l-maraèu l-fatt ku 

until the dreadful disease took hold of her

Æala §ad¥q¥ l-rass mu wa-zawjatuhu 
  

until my artist friend and his wife came in
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§ala l-waqtu llaÄ¥ da f¥hi l-zaw ja
  

until the time arrived

or dep. imperf. to denote pres. or fut. event: 

a l-dir satu al è ji l- ¥bi
  

until the study holds sway

è 2.7.23): 

è  tatalaqqanu
  

(note inverted clause order, which suggests a calque)

ka- such as kam and comp.conj. in 5.9.9, 5.9.9.6 for 

ka-  ):

úy nan-i l-iÆtil fu f¥ ÁaÆ§iyyati l-§ad¥qayni yuwa¨¨iqu l-§ad qata
ka- \aba l-qawiyyu f¥ §ad qati l-è ¥fi

  

the friendship, such as the stronger desiring the friendship of the 

2.5.7): 

¥ra biè ri wa-yan§arifa
¥ra war  l- Ái l-imbar riyyi úatt  ma¨w hu l- Æ¥ri 

  

instead of walking a few metres and then leaving, he decided to walk 

77.5.1.11 Compound prepositional phrases + ’an

Compound prepositional phrases (see 2.5.5) may themselves form annexation 

units with  clauses ( C3:136). 
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bi- , 2.8.4), tends 

to precede the main clause. It is followed by either perf. (to denote past action 

or event): 

bi-  l-yada l-mutawarrimata ... tas ajjiban

as soon as he saw the swollen hand ... he wondered in astonishment

or dep. imperf. (to denote pres. action or event): 

bi-  tabq  f¥ l-b¥

as soon as they are formed

bi-Áar : 

bi-Áar ´ma l-firqatu bi-l-mus hamati f¥ ¨¥¨i wa-tajh¥zi 
l-masraúi

  

on condition that the company [of actors] takes a share in furnishing 

2.3.7) 

f¥ sab¥ 2.6.5): 

f¥ sab¥  kullun minn  l- ara jayyidan
  

so that each of us understands 

min \ ( C3:138; 2.9.2.3, and cf. \
7.5.2.11) d´na 7.5.1.10).

The use of \ayr
function in concessive clauses (7.5.2.11):

min \ aúmila ¥ siw qi l-safari l-ma l´bati

without carrying with me [anything] except the required

(cf. siw except 9.5.2, and 2.9.2.4 for basic information, and 

7.5.2.11 for siw ) 

77.5.1.12 With perfect ( C3:107)

When the action of the subordinate clause is factual and completed the verb 

occurs in the perfect after . This is one of the very limited number of 

occasions when may be followed directly by anything other than the dep. 

imperf. form: 
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yawma ra l- ¥su ma§ ¥
  

(that) the President visited my factory

(see time and date expressions, 2.3, 2.3.4.1, 2.14.7) 

k na bi-nat¥jati Ä lika -i útadama l-§ir -siy siyyu 
  

that the political conflict flared up

¨umma nqa -i urirtu  duÆ´li l-mustaÁf
  

I had to go into hospital  (for  see 7.5.1.10) 

The verb in the perf. is particularly common after  with verbs like úada¨a
sabaqa 3.23.2, 6.2.4) in 

which the event has already taken place; also munÄ (7.6.8.2) 

and 7.5.1.10).

77.5.2 ’anna  ‘that’ clauses 

(See 3.2.1 for syntax of nom. sentence introduced by .) 

is a nominalizer and the resulting noun phrase has various functions.

is followed by complete sentences of either nominal or topic-comment 

type, the resulting clause becoming a noun phrase and assuming all the functions 

of a noun phrase. 

As with  clauses the function of the na  clause can be any of the 

following:

7.5.2.1 Subject ( C3:130)

§aúiúun -  munÆafièatun
  

that the rate

clauses, see 3.1.3) 

7.5.2.2 Predicate ( C3:131)

al-muÁkilatu -fall na l  yusaddid´na f¥ l-m¥ di
  

that the peasants do not pay off their d
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77.5.2.3 Agent of verb ( C3:130 where treated as subject)

§¥ba bi-jurúin kab¥rin 
  

it became apparent that he

(see 3.12.2 on passive + instrument)

7.5.2.4 Direct object ( C3:133)

 clauses can be the dir. obj. of any verb that has a statement as its object. 

This includes verbs such as §arraúa
èaúa Äakara 

, sitions, 7.5.2.7), and 

their negs, as well as verbs of denial, hinting etc.: 

 l- ti l- ´l  f¥ muw jahati l- qi sa-tak´nu 
dibl´m siyyatan 

  

he announced that the first measures in confronting Iraq would be 

§arraú  wiz rata l-§iúúati sa- ...

he declared that the health ministry would study the possibility of ... 

fa-qad Äakara bay nun rasmiyyun bir¥ waz¥ra l-dif
l- ¥kiyyi ...

said that the American Minister 

of Defence ... 

l Ä ¥ ½ar¥
  

I do not remember that

èaúat  fatúa b bi l-tarqiyati li-l- mil¥na
  

made clear that opening the door of promotion for employees 

fa-qad  tuúaddi¨u ÁaÆ§an m
  

I saw that she

see 1.12.4.1 on periphrastic indefiniteness with the vague m
suffix 
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¥ l- - ´l  f¥ úay tihi
  

I knew that I

wa- ¨  l- \azali l-mub iri
  

he swore that

senses, are always followed by an  clause:

wa-l  yata§awwaru nataúadda¨u f¥ maj li l- úl mi

and no-one could ever imagine that

wa-l kin Æuyyila §ad¥ ¥Áu f¥ ¥k
  

but she imagined that

(see 3.12.4 on the idiomatic passive Æuyyila ) 

úassa f¥ tilka l-laylati  laysat zawjatahu faqa  bnatuhu 
wa- Ætuhu wa-

  

he felt that she was not just his wife but also his daughter and 

(see 4.9 ...

taÁ rifatun bi- lih
  

she feels that

The fixed expressions of min-a l- + participle (or adj.) function in the same 

way as the corresponding verbs described at the beginning of 7.5.2.4, but here 

the clauses function as inverted noun phrase subj.:

min-a l- ´fi -sal walu l- úy

-known that tortoises have the longest life of all living species

min-a l- anna l-taqadduma l-tiknol´jiyya sa-ya½allu muhimman 
f¥ l-sanaw ti l-q dimati

  

 technological advancement will remain important in the 

coming years

See 3.17.14 on ½alla 
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The same applies to adjs. and parts. without min-a l- 

§aú¥ú nat tanfiru min-a l- -ban ti
  

 Alya had an aversion to playing with the girls

al-w nna laf½a -tur ¨ -I ktas  f¥ l-Æi bi l- -úad¥¨I ...

Arabic discourse ...

77.5.2.5 -muÆaffafa instead of (see also 3.2.2, 4.1.5,

and 7.5.1.9) (contrast -mufassira 7.5.1.5) 

When a clause begins with l (of cat. neg., see 4.1.2) and other neg. forms.  

can be used. This is the so-called lightened  instead of 

.

(èam¥r al-Á , see 3.4) which would have been attached to the original 

: 

wa-l a½ \ -i l- - úarakata wa-l úay ta
f¥hi

  

and that there was no movement 

and no life 

fa- bi- ladayh  m
  

ghter would shake her head (indicating) that she had no

For laysa  see 4.2.8.1. 

It can also be used after future prefixes sa-  and sawfa  (3.10.3) 

particularly following verbs conveying a sense of certainty or conviction:

qarrar´ -tak´nu hun ka mu kamatun wa-  sa-tak´nu
li-l- -laysa lahu bi-l-Ä ti

  

that there will be a trial and that it will be for all the 

regime, 

(for neg. coordinator wa-laysa 6.12.3) 

7.5.2.6 Annexation of adverbials to  sentences (cf. 7.5.1.3 above, and 

7.6.6 for fuller treatment)
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f¥ ú¥  m úaw di¨a l  yumkinu muq ranatuh bi-
lin min-a l- úw li bi-m ¥ § lamiyyatin kubr

  

the time when the events that happened cannot be compared in any way 

with what is h

77.5.2.7 Annexation of preposition(al)s to ’anna sentences
( C3:139)

Subordinate clauses with as noun phrases may be annexed to preposi-

tion(al)s (see 2.6 and cf. 7.5.1.4):

l- liba l  yataÆ -
¥lihi

emphasized that the student would not graduate until after his 

qualifications had been confirmed

wa- fa bi- anna l-wiz rata tadrusu ú liyyan ...
...

 that the ministry is currently studying ...

Elided prepositions ( C3:134): prepositions may also be elided from the main 

verb preceding  + sentence:

Æbaran¥ [bi-  yus firu \adan

he told me that he

(cf. reported speech, 10.14, 10.15) 

7.5.2.8 Miscellaneous followed by ’anna  + noun clause

l Áakka plus or minus f¥ 4.1.2 and 

2.18.2).

l Á ¥ kuntu ka-l-wal¥dati l-muÆabb ¥ l-qu ni
  

there is no doubt that I

(see 2.6.8 on ka-

l Áakka f¥  qad úajab´ èa l- ´m ti
  

there is no doubt that they kept some

l  rayba  (cf. 4.1.2):
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l  rayba -¨uww ra k n´ yaút j´  mi¨li h Ä  l- ´bi
  

there is no doubt that the revolutionaries were in need of such a 

2.9.2.1 on this use of mi¨l
l  budda (see also above 7.5.1.6 and 4.1.2 , may be 

followed by imperf. or perf. tense verbs: 

wa-l ´na l- na li-l-Äah
l- mati llat¥ naltaq¥ f¥h

  

and they must be getting ready now to go the boat-house where we 

l nnahu k na liban

he must have been a student

l  taqr¥ran w fiyan
  

she must have prepared a full report

77.5.2.9 Compound prepositional phrases with ’anna

See 2.7.33 for adv. ra\man . 

As we have seen, preposition(al)s function as internal operators at the head of 

noun phrases. They can also form annexation units as compound subordinators 

with nominal sentences when they are themselves annexed to other 

nouns. This group of nouns is restricted (cf. clauses, 7.5.1.11) ( C3:136). 

The noun after the preposition(al) never takes the def. art. nor tanw¥n because it is 

the 1st element of annexation, so, for example, al
the basis . 

al 2.6.3 ): 

intaqada b´Á-i qtir a klint´n al  sa- ¥
fiqd ni maly´ni ÁaÆ§in li-wa½

on the basis that it would lead to a 

(see 2.10.1.7 on li-  paraphrase with dir. obj. of verbal noun which cannot 

be annexed)

ri  and bi- ri
2.5.8.5): 
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 l-waú -n §iriyyati
  

considering that unity is the most important foun

bi-  ma§ -sajj di maÁr´ tun §a\¥ratun 
  

considering that carpet factories

bi- -rus´mi l-jumrukiyyati laysat hiya l- ta
l-waú¥data li-úim yati l- ji

considering that raising customs duties is not itself the only instrument 

bi-ú

bi-úujjati  al-s riq¥na ku¨run 

on the grounds that

li- to the 

li- èa l-ÁaÆ§iyy ti llat¥ k na yumkin ¥da 
bta adat Æawfan

  

so much so that certain personalities who might have been useful 

(see 3.29.6 on purposive comp (obj. of reason) úawfan

li-  wa§  l-§affi l-r - na
§baúa sab Á man

  

to the extent that when he reached the fourth grade of primary school 

77.5.2.10 li- + ’anna  ‘because’, lit. ‘for [the fact] that’

( C3:144; see 2.6.10 on li-

As a nominal subordinator li- must always be followed by a noun, 

either an explicit noun or a bound pron.

The order in sentences containing li-  is really determined by 

emphasis. In normal word order the subordinate clause follows the main clause:
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wa-l  nasta ´ -ÁaÆ§iyy ti l- niyyati 
llat¥ at f¥ úayyi Áinda\ata li- Ä lika l-úayya úafala bi-l-ÁaÆ§iyy ti
l- ¥bati  

a

quarter because

In MWA the subordinate clause containing li-  often precedes the main 

clause. In this case the main clause may or may not be preceded by a discourse 

marker such as fa-  (see 11.1): 

wa-li- takrahu l-úafal ti l-Æayriyyata l-taql¥ ¥n
´dah  li- - f la l- q¥na

  

because she dislikes traditional charity celebrations Alena decided to 

direct her efforts towards supporting an organization that helps handicapped 

wa-li- tabr¥r ti l-muÆ -l-riq bati fa-qad
lat-i l-

and because

of) Censorship, it referred the matter

77.5.2.11 Adversatives and concessives with ’anna

Adversative/concessive clauses contrast a previous statement or piece of dis-

course. As compounds they generally convey the sense of the preposition(al) (see, 

for example, individual meanings of preposition(al)s in 2.6 and 2.7) and the 

content of the dep.  clause.

 ( C3:351) (see also ra\ma \ayra 
 , etc.

The  in this and similar clauses is an exceptive particle which 

... Chapter 9

and 8.1.4). It often follows affirmative statements. 

Most of the time English has no particular indicator for the second clause, so 

for convenience a default [nonetheless] will be inserted in translation where 

there is not a natural equivalent.

wa-llaÄ¥ datan m  yabq  f¥ s´qi l-Æu ri ¨al ¨
min úatt  yanèaja tam man  f¥ h Ä  l-§ayfi k na 

yanèaju f¥ nafsi l-yawmi llaÄ¥ yuúèir´nahu f¥hi
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before they ripen fully; [nevertheless] this summer they would ripen on 

wa-úaqqaqat ¨arwatan baddadath

 but [she]

 (

Occurs either at the head of a sub. clause:

tuw jihu §in -§´fi f¥ ostr liy  muÁkilatah   
l-kubr  laysat f¥ riy i l-ta\y¥ri llat¥  s ati l-mõèati
l- lamiyyati

  

the wool industry in Australia faces a crisis, although its major problem 

is not in the winds of change which have been blowing over the field of 

or at the head of a new piece of discourse after a full stop or even at the 

beginning of a new paragraph, as is potentially the case for many of these 

adversatives and concessives: 

§ adama, b Ä¥ -l-ni½ mi l- ¥miyyi 
l-mutaÆallifi

  

however he was shocked, right from the start, at the backward education 

11.7.10) 

siw 2.9.2.4 and 9.5.2): 

wa qad-i star  h Ä  l-lawni min-a l- ¥Áati siw  lam 
takun tuú ´ Ä lika

although [except that] she

did not want them to know that

 ( C2:331, 3:141 (see in 2.6.1,

especially in the sense of indicating circumstances)
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a½  hun
...

...
but the most important observation we must emphasize here is that

(see 3.5.2 on the pron. hiya , here inserted to mark topic from comment; 

see also 5.1.1 for rel. clauses with elative adj.)

ma l-j ri l -a
l- mi

  

but respect for a neighbour does not stop at one particular kind of 

\  ( C2:151, 3:137) (cf. min \ 7.5.1.11)

( erence to \ayr in 2.9.2.3) 

, l kinna 6.5.1;

see also ra\ma
normally affirmative:

-biè tin \  l-mumarrièata
 l-jam¥lata l-Áaqr § rimata l-mal miúi 

  

but the beautiful blonde nurse looked stern in 

2.1.3.2 and see 3.17.4 on bad

\  h Ä  l ´na hun ka ba èu l-iÆtil f ti
  

but 

\ Äah b¥  l-dukt´ri J.S. lam yaúdu¨ a
sanaw tin

  

however,

 (

(2.6.11 on  generally)

Either follows the main clause:

... ¨aqqafatin
...

... even though she is/was
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or precedes it. When the subordinate clause precedes the main clause it is 

normally preceded by the resumptive (coordinating particle) fa-
(or sometimes the resumptive , see 11.1):

wa-  qad Áaraún  h Äihi l-wijhata min-a l-na½ari bi-taf§¥lin 
... fa- -nu§´§a ...
...
although we explained this point of view in detail ... nonetheless the 

texts ...

is also used in adversative phrases: 

wa-  kulli h l ti l- èi ...
...
in spite of all this [nonetheless] the exhibition rooms ...

(see nna  above and  in 2.6.11) 

 / bi-l-ra\mi (min)  /ra\ma ( )  followed by 

resumptive 

. 

This construction occurs in a number of variant forms. Since these are 

examples of correlative subordinates there are always two parts. The sub-

ordinate element introduced by ra\ma , and its variants, 

normally precedes the main clause, which may be introduced by 

listed below:

bi-l-ra\  bi-l-rafèi  qalbah
\ariqa f¥ hazzati ú ¥qin

even though she shook her head in refusal [nonetheless] her heart was 

 l-ra\ ´fatun bi-smi l- ¥zata 
 f¥ l-úaq¥qati l  taz nisatan

  

in spite of the fact that she ¥za [nonetheless] she 

(see 3.21.4 on m  z la
wa-ra\  hadafahum úukmu mi§ra annahum Äkiy
jiddan

  

and in spite of the fact that their goal is to rule Egypt, [nonetheless]
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Simple phrasal ra\ma

ra\ma l-muddati l- aw¥lati llat¥ h  f¥ l-wil y ti l-muttaúidati ...
anna l-wa ana m  z la ú

  

in spite of the long time he has spent in the USA, [nonetheless] the 

homeland i

Other resumptives after ra\ma

\ (see also above): 

wa-ra\  l-jawwa niqun d ila l-harami, \  qad 
¨¨ara bi-úam si \unaym

in spite of the fact that the air in the pyramid was suffocating, 

[nonetheless

(cf. 3.12.1 on quasi-passive with instrument/agent)

fa- 3.2.1 on ) 

wa-  l-ra\  bil d  li-tajannubi l-úarbi 
wa-tahtammu bi-l-bin fa-  sa-tuq wimu l-   
bi-kulli was¥latin

in spite of the fact that his country is striving to avoid war and

concentrating on construction [nonetheless] it will resist aggression 

against it by every

wa-qad (reinforces the verb, see 3.10.4): 

wa-ra\  laysa hun ka Ætil fun kab¥run baynahum ... wa-qad
m rasa l- ¥du min-a l- ti h Ä  l-fikra

  

although there is no great disagreement between them, [nonetheless] a

2.1.5.1) 

fa- 6.3.4 and especially 11.1) 

wa-ra\ma ta\allubi l- ¥q -sar¥  l- \ n¥ l-majm´ fa- \labu 
l-½ -Áab ba sa-yu§ b´na bi-Æaybati l-
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in spite of the predominance of a fast rhythm in the collected songs, 

[nonetheless] the most likely [thing] is that young people will be 

(note that the second clause contains an example of introducing

pred., see 7.5.2.2) 

l kin 6.5.2): 

ra\ma ´riy  wa-mawqifih  l-¨ biti min-a l-waúdati 
l- l kin ta½allu li-l- q ti l-mi§riyyati l-s´d niyyati 
Æu§´§ tuh

  

in spite of the importance of Syria and its firm position in Arab unity, 

[nonetheless] Egyptian Sudanese relations still have their special 

77.5.2.12 ’anna instead of ’an clauses

A small number of verbs may be followed by clauses when the 

clause might be expected. Their use is determined by the degree of certainty in 

the verb of the main clause. 

qarrara to 7.5.1.1):

fa-bi- nin nuqarrira bin  m  taqaddama 
l-tur ¨a ...
...

so we can reach a decision based on what has come before, that [our]

heritage ...

7.5.1.1): 

wa- l-mak èan f¥ mi 2006 ...
... 6006

expects that in the year 2006 ...   

(see 3.4 on the pronoun, èam¥r al-Á , attached to 
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77.6 FURTHER SIMPLE SUBORDINATORS 

7.6.1 li- ‘for’ ( C3:80, 2.6.10) (cf. kay 7.6.2 ) 

Reason or purpose; verb is dep. imperf.: 

tawaqqaf´ li-yastar¥ú´
  

stopped in order to rest

bi u l-mur´ri li- yina l- di¨a 

ic policeman came to inspect

li- ¥Áa -wa ani úay minatan mustaqirratan
  

in order that the sons of the fatherland might live

Non-purpose ( C3:81) (li-kay also, see 7.6.2). The preposition li-
followed by the dep. imperf. verb often introduces a subordinate clause which is 

not the intention (purpose) of the agent but rather a consequence of it. It often 

conveys the idea of an infinitive construction in English, perhaps being a calque: 

ladayhi l-ka¨¥ru min-a l-hum´mi li-ya raúah  l- ¥si

to put to them

suggesting an overlap with relative or comment syntax (cf. 5.0.1) 

wa-z da l- ¥ l-muw zanati li-ya§  290 bily´na d´l rin 
290

to reach

Á -Áamsi l-muÁriqati bi-hud´'in li-tu\a iya l- èa
l-mumtaddata

to cover the earth spread out 

7.6.1.1 Idioms

j and  li- : 

¨umma j - tark¥za l-úamlati l-inti   
l-qa y  l-d iliyyati

came to confirm that the election campaign would 
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wa-j dulu m´n k´ ihi ... li-  yatas w a
mun fisihi

home draw ... came to make it

wa- Äihi l-j -mamn´ú ÆÆaran ¥ li-
-funduqi bi- ...

...

comes to strengthen the 

úal  li- : 

kam  k na yaúl´ li-R.ï

liked to

77.6.1.2 l m al-juú´d ( C3:82, not recognized as such by C (error in 

C2:290) (see 4.3))

wa-m  k na li-yataj waza Ä lika h Ä  l- ma law-l ¨¥ru rtif ri  
l-naf i 

it would not have gone beyond that this year had it not been for the 

 (see 8.2.11 for law-l  ) 

7.6.1.3 li-Õan ( C3:82) Ôso thatÕ

For purpose; verb is dep. imperf.: 

wa-qad § \ m lihim wa- l mihim li- Áa haykala l-r´úi
fa-yaÆèarra wa-yazdahira

  

d it from their hopes and pains so as to refresh the 

framework of the soul so it will become green

(see 7.4 causal fa- ) 

7.6.1.4 li- in order that li-   

(cf. 7.5.1.8): 

li-  nans   lest 

li- yataúawwala l-inti§ ru haz¥matan
  

so that the victory will not
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77.6.1.5 li-  + verbal noun alternative ( C2:289) (see 2.6.10) 

For purpose or reason:

li-mun qaÁati l-qaèiyyati l-filis niyyati
  

for

li- ¥

in order to

7.6.2 kay  ( C3:309) also li-kay ‘in order to’

The particle kay  expresses a motive or reason and indicates the 

intention of the agent in the same way as the particle li- li-
kay may occur by itself or with li- , i.e. li-kay . The verb after 

both kay and li-kay is in dep. imperf. form. 

Positive sense:

uÆruj¥ ¥  l-n si li-kay ¥Áu
  

so that they can see what a 

pleasure I am exp

(see 3.8.2 on agreement with n s

wa-bi-l-ra\mi min mu w l t¥ l-jabb rati li-kay ki 

to

li-kay siyyan
  

in order to

kay yuh jiman
  

in order to

The following example suggests the emergence of a calque style (cf. j - 
above): 

li- -waqta qad na li-kay tu rika l-wil y tu l-muttaúidatu 
bi-f

  

for [lit. in order that ] the United States to 

participate
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Neg. sense kay-l , li-kay-l C3:309) (see 

also 4.2.1). Verb is always in the dep. imperf.:

li-kay-l qi l- \Äiyati
  

lest

kay-m (and li-kay-m 5.6.3) ( C3:310) takes indep. 

imperf. form (although in CA dep. imperf. form was possible with ):

úam da l-§a\¥ru fa-qad Ä  jaddatihi kay-m
èa l-úubbi llaÄ¥ yaftaqiduhu lad

in order to find with her 

some of the love he missed

77.6.3 lamm ‘when’ ÔsinceÕ (cf. ÕiÄ 7.6.4) ( C3:307) 

had a temporal and causal meaning in CA. These senses are both still 

found, but less commonly, particularly in the temporal sense for which 

5.9.8) is used more frequently.

Temporal adverbial, with two perf. verbs where the validity of the second verb is 

wholly dependent upon the first:

lamm  hazzahu wajada l-rajula mayyitan

when

(see wajada  in 3.11.2.3) 

wa-lamm bi-dawrih  fa-btasamat
  

when

(see 6.3.1 on the force of fa-  in the second sentence)

lamm k na yawmu fatú -nabiyyu ...
...
when it was the day of the conquest of Mecca, the Prophet commanded ...

(note absolute k na here, see 3.16.1) 

wa-lamm Á úibbuh  wa-yar\abu f¥ l-taúaddu¨
li-Ä lika l-sababi sta\rabat

  

when he informed her that he loved her and wanted to talk to her for this 
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C3:308), often with 

fa-qad  (3.10.4) enience: 

wa-lamm lam yakun hun ka dal¥  tajassusihi fa-qad ´

since there was no evidence of his spying [so

wa-lamm  k bi wa-mayli badriyya li-fay§al majh´lan fa-qad
taúayyara wa-  wa- rifuh  min Ä lika l-

  

since 

inclination towards him was unknown [so] her colleagues and acquaintances 

But it is also often unmarked:

lamm  k nat l¥ èu l-§il ti bi- -m Ä  lam 
tatazawwaj

  

since I had certain connections with her family [0] I used to wonder why she 

(see 10.18 for indirect questions, and 3.8.4 for agreement problems with è
) 

lamm  lam yakun ladayya m ´luhu raúúabtu bi-  li-l-
  

since I did not have anything to say [0

77.6.3.1 lamm C3:308)

The addition of (+ perfect) does not appear to change the meaning: 

wa- § ¥ h Ä  l-§an¥ lamm  lajnati 
l- ¥fi ... §´la kit b¥

 ... 

when I presented to the publication 

committee ... 11.7.10) 

7.6.3.2 lamm 4.2.4 and negative circ. quals above)

The syntax associated with this construction is very different from the affirmative 

lamm  above. It has been almost entirely replaced by 

4.2.3. 

When the main action or event has not yet taken place, the verb is apocopated:  
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l  yaz lu yaÄkuru ú¥nam ´ wa-lamm yablu\-i
l-Æ mis

  

, he not yet

having reached

Note that in this situation apoc. verbs (and indeed all verbs ending in an 

unvowelled consonant) take -i as their epenthetic vowel in juncture, namely,

yablu\[0] +-i, probably to avoid confusion with the mood inflections -u and 

-a, cf. 1.9.1 for paradigms.

77.6.4 ’iÄ ‘since’, ‘when’ ( C3:284) 

Ä is an old deictic deriving from the obselete noun iÄ
2.5.3

3.31.2). 

Introducing

the past:

... ra\ma taraddudihi f¥ l-bid yati bi-Á úarbi l-Æal¥ji Ä k
stimr ra farèi l- ´b ti.

...  
... when he 

supported the continued imposition of sanctions

C3:287). It may precede either a verbal or nominal 

sentence: 

Ä lika l-maÁr´ Ä yabd´ -úuk´mata l-bir niyyata 
qad §arafat-i l-na½

  

as it seems that the British government turned 

its attention away from

\tatan Ä -laú½ata faqa
-d´ nin

  

when he realized at that instant only that 

l - li huwa taúq¥qu l-ribúi Ä
-jihatin Æayriyyatin

  

since he does 
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(see 3.2.2 for li-  /úay¨ ) 

The iÄ clause may also precede the main clause: 

wa- Ä taqtaribu l-kuwaytu min-a l- mi 2001 li- §imatan 
¨aq fiyyatan fa-  turakkizu juhdah  f¥ ¨al fin

2001
  

since Kuwait is on the verge of being crowned a cultural capital from 

Categorical negative sentences after Ä ( C3:289) (see 4.1.2)

Ä l  qudrata l¥ ¥úa ka-m  ya - ab¥ba
  

because I am unable

At beginning of compound sentence  ( C3:289)

Ä  m idatin la-m úada¨a Á
Ä lika

  

for if you had sat with her at the same table ] none of this 

8.2.1) 

77.6.5 ’iÄ ‘when’ ( C3:291)  

(For Ä of surprise ( C3:292) 3.31, 8.3) 

Like Ä Ä iÄ
meaning 'time' (as does adverbial iÄan e , 2.5.6) 

Although the function of Ä  in MWA has moved from temporal to 

conditional, examples of its purely temporal narrative function ( C3:299) can 

still be found. Ä is normally followed by the perf.

Partly as a result of the conditional extension of Ä  MWA has developed 

 (see 5.9.8) 

ú¥ (see 5.9.7) 

w  (see 7.5.1.10) 

Ä  retains its original temporal sense in many contexts, however (8.3.11; see 

also 8.3.10):  
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min-a l- bir¥ ´ Ä  j ´ min-a l-r¥fi
  

 those passing through are relatives who stay with us when they come 

wa- iÄ  l-buÄ´ra l-mustawradata najiduh l  tun sibu l-turbata

when we plant the imported seeds we find them

The occurrence of the main verb in indep. imperf. is not common ( C3:301) (see 

8.3.2). 

77.6.5.1 Conditional meaning ( C:302) 

(See Chapter 8 for main treatment)

Ä úaèarat-i l-mal Äahabat-i l-Áay nu

if angels come devils leave

7.6.5.2 Ä of surprise , also for Ä (see 3.31 for full treatment)

As sentence introducer:

fa- Ä  bihi yaúuèèu l- §
  

so there he was

fa-  bihi samakatun §a\¥ratun
  

there it was

7.6.6 ú¥na ‘when’ ( C3:76)  

(See also ú¥na-m 2.5.8.4 and 5.9.7; and 7.5.2.6

for f¥ ú
ú¥na temporal adverbial annexed to verbal sentences (as 1st 

element of annexation) and may be followed by perf. or indep. imperf.: 

ú¥na - mu milkiyyata l-fardi l-maÁr´ -l-m li fa-
úam  tilka l-milkiyyata bi-taÁr¥ -q n´niyyi

when Islam declared the legal right of the individual to own wealth it 

defended that right of ownership by its l
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- nata tak´nu min na§¥bi l-nis ú¥na yaqumna bi-¨awratin 
h - niyyatin f¥ sab¥li l-dif úuq´qihinna

  

e lot of women when they carry out a peaceful and 

(see 3.16.3 on k na

m  jar  lahu ú¥na rafaèa l-insiúaba bi-sal min
  

when

(cf. 1.12.4.2 on the indef. bi-sal min

f¥ ú¥ni  plus or minus  ( ú¥na
may be preceded by a preposition (f¥ either 

annexed to a verbal sentence: 

f¥ ú¥ni tarak´ -i l- siyya 
  

when

or followed by , often contrastive:

f¥ ú¥  man taúadda¨´ ...
  

while those that did speak (i.e., in contrast to those who did not) ...   

(see 5.4.1 on plural agreement with man

f¥ ú¥ l- -úas¥ma l- ... n -i l- ¨¥ri l-mub iri
... ...
...
while the first decisive issue ... is a result of the direct effect ..., then ...

77.6.7 úatt ‘until’ ‘up to the point where’, ‘even’  

In addition to its function as coordina

2.6.6, 6.11 and 

2.19.12 cf. úatt  also introduces sub. dep. clauses. 

7.6.7.1 ‘until’, with perf. ( C3:84; also C3:86)

As a temporal úatt  may introduce a clause that is merely the effect 

or result of the main verb, without any implication of intention on the part of the 
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agent. In this case úatt may be followed by the verb in either the perf. or the 

indep. imperf., although the former is more common:

wa-½alla kullu w idin minhum  yuz  l- Æari úatt  wa§
l-masraú

25
and each kept on outbidding the other until the price of the theatre reached 

(see 3.17.14 on ½alla

-  l- ¥qa li-h Äihi l- rati úatt  marartu Æil la 
l- mi l-mun§arimi bi-taj riba mar¥ratin

  

until during the past 

úatt §baúa h Ä  l-rajulu l- aytin mi§riyyin
  

until this genius of a man 

(see 3.17.3 on §baúa to 

77.6.7.2 ‘so that’ ( C3:85)

May also , expressing the intention of the agent, with 

(cf. li- / kay  / li-kay , 7.6.1,

7.6.2 above). The following verb is in the dep. imperf.: 

úatt  yatimma l-
  

so that coope

(see 3.23.1 on yatimmu is 

úatt  yatajannaba bi-qadri l- ni l-Æawèa f¥ taf§¥l ti l-qa y   
l-iqti§ diyyati

  

so that he can avoid as much as possible going into the economic details of 

úatt  yaú§ in
  

in order to

Note also the following examples that seem to be a rhetorical extension of the 
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lastu è ¥ ´zan úatt -fur§ata li-l-l Ætalifa 
¥ 

to leave the player a chance to 

mu lib¥na l- - ¥kiyyata bi-l-tadaÆÆuli úatt  yaútarima nitiny h´
ttif qa w y bl ntayÁan

  

until Netanyahu respects 

the Wye 

(cf. 1.2.6.1 on transliteration of foreign words)

7.6.7.3 Negative úatt  l ( C3:86) ‘so that not’

yan m´na f¥ l- ar¥qi wa-l-§aq¥ úatt  l  yaè¥
  

eet and in the cold so that their turn will not

-l- úatt  l  tak´na èidda ma§ liúi man wa§aftuhum 
bi- ti l-taúd¥¨i

so that they should not be against the interests of 

úatt  l  yak´na naq§un f¥ Æa§§u§in min-a l-taÆa§§u§ ti

so that there should be no deficiency in any specializ

(see 1.12.4.1 on periphrastic indef. construction here)

7.6.7.4 With la-qad + perfect ( C3:90; see 33.10.4 on qad )

fa-l-úay tu l-mihniyyatu li-l- \ayru maqb´latin úatt  la-qad
§baúa min-a l-§ \r ú§ul´na

so much so that it 

7.6.7.5 With ’iÄ in sense of ‘until when’

wa-ta½allu l-Æaf f¥Á ¥ l-kuh´fi l-mu½limati úatt Ä úalla 
l- ½al mu n alaqat bi-l- l fi tata\aÄÄ úuq´li l-f kihati 
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caves until when dark descends they 

77.6.7.6 úatt  ’iÄ  m ( C3:92) ‘until’

wa-ya½allu l-  h Äihi l-§´rati úatt Ä  ma ntaqaln   
l- ti l-tarbawiyati fa-  yabruzu f¥ h Ä  l-maj li ...

...

until we return to the educational expectations, 

then what stands out in this sphere (is) ...

7.6.7.7 Time idioms with úatt , ‘scarcely’, ‘hardly’

m ... úatt ... ... ( C3:87 8) (correlative subordinators) 

(see neg. m 4.1.1) ... than ...

The fossilized double neg. m  perf. 

or indep. imperf. is used in comjunction with úatt
also be followed by either the perf. or dep. imperf.: 

m  wa§alat maktabah úatt -i l-sam
  

as soon as she reached her off

m  jalas úatt  r a f¥ nawbati buk ¥riyyatin 

hardly had they both sat down when he went into a fit of hysterical 

m  taúu u l- rèi bayr´ta úatt  yulhiba l-Áawqu 
-l-ta§f¥qi

  

no sooner does the plane put down in Beirut than the longing sets their 

Note also the variant m ...  wa ... ... (see 9.4.6):

wa-m  wa§ ira l-\urfati  wa-wajadtu nafs¥ d´
 an½uru  ...

...
no sooner had I reached the end of the room than I found myself 

unexpectedly
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Also occurs with but is more likely to be a misprint than a 

grammatical variant (see 1.2.1.1) 

m  yamtadda l-Á Áay nata úatt hu 
bi-l-dum´

as soon as the abuse extended to Shaykhana [then] his eyes would 

lam yalba¨ (3.17.12) or lam yamèi  (3.22.6) ... úatt ... ...

... was not long before ...

wa-lam yalba¨-i l- §furu aw¥lan úatt htad  b bi l-qafa§i
  

it was not long before the sparrow was able to make its way to the 

door of the cage ...

lam yakun yamè¥ ´ úatt  nÆara a l-úayyu kulluhu fi ...
...   

not a week had passed before

The neg. verb m k da and variants (lam yakad , l
yak du ) ... úatt ... ( C3:88) (see also k da

 3.21.3 ... when ...

The verb following m  k da and its variants is always in the indep. 

imperf. The verb following úatt  can be either perf. or indep. imperf.: 

m  k da yas¥ru bi-sayy ratihi biè rin, úatt  wajada l- ar¥qa 
mahu masd´dan

he had hardly driven a few metres in his car before he found the road 

77.6.8 muÄ  and munÄu  ‘since’ ( C3:78), see preps in 
2.6.13 and syndetic circ. quals above 77.3.2

The particle munÄu  and its variant muÄ , introduce subordinate clauses with 

The subordinate clause normally follows the main clause:

7.6.8.1 With perfect verbs

wa-laffatn¥ l-úayratu muÄ tan h ´jadu rajulun Áar¥fun 
f¥ baladikum
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and confusion has surrounded me ever since it came to me that there exists a 

(see 3.18 for passive y´jadu

faè -i l-zuhdi llaÄ¥ úaÁiyahu muÄ araqa b ba al-ÁayÆ´Æati
  

n the abstinence which had surrounded him ever since he 

 (see 2.6.13) 

fa-l-mabn munÄu wujida lam yakun faqa  saddan
  

ever since it came into existence has not just been a da

 jar¥  l-baÁariyyatu munÄu q  wajhi l- èi

ever since it stood on the face of the 

77.6.8.2 With ’an ‘that’ ( C3:79) (see ’an with preps 77.5.1.10)

Following verb still in the perf.:

munÄ - ¥
  

ever since

munÄ -Áahru l-kar¥mu

since

7.6.9 úay¨u ‘where’, ‘since’, ‘as’, etc. ( C3:279) (see 22.5.5) 

Indeclinable adv. introducing an adverbial clause with a basic locative function, 

to which the numerous, extended meanings can be traced back. It often modifies a 

place or an act of movement mentioned in the main clause. It is followed by a 

perf. or indep. imperf.

7.6.9.1 úay¨u with verbs ( C3:280) has two meanings

: 

úay¨u yaltaq¥ l-baúru bi-l-sam
  

where
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r úay¨u tatasann  lahum luqmatu l- Ái 
  

where

wa-Ä úayyi Áinda\ata úay¨u wulida
  

where

úay¨u s hama f¥ ¥ -a l-Áarik ti
  

where

say arat-i l-qa y  l-d  l-mun ½arati l-¨ li¨ati úay¨u lam 
tuwajjah li-l-muraÁÁaú¥na l-¨al ¨ §§atun bi-l-siy sati 
l-Æ rijiyyati 

where no questions 

: 

lam yantabih-i l- aèr ri haÄihi l-m ddati ... Æil la 
l-sanaw ti l- Áarati l- Æ¥rati úay¨u
l-diyuks¥na yatarassabu f¥ jismi l- ni

years, as they did not believe that dioxin formed residues in the human 

ill 9.1 and compound tenses in 3.10.6) 

77.6.9.2 With noun-phrases (see 7.5.2) in which the clause following 

úay¨  is normally an explanation for the previous clause (cf. li-
7.5.2.10 and Ä 7.6.4.2): 

... úay¨  jam¥ -mudarrib¥na l-muútarif¥ qud tun
...

... since ... trainers, they 

(see topicalization 3.3)
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... úay¨ anna hun dan bi- -yattaÆiÄu siy ¨ara 
núiy zan li- 

...  
... for there is a belief that he will adopt a more biased policy

but subordinate clause can take initial position in the sentence:

wa-úay¨  l-sulu tu f¥ § ... qad úara§  ta§fiyati l-
l- § biyyatin ... fa- ...

...  
since ... have striven to cleanse Yemeni 

territory of any terrorist elements ..., then ...

77.6.9.3 With noun as its subject ( C3:280)

úay¨u  as adv. may be followed by a noun in elliptical equational sentences:

fa-tawajjaha l-raÁ¥du bi-ÁaÆ§ úay¨u ´ nuw sin 
  

where Ab´ Nuw

bala\n  kl¥fl yati ´h y´ l- ¥
d¥tr´yt úay¨u ma§ -sayy r ti

  

Ohio after Detroit where

muf raqat¥ l-bayta úay¨u ¥ l-§a\¥ratu wa-maktabat¥ wa- wr q¥ 

where my little family, my library and my papers 

2.10.1 on dir. obj. of verbal nouns)

or even an indep. pron.:

waqaftu aw¥lan úay¨u
  

od for a long time where

qif úay¨u

where

7.6.9.4 min úay¨u ( C3:283)

úay¨u may also be preceded by the prep. min  and followed by a noun or 
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min úay¨u nun
  

insofar as

diy natun min úay¨u hiya
  

as such

min úay¨u l-
  

in [terms of

min y¨u l- ¥datu
  

as far as

ka-Ä lika min úay¨u ½ur´fu wa-Áur u l-
  

in terms of

(see binomial annexation 2.3.7) 

77.6.9.5 úay¨u or úay¨u-m with perf. meani

( C3:281) (see m  in 5.6.3) 

wa-l kinna úalla h Äihi l-muÁkil ti úay¨u-m  k nat l
 mustawan qawmiyyin

  

wherever they are can only be realized at the 

(see 9.1, tamma  in 3.23.1 3.20.1) 

7.6.9.6 bi-úay¨u + verb   
( C3:284)

The prep. bi +úay¨u  followed by a verb indicates that the meaning of the 

subordinate clause is a result of the event of the main clause:

zu l-marúalati l- ´l  min-a l-kulliyyati bi-úay¨u §baúat j hizatan 
li-stiqb li l- alabati

  

one of the college so that it has become ready to 
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k na l-úarru Áad¥dan bi-úay¨u -mih ffu

such that 

tans¥qu l- ni l-kar¥mi bi-úay¨u yuú  bar yil#
  

such that

(cf. 1.2.6.1 on transliterations of foreign words)

77.7 COMPARATIVE SUBORDINATORS

For details of all these see kam in 5.9.9. 

7.7.1 ka-’an  ‘such as, like’ ( C3:144; see 55.9.9.6) 

jihuh  taq´la ...
...

such as 

saying ... 7.5.2.11) 

7.7.2 (wa-) ka-’anna ‘it is as if’ ( C3:143; 55.9.9.4)  

(See 7.3.2. under syndetic circ. quals)

al-n su § mit´na wa-ka- ´sihim-i l- ayra
  

as if there were birds [of ill-omen]

la-ka-  bihi wa- da min \aybatihi li-yaqifa bi-j nibih  f¥
miúnatih

it was as though she was there with him, his having returned from his 

absence to stan

(see emphatic la- 1.6.7 and syndetic circ. quals with qad 7.3.2) 
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77.7.3 kam ‘just as, same as’ and related structures ( C3:236; 
5.9.9) 

7.7.3.1 kam  (5.9.9.1) 

kam úaèara mar sima l-iftit  min-a l-Áuy´Æi 

just as a number of sheikhs

7.7.3.2 kam  (5.9.9.3) 

kam ¥za l- q ti l-tij riyyati l-bayniyyati bayna l-duwali 
l- miyyati yaút  fatú d tin §§atin

just as the strengthening of commercial interrelations between the Islamic 

states needs the introduction of spec

7.7.3.3 kam  law C3:324; 5.9.9.7, and cf. 8.2)

fa-qad-i nfarajat kurbat¥ kam  law úada¨
  

as if

7.8 ANNEXATION OF TEMPORAL AND LOCATIVE ADVERBS 
TO SENTENCES

Adverbs of time can be annexed to sentences, e.g., ú¥na 
(see also 7.6.6), yawma 2.4.3.1), and also a restricted 

number of adverbs of place, e.g., úay¨u 7.6.9.1): 

min yawmi  wa-huwa yaúy úay Ær

the day

day of

and note the redundant wa- munÄu ... wa
6.2.7

-h Ä  kullu m úada¨a yawma qutila l- ¥mu?

the day



8 CONDITIONALS

8.0 GENERAL CONDITIONAL SYNTAX

The two main conditional particles of CA are law
with a different function. In addition, the particle 

although technically a temporal a

containing a conditional sense. Law can be followed by a verb or nominal 

structure; and  and  are generally, though not exclusively, followed by a 

verb. The verb in the cond. clause after law and  must be in the perf., 

whilst  may be followed by the perf. or the apoc. The fundamental functional 

difference between the two main conditional particles and is that 

sentences are generally concerned about the time when the main event or action of 

the verb occurs, not its being the consequence of another event. Indefinite 

conditional particles (see 8.5) may, like  conditionals, be followed by either 

the perf. or the apoc.

It is worth noting that certain historical changes appear to have taken place in 

the function of these particles. Although still common in MWA at the higher 

literary level,  is now being replaced more and more by  and law ,

although the use of law tends to be reserved now for wishes and hypotheticals. In

all examples in 8.3  is clearly the preferred particle over  in MWA even 

though in both CA and recent modern literary Arabic ( C3:316) the use of 

was predominant. 

The trend for o be replaced by law Ä
likely to lead to the disappearance of  from MWA except in conservative 

(e.g.religious) contexts and two fossilized structures, (1) the case where the result 

clause does not contain a conditional verb (8.1.2) and (2) the incomplete 

conditional wa- 8.1.12).

The following table illustrates the distribution of the temporal and conditional 

particles in CA and MWA, with shaded areas representing the area covered by 

iÄ  and dotted lines along the original semantic boundaries:

Three features of the CA and MWA systems are contrasted here: (1) that the 

relatively limited dual functions of CA 

been generalized completely; (2) that CA law
cover some of the functions of 

disuse and (3) that CA lamm 7.6.3) has effectively been replaced 

by MWA  (see 5.9.8) for na

As for  m
optional and subjective variant of 8.3.13).
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Temporal 
historical

Temporal 
habitual

Temporal 
durative

Conditional 
real (8.1)

Conditional 
unreal (8.2)

CA lamm  m law 

MWA  m law 

In addition to these three particles there is a group of particles/compound 

particles (adverbs, relatives, etc.) introducing indefinite conditional constructions. 

These are dealt with in 8.5.

In MWA the traditional conditional sentence is made up of a condition (the 

protasis) -Áar  or Áar
result (the apodosis) jaw b  or jaz
general principle that both protasis and apodosis are verbal sentences  made up 

normally of either perf. + perf. or apoc. + apoc. (although a combination of these 

is possible in theory)  and that the apodosis is genuinely the logical consequence 

of the occurrence of the protasis:

Á  l-

it (namely, wills, then the promise will be carried out

There is, however, some flexibility in this connection. Exceptions to the rule are 

of two kinds, either where the apodosis is not the logical consequence of the 

protasis and is instead an imperative, or marked future or perf. verb:

fihi fa-  bi-úabsihi

if he repeats his confession then order

or where the apodosis is not a verbal sentence at all:

wa- ´ fa-  yatawahham´na

if they cannot [then] they use 
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Ä fa- liqun

if you go to your mother then you 

In those cases the apodosis is invariably introduced by fa-  (cf. resumptive fa-
11.1; C3:361 9 for a list of the contexts and 8.1.2 for detailed treatment).

In addition to some flexibility in the syntax of modern conditional sentences 

there are genuine problems of syntactic instability and conspicuous calque 

structures that are reflected in conditional-type sentences which do not follow the 

traditional grammatical rules very closely.

88.1 ’in ‘if’ ( C3:312)

Broad outline of tenses ( C3:313; 314): the particle introduces the 

condition for a certain outcome. The tense structure is by no means stable since 

the symmetrical patterns of CA  i.e., perf. + perf. or apoc. + apoc., or 

combinations of these two variables  are not always followed. The apodosis of 

an type conditional clause seems as likely to contain a particle fa-  at its 

head as the  type clauses (see 8.1.2).

8.1.1 Regular classical model

Regular classical model perf.+ perf. and apoc. + apoc., also combinations (for 

example, of energetic form at head of apod., see 3.26.2).

Regular CA structures are not that common in MWA, and very few examples 

were found during the course of this study. The symmetrical structures of perf.

+ perf., and especially apoc. + apoc., occur in proverbs and other formulaic 

expressions, but are occasionally found in other texts:

\liq ¨ar¨aratihi l-yawmiyyati yan§aliú-i l- èa l-
Á

if she shuts herself off [lit. closes her hearing ] to his daily gossiping 

things will improve

wa- ´ mi¨la h ihi l-ittif qiyyati mazzaqathum-i l-jam h¥ru f¥ l-Á

if they accept such agreements the crowds in the streets will tear them

Combinations of apoc. + perf. or vice versa are also rare:

\liqa b bu l-\urfati -i l-saqfu wa-yubriq

if the door of the room is closed the ceiling shakes and glitters
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88.1.2 Apodosis as non-logical result of protasis

There are many conditional sentences in which the apod. is not the logical result 

of the conditional clause (see also 8.3.6 with fa- where some parallelism 

between the two particles is evident). In order to render this, MWA makes 

frequent use of various kinds of verbal sentences in the apod., beginning with fa-
 ( C3:315, 362 8, 370), or indeed non-verbal sentences ( C3:361 4). The 

inclusion of the particle fa-  in this position permits greater syntactic flexibility 

 i.e., the fa-  may be followed by an imperative, a complementizer, a future 

particle (sa-  / sawfa- ), an interrog. particle, an apoc., etc. The particle fa-
 also emphasizes in this context the time or sequential aspect of the apod. clause 

 which often contains a rhetorical element  in relation to the protasis clause (see 

fa-  in 11.1 and also topic comment in 3.3 since the apod. was dealt with by 

comment ).

Verbal apod. containing fa- : 

 k na hun ka man yar  f¥ úad¥¨¥ mub la\ Á
s´ ½annin fa-l-yuq rin bayna m -Á waÄwati 
wa-l-siúri ... wa-m ú

if there is anyone who sees any exaggeration, pessimism or ill-will in 

what I am saying, [then] let him compare the books of sorcery and magic 

...

(see 3.24.2 on indirect imperatives)

wa- wujida fa-  l-miy hi faqa

if it does exist [then]

 k na laka sirrun fa- Áihi

if you have a secret, [then 3.24.1) 

Non-verbal apod.:

fa-  lam takun-i l-  laka fa-li-man tak´nu?

if the vision is not yours, [then]

wa- -i staúkamat-i l- fa-l- ¥dun lad  l-Áarik
l-q rriyyati 

if globalization takes control [then] all are slaves of the 

kull 2.9.1.1) 
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88.1.3 Reinforcement of protasis

The protasis may also be reinforced with la-  ( C3:315, 333, 369 70; 1.6.7)

generally preceded by wa-  or fa- : 

fa-la-  ta\ayyara l-mak nu bayna l- qi wa-lubn na fa- ab¥ -§ir
w idatun lam tata\ayyar

  

if the place between Iraq and Lebanon changes, the nature of the dispute 

wa-la- -i staÆ -úad ¨ati l- ran falsafiyyatan 
fa-li-l-wu§´ Æul § tin muúaddadatin  

  

if the 

8.1.4 ’in ‘if’ with ’ill ‘unless’ in apodosis

The apod. of a conditional sentence beginning with  may begin with the 

discourse marker 

result relationship between the two clauses is purely rhetorical (see also 7.5.2.11,

and 8.3.3 with ):

wa-hiya k nat úaq¥qiyyatan f¥ l-m è¥ a- lika  

if it was real in the past, [nonetheless] 3.21.1.1

on ; cf. also  and l kin at head of apod. of 

clauses, 8.3.3) 

wa- in k na Áaklu l-  yuwaèèiúu maèm´nah  l-úaq¥qiyya 
 yuÁ¥ Á ratan w èiú  l-maq§´di min kulli jih zin 

  

if the form of the various contraptions does not make clear what their 

real contents are, [nevertheless] it does point clearly to the purpose of each 

absolute obj. see 2.4.2, 3.29.3) 

8.1.5 Order of protasis and apod. ( C3:317)

MWA maintains broadly the CA order of protasis apod. in conditional sentences. 

However, the order in MWA is often reversed:
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´du l-úar ratu li- tih  l- ab¥ -èa\ u
l-jawwiyyu ka-m  huwa

the temperature will return to its normal levels if the air pressure stays as it 

is

wa-hiya ka- lika bi-l- è  f¥ rin sa iyyin  

  

if put

Note the following calques in which a restoration of the CA word order would 

not produce a valid cond. sentence:

ma¨aluh  ma¨alu l-§in -¨aq¥lati, 

it is in the same position as heavy industry, if not more important

lit. 11.8.2) 

fa-qad k nat h ihi l-maÁ kilu ... ¥ f¥ muqaddamati l-qaè y  l-ma r´úati 
f¥ l-úamlati l-intiÆ biyyati -i l-qaèiyyata l-waú¥

these problems came at the forefront of the issues raised in the election 

campaign, if they were not the only issue in fact

8.1.11) 

88.1.6 Parenthetical ’in ‘if’ clauses ( C3:317)

Where a conditional clause falls between two parts of another proposition it 

normally begins with followed by the verb in the perf. (see also 11.4):

al-úul´lu llat¥ araúah -naj in  sawfa takf¥

if they are successfully carried out  will 

n d¥ l-ú man wa- hu sa-yabq
55

ikma club is 55 years old and will hopefully continue

8.1.7 Continuous and non-conditional tenses (see 8.1.4)

When the conditional sentence is expressed through continuous tenses or other 

non-conditional tenses (and is therefore not a true condition but more likely a 

calque) k na  will occur in its usual tense modifying function: 
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wa- nat-i l-muma¨¨il tu yaÆtalifna f¥ Á -i l-nis - Æray ti
fa-f¥ -i l-r ati wa-l-hud´ \ayrihinna

if actresses differ in one thing from other women it is that in their 

make- 8.3.14) 

88.1.8 ’in ‘if’ followed by pronoun then verb ( C3:318)

Such occurrences are rare and are normally for emphasis:

ÆÆ -i l-sad di fa-sa-y´ -banku l-ú
lihi

if he delays in paying up, the bank will sequestrate his as

8.1.9 Ellipsis ( C3:335)

The elliptical conditional wa-  (fa)- ( C3:338, 8.4)

is u , i.e., the 

first statement must or must not happen otherwise the second proposition 

will/will not occur. fa- occurs at the head of the clause following wa-
and introduces non-verbal clauses:

fa- ´ wa-  fa-
f¥ l-kar ji

  

otherwise [lit. and if not ] he will harass them in the 

Verbal clauses after wa-  do not begin with fa- : 

l kin min-a l-muhimmi  l-úiw ru silmiyyan wa-d¥m´qr iyyan ...
wa-  sa-tak´nu l-f -úaq¥q¥yyatan 

...

otherwise the disaster will be[come] real

Ellipses of protasis k na  may be elided and the dep. case status on the 

pred. (3.16.2) is retained:

jilan

if
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Ellipses of the cond. particle in formulaic expressions also occurs:

fa-naúnu Á  l- lami

we like it or not

88.1.10 Implied conditionals

Imperative + apoc. is an old structure still used to convey a cond. sense:

u lub tajid m  yasurruka
  

seek [and if you do] you will find

un½ur´  l-Æayli tajid´ f¥h  l-sul l ti l-muÆtalifata

 at horses you will find diffe

Apoc. + apoc. also occurs in restricted contexts: 

 qal¥lan taksib ka¨¥ran  ka¨¥ran taksib qal¥lan

work a little [you will] earn a lot, [if you] work a lot [you will]

earn

Often in MWA the apoc. is replaced by a future marker + indep. imperf.:

un½ur li- úadihim sa-tajiduhu yaÆ´èu f¥ ...

...   

you will find him plunging into ...

one of them you will find ...

taúadda¨ ... sa-tuf -l- bati

... you will be surprised by

with him ... you will be surprised ...

8.1.11 Negation of conditional clauses with ’in

Condition and result clauses are negated by lam  + apoc.: 

wa- Á lam yatimma

namely,  [then] it will not be carried 

out 6.2.5 on adversative sense of wa-
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al-w ½a l-tur ¨i qad-i ktas  f¥ l-Æi bi l- -úad¥¨i
wa-l- Ætalifan mub yinan qièan 
li-  mur difihi l-m¥r ¨u f¥ l-i il hi l-qad¥mi

a vastly different meaning from, if not contradictory to, its synonym m¥r ¨
8.1.6) 

88.1.12 Incomplete conditionals 

Incomplete conditionals with wa-  and úatt  wa-  (8.2.9, 8.6 for 

concessives wa-law úatt  wa-law  and 8.3.14 for úatt
Ä even if

wa-qa i l- q ti l-dibl´m -duwali llat¥ taqarrara naqlu 
sif r tih  l-qudsi úatt  wa-  k nat haÄihi l-duwalu mu

- bi l-kib ri 

move their embassies to Jerusalem even if these states are categorized as 

being at th

Ä  l-bad¥la wa- na sa-yuqallilu min h miÁi ribúi l-
funduqi wa-l-Áarik ti l-siy iyyati fa- -yuúaqqiqu

change, even if it will reduce the margin of profit of the 

(note sa-  as definite future 

marker, 3.10.3) 

8.1.13 Topic with ’in  clause as comment (see 33.3 and 
8.3.10)

fa- l Æasir´ - ú´ l-fur ata 
llat¥ ah  lahum

so those, if [although] they lose the acknowledgement battle [nonetheless] 

they gain the opportun
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88.2 law ... la-  ‘if [only]’ ( C3:320)

(For wa-law  clauses see concessives 8.6; C3:331.) 

The particle law is generally considered to head conditional (protasis) 

clauses whose validity is either impossible, highly unlikely, hypothetical or 

contrary to fact. It is normally accompanied by la- (see 1.6.7) at the head of the 

apod. 

8.2.1 As pure counterfactual ( C3:321; 370 for la- )

In this sense the apod. generally retains la- . The verbs in both the protasis and 

apod. tend to be in the simple perf. tense (often corresponding to English pluperf., 

cf. 3.10.7). The idea expressed in the following examples is that something in the 

past would have/would not have occurred (the protasis) had it been/not been for 

the validity of the idea in the apod.:

law ¥ la-qultu lahu ...

if he had asked me, [then] I would have said to him ...

law lam yakun musalsalu m  z la l-n¥lu yajr¥ ¨¨ úaddin kab¥rin 
la-m úada¨a úawlahu kullu h  l-iÆtil fi

if the series The Nile flows on had not been so extremely exciting, [then]

law k na l- -yadin yuw fiquh Á  taqd¥mi m  huwa 
ma l´bun minh  min tan zul ti la-úalla l-sal mu wa-rt a l-jam¥

if the matter had been in the hand [lit. n a hand  [of someone] which the 

people [lit. ts people ] supported in putting forward the compromises that 

were needed, [then] peace would have occurred and everyone would have 

m ... min 2.6.11 and 5.4.4) 

Note the use of k na sawfa  (see 3.10.3): 

rubbam law -Æawèa f¥ taf ¥lih ¨n únatih
k na sawfa yus  wa-yuqarribuh  minhu la-n -ra\batih
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if the husband had known that going into details during her torment 

would have helped her and brought her nearer to him, [then] he would have 

But note that a pluperf. structure in the protasis is also possible (cf. 3.10.6):

wa-law k n´ qabil´ bi-... la-m  wajad´ -yawma ...
...

if they had accepted ..., [then] they would not have found themselves 

today ...

Rare usage with qad emphasizing past aspect: 

law qad sumiúa lahum bi- ´ri l-baww bati la-m urr´  l-wuq´fi
h ka  f¥ l-Áamsi l- riqati 

if they had

law è  l-judr ni la- ´ lika

if it were possible to put desks on the walls, [then]

88.2.2 Negatives

Negation of the protasis is as for  and , i.e., lam  + apoc.: 

 f¥ l-waqti l-mun sibi la- bahu l-infij ru 

had he not stepped away at the right moment the explosion would have 

When the apod. clause is negated the verb is always in the perf. and is always 

negated by the particle m

law k na l- -h ihi l- ´rati la-m  wajada h ¥
 ntiq di Áti\ li \ayrihim bi-l-tur ¨i

if the matter had been in this form then those people would not have found 

wa-law úa§ala mi lu h a l-ta awwuri la-m  r qa li-l- ¥r¥kiyy¥na

if a development such as this had taken place it would not have pleased 
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law k na l-úiw ru yujd¥ r fin Æar¥na la-m  k na mawqifu 
l-ba ÆuÄu h  l-úajma min-a l-ihtim mi 

  

if the dialogue with other parties were (being) of use, the stance of the 

Patriarch would not

88.2.3 As synonym of ’in ( C3:321)

law  can occur with the sense of if , thus losing its counterfactual 

quality.  Sentences of this type with law can be divided into two categories: 

Those which have fa-  in the apod. because they are normal CA non-verbal 

apodoses (as in 8.2.1):

Ä law k na li-l-ÁaÆ§i l-w ¨ ¥sin mub irin fa-l  nat¥jata 
li- lika \ayru

  

if one person has more than one direct boss [then] the only result of 

9.5.1) 

Those with or without fa-  in the apod. with either lan as future neg. marker 

(in neg. apod. clauses) or any other unmarked verb:

wa-law ú -h  l-úaqqi ... fa-lan tajida 
raddan

if you ask one of them where did he get this truth from ..., [then] you 

law daÆaln  sib qa tasalluúin nawawiyyin f¥ l-min aqati lan yantahiya

if we enter a nuclear arms race in the region it will never [lit. will not

law alimat bi-l- yumkinu luba minhu alliqah

if she were to find out about the matter she could [lit. it would be possible

that

law  also occurs in cond. sentences with an unlikely future sense, retaining the 

syntax used in counterfactual sentences (8.2.1):

law ¥úa li-l-Áu ´bi l- - ¥ma l- ¨ara 
Á ¥ h ihi l- winati la- bat ...
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...   

if the Arab people were given [the opportunity] to name the most popular 

leader during these times, [then] tamy¥z see 2.4.4,

2.11.1 and 3.29.5) 

88.2.4 law ’anna  ‘were it that’ ( C3:322; see 33.2.2 for ’anna
 ‘that’) 

If the particle law  is to be followed by a noun or pronoun, the complementizing 

particle  must follow the particle law . The same variations for the 

apod. as for law in 8.2.1 and 8.2.3 seem to apply:

Counterfactual (8.2.1) 

¥ Æaru la-k na l¥ Á

if I were any other man, [then]

wa-  l-muntij¥na l-s¥nam ¥ ´ l- ¥Æa la- ´  
anna ...

...   

if cinema producers [had] studied history [then] they would know 

that ...

As synonym of 

wa- ¥ wajadtu h  l-úubba l-d -l-úan na l-úaq¥qiyya 
lan úarfan w idan wa-sa- ´ ¥dan

if I find this everlasting love and true tenderness I shall not write a 

 d an l r¥Æa mi§ra j  l-q hirati 
yadrusu t r¥Æah ...  l-d risa ...

  

if a foreign scholar who did not know the history of Egypt were to come to 

Cairo to study its history, ... I think that that scholar ...

See rel. clauses 5.1, asyndetic purpose circ. quals 7.3.1. 

8.2.5 Elliptical variant as a wish ( C3:334) 

The apod. may be elided in expressions of hope, wishes: 
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law raúimta  mawl ya 

if you pardon 

88.2.6 Inversion of law clause ( C3:323)

As with  (see 8.1.5) and  (see 8.3.8) law  clauses may be inverted. 

Under these conditions the inverted apod. does not bear the prefix la- : 

yumkinuh ... útafi½a bi-naè rati wa-Áab bi biÁratih law- -i 
l-na§ úa l-t liyata

  

... can keep the freshness and youth of her complexion if she follows the 

2.3.7) 

8.2.7 law  after wishes and hopes ( C3:324)

With its counterfactual implications law has always been used in expressions of 

longing or wishing. The verb following law may be either in the perf., apoc., or 

indep. imperf.:

tamannaytu law tursil¥ Á
  

I wished you [fem.] would [lit. if

yatamann law kuntu \ayra mutazawwijatin
  

t [lit. if

wadadtu law è¥ l- ma l-Á Á - li
  

if] I could spend my whole life in front of the screen with the 

After exclamations and interjections ( C3:325), also elliptical (cf. 8.2.5):

hi law tanh ru kullu l-§ur´úi 
  

if

8.2.8 ‘if only’ clauses ( C3:326), also elliptical 

(Cf. 8.2.5 and 8.2.7)
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law k nat ma l- ab¥bi

if only she had

88.2.9 Incomplete conditionals

Inversion (and ellipsis) in wa-law  concessive sentences (see also 8.6;

C3:335): in cases of inversion a complete (verbal) sentence or clause is not 

required after wa-law since the law  clause implies an ellipsed k na : 

al- ús n[u] f¥ malati l-j ri wa-law \ayra muslimin
  

even if a non-

fa- Ä  k na l-fardu l  yamliku qadran min-a l-taf wa-law maúd´dan
fa- - è §muta

even [a] limited 

[amount], then it is better tha 8.3.3) 

fa- ú  yufakkiru f¥ 1- wa-law  
bi-Áaqqatin

  

-one in their families is thinking of donating, not even a morsel 

(wid 4.2 on neg. agents)

Total ellipsis of cond. clause:

¥nahu úatt  law lam yakun ladayhi Á  l- l qi ? 
wa-law ...

...   

e possesses nothing at all? Yes, even 

if ...

úatt  (wa)-law cf. 8.1.12 and 8.3.14) úatt  and 

úatt wa-law  (7.6.7.7) may be followed by a clause:

úatt  wa-law k na h  l-d¥nu huwa l-d¥na l-rasmiyya li-l-dawlati
  

even if 3.5 for the the pronoun 

huwa , here separating def. subj. from pred.)

úatt  law  yaúmilu smahu
  

even if
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(for  see 3.21.1.1) 

or a phrase:

úatt  wa-law f¥ l-Áit i   

88.2.10 kam  law (’anna)  ‘as if’

 ( C3:324; for kam  see 5.9.9.) 

After the comparative kam , law may be followed directly by a verb in 

the perf:

miluh kam law k nat Æ dimatan lakum
  

[sing.] treat her as though she were a servant of yours [dual]

or by the complementizer a : 

¨umma núan  naúwah kam  yaún´ iflatin
  

as though he were

½ahar´ kam  yaqif´na f¥ wajhi fikrati l-istiql li

[lit. as though they are  standing in the face of the 

8.2.11 law-l  ‘if it were not for’ ( C3:326)

law-l 'if it were not for' clauses have an elided pred.  The apod. normally

begins with la-  ( C:370; 1.6.7.) 

law  + neg. l  may be prefixed to either nouns:

law-l §abru l- ibb -l-waqtu l- aw¥lu llaÄ¥ k n´ yamnaú´nahu lahum
bi-l-Áarúi wa-l-wa§fi wa-l- la-m  sta §mud

  

if it were not for the patience of the doctors and the long time they devoted 

to explaining, describing and reassuring them, [then] the two of them would 

not have been able to

or pronouns ( C3:327):
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wa- ¥ law-l h  la-m  mtalaktu tilka l-jaÄwata  al- qata l-h
  

had it not been for that I would not have possessed that firebrand 

 [that] enormous energy  

The previous examples contain a neg. apod. (for detailed explanation see 4.1.6). 

However, a positive apod. is also possible, of course:

law-l h la-§ rat mumillatan 
  

if it were not for them [the treacheries] [then] it [i.e., life] would have 

Inversion is not uncommon ( C3:328). Under these conditions the inverted apod. 

does not bear the prefix la- :

wa-h ihi l-majm´ - -mufakkiru llaÄ¥ bi-d´nihi taÆtallu 
maw z¥nu l- -tas´du l-fawè law-l  qiy muh

  

this group is the think-tank without which the balance(s) of work would be 

destroyed and chaos would prevail, were it not for its [the group's] existence

88.2.12 law-l  ’anna ‘if not for the fact that’

Often inverted ( C3:328; 8.2.4):

k n´ qad-i ttafaq´  l-tanf¥Äi law-l  l-úarba qad q mat
  

they would have agreed to the carrying out [of it] were it not for the fact 

that the war had started

8.2.13 law-l  ’an ‘but for’

Quasi-adversative ( C3:329): 

k da l-ta§w¥ru yantah¥ law-l  saqa at-i l-kamir  min fawqi l- mili
  

would have almost been completed but for the camera 
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88.3 ’i ‘if’, ‘when’ ( C3:302, C3:361–9)

In the following presentation 

main categories: (1) as a pure conditional (8.3.1); (2) as a hybrid conditional/

temporal (8.3.10); (3) as a pure temporal (8.3.11); and (4) in the form  m
. whenever  (8.3.13) The latter two do not, strictly speaking, belong in a 

chapter on conditionals but are kept together here for convenience. 

8.3.1 ’i ‘if’ as a pure conditional 

¥ kit bun tamannaytu law-i qtanaytuhu
  

if a book pleases me I wish

(See law after wishes and hopes 8.2.7) 

fa- úallaln  l-ÁaÆ§i wajadn
mihnati l- - -q n´ni bi-§ilatin 
kab¥ratin

  

if we analyse the work of this person we will find that it does not relate very 

Ä  tawaÆÆayn  diqqatan qulna ...
...   

if we are pursuing accuracy we can say that ...

Also renders the past (determinable by context):

i k na k tibu l- Á -mi¨li haÄihi l-lu\ ti k na
 mur salatihim

if the secretary of the chancellery was conversant with such languages as 

these he was more able to correspond with them [namely,

8.3.2 Variant forms of verb in apod.

The protasis is always perf., but the verb of the apod. frequently has indep. 

imperf. form, either unmarked:

è lika Æaraja minh  f¥ riú ratin  mak nin m   
min-a l- lami nar hu l  yaÆÁ  l-iÆtin qa ka- ki l-baúri min h
l-Æur´ji
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if he leaves it for travelling or to visit any place in the world we 

find [lit. see  that he does not fear being stifled like the fish of the sea do in 

 baúa¨n  f¥ ÁaÆ§iyyatihi najidu na yar
mal ni ka-Ä lika

  

if we examine his personality we shall find that he used to watch his parents 

or marked as future with sa-  or sawfa  (3.10.3) if specifically future 

meaning is intended:

wa- ¥ l- na li-m  w §altu al-
§ raúan¥ bi- lika wa-li-m Ähab li- dati ab¥ Æara 

sa-yak´nu jaw b¥ ...

...   

if you ask me now why I continued to go to his clinic after he clearly 

answer will be...

88.3.3 Apod. as non-verbal sentence

When the apod. is not a verbal sentence,  follows the same rules as 

8.1.2; C3:302) in prefixing fa-  to the apod.:

ah úaduhum bi-l-  l- è Äafah
l- i fa- -silsilatin min-a l-Áat

  

if one of them violently throws her to the ground or throws her against the 

wall, [then]

 kunn  naÁ úy nan fa-h ¥ -wuj´dihi sababan
  

if we are sometimes aware of it, [then] that means there is a reason for its 

, for Ä  m see 8.3.13) 

 m  tarakn  l-raÁ¥da fa- -Æal¥fata l- -
man§´r[i] úa½iya bi-dir s tin jiddiyyatin

  

if we leave aside al-RaÁ¥d then [we will find that] the founding Caliph Ab´
-Man§´

(for al-Æal¥fata 1.12.2.1),

and for proper name inflections see 1.8.5) 
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This also normally applies to an apod. with imperative form:

 stamarra f¥ è¥qihi fa- wil¥ \ayyir¥ min waè
  

if it [the child] remains in discomfort, [then] try [fem. sing.] changing its 

 kunta Æ rija d -sintr li fa- lub il-raqma (16)
16
if you are outside the exchange area [then]

although the imperative can also be unmarked: 

 ra\ibta f¥ \ -iÁtir ki  ris latan f ri\ ...
...   

if you wish to cancel your subscription send an empty message to ...

In the following examples the conditional element is purely rhetorical (cf. 8.1.7). 

k na is required here because the underlying sentences are equational in Ar. 

(3.1), which by nature can only become conditional through the introduction of 

k na in its modalizing function: 

wa-  k nat riw §riyyatan  qalban fa-
ingl¥ziyyatun  q liban

  

if is Egyptian  at heart [then] it is English   

wa-  k nat-i l- q tu l-s´riyyatu l- ´diyyatu munÄ ¥din 
mat¥natan wa-qawiyyatan ... fa-  ...

...   

if Syrian Saudi relations have been firm and strong for a long time ...

[then] ...

As in sentences with 8.1.7), when conditional sentences with Ä
are expressed through continuous tenses or other non-conditional tenses 

therefore not qualifying as true conditions - k na  must be used as a modalizer 

after the particle Ä : 

 kunn  na½ariyyan naq´lu -m la l-h ´da 
fa- -m la l- ´

  

if we [can] say theoretically that emigrant money may come back, smuggled 

money will never come back

wa- Ä  kunn  natafahhamu úir§a ´kiy´  sti¨m  l-èaÆmi 
li-y´nisk´ ... fa-  l  nasta ...

...   
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if we understand Tokyo's desire to invest its huge support in UNESCO 

..., we are unable to explain ...

 k na h  l-nam´Äaju yasmaúu bi-naÁ tin wa-nu½umin 
tasl¥úiyyatin mutaqaddimatin fa-hun ka nam Ær

  

if this type allows the propagation of equipment and advanced weapon 

systems,

The particles l kinna
of these conditionals (see 8.1.4 with  ) ( C3:352; see 9.4.5):

wa- Äa k na lawnu f nillati l- ¥ wa-l- ¥  l-lawnu l-
úmaru, l kinna hun ka farqan

  

[nonetheless]

fa-  k na min al-n ´ra l-intiÆ b tu ... úawla l-siy sati 
l-Æ rijiyyati, ahu min-a l-n è \¥ba qaè y h

  

... around foreign policy, 

[nonetheless] it is also ra

wa- Ä  k na l- ¥r¥kiyy´na yuÄhil´na marr tin ka¨¥ratan 
l  yuÆayyib´

  

[nonetheless] they never 

88.3.4 With same syntax and sense as law

The apod. may also be prefixed with the emphatic la-  (1.6.7) mimicking the 

syntax of law (see 8.2.1):

wa- èn  t ¥Æ  l-¨aq fiyyati la-wajadn  nisbatan min
kib ri l-muta¨aqqaf¥

  

organs, [then] we would certainly find that 

a (significant) proportion of senior intellectuals have worked

èafn  li- lika m ¥ l-mar kizi l- ibbiyyati 
la-f´  bi-raqmin èaÆmin yu¨¥ru l-rahbata
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centres [then] we would 

certainly be amazed by a

88.3.5 With default k na as conditional element of equational 
sentences

In order to form conditionals from equational sentences (3.1)  which often 

includes  those containing preps - must be used in its modalizing 

function (see also 8.3.3) (this would generally apply also to law  and 

above): 

k na l¥ h  li-kulli llaÄ¥ úibbuhum f¥ h
l- mi l-jad¥di fa- -u ll hu bi-l-§iúúati wa-l- fiyati

  

I had one wish for all those I love this new year it would be that God 

grant them health and well- if there was for me min
2.6.11) 

8.3.6 With k na to express pres. perf. sense

For the protasis to have explicit perf. or past meaning ( C3:316), k na
qad .

Unlike non-conditional structures of this type in which the sense is generally 

pluperf. (see 3.10.7) the use of k na  plus or minus qad + perf. after cond. 

Ä  conveys a sense of pres. perf. in English. Under these conditions the usual 

word order of k na  with compound tenses is retained, namely, k na  + 

agent + verb (see 3.10.6). The apod. in such cases generally begins with fa- . 

With qad : 

 kunn Áarn úif½i kit bi ll hi li-l-istiÁh di bihi 
fa-l a ´na k tibu l- Á fi½an li- d¥¨i ras´li ll hi 

-sal mu

if [given that] we have indicated the importance of memorizing God's 

Book in order to cite it, then it was no less important for the secretary of the 

chancellery to be a memorizer of the Traditions of God's Messenger (Peace 

 k nat-i l-dawlatu l-taúd¥¨iyyatu l- qad tarjamat fikrata 
l-taqaddumi taql¥dan li-l-nam iji l- ´r´biyyati l-j hizati ... fa-  ...
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...   

if the modernist Arab state has interpreted advancement  in 

imitation of ready-made European models ..., then ...

Ä  k nat-i l-úuk´m tu l- qibatu qad faÁilat f¥ rati l-§ir
l-siy siyyi munÄu ... fa- ...
...   

if successive governments have failed in managing the political conflict 

since , then

Without qad : 

wa- k nat s´riy  mas¥rata l- ¥ lubn na fa- ...
...   

if Syria has overseen the security process in Lebanon, then

wa-  k nat-i l-min aqatu §baúat taútaw¥  j tin l
... ...

... ...   

if the region has currently begun to comprise universities that are no 

less important ..., nonetheless ...  (see 3.17.3 and 3.29.5) 

88.3.7 Embedded or parenthetical

Conditionals with  can be embedded, e.g. after 

( C3:306, and cf. 3.3.4) with conditional and rhetorical sense: 

i li: li-m  tumawwilun  l-jih tu 
l- -l- batu bas atun

  

[as for] if you want an answer to the question of why foreign agencies are 

f

 k nat h ihi l-na§ úu \ayra k fiyatin li- ¥
natfi Á - qabati tiki fa- wil¥ l-taúaddu¨ -i l-

§diq

  

[as for] if this advice is insufficient to allay your fear about plucking out 

your hair and punishing yourself, then try to speak about it to trustworthy 

or they may occur parenthetically: 
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l  kunti l  tuúibb¥na l-úal¥ba min-a l-úu§´  l-k lsiy´m min 
Ær

  

if you do not like milk, in getting calcium from other 

If there is topicalization (see 3.3), the  sentence can form the comment:

ka¨¥run min-a l- Áj ri  l-m  tamtaddu juÄ´ruh
qi l- èi wa-taqw

rees, if you deprive them of water, their roots sink deep into the 

88.3.8 Inversion

The most common clause sequence is still the CA order protasis + apod., but this 

order is now commonly reversed: 

l ´ lika
  

if they do not know 4.1.2) 

yaÁtaddu bih  h  l- ús su Á - úaqqah
  

tensify if she feels

bi-m  f¥ lika stiÆd mu l-quwwati  lazima l-
  

if it becomes necessary

(see 5.7 on bi-m  f¥ ) 

intabih¥  k na l- mru ka- lika
  

watch out [fem.] 

fa-kayfa sawfa tufakkiru hiya  j -yawmu llaÄ¥ uqu bihi wa-l Æf¥
 kulla m  j la f¥ duny ya

  

when the day came that I was talking of and I 

 is occasionally followed by pronoun then verb, mainly for emphasis 

(cf. 8.1.8):
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qad yuúkamu lah  bi-l- al qi  hiya ra\ibat f¥ lika
  

if she is the one 

3.9.1 on emphatic free pronoun agreement)

88.3.9 Negation of protasis

Negation of the protasis clause with  is always effected by lam  + apoc. 

(see verbal negs 4.2.3, and 8.1.11, 8.2.2): 

 lam tuna½½am h ihi l- q tu jam¥  f¥ rin mutaw zinin fa-lan 
talba¨a l-Æil f di l-hay

if these relationships are not all organized in a balanced way, [then] 

differences between individual members of the organization will soon creep 

3.17.12 on idiomatic lan talba¨a

Ä  lam yuÁ hid´ ´ wa-raúúab´ bihi 
bi- §w liyatin

  

if they do not see a headband on his head they smile and welcome him with 

8.3.10 Conditional temporal sense

: the interpretation, as above, is subjective but 

the following examples seem to combine both a conditional and temporal sense. 

The syntax is identical to the cond. sentences illustrated above, usually with both 

verbs in the perf.:

§aluúat §aluúa l-
  

if and when it [namely, the family] is healthy society is healthy

-i l-qiy mi bihi baytu l-m li wajaba  l-muslim¥na k ffatan
  

if and when the community treasury is unable to carry it out, the 

obligation falls

\aèibat-i l- faqadat ´¨atah
  

if and when a woman becomes angry she loses
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Topic with  sentence as comment (cf. 3.3 and see also 8.1.13):

èu l-kutt Æaraj´ min mas qi ´sihim yaÆtaniq´na bi-l-\urbati 
wa-waúÁati l- -jad¥dati 

  

some writers, if/when they leave their birthplace, become stifled by the 

separation and the loneliness of the places 

88.3.11 Temporal

Purely temporal: here the meaning may be a non-

with  m (see 8.3.13

be past or present habitual. The syntax is identical with conditional  :

 mar¥èun  l-jam¥
  

when one patient moaned

Æarajat-i l- ku min-a l-baúri tam´tu bi-l-iÆtin qi
  

when fish come out of the sea they die

na l-fajri f¥ hud´ -layli ariba l-qalbu
  

when he hears the dawn prayer call in the calm of the night his heart 

With inversion: 

wa-lakinnah bada -ibtim s ti wa-taftaqidu § hibah
\ ba

  

began to get used to those smiles and miss their bearer when(ever) 

he was away

min-a l- bir¥na yanzil´n  j ´ min-a l-r¥fi
  

stay with us whenever 

they come

8.3.12 With k na (or its sisters) to express habitual acts

To express a past (historical) meaning the auxiliary k na its 

'sisters') is used ( C3:300 and cf. 3.10.6). The whole sentence then becomes a 
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comment on the noun-agent of k na (or its 'sisters'); verbs in the interior of 

the sentence are normally perfect although they can be indep. imperf. as they 

generally indicate habitual acts:

úatt §  wa§alat -m -lam yak´n´ mawj´d¥na 
lahum jir rahum

the situation reached the point that whenever the water wagon 

arrived when they were not around he would fill their clay pitchers for 

 wa§  l-munúan - jji n sif
l-Æalfi

  

whenever I used to reach the corner at Hajj Na would look

wa-k nat-i l-Áaw  tas qa  l-ma aru §baúat maml´
bi-l- ni

the streets would, whenever rain fell on them, become

88.3.13 Followed by m and with the sense of ‘whenever’

 m C3:305), where the 

redundant m  suffix serves to suggest vagueness (5.6.3), and it thus overlaps 

with plain  in this sense. The syntax is the same as the unsuffixed  , 

and the meaning may be either temporal: 

 m  qtarabat min-a l-sif rati futiúa b bu l-sif rati l-kahrab
  

whenever it [namely, the car] approached the embassy the electric gate of 

 m  stayqa½a l-raÁ¥  nad¥mahu
  

whenever

 m waln  taqy¥ma h ihi l-ú èi
l-mul a½ ti

  

when we try to evaluate these arguments we can confirm certain 

yumkinu  see 7.5.1.1 for example, also 3.20.1) 
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88.3.14  Incomplete conditionals (cf. 88.1.12, 88.2.9) 

úatt  sallamn  bi- Äihi ... tuma¨¨ilu l-yawma ... 
...   
even if

8.4 ELLIPTICAL CONDITIONAL wa-’ill ‘if not’, ‘if it is not 
the case’  ( C3:336, AS A CASE OF ELLIPSIS)

wa-  (and sometimes wa-  fa-  see 8.1.9 and 11.3) in the sense of 

relates to a previous statement. It is historically an 

exceptive (see Chapter 9) with the assumed etymology of  l ... ...

... then ...  is elided: 

Neg. apod. clauses after wa- are headed by la- which suggests an 

implied protasis with law 8.2.1): 

wa-h ihi l-bun  lam tutaj waz wa-  la-m  sta illa bi-
l-yawma úayyatan wa- latan f¥ l-bun  l- - §irati

  

ve not been superseded; otherwise

would not be able to stand high today as living and effective in the structures 

wa- è  min sayyidika wa-sayyid¥ wa-  la-m  m ta kalbun 
ú  sayyidihi llaÄ¥ raúala

  

otherwise [lit. if 

not

This construction is often used after an elided apod. of a true cond. sentence:

al-siy satu min-a l-d¥ni wa-man q - ma l  siy sata f¥hi radadn
- hu l-dal¥la fa- ba ... wa-

...

Politics is part of religion, and whoever says that Islam does not have any 

politics in it, we would reject this from them and make them swallow the 

evidence, and if he repents [all well and good], and if not, we would return 

[to the matter, i.e. do it again]

8.5 INDEFINITE CONDITIONALS ( C3:353)

There is a small set of particles that may be divided into three categories whose 

accompanying sentences are closely related to conditional structures. It is said 
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that these particles 

their normal (original) function as interrogatives, for instance. They are called 

indefinite conditionals because they refer to an undefined entity in the protasis 

that they introduce. Syntactically they mimic the true conditional particles 

because they contain both a protasis and apod., and their syntax shows the 

same flexibility associated with conditional clauses in MWA. The same rules  

for fa-  in the apod. as for other conditional structures above apply (con- 

trast indirect questions with man m 10.18 where 

the syntax is different). That the particles in this group may occur with apoc., in 

their conditional function enables us to distinguish them from relatives and 

interrogs.

88.5.1 Relative conditionals (cf. nominalized relatives 55.4)

The particles in the set of rel. indefinite conditionals function either pronominally 

or adverbially, or both.

man C3:354 5) may be followed by verbs either in the 

perf. or apoc., although the latter is more common. Alternatively the apod. may 

be preceded by fa-  + nom. sentence or fa-qad  + perf. (contrast paired rel. 

sentences 5.4.1.1, with perf. or indep. imperf. verb, in both cases with the non-

conditi

man yan½  l- ¨¥ri l-  yarahu f¥ l- -l-fanni wa-l-
  

whosoever would take a look at the most lasting effect would see it in 

li yarahu is clearly apoc.)

man yaè ¥h  yaú  nafsihi bi-l-
  

whoever 

man yarah  ya½ ú milun bi-
  

'whoever saw her would think that she was pregnant with four [sets of] twins'

m  as indefinite conditional in mahm ( C3:208, 354):

m does not occur by itself as an indef. conditional; rather it is invariably 

replaced by mahm .

clause can be perf., apoc. or indep. imperf. The result clause may also begin with 

fa-  . Unlike man above which can have either a rel. or conditional function, 

mahm  is always conditional, and either pronominal or adverbial.

C3:355): 
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mahm k na úajmuhu
  

no matter what

mahm  k nat-i l-tafs¥r tu úawla h ihi l-nuq ati bi-l- ti fa- ...

...   

whatever the explanations concerning this particular point [then] ...

(see 2.8.3.3) 

mahm  yakun, l raè du l-nu½umi l-r d riyyati l-maúm´lati 
 l- ...

...

whatever might be [the case], the reliability of the radar systems carried on 

aeroplanes does not conflict with...

(note that the verb following mahm
normally apoc.)

The use of the indep. imperf. on the verb in the apod., as in the following 

example, shows a clear departure from CA syntax: 

mahm  bala\a úadsu l-  l-
laúa tun f¥ d -\aybi

  

Whatever man's intelligence and power of prediction may achieve, some 

C3:355):

mahm Ætalaf´ Á ´ban wa- nan, fa- Æwatun 
qar batan wa-nasaban

no matter how they differed as peoples or in homeland, they are brothers in 

2.4.4.1) 

mahm tuú wil \ayyira l-úaq § bah  wahanun
...

no matter how it attempts to alter the facts it has been afflicted by a 

weakness

Postposing of the mahm clause is not uncommon in MWA:

li- - ifla yaÁ - lika mahm §a\urat sinnuhu
  

no matter how

mahm ... min   ... C3:356)
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mahm hu f¥ l-nih yati min wahanin wa-mtiq
  

no matter what langour and pallor finally came over it [namely, her face] ,

... in the way of ... min 2.6.11 and

5.4.4) 

88.5.2 Conditionals 

(Contrast interrogs. in indirect questions, 10.16, 10.17.) 

The following are attested as conditional particles in CA, although they were 

rarely used. Some educated Arab writers continue to emulate the classical style, 

but only a small number of these particles with a true conditional function in 

MWA has been found during the collection of material for this study. These 

conditionals function nowadays mainly as adverbials:

,

(restricted to literary usage) and 

na ,

(the latter being an archaic particle of which no examples were found)

yul iquh ruh Äahabat
  

wherever

-m ] C3:359).

The adverbial m  followed by the perf. tense 

or apoc. form. The position of the conditional clause with  (m  ) at its 

head is flexible, occurring either in the normal position or postposed which is 

very common in MWA. The syntactic 

flexible, i.e., with the verb of that clause not occurring in any fixed tense, 

particularly in the postposed examples:

Äahaba wa-j la f¥ §imi l- lami wa- - èi yaúmilu 
Á -i l-jan´bi

  

wherever he goes and roams in the capitals of the world and parts of the 

al- mu y´§¥ bi- -kit bi Æayran m k n´
  

wherever they 

k - § ru úalla
  

wherever 
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 ( chever ,

Indef. pron. with verb, normally k na , occurring in the perf. or apoc.: note 

that the pron. inflects according to its grammatical status in the sentence, in this 

case, preposed pred. of k na : 

bi- rih k nat was¥latu l- ´mati
  

no matter what the means of motherhood may 

2.5.8.5 for bi- ri  and obj. of verbal nouns 2.10) 

takun-i l-Æalfiyy tu wa-l-daw
  

no matter what 

C3:357) (for its exclamatory usage see 

C3:228 and 3.28.3).

Followed by noun in indep. case, although its occurrence is rare in MWA:

 qalbun lam yaÆfiq bi-l-úubbi wa-law marratan w idatan? 

whatever heart has not pulsated with love even once?

kayfa [-m ] ( ) C3:358, 359).

kayfa m  followed by the perf. or

indep. imperf. and is normally postposed: 

wa- tihi baqiyata l-yawmi wa-l- mi l-t liyati f¥ kina 
mutafarriqatin kayfa-m ttafaqa

  

he rest of the day and during the following days 

in different places however it happened

wa-huwa l-q  balwarati h ihi l-duny kayfa-m yaÁ
  

however

kayfa
kayfa malatu l-n si laka 

however you 

mat C3:359).

More common as an adverbial:

mat ta§ilu tajidun  f¥ nti rika 

when 
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although the following reading is also possible: 

mat ta§il tajidn  f¥ nti½ rika 

whenever you arrive you [will] find us w

88.5.3 Adverbial conditionals

The following examples illustrate the function of a small set of adverbials that 

can also have conditional meaning, being compounded with m  to emphasize 

their vagueness. The following verb is nearly always in the perf. tense.

úay¨um   C3:282) (for úay¨u   see 7.6.9) 

With adverbial úay¨um , as with so many of this type of particle, the 

accompanying syntax is flexible. When the particle occurs at the head of the 

se the verb in each clause may normally be either apoc. or perf. 

(but see 5.9.6 where there is evidence that its status is becoming indeterminate). 

When úay¨um  occurs postpositionally only the following verb is subject to 

conditional rules with all conditional structures: 

úay¨um úalla Æallafa war Áatan

wherever 

al-judr nu sawd -mahd´ új ruh  mutas qi atun úay¨um
ttafaqa l-suq´ u

  

wherever they 

11.7.10 and see na t sabab¥ 2.1.3.4) 

kullam ... the more ...  , C3:219) (for kull  as 

quantifier see 2.9.1.1).

kullam has a quasi-conditional 

5.9.10). The verbs in each clause are normally in the perf.:

wa-l kin kullam  marrat-i l-sanaw tu faqadn  l-ka¨¥ra 
  

the more the years passed

kullam ... not necessary: 

kullam tamassakat tilka l- tu bi-l-dawri l-mun i bih kullam
taw r  l-far \u l-siy -i l- ½ ri 

the more those organizations stuck to the role entrusted to them, the more

the political void disappeare
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88.6 CONCESSIVE CLAUSES ( C3:330; 332)

wa-law wa- see 8.1.12 and 

8.2.9; C3:331).

if/though ... (something were to

validity of the non-conditional clause, whose event will occur regardless.

The concessive clause is nearly always postpositioned (but it may also occur 

parenthetically) and the same grammatical rules as for normal cond. clauses 

apply. The postpositioned conditional clause is linked to the preceding clause by 

the coordinating particle wa- : 

laysa h  kal man , wa-  kunn
  

even though we supported

§baú´ min-a l-n iyati l-siy siyyati ka-l-muslim¥na ... wa-  baq´
min-a l-n iyati l-ÁaÆ§

  

itical point of view, even though

they remained from the personal point of view in their own beliefs

h ka -hud´ è tihi l- Æ¥rati wa- ½allat-i l-laú½atu 
l-nih ´lata l-

  

even though the occurrence of 

(see 2.1.3.2 for unreal annexation, and 

½alla in 3.17.14) 

With úatt  (wa-) law úatt  in 6.11 and 7.6.7 and úatt
(wa- ): 

li- - ifla l-mar¥èa yaút tihi úatt
wa-law k nat-i l-qul´bu tuÆ lifu l-wuj´ha

  

even if the heart 

wa-kal- -riw yata tur¥ ´ Á -yata\ayyaru f¥
h  l- úatt  wa-law nasafat-i l-úarbu kulla l-m è¥ l-mu½limi l-

imi
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even if the war were to blow away all of the dark and gloomy past an 
al-muÆaffafa 4.1.5, 3.2.2, 7.5.1.9) 

This construction (like wa-law  or wa- ) may also occur parenthetically:

alaba l- úatt  law k na min-a l-mu rib¥na qubila 
minhu

  

even if he is one of the 

(see 8.3.11) 

88.7 CONDITIONALS IN REPORTED SPEECH 

(See 10.19.1 for indirect questions with , 10.19.3 with .) 

, and to a lesser degree are used to head reported 

questions, involving the verb Such sentences 

often bear the traits of a calqu

: 

wa- ka

whether

(note use of k na to denote 

the past)

l  k na h ab¥ ¥h -  l  tunjibu

'I do not know whether this was a peculiarity in her or [whether it was] 

because she is not producing children'



9 EXCEPTIVES

9.0 GENERAL PRINCIPLES

The exceptive particle with the widest range of functions in MWA is 

siw  (see 

9.5.2 as an exceptive particle, and also 2.9.2.4 and 7.5.2.11 for clausal siw ).

Exceptive sentences contain two parts: the general thing from which the 

exception is made, i.e., the antecedent (al-musta¨n  minhu), which is the part that 

generally precedes the particle , and the excepted element (al-musta¨n ).

Since  is etymologically  + l
exclusive, effect after a positive statement (+  = ) and positive, i.e. inclusive, 

effect after a neg. statement (  = +). The same also applies to \ayr (see

9.5.1). Accordingly, elements which are logically included in the statement will 

show agreement with their antecedent (cf. 2.0), and excluded elements will 

default to the dep. form (cf. 2.0).

jumlat 
al-isti¨n ) in MWA, differing in the logical relationship between the antecedent 

and the excepted element, which determines the inflection of the latter. By far the 

most common is isti¨n  mufarra\
antecedent (9.1). Secondly there is isti¨n  mutta§il
where antecedent and excepted element are homogeneous (9.2), and finally, the 

least common type, isti¨n  munqa -

cedent and excepted element are heterogeneous (see further in this paragraph).

There are in practice four possible structures (the examples below are 

artificial, see the relevant paragraphs for authentic specimens):

1. Exhaustive exception, always negative: there being no antecedent, the excepted 

element is the logical argument and inflects accordingly, e.g.

m  q zaydun

Zayd -one stood up except Zayd 4.2.2 on neg. 

agents)

Zayd zaydun  marked here as the 

logical agent of the verb.

2. Continuous exception, positive: the excepted element is excluded from the 

action and therefore has default dep. case (see 2.4 on non-agr.), e.g. 
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q ma l- zaydan

Zayd

i.e. Zayd is excluded from the standing up and so cannot agree in case with 

al-qawmu

3. Continuous exception, negative: the excepted element, after a double negative 

with it (cf. 2.2.2), e.g.

m  q ma l-qawmu zaydun

people [indep.] did not stand up except Zayd

4. Discontinuous exception is very rare and no examples were found. The 

following made-up example simply illustrates the principle that in this type the 

excepted element, being heterogeneous with the antecedent, has default non-agr. 

in dep. case:

lam yaúèur-i l-mus fir¥na

travellers [indep.] did not arrive except their belongings

where the belongings and the travellers are of a different genus.

Exceptive sentences vary in their complexity, and the agr. rules are not always 

followed (as in CA, there is a tendency for dep. forms to occur where agr. would 

be correct). The particle  may also be accompanied by another particle, or 

followed by a noun or noun phrase, prep. phrase or even longer clauses and 

sentences.

(even when the initial clause is negative 

clause.

99.1 isti¨n ’ mufarra\ ‘EXCEPTION WITHOUT ANTECEDENT’

The general principle of  that 

the excepted element must be inflected for the logical and grammatical function 

of the absent antecedent. 

It occurs only in negative sentences. In the following examples the excepted 

elements are classified by function.
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Agent:

wa-lam yabqa lahu ill  l-samaru wa- nasatu l-tilifiziy¥n

but

mah  mun adatu waz¥ri l- ¥mi

but to seek help from the Minister of 

Pred. of k na :

lam yakun  majn´nan

but

Obj. of verb:

§ú ¥ idan min-a 'l-fut´ t al-

only to The Meccan Revelations

except

lam yuqaddim èan masraúiyyan w idan faqa

only  [obj. of verb] 

(note the use of faqa  for emphasis, see 3.30.3)

¨am in faqa
8

but

Pred. of equational sentence:

m  bay uhu sun li-è -Áamsi

nothing but

m  hum u\matun min-a l-juban

nothing but

Prepositional phrase:

m  min n rin  f¥ka wa-m  min sam  f¥ka

except in you and no heaven except
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(see neg. m ... min in 4.1.1) 

èun l laju  bi-l-daw -mustawradi
  

an only

[prepositional phrase]

al-dahru mi¨lu l- èi fa-huwa l  yatakawwanu  min tat l¥ l- q ti
l-kawniyyati 

  

only of the succession of cosmic 

Adverbs of time:

¨aw niya
  

only

l  yuftaúu l-jih zu \Äiyatihi bi-h ihi l- mi l-
  

only be switched on after entering these four 

lam tastamirra man w idan
  

it lasted only

l  talbasu l-fust na mahm  k na \ liyan  marratan w idatan
  

only one single 

(Note how the two clauses can be interrupted by a parenthetical clause but 

the grammatical status of the excepted element is unaffected.)

A pronoun may also be attached to : 

ka
  

anyone but you
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9.2 isti¨n ’ mutta§il ‘continuous exception’: POSITIVE 
( C3:349) 

The general principle of isti¨ §il is that the logical 

exclusion is marked by grammatical discord. The excepted noun takes dep. case:

wa-qad turjimat kutubuhu f¥ úay tihi kit ban w
waf tihi bi-Æamsi sin¥na

books were translated during his life except one [dep.] which was 

taraka l- Á\ lan Æaf¥ ¥h  li- èi j¥r nihi

he gave up work except small jobs [dep.]which he did for some of his 

9.3 isti¨n ’ mutta§il ‘continuous exception’: NEGATIVE

The general principle is that the logical inclusion is marked by agreement with 

the antecedent:

lam yatruk lahum Á na§¥bahu f¥ baytin qad¥min
  

anything for them except for his share

In the following example the indep. form on noun after  is required since 

the concord is with the function and not the form of the antecedent:

l ha  ll hu

but 4.1.2) 

9.3.1 isti¨n ’ munqa iÔ ‘discontinuous exception’ 

This is a category of which no examples were found for this study. 

9.4 INTER-CLAUSAL ’ill   

9.4.1 With conditional particle 

 also occurs in conjunction with an independent conditional-type clause 

headed by  (see 8.3) and may be preceded by negative (or occasionally 
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positive) phrases and sentences ( C3:339) (see also negatives in Chapter 4 and 

conditionals in Chapter 8).

In such constructions the idea expressed in the first clause, which is usually, 

though not necessarily, negative, is not valid unless the proposition in the 

conditional clause is carried out. 

The category of exhaustive exception may involve more complex longer 

sentences such as conditionals. In such examples the antecedent is implied. For 

instance: 

wa-l  tusta ru Áahiyyatu l- ir¥  l-kal mi  k na l-úad¥¨u
úawla jar¥ èiyyatin d¥niyyatin

  

only stirred when the 

conversation was ab

except when

lan tadÆula f¥ úiw ½½amati l-taúr¥ri l-filas niyyati 
 ltazamat bi-l-Áur i 

unless it adheres to 

except if/when

-d¥na l  yak´nu d¥nan  raba a l-Æalqa bi-l-úaqqi
  

unless except 

when

99.4.2 ’ill  + inverted equational. sentence (no wa- )
( C3:340; cf. 9.4.6) 

3.1.3):

m ½¥mun  war

except behind him [is] a woman

m ½ahara úaqqun  war libun

without there being someone in pursuit [of it]
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99.4.3 m  huwa/hiya ’ill ’an ... úatt \   
‘no sooner ... than ( C3:346–7, cf. 44.2.6 and 77.6.7.8) 

 with 

noun phrase function (7.5) in conjunction with ¨attÁ

m  na½arn  mawè´ - ti úatt  ktaÁafn   
...

...

no sooner had we looked at the subject of the demands than we discovered 

that we ...

mÁ / ... Á...wa- \ 'no more than...until' ( C1:128-9; 

C3:347; see also 4.2.6 and 7.6.7.8) 

Neg. mÁ
to form an exceptive idiom with wa- circ. 

qual. (7.3.2):

m hiya laúa tun wa-Átabakat-i l-nuj´ -kaw kibi f¥
-l- ¥ wa-l-

  
was no than [a few] moments before the Stars and the 

Negative is still used occasionally in MWA in this way:

 hiya  biè tin wa-ya -fajru

is no more than a few hours before dawn

9.4.5 ’ill  ’anna / ’ill  ’an  adversative, ‘but’, ‘yet’ 
( C3:351–2) (see 77.5.2.11 and also cf. l kinna  ‘but’, 66.5) 

 and  introduce adversative clauses, often in rather 

loose relationships The preceding clause may be either affirmative or negative:

taraddadat  faqadat Æajalah  sar¥

but [she]

lam taú½ ús man bi-qadrin kab¥rin min-a l-jam li wa-l-fitnati 
 k nat tamliku min-a l-m li m  yakf¥ li- Áar tin min 

zumal
21
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ús n was not blessed with much beauty or charm, yet she

(see 5.4.4.1 on the reversed m ... min  construction here) 

ú -i l-duÆ´li f¥ l-tajribati mayni dir siyyayni 
saqa at §ar¥ ½ratin ifatin

  

but alas

The construction ll  is especially common after the concessives like 

 (with or without ra\ma
(see 7.5.2.11): 

 raddihi ra\ma yaÁat¥ lahu bi-stimr rin   
l-úan¥na haÄihi l-marrata k na mu\ yiran 

in spite of having lived with it 

constantly, but

 taúaffu½¥ f¥ tan èi l- -dasimati  wazn¥ qad 
z da ziy datan malú´½atan

in spite of my caution in eating fatty foods [nonetheless] my weight 

Also after conditionals (see 8.3.3):

wa- §arr´  l-safari sa-nasmaúu lahum  lan nuqaddima 

except we will not give 

2.9.1.6) 

Note the use of  in the idiomatic expression m  k na min
+ noun. there was no choice for ... min  in negs. 4.1.1):

fa-m  k na min-a l- ri Áadda ri lahu
  

but to

fa-m  k na min §ad¥qih Æraja min jaybihi mabla\an m liyyan 
 sab¥li l- i
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but to take an amount of money from his pocket 

Also with neg. m ... min variant (see 4.1.1):

m  min Á mahu ´da li-qaryatihi
  

except  (probably a 

calque) 

99.4.6  ’ill wa-  + phrases and sentences, ‘without’ 
( C3:344, C3:346) 

 wa-  may be followed by either verbal or nominative sentence or 

prepositional phrase, all of which function as an adverbial subordinate clause. In 

each case, therefore, the clause following  has the status of a circ. qual. 

(see 7.3.2) in which the occurrence of the event/information conveyed in the circ. 

clause is simultaneous to the event/action of the main clause:  

 l-zaw ji  wa-kullun minn  ya¨iqu bi-l- ari ¨iqatan 
½¥matan

  

without each of us being extremely confident 

(see 3.29.3 for ¨iqatan 2.9.1.1 for kull ) 

li-  tam´ ´zun f¥  wa-li-w lidika na§¥bun f¥
¨ih

  

because no old woman in your family dies without your father having a 

(see 3.4 for the pron./èam¥r al-Á  on li-

m miyyatan  wa-taÄakkartu baytan qad¥man
  

without remembering some old verse 

Also occurs without wa-  :

wa-l kin m  min ¨awratin  ntahat bi-l-inhiy ri tadr¥jiyyan
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except

m ¥h útir mu l-úuq´qi wa- -w jib ti
´duh

  

is all- except that it has 

99.4.7 Elliptical wa-’ill  ‘if not’

Elliptical wa- 8.4 for main treatment)

hal h  kulluhu nat¥jatu l-Æur´  [qaw n¥ni l-m ] wa-taw zun ti
l- Ái f¥hi? ... wa-  li-m  ta\¥bu l- datu l-úaq¥

lamin  h

  

equilibrium of living in it? ... if not then why is true happiness missing from 

this world of ours?

9.4.8 After quasi-negatives ( C3:348) 

Exceptive sentences are quite common after verbs or nouns with a negative sense: 

nah n §all  ll - Æ´li buy´ -kit bi 
bi- Änin

  

[Prophet] has forbidden us to enter the houses of the People of 

the Book without  (note that the blessing replaces the name of the 

Prophet)

-luj´ ab¥bin -èar´rati -l-qu§w
  

except

war lin  min tilif´nin
  

but for

They also occur with an interrogative in a neg. sense (istifh ink r¥) (see also 

4.8; C3:349):
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´ minn¥  kulla m  yasurruhum
  

except

hal t¥ úam qatun f¥ miúr bi úubbiki?

are my hopes nothing but

99.5 OTHER EXCEPTIVE ELEMENTS

9.5.1 \ayr ‘other than’, ‘except’ (cf. 22.9.2.3)  

When \ayr  functions as an exceptive noun its case ending is as for the 

excepted noun after . In other words, its inflection indicates the 

logical/grammatical function of the phrase which it heads; dep. if excluded, 

agreement if included in the antecedent. Since \ayr functions as the 1st 

element of an annexation structure the following noun is always in the obl. case, 

see 2.3 ...

other than  than

ka- lika fa- -bun´ka l  tajidu \ayra l- riji ... li-t´ ¥hi 
lah

  

only [lit. cannot find other than ] abroad ...  

l  l- tib rin li-\ayri l- Æuwwati l- niyyati
  

anything but

l Á ¥h \ayru najmatin wahidatin
  

except

(see 4.1.2) 

\ , see 7.5.2.11 (

conjunction, followed by noun or pron.: 

 yufakkiru bi-tarki l-maÆzani \  l  yanba\¥
yasmaúa lahum bi-kti fi h ihi l-úaq¥qati

  

but he should not allow them to 
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Phrasal \ayr preceded by an affirmative does not have an exceptive sense (see 

2.9.2.3.3) [although this number is likely to go now, to be replaced by bullet 

points]

yusmaúu li-l- -\ayri l-  bi-l- ¥ l-ma - rijiyyi 

non-members

99.5.2 siw  ‘other than’, ‘except’ (see above 22.9.2.4 for 
main treatment) 

siw occurs interphrasally in an exceptive sense and has similar syntax to 

\ayr . However, siw  cannot be followed by an adj. (cf. 2.9.2.4), nor used 

generically with def. art. (cf. \ayr 2.9.2.3.5). It is invariable and occurs 

mainly with negatives.

li- -ba a l  yatan walu siw  l- \Äiyati l-Æaèr
  

because ducks accept nothing but green foods only   

(see 1.12.3.1 on generic article)

Ä h¥mu siw  mudarrisin f¥ úd  l-mad risi l-ibtid
  

¥m was only a teacher in one 

fa- -naf i laysa lahum hammun siw
  

but

Reinforced with faqa  (see in restrictives, 3.30.3):

lam yabqa bi-Æaz¥nati l-n d¥ siw  faqa
15

but £15,000 only

Also used instead of  (although it should only be followed by noun phrase): 

lam ya§ siw  qillatin min buy´ti l-mi§riyy¥na
...

yet reached but for a small number of Egyptian homes

Also with rel. m 5.4):

laysa ind¥ siw  m  wari¨tuhu lid¥

except 

what
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siw 7.5.2.11) occurs as conj. followed by 

noun or pron.:

Äkuru siw  l-waqta marra sar¥ ¥ tilka l-laylati
  

only

Also occurs with (cf. illÁ 9.4.5) 

ú¥latin li-task¥ni l- l mi siw uÄahu f¥ úièn¥
  

I found no other way to calm the pains than to take him to 

Like \ayr it may be preceded by an affirmative, but the sense is then not 

exceptive (see also 2.9.2.4). It is normally followed by a bound pron.:

 wa- siw n
  

other than us

bi-  q - siw h
  

other than it

99.5.3 Fossilized exceptive verbs

(m ) Æal , (m ) Á  ( C3:192) also f¥-m Æal

These exceptive structures function either as verbs + noun in dep. case (when 

used with m ) or as particles + pron. or noun in obl. case:

f¥ ka¨¥rin min-a l- l ti m  l- l ti l-isti¨n
  

excluding exceptional ones, lit. 

taÆtalifu jiÄ m h
  

it differs radically from 

wa-nkabba l-jam¥ ´na mul a tihim ... m hu huwa
  

... except him

(see 2.8.5 emphatic prons.)
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d  l-fa§li l- Æ¥ri minhu

excluding

 li-ll hi   forbid

No examples of m Æal / f¥-m  kÆal \
during this study.



10 INTERROGATIVES, 
INDIRECT SPEECH

10.0 INTRODUCTION

There is no inversion or other word order change in questions, even when the 

question is introduced by one of the interrogative elements.

a CA usage, 

but borrowed from Western conventions), especially in dialogues:

h

wa- ?

but mostly one of the interrogatives described below will be used.

Yes no questions are introduced by either the particle  (10.1) prefixed to 

the first word of the sentence, or the free-standing word hal  (10.2). In CA the 

two were not synonymous: while -  was used with any type of question, hal
was used predominantly with questions anticipating the answer no  or implying a 

negative, but this distinction is not so clearly made in MWA. However, MWA, 

like CA, continues to use only hal  in indirect questions (10.16).

In MWA hal  is rather rare with the marked neg. (but see 10.13), while neg. 

questions with -  are frequent (see 10.1.1).

Wh-questions are headed by an interrogative from the set: m man
mat kayfa kam

nd li-m
with preposition(al)s, dealt with below, as well as some less common 

interrogatives.

In all cases the presence of a question mark (often combined with an 

exclamation mark) is increasingly common, though it is strictly speaking redun-

dant, cf. 1.3. The translations below retain the original punctuation, i.e. single, 

double or absent question marks, etc., regardless of the English conventions.

Indirect questions use the same interrogatives, (see 10.16, 10.17), but there are 

some differences in syntax between relative m /man 5.4)

and their interrog. homonyms (see 10.18).

Rhetorical questions are listed as a separate category in 10.13, though they 

cannot always be identified with certainty, especially in view of the variations in 

punctuation.

It will be obvious that many of the examples here are taken from 

transcriptions into MWA of speech which may well have been originally in 

dialect. All that can be said is that the resulting written forms nevertheless 
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represent at least an assumption of literary validity, even if occasionally the 

product is not very convincing.

110.1 QUESTIONS WITH ’a- ( C1:137)

-  is prefixed to both nom. and verbal sentences in yes no questions.

Nominal sentences:

-h ni m  tabúa¨¥

are these two

-huwa \aèabu w lidihi

is it

With úaqqan 2.4.8 on the dep., i.e. adverbial form):

-úaqqan Ábihuka wa-bi-h  l-jam li??

Do I really 

Verbal sentences:

-tum ni  law alabtu minka l-nuz´ riji l-sayy rati?

would you object 

-k na l-jundiyyu yu wiruhu úaqqan?

was the soldier

-h ka  yam´tu ban¥ dama?

is this how 

Note semi-colloquial invariable ban¥ dama
which should here be ban´  [indep.] but by now is almost a proper name, 

hence with default dep. form (cf. 1.8.5).
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110.1.1 Alternative questions ( C3:50)

Alternative questions use -  or hal , with mostly 6.7) before 

the second question, often with ellipsis in the second clause. The occurrence of 

With - :

-huwa jad¥run bi-l-ri -i l-úanaqi?

is it [more] worth lamenting it or

-huwa tahd¥ un bi-l- ji? naÄ¥ - bi 
baÁ¥ru ntih -miúnati?

or a promise of deliverance? A warning of the start of the 

torment or the good news of the end of the or

-k nat hiya l- Ær Æaèr §aúr

was it also green or [was it] desert and bare?

a-lays´ muw in¥na lahum k ffatu úuq´qi l-muw anati?  hum 
muw in´na min-a l-darajati l- -i li¨ati?

are they not citizens with all the rights of citizenship? Or are they

With hal :

hal-i l- ¥  na§ ?

does happiness [simply] come or do we manufacture it?

hal huwa úulmun  yaq½atun?

is it a dream or wakefulness?!

hal s -i l- ´ru baynahu wa-bayna layl  ...  m ?

have things gone wrong between him and Layla ... or what?

hal-i ktaÁ
Ætir -a l-úay ¨ara yusran,  yanÄuru 

bi-k ri¨ ´z´niyyatin jad¥datin?
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did he discover a bright star previously unknown or did he create an 

invention which makes life easier, or which warns of some new ozone 

(here th

The following is not an alternative question but a simple disjunction (see 6.7):

hal úatt hal ¥du?
  

Can I? Or do I 

(for úatt 6.11) 

As with simple questions no interrogative prefix is needed (cf. 10.0) if the context 

is clear:

al-úallu bi l-dawlati rijah ? 
  

or

min masqa  min mak ni ara?
  

or

110.1.2 Negative questions ( C1:138) 

Compounds with -  and neg. questions (cf. 4.7 on the negatives; some of these 

may also be considered as rhetorical questions, see 10.13).

a-l : 

-l  tar\abu f¥ l-maz¥d?
  

-l  ta½unn¥ lika l- èèahu?
  

 think that that dog has bitten him [
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-l  yakf¥ bi- ilun?
  

is it not 

-laysa : 

-laysa \ar¥ ...?

is it not 

-laysat hiya l-
  

is not 

-lasti ¥datan bi- -tak´ Ætun §a\¥ratun? 
  

(see 3.10.3.1 on sa- ) 

-lam : 

-lam taÄkur yam¥naka llaÄ¥
  

do you not 

-lam yakun-i l-mud¥ru l- ½aran?
  

was not the managing director more far-

(see 2.11 on comparative syntax)

-lam taÁ ¥ min-a l- ayar ni?
  

-m : 

-m  yaz lu úayyan?
  

is he still al has he not

(see 3.21.4 on z la
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-lan : 

-lan natazawwaja?
  

not going to

-lan ¥ ¥? 
  

110.2 QUESTIONS WITH hal ( C1:139) 

hal  occurs with both nom. and verbal sentences in yes no questions.

With nominal sentences:

hal un majn´natun?
  

is she a madwoman?

hal
  

are

hal hun § ¥ úay tin jan  yuma¨¨ilna 
man ra l- Áqi?

  

is there anything more difficult in our life than to see our wives acting in 

front of us roles of

With verbal sentences:

hal yaúiqqu l¥ \èaba?
  

do I

(for impersonal verbs with 7.5.1.1) 

hal tar
  

do you think that is

hal tubaddilu mal bisaka bi-nti½ mi?
  

do you
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hal ¥ l-Áur ata?
  

shall we

More complex questions:

hal man yajhalu Æ
  

is he who is ignorant better than him who knows?

(cf. 5.4.1 on man mimman  = min  + man
) 

hal min  occurs when the subject of the question is totally vague (cf. 

indefiniteness with min  in 1.12.4.1 and negation with laysa min  in 

4.2.8):

hal min èayrin li-man yar\abu f¥ §l i l-duny ? 
  

is it any

hal min ¥ ta\l¥bi l-Æ  l-Áarri f¥ l-baÁari?
  

is there any

For hal  in rhetorical questions see 10.13, in indirect questions 10.16. 

110.3 man  ‘who’ ( C1:142)

man is invariable, like the rel. man  (see 5.4).

Unlike rel. clauses, which contain a referential pronoun to link them to the 

antecedent, interrogative sentences with man  (and m , see 10.4) by 

definition lack the item being asked about, hence there is no requirement for a ref. 

pron.

With nominal sentences (see 3.0) man  replaces the pred.:

man huwa?
  

who

man ¥d?
  

who ¥
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man lan?
  

who 2.4.4.1

With verbal sentences man  replaces any element:

man ? .. man Ærajah  min qabri l-úur´fi..?
  

who read it? .. who brought it out from the tomb of letters .. 

man yans ka l-man½ara?
  

who

man sa- ¥ k rihun  munÄu l-bid yati  li-l-safari? 
  

who will understand that I have disliked  from the beginning  to 

man turaÁÁiúu li- èali l ¥ h  l-mawsimi?
  

who[m] will you nominate for the title of best players

These interrogatives also follow the same principle as the rel. man  and m
(see 5.4) with preposition(al)s; unlike English, the prepositional unit cannot be 

separated: 

man nattajihu?
  

to whom

who do we turn to

mi¨lu man?  

  

like who[m]

 man qiÁu l-mawè´ - na?
  

with whom do I discuss the subject now?

They also occur as the second element of an annexation unit (see 2.3):

d¥muqr iyyatu man? 
  

whose who[m]
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The variant man , reinforced by the deictic C1:144, 

C3:169) and always written as separate words (contrast m 10.4,

usually written as one word) was not found in the data.

110.3.1 Redundant separating pronouns

cf. 3.5, perhaps with interference from rel. syntax, see 5.0.1) to intervene between 

man

man huwa l- èalu baynahum?
  

the one who is

man huwa l- ´ ¥ a l- -kab¥ri min-a l-èubb i?
  

the one responsible for gathering together this large number of 

officers?

For the explicit relative sense man  is combined with the rel. nouns ( C1:144, 

C3:169, as also m  below):

man-i llaÄ¥ sa-yu bu bi-rtif èag i l-dami?
  

who is the one who

10.4 m  ‘WHAT’ ( C1:142)

m is invariable, like the rel. m  (see 5.4, and see below for 

compounds such as li-m . 

As with man 10.3) the difference between the rel. and the 

interrog. structure is that interrog. clauses contain no referential pron. 

With nominal sentences (see 3.0) m  replaces the pred.:

m  h  l-w fidu l-jad¥du?
  

what is

m  l- Äan?
  

what
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(cf. 2.5.6 on adverbial Äan
spelling with the variant  below, 10.13.3) 

m  tafs¥ru kulli h ?
  

what

m -nih yati llat¥ -mul q tih ? 
  

what

Often with redundant pronoun, cf. man  above, 10.3.1: 

m huwa l-sababu?
  

m hiya l- d tu l-murfaqatu bi-l-m ddati?
  

With verbal sentences (see 3.0, 3.7) the expanded m  variant (usually 

written as one word, contrast man above) is found more often than 

simple m  perhaps because m  already has several other pre-verbal 

functions:

m  taq´lu l-wa ? 
  

what

m  yanqu§u l-muntaÆabu liyyan?
  

what

m  k na war -ziy rati?
  

what

bal m na min-a l- hadati l-dif
l-muÁtariki?

  

what is preventing Lebanon from asking about the Common 

m  yaÁ\aluki y ¥zat¥? 
  

what
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Like man  above, both m  and m  are found with rel. clauses as the 

question ( C1:144, C3:169):

m  llaÄ¥  f¥ lika l-ma§¥ri l-muÆ¥fi?
  

what was it that plunged her into

For questions with prepositionals, bi-ma , etc. see 10.5. 

110.4.1 Gender agreement ( C1:149) 

Both man  and m  may refer to any number or gender. With man
agreement is with the natural or grammatical number and gender of the topic of 

the question:

man hum? wa-m hiya huwiyyatuhum?
  

are they? And what is their nationality? it [fem.] their 

man hum-u llaÄ¥na yaqif´na war ihi l-muÆa a ti?
  

are those who are standing behind these plans?

With m  only sing. pronouns occur, the fem. also occurring when the reference 

is to a non-human plur. (cf. 2.1.1 on fem. agreement with plur.):

m h ihi l-tanmiyatu llat¥ yataúadda¨´ ? 
  

this development [fem.] about which

m hiya l-§´ratu llat¥ tataÁakkalu hun ? 
  

it [fem.] the 

m hiya l-Æa §u llat¥ tumayyizu kulla marúalatin?
  

are the traits [non-human plur.] which distinguish each stage?

10.5 m  IN SHORTENED FORM

m , in the shortened form -ma , is combined with prepositionals to 

form compound interrogatives, e.g. bi-ma li-ma
bi-m
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li-m

However, the rule is not always observed, and the unshortened forms are still 

seen: 

bi-m
   

Usage is not consistent in indirect questions, see 10.18.2. 

110.5.1 li-ma  ‘why?’ and li-m  ‘for what?’ ( C1:148, 
2:289): 

li-ma , and the longer li-m :  

li-ma  (note that confusion with lam 4.2.3, is often eliminated 

on distributional grounds, since it does not occur before perf. verbs or other 

negs):

li-ma tastaj¥bu?     

why

(if this were neg. lam , , the verb 

would be tastajib ) 

li-ma l
   

why

li-ma h ihi l- ru l-èaÆmatu?
  

why

li-ma kunta tul úaqun¥? 
  

why

li-m : 

li-m ´nu muÆ \ayr¥? 
  

why
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li-m  l- na wa-laysa min qablu? 
  

why

(see 6.12.3 for wa-laysa 2.5.4 for invariable qablu

li-m ¥ bi-l-
  

why did you [fem. sing.] not come yesterday?

li-m  l  tu§addiq´na?
  

why

110.5.2 Other questions with -ma ( C1:149)

Other combinations of prep. and shortened form of m  (see 10.5 for the short-

ening of -m  to -ma) are: -ma -ma
bi-ma 1.2.2 for spelling, and 

contrast this with  below, 10.19.2), mimma
(spelling, 1.2.2), úatt -ma  seen in the data:

bi-ma taÁ  tusajjilu hadafan siman? 
  

what

m úara? wa-mimma? 
  

d what from

(the phrase m ka

úatt ma h  l- §r ru? 
  

until what

ma h  l-taj hulu?
  

. to what

ma ¨ laka?
  

on what
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110.6 ’ayyu ‘which?’, ‘what?’ ( C1:150) 

terrog. which is 

inflected for gender and case, though the masc. is tending to become the default, 

e.g.: 

úayratin?  majh´lin?
  

what [masc.] confusion [fem.]? what

min i l-buld
  

which

But the fem. is also seen:

 r úatin h ihi?
  

what

For the exclamatory 3.28.3, for  indicating 

, see 1.12.4.1, 2.9.1.6, and see 8.5.2 for  in conditional 

sentences. 

The example below is punctuated as a question but the intention is obviously 

exclamatory (cf. 1.3):

ú §alatn ihi l- ?
  

what

10.7 kam  ‘how much?’, ‘how many?’ ( C1:156)

Interrogative kam is always followed by sing. 

nouns in dep. form (cf. numerals at 2.12.4) and its syntax is thus quite different 

from the expletive kam  (see 3.28.2), which is followed by obl. nouns:

kam qirÁan ¥ h ? 
  

how many piastres [dep. sing.] 

This type must be seen as elliptical:

  

namely, kam sanatan years
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As with man/m  and all the wh-interrogs., preposition[al]s immediately 

precede them:

bi-kam-i Átarayta lika? 
  

for how much

110.8 ’ayna  ‘where?’ ( C1:160) 

and verbal sentences: 

wa-  l- na?

where

 yak´nu jtim ?  

where

 naè

where

10.8.1 ’il  ’ayna  ‘whither?’ and min ’ayna   
‘whence?’

il
s of : 

  

whither

 yamè¥? 
  

where can/will he go [to]

 k na lah  sawfa taqè¥ Áahrayni?
  

from where did she get the right to prophesy that she would spend two 

(see 2.6.10 on this sense of li- ) 
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 lahu bi-l-nuq´di?
  

where would he get the money from

(cf. 10.13.6.1 on the idiom with li- ,

110.9 kayfa  ‘how?’ ( C1:159) 

kayfa ? 
  

how

kayfa yataúaddadu mafh´mu l-tur i?
  

how

kayfa tantah¥ l-riw yatu?
  

how does the s

With nom. sentence a redundant pron. (cf. 10.3.1) is sometimes found:

kayfa hiya d tukum? 
  

they

10.10 mat ‘when?’ ( C1:159) 

mat -yad¥? 
  

when

mat  h  l-úaflu?
  

when

10.10.1 munÄu mat  ‘since when?’ and ’il  mat
‘until when?’

munÄu mat munÄu  in 2.6.13) and other compounds

occur, often with an interposed wa- 6.2.7: 
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munÄu mat  wa-huwa mahj´run? wa-úatt  mat  sa-ya½allu j
  

since when had he been deserted? Until when would he remain hungry

 mat  wa- - mta iya úi naka l- ?
  

until when will you be prepared to ride your piebald steed?

110.11 ’ann  ‘how?’

 is an obsolete interrogative now likely to be used only 

in consciously classicizing contexts. It was not found in the data.

10.12 ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

As in most languages, the answer may be elliptical, as in some of the examples 

below.

10.12.1 na‘am  ‘yes’( C1:163)

, also 

intensity):

 la-qad- -l-firansiyyati f¥ ziyyin 
  

yes, indeed

(see 3.10.4 for the emphatic la- prefix)

 l-kit ba y´èiúu 
  

yes indeed, this book makes clear

waè ¥ ¥ ..  labistu l- ¥ l-ba§rati
  

put my turban on my head .. yes, indeed

10.12.2 bal  ‘but yes’ ( C1:165)

bal
answer is implied in the question: 
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q la lah : bal . bal
  

but yes, yes

110.12.3  l  ‘no’ and kall  ‘by no means’ ( C1:167) 

bi-l- ¥di l   not no

li-ma l   not 10.5.1) 

kall  laysat-i l-úad atu mawqifan fardiyyan
  

not at all

-l  zawjan ... wa-l Æan ... kall  ... bal §ad¥qan
  

ather ... nor a husband ... nor a brother ... not at all ... on the 

(cf. 4.2.8 on laysa 6.12.1 on resumptive neg. wa-l bal
§ad¥qan also dep. by 

coordination) 

kall  ... naksiru l-b ba li-naktaÁifa l-sirra 
  

no way

l Á 4.1.2 on categorical neg.) is used 

elliptically ( C1:168):

wa-kam tataq  h ihi l-Æadam ti l-layliyyata? l Á Á
l- l qi

  

Nothing, nothing

10.12.4 rubbam  ‘maybe’

rubbam  is also used elliptically (cf. also 3.30.2): 

hal yufassiru nuz´ ¥ h  m Áar sati l-maúk´mi 
-l- mi? rubbam

  

explain this tendency of mine? Maybe
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110.13 RHETORICAL QUESTIONS 

Rhetorical questions in Arabic are of two kinds:

1 A group of traditional CA patterns are still in use, e.g. hal laka   

10.13.1.1), man l¥ 10.13.2.1), 

m  wa- m  b lu- 

10.13.3.1),  wa-
10.13.6.1), kayfa (l ) wa- how can it (not) be, when

(10.13.7.1), tur 10.13.9).

2 The other type is syntactically identical with normal questions and can 

usually only be recognised by the punctuation or the context. However, the 

punctuation is not always a reliable guide (cf. 1.3): most of the examples here 

have exclamation marks in the original, but sometimes they are not signalled 

at all or questions marks are used instead of exclamation marks. It may 

therefore be a matter of interpretation whether some of the examples belong 

here or among the simple questions above (10.1, 10.2).

10.13.1 ’a-  and hal rhetorical questions ( C1:138, 141, 
and cf. 110.1, 110.2) 

Positive questions: no simple rhetorical questions with -  were found, 

though it often seems to have a rhetorical sense in alternative questions 

(10.1.1). It may be because hal  has always had a rhetorical force, 

implying a negative answer:

fa-hal min muj¥bin?!
!

l  k - ab¥  tata\ayyaru, hal-i sta - nu 
l-úad¥¨u, f¥ l-muq Ætari Ák lan jad¥datan wa-Äakiyyatan 
li-l- dati

Nature  was never going to change, would modern man, in 

invent

wa-l kin hal  l-Æiy ri min Æiy ara?!

!   

but is there after this choice any  (No, there is not)
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The following minority example requires a positive answer in the context:

hal yaúzunu l- iflu ..?!
!

is [not] the child going to be unhappy .. (Yes it will be)

Negative questions: here -  is the predominant interrog. particle, except for 

the special case of hall

-l  yamtalikun  l-Á
  

does not

-l - -riddatin fikriyyatin?
  

is not

-l  yakf¥n  l- iru laú½ata ltiq i l- si? 
  

will the present not

(for yakf¥ see 3.15.2) 

yumkinu f¥ h  l-siy Á¥  baladayni naf iyyayni ... -l   
wa-huma l-jaz -l- qu

  

are they not Algeria 

6.2.7) 

Reinforced with fa-  (cf. 6.3.4):

-fa-l  yak´nu ab¥ Æw nan ? 
  

is it not then

-fa-lam Á ru h´m¥r´s Æamsatan wa- Ár¥na qarnan?
  

and have not

Other combinations such as -l  .. fa-
C1:139), and - C2:239) are 

known, but none were seen in the data. 

hall hal  and l
written as one word and invariably followed by a perf. verb with the sense of 

an invitation: 
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hall Áaraúta lah èa m n¥
  

xplain

The following is not an instance of hall : the separation of hal  and l
 suggests that the modal l  taz lu 3.21.4) had to be 

preserved and is probably not even perceived as negative. The expected 

hal l  taz lu tasta  l-falsafatu, al- nu, al-Á -riw yatu,  
al-fannu, al-m´s¥q , al-masraúu, al- lika?

  

are not philosophy, religions, poetry, fiction, art, music, theatre, 

drawing..., still capable

(note that pausal forms would be used before the commas, hence the 

transliteration is particularly artificial here) 

110.13.1.1 Idiomatic hal laka m  laka,

m  b lu- , 10.13.3.1):

hal l¥ luba minka Æidmatan?
  

is it for me

2.6.10 on li- ) 

10.13.2 Rhetorical questions with man ‘who?’ 
(cf. 110.3) 

wa-l kin man yanba\¥ rib´ -bi-man?
wa-kayfa? wa- ? 

  

who should they fight first? And with whom? And how? And 

why

fa-man minn  k na yataÆ §ila l-  h ihi l-darajati?
  

who of us would have imagined that the matter would reach this 

10.13.2.1 Idiomatic man l¥ bi- who

C2:303), ¥
ith complementized  clauses:
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man l¥ bi- ¥ èa m  k na l¥ f¥ qalbih ? 
  

who will help me restore some of what used to be in her heart for me?, 

mi ¥  l-úim ri! 
!

how am I supposed

110.13.3 Rhetorical questions with m [ ] , li-m   
(cf. 110.4) 

wa-l kin m  h ! 
!

what i

fa-m -úay ti bi-l  hadafin .. bi-l
  

what

m  llaÄ¥ ´duka h ihi
  

?

see 10.4

m ´ta l- ¨ari l-
yam´ta úuznan

  

what does it matter after this that a man should die from the effect of the 

(see 3.29.5 on the specifying qual. úuznan

fa-li-m -n su wa-yantaúir´ Äan?
  

 commit suicide then?   

(note plur. agreement with n s , see 3.8.2, and the spelling of Äan,

here , but often , as in 10.4 above)

li-m ? fa-li-
  

why

(for  see 3.3.4) 
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wa l kin m -sijilla l- ira li-\alabati l-bal \ati 
wa-l-fa ati ntaqala l-  mar Ær  f¥-l- lami

what if the contemporary scroll of victory for eloquence and fine 

(cf. conditional law 8.2) 

Though formally a question, the following seems to be a nominal relative clause, 

probably a calque:

wa-l kin m  yad´ru bi-  l-§a\¥ri ... l ú
  

what was going on in her little head ... no-

110.13.3.1 Idiomatic questions:m  b luhu m  lahu
C2:188, C3:251):

m  b lun  bi-l-mar kizi l- Ær
  

what have we got to do

When complemented by a clause, this may be seen as a circumstantial 

qualifier:

m  lahu l  yukallimun ? 
  

what is wrong with him

m  lakum l  tastaú´na min-a ll hi?
  

m wa-
Á  in discourse, 11.8.1). The collocated noun is originally an accompanying 

object, hence its dep. form, see 2.4.7: 

m Á -h  l-\ayra law k nat-i l-úad atu mawqifan fardiyyan 
bi-h  l- ? 
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what business would they have with other  [dep.] if modernity were 

a 2.9.2.3.5 for al-\ayr  with def. 

art.) 

110.13.4 Rhetorical questions with ’ayyu  (cf. 110.6)

interrog. above:

 ma§laúatin tujn  min h  l-
  

what

10.13.5  Rhetorical questions with kam ( ) ‘how much’  
(cf. 110.7)

(Contrast the expletive kam 3.28.2):

kam di¨atan mi¨la h ihi taút juh - miri 
l- ab¥bi!?

  

how many accidents like this one will you need before you listen to the 

10.13.6  Rhetorical questions with ’ayna ‘where’ (cf. 110.8) 

 k nat-i l- -muttaúidatu!?
  

where

probably a calque, contrast the older CA structure in the next section. 

10.13.6.1 Idiomatic 

( C2:272; for min , 2.6.12):

 naúnu min-a l-maw ridi wa-l- -èaÆmati
  

where are we when it comes

únu min kulli h ihi l-Á ´bi!?
  

what have we to do with
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110.13.7  Rhetorical questions with kayfa  ‘how’ (cf. 110.9) 

y h¥ kayfa ¥h  bi-
  

how c

wa-l kin kayfa tatimmu l- - -

how

10.13.7.1 Idiomatic kayfa [l ] yak´nu ... wa-
C1:34, 113, 3:277), in which a circumstantial qualifying clause 

introduced by wa-
7.3.2):

wa-kayfa yak´nu lika wa-h  l-maÁr´
20 mily´na junayhin? 

20
how can that be when the cost of this plan will not be less than 

wa-kayfa yasta -  siy sati l- \r qi wa-hun ka 
èaw bi u taúkumu l- ? 

  

how can the supplier resort to a saturation policy when there are rules 

which control the price?

Variants:

kayfa l¥ èa?
  

how can I l¥ , 10.13.1.1, 10.13.2.1) 

kayfa l¥ ihi l-ris lata?
  

how can I 

10.13.8  Rhetorical questions with mat  ‘when’ (cf. 110.10) 

wa-s¥nam  l-kl´b al-mi§riyyi mat  wa-kayfa malakat-i l- da?
  

when

(note the topic-comment structure, 3.3) 
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110.13.9 Idiomatic tur ( C1:136) 

Invariable tur
cf. idiomatic passives, 3.12.4: 

tur  m  z la yataÄakkarun¥? 
  

I wonder

fa-hiya lam taÄkur wa-l Á -buúayrati ... tur
li-m ? 

  

I wonder

tur  man yak´nu l-z
  

I wonder who the visitor will be?

Also with vocative particle y 2.15):

y  tur  m  llaÄ¥ yantaÁilu l- nu min-a l-Æa ari
  

I wonder

wa-qad z ra l-maktbata  f¥ l- mi l-m  400 b i¨in, fa-kam y  tur
rih  min-a l-b i¨¥na l-

400
do you think

10.14 DIRECT SPEECH

Direct speech is usually signalled by q la 
marks and a number of other typographical conventions, especially in dialogues 

(see 1.3, 1.3.1). One example will suffice (for simplicity the punctuation is 

exactly as in the original):

q lat bi-§ l ½ ú

she said in a metallic voice no no I am not expecting anyone
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110.15 INDIRECT SPEECH

CA had no specific syntactical distinction between direct and indirect speech, i.e. 

there was no regular shift of person and tense in indirect speech. Instead the 

actual words spoken were introduced by q la 
t

inna  (3.2.1) it has long 

been the compulsory particle after q la
(10.15.1, but see also 10.15.3.1 for q la anna ), while with all other 

verbs of saying, statements become direct or indirect objects through the 

anna 3.2.2, 7.5.2 and 10.15.3).

10.15.1 Standard indirect speech ( C3:128)

q la
 may have formed part of the original utterance 

q la 
 hun ka ú jatan li- Áfan jad¥din f¥ l- riqati

Indeed

far more likely in MWA that there was a need to build 

3.1.3.1 on this use of hun ka

Similarly:

q la úaflata ftit i l-kulliyyati l-rasmiyyati sa-yatimmu mas \adin
  

that the official opening ceremony of the college would take place

could also will take 

place

With 3rd person verbs it is usually impossible to distinguish direct from 

indirect speech anyway:

q ihi l  taz lu dir satan taq´mu bih  l-wiz ratu 
  

was still

is still e 3.21.4) for l  taz lu ,

But where a distinction is possible it is clear that MWA largely emulates the 

person and tense shifts of Western syntax (a trend visible in CA but not to such 

an extent): 
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q la li- ¥  m  mustaÁf  l-qa§ri l- ¥
  

that he was going to the Kasr el-

in direct speech this would be q la ... inn¥ m in
Indeed I

q la l¥  qaliqun munÄ
...

 that he

not q la inn¥ I

yaq´lu lah  ... -yaÆruju  f¥ nuzhatin qa§¥rati l-mad
  

that he will go out

110.15.1.1 Idiomatic q la bi- to 

speaker makes an assertion in which the exact spoken words are not the issue: 

in il  taq´lu bi-  l-½ hirata
l-fikriyyata laysat nab tan fi riyyan 

  

proceeding from a scientific premise which maintains that the intellectual 

phenomenon is not a innate growth

10.15.2 Indirect speech with ’an

Indirect speech with  ( C3:113) is usually a variant of the normal sub-

ordination of verbs of commanding, requesting, etc. (see 7.5.1.1). With q la

q la §ila bi-l- i 
  

told him to contact

l kinnahu k na yaq´lu lan  f¥ kulli marratin  f¥ l-kal mi
li- lika l  yu yiquhu 

  

used to tell us every time to continue to talk because that did not 
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110.15.3 Assertions with other verbs ( C3:129) 

All other verbs of asserting, stating, thinking, etc. are either followed by 

7.5.2.4) or double dir. objects (see 3.11.2.4): 

With complementizer 

 k nat f¥ manzilih
  

that she wa

With double object:

ya½unnuhu ras´la l- miri
  

he is the messenger

10.15.3.1 Occasionally q la  is found with  (contrast 10.15.1), 

again in a context where the exact words of the speaker are not used or reported: 

q la bi-úam satin  la- lam  tamann  law yaz´ ¥Áu f¥  
l-baladi

  

that he had long hoped to visit, nay to live in the 

(see 5.9.15 for la- lama 8.2.8 for tamann
with law , and 6.6 for bal

10.16 INDIRECT QUESTIONS ( C3:97) 

Indirect questions become agents or objects of the main verb.

They all follow the CA pattern and use the standard interrogatives listed 

above, except that indirect yes no questions are introduced only by hal  (10.2).

The other interrogative  (10.1) is restricted to alternative structures with with 

saw  (10.20 and see 6.10) as it was in CA.

There is a tendency to replace hal  questions with calques using the 

extended temporal 

conditional sentences, see 8.3) in yes no questions (see 10.19) and, as a further 

development, a new compound interrogative has emerged, ,

10.19.2. 

As with indirect speech, it is not always clear whether the question is posed as 

direct speech or in the form of a subordinate clause with pronoun shift (but see 

also 10.17):
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wa- hal zat-i l- -
  

has

whether

In this example pure direct speech is used:

wa-l-fann n èahunna hal wa§alaki l-Áar u 
  

has the tape reached you

While in the next example the punctuation (reproduced by the nearest English 

equivalent in the translation) specifies direct speech even though at the rhetorical 

and discourse level indirect speech would also be possible: 

wa- -hal ¨ammata min s li-m  qutila î. M.? wa-man
huwa l-q tilu?  li-m , fa-rubbam  najidu jaw bah

  

is there anyone who will ask, why was H. M. killed?  And who

was the killer?

(for the vague fem. jaw buh it/them

] 1.12.2.2, cf. 10.2 on hal  and min  together in vague 

questions and 3.9.4 on paronomastic expression of indef. agents) 

Here the writer has had problems with the sequence of tenses:

wa-hal  haraba suqr u k na sawfa yatamakkanu min mum rasati 
úurriyyati l-kalimati

  

if Socrates had run away he would have been able to

3.10.6 on compound tenses)

110.17 INDIRECT YES–NO QUESTIONS ( C3:99) 

Regular indirect questions with interrogative particles, excluding man , m ,

for which see 10.18: 

Yes no questions (but see 10.19 also):

l hal-i l- lamu sa- -daw fin li-maraèi 
l-sara ni

  

if the world will actually be pleased with a drug for 
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r  faqa Æar´fi l- ¥di .. wa-hal w liduhu 
Átar

  

 only  about the lamb for the feast ..

and whether

(see 10.1.1 for alternative questions)

Wh-questions:

kayfa naútarimu Á ´ra wa- ¥ús sa wa- l ti
l- f li

  

how to respect the feeling, perception and emotions of 

chil 2.3.7 for polynomial annexation)

Äakkaru kayfa k nat-i l-kalim tu tufarriúun¥
  

how

l kayfa yastaÆdimu h  l-fanna
  

how

¥ kam
  

how

l kam min-a l-
  

how much time had passed [over her]

 hiya 
  

where

(see 3.21.1 for the idiom da in the neg. be no longer

hibun f¥ ¥k  l-
  

[to] where
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al-sal mu llaÄ¥ l hu wa-l úajmahu wa-l mat ¥  
...

  

when it 

will come, except ...

(contrast mat  (10.19): the former enquires about a 

point of time, the latter about a situation)

tatas  m¥n - ´du bi-zawraqi úubbihim
  

to which harbour he 

bi-
3.11.4.1); see also C1:153, 3:100 on . 

When the Western sequence of tenses is being emulated, it can become clear that

an interrogative clause is a genuine indirect question: 

Äakkaru l-yawma f¥  kit bin kuntu ihi l-úik yata

in which book I had

where kuntu 3.10.6) and shows that this is an 

indirect question.

110.18 INDIRECT QUESTIONS WITH man , m [Ä ]
( C3:100, 170) 

Indirect questions with man , m [ ] (cf. 10.3, 10.4): 

these are identical 5.4), but when used as 

interrogatives there is usually a structural indication, namely that there is no 

referential pronoun (see 5.0.1) in the interrogative clause (for the reason that 

interrogatives seek information precisely about that element), hence in:

kayfa nuúaddidu man-i l- ´ ? 
  

who

l  yadr¥ m qatu lika bi-zaw jihi
  

what

if these were rel. clauses man huwa m huwa it

huwa
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m  hence the question of rel. syntax 

does not arise:

Ähab´ wa-yu hid´ m  tarakat lahum-u l-úarbu
  

what  not tarakathu
lause

Similarly:

l kinnah  fahimat m  taq§idu \ da
  

but she understood what Ga

not taq§iduhu that which Ga

In short clauses the referential pron. may be omitted (see 5.4.3), leaving the 

construction ambiguous: 

m  k na yaq´lu l¥ w lid¥
  

say

(formally a rel. would be yaq´luhu say it 10.18.1

below)

The above examples also show that, as with the other interrogatives, man  and 

m [ ]  clauses may occur as objects of verbs. Additional examples:

ya raúu tas m  yak´nu l-waè Áar¥ Ær  lahu ..? 
  

what would the situation be if he found another partner 

[fem.] for him ..

wa-l m  l-sababu
  

what

with annexation to man , cf. 10.3

man h ? 
  

whose house is th whom

yal´ú´na bi- min úumrin l  nadr¥ li-man
  

whose they are
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110.18.1 Indirect ‘why’ questions

Indirect questions with li-m 10.5) follow the same pattern as m
above: 

l li-m
  

why

 li-m  lam tatazawwaj
  

why

l li-m  huwa waúdahu llaÄ¥ wahaban¥
  

why

(for waúdahu 2.4.6.4) 

l ¥ li-m  taÄ lika bi-qal¥lin ma k na yaq´lu l¥ w lid¥
ma

  

why I recalled a short time later what my father used to say to 

(the clause m  k na yaq´lu l¥
ambiguous, either rel. or indir. question, see 10.18) 

In the next case the quotation marks indicate dir. speech but the pronoun has 

shifted into indir. speech (cf. 10.16):

-m  lam yakun lah Æ
  

times she why does she not have

instead of why do I not have?

(see 3.28.2 on expletive kam

The short, purely interrogative form li-ma  (see 10.5) has not been found in 

indirect questions.

10.18.2 Other indirect questions 

Indirect questions with other prepositionals and m : since in these cases the m
 is shortened to -ma  (see 10.5.2) there is no ambiguity between interrog. and 

rel. clauses: contrast this rel. clause:
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layn s fahu
  

must wonder about what he added

(with long and fahu  bearing a referential 

it )

 With the interrogative:

mimma yaÁk´ ´hu
  

what of what his father is 

In the particular case of 

form clauses. 

Interrogative:

m  yuúibbu yakrahu
  

on one day ] about what he liked or 

disliked , with no ref. pronoun

Relative:

-§uúufiyy´na  taúadda¨at  wik l tu l-
  

about what [rel. form] the news agencies had 

oun in anhu

The following is a series of several kinds of indirect questions:

amman tak´nu wa-min  l-bil di, wa- Ætiy rih   
li-h ihi l-úad¥qati, wa-hal ¥  mar ¥datin mutaqa

-stimr rin

  

 [about] who she might be and from which country, and about 

the secret of her choosing this garden, and whether she came at distant and 

(note tak´nu 3.16.3).
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110.19 ’i ETC. IN YES–NO INDIRECT QUESTIONS 

7.6.5 8.3 , is 

starting to replace -  and hal  (see 10.16) in yes no indirect questions. Cf. 

8.7 for additional examples of indirect questions overlapping with conditionals. 

10.19.1 Standard ‘if’ questions with ’i

Indirect questions with  alone are perhaps not true questions but rather 

calques of Western constructions; the following example has closer similarities to 

an inverted pseudo-conditional sentence (cf. 8.6):

Æbirn¥ ¥ úay tika qa§¥ Áadda minh
waq atan

  

if

(see 2.11.1

element) when/if you 

The following, however, are real indirect questions, clearly echoing Western 

patterns:

l ¥  k \ dan
  

whether

¥ úada l-muÆta§§¥na bi-l-tajm¥li
  

if

wa- ka

whether

Note that pure when-questions use mat 10.17. 

10.19.2 ‘Whether’ questions with ‘amm ,’i   

Increasingly  is now combined with -m
 suffix producing a compound conjunction (see 5.8 for this function of m ,

also 10.5.2 for the true interrog. 

-what-  supplying the link to the 

preceding verb (inevitably one which takes a proposition as its dir. object), -m
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 enabling to operate as a conjunction and  providing the indirect 

interrogative sense. The compound is clearly not a direct calque of any Western 

conjunction but an indigenous innovation reproducing the semantic components 

: 

amm Äa  w lidahu
  

whether

úatt  l- na  k na sa- -far¥qi
  

announced whether

al-taúaddu¨u bi-§ar atin wa-wuè´úin  k na hun ka ma kilu
  

whether

fa-qad k  m  k nat qad ½allat f¥ nafsi l-mak ni
  

whether

with the added complication of a neg. m  (cf. 4.2.2) before the subordinate 

verb!

The 

´du li- li l-ma iri, wa-m  k na hun ka m
l-m li

  

whether there is anything there 

li-y´èiúa lahu m  k nat j¥n tuhu sa- èuhu mustaqbalan li-Æa ari
l- bati bi-maraè yimir

  

whether his genes will expose him in the future to the 

110.19.3 Indirect questions with ’in  ‘if’  ( C3:101) 

Infrequently the indirect question is introduced by (see 8.1 for the true 

conditional function of ), evidently a calque, also reflecting the same 
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ndam ´l rd  k na kullu Á  m  yur mu
  

if

 k nat tar\abu f¥ ½irah
  

if

110.20 saw ’un  WITH INDIRECT QUESTION SYNTAX
( C3:103) 

The coordinating element saw
question syntax, so it may be included here (see 6.10 for more detailed treatment 

under coordination). The first clause is introduced by the interrogative prefix -
(10.1) and the second by either  or 6.7):

q -kahrab - ¨amanuhu saw a -buniyat-i 
 l-qan iru l-jad¥

  

whether the new locks were built or 

11.7.7, 11.7.8) 



11 HYPERSENTENCE AND 
DISCOURSE

11.0 INTRODUCTION

MWA preserves in some contexts the CA convention that all lengthy stretches of 

formal discourse, written or spoken, begin and end in principle with a blessing, 

with all the intervening sentences being joined by the coordinating and 

subordinating devices described in Chapters 6 and 7. In particular nearly all the 

coordinators in Chapter 6 are used as paragraph introducers and connectors with

much the same meaning as they have between sentences. However, the paragraph 

structure of MWA is also showing signs of Western influence, notably in the 

increasingly frequent appearance of sentence introducers paired with a 

resumptive fa-
 ... fa- ... , 3.3.4).

Later in this chapter (11.7) there is also a brief assessment of some stylistic 

aspects of MWA involving repetition of nouns and verbs in different forms for 

either structural or stylistic purposes.

11.1 WITH RESUMPTIVE fa-

Resumptive fa-  ( C3:31; cf. 6.3) or fa-qad or even fa-la-qad (see 

3.10.4 on these).

In the following examples the resumptive particle fa- introduces the main 

part of the sentence. It is particularly common after adverbial and prepositional 

phrases. These phrases generally link the main clause after fa-  with preceding 

paragraphs, either as a consequence, a parallel, or a contrast.

There appear to be two types of sentence introducers paired with resumptive 

fa- . These are i) those functioning as full discourse markers; ii) hybrid forms 

involving the preposing of prep. phrases, which are syntactically natural, but 

which have been elevated artificially to the level of discourse marker. A third 

type of sentence introducer (11.2.1) is almost certainly a simple inversion with 

strong calque qualities.

Full discourse markers

bi-l-nisba li-...fa- :

wa-bi-l-nisbati li-l-j nibi l-iqti diyyi fa- ...

and as far as the economic side is concerned ...
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wa-bi-l-nisbati li-l-istir tijiyy ti l- ¥ úamlati l-inti b i
fa-nul i½
...

with regard to the strategies followed in the election campaign[,] we 

bi-l-t l¥   : 

wa-bi-l-t l¥ fa- ÆaÁ
...

subsequently

wa-bi-l-t l¥ fa-  ntih -úarbi l-b  ...
...

subsequently[,] the end of the col

wa-bi-l-t l¥ fa- ma h Äihi l- uruqin li-l- riji
  

as a result[,] these sums of money have a number of ways out of the country 

Others introduced by bi- : 

bi-l- - - lata ...
  

naturally the case ...

wa-bi-§arfi l-na½  rud´ èi l- ´l¥na ... fa-la-
l- èu minhum m  j ¥ l-kit bi

  

notwithstanding the reactions of some of the officials[,] ... some of them 

(see 3.8.4 for agreement with è

wa-bi-úasabi wik lati l- qati l-duwaliyyati fa-qad taj waza l- alabu l- èa 
  

according to the International Energy Agency[,] demand has outstripped 

With f¥- : 

wa-f¥ h  l- ri fa-min-a l-
...

in this framework
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f¥ lati wuj´ lin f¥ l-jih zi fa-  l-muÁtariki mur
l-§iy nati

in case of failure in the equipment[,] it is up to the subscriber to consult the 

(for idiomatic use of 2.6.2) 

wa-f¥m - -sal mi fa- miju l-
úizbi l-d¥m´qr tiyyi ...
...

With : 

al  sab¥li l-mi li fa- ra l- ¥ ...

by way of example [,] the president indicated...

kulli lin, fa-la-qad k na muhimman
  

anyway

al Ä lika fa- -Äar¥ - ¥kiyyata ...
  

nevertheless ...

Other preposition(al) phrases:

wa-d´na Áakkin fa-la-qad k nat hun ka úis b tun wa-útim l tun
  

without

wa-min hun  fa- - qata llat¥ tarbi u l-Áarikata ...
  

hence ...

Ä lika fa-huwa l  yak du yu\ úina l-èar´rati
  

other than that[,] he hardly left his house excep

(see exceptives 9.1 and 9.5.3, also k da 3.21.3) 

wa-  j nibi h Ä  fa-...
  

and in addition to this[,]...
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/ li-Ä lika type (cf. C3:31): 

li-Ä lika fa-la- laqn  sar ahu
  

because of that

li-Ä lika fa-min-a l-
...

so

Ä lika fa-l  yasta ú ...

however[,] no- ...

Ä lika fa-
...

nevertheless

min ¨amma : 

wa-min ¨amma fa- úuk´mati l-Æar mi
  

hence

wa-min ¨amma fa-l-ta arrufu f¥ qaryatin  l  wuj´da lahu
  

hence[,] extremism in our villag

ka-Ä lika : 

ka-Ä lika fa- -muta arrif¥na llaÄ¥na jar  l-qabè ...
  

likewise ...

hybrid forms in which preposed prep. phrases have been elevated to status of 

discourse marker

wa-li- ¥q fi l-tasarrubi fa- -dukt´ raúu ...
  

to stop 

 r atika wa-tawf¥ran li-l-waqti fa- ddat-i l-
an mu§awwaratan wa-mulawwanatan

  

for your convenience [,] the authority has prepared illustrated and coloured 
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wa- Ä lika fa- - ...
...

because of that[,] the bank endeavours to ...

111.1.1 Adverbials and object qualifiers (see 22.5.7) 

bin Ä lika fa-min \ayri l- ...

...

on that basis[,] it is not to be expected that ...

faè Ä lika fa-laysa min-a l- ´fi ...
  

and on top of that ...

(see 3.1.4 for the min al- formula in these two examples)

wa-Æawfan min ½ è ¥fun f¥ maj li l-dif fa-qad 

...

fearing that it would appear that he was weak in the defence area[,] he 

(see 3.29.6 and 2.4.5 for dep. comp. expressing cause, here preposed)

¨ara min Ä lika, fa- -ka¨¥ bi d´ri l-naÁ   
  

more than that

2.1.5.1) 

wa-l- na fa- è  l-¨aq fiyya...  
  

now ...

wa- Ä lika fa- -wiz rata tuqaddimu jam¥ -tash¥l ti
li-l-muÁtarik¥na

in addition to that the Ministry gives all 

wa- lan fa- ka Æa aw tun muhimmatun 
  

in sum

This use of resumptive fa- is increasingly being employed in MWA to 

accommodate inversions such as subordinate clauses of motive or reason (see li-
7.6.1.4). 
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111.2 WITHOUT RESUMPTIVE fa-  WITH wa-  ‘and’
(cf. 66.2): 

wa-  also functions as a discourse marker in conjunction with a limited range of 

expressions.  They are distinguished from the examples in 11.1 by being syndetic 

circ. quals. (see 7.3.2):

h Ä  wa-   ( ,

The invariable correlative expression h Ä  wa-  tends to be a textual marker, 

linking paragraphs or longer sentences. It sums up the preceding narrative and 

h Ä  wa-min-a l-munta½  ...
...

this being so[,] it is anticipated that ...

h Ä  wa-min-a l-  ...
...

this being so[,] it is decided that ...

(see 7.5.1.1 and see 3.1.4 on the min-a l- - formula in these two examples)

h Ä  wa-qad §arraúa l-muhandisu ...

in spite of this ...

h Ä  wa-l i½a 
  

this being so[,] we cannot remark

Sub-varieties:

kullu Ä lika wa-  ( : 

kullu Ä lika wa-l-úuk´matu \  yajr¥ f¥ l-s´qi

all that [is taking place] whilst the government is unaware of what is 

atan  / Æu§´§an wa- C3:277):

tan wa- bahu li-tajannubi tan wuli l-siy sati  
l- rijiyyati 
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The following is a double discourse marker:

h Ä  wa-min n Ær ...
  

this being so[,] from another point of

111.2.1 With no resumptive marker 

The following markers are almost certainly simple inversions with strong calque 

like qualities:

èan 2.4.8): 

è úibbu ...
  

also I would like ...

èan, wa-f¥ úis bi l- alabi ...
  

also ...

min ¨amma 2.5.5 and 11.1): 

wa-min ¨amma laysa lan úaqqu l-hur´bi
  

hence we have no 

Ä lika 2.2.5): 

Ä lika taj´zu muq ranatu l- ir zati l-¨al ati
  

in addition the three models may be compared

Ä lika fu l-ittij hi l-z w¥ min-a l-n iyati l-ju\r fiyyati 

  

in addition to that[,] the discovery of the angular direction from a 

geographical point of view is of

11.3 wa-’ill fa-  ( C3:338) ‘OTHERWISE’ 

This expression is used to oppose two statements . It is 

derived from a category of elliptical conditional sentences, which explains the 
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presence of the fa- at the beginning of the clause following wa- (see 8.4 

and see also 9.4.7):

- arafu l- n¥ bi- - ¥ Áahrin wa-
fa-li-l- arafi l- - qudi 

otherwise 

111.4 PARENTHETICAL PHRASES AND CLAUSES 

A parenthesis can, in theory, occur between most major parts of a sentence (topic-

predicate; verb and its subj./obj. etc.). A parenthetical sentence in MWA may or 

may not be clearly marked by the punctuation (here [,] is used only when the 

original text lacks explicit punctuation): 

parenthetical phrases, marked either by punctuation or by wa- 

Ä -wiz rata wa-bi-kulli mukawwin tih du tan½¥muh
  

with all its components[,] would be 

(see 3.3 for topicalization and da  for the - 3.21.1) 

fa- wa-qabla l-iftit i èa l-mu¨aqqaf¥na ...
...

before the inauguration

sa-yaÁtariku wa-li- -i l-qi - u 
  

for the first time

parenthetical clauses

Ä qa l- lu bi-l-naqdi llaÄ¥ yakf¥ li-l-Äah bi il  l-s¥nim
  

when things were tight[,] with the cash that would 

li- raka wa- Äaka li- èi l-waqti fa- iyaka min 
Æa arihim lata l-waqti

  

[even] if it will save you for a certain time[,] 

(see parenthetical conditionals 8.1.6 and incomplete conditionals 8.1.12) 
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111.4.1 Restrictive conditionals ( C3:375) of the ‘even if’ type 
as true parentheticals (see 88.1.12):

k na l-jam¥ è¥na wa- §iú´ Á ´rihim li-wuj´di 
h Äihi l-fat ti l- ¥bati

  

e was displeased[,] even if they did not reveal their feelings[,] 

11.4.2 Relatives ( C3:377) (see 66.2.2) 

Non-restrictive relatives are always parenthetical:

h Äihi l- úd u l-\ mièatu wa-llat¥ ya§ Áarúuh  tarakat f¥ ¨aran 
bal¥\atan

  

which are difficult to explain[,] made a 

11.5 COHESIVE REITERATION 

Where the verb is some distance from its obj. or any of its subordinates by 

attributives or parenthetical statements, or a set of intervening units, the verb 

sometimes needs to be repeated as a form of resumption: 

yaq´lu l-riw -faransiyyu f¥l¥b s´l¥r wa-huwa llaÄ¥ q da l-úarakata 
l-yas riyyata llat¥ -i ntif ati l- ma 1968 yaq´lu f¥l¥b

... 1968
the French novelist Philippe Solère says[,] who led the leftist movement 

out of which came the student uprising of 1968[,] [says Philippe

(see 6.2.6. on the explanatory wa-  the one who led ) 

§awwara ¨la h Ä  l-rajuli llaÄ¥ yajlisu f¥ h Ä
l-kuÁki l- l¥  wa-huwa llaÄ¥ kullu wa½¥ -yu\liqa 
l-mazlaq n wa-  yamurru l-qi ru yaftaúu l-mazlaq na hal 
yumkinu li- §awwara 

(...)
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can we imagine that a man like this who sits in this high box  whose whole 

job is to hear a bell then close the level crossing and when the train passes to 

open it again can anyone imagine 

(see syndetic circ. quals. 7.3.2, and 6.2.6 for explanatory circ. qual, and causal fa-
 in 6.3.4 and 7.4.1) 

This reiteration also occurs with nouns:

wa- -nuqq l¥ a ba tilka l-maw qifi llat¥ tuÁbihu 
maw qif¥  darajatin kab¥ Ætil fin f¥ l-taf li bi-l-
l- lu wu§if´ min qibali Æu§´mihim bi-l-mu \abati wa-l-jun´ni

my heroes, the ones who take these 

stands which resemble mine to a great extent, with a difference in details, of 

course, these heroes were described by their adversaries as troublemakers 

and lunatics

(for b  see idiomatic annexation phrases 2.3.8 and for periphrastic 

agents of passive verbs 3.12.1) 

111.6 EXPLANATION (tafs¥r ) 

When a piece of discourse is clarified, emphasized and explained in more detail it 

is called tafs¥r

mentioned previously:

fa- Ä  staqarra bihi l-ma fu f¥ mustaÁf  l- ibbi l-nafsiyyi man 
qawiyyan yanbièu bi-l-¨iqati l  tastaslim wa-kun Áuj

  

ually winds up in a psychiatric hospital he hears 

[strong] words pulsating with confidence [as to say] Do not give up and 

be brave   

(contrast -mufassira 7.5.1.5) 

11.7 ISSUES OF STYLE

This section deals with a variety of features such as repetition of nouns or verbs, 

or where two or more cognate words with a similar or related meaning bear a 

syntactic relationship. Such devices have deeply rooted origins in CA but are also 

used frequently by writers in MWA. They may be used for emphasis or special 
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stylistic effect, or may reflect a deeper syntactic connection between the elements 

concerned. 

The term paronomasia is used in this section in a very restricted sense, see 

11.7.10. However, a broader interpretation of the term to include structural and 

stylistic issues of the type covered in the following sections is also very plausible. 

Consequently the reader may find references to paronomasia elsewhere in this 

book that include some or all of the categories dealt with in 11.7.

111.7.1 Essential repetition of nouns 

etc.), and the absence of an anaphoric substitute for sing. or plur. count nouns 

the noun for the 

following structural reasons ( C2:44 and 451, cf. 6.10 and 11.7.8 for repetition 

with verbs):

As part of an annexation structure: 

úatt §w tu l- f §w ti l- f¥ri 
  

the sounds of the children exceeded those [lit., the sounds] of the 

wa-fahimn  bi- ar¥qatin m la l-qa natin Ær \ayri 
nati l-baÁari

  

in some undefined way ] that men of the 

judiciary were of another clay, a different one [lit. clay] clay from that of the 

(for the use of m  to denote vagueness see 1.12.4.1) 

bayr´tu tabd´ mustaú¥lata l-man li, f¥ duny \ayri duny h
  

world different from its own [world

(see 2.1.3.2 for unreal annexation) 

As obj. of verb: 

dilu mis atuhu mis ata l-wil y ti l-muttaúidati
  

its area is equal to that of
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As pred.: 

marúalatu l- uf´lati wa-l-§ib marú ¥batun min úay ti l- ni
  

the phase of childhood and youth is an extraordinary one [lit. is an 

extraordinary phase

§biúa l-mustaÁfay tu l-taÆa§§u§iyyatu l-t -l-wiz rati 
mustaÁfay tin Áibha atin

  

hospitals belonging to the Ministry could become semi-

private [hospitals

As noun-phrases:

Æu atun qa§¥ratu l-mad  wa-Æu atun ¥datu l-mad
  

-term plan and a long- -term plan

(see 2.1.3.2 for unreal annexation) 

Preps can only operate on one pronoun and must also be repeated:

 wa- alayhim
  

on us and [on] them

111.7.2 Repetition of noun for emphasis 

A noun may be repeated for emphasis:

asyndetic 

wa-taÄakkara riúl tin wa-riúl tin
  

e remembered dozens of journeys

wa-l kinna qir ¥ im> marratan wa-marr tin wa-
tilm¥Äun f¥ l-madrasati 

  

over and over again whilst I was a 

  

(see circ. quals 7.3.2) 
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syndetic 

fa bi-mustaÁf  wil datin wa- -i stihl kiyyatin wa-ma§ - 
l- ti l-kahrab wa-\ayrih  wa-\ayrih

for electrical appliances and many others besides

tilka l- hadatu llat¥ min zam nin zam nin f¥ ri l-j
l-

  

years and years ago in the framework of the 

 times, see 2.14.2): 

ista\raqa s -ni§fa l-s
  

two and a half hours

111.7.3 Verb and agent ( C2:441) 

A verb and its agent may be expressed as cognates to indicate the indefinite 

3.9.4). The agent is 

usually in indef. and act. part. form:

qad yaq´lu q ... wa-m  l- u f¥ h Ä ? 
  

someone might say ... what is wrong with this? , l

wa-hamasa f¥ Äun¥ h misun
  

someone whispered

11.7.4 Absolute object ( C2:444) 

The absolute obj. (see also 2.4.2 and 3.29.3) as verbal noun cognate with the verb 

(and its derivatives) strengthens the meaning of the action of the verb:

wa-huwa marièa maraèan z Áahrin
  

was ill for more than a month which 

exceeded a ] 
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Or as 1st element of annexation:

al-úulmu ¨aq¥lun ¨iqla l- úl mi
  

heavy [with] the heaviness

Or by annexation to a qualifier:

qad úara§a l-banku Áadda l-úir§i
  

he bank has been extremely eager

111.7.5 In annexation ( C2:450) 

Emphasis can be expressed by annexing the elative adj. to its own positive, 

usually plur.:

§ad¥quh  h Ä ´na min Äk  l- Äkiy \b   
l- \biy

this friend of hers is either one of the most intelligent or one of the most 

stupid 2.19.7) 

11.7.6 Indefiniteness ( C2:450) 

Prepositional phrases may be used periphrastically to denote indefinition (see 

1.12.4.1) 

f¥ mi l-§ayfi l- rrati 
  

one day of the days

11.7.7 Pronominal relative clauses ( C3:209; cf. 55.4) 

Verbs may be repeated in contexts involving indef. rel. prons (man  /m ) for 

vagueness, or paraphrasing an indef. pron. (cf. 3.9.4 and 3.11.1.2):

wa-fariúa man fariúa wa-úazina man úazina
  

those who rejoiced rejoiced and those who grieved grieved

 jam¥ - u\ ti
  

he did what all tyrants have done
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yuk bidu m  yuk biduhu -qahrin wa-è¥qin
  

he suffers what he suffers of hardship,

qutila man qutila b
  

that were going to be killed, were killed

intahat -Æal¥ji  m
  

finished up where it did

Variants with repetition of root but not the same part of speech: 

¨umma baqiya lahu waúdahu raú¥li man raúala
  

after the death of those who died

ra\ma kulli m q¥la wa-yuq lu
  

has been said and is said

wa-m bah  m  yu§¥bu zawj tin l úa§ra lahunna kulla  
yawmin 

  

and nothing afflicted her except what afflicts innumerable wives 

111.7.8 Verbs in temporal clauses  

Verbs in purely temporal Ä  clauses (see 8.3.11): 

wa-huwa Äa jaluda
  

he is really tough when he is tough

Ä  kataba f¥ úay
  

he writes, when he does
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111.7.9 Repetition of verb for emphasis  

(See syndetic coordination 6.2.) 

h kaÄ §irtu wa-  wa- úatt  marrat Æamsu sanaw tin

 was that I started writing and writing and writing until five years 

11.7.10 Paronomasia 

Paronomasia (Arabic jin s
for example, where two words with very similar sound and meaning occur in 

close proximity: 

al- na lah úaqqaqa
  

now came the time

m Áadda q libiyyatahu h Ä  l-q libu l-j hizu l-mukarrasu
  

mouldability it had, this ready and consecrated mould

(see exclamatory verbs in 3.27.1 and apposition in 2.2.1.2) 

11.7.11 Oxymoron ( C2:492) 

Two adjectives with opposite meanings may modify the same noun asyndetically: 

al-qaèiyyatu l-qad¥matu l-jad¥datu

the old-new

11.8 IDIOMS INVOLVING REPETITION 

11.8.1 Áa’n lit. ‘affair’, ‘business’

 f¥ Ä lika  l-muslim¥na
  

they were in the same position as 

that was the affair of t

Á Á b q¥ ti l-
  

it is in the same position as
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min Á  its affair

ra h Äihi l-fi - ´rati f¥ hut f tih  l- diyati min 
Á  hub i l-far¥qi

  

is something 

which can only lead to

paid mob in its hostile shouting it is the affair of  that it lead to the 

 (see topicalization 3.3).

k na min Á ihi l- §baúat h Äihi l-qaryatu mak nan 
li- §a\¥ratin

  

it was the affair of  this 

characteristic that this village become a place for a number of small 

(cf. mimm  and al- Ä¥  in 5.5, also m -  
 above, see 10.13.3.1):

111.8.2 ma¨al  ( cf. mi¨l 2.9.2.1) 

ma¨aluh  ma¨alu l-§in -¨aq¥lati
  

it is in the same situation as its example is the 

example 

ma¨aluh  ma¨alu l-muhandis¥na wa-l-munaffiÄ¥na
  

its situation is the same as the 

example of it is the example



12 LEXICON

12.0 INTRODUCTION

This chapter reviews the more obvious changes in the vocabulary of MWA from 

the morphological and semantic perspective. It thus enlarges or completes the 

general morphological information provided in Chapter 1. The topics covered 

are: loan words (12.1), innovations with the nisba suffix -¥  (see see 1.8.6.3) in 

adjectives and nouns (12.2 12.4), compound nouns (12.5), neg. compounds 

(12.6), compound adjectives (12.7), developments in verbs (12.8), general 

morphological innovations (12.9 12.10) and lexical and semantic developments 

(12.11 12.12). This is a large topic, and only a few samples can be given of what 

appear to be the most significant trends.

Since these are largely lexical issues the data are not exclusively gathered 

directly from current MWA, but are also be taken from recent dictionaries and 

secondary sources published after 1990. However, all collected natural data items 

Arabisches Wörterbuch für die Schriftsprache 
der Gegenwart, 1985 (= W5) and generally it will be noted when an item is not 

found in W5. It can of course never be ruled out that apparently modern coinages 

were in fact current in medieval Arabic, e.g. m¥
Unless it is relevant (e.g. when data are quoted in context), case and other 

terminal features will not be shown here. The fem. suff. -atun  will appear in its 

pausal form -a (the -h of the spelt form  is never heard) and the long fem. sing. 

suff. - tun  as - (h) to distinguish it from the fem. plur. - tun  (hereafter 

- t). There will be some inconsistencies in the representation of vowels clearly 

corresponding to o and e (cf. 1.2.6.1), and W5 will not always be followed.

It is as well to note that most of the developments here are simply extensions 

of the potential in CA rather than profound structural changes in a direction away 

from the principles of CA.

12.1 LOAN WORDS

The general phonological/orthographical principles are set out in 1.1 and 1.2.

Two categories deserve notice: (a) those which accommodate to Arabic patterns 

and may become productive, and (b) those which retain their original 

morphology, without having any corresponding pattern in Arabic.
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112.1.1 Integration into the pattern system (11.4.2)

Often, foreign words are borrowed as if their most prominent consonants were 

radicals, and the resulting loan word is accommodated to the CA pattern system. 

Many may be nonce-words, there is no way to be sure how long they will last, 

e.g. (not in W5):

raskala -S-K-L

while others have at least succeeded in becoming dictionary entries:

halwasa -L-W-S

taka¨laka 12.8.2), root K-ä-L-K

daynam
broken plur. day nim

(contrast with the alternative d¥n m´  presumably with plur. d¥n m´h t
 as with other borrowed words ending in -´ , see 12.10.1)

Such borrowings may then become productive within MWA:

¥d gives rise to the verbs 

 the noun 

b´dra ench poudre) has spawned the denominative 

mubawdara
maky Å or miky j (thus in W5) - maquillage) has likewise 

spawned mumakyaja -

Western suffixes, e.g. -ate, -id, -ous, -ic are attached to Arabic stems in scientific 

domains:

kibr¥t¥d kibr¥t , úad¥d¥k  and 

úad¥d´z úad¥d
, Æall¥k Æall , faúm t

faúm

(see also 12.4.2 for the abstract noun suffix -iyya)

Other (purely token) examples of full morphological assimilation:

k dir n plur. kaw dir
f br¥ka < French fabrique, hence fabraka

mufabrak and 

there is also a broken plur. fab rik
sound plur. f br¥k t
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barmaja barn maj
itself naturalized so that only four of its five consonants are regarded as 

radicals, viz. B-R-M-J, hence the broken plur. bar mij
 and other derivatives

tafalwara fil´r florisant
fluores mufalwir

tamal\ama

112.1.2 Non-assimilation to the pattern system

Alternatively the borrowed words retain their foreign form to a degree which is 

fundamentally incompatible with the CA root and pattern system. This also 

happened in CA, though relatively infrequently (particularly in scientific and 

medical borrowings), but seems to have reached a point in MWA where the 

traditional limits on the number of root consonants (five, of which one usually 

had to be treated as an augment in any change of pattern) and range of possible 

patterns are now no longer in effect. See 1.1.2 on syllable structure.

Many can be regarded (for the time being) are mere transliterations with no 

implications for their subsequent linguistic evolution. Even though they have 

been adapted to the phonological and orthographical conventions, it is impossible 

to say whether they will become productive as new roots:

Á¥ ´b¥s < Gk. archiepiskopos

Áid´q

s¥n¥m to\r f

b¥bliyogr fiy

m n¥f t´ra

bak loriy´s pears with varying vowel lengths 

marked, cf. 1.2.6.1)

f¥siyolojiy

k rik t´riyya ,

tiknoqr

Alternations in ending can arise, either invariable -iy  or fem. -iyya[tun] (whether 

the latter is now fully inflected is rather uncertain: a permanent pausal 

pronunciation seems more likely, namely, iyya in both cases anyway):

tiknololjiy or tiknolojiyya

fant ziy or fant ziyya
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There is occasionally an accommodation to the pattern of an early but still not 

fully assimilated borrowing:

f¥ziy k¥miy
(an old borrowing, cf. the pattern also found in s¥miy   

With all these, in contrast to the first group, the possibility of further derivatives 

seems remote, except for suffixation, namely, the adj. suffix -¥  (see 12.2) and 

the fem. plur. suffix -(h) t , (see 12.8.1). 

See further in 12.8 on neologisms created from within the resources of Arabic 

vocabulary.

112.1.3 Regional variations 

There are often regional variations of a historical or geographical origin which 

can only be briefly noted here: the survival or eventual dominance of individual 

words is a political and cultural issue common to all languages in contact.

Inevitably many loan words reveal their sources, of which the names of the 

Christian months is the most obvious example; compare, for example, the month 

úaz¥r n , y´ni´  and jw n , also place names such as landan
 v. lundra

a result, there may be variations between synonyms in the different regions of the 

Arab world:

tel , funduq , lokanda , nazl
dibl´m  or dibl´ma

¥s , b § , omn¥b´s , ú fila   

 lor¥ , kamy¿n , sayy rat naql   

 choice)

sed term which predominates: 

h tif   

is often seen, but what is usually said is 

tilif¿n    

(and certainly there is no verb from h tif , which is expressed instead by the 

denominative talfana

There are signs of different degrees of morphological assimulation, e.g the 

unassimilated tilifizyon tilf z,

conforming to a regular CA pattern.

An interesting case (here mentioned purely as a possibly model for the future) 

is the doublet tahl¥n (regular stem II denominative with root H-L-N) and 
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halyana -L-Y-N, both of course from 

), possibly influenced by an older doublet tamaddana  and 

tamadyana mad¥na
treated as a triliteral (M-D-N) and quadriliteral (M-D-Y-N) root respectively.

112.2 ADJECTIVAL SUFFIX -¥ (nisba) 

A most striking lexical development is the proliferation of the adj. suffix -¥
(nisba see 1.8.6.3; 2.1.6) which is now fully productive to form adjs on any 

nominal base. Furthermore, its fem. sing. form is now very productive in the 

creation of new abstract nouns (see 12.4).

Historically CA was far less prolific in such coinages, though it is quite 

probable that the examples given here include items dating back some centuries. 

Of the two substantive rules relating to the formation of the nisba adj. in CA, only 

one is retained, namely, that the fem. suffix -at  must be removed before 

suffixing -¥  (but see 12.3). The other rule (which was not fully observed even 

in CA) that this suffix should only be added to the pattern - (thus madan¥
¥ al-mad¥na  providing the 

stem madan-, qabal¥ qab¥la
abandoned, and there is now no restriction on the form of the stems to which  

the -¥  suffix may be added.

12.2.1 Recent examples 

This is an open set, and it is impossible to say how ephemeral some of the 

examples may be. Comparison with W4 (1979) shows that many were first noted 

in W5, but the examples below are not found in W5:

istimr r¥    ,  <  istimr r    

(though W5 has the abstract istimr riyya
tab dul¥     < tab dul    

tajr¥m¥     <  tajr¥m   

(W5 has tajr¥m
taÁj¥ ¥     <  taÁj¥   

¥l¥    <  ¥l    ,

sukk n¥    < sukk n   

Äuk´r¥     < Äuk´r   

(W5 has Äakar¥  on the sing. base) 

¥     <   

úad ¨¥     <  úad ¨a   

Æidm¥     <  Æidma   

ruj´l¥    , < ruj´la    
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r t¥    e.g.  al-Áab bu l- r tiyyu  

    al-juzuru l- r tiyyatu  

  

Æaw j t¥     <  Æaw j t    

This ending can freely be attached to loan words of any structure (cf. 12.1.1).

those with Arabic patterns (examples from W5):

k´di   

takt¥k¥    

non-assimilated patterns: 

tiknol¿ji   

d¥n m¥k¥    

al- tu l- damiyyatu l-   

  

academic

Note that k¥my ectives, k¥m¥
, k¥my ¥  and k¥m w¥  (cf. 12.3 on the last).

In the case of kozmob¿l¥t¥k¥
apparent hybrid based on French cosmopolite with additional suffix modelled on 

French -ique. 

The adverbial -iyyan  set is a major exploitation of this form, e.g. siy siyyan
2.5. 

112.2.2 New adjectives for substances

In CA, words for materials and substances were set in annexation or apposition to 

the qualified noun, e.g. Æ tamu Äahabin Æ tamun 
èahabun 2.2.1), but MWA prefers the suffixed 

adjectival form, which in CA would have been a pure nisba adjective, i.e. 

Äahab¥ ,

(for -

úar¥r¥ ,

-

úad¥d¥ ,

ÆaÁab¥
fièè¥ ,
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112.2.3 Doublets

It is now possible to have doublets on a sing. or plur. base, often with a difference 

of meaning:

dawl¥  < dawla   

v. duwal¥  < duwal

jumh´r¥ , < jumh´r ,

   natio   

v. jam h¥r¥  < jam h¥r

al¥ ¥ - < al¥ - 

   garde       

v. al ¥  < al ,

       avant-

jazar¥  < jaz¥ra   

v. jaz ¥ , <  jaz
       

12.3 ADJECTIVAL SUFFIX - w¥

A subset of the nisba adj. which is also becoming increasingly productive is the 

-aw¥  variant, which also occurs in a long form - w¥ . Both of these are an 

ancient phenomenon and regularly used, then as now, to form adjs on the base of 

weak 3rd radical or defective nouns, and especially non-Arab place names ending 

in vowels, by analogy with such regular examples as badaw¥
badw , Áataw¥  or Áitw¥  from Áit yad

yadaw¥ damaw¥ dam

Defective fem. nouns also take this suffix, again an ancient phenomenon (cf. 

the doublet makk¥  and makk w¥ makkatu
eliding the fem. suffix in both cases). Still common are sanaw¥
from sana kuraw¥ kura ,

Áafaw¥ Áifa Áafah¥  < Áafah ) etc.

Finally the long form - w¥  is also a CA phenomenon and was regularly 

used to make the nisba adj. from nouns ending in the sequence - , e.g. 

§aúr w¥ §aúr
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112.3.1 MWA extensions use of these two suffixes

The short form -aw¥  now occurs as an adj. suffix on fem. nouns with an 

original weak 3rd radical, e.g. (the fem. suffix here being reproduced as -a, i.e. its 

pausal form). These examples are all in W5:

tarbaw¥  < tarbiya

tanmaw¥  < tanmiya

¨ naw¥  < [madrasa] 

    ¨ niya [level school]

¥ simal , <

  

úayaw¥  < úay (h)
(contrast úay t¥

¨aw¥ , < ¨   

  

The above are entirely consistent with CA principles, but the following must be 

regarded as structural innovations, where fem. nouns with no phonological 

defects nonetheless acquire this suffix. None are in W5 (though W5 does have 

waúdaw¥ waúda
therefore be one of the earliest models):

nahèaw¥     <  nahèa ,   

the 19th century

*nahaè¥  or  *nahè¥

riúlaw¥     <  riúla    

jabhaw¥     < jabha   

It is also attached to nouns with other endings (W5 has fawèaw¥
fawè which again may have served as a model):

m èaw¥     <  m è¥    

Æalaw¥     <  Æaliyya  

homonym with Æalaw¥ , Æalwa

The long form, - w¥  is also becoming more frequent, mostly occurring with 

nouns whose stem ends in a long syllable with a weak consonant. This has 

resulted in an interesting pair of homonyms, the CA bayè w¥
al-Bayè bayè w¥ al-d r  
al-bayè
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w¥     < (h )   

w¥    or   a type of melon  < h

k fk w¥    

This pattern is peculiarly prominent to denote local origins or membership of 

groups (these not in W5): 

maúall w¥    úalla  < maúalla  , place name

mar§af w¥    -Mar§af¥

(sign in a street named after a person called al-Mar§af¥; curiously at the other end 

of the same street the sign reads Á -mar§af¥ -Mar§af¥
the regular CA nisba!)

haram w¥     <   
al-haram    

With football clubs:

w¥    < ¥

zamlak w¥    < zam lik

ism ¥ll w¥     <  ism ¥liyya

What looks like subtype with loan words ending in ´  is prosodically quite 

regular, however, since the ´ breakes down to uw: 

Á r t r diyuwiyya    <  r diy´    

112.3.2 ‘First, primary’

In the special case of 2.13.1) a well-attested derivative is 

the regular suffixed form ¥
: 

ma§     

  

intiÆ b     

f   

(plur., possibly under French influence, cf. ´m t
see 12.4.1, though French secours

istiÆl §u ta§    
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From this is derived the abstract liyya , original element ,

This is not to be confused with ¥
waliya ) which has derivatives t

al- tu Ä tu l- - ´l    

(see 2.8.3 on Ä t

112.4 NOUNS WITH SUFFIX -iyya

There is now a massive number of new nouns with the -iyya  suffix, exploiting 

a CA mechanism for creating abstract nouns by this means, e.g. kayfiyya
m hiyya -

ally identical with the fem. sing. adjs described above, but their nominal function 

is usually quite obvious.

12.4.1 New abstract nouns

The following examples are merely representative, and none are found in W5:

nuj´miyya     <  nuj´m    

mi§d qiyya     <  mi§d q    ,

haykaliyya    < haykal    ,

(W5 has haykal¥

s d tiyya , wafdiyya ,

(W5 has n §iriyya   wafd¥   

ras´liyya    ,  <  ras´l    

,

al- -úizbiyyatu    -

from    reproducing 

- , poly- 12.7.1) 

Plurals are an extension of this, often echoing plurals in the source languages 

(these from W5):

´miyy t   

(cf. ´miyya m ´m t¥ , a new 

nisba ) 
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mady´niyy t   (cf. mady´niyya      

from  mady´n    

siy siyy t     <  siy sa   ,

iqti§ diyy t     iqti§ sd

sul´kiyy t    sul´k

¥j biyy t wa-salabiyy t

112.4.2 Abstract noun doublets

As a result of the productivity of the -iyya  suffix there are now many doublets 

where the CA would have made do with the verbal noun both for the action and 

the abstract concept of that action:

n    v.  niyya    ,

istimr r   v.  istimr riyya   

izdiw j   v.  izdiw jiyya    

taÆalluf    v.  taÆallufiyya   

ta ¥r    v.  ¥riyya    ,

This may lead to further doublets where the distinction is rather hard to pin down:

\labiyya    v. \ libiyya    \alaba 
predominate

Even more delicate contrasts are possible:

i¨n niyya    <  i¨n ni    

¨un     <  ¨un ¥    ,

¨anaw¥     and  ¨anawiyya    12.3)

 here in the theological sense

¨ nawiyya    < ¨ naw¥    

Note that there is a growing number of pseudo-prefixes (see 12.5 12.7) but still 

only one suffix,, -iyya , for all the Western options -ity, -ness, -ism, -ation, etc., 

used in creating abstract nouns (the scientific suffixes -ide, -ic, etc., in 12.1.1 are 

from a different domain).
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112.4.3 Nouns with masc. nisba suffix

There are more pure nouns in -¥  now, i.e. nominalized adj. of the nisba type 

(cf. 2.1.6). The older model is perhaps the Turkish suffix, e.g. s t¥
s

Those referring to people and places conform to the traditional system:

al-a lan ¥  , al-b s¥f¥k¥    ntic ,

mirroring English usage

b¥     <  b   

ú§ ¥     <  ú§   

but others must be regarded as new functions:

iútiy ¥   , stand- < iút a    

dawr¥    in sporting competitions  <  dawr    ,

l¥    ,  <  l   

12.5 COMPOUND STRUCTURES 

True compound nouns have always been rare in Arabic, being limited to a few 

place names and the numbers 11 19 and the hundreds (cf. 1.8.10). What usually 

appears as a compound noun in Western languages was normally expressed by 

annexation, and this is still the commonest procedure in MWA, e.g. úaq¥batu 
yadin 2.3.1).

However, MWA has also greatly extended the somewhat infrequent CA 

alternative of naút, i.e. the fusion of parts or whole words to create new 

compounds, both nouns and adjectives, by which means MWA is now able to 

replicate the many prefixes of Western languages (see further 12.7.1).

Four methods are used to form true compound nouns, in addition to annexation:

1 Pure naút, i.e. the fusion of part of two words into one new one:

kahra as     <  kahraba    

ma\n ¥§    

Adjectives follow the same system (see 12.7.1):

bay¨aq f¥     < bayna   ¨aq fa    

bil st¥úar r¥     < bil st¥k    

úar ra   
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2 Fusing two whole words, usually with default vowel -i- or -¥- between them:

l    <     m l    

3 Suffixing -n : 

\arbana     >  al-\arb    

(cf. the traditional device of stem X as used in ista\raba

See further 12.5.2. 

4 Attaching a foreign affix to an Arab noun (these not in W5):

§awtim      saw     -eme 

fimto-¨ niya   -  < English femto +   
¨ niya    

All these are technically fully or at least partially inflected according to pattern, 

though it is likely that they are broadly treated as uninflected now, like proper 

names (see 1.8.5).

Neg. compound nouns are listed below with neg. adjectives in 12.6. For 

compound adjectives see 12.6. 

112.5.1 Plurals of annexed compounds

There are variations with plurals in annexed compounds. Either both elements are 

pluralized: e.g. with 

rud´ li èi l- ´l¥na
  

reactions

awliy - ´ri
  

those in charge of matters wal¥ l-

Or only the first part is pluralized:

rud´du
  

reactions

(note that fem. sing. w 2.1.1) 
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wijh tu na½arihim
  

wijhatu l-na½ari . 

112.5.2 Extension of root with -n suffix

The suffix -n  has appeared in at least two new coinages, of which one, \arbana
ned above, 12.5. The other is:

 >  < n¥    

form of ,   

The interest in this item is that it exploits an ancient method of root extension 

which is still applied in colloquials and may well become productive: so far, for 

example, the word *

be expected, given the existence of the neologism ni
on lam - n¥ . 

12.5.3 Doublets

Lexical doublets can emerge when local etymologies compete with borrowings:

takn¥k  or French, v. tiqniyya , based on the 

root Q-N-Y  now re-analysed as T-Q-N

Similarly, pairings of indigenous and loan words occur in a mutually explanatory 

word):

al-taúakkum wa-l-kontr¿l 
   

al- tikiyya (al- liyya)  
   

al- -úad¥¨u l-fardiyyu al-sawd wiyyu wa-l-tir j¥diyyu
  

monologue, or melancholy an

al-ni½ mu l-ba riy rkiyyu  al-

 family 
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112.6 NEGATIVE COMPOUND NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES

Neg. compound nouns and adjs - - , are 

dealt with syntactically in 2.9.2.3, 2.9.2.4, 2.9.2.5 and 2.18.1; the list here is 

simply to give some idea of the range. 

Those with preposed l ,

effected by prefixing al-  to l , while all the others are annexation units, 

hence with nominal annexation only the first noun inflects for the function of the 

whole unit, the second remaining in obl. form, and definiteness is effected by 

making the second def., while with adjectival annexation definiteness is effected 

by prefixing al-  to the adjective.

,

- liyyati
  

´din
  

-

Ä - -¨ali¨i 
  

- Áir -kutubi 
  

§ li il-maraèi
  

yati l- i l-mutabaqqiyati
  

The adjectival equivalent uses ¥m
2.1.3.2):

¥mu l-na½¥ri
  

al- ¥mu l-na½¥ri
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muú walatun ¥matu l-jadw
  

fruitless

\ayr 2.9.2.3 for this and 

other functions):

Ä lika l-§awtu \ayru l-mutawaqq

unexpected 

\ayru man iqiyyin

il

With q bil 12.7.1 for positive examples):

\ayru q bilin li-l-naqli
  

untransportable

\ayru q bilin li-l- §l úi
  

incapable of

tun muwa¨¨aqatun \ayru q bilatin li-l-Áakki
  

not capable of

l 2.18.1 for neg. nouns with l  generally)

Nouns:

al-l -taw §ul    

al-l - niyya   

al-l  jinsiyya
al-l  markaziyya
bi-l -mub l tin
  -being-c

Adjectives:

l n¥   

l  q n´n¥   ,

l Áakl¥   
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l Æl q¥   

l úizb¥   -

112.7 COMPOUND ADJECTIVES 

True compound adjectives, i.e. equivalent to hyphenated pairs in Western 

languages, are created in MWA simply by juxtaposition, commonly also with a 

hyphen:

wa an¥ -qawmi  
   

-

iqti§ d¥-ijtim ¥  
   

-

al-ijtim ¥  al-siy s¥  
   

-

Here the compound adj. has been borrowed as a single word:

al-sahlu l- afr´ siyawiyyu
  

Afro-Asiatic

12.7.1 Pseudo-affixes

Pseudo-affixes, i.e. the Arabic equivalent of Western prefixes and suffixes: these 

are mostly calques or ad hoc representations of Western words. There are many 

ways of reproducing Western compound adjectives and nouns.

Noun + adj.:

al-úukmu l-Ä t¥    

Annexation of adj. + noun:

¥mu l-úay ti    

Apposition:

ni§f  
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Preposition(al) + noun:

fawqa l-baÁar i   

A fusion of a significant part of a prepositional to a noun or adj. (naút, see 

12.5):

fawbaÁar¥    , reduction of fawqa l-baÁar¥

Simple paraphrase:

Æ rija mutan wali l-Á ´ri    outside 

Rel. clause (in which case the syntax is somewhat obscure, here treated as 

annexation to the clause; see also 2.1.1.11):

f lu m  qabla l-úaè nati
  

- nts of what is before

The sheer variety of strategies and the lack of clear principles confirm the 

impression that MWA is still in a transitional stage with these structures, and at 

the time of writing it is not at all clear what the life-expectancy of some of the 

coinages is, especially those for which a choice exists in the form of a more 

traditional structure. Many seem to be from the world of medicine and science, 

there is either the newly coined adj. qabúarb¥  < qabla l-úarbi
min qabli l-úarbi

it merely follows adjectival rules, but the latter is probably felt to be more 

authentic even though such phrases become difficult when questions of 

agreement and definiteness are involved. 

The examples are in strict alphabetical order of transliteration (diacriticals 

ignored) and as lexical items are rendered in purely pausal, uninflected form 

unless quoted in illustrative phrases. The literal meanings of these elements are 

discussed the paragraphs indicated. 

- 2.7.1), is prefixed only to nouns, and thus has the same 

syntax as \ayr : 

¥    -

-q r t    

¥m - 12.6) 

m    - 2.7.2) 

mijabh¥    

    - 2.1.1.11; 2.7.6), prepositional syntax:
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f¥ fatrati m -úarbi l-b ridati 
  

post-cold-war

al- m -§in i

post-industrial

With naút form (alternatives stated where known):

¥taÆr¥j¥       

-taÆarruj    

¥wal¥m¥    -

- Á   

¥úarb¥    -

m -úarb    

bayn  2.7.7), naút forms with alternatives:

bayq rr¥      

< bayn   q rr¥    

bay¨aq f¥    

<  bayn   + ¨aq f¥    

baysa r¥     < bayn   +  sa r¥    

contrast the periphrastic alternative mudrajun bayna l-sut´r

bayÆalaw¥     <  bayn   +  Æalaw¥    

cf. the alternative w -Æal y

bay ¥     or  bayna l- aw     

Ä t¥ - , - 2.8.3), adjectival option:

mul úa½a Ä tiyya   -observation ,

naqd Ä t¥    self-

d´n - 2.7.9), naút and prepositional phrase alternative:

d´ r¥      d´na l- r     

below

d´saw¥     or d´na l-sawiyya  
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fawq - - (cf. 2.7.12), naút and prepositional phrase alternative:

fawbanafsaj¥    or  fawqa l-banafsaj¥   

faw ab¥ ¥     or  fawqa l- ab¥    

¥    or  -saw   

Æalf - 2.7.21), naút: 

Æalf¥miúwar¥    

Æalf¥ ¥    

da - the verb da
3.21.1.2); datu l-¨iqati

literal, but the following are pure calques:

datu l-na½ar    -

datu haykala    

datu tart¥b    

datu tanÁ¥     

datu rasmi l-úud´di l-muÁtarikati

redrawing

datu bin  l-far¥qi    rebuilding

nisf - - 2.14.2):

ni§fu Áahr¥    -monthly  (adj. monthly

ni§fu l-d   

Adjectival:

tim¨ l ni§f¥    , t , -

Áalal ni§f¥    

With naút: 

ni§½ahr¥    -  <  ni§[f]    + ½ahr    

q bil - 12.6 for neg. with \ayr , and cf. the idiomatic passive 

type, e.g. maúm´l 2.10.4 and 3.12.4). The word 

q bil  is an active participle and has normal participial syntax (see 2.10.2), not 

unreal annexation: since it must always bear its own def. marker it cannot be 

annexed to its dir. object, so the latter is paraphrased with li-
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q bilun li-taúw¥li
al-q bilu li-l-taúw¥li

q bilu l-taúw¥li  would mean 

q bil li-l-\asl    

q bil li-l-Áif   

q bil li-l-iltih b    

qabl - 2.7.30), is found as an adverbial rel. clause, m  qabla
2.1.1.11 and m  in 5.7), also with naút alternative:

f¥ §´ri m  qabla l- ¥Æi 
  

f lu m  qabla l-úaè nati
  

-

min marúalati m  qabla l- liyyati
  

pre-capitalist

Evidently this unit can now bear the def. art. when required:

allat¥ ttajahat naúwa taj wuzi al-bun l-m  qabli l- liyyati
  

the pre-capitalist

(the inflection is probably indeterminate here)

As a phrasal adj.:

ra§dun qabla l-nih   

Alternatives with naút: 

qabúarb¥ - or min qabli l-úarb    

qabsar¥r¥    

qabjir ú¥    -

Áibh - - 2.9.2.2) is always annexed to nouns or 

adjectives, thus having the same syntax as \ayr  and other quantifiers (more at 

2.9.2); see ni§f
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Nouns:

Áibh jaz¥ra   

Áibhijumla   i-

Adjectives: 

Á ¥    

Áibhu rasm¥    -official

Áibhu úizb¥ ¥
  

-multi-

cf. also  below

s´ - ll- -

as \ayr  and other quantifiers (more examples at 2.9.2.6, and note that úusn
s´ , e.g. úusn al- ¥r

s´ - ra   

s´ -taf hum   ,

s´ -taw fuq   ,

), and the part. 

-, multi-: 

-zaw j t
  

marriages

-mar úil
  

taút - 2.7.35), prepositional phrase, naút or adjectival:

taúta l-Á ´r    

ahbaúar¥    or  taúta sa úi l-baúr    

taúqamar¥    

taújaww¥    -
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Adjective, regular nisba form:

al-binyatu l-taútiyyatu
  

war - 2.7.41), in rel. phrase with m , see 5.4.2: 

m  war - ab¥   

m  war a l-     

m  war -biú r    

was - 2.7.42), prepositional or apposition:

was a l-§ayf    

was   -

Appositional:

úajm wasa   

112.8 EXTENSION OF EXISTING VERBAL PATTERNS

The examples below are far from exhaustive, they merely illustrate various 

potentialities and trends, and it should perhaps be emphasized that all the 

phenomena described simply exploit the morphosemantic possibilities already 

available in CA. 

12.8.1 Pattern faw‘ala

The pattern  is now productive for forming denominative verbs from 

nouns with a long first syllable (excluding ¥/ay):

   <  lam   

  ,  e.g.  f¥ §ri l-    

mawlakatun  , perhaps ad hoc, because the author has to explain it as 

 < maml´k   !

Here possibly also:

     <     

  riq   

The following, on the other hand, though they may be neologisms, merely apply 

the regular principle of quadriliteral roots to the consonants in each word:
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tawnasa    >  t´nis    , root T-W-N-S 

sawdana     >  al-s´d n   

root S-W-D-N 

112.8.2  

A well-established neologism is 

¥m
resulting in a quadriliteral homonym with a triliteral stem IV  (which 

would also be , though no such word is in fact recorded for CA or 

MWA).

On the same model such neologisms as úa ´úa
are formed, creating a new quadriliteral root -r-j-ú  from the 

original triliteral r-j-ú to 

quadriliterals al- ¥k n
 (< al- lm n

< al- ¥z
 suggests a transitive verb

ploit 

this possibility and thus produce potential homonyms with triliteral stem IV 

* , * , and anjala  respectively, though in practice 

only  is found . 

However, perhaps the most interesting neologism in this set is a new 

quadriliteral root created from the triliteral stem IV m  or 

a true quadriliteral homonym of the stem IV triliteral 

, hence also ta'aslama ,

, with verbal noun , as in al-   
l-siy siyyu l-raÆ¥§u islamization

imperf. has been spotted yet, but it would be , in this form not a 

homonym with triliteral stem IV yuslimu , of course.

The above are structurally identical with the true quadriliterals of the type 

tafarnaja to become Eu al-
Europeans, tafarnasa firans¥
ta alyana al- aly n , but these do 

not produce homonyms with stem IV of existing triliteral roots.

12.8.2.1  

The same process is observed with prefix m-, forming new quadriliteral 

denominative verbs (relatively rare in CA), e.g. tamarkaza
markaz -K-Z,

masÆara masÆara s  
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S-ï-R. Cf. also the case of tamaddana/tamadyana
12.1.3. 

112.8.3 New verbs or types

Reduplication has been used to create a new stem:

Æa§Æa§a    <  úa§§a    

(not a recent coinage but it is a new type, though not in W5), e.g. Æa§Æa§ èi
l-munÁ ti . 

Re-etymologized stems: 

ÁÁara   o indicate ,

-Ú-R) from Á ra
although this noun is the regular stem IV verbal noun of Á ra
(radicals Ú-W-R).

tasawwala   

is now established, showing re-etymologizing of l suw l
 (cf. 1.2.1.2) thus creating a new root, S-W-L, though the verb 

tas ,

. 

Strong stems with weak radicals:

izdawaj   ive part. muzdawij    ,

is actually a new strong root, stem VIII, contrasting with the usual pattern (e.g. 

izd da , not *izdawada * . 

The phenomenon is ancient, and it is only a question of whether it is expanding: 

the type hawisa
with a strong passive part., mahw´s . 

12.8.4 Compound stems 

Although so far only observable in the colloquial, there are several indications 

that the CA verb stem system is being expanded, so that stem X, for example, can 

be based on other than stem I, e.g. istib rak
based on stem III b raka
stem III, with ¿ in the first syllable instead of , e.g. s¿gar

become part of MWA.
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112.9 MORPHOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

(Cf. also orthography etc. in 1.2.2, 1.2.3.) These are only straws in the wind: it is 

not certain whether they will generalize themselves as the norm or become 

productive.

12.9.1 Overlap of patterns

The patterns l(a)  and l(a)  seem to be overlapping, leading 

to the following variants (based on reading out loud from written texts or 

comparison with medieval and modern dictionaries): 

waz ra    wiz ra  

saf ra   sif ra  

§aú f¥   §iú f¥  

wal ya   , wil ya

jah z   jih z 

úaè na    úiè na

Conversely:

CA  Äah b     Äih b 

CA ma      ma

CA  qa    ,   qa

12.9.2 Variations in vocalization 

Variations in vocalization are frequent and may represent either dialect influence 

or natural sound changes (variation in the internal vowels of stem I verbs being an 

ancient and widespread phenomenon). The examples here are simply tokens of 

the range of possibilities:

lahja   lahj t   and lahaj t  

¥qiy   v. ifr¥qiy     (an ancient alternative?)

Æaw   v.  Æuw   

yantiju   v.  yantuju

Áataw¥    wint v.  Áitw¥  

zalz l   zilz l 
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Cf. also 1.2.1.3 for retention or dropping of hamza, e.g. h  or h d¥

112.10 PLURALS

The CA principles are intact (see 1.12.1.2), and the following tendencies are 

observable.

12.10.1 Plurals of loan words

Sound fem. plur. tends to be the default for loan words, especially those which do 

not fit into existing Arabic patterns:

hormon t    

silindir t    

kabs´l t    

And note that -h-  is inserted with loan words ending in -´  (= -¿): 

s¥n riy¿h t   < s¥n ry´  

ist´diy¿h t    <  ist´dy´  

Incidentally the same -h-  is inserted with the dual of such words:

li-s¥n riy¿ Æarayni    

Words where the -h  is part of the stem still have sound fem. plur.:

ÁalÙh t    ÁalÙh  

m y¿h t     <  m y ¿h     

(the final -h  is not needed in the singular, but perhaps differentiates it from 

m y¿: ) 

Note the variation in the names of the decades, either with the sound fem. plur. 

- t  alone or together with the nisba suffix (cf. 12.4), namely, -iyy t : 

al-sitt¥n t   v. al-sitt¥niyy t    

al-¨am n¥n t    v.  al-¨am n¥niyy t    

al- Ár¥n t . 

Curiously these decades are all based on the dep./obl. stem, and the indep. 

stem type *al-sitt´n t , for example, is not seen. However, there is a neat 

contrast with some of the nisbas, so sitt´n¥ -year- sitt¥n¥
´n¥ -year- ¥n¥
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112.10.2 Alternative plurals

Some words now have alternative sound and broken plurals:

maÁr´   , maÁr´ t   or maÁ r¥   

mawè´     , mawè´ t   or   

maw è¥

muÁkila    muÁkil t    or maÁ kil 

(note that many CA words had more than one broken plur.)

The principle of selection is not at all clear, though is probably not related to the 

preference for broken plur. with nominalized participles, e.g. maÁh´r
maÁ h¥r . 

Occasionally the choice of plur. serves to distinguish different meanings:

tarjama , tarjam t  for 

tar jim

12.10.3 Double plurals

Double plurals existed in CA, and are still used in MWA, e.g. buy´t t
great families), sound plur. of buy´t , itself the broken plur. of 

bayt rij l t  of distinction rij l
, itself broken plur. of rajul

12.10.4 New plurals

mud¥r . mudar  by analogy with 

saf¥r/sufar \ mu-  is not a radical but 

the stem IV participial prefix, which normally takes a sound plur., e.g. mur¥d
lur. mur¥d´n . 

12.10.5 Ad hoc plurals

An ad hoc broken plur. of mull namely, mal l¥ ,

may perhaps be regarded as a journalistic whimsy, though it does conform to CA 

morphological principles, and has a model in mal l¥m , plur. of mill¥m
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112.11 LEXICAL INNOVATIONS

As did CA before it, MWA has responded very flexibly to the need to express 

concepts from other languages, adapting the imports to the morphology of MWA 

in the manner outlined in the rest of this chapter. Since there is no assurance that 

these coinages will take root, only a few samples will be given here. 

Many calques exactly reproduce the metaphors in the source language:

ta\Äiya     <  \add     

balwara    l < billawr   ball´r) 

farmala    <  farmala   

Obvious calques at phrase level:

s da l-§ mt    

tuml¥h  l-ú jatu     <       

§   

    

arq m falakiyya    <  falak¥    

¨n   

See also 4.2.10.3 

12.12 SEMANTIC CHANGES 

It is obvious that much MWA is translated literally from Western languages or at 

least is heavily responsive to lexical, syntactic and stylistic pressures. Semantic 

changes, however, are rather more diffuse: it is a cultural rather than linguistic 

problem, e.g. that naff ¨a n refers to a woman who spits upon 

knots for divinatory purposes, while in MWA the same word has been chosen to 

words. 

12.12.1 Some prominent examples 

The shift (itself quite ancient) of rubbam  from the meaning of 

, 3.30.2) 

The extension of ka-Ä lika
lques 
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wa-huwa ka-Ä lika , -laysa 
ka-Ä lika? -ce pas?) 

A redistribution in the temporal and conditional particles in which the CA 

four-part set law  (counterfactual) n Ä
Ä  m  for the specifically 

habitual) lamm
the less discriminating tripartite set Ä  for both

and hypothetical), law
8.3. 



GLOSSARY

absolute object a complement, object in dependent form that is cognate with 

the verb and serves to intensify the action

accusative traditional term for dependent case

adjective word or syntactic unit (see relative) specifying an attribute of a noun

adverb one of the complements (usually dependent), which indicates the time, 

place, manner and other features of an action (see adverbial)

adverbial adjective, noun or noun phrase (in dependent case), or clause with 

status of adverb

adversative contrasting a previous piece of discourse

affix morphemic element attached to a stem of any type

agent the entity (or the word denoting it) that carries out the action of the verb

agreement the features expressing a grammatical link and commonality 

between words in gender, number and case (see also concord)

allomorph variant form of a single morpheme

anaphora the reference of a pronoun to its antecedent (cf. cataphora)

annexation the compounding of two juxtaposed elements  noun + noun,

noun + pronoun, or noun + sentence (also adjective + noun in unreal
annexation) into a fixed and inseparable unit (often referred to traditionally as 

genitive)

antecedent an element (often a head) to which reference is made later and 

which can affect agreement in pronouns, adjectives and verbs

apocopated mood of the verb relating to the imperfect and is the marker of 

non-occurring events, either because they are imperatives, negatives or 

conditionals

apodosis result clause of a conditional sentence which will/would take place 

upon the fulfilment of the protasis

apposition relationship between two consecutive nouns or noun phrases, and

occasionally verb phrases, in which one entity may substitute directly for 

another, agreeing with all the same properties as the previous one such as

case, number and gender where relevant
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article prefixed modifier used before a noun or adjective to give it definiteness,

i.e., to particularize an entity known to both listener and speaker. May also 

have generic use, to indicate a class

aspect grammatical property of verbs contrasting formally between a 

perfect(ive) or imperfect(ive) action, i.e., completed or not completed

assimilation phonological process in which one phoneme assumes the features 

of an adjacent sound

asyndetic linked without conjunctions or other joining elements

attraction change of agreement under the influence of a nearby element, e.g. 

attributive adjective or noun phrase modifying head of noun phrase (cf. 

predicative)

augmented stems of the verb extended by prefixes etc., also nouns

biliteral stems with two root consonants

binomial annexation units involving two head nouns

bound pronoun pronoun which must always be attached directly to a noun as 

part of annexation (possessive) or to verb as direct object, or to 

preposition(al)s and some particles (cf. free pronoun)

broken plural plural of noun or adjective formed by changing the pattern of 

the singular

calque expression borrowed from another language whose parts are translated 

separately into the new language

cardinal form of numeral used for counting quantities in sequence (cf. ordinal)

case part of the inflection system indicating the syntactic function of a noun, or 

a word in the status of a noun, including adjective

cataphora the reference of a pronoun to its anticipated stated subject (cf. 

anaphora)

categorical negation negation of the whole species

circumstantial qualifier indicates the circumstances of a preceding noun (in any 

function), and may be a verb or participle, etc.

citation form The form conventionally used for referring to words, mostly 

verbs. In many languages it is the infinitive, but Arabic, having no infinitive, 

has always used the 3rd. masc. sing. perf. verb

classical Arabic the written Arabic of the Qur'an and the pre-modern heritage

clause a structural syntactic unit containing a subject and a predicate

collective noun in singular form denoting a group or collection (also: mass)
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comment a clause which gives information about the topic

comparative component of the linguistic category of degree, specifically part 

of the elative conveying sense of 'more than' (cf. superlative)

complement nouns or noun clauses which qualify verbs, either adverbially or 

as agents, object, etc.

complementizer conjunction introducing a complement clause

compound a word combining two base forms (may be adjective, noun, adverb,
etc.)

concessive clauses referring to completed actions or existent states with sense 

of in spite of , although

concord see agreement

conditional generic term for sentence generally containing two clauses

expressing events that will/would occur if certain conditions are/were to be 

fulfilled

conjunctions words linking phrases or clauses (see coordination and 

subordination)

constituent syntactic unit that is part of a larger construction

continuous verb form expressing duration or incompleteness

coordination combining of two or more linguistic units of equal grammatical 

status

correlative constructions containing a pair of particles, e.g., either/or, 

neither/nor

corroborators see emphasizer

declension see inflection

defective nouns with only two root consonants; verbs and nouns with third root 

consonant of w w or y  (see also biliteral and weak)

definite specific or individual entity (noun or adjective), either intrinsically

(proper nouns) or by prefixing definite article, and also by annexation

deictic lexemes with personal (relatives, for example), spatial (demonstratives, 

here , there , for instance ) or temporal ( at that time , etc.) reference

demonstrative word with noun status in Arabic denoting something near by or 

further away, namely, this , that

dependent the case of nouns principally as objects of verb or adverb(ial)s. 

Also term for verbs after most complementizers, especially that ,

traditionally refer subjunctive mood
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derived stem verbal attribute denoting extension of basic root form by affix,

prefix or additional consonants

determiner noun occurring with other noun to express such meanings as 

quantity, e.g., 'some'

deverbative nouns derived from verbal stems

diminutive

diphthong in Arabic refers to two vowels or vowel and semivowel

direct object noun (or pronoun) in dependent case indicating the person or 

thing to whom or which the action of the verb is being done

direct question question expressed in a main clause as interrogative

direct speech utterance expressed in the actual words of the speaker (see 

indirect and reported speech)

discourse piece of language longer than the sentence

disjunction property of correlative sentences, e.g., 'either...or' in which the 

relationship between elements is contrastive

doubled root with identical second and third consonants

dual  category of items considered as two, and the markers thereof, on nouns,
verbs, adjectives etc. 

elative generic term for comparative and superlative

elision see ellipsis

ellipsis omission of part of a sentence

embedding the insertion of one syntactic unit into another

emphasizer noun that emphasizes other nouns such as 'itself'; also words, 

mainly particles, introducing or emphasizing topics or phrases 

emphatic consonant phonetic categorization of certain consonants deemed to 

require emphatic pronunciation

energetic emphatic form of apocopate mood of verb

equational sentence asserting that the subject and predicate are identical things

exception the syntactic exclusion of an element from a prior statement

exceptives particles used to exclude elements from a prior statement 

exclamations mainly particles with function of exclaiming, e.g., 'woe to ...'
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free pronoun unattached pronouns occurring as topics, less often as 

predicates, or appositional reinforcements of various kinds, or as separators 

(see bound pronoun) 

gender one of the two classes   masculine or feminine  in Arabic to which 

every noun (and hence noun modifier), pronoun and verb agent belongs

genitive see oblique

grapheme smallest unit in the writing system

head syntactically most prominent element of a noun or verb phrase on which 

all the other elements depend

hendiadys a single idea expressed by two words linked by a conjunction

hypersentence discourse beyond the sentence level

imperative mood of the imperfect verb expressing a command

imperfect verb denoting an incomplete action, with three moods: independent, 
dependent and apocopated (see aspect and tense) 

indefiniteness the state of referring to no particular individual or entity (see 

definiteness) 

independent case of a noun in nominal sentences, subject of verb, etc, and 

also the imperfect verb mood endings, regarded as the basic case. For nouns 

it is traditionally called the nominative case 

indirect object entity which becomes the object of a verb indirectly (contrast 

direct object) through a preposition

indirect question question expressed in indirect speech, usually in a 

subordinate clause

indirect speech utterance in the form of reported speech, not the speaker's 

actual words 

infinitive verb form which lacks all person, tense and mood markers, non-

existent in Arabic. The functions of an infinitive are mostly performed by the 

Arabic verbal noun. The citation form of verbs, however, is the 3rd masc. 

sing. perf.

inflection system indicating tense aspect (mood) number and person of verbs,
and number, gender and case of nouns 

instance noun formed by adding feminine marker to denote a single occurrence 

of an event

interrogative a word which is used to ask a question 

intransitive verb that does not take a direct object. Many intransitive verbs take 

indirect objects
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invariable property of words which do not change their terminations, hence are 

uninflected

inversion syntactic reversal of a sequence of elements 

locative object dependent noun complement indicating the time or place of an 

action 

modal verbs express speaker's intentions in terms of mood, e.g., possibility, 

probability, necessity, etc.

modifier an element that makes another element more specific such as 

adjective modifying noun, or the article

mood property of verbs manifested in morphological changes pertaining to the 

way in which information is presented, e.g., as wish, fact, command, etc., 

normally marked by specific inflections 

morpheme smallest contrastive grammatical unit within words; includes 

affixes, suffixes and prefixes in verbs, for example

morphology study of the structure of words; may be inflectional or derivational

nominal word or phrase functioning as noun

nominal clause clause, e.g., relative, which functions as a single noun  

nominative see independent

noun word denoting thing, place, person, concept (see also pronoun) 

noun of manner noun pattern denoting the manner of an action

noun phrase a phrase with a noun, or a word with the status of a noun, at its 

head

number distinction between singular, dual and plural in nouns, or words in 

status of noun, and also in verbs 

object noun or noun phrase to which the action of the verb happens (see 

direct/indirect object) 

oblique the case of nouns mainly after preposition(al)s and as second element 

of annexation, traditionally called the genitive

operate (on) to affect case and verbal mood endings (traditional grammar to 

govern ) 

operator element responsible for case in nouns or mood in verbs

optative form of the verb expressing desire or wish

ordinal numerals expressing order in sequence
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parenthetical word, phrase or clause inserted between elements already 

syntactically linked. Omission of parenthetical element does not normally 

affect meaning of the two linked clauses 

paronomasia the repetition of words either in identical or similar form

participle deverbative nouns and adjectives denoting the doer (agent) or object 

(patient) of an action

particle words with a grammatical function but which do not belong to the 

noun or verb class or their derivatives

passive voice property of the verb in which the true agent is not mentioned; 

original object moves into agent position

patient nouns that have undergone the action of the verb 

pausal form reduced form originally restricted to word endings in final 

utterance position or other breaks 

perfect tense of verb referring to a completed action or aspect

periphrasis replacing a simple expression by a longer or less direct one, often 

for syntactic advantage

phoneme minimal contrastive unit of a language's sound system

phonology study of the sound system of a language

phrase any expansion of a central element, normally known as the head, and 

may be nominal or verbal

pluperfect verb form that conveys completion of an event or action before the 

time of some other event, usually the main verb

plural property of nouns or verbs indicating more than one entity

polynomial with more than two head nouns (see binomial) 

 postposing placing a noun, phrase or clause after its normal position (contrast 

preposing) 

predicate what is said about the topic (see also comment) 

predicative adjective or noun that functions as predicate of a clause, unlike 

attributive that modifies a noun phrase

prefix affix added to the front of a stem

preposing placing a noun, phrase or clause before its normal position (cf.

postposing) 

prepositionals dependent nouns with the function of prepositions

prepositions a set of particles which indicate locations, relationships 
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prohibition category of negation using specific negative particle before 

apocopated and perfect verb

pronoun substitute for a noun or noun phrase, personal, possessive, 

resumptive, interrogative or indefinite (there are no demonstrative pronouns 

in Arabic)

proper name name of person or a place

protasis the clause in a conditional sentence containing the 'condition' that 

must be carried out for the action or event of the verb in the apodosis (main 

clause) to occur 

purposive object dependent form of verbal noun complement indicating the 

reason for an action

quadriliteral  roots with four original consonants

quantifiers  word expressing quantity, e.g., 'all' or 'much'

radical a consonant forming part of the root

reflexive action done by the agent to itself, or a construction in which the agent
and object are effectively the same thing; in Arabic rendered either by 

augmented stem of verb or use of restricted number of corroborators 

relative clause subordinate clause modifiying a noun phrase

relative pronoun anaphoric pronoun in relative clause

restrictive relative clause which specifically identifies the head (cf. non-
restrictive) 

root the consonants (in Arabic two to five, mostly three) which express a 

particular lexical meaning and from which all words denoting that meaning 

are derived 

semantic pertaining to meaning

sentence largest syntactic unit, not dependent on any other structure, containing 

a complete meaning and generally consisting of one or more clauses (cf.

discourse) 

singular referring to a single entity: often reflected in inflection and verb 

patterns

sound feminine a feminine plural formed by suffixation

sound masculine a masculine plural formed by suffixation (cf. broken plural) 

specification a dependent complement expressing a particular quality in the 

head noun

stem the realization of a root in forms which serve as the base for a paradigm

subject see topic
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subjunctive see dependent

subordination process of embedding of clauses in which one clause is 

dependent on another, namely, the main clause

suffix affix added to the end of a stem

superlative component of the linguistic category of degree, specifically part of 

the elative conveying sense of 'the most' (cf. comparative) 

syllable component of a word, though not in itself meaningful, usually a 

consonant and vowel or larger group (with language-specific contraints on 

the number)

syndetic linked by conjunctions or other elements

syntax study of how words and phrases are joined to make phrases, clauses and 

sentences 

tense reference of a verb to past, present or future time

topic the subject of a comment clause

transitive verb that takes a direct object

triliteral roots consisting of three consonants

uninflected does not vary in case or mood (see invariable) 

unreal annexation annexation structure in which the first element is an adjective 
and not a noun (see also annexation) 

verb word class denoting action or event, (see also tense, aspect, voice and 

mood) 

verbal noun noun derived from a verb stem and representing the concept of 

that verb, often serving as the equivalent of an infinitive

vocative addressing someone or something directly, usually with a specific 

particle of address

weak nouns or verbs from roots comprising the semi-vowels [w] and [y] as 

radicals 
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ARABIC INDEX

TECHNICAL TERMS, GRAMMATICAL AND LEXICAL ITEMS

Note that the following list is not intended to be exhaustive. Some of the 

grammatical and technical terms used here are purely for convenience, and do not 

necessarily correspond exactly to those used by the Arab grammarians. The 

definite article al-  is discounted in the alphabetical arrangement. Words 

containing the prefix m-  are not given according to root consonant order. The 

prefix is treated as the alphabetical first letter.

 3.23.3

Ch. 9, (also 8.4)

 9.2, 0.3

9.1

9.3.1

 3.20.1

3.22.4

\ 1.4.1, 1.4.3, 1.5.2.1, 1.5.3, 

1.8.1 4, 1.8.10, 1.8.10.3, 1.11, 

1.11.1 2, 1.12.2.1, 2.1.1.2, 5.2, 12.4, 

12.4.2, 12.5, 12.5.1 3, 12.6, 12.7, 

12.9

1.7.2, 2.2.5, 2.2.5.3, 3.1.2.2, 

5.2.4, 11.1.2

 1.8.5, 1.12.3.2, 2.2.1, 2.2.2 3, 

2.2.5.2, 2.3.3

1.11.2

 1.4.1, 1.6, 1.9, 1.10, 2.1.5, 

2.10.2, 3.0, 3.7

 1.4.1, 1.6, 1.9, 1.10, 1.11.1, 

2.1.3.3, 2.10.3 4

 2.5.8.5, 7.5.2.9

1.7.3, 5.0, 5.2, 5.3 (see also  )

3.22.3

1.6.1, 1.6.10, 2.15, 2.15.4, 10.1, 

10.1.2, 10.13.1

(also ) 7.6.1.1

 2.7.5

10.12.1

5.8.2

3.22.1

2.11.3, 3.9.3, 3.14.3

 3.17

 1.6.10, Ch. 10

1.6.3 6, 2.19, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0

 3.20.2

 (also ) 3.10, 3.10.1 3, 3.10.6, 

3.10.7, 3.16.2, 3.16.3

2.7.4

3.17.3

3.17.1

 3.21.1.2, 12.7.1

 2.12, 2.13 and 2.14

3.11.2.2

3.22

3.11.2.4

3.21

2.5.9, 3.15, 

3.15.2, 3.15.3, 3.16.2, 3.20, 

3.21, 3.21.1, 3.21.2, 3.22, 

3.23.1 4

1.8.6, 2.11.1 3, 

2.11.4 13, 5.1.1, 5.2.3

2.19.5, 6.7, 6.7.2, 6.7.3, 10.1.1

( with 6.10, 10.20)

2.7.2, 12.7.1

1.9.2, 3.24.1 7

3.17.2

3.20.1
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3.3.4

 2.11.12, 3.1.4, 3.16.5, 7.5, 7.5.1, 

7.5.1.1 12, 7.5.2.5, 7.6.1.3, 7.6.1.4, 

7.6.3.1

 4.1.5, 7.5.1.9, 7.5.2.5

 7.5.1.5

3.2, 3.2.2, 7.5, 7.5.2, 7.5.2.1 12

8.5.2, 10.11

2.19.4, 6.7, 6.7.1, 6.7.3, 10.1.1, (with 

 6.10 and 10.20)

 1.4.1, 1.4.7, 1.5, 1.5.2.1 2, 

1.8.1.1 2, 1.8.2 6, 1.9, 1.9.1.1 8, 

1.9.2 3, 1.10, 1.10.2 11, 1.11, 

1.11.2, 1.12.1.2, 12.8, 12.8.1 4

 2.13.1 (also  12.3.2 and 

5.9.1)

2.19.13

2.4.8, 11.1.2

1.6.10, 10.8, 10.13.6, 10.17 (also 

 8.5.2)

 1.6.10, 1.12.4.1, 2.9.1.6, 3.16.4, 

3.28.3, 10.13.4, 10.6, 10.17 (also 

8.5.2)

2.15.2

 2.7.20

 2.7.22

 7.6.4

3.31

 7.6.5, 7.6.5.1 2, 7.6.7.5 6, 8.3, 

8.3.1 13, 10.19

2.5.6

 2.7.24

 2.3, 2.3.1 5, 2.3.6.1, 2.3.6.2, 

2.3.7, 2.3.8, 2.6, 2.7, 7.8

 2.1.3.2

8.1.4, 9.0, 9.1 9.4.9

 7.5.2.11, 9.4.3, 9.4.5

 6.2.7, 9.4.6

 2.6.7, 7.5.1.10, 10.5.2, 10.8.1, 

10.17

 2.19.7, 6.8

 1.6.5, 3.3.3, 8.1, 8.1.1 13, 

10.19.3

 4.2.6, 9.4.4

 3.2.1.1

 3.2.1, 3.2, 10.14, 10.15

 3.30.1

2.4.1.1, 3.11.1.1 (see also  )

 7.5.1.2

 2.16.4

 3.27.4

2.6.4, 2.5.8.1, 2.5.8.2, 2.8.1.3., 

2.8.2.2., 2.8.6, 2.9.1.10, 3.12.2

 7.5.2.9

 7.6.9.6

 7.5.2.9

 7.5.2.11

 2.8.6

 7.5.1.11

 4.1.6

5.9.3

 5.7

 10.5.2, 10.18.2

 7.5.1.11

 3.17.7

1.9.3, 3.27.2

 2.2, 2.2.1 2.2.7

2.5.7 (with 7.5.1.10)

3.17.6

 2.9.1.5

2.7.6, 12.7.1 (with  7.5.1.10)

2.5.4 (also )

 1.12.4.1, 2.9.1.3, 3.14.1 3 (also 

 5.5.3)

3.17.5

2.19.9, 6.6, 6.6.1, 6.6.2 (also 

6.2.7, 6.6.3)

10.12.2

1.6, 1.6.1 11, 1.7

7.5.2.11

 2.7.7, 12.7.1 (also  5.9.2)

 2.7.38

 2.7.36, 12.7.1

 1.3

 3.24.3

 3.12.4, 10.13.9

 1.5., 1.5.1 3, 1.5.2.1 2

1.8.1.2, 2.7.6, 2.7.31

 3.11

1.12.3, 1.12.3.1 2, 3.1, 3.3

 11.6
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 3.1.3, 3.1.3.1, 3.1.4, 3.7.2, 

8.2.6, 8.2.9, 8.3.8

 3.23.1

2.4.4, 3.29.5

1.12.4, 1.12.4.1 3, 3.9.4, 3.11.1.2, 

11.7.3, 11.7.6 7

1.6.7, 2.8

 2.19.3, 6.4, 6.4.1

 3.1.3.1

 (see  and )

 3.23.1

 (also ) 3.10.2, 3.24, 

4.2, Ch. 8

 3.11.2.1, 3.22.5

 1.5.3, 1.12.1 2, 2.1.1, 12.10, 

12.10.2, 12.10.4

 3.0, 3.1, 3.3, 3.7, 3.16.2, 4.0, 5.0, 

7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 

 9.0

 3.0, 3.1, 3.1.1, 3.1.2.2, 

3.1.2.3, 3.1.3, 3.1.3.1, 3.2, 3.3.1, 

3.3.5, 3.5, 3.6, 3.16.2 3, 4.1.2, 4.2.8

 11.4, 11.4.1 3

 Ch. 8

 1.7.3, 2.1.3.4, 

Ch. 5

 Ch.3

 2.9.1.2

 11.7.10

(also ) 8.0

 2.7.25

 9.5.3

2.4.6, 2.4.6.1 4, 3.29.7, 5.0, 5.9.9, 

7.1.2 3, 7.2.1 2, 7.3, 7.3.1, 7.3.2, 

7.3.3, 7.7, 8.0, 9.0, 9.4.6

 5.9.4

1.2.9, 1.8, 1.12.5 (see 

also  /  / / )

 2.16.5, 3.27.4

2.6.6, 2.19.5, 2.19.12, 6.7.5, 

6.11, 7.6.7.1 8, 8.1.12, 8.6, 9.4.3, 

10.5.2

 (see also 

and ) 1.4.1, 1.6, 

1.6.1 9, 1.6.12

1.6.12, 2.6, 2.6.1, 2.6.2

2.6.13, 3.11.4, 11.1 (see also 1.8.8, 

2.7, 2.7.1 2.7.43)

2.7.16 (  5.9.5)

 7.6.1.1

2.17.7, 2.7.17.1 2

 5.6.9, 7.6.9, 7.6.9.1 6 (also 

8.5.3,  7.6.9.6)

5.9.7, 7.5.2.6, 7.6.6 (also 

5.9.7)
 1.8.7.2, 2.5.3

 2.7.15

 3.0, 3.1, 3.3

 1.2, 1.2.1 5, 1.2.2.1, 1.2.6.1 2, 1.3

2.7.18

 2.7.19

 2.7.14, 12.7.1

 2.7.8

 3.17.8

3.24.3

 3.25, 3.25.1, 4.5

2.7.11, 2.12.1 (with  7.5.1.10)

2.8.3, 3.13.1

 12.7.1

 2.3.8

 3.3

 3.22.7

 1.9.3, 3.11.2.4

 3.28.1

3.30.2, 5.19.4, 10.12.4

 2.7.33

 7.5.2.11
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 1.11.1, 3.0, 3.1 

 2.7.34

 5.9.13

 3.23.3

\  3.10.3

2.9.1.8 

 3.23.3

 3.27.3

 2.9.2.4, 9.5.2

 7.5.2.11

 2.19.6, 6.10, 10.20

 2.9.2.6, 12.7.1

10.13.3.1, 11.8.1 

 3.27.3

 2.9.1.9

 2.9.2.2, 12.7.1

 3.27.3

 8.0

 3.22.8

 3.17.3

 1.0, 1.4, 1.4.1 2, 1.8.1, 1.8.1.1 3, 

1.9.1.8, 1.9.2, 1.10, 1.11

 2.1 

 2.7.35

 2.7.9

2.7.10 

 1.4.6, 1.7.1.1 2, 2.8.5, 3.1.2.1, 

3.3, 3.5.2, 3.9, 3.9.1, 3.11.1.1,  

5.0.1 2, 5.4.3  3.4

 3.5

 5.9.15

 2.7.39

 2.7.37

 2.1.40

 2.7.40.1

 3.22.9

\  2.4.3, 2.4.8, 2.5, 3.29.4 

(see also ) 

 3.17.4

 3.21.1, 3.21.1.1 

 5.8.1 

 5.0, 5.0.1 

 2.7.1, 12.7.1 

 2.9.2.5, 3.19, 12.6 

 2.1.5.1

 12.7.1

 1.9.2, 3.15.4 

 2.19, Ch. 6, 11.0 

 4.2.7, 6.12

 2.7.3

 10.5.2

 2.6.2 

 7.5.2 

 7.5.2.9

 7.5.2.11

 7.5.1.10 

 7.5.2.11 

 5.7, 10.5.2, 10.18.2

 10.19.2

 2.6.3 , 2.11.12 

 2.7.21 (also  5.9.8) 

 2.7.23 (also   

7.5.1.10) 

 2.8.2 (also  5.5.3)

 5.8.3 

 3.17.9

 2.9.2.3, 2.18.3, 9.5.1, 12.6 (also 

 5.5.3)

 7.5.2.11

 2.19.2, 3.3.4, 6.3, 6.3.1 4, 7.4.1, 

8.1.2, 8.3.3, 11.1 
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 1.11.1, 3.0, 3.7, 3.9, 3.9.4, 3.12.1, 

11.7.3, 11.7.7 

 2.5.7 

 1.4.1, Ch. 3, Ch. 4 

 8.0

 3.30.3

 2.7.13

2.7.12, 12.7.1 (also  5.7)

 2.6.5 (also 

5.7) 

 7.5.1.11 

 2.6.8, 5.9.9, 7.7

 3.21.3 

 2.9.1.7

 3.10.6, 3.16, 3.16.1 5, 3.16.3.1 2, 

4.3, 7.6.1.2, 8.1.1, 8.2.1, 8.3.1, 8.3.3, 

8.3.5, 8.3.6 

 5.9.9.6, 7.5.1.10, 7.7.1 

 3.2.5, 5.9.9.4, 7.7.2 (also 

5.9.9.5) 

 5.8.4 

 2.5.6

 2.9.1.1 (also  5.9.10, 8.5.3, and 

 5.5.3)

 10.12.3 

 1.6.10, 3.28.2, 10.7, 10.13.5, 10.17 

 5.9.9.1 2, 7.7.3, 7.7.3.1 

 5.9.9.3, 7.7.3.2

 5.9.9.7, 7.7.3.3, 8.2.10

7.6.2 

 1.6.10, 3.28.3, 8.5.2, 10.9, 10.13.7, 

10.17 (also  8.5.2)

 12.7.1 

 10.15.1 2, 10.15.3.1 

 3.23.1

 2.7.31 (also  and ), 12.7.1 

 (also  ) 2.5.4

 7.5.1.10

 3.10.4 5, 3.10.5 7, 3.20.1, 7.3.2, 

7.6.7.4, 11.1 

 5.9.12

 2.7.32 (also ) 

 5.8.6

 3.23.3 (also  3.27.3)

 2.17, 3.27.4 

 1.6.7, 3.2.1.1, 3.10.3, 3.26, 3.28.2, 

8.1.3, 8.2, 8.2.11, 8.3.4 (also 

3.10.5, 7.6.7.4, 11.1) 

 2.6.10, 3.16.1.3, 3.16.4, 3.24.2, 7.6.1, 

7.6.1.1 2, 7.6.1.5 

 7.6.1.4

 7.6.1.3

 3.2.1, 7.5.2.10

 7.5.2.9

 7.6.2

 1.6.9, 4.2.3

 10.5.1, 10.18.1

 1.6.9, 2.18.1 3, 2.19.10.1, 2.19.10.2, 

2.19.11, 3.19, 4.1.2, 4.1.6, 4.2.1, 

10.12.3 

 4.2.1.1

2.18.2, 3.24.5 6, 

3.25.2, 4.1.3, 6.2.7, 6.12.1, 7.5.1.7, 

7.5.2.8, 12.6 

 6.9

 2.18.3

 4.1.2 

 3.16.4, 7.6.1.2

3.19.2 

 3.17.12 

 2.6.9

 3.11

 3.2.5 

 /  1.6.3, 2.19.8, 3.2.3, 6.5, 

6.5.1 2 

 2.7.26 

 7.6.3, 7.6.3.2 (also  7.6.3.1)

 7.6.7.7 

 1.6.9, 4.2.5

 1.6.5, 8.2, 8.2.1 13 

 3.2.6

 1.9.3, 3.16.3.2, 3.19.1, 4.2.8, 

4.2.8.1 5, 6.12.3 

 1.6.10, 1.8.4, 1.12.4.1, 4.1.1, 4.2.2, 

5.3, 5.4, 5.4.2, 5.4.4, 5.5.2 3, 5.6, 

5.6.1 3, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 8.3.13, 8.5, 

8.5.1 2, 10.4, 10.4.1, 10.5, 10.5.1 2, 

10.13.3, 10.13.3.1, 10.18 
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 3.17.11

 4.2.6, 7.6.7.8

 10.13.3.1

 3.27.1 

 9.5.3

 10.4

 3.21.4

 9.5.3

 3.17.10

 7.6.7.8

 3.10.1, 3.10.4

 3.0, 3.3

 1.2.3, 10.19.2, 12.2

12.4, 12.4.2, 12.5.2 3, 12.8 1-4, 

12.9, 12.10, , 12.11 

 (see ) 

 3.12, 3.12.1 4 

 1.6.10, 8.5.2, 10.10, 10.13.8, 10.17

 11.8.2

 2.9.2.1 (also  5.9.11)

 9.5.3 (also 9.5.3)

 8.5.2

 2.8.4 (also  7.5.1.11)

 2.8.6 

 3.10.3, 3.10.3.1, 3.16.3 

 1.4.1, 1.6, 1.9, 1.10, 1.11.1, 2.10, 

2.10.1.1 10, 3.16.2, 7.5.1.1 

 3.10.2, 3.24, 4.2, 

Ch. 8 

 3.10.2, 3.10.3, 3.10.5

 3.10.2, 4.2.5, Ch. 7 

 3.22.6

 2.6.11 

 7.5.2.11

 2.9.1.4

 2.4.1, 3.11, 3.11.1.2, 3.29.1, 

3.29.2 (with  2.4.1.1, 3.11.1.1 )

 2.3.4, 2.4.3.1 2, 3.29.4 

 (also / ) 2.4.5, 

3.29.6 

 2.4.2, 2.4.2.1 7, 3.29.3

 2.4.7, 3.29.8 

 1.6.10, 5.4., 5.4.1, 8.5, 8.5.1, 10.3, 

10.4.1, 10.13.2, 10.13.2.1, 10.18 

 10.13.2.1

 2.4, 2.6, 2.7, 2.15, 2.16.3, 3.2, 

3.16.2, 3.27.4, 3.29, 3.29.4, 3.29.5, 

3.29.9 

2.1.5.1, 2.10.3, 3.12.1, 2.6.12, 2.11.2

 3.1.4, 7.5.1.1

 2.11.2

 10.8.1

 2.5.2.4

 7.5.11.1

 7.6.9.4

 2.5.2.4

 7.5.1.10

 3.12.1

 10.8.1 

 2.6.13., 7.6.8, 7.6.8.1, 

10.10.1 

 7.6.8.2

 6.2.7

 2.7.27

 8.5, 8.5.1

1.7.3, 5.0, 5.2, 5.3 (see also ) 

 5.8.5

 2.5.7

 2.7.28

 2.16

 1.8.6.3, 1.8.7.1, 2.1.6, 2.5, 12.2, 

12.2.1 3, 12.3, 12.4, 12.4.3

 (see ) 

 2.7.30

2.14.2, 12.7.1

 2.5.7

 2.7.29

 2.1

 2.1.3.4, 5.1.4

 10.12.1 

 1.9.3, 3.27.2

 2.8.1, 3.13.1

 1.6.9, 2.9.2.3, 2.18, 2.18.1 3, 3.6, 

3.19, 3.19.1, Ch.4, 6.2.7, 6.12.1 2, 

7.3.2, 7.5.1.7 9, 7.5.1.9, 7.5.2.5, 

7.5.2.8, 8.1.11, 8.2.2, 8.3.9, 9.4.4., 

9.5.1, 10.1.2, 10.13, 12.6 

 3.24.5 6, 4.4, 4.4.1 2 

 2.5.2.2, 3.26 

 3.3.5 

10.1.1., 10.2, 10.13.1, 10.13.1.1, 

10.17

 10.13.1

 3.24.4
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 1.2.1 3 

 3.1.3.1

2.16.5, 2.16.7, 3.27.4 

 2.4.7, 2.19.1, 3.26.3, 3.28.1, 3.29.8, 

6.2, 6.2.1 7, 6.5, 6.12.1 2, 6.12.3,

7.3.2., 7.4.2, 8.1.12, 8.4, 9.4.7, 

11.1.2, 11.3 

  3.28.1

 8.4, 9.4.7

 8.6

 2.4.6.4

 2.7.42, 12.7.1

 2.7.43, 12.7.1

 2.7.41

 7.5.1.10

 1.2.8, 1.8.2

 2.19.10, 6.12.1 2 

 6.5, 6.5.1 2 

 8.6

 4.2.8.3, 6.12.3 

 3.18, 3.19,

 2.16.2 

 2.15.1

 2.15.3

 3.27.4

 3.2.6

 3.15.2 4 

 3.15.2, 3.15.3

 3.15.2

 3.15.2, 3.15.4



INDEX

(I

alphabetical, also within subdivisions marked by )

-
direct questions 10.1

negative questions 10.1.2

rhetorical questions 10.13.1

vocative particle 2.15.4

da da
-

Abbreviations 1.2.5

- - -affix 12.7.1

da da
3.21.1.2

,

3.21.1.1

- 2.9.2.5, 12.6

¥m- - , un- -affix 12.7.1

datan m
è

Adjectival qualification §ifa,  2.1

agreement with food items and 

fashion terms 2.1.1.5

annexed to nouns 2.1.3.1

as nouns by ellipsis 2.1.5

asyndetic adjective sequences 

2.1.1.7.1

attributive 2.1.1

compound 12.7

counted nouns 2.1.1.4

dual nouns qualified by more than 

one adjective 2.1.1.7.3

expanded adjectival phrases with 

participle 2.1.3.3

al- ¥du min etc. 

2.1.5.1

nominalized adjectives 2.1.5

non-human broken plural agreement 

2.1.1

predicative 2.1.1.10, 3.1.1

qualifying annexation and 

appositional units 2.1.2

qualifying more than one noun 

2.1.1.8

qualifying two head words of 

different gender 2.1.1.9

relative clauses 5.0

sound feminine plural agreement: 

2.1.1

split agreement ¥ 2.1.3.4, 

5.1.4

sporting terms 2.1.3.6

syndetic adjective sequences: 

2.1.1.7.2

unmarked feminine 2.1.1.6

Adjectives, patterns 1.8.6

broken plural 2.1.1.1

colours and defects 1.8.6.1, 2.1.1

compound adjectives of place names 

2.1.3.5

elative (see comparative/superlative) 

1.8.6.2

morphologically same as nouns 1.4.4

nisba suffix ¥ 1.8.6.3, 2.1.6, 12.2

syntax, see adjectival qualification

Adverbs and adverbials, forms 1.6.11, 

1.8.7, 2.5

annexed to demonstratives and 

deictics, ú¥ Äin
etc. 1.8.7.2, 2.5.3

as discourse introducers 11.1.2

demonstrative compounds ka
, ka  2.5.6

dependent nouns 2.4.8

invariable time nouns 2.5.4

locative objects ´l f¥hi 2.4.3

locative objects of place 2.4.3.2

locative objects of time 2.4.3.1

phrasal adverbs , 2.5.7, 2.5.8

prepositional phrases 1.8.7.3, 2.5.8

verbs expressing the manner of an 

action 2.5.9, 3.23.4

with relative m  5.8
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nisba pattern 1.8.7.1, 2.5

manner, quantity and degree 2.5.1

place 2.5.5

time 2.5.2

l al-muq raba verbs of 

approximation 3.21

l al-qul´b verbs with sentential 

objects 3.11.2.4

l al-Áur´  verbs of beginning 3.22

l al-ta§y¥r verbs of transformation 

3.11.2.2

Affixes, in pseudo compound nouns and 

adjectives 1.8.10, 2.9.2, 12.6, 12.7

Agent distinct from subject 3.0

emphatic pronoun agents 3.9

periphrastic agent of passive verb 

3.12.1

syntax, see verb 3.7

vague and indefinite agents 3.9.4, 

11.7.3, 11.7.7

Agreement 1.12.6, see also definiteness, 

gender, number

adjectival 2.1

split agreement, ¥ 2.1.3.4

subject-predicate 3.1.1

verb-agent 3.8

ÆaÄa
aru

huwa l- aru
3.9.3

úaduhum al- aru
reciprocal 3.14.3

Æaw t k na sisters of k na 3.17

úy nan m
relative 5.8.2

 referential pronoun in relative 

clause 5.0, 5.0.1

question10.12.1

6.2

7.5.2.11

7.5.2.9

-ma 
/bi-l-ra\mi (min), ra\ma (

7.5.2.9

allaÄ¥ etc., relative noun maw§´l 1.7.3, 

5.0, 5.2, 5.3

alternative questions 10.1.1

phrasal 2.19.5

with saw
10.20

am ma
m- - pseudo-affix 12.7.1

amkana
-ma ( -ma
interrogative 10.5.2

indirect questions 10.18.2

 ( -m
5.7

10.19.2

...fa- -

comment sentences 3.3.4

2.6.3 (see also -)
 in comparative constructions 

complementizer 7.5, 7.5.1

after k na
 in comparative constructions 

 clause in annexation 7.5.1.3

 clause topic of min al-
phrases 3.1.4, 7.5.1.2 

 clause with preposition(al)s 7.5.1.4

compound conjunctions with 

preposition(al)s 7.5.1.10

compound conjunctions with 

prepositional phrases 7.5.1.11

-
l

similar phrases 7.5.1.6

lamm
li-
li-
munÄu
subordinating negative clauses 

7.5.1.9, 7.5.2.5

with direct speech -mufassira
7.5.1.5

with dependent verb 7.5.1.1

with perfect verb 7.5.1.12
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-mufassira explanatory  7.5.1.5

-muÆaffafa lightened form of 

, 7.5.1.9, 7.5.2.5

equational sentence 

modifier 3.2.2, complementizer 

7.5, 7.5.2

alternating with  clauses 7.5.2.12

 clause as agent 7.5.2.3

 clause as direct object 7.5.2.4

 clause as predicate 7.5.2.2

 clause as subject 7.5.2.1

compound conjunctions with 

adverbials 7.5.2.6

compound conjunctions with 

preposition(al)s 7.5.2.7

compound conjunctions with 

prepositional phrases 7.5.2.9

with adversatives and concessives 

7.5.2.11

,

10.11

conditional 8.5.2

Annexation è fa 2.3, 2.3.1

annexation of temporal and locative 

adverbs to sentences 7.8

annexation to two second elements 

2.3.6.1

annexation of two first to one second 

element 2.3.6.2

binomial/polynomial annexation 

2.3.7

definiteness issues 2.3.5

idiomatic phrases with Ä´, § ib, 

meanings of annexation 2.3.4

multiple annexation sequences 2.3.2

preposition(al)s 2.6, 2.7

proper names 2.3.3

unreal annexation è fa \ayr 
úaq¥qiyya 2.1.3.2

Answers to questions 10.12

bal
l
kall

rubbam
Apocopate[d] jazm, majz´m see 

conditionals, negation, imperative

Apodosis jaw b, jaz  8.0

Apposition 2.2

demonstratives 2.2.5

demonstratives as head of relative 

sentences 2.2.5.3

demonstratives qualifiying 

annexation units 2.2.5.1

demonstratives with proper names 

2.2.5.2 

ethnic names 2.2.4

explanatory apposition 2.2.1.2

indefinite appositionals 2.2.7

material substances 2.2.1.1

nominalized demonstratives 2.2.5.3

nouns to nouns 2.2.1 

pronouns in apposition 2.2.6

proper names 2.2.2

titles 2.2.3

da ,

3

syntax 3.15.4

§baúa
.7.4

Aspect and tense 3.10, see also verb

compound tenses 3.10.6

imperfect 3.10.2

imperfect with future meaning 3.10.3

perfect 3.10.1

sequence of tenses 3.10.7

tense in equational sentences 3.16.2, 

3.16.3

j  directly 

transitive for persons 3.11.4.1

idiom with li-
¨n

Attraction of number or gender 

2.1.1.3

relative clauses 5.2.1

split agreement, ¥ 2.1.3.4

subject-predicate 3.1.1

verbs and agents 3.8.4

Auxiliary and modal verbs 3.15

z da, izd da, qalla
3.23.3

jar , o

k na
3.16.2
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manner of action indicated by stem 

IV 2.5.9, 3.23.4 

yaj´zu 3.15.2

yanba\¥, yajibu 3.15.2

 negative auxiliaries 3.15.3 

 q ma bi-

, y

yakf¥ 3.15.2

tamma , rry ou

,

alternative questions 10.1.1

 phrasal 2.19.4 

with saw
10.20 

-aw¥, - w¥, nisba suffix variant 12.3

Áaka
-
¥

 m

èan
 discourse marker 11.1.2 

-

conditional -m
8.5.2 

 direct questions 10.8 

indirect questions 10.17

 rhetorical questions 10.13.6 

- ,

conditional

3.28.3, 8.5.2

 direct questions 10.6 

exclamatory 3.28.3

indirect questions 10.17

 periphrastic indefinite 1.12.4.1 

 quantifier 2.9.1.6 

 rhetorical questions 10.13.4 

with k na idioms 3.16.4

 vocative 2.15.2

è-

èu m
 periphrastic indefinite 1.12.4.1 

 reciprocal 3.14.1 3 

- -  pseudo-affix 12.7.1

7.5.1.10 

,

invariable 2.5.4

bad
bad  wa-

6.2.7 

badalan min 
with  conjunction 7.5.1.10

bal ordinator 6.6 

after negatives 6.6.2

after positives 6.6.1

bal wa-
 phrasal 2.19.9 

bal
10.12.2 

baqiya 3.17.5 

bariúa
b ta

bayna
baynam
bayn- -  pseudo-affix 12.7.1

bi- 4 

adverbial phrases 2.5.8.1

bi- , bi-
etc. 2.9.1.10

bi-úay¨u
bi-ú

7.5.2.9

bi-l
bi-ma

10.18.2 

bi-m 5.9.3

bi-m  f¥ relative 5.7

bi-
conjunction 7.5.1.11

bi-nafsihi
2.8.2.2 

bi-Á §ihi
bi-Áakli, bi-§´rati

2.5.8.2 

bi-Áar
7.5.1.11 

bi-
7.5.2.9 

with instrument of passive verbs 

3.12.2 
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biè
bin  lack of inflection, invariablity 1.5, 

1.6, see uninflected 

3, 3.27.2

Cardinal points and directions: 2.1.4

Case and mood markers 1.2.9, 1.8, 

1.12.5 

apocopated, see conditional 

sentences, imperative, negation 

(lam), prohibitions 

 dependent, see dependent elements 

independent, see agent, predicate, 

subject 

 oblique, see annexation, 

preposition(al)s 

Circumstantial qualifier l 2.4.6, 

3.29.7, 7.3 

antecedent normally definite or 

particularized taÆ§¥§ 7.3.3

asyndetic verbal clauses 7.3.1 

imperfect verb 7.3.1

 perfect with qad 7.3.1

 dependent noun and noun phrases 

2.4.6, 3.29.7, 7.3.1 

waúda-

syndetic nominal clauses with wa-
7.3.2 

adversative sense 7.3.2

introduced by  wa-
9.4.6 

 negative circumstantial qualifers 

7.3.2 

syndetic verbal clauses with [wa]-
qad + perfect 7.3.3

with munÄu
expressions 7.3.3

Cohesion, by reiteration 11.5

Comparative subordinators 5.9.9, 7.7, 

7.7.3 

ka- .7.1

ka-
ka-
kam 2, 7.7.3.1 

kam
kam  law

8.2.10 

Comparative/superlative adjective 1.8.6

comparative syntax 2.11.1 3 

adverbial sense 2.11.10

aru
attributive 2.11.1

kubr
2.11.3 

 nominalized comparatives 2.11.9 

 predicative 2.11.2 

specifying complement tamy¥z for the 

term of comparison 2.11.8

superlative syntax 2.11.4 13 

attributive 2.11.4

explanatory and distributive 

annexation 2.11.5

 gender agreement 2.11.5 

Æayr Áarr
 heads of relative clauses 5.1.1, 5.2.3 

 nominalized superlatives 2.11.9 

 positive adjective in superlative sense 

2.11.7 

 predicative 2.11.8 

specifying complement tamy¥z for the 

term of comparison 2.11.8 

2.11.12 

with numbers 2.11.13

Complementizers

7.5.1 

al sentence 

3.2.2, 7.5.2 

Complements see dependent elements

Conditional particles etc. 1.6.5

, , mat , kayfa (with and 

without m ,

whenever  etc. 8.5.2

 úatt  (wa-) law
 úay¨um , kullam

8.5.3 

 m

kam  law (

law
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 m , mahm , man ,

 postpositional wa- , wa-law

Conditional sentences 8.0

apodosis introduced by l kinna
and 

apodosis non-perfect 8.3.2 

apodosis prefixed with emphatic la- 

8.3.4 

apodosis with fa- 8.3.3

embedded conditionals 8.3.7

 in subordinate clauses and 

reported speech 8.7 

inverted clause order 8.3.8

 negation of the protasis with lam 
8.3.9 

 protasis with k na 8.3.3, 8.3.5, 8.3.6 

specific past time reference with k na
8.3.6 

8.3.1 

 clauses as comment 8.3.10

 m ,

specific past (historical) meaning 

with k na 8.3.12 

apodosis with fa- or other particles 

8.1.2 

concessive clauses, postpositional 

wa-
elliptical wa-  (fa)-

o

clause as comment 3.3.3, 8.1.13

in followed by pronoun then verb 

8.1.8 

 in subordinate clauses and 

reported speech 8.7 

incomplete conditionals with wa-
and úatt  wa-

 negative conditions 8.1.11 

 order of clauses 8.1.5

 parenthetical protasis 8.1.6 

 protasis reinforced with la- 8.1.3

 rhetorical conditions with k na
at the head 8.1.7

tenses 8.1.1

with 

law
comparative conditional kam  law

(

concessive clauses, postpositional 

wa-law, úatt  (wa-) law
8.6 

elliptical variant of law as a wish 

8.2.5 

ellipsis in concessive sentences with 

wa-law
law 8.2.8

inversion of law clause 8.2.6

law after wishes and hopes 8.2.7

law as synonym of  8.2.3 (not 

counterfactual)

clauses 8.2.4

law-l
law-l -adversative 

8.2.13 

law-l
8.2.12 

 negative conditions 8.2.2 

 pure counterfactual 8.2.1 

miscellaneous conditional structures

adverbial conditionals úay¨um ,

kullam
implied conditionals, imperative + 

apocopate etc. 8.1.10

indefinite conditionals, m , mahm ,

man ,

8.5.1 

interrogatives , , mat
m , kayfam ,

Conjunctions 1.6.3 6 

conditional 1.6.5, 8.0

coordinating, bound and free 1.6.3, 

2.19, 6.0 

exceptive 1.6.6, 9.0

subordinating, bound and free 1.6.4, 

7.0 

Coordination, phrasal 2.19
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bal
fa-
úatt

l
l  negative 

coordinator 2.19.11

l  with bal
l kin, l kinna
saw
¨umma
wa-
wa-l

Coordination sentence level 6.0, 

discourse level 11.0 

asyndetic 6.1

syndetic 6.2 12 

6.7, 6.7.2, 6.7.3 

6.7, 6.7.1, 6.7.3

bal 6.6, 6.6.1 3 

elision in coordination 6.2.3

fa- 4 

úatt 6.11 

6.8

l  siyyam
 negative coordination 4.2.7, 6.12 

saw
semantic relationships in coordination 

with fa- 6.3.1 4 

semantic relationships in coordination 

with wa- 6.2.5 6 

¨umma
wa- 7 

wa-l
wa-l tences 6.12.1

wa-laysa
[wa]-l kin[na] 2 

,

imperative 3.24.3

d ila
d ma
èam¥r al-fa§l separating or 

distinguishing pronoun 3.5 

èam¥r al-Á  pronoun of the matter 

3.4 

t-

t¥ -  pseudo-affix 12.7.1

 reflexive verbs 3.13.1 

èidda
èimna

Days of week 2.14.7.1

Definiteness 1.5.1, 1.12.3

 formal definiteness 1.12.3.1 

 property of subjects and topics 3.1, 

3.3 

semantic definiteness 1.12.3.2

Demonstratives 1.7.2, 2.2.5

 discourse introducers h  wa-

 heads or topics of relative sentences 

2.2.5.3, 5.2.4 

subjects of equational sentences 

3.1.2.2 

syntax 2.2.5

Dependent elements 2.4, 3.29 

absolute or cognate object ´l
mu laq 2.4.2, 2.4.2.6, 3.29.3

 basic form, single unqualified verbal 

noun 2.4.2.1 

 denoting gradualness of an action 

2.4.2.7 

 displaced by annexation of a qualifier 

or quantifier 2.4.2.3

expanded by adjectival qualification 

2.4.2.2 

in verbless equational sentences 

2.4.2.5 

 replaced by explanatory term  

2.4.2.4 

accompanying object ´
2.4.7, 3.29.8

adverbs and adverbials 2.4.8,  

2.5 

categorical negative l  4.1.2

circumstantial qualifier l 2.4.6, 

3.29.7 

annexed 2.4.6.4

asyndetic pairs meaning 'x by x' 

classes of circumstantial qualifiers 

2.4.6.1 

expansions 2.4.6.2
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 direct object ´l bihi 2.4.1, 3.29.1, 

3.29.2 

detached direct object pronoun 

2.4.1.1, 3.11.1.1 

excepted element musta¨n  after 

9.2 

 free dependent forms in exclamations 

2.16.3, 3.27.4, 3.29.4, 3.29.9 

locative object ´l f¥hi and ½arf
space/time qualifier 2.3.4, 3.29.4

time 2.4.3.1

 place 2.4.3.2 

 predicate of k na
verbs 3.16.2 

 prepositionals 2.6, 2.7 

 purposive object ´l lahu, min 
 or li-  2.4.5, 3.29.6 

specifying complement tamy¥z 2.4.4, 

3.29.5 

 qualifying verbs, nouns, numbers, 

comparatives and superlatives 

2.4.4.1 

topics introduced by  and its 

related particles 3.2 

 vocatives 2.15 

Determiners and quantifiers 2.9, 

2.9.1 

-
ayy-

è-
bi- , bi-

biè
\ayr-
k ffa
kull- , every ,  2.9.1.1 

jam¥ -
mi¨l- same

s -
Áatt -

Áibh-
siw .2.4

s´ -

Diminutive patterns 1.8.1.2

qubayla
Direct object ´l bihi 2.4.1, 3.11, see 

also dependent elements, 

transitivity

 free pronouns 2.4.1.1, 3.11.1.1 

 vague objects 3.11.1.2

Direct speech 10.14

Discourse markers 11.0

Ä´
 prayer, optative 3.25.1

Dummy pronoun èam¥r al-Á  after 

sentence modifiers 3.4

d´na
d´

7.5.1.10 

d´n- -  pseudo-affix 12.7.1

Elative tafè¥l see 

comparative/superlative

Emphasizers 1.6.7, 2.8

-
t-

maúè- bi-Á §ihi
2.8.6 

mujarrad-
nafs-

 pronouns 2.8.5 

Equational sentence 3.1

as comment 3.3.1

 definite predicates 3.1.2.2 

hun ka
predicate 3.1.3.1 

inversion 3.1.3

 negative equational sentences 3.6, 

4.1.2, 4.2.8 

 non-human broken plural agreement 

3.1.1 

 noun clauses as predicate 3.1.2.3 

 predicate agreement 3.1.1 

subject usually definite 3.1

time and modality 3.16.2, 

3.16.3 

with modifiers and complementizers 

3.2 

with presentative h
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with separating pronoun èam¥r al-fa§l
3.5 

Exception isti¨n
9.4.8 

adversative, / n

after interrogatives with negative 

implications 9.4.8 

after quasi-negatives 9.4.8

circumstantial qualifers with 

[wa-]
continuous exception isti¨n §il

negative 9.3 

continuous exception isti¨n §il
positive 9.2 

 discontinuous exception isti¨n
munqa  9.3.1

elliptical wa-
exhaustive exception isti¨n

mufarra\  9.1

inter-clausal 

m úatt  ...

in .  ... 9.4.4

with inverted nominal sentence 9.4.2

\ayr-

[m ] Æal , [m , Á  , f¥-m
Æal

siw
Exceptive particles 1.6.6

\ayr- 
[m ] Æal , [m , Á , f¥-m

Æal
, i 9.0, 9.1 9.4.8 

siw
Exclamations 1.6.2, 1.8.9, 2.16,  

3.27 

 free dependent case exclamations 

2.16.3, 3.27.4, 3.29.4, 3.29.9

h
úabba , hayh ta

2.16.5, 3.27.4 

exclamatory m  3.27.1

Ä and  l-muf
3.31 

ka

kam
,

 verbs with rel. m  3.27.3

 vocative subvariety 2.16.1

wa-, rubba
waylun li-

Existence, expressed by passive of 

wajada
fa-

qad
 discourse marker, resumptive 11.1 

introducing circumstantial qualifiers 

6.3.3 

miscellaneous semantic functions 

6.3.4 

 phrasal coordination 2.19.2 

 prefixed to apodosis 8.1.2, 8.3.3 

 prefixed to comment clauses after 

 etc. 3.3.4

subordinator, causative/resultative 

7.4.1 

faè
f  doer, agent, forms 1.11.1 

ism al-f  agent of verb 3.0, 3.7

faqa
fawqa
fawqa m
fawq- -  pseudo-affix 12.7.1

fawra
f¥ 5 

f¥ m , f¥-m
f¥-m
f¥ sab¥

conjunction 7.5.1.11

 verb 1.4.1, see also agent, verbal 

sentence

-Áar  [verb of the] condition, 

protasis 8.0 

Future, unmarked and with sa-, sawfa
3.10.3 

 + sa- 3.10.3.1

in equational sentences 3.16.3

\ad
\ liban m
\ayr- 

exceptive sentences 9.5.1

\
7.5.2.11 
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\ayru m
l \ayru
 pseudo- - , non-

Gender, categories 1.12.2

markers 1.5.3, 1.12.2

 nouns and adjectives, marked and 

unmarked 1.12.2.1, 2.1.1.6 

 pronouns 1.12.2.2 

 verbs 1.12.2.3 

syntax, see also agreement, attraction

adjectival 2.1

subject-predicate 3.1.1 

 verb-agent 3.8

h ive with nominal 

sentences 3.3.5

Æabar predicate 3.0

úabba
h  wa-

introducers 11.1.2

hal
questions 10.2 

alternative questions 10.1.1

hal laka 1.1 

indirect questions 10.17

 rhetorical questions 10.13.1 

l circumstantial qualifier 2.4.6, 

3.29.7, 7.3.1 

úal  li-
lam

5.9.4 

Æalfa
Æalf- -  pseudo-affix 12.7.1

halumma  3.24.4

hall
10.13.1 

Hamza orthography 1.2.1

initial 1.2.1.1

medial 1.2.1.

 final 1.2.1.3 

úarf particle 1.4.1, 1.6

rija
Á

9.5.3 

úasaba
úasabam  conjunction 5.9.5

úatt 6 

 phrasal 2.19.5 

sentence 6.11

conjunction, various senses 

8.1.12, 8.2.9, 8.3.14, 8.6

exceptive sentences m  huwa/hiya 
úatt

9.4.3 

úatt
úatt  wa-  in incomplete conditional 

sentences 8.1.12

úatt  wa-law 8.2.9, 8.6 

verb 7.6.7.3 

time idioms, lam yalba¨

until , t

with la-qad + perfect verb 7.6.7.4

with  m

interrogative úatt -ma
10.5.2 

úawla
úaw l  2.7.17.1

úiy la 2.7.17.2

hayh ta
2.16.7, 3.27.4 

úay¨u
bi-úay¨u
úay¨

7.6.9.2 

úay¨u with verbs 7.6.9.1

úay¨um
5.6.9, 7.6.9.5 

min úay¨u
with elliptical nominal sentences 

7.6.9.3 

Hendiadys 

with wa- 6.2.4

with fa- 6.3.2

Æil fa
Æil la
ú¥na

clause 7.5.2.6

annexed directly to sentence 5.9.7, 

7.6.6 

f¥ ú¥ni
 clause 5.9.7, 7.6.6

ú¥nam njunction 5.9.7 
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hun hun ka
2.5.5 

in inverted equational sentences 

3.1.3.1 

Hypersentence and discourse 11.0

-¥ adjectival suffix nisba 1.8.7.1, 12.2, 

12.2.1 3 

adjectives 2.5

 iyya abstract nouns 12.2.3

da udo- -

12.7.1, cf. da
3.21.1.2 

na
Ä
Ä followed by categorical negative l

7.6.4.1 

Ä al-muf  3.31.2

, i

10.19 

exclamatory  l-muf
, 7.6.5.2

úatt

8.3.11 

 m
with úatt  7.6.7.6

8.3.10 

temporal/conditional  m

è fa annexation 2.3

è fa \ayr úaq¥qiyya unreal annexation 

2.1.3.2 

Äan, ka , i

2.5.6 

Idioms 11.8 

al- ¥du min
2.1.5.1 

, j li- 7.6.1.1

- with k na
3.16.4, 8.5.2 

Ä´, §
2.3.8 

hal laka
úal  li-
m  b luhu, m Á

  

m

man l¥ bi-
10.13.2.1 

ma¨al
 negative k na with l m al-juú´d

was not for 3.16.4, 7.6.1.2

 passive 2.10.3, 3.12.4 

 personalized time expressions  

2.14.5 

Á
11.8.1 

time idioms with úatt , lam yalba¨,
m  k da, úatt
7.6.7.8 

10.8.1 

 indirect questions 10.17

-ma

9.0, 9.1 

after interrogatives with negative 

implications 9.4.9

after quasi-negatives 9.4.8

/

wa- + phrases and sentences, 

 in apodosis 8.1.4 

Imperative, forms 1.9.2 

coordination of imperatives 3.24.7

 direct imperative 3.24.1 

halumma
li- with apocopated verb 

3.24.2 

 periphrastic with taraka, ,

 prohibitive, direct 3.24.5 

 prohibitive, indirect 3.24.6 

Imperfect verb 3.10.2 (see also 

subordination, conditional)

with wa-qad, fa-qad, la-qad 3.10.5

with sa-, sawfa 3.10.3

Impersonal verbs 3.15 

, yanba\¥, yajibu
3.15.2 
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 passive in impersonal sense 3.12.4 

weather 3.15.1

conditional syntax 8.1

indirect questions 10.19.3

in ...  ...
9.4.4 

-m 5.9.8 

Indefiniteness 1.12.4

indefinite agents 1.12.4.3, 3.9.4

indefinite direct objects 3.11.1.2 

indefinite verbal nouns 1.12.4.2

markers 1.5.1

 periphrastic 1.12.4.1, 11.7.3, 11.7.6, 

11.7.7 

Indirect questions 10.16

m , man
saw
wh- 10.17

yes-no 10.17 

Indirect speech 10.14 

q la
 other verbs of saying, thinking, 

believing 10.15.3 

Inflection 1.5

case and mood markers 1.5.2

 definiteness markers 1.5.1 

 noun inflections 1.5.2.1 

 number and gender markers 1.5.3 

 verb inflections 1.5.2.2 

modifier 3.2.1

 direct and indirect speech 10.14, 

10.15 

-muÆaffafa 3.2.1.1

Innovations (not all recent) 

spelling and orthography 1.2.3

hamza spelling 1.2.1

 pausal forms in reading and spelling 

1.2.8 

 punctuation 1.3, 10.14 

lexical

 doublets with  iyya 12.4.2

 doublets with loan words 12.5.3 

 gender items 1.12.2.1 

increase in bi-Áakli type adverbial 

phrases 2.5.8.2 

increase in prepositionals 2.7

 neologisms with suffix 

 n 12.5.2

 pure adverbs in -iyyan 2.5

rubbam

morphological

 new nisba adjectives and abstract 

nouns 12.2 12.4 

 noun patterns 12.9 

 plural variations 12.10 

 proper names commonly not inflected 

1.8.5 

 pseudo-affixes with compound nouns 

and adjectives 12.6, 12.7

syllable structure more flexible 1.1.2, 

12.1 

 verbal patterns 12.8.1 4 

syntactical  

illogical wa-
ra\ma

law
 replacing lamm

5.9.8 

increase in binomial and polynomial 

annexation 2.3.7

invariable adjectives with food and 

fashion items 2.1.1.5  
invariable units of measurement after 

numerals 2.15.9.3  

modal verbs tamma jar

 new patterns for football scores etc. 

2.14.9.2 

 redundant separating pronoun with 

emphatic or resumptive function 

3.5.2 

calques and stylistic

úaduhum al- aru and èuhum 
al- è-

al- Ä¥ and mimm
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compound tenses 3.10.6

increase in min phrases as inverted 

predicates 3.1.4 

kubr
l úada -

 periphrastic agents of passive verbs 

3.12.1 

in alaqa
Interrogatives 1. 6.10, 10.0 

 10.1

agreement with man m

answers to questions 10.12

 10.6, 10.17

compounds with m  10.5, 10.5.1, 

10.5.2 

hal

indirect questions 10.17

interrogative particles 1.6.10

kam
kayfa
man
m
mat

 negative questions 10.1.2 

 rhetorical questions 10.13 

tur
word order 10.0 

Inversion 

concessive sentences with wa-law

equational sentence 3.1.3

hun ka
3.1.3.1 

law clauses 8.2.6 

min
3.1.4 

 verbal sentences 3.7.2 

ism noun 1.4.1 

la noun of instrument 1.11.2

ism mak n noun of place 1.11.2

ism marra noun of time(s) 1.11.2

noun of manner 1.11.2 

istamarra

ista
isti¨n \ exhaustive exception 

9.1 

isti¨n discontinuous 

exception 9.3.1

isti¨n il continuous exception 

9.2, 0.3 

r
¨ra

èa
è  conjunction 7.5.1.10

-... wa-
2.16.4, 3.27.4 

-
verb 7.5.1.2 

izd da

j
persons 3.11.4.1 

idiom with li-
 passive 3.12.4 

 doubly transitiv

jam¥ -
jar ,

jaw b
jaz
jin s paronomasia 11.7.10

jiw ra
 verbal sentence 3.0

jumla ismiyya nominal sentence 3.0

jumlat al-isti¨n  exceptive sentence 9.0

Juncture 1.1.2.1

ka- , 8, see also kam
ka- ,

7.5.1.10, 7.7.1 

ka-
introducer 3.2.5, 5.9.9.4, 7.7.2

ka-
k da
ka , ka lika
k ffa
kall
kam

indirect questions 10.17
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 rhetorical questions 10.13.5 

kam 2, 7.7.3, see 

also ka- , a

kam 7.7.3.2 

kam  law 7.7.3.3 

kam  law (

k na
adding tense and modality to 

equational sentence 3.16.2, 

3.16.3 

compound tenses 3.10.6

conditional sentences modified with 

k na 8.3.3, 8.3.5, 8.3.6

with k na 8.3.6

 negative 3.16.3.2, 4.3

 [syntactically] complete k na l-
t mma 3.16.1

 [syntactically] incomplete k na l-
n qi§a 3.16.2

tenses in conditional sentences,

8.1.1, law 8.2.1,  8.3.1

with 

3.16.5 

with l m al-juú´d 3.16.4, 7.6.1.2

with li- g possession 

3.16.3.1 

ka¨¥ran m
kay, li-kay, kay-m
kayfa
kayfa

conditional kayfa[m ]
8.5.2 

indirect questions 10.17

 rhetorical questions 10.13.7 

kull-
kullam
kullu m

5.5.3 

la-
emphatic verbs 3.26

exclamatory la-kam
3.28.2 

la-sawfa 3.10.3

la-qad 3.10.5, 7.6.7.4, 11.1

 predicates 3.2.1.1 

 protasis 8.1.3, 8.2, 8.2.11, 8.3.4 

l
l
 bi-l

categorical negative 2.18.1, 4.1.2

imperfect verbs 4.2.1

l úada -

l  budda l Áakka

7.5.1.7, 7.5.2.8 

l \ayru
l -  prefixed to negative compound 

nouns 12.6 

l  siyyam
l  y´jadu -existence 

3.19 

 optative 3.25.2

 prohibitions 3.24.5, 3.24.6

wa-l
6.12.1 

l ´

modifier 3.2.5

labi¨a
lad 9 

l kin
2.19.8, 6.5, 6.5.2 

l kinna
modifier 3.2.3

sentence coordinator 6.5, 6.5.1

lam
syntax 4.2.3

l m al-juú´d the l  of denial 3.16.4, 

7.6.1.2 

lamm ,

7.6.3 

lamm  with perfect verb 7.6.3.1

 negative lamm
apopocate verb 7.6.3.2

lan negative particle 1.6.9 

syntax 4.2.5

law
syntax 8.2

laysa
compound negative with other verbs 

4.2.8.2 

etc. 4.2.8.4

 negative conjunction [wa]-laysa
4.2.8.3, 6.12.3 
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 paradigm 1.9.3 

with bi- in predicate, definite nouns 

and adjectives 4.2.8.1

with subject/predicate 4.2.8

with verbal noun of k na 4.2.8.5

layta
modifier 3.2.6

Lexicon 12.0

innovations 12.11

li- 10 

idiomatic úal  li-
7.6.1.1 

idioms with j ,

7.6.1.1 

indicating possession, tense marked 

with k na 3.16.3.1  

 l m al-juú´d 3.16.4, 7.6.1.2

li- endent 

verb 7.6.1.4 

li-
li-
li-

7.5.2.9 

li-kay kay 7.6.2

li-ma
li-m

10.5.1 

li-m  indirect questions 10.18.1

 verbal noun 7.6.1.5 

with apocopated verb, indirect 

imperative 3.24.2

with dependent verb 7.6.1

li-
li-
li-

modifier 3.2.1

li-ma, li-m
liq
Loan words 12.1

lexical doublets 12.5.3

 patterns 12.1.1, 12.1.2 

 regional variations 12.1.3 

transcription 1.2.6.1

m  various senses (for modals and 

auxiliaries see m  + alphabetically)

5.4, 5.4.2 

compound adverbial phrases 5.8

compound conjunctions 5.9

conditional  m
8.3.13 

conditional mahm
conditional suffix with 

exclamatory structures 5.6.2

m  bayna
m  ... min

construction 5.4.4

mimm
temporal m  al-daym´ma 5.6.1

 vague or indefinite m  al- m
1.8.4, 5.6.3 

 verbal noun phrase equivalent m  al-
ma§dariyya 5.6

with emphasizers and quantifiers 

5.5.3 

 5.7 

idioms in rhetorical questions 

10.13.3.1 

indirect questions 10.18

 1.6.9

in nominal sentences (also with bi-)
4.1.1 

m  with perfect verb 4.2.6

m  with úatt
7.6.7.7 

 perfect verb, independent verb 4.2.2

[m
sentences 9.5.3

m  al- m the m  of vagueness 

1.12.4.1, 5.3 

m  al-daym´ma the m  of duration 

5.6.1 

m  al-ma§dariyya the m  [+ verb] with 

verbal noun equivalence 5.6 

m  b luhu
10.13.3.1 

m
[m ] Æal , f¥-m Æal

exceptive sentences 9.5.3

m  nfakka
m  z la

1 

mabn¥ lacking inflection, invariable 

1.5.1.6, see uninflected
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maè
m

´l patient noun, ism al- ´l
passive participle 1.11.1 

 objects and complements, see 

dependent elements 2.4, 3.29 

maúè-
mahm

8.5.1 

man

idiom man l¥ bi-

5.4, 5.4.1 

10.3 

ma§dar verbal noun 1.11.1, 2.10 

mat
conditional mat  m

8.5.2 

 direct questions 10.10 

indirect questions 10.17

 rhetorical questions 10.13.8 

ma¨al
maw§´f head of adjectival phrase or 

indefinite relative sentence

maw§´l relative noun 1.7.3, 5.0, 5.2

yaj´zu 3.15.2

mi¨l-
mi¨lam
min 2 

10.8.1 

min qablu

min \
7.5.1.11 

min úay¨u
min phrases in inverted predicates 3.1.4, 

7.5.1.1 

7.5.1.10 

min qibali

with al- ¥du

with passives, periphrastic agent, 

2.10.3, 3.12.1 

Modal verbs 3.15, see auxiliary

Months of the year 2.14.7.1

Morphology 1.0, 1.4

abstract noun patterns 1.8.1.3

categories 1.4.1

 deverbative nouns 1.11

 diminutive patterns 1.8.1.2 

 habitual or intensive patterns  

1.8.1.1 

 noun patterns, general 1.8.1 

morphophological variations in verb 

paradigms 1.9.1.8

 pattern system 1.4.2 

 verb, basic stems 1.9.2 

 verb, derived stems 1.10 

muÄ and munÄu 3, 7.6.8

muÄ/munÄ  conjunction 7.6.8.2

munÄu mat  interrogative 10.10.1

munÄu wa- coordinator 6.2.7

with perfect verbs 7.6.8.1

 subject of equational 

sentence 3.0, topic of comment 

3.3 

mujarrad-
 bi- compound 

conjunction 7.5.1.11

munÄu muÄ
muq bila

yanba\¥, yajibu 3.15.2

 negative 3.15.4 

musta¨n excepted element 9.0 

musta¨n  minhu antecedent in exceptive 

sentence 9.0

½am-

estions 

10.12.1 

n diran m
nafs-
 reflexive 3.13.1 

n h¥
naúwa

 adjectival qualifier 2.1

¥ adjective or participle with 

split agreement 2.1.3.4, 5.1.4

na½aran li-
na½¥ra
Negation 1.6.9, 4.0
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-muÆaffafa subordinating 

negative clauses 4.1.5, 7.5.1.9, 

7.5.2.5 

circumstantial qualifiers 7.3.2

coordination wa-l
equational sentences 3.6, 4.1

interrogatives  and hal 4.8, 10.1.2, 

10.13 

 negative nouns 2.18, 12.6 

 negative prepositions bi-l
etc. 4.1.6

 non-existence 3.19

 reinforcement with 

etc. 4.2.7

 resumptive negative [wa]-l   

4.7 

 verbal sentences 4.2 

\ayr-
adjectives 2.9.2.3, 12.6

in exceptive sentences 9.5.1

 pseudo- - , non-

nouns and adjectives 12.6 

and m 2.6

exception  ...
9.4.4 

k na  negated 4.3

as modalized equivalent of laysa
4.3.1 

with lam al-juú´d and dependent verb 

4.3.2 

l ,

categorical negative 2.18.1, 4.1.2

indefinite nouns after compound 

preposition bi-l
independent verb 4.2.1

l úada -

l  budda l Áakka
4.1.3, 6.2.7, 

7.5.1.7, 7.5.2.8 

l \ayru
law-l

 optative 4.5 

 prefixed to nouns and adjectives  

- , non- 12.6 

 prohibitions 4.4

subordination with ,

lam
in conditional sentences with law

8.2.2,  8.3.9,  8.1.11

lamm

lan

laysa
laysa bi-, definite nouns and 

adjectives 4.2.8.1

compound negative with other verbs 

4.2.8.2 

 negative conjunction 4.2.8.3, 6.12.2 

sentence qualifier 4.2.8.4

with verbal noun of k na 4.2.8.5

m  (also with bi-) in nominal 

sentences 4.1.1

 verbal sentences 4.2.2 

ma  1.9.3, 3.27.2

Nisba adjectival suffix -¥ 1.8.6.3, 12.2

adjectival use 2.1.6

 -aw¥ and  - w¥ variant 12.3

 doublets with singular and plural base 

12.2.3 

 nouns in  -¥ 12.4.3

 recent abstract noun coinages in 

 -iyya 12.4

 recent adjectival coinages 12.2.1 

 replacing substance nouns 12.2.2 

ni§f-
- -affix 12.7.1

Nominal sentence jumla ismiyya see 

equational sentence, topic-

comment sentence

Non-existence 3.19

-  2.9.2.5, 3.19, 12.6 

¥m- - , un- -affix 

12.7.1 

l  categorical negative 4.1.2

l  y´jadu
laysa

- , un-

2.18, 12.6 

Nouns 1.4.1

abstract in  iyya 12.4
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annexed compounds 12.5.1

collective nouns 2.1.1.2

compound 1.8.10, 12.5, 12.6, 12.7

 deverbatives 1.11 

 gender 1.12.2.1 

inflection, full, partial or none 1.4.3

lexical doublets with  iyya 12.4.2

lexical doublets with loan words 

12.5.3 

 negative compounds 12.6 

 neologisms with suffix  n 12.5.2

 noun of instrument la 1.11.2

 noun of manner  1.11.2

 noun of place ism mak n 1.11.2

 noun of time(s) ism marra 1.11.2

 number and gender markers 1.5.3 

 paradigms 1.5.2.1, 1.8.2, 1.8.3, 1.8.4 

 participles and verbal nouns, stem I, 

1.11.1, for others see verb 

paradigms 

 patterns 1.8.1 

 proper nouns, see proper names 

 quasi-compound 1.8.10.3

 relative noun 5.2 

 variations in noun morphology 12.9 

Number 1.12.1, see also agreement

 dual 1.12.1.1 

 plural 1.12.1.2 

 pronouns 1.12.1.3 

 verbs 1.12.14 

Numerals, cardinal 2.12 (here in 

numerical order) 

úad-
w id-
i¨n ni

 3 10 2.12.3 

 11 19 2.12.4 

 20 99 2.12.5 

 100 2.12.6 

 200 2.12.7 

 300 999 2.12.8 

 1,000 2.12.9 

 2,000 2.12.10

 3,000 up 2.12.11 

millions, billions, trillions 2.12.12

in apposition 2.12.13

 number and gender agreement 

2.12.15 

Numerals, ordinal 2.13 (here in 

numerical order) 

 first 2.13.1 

second-tenth 2.13.2

eleventh-nineteenth 2.13.3 

twentieth, thirtieth etc. 2.13.4

twenty-first, thirty-second etc. 

2.13.5 

 higher ordinals 2.13.6 

Numerical items, other categories  

2.14 

age 2.14.8

clock times 2.14.6

 dates and calendar 2.14.7 

 days 2.14.7.1 

 distributives 2.14.1 

 fractions 2.14.2 

nafar
 nil 2.14.4 

 page and other references  

2.14.9.1 

 percentages 2.14.3 

 periods of time and personalized time 

idioms 2.14.5

soccer and sport scores 2.14.9.2

weights and measures 2.14.9.3

years and longer periods 2.14.7.2

nu§ba
n´n al-tawk¥d emphatic  n suffix 

1.5.2.2, 3.26 

Oaths and exclamations 1.6.2, 2.17, 

3.27.4 

Object ´l, see dependent elements 

2.4, 3.29 

indirect object 3.11.4

transitivity 3.11

Optative verb 3.25

 positive 3.25.1 

 negative 3.25.2, 4.5

Orthography 1.2

abbreviations 1.2.5

classical and variants 1.2.2

hamza 1.2.1

innovations 1.2.3

 numbers and digits 1.2.4

 punctuation 1.3 

spelling instructions 1.2.2.1

transcription of foreign and loan 

words 1.2.6.1, 1.2.6.2
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Paradigms, inflected and partially 

inflected elements 1.5

adjectives 1.8.6

anomalous verbs 1.9.3 

 defective nouns 1.8.2 

invariable nouns 1.8.4

 partially inflected nouns 1.8.3 

 participles 1.11 

 plural nouns 1.8.2 

 proper names 1.8.5 

 regular nouns 1.8.2 

 verbs, stem I all types 1.9.2 

 verbs, derived Stems 1.10.2 11 

Paronomasia 11.7

Parenthesis, parenthetical clauses, 11.4

 relative clauses 11.4.2 

 restrictive conditionals 11.4.1 

Participles, forms 1.4.1, 1.6, 1.9, 1.10

active participle ism al-f , syntax 

2.10.2 

 nominalized active participle 2.10.2 

with free direct objects with iyy -
2.10.2 

with nominal syntax, annexed 2.1.5

with verbal syntax, direct and indirect 

objects 2.10.2 

 passive participle ism al- ´l,
syntax 2.10.3

in expanded adjectival phrases 2.1.3.3 

 nominalized passive participle 2.10.4 

with nominal syntax, annexed 2.10.3

Particles úarf, plur. úur´f, 1.4.1, 1.6 (see 

individual topics for syntax)

conditional, 1.6.5

coordinating conjunctions, bound and 

free 1.6.3 

emphasizers 1.6.7

exceptive 1.6.6

exclamations 1.6.2

interrogative 1.6.1

 negative 1.6.9 

 prepositions 1.6.12 

 restrictive 1,6,8 

subordinating conjunctions, bound 

and free 1.6.4

 vocative 1.6.1 

Passive 3.12

 doubly transitive verbs 3.12 

idiomatic 2.10.3, 3.12.4

impersonal 3.12.4 

indirectly transitive verbs 3.12.3

instrument with bi-
 participle, syntax 2.1.3.3, 2.10.3 

 periphrastic agent with min etc. 

3.12.1 

tur
 vowelling 3.12 

Patterns wazn, n 1.4, 1.8, 1.9

 deverbatives 1.11

 diminutive 1.8.1.2 

 dual 1.5.2.1 

 habitual or intensive 1.8.1.1 

 noun of instrument la 1.11.2

 noun of manner  1.11.2

 noun of place ism mak n 1.11.2

 noun of time(s) ism marra 1.11.2

 plural 1.12.1.2 

 verb, basic stem 1.9 

 verb, augmented (derived) stems 1.10 

Pausal forms, effect on spelling 1.2.8

 nominal forms 1.8.2 

Perfect 3.10.1

marked with qad 3.10.4

Phoneme inventory 1.1.1

Phonology 1.1

Phrasal units 2.0, 2.20

adjectival relative clauses 2.20.1, 5.0

asyndetic verb phrases 2.20.3, 5.1, 

7.3 

complementized clauses 2.20.2, 7.5.2

syndetic verb phrases 2.20.4, 5.2, 

7.5.1 

 verbs in apposition 2.20.5 

Plural 1.12.1 (see also agreement)

alternative plurals 12.10.2

 broken 1.12.1.2 

 double plurals 12.10.4 

modern variations 12.10

 non-human plurals, adjectival 

agreement 2.1.1

sound 1.5.3

Predicate Æabar, see equational sentence 

3.1, topic-comment sentence 3.3

Prepositionals 1.8.8, 2.7, listed 2.7.1

2.7.43 (see alphabetically) 

Prepositions 1.6.12, 2.7, 2.6.1 listed 

2.6.2 2.6.13 (see alphabetically)  

prepositional phrases as discourse 

introducers 11.1
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 repetition 2.6.0.1 

with intransitive verbs 2.6.0.2, 3.11.4 

Prohibitions 4.4

 direct with l
3.24.5, 4.4.1 

indirect with l  and apopocated verb 

(energetic, with -anna suffix) 

3.24.6, 4.4.1.1

Pronouns 1.4.6

appositional for emphasis 2.8.5

 binding r bi  in topic-comment 

sentences 3.3

 bound 1.7.1.1 

 bound object pronouns 1.7.1.1 

 bound possessive pronouns 1.7.1.1 

 dummy topic èam¥r al-Á  3.4

emphasizing agents, postposed 

3.9 

emphatic or resumptive use of 

separating pronoun 3.5.2

emphatic agent 3.9

 free 1.7.1.2 

 free object 3.11.1.1 

 omission of referential pronoun 

5.0.2, 5.4.3 

 preposed agent pronouns 3.9.1 

 referential  in relative sentences 

5.0.1 

separating èam¥r al-fa§l 3.5

subjects and predicates 3.1.2.1

Proper Names

annexation of and to 2.3.3

apposition 2.2.2

 definiteness 1.12.3.2, 2.1.1 

inflection 1.8.5

titles 2.2.3

with demonstratives 2.2.5.2

Protasis -Áar  8.0

Pseudo-affixes in compound nouns and 

adjectives 1.8.10, 12.6, 12.7.1

Punctuation 1.3

q bil - -

12.7.1 

qabla qubayla), 

qablan 2.7.31

qabl- -  pseudo-affix 12.7.1

qablu, min qablu
2.5.4 

qad dynamic aspect marker 3.10.4, 

3.10.5 

fa-qad, fa-la-qad with discourse 

markers 11.1

úatt  la-qad
in circumstantial qualifier clauses 

7.3.2 

in compound tenses 3.10.6, 3.10.7

wa-qad, fa-qad, la-qad with 

imperfect 3.10.5

with imperfect 3.10.5

with perfect 3.10.4

qadara
qadra m
q la  10.15.1

with  10.15.2

with  10.15.3.1

qal¥lan m
qalla
qalla m
q ma bi-
Quantifiers see determiners

Questions, see interrogatives 10.0

 rhetorical questions 10.13 

Quotations 1.3.1, 10.14

qur bata, qurba

 paradigm 1.9.3 

 doubly transitive 3.11.2.4 

r bi  binding pronoun in topic-comment 

sentences 3.3

ra\ma
/bi-l-ra\mi (min), ra\ma ( )

7.5.2.11 

r a
rahna
ray¨am ,

5.9.13 

Reciprocal verbs 3.14

úaduhum al- ar-
3.14.3 

è- 3 

Reflexive verbs 3.13

with nafs-, t-
with simple pronoun 3.13.2

Relative noun maw§´l 1.7.3, see relative 

sentences

Relative pronoun  see relative 

sentences, referential pronoun

Relative sentences 5.0 
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agreement 5.2.2

attraction 5.2.1

elatives and quantifiers 5.1.1, 5.2.3

 generic article on head 5.1.2 

 omission of referential pronoun 5.0.2, 

5.4.3 

 participles in relative meaning 

sabab¥ 2.1.3.4, 5.1.4 

 referential pronoun  5.0.1

 similarity to circumstantial qualifier 

5.1.3 

word order 5.0.3, 5.2.1

asyndetic 5.1

adjectival clause §ifa 5.0, 5.1

indefinite heads §ifa 5.1, 5.1.1 3 

indefinite

m , man ,

5.4.1 4 

m ....min
mimm

 nominalized 5.3 

al- Ä¥
with quantifiers annexed 5.5.3

syndetic 5.2, 5.2.1

allaÄ¥ relative noun 1.7.3, 5.3.1

 definite heads §ila 5.0, 5.2

 demonstratives as topic 5.2.4 

 relative noun maw§´l 1.7.3, 5.0, 5.2

 restrictive/non-restrictive 5.2.5, 5.4.4

Restrictives 1.6.8, 3.30

faqa§

rubbam
Rhetorical questions 10.13 

rubba
rubbam ,

3.30.2 

answer to question10.12.4

conjunction 5.9.14

sa-, sawfa future markers 3.10.3

Áadda m

s - ,  2.9.1.8

Á - ,

 m Á wa-

§ ra
Á
Áar
Áatt ,

Áatt na m
saw  or ,

whether

indirect questions 10.20

 phrasal 2.19.6 

§awba
Semantic changes 12.12

Sentence modifiers ,  etc. 3.2

with dummy pronoun èam¥r al-Á
3.4 

Sentence, basic 3.0

conditional 8.0 

equational 3.1

exceptive 9.0

modalized with k na etc. 3.16.2

 negative 4.0 

 nominal 3.1, 3.3 

 relative 5.0 

subordinate 7.0

topic-comment 3.3

 verbal 3.7 

Separating pronoun èam¥r al-fa§l 3.5

 redundant or emphatic 3.5.2 

with k na 3.16.2

Áibh-
Áibh- -  pseudo-affix 12.7.1

§ifa adjective 2.1

 relative sentence with indefinite head 

5.0 

§ila relative sentence with definite head 

5.0 

siw  2.9.2.4

siw
in exceptive sentences 9.5.2

Spelling issues 1.1.1

abbreviations 1.2.5

CA survivals and variants 1.2.2

case and mood markers 1.2.9

loan words 1.2.6.1

MWA spelling conventions 1.2.3

 pausal forms, effect on spelling 1.2.8 

 punctuation 1.3 
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 quotations 1.3.1, 10.14 

spelling instructions 1.2.2.1

transcriptions, ad hoc 1.2.6.1, 1.2.6.3

 vowels 1.2.7 

Style (repetition and paronomasia) 11.7

absolute object 2.4.2, 3.29.3, 11.7.4

cognates in annexation 11.7.5

indefinite agent cognate with verb 

3.9.4, 11.7.3 

indefinite relative clauses 5.4, 11.7.7

 obligatory repetition of (pro)nouns 

11.7.1 

 oxymoron 11.7.11 

 paronomasia 11.7.10 

 periphrastic indefiniteness 11.7.6 (cf. 

1.12.4) 

 repetition of noun for emphasis 

11.7.2 

 repetition of verb for emphasis 6.2, 

11.7.9 

 repetition of verbs in purely temporal 

 clauses 8.3.11, 11.7.8

s´ - 2.6

s´ - -, dys-  pseudo-affix 12.7.1

Subject  see nominal sentence 

3.0 

 definiteness 3.1 

 demonstratives 3.1.2.2, 5.2.4 

 noun clauses 3.1.2.3, 7.5.1.2, 7.5.2 

 pronouns 3.1.2.1 

subjects distinct from agents 3.0 

topic-comment 3.3

types of subject 3.1.2

Subordination 7.0, 7.1

asyndetic, independent verb 7.1.1

circumstantial qualifiers 7.3

comparative 5.9.9, 7.7

conditional 8.0

exceptive 9.0

 nesting 7.2.2 

 nominalized and non-nominalized 

clauses 7.2, 7.2.1

 relatives 5.0 

syndetic correlative 7.1.3

syndetic, single subordinator 7.1.2

Subordinators 1.6.4, 7.0, 7.1, see also 

comparatives 5.9.9, conditionals 

8.0, exceptives 9.0 

with perfect verb 7.5.1.12 

fa-

úatt , general 7.6.7

,

verb 7.6.7.3 

with la-qad + perfect verb 7.6.7.4

with  7.6.7.5

with  m  7.6.7.6

with time idioms: 7.6.7.8

úay¨u ,

bi-úay¨u 7.6.9.6

úay¨u with verbs 7.6.9.1

with noun phrases 7.6.9.2

with noun as subject 7.6.9.3

with min 7.6.9.4

with m  7.6.9.5

ú¥na

Ä
 followed by categorical negative l

7.6.4.1 

Ä of surprise 3.31.2

,

8.3 

 of surprise 3.31.1, 7.6.5.2

temporal 7.6.5

ka- kam

kay, li-kay, kay-m
dependent and independent verb 

7.6.2 

lamm
lamm  with perfect verb 7.6.3.1

lamm
7.6.3.2 

li-
7.6.1 

idioms 7.6.1.1

l m al-juú´d 7.6.1.2
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li-
li-

verb 7.6.1.4 

li-kay see kay
li-+ verbal noun 7.6.1.5

muÄ and munÄu
with perfect verbs 7.6.8.1

with  7.6.8.2

wa- , at the same 

wa- with circumstantial clauses 7.3.2

yakf¥ 3.15.2

na m
Syllable structure 1.1.2, 1.12.1.2

- - pseudo-affix 12.7.1

afiqa
tafs¥r explanation 11.6

taúta
taút- - , infra- pseudo-affix 12.7.1

lam
tamma
¨ammata

in inverted equational sentences 

3.1.3.1 

taraka ,

imperative 3.24.3

Tense 1.4.7, 3.10, see also aspect, verb 

etc. 

compound tenses 3.10.6

sequence of tenses 3.10.7

tense in conditional sentences,

8.1.1, law 8.2.1,  8.3.1

ibqa
¥lata

tilwa
iw la

Topic-comment sentence 3.3

comment is equational sentence 3.3.1

comment is verbal sentence 3.3.2

 other sentence types as comment 

3.3.3, 8.1.3, 8.3.10 

topic introduced by 

3.3.4 

Transcriptions, ad hoc 1.2.6.1, 1.2.6.3 

Transitivity 3.11

 double transitivity 3.11.2

indirect (prepositional) objects 3.11.4

single transitivity 3.11.1

treble transitivity 3.11.3

 vague direct objects 3.11.1.2 

object 3.11.4.1 

 verbs of transformation l al-
ta§y¥r 3.11.2.2

 verbs with sentential objects l al-
qul´b 3.11.2.4

 verbs with two arguments 3.11.2.1 

tuj ha
¨umma
 phrasal 2.19.3 

tur

Uninflected and invariable words 1.6

adverbs 1.6.11

conditional particles, 1.6.5

coordinating conjunctions 1.6.3

emphasizers 1.6.7

exceptive particles 1.6.6

exclamations 1.6.2

interrogatives 1.6.10

 negatives 1.6.9 

 pronouns 1.7 

 restrictive particles 1.6.8 

subordinating conjunctions 1.6.4

 vocative particles 1.6.1 

Verb, aspect, tense, voice 3.10 (see 

further verb, forms, and verb, 

syntax) 

apocopated conditional verbs 9.0

apocopated, negated with lam 4.2.3

compound tenses 3.10.6

 dependent, see subordination 7.0 

 dependent, negated with lan 4.2.5

energetic form, uses 3.26

exclamatory 3.27

imperatives, direct and indirect 

3.24.1 4 

imperfect 3.10.2

imperfect with future meaning, 

unmarked and with sa-, sawfa
3.10.3 

imperfect with wa-qad, fa-qad, la-
qad 3.10.5

impersonal, auxiliary and modal 

verbs 3.15 23 

impersonal passive 3.12.4 
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independent, see verbal sentence 3.7

indirect (prepositional) transitivity 

3.11.4 

k na
auxiliary 3.16

modals and auxiliaries 3.15

 negative 4.0 

 optative 3.25 

 passive 3.12 

 perfect 3.10.1 

 perfect with qad, wa-qad, fa-qad, la-
qad 3.10.4

 prohibitions, direct and indirect 

3.24.5 6 

 reflexive 3.13 

 reciprocal 3.14 

sequence of tenses 3.10.7

stem IV indicating manner 3.23.4

transitivity 3.11

than k na 3.17

Verb, forms 1.4.1, 1.9 

aspect 1.9.1.3

augmented stems 1.9.1.2

 basic pattern and stem 1.9.1.1

energetic 1.5.2.2

inflections (moods) and forms 

(tenses) 1.4.7, 1.5.2.2 

innovations in patterns 12.8, 12.8.1 4 

mood 1.9.1.5

morphophonological variations 

1.9.1.8

 paradigms, stem I all types 1.9.2,

derived stems, 1.10.2 1.10.11 

 quadriliterals 1.9.1.7

 quadriliteral derived stems 1.10.12 

 voice 1.9.1.4

Verb, syntax 3.7

agreement in number and gender 3.8

agreement with collectives 3.8.2

agreement with mixed genders 3.8.3 

attraction of number and gender 

3.8.4 

 default masculine 3.8.1 

energetic form 3.26

 free pronoun emphasizing agent  

3.9 

huwa al- aru etc. 3.9.3

indefinite agents 3.7.2.2, 3.9.4

inversion 3.7.2

 position of adverbials and qualifiers 

3.7.4

 vague agents 3.9.4, 11.7.3 

 variation in newspaper headlines 

3.7.3 

 verbal sentence 3.7 

word order 3.7.1

Verbal noun ma§dar, forms 1.4.1, 1.6, 

1.9, 1.10 

annexed to agent 2.10.1.1

annexed to direct object 2.10.1.2

 doubly transitive 2.10.1.4  

equivalent to subordinate clause 

2.10.1.11, 7.5.1.1 

´l mu laq as object 2.10.1.8

 object in dependent case 2.10.1.3 

 object paraphrased with li-
2.10.1.7 

 verbal noun of k na
3.16.2 

 verbal noun with passive meaning 

2.10.1.9 

with circumstantial qualifier 

2.10.1.10 

with free object pronoun 

2.10.1.6 

with ´l mu laq as object 2.10.1.8

Vocabulary, general developments 12.0

Vocative particles 1.6.1, syntax 2.15

 2.15.4

 2.15.2

 dependent noun after elided verb 

2.15.6 

y  2.15.1

y  2.15.3

zero vocative 2.15.5

Vowel notation 1.2.7

 passive verbs 3.12 

wa-
7.3.2 

 discourse marker 11.1.2 

exclamatory 3.28.1

introducing circumstantial qualifiers 

6.2.5, 7.3.2 

 3.29.8

 phrasal 2.19.1 

 prefixed to oaths 2.17, 3.26.3 

wa-l
[wa]-l kin[na]
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wa-laysa
wa- ,

8.4, 9.4.7, 11.3 

wa-
conditional sentences 8.1.12

wa-qad, see qad
wafqa
waúda-

circumstantial qualifier 2.4.6.4

wajada

 passive y´jadu ,

3.18 

, da 3.20.2

war
war - -  pseudo-affix 12.7.1

was a
was - -  pseudo-affix 12.7.1

waylun li-
wazn, n pattern[s]  1.4, 1.8, 1.9

Weather 3.15.1

y article 1.6.1, 

2.15.1 

y  2.15.3

y  la- exclamatory 3.27.4

y  reinforcing layta
equational sentence modifier 

3.2.6 

yajibu

yaj zu

yakf¥
yanba\¥

z da
½alla
½arf space/time qualifier 2.4.3, 

3.29.4 
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